Electrolytic Simulation of Cathode-Ray-Tube Conditions

The electrolytic tank shown above is used for plotting the electrostatic field of cathode-ray-tube focusing and deflecting systems. A pair of deflecting plates, many times normal size, is immersed in the electrolyte. The field is explored with a probe. Potential picked up by the probe is measured on a vacuum-tube voltmeter. The bank of five vacuum-tube voltmeters permits measurements at five points simultaneously for use in gun design and similar problems. A push button on the carriage permits working dots on the plotting board behind the tank.

The Institute of Radio Engineers
Pigs ain't pigs, we say. There are differences even within the litter. Sometimes they're visible, but often you can only tell the result of good breeding by checking the result.

It's the same with our Amperex 892. There is one of those little differences in the grid arm. It's much easier to assemble this by brazing a few parts together, but we know that a braze often offers resistance to the passage of current, sometimes enough resistance to make a big difference.

So we start this grid arm as a solid rod of oxygen-free copper and make it out of one piece, and it takes some mighty fine skill, Amperex skill, to turn that feather-edged seal from the solid. But that Amperex skill in manufacture, plus Amperex skill in design, produces a grid arm that offers the best operating conditions for both DC and RF... just another of the many little differences that make a big difference in the design and construction of the many, many types of tubes that comprise the extensive Amperex line.
Watch the operator manipulate quickly the switches and knobs of this new Hytron electronic curve tracer. Like magic, graduated horizontal and vertical scales flash onto the screen, and he calibrates them in desired units by adjusting the marker pips. Effortlessly, he traces the three basic characteristics curves (\(E_b-I_{b1}, E_b-I_{c1}, E_b-I_{c2}\)) — for a quick check or a photographic record. No slow tabulating and plotting of dozens of meter readings.

Because the grid potential is applied in a momentary, narrow pulse (monitored by the smaller scope), the curves include the positive grid region so important in analyzing transmitting tubes. Another advantage, missed with roughly plotted curves, is that the slightest eccentricities in the curves are apparent. Improper tube geometry, for example, is immediately detectable.

A maze of trigger, phase-inverter, and sweep circuits, synchronizing pulse generators, electronic switches, and regulated power supplies — the curve tracer's principle of operation is simple. Microsecond pulsing, electronic switching, and persistency of the oscilloscope screen do the trick. What does this fancy gadget mean to you? Better, more uniform Hytron tubes, because design and production control are easier, better. The new Hytron curve tracer is another step forward to give you the best in tubes.
Your money's worth and MORE!

... in every power range

Through the years, the experience of hundreds of stations from coast to coast has proved that you get the most for your money in Western Electric transmitters.

You get outstanding design by Bell Laboratories—top quality performance — dependability — and rock bottom operating cost.

You will want these things in your new AM transmitter. Get full details from your local Graybar Broadcast Representative or write to Graybar Electric Co., 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Western Electric

—QUALITY COUNTS—
This Single Instrument...!
SAVES EXPENSIVE ENGINEERING TIME, INCREASES ACCURACY, ELIMINATES EXTRA EQUIPMENT

Vacuum-tube voltmeter:
standardized voltages,
150v to 50mv

Vacuum-tube voltmeter
measures any external voltage

Frequency range, 20 cps to 20 kc. No zero-setting required

110 db attenuation of output signal, 1 db steps

5 watts output; less than 1% distortion

50, 200, 600, 5000 ohm output impedance

Here's the compact precision instrument that gives you the measuring capacities and scope of 6 individual instruments, yet occupies bench space of but one! This famous -hp- 205AG provides typical -hp- accuracy and ease of operation (no zero-set, for example) for almost any test job from 20 cps to 20 kc. It delivers 5 watts power with less than 1.0% distortion at the commonly-used impedance levels of 50, 200, 600, and 5000 ohms. Meter calibration, in volts and db, is based on a 600 ohm level, to conform with RMA standards. The instrument's output voltage ranges from 150 volts to 50 microvolts. Where input vacuum tube voltmeter is not required, the -hp- 205A is available. This instrument is identical in other characteristics to the 205AG. And, for supersonic measurements, the -hp- 205AH is provided. This instrument covers a frequency range of 1 kc to 100 kc and is similar to the -hp- 205A. For full details of any of these rugged, long-lasting -hp- instruments, write or wire today.

Hewlett-Packard Company • 1452D Page Mill Road • Palo Alto, Calif.

Attention FM Engineers!
Full Information on the new -hp-
FM TEST EQUIPMENT
Available on Request
Write Today!

MAKE THESE MEASUREMENTS WITHOUT EXTRA APPARATUS

Frequency Response
Audio Gain
Filter Transmission Characteristics
Audio Frequencies
Voltage Measurements
Speaker Tests (No amplifiers needed)
or
Drive Electro-Mechanical Equipment

F O R  S P E E D  A N D  A C C U R A C Y

THESE -hp- REPRESENTATIVES ARE AT YOUR SERVICE

CHICAGO 6, ILL.: Alfred Crossley, 549 W. Rondolph St., State 7444 • HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF.: Norman B. Neely Enterprises, 7422 Melrose Ave., Whitney 1147
HIGH POINT, N. C.: Bivins & Coldwell, 134 W. Commerce St., High Point 3672 • NEW YORK 7, N. Y.: Burlingame Associates Ltd., 11 Park Place, Worth 2-2171
DENVER 10, COLO.: Ronald G. Bowen, 1886 S. Humboldt St., Spruce 9368 • TORONTO 1, CANADA: Atlas Radio Corp. Ltd., 560 King St. West, Waverley 4761
DALLAS 5, TEXAS: Earl W. Lipscomb, 4433 Stanford Street, Logan 6-5097
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NOW...
RF HEATING TUBES
DESIGNED and PROCESSED
ESPECIALLY FOR
RF HEATING PURPOSES

To Machlett Laboratories the tube needs of the RF heating industry have been a challenge—no less than they have been a source of deep concern to the industry itself. The electronic heating industry has now grown to such importance as to require—and merit—the best the electron tube industry can produce...and here the "best" must mean tubes designed and processed especially for its needs, not "hand-me-downs," no matter how high in quality, from communications or other fields.

For this reason...

MACHLETT LABORATORIES
are Privileged to Announce

their initial step in a planned program
to provide the RF heating industry
for the first time
with a line of tubes designed, processed,
and serviced exclusively
for its use

Machlett Laboratories' announcement several months ago of RF Heating Tube Types ML-5604 and ML-5619 constituted the first tangible recognition by the tube industry of the special requirements of the electronic heating field. These tubes, featuring above all else an unquestioned ability to handle—without penalty to life or performance—the most severe load mismatching and the unusual physical conditions inherent in industrial service, marked the beginning of a new concept of service to this growing industry. Unmatched in mechanical ruggedness, they embody materially heavier sections, sturdier grid, cathode and terminal construction, and principles of tube design and processing which assure better performance and longer life.

These same principles are now embodied in five new tubes—ML-5658, ML-5666, ML-5667, ML-5668 and ML-5669. Thus there is now available—for the first time—for both initial installation and for replacement, for all induction and dielectric heating purposes from 5 to 50 KW, a selection of tubes, each of which is custom-made for the job it has to do.
AN IMPROVED WATER JACKET
FOR BETTER TUBE PERFORMANCE

Machlett's new water jacket, available for all Machlett RF Heating Tube types, embodies the first fundamental improvement in water jackets since their initial use with electron tubes. With this new jacket, it is simple to remove a tube and replace another in less than five seconds. No tools are needed; simply a twist of the wrist and the jacket is open, another twist and it is sealed—without danger to the tube, without leakage, without trial and error—a perfect seal every time.

Machlett RF Heating Tubes will be supplied—where desired—with scientifically-designed terminal connectors affixed to the tubes at the factory. Flexible leads will be permanently attached in lengths to meet equipment manufacturers' requirements.

To the RF Heating Equipment manufacturer these Machlett electron tubes and accessories will provide the first real freedom from "tube worries" and assure user satisfaction. They will contribute to demonstrating the effectiveness and economy of electronic heating. Priced only slightly higher than the standard communication tubes generally sold for this purpose, they will prove lowest in cost through better performance and materially longer life.

MACHLETT LABORATORIES, INC.
Springdale, Connecticut

ML-5619 RF HEATING TRIODE, water-cooled with automatic seal jacket, or for forced-air cooling (ML-5604).
Maximum Input.............. 32.5 KW
Maximum Plate Dissipation (ML-5619) ... 20 KW
Maximum Plate Dissipation (ML-5604) ... 10 KW

ML-5658 RF HEATING TRIODE
Maximum Input.............. 60 KW
Maximum Plate Dissipation... 20 KW
(Will replace Type 600 without equipment modifications)
Automatic seal water jacket as shown.

ML-5667 FORCED-AIR COOLED TRIODE, available for water cooling ML-5666, with automatic seal jacket.
Maximum Input.............. 20 KW
Maximum Plate Dissipation (ML-5667) ... 7.5 KW
Maximum Plate Dissipation (ML-5666) ... 12.5 KW
(Will replace Types 892A and 892R without equipment modifications)

ML-5668 WATER-COOLED RF HEATING TRIODE, available with automatic seal jacket.
Maximum Input.............. 28 KW
Maximum Plate Dissipation. 20 KW
(Will replace Types 892 and 892R [by ML-5669] without equipment modifications)

Write for complete technical data on this new line of tubes and accessories. A Machlett Application Engineer will gladly visit you at your request.

MACHLETT
50 Years of Electron Tube Experience

AUTOMATIC SEAL WATER JACKET. No tools needed to open and close the new Machlett water jacket. No worry about tube breakage or water leakage. Jacket cannot be opened unless water pressure is off, nor closed unless tube is properly seated. Your hand opens and closes a perfectly safe seal with just a single twist.
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SINCE its recent introduction, Revere Free-Cutting Copper has decisively proved its great value for the precision manufacture of copper parts. Uses include certain tube elements requiring both great dimensional precision, and exceptional finish. It is also being used for switch gear, high-capacity plug connectors and in similar applications requiring copper to be machined with great accuracy and smoothness. This copper may also be cold-upset to a considerable deformation, and may be hot forged.

Revere Free-Cutting Copper is oxygen-free, high conductivity, and contains a small amount of tellurium, which, plus special processing in the Revere mills, greatly increases machining speeds, makes possible closer tolerances and much smoother finish. Thus production is increased, costs are cut, rejects lessened. The material's one important limitation is that it does not make a vacuum-tight seal with glass. In all other electronic applications this special-quality material offers great advantages. Write Revere for details.

CUSTOMERS REPORT:

"This material seems to machine much better than our previous hard copper bar; it cuts off smoothly, takes a very nice thread, and does not clog the die." (Electrical parts.)

"Increased feed from 1-1/2" to 6" per minute and do five at one time instead of two. (Switch parts.)

"Spindle speed increased from 924 to 1161 RPM and feed from .005" to .015" per spindle revolution. This resulted in a decrease in the time required to produce the part from .0063 hours to .0036 hours. Material was capable of faster machine speeds but machine was turning over at its maximum. Chips cleared tools freely, operator did not have to remove by hand." (Disconnect studs.)
Continuous Quality...

is Quality that is DEPENDABLE

At any Price!

Reliability

El-Menco Capacitors contribute a great deal to the quality performance of your electronic product. In addition to being reliable in performance, El-Menco is reliable in delivery service.

Availability

You get as many El-Menco capacitors as you need... when you need them. Improved production techniques are your assurance of that.

Dependability

El-Menco stands ready to serve you in any emergency... just as El-Menco served in the recent national emergency, World War II. Our staff will assist you in solving any problem you may have.

We who design and make El-Menco Capacitors are proud of the reputation of dependability and quality that our products have earned. The use of El-Menco Capacitors throughout the electronic industry is an indisputable testimonial in behalf of their superiority.

MANUFACTURERS

Our silver mica department is now producing silvered mica films for all electronic applications. Send us your specifications.

JOBBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

ARCO ELECTRONICS

135 Liberty St., New York, N.Y.

is Sole Agent for El-Menco Products in United States and Canada

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., Inc., Willimantic, Connecticut

Molded Mica Capacitors

Mica Trimmer

Send for samples and complete specifications. Foreign Radio and Electronic Manufacturers communicate direct with our Export Department at Willimantic, Conn., for information.
For radio noise, the remedy is Filterizing by Tobe . . . a complete service that enables you to guarantee that your electrical products will not interfere with radio reception. Filterizing by Tobe covers these three important aspects of every radio noise problem:

R.F. Circuit Design — Engineers with many years experience, thoroughly versed in measurement techniques, and using the latest instruments, determine the radio noise output and r-f characteristics of your product and specify the correct circuit elements to stop radio interference over the desired frequency range.

Electrical Design — The filterizing circuit is checked for effect upon performance of the apparatus being Filterized and all components are selected so that normal performance is obtained after Filterizing: voltage drop, temperature rise, phase relationships — all are held within required limits.

Mechanical Design — The arrangement of circuit elements is co-ordinated with existing space limitations so that radio noise is quelled without need for extensive re-design of the apparatus.

These three design factors, embodied in every Tobe Filterette, are based on exact, scientific knowledge and, when applied by Tobe engineers, enable you to guarantee radio silence for your electrical apparatus. This guarantee, shown by the FILTERIZED label, helps build sales for your product. Ask us for details.
Audio Devices is continually receiving letters from broadcasting stations and recording studios giving unsolicited commendations on Audiodiscs. These come from all sizes of studios and from all climates in the United States and abroad. A few excerpts from typical letters recently received follow:

"AUDIODISCS have proven their worth at our station. We are for them one hundred percent."  ... 5,000 WATTER

"It may be of interest to you to know that for a long time we tried all makes of transcription blanks and long ago decided to use nothing but AUDIODISCS. We find them most satisfactory."  ... 1,000 WATTER

"It will interest you to know that we use only AUDIODISCS."  ... 10,000 WATTER

"We use AUDIODISCS exclusively and find them everything your research engineers have claimed."  ... A RECORDING STUDIO

"We have found AUDIODISCS superior to any other disk tested, and consequently we have been using AUDIODISCS exclusively for quite some time."  ... 5,000 WATTER

"We have been users of AUDIODISCS since they were first produced by your company and have always found them satisfactory."  ... 50,000 WATTER

"We use AUDIODISCS exclusively when they are available. It is our experience that there is less drying effect in this climate, as well as less static trouble with AUDIODISCS than with other brands."  ... A 5,000 WATTER

"In passing, I might say that we use Audio Red Label exclusively. AUDIODISCS are our favorite. We have found them to be uniformly satisfactory."  ... 1,000 WATTER

"Of all discs we have tried, AUDIODISCS are our standard and whenever supreme quality of reproduction of instantaneous recording is desired, it's AUDIODISCS for us."  ... A RECORDING STUDIO

"We use AUDIODISCS exclusively and have been doing so for many years. After exhaustive tests we have found them hard to beat and we are pleased to mention this fact at this time."  ... 5,000 WATTER

"Our station has used AUDIODISCS practically exclusively since their introduction about ten years ago. Our recording engineers appreciate their high uniform quality."  ... 50,000 WATTER

"We have never used any other than AUDIODISCS except for a few times during the war when AUDIODISCS were not available."  ... 250 WATTER

Audio Devices is manufactured in the U.S.A. under exclusive license from PYRAL, S.A.R.L., Paris
RCA, designer and co-producer of the first aircraft automatic direction finder, leads again with a completely new lightweight and smaller ADF.

This new RCA Model AVR-21 is one-half the size, two-thirds the weight of similar equipment used for airline service. Total weight for an average AVR-21 installation is 53 lbs. With the AVR-21 Dual ADF operation is now possible at almost the same weight as existing single ADF installations.

Among the many outstanding features of the AVR-21 are: band and function switching on one-gang switch, by a trouble-free ratchet motor drive... inductance tuning of input circuit for higher gain and improved signal-to-noise ratio... streamlined loop antenna for pressurized cabin installations... coated and shielded loop reduces precipitation static interference... one-half ATR case designed for rack or individual mounting... continuously variable quadrantal error correction.

Available Soon. AVR-21 is part of a new RCA family of aircraft radio equipment engineered to meet modern requirements in size, weight and performance required for airline operation.

For complete information write: Aviation Section, Dept. 67K RCA, Camden, N.J.
For Blue Ribbon Quality in Sheet Metal Housings

Send Your Blueprints to Karp

When manufacturers of electronic, radio and electrical apparatus, situated as far as 2000 miles and more from our plant, insist on Karp sheet metal craftsmanship, there must be good and profitable reasons.

One important reason is that Karp-constructed cabinets, enclosures, housings and chassis are custom-built to individual requirements; so precisely and uniformly made that time and money are saved on your assembly line. Another reason is that Karp builds good looks and streamlined styling into the product, giving you added sales and profit advantages.

Remember the Karp blueprint man symbolizes blue ribbon quality in cabinets, housings, enclosures and chassis. Tell us your needs. Get our quotations.

Karp Metal Products Co., Inc.
117 - 30th Street, Brooklyn 32, New York
Custom Craftsmen in Sheet Metal
The AR-2 and AR-5 coils are high Q permeability tuned RF coils. The AR-2 coil tunes from 75 mc to 220 mc and the AR-5 coil tunes from 37 mc to 110 mc with suitable capacitors.

XR-50 coil forms may be wound as desired to provide a permeability tuned coil. The form winding length is 11/16" and the form winding diameter is 1/4". The iron slug is 3/8" diameter by 1/2" long.

The IFL, IFM, IFN and IFO transformers all operate at 10.7 mc and are designed for use in FM or AM superheterodyne receiver. The transformer cans are 1 3/4" square and stand 3 1/8" above the chassis.

The IFL discriminator transformer is suitable for use in conventional FM receiver discriminator circuits and is linear over a band of ±100 KC.

The IFM is an IF transformer with a 150 KC bandwidth at 1.5 db attenuation. Approximate stage gain of 30 is obtained when used with 65G7 tube.

The IFN is an IF transformer with a 100 KC bandwidth at 1.5 db attenuation. Approximate stage gain of 30 is obtained when used with 65G7 tube.

The IFO is an FM discriminator transformer of the ratio type and is linear over a band of ±100 KC.

National parts have long been famous among manufacturers, engineers and laboratory workers for quality, workmanship, rugged construction and excellent electrical characteristics.

Through long practical experience, these men have all found that National parts can be relied upon for dependability and long life.

Whether you're building new equipment or modernizing an old installation, check your nearest National dealer for the latest in efficient parts.

National Company, Inc.
Dept. No. 12
Malden, Mass.
When a little means a lot

Whenever and wherever space is at a premium... in shavers, hearing aids, pocket radios, guided missiles and other radio, electrical or electronic devices... you can use one or more of these four miniature products IRC makes-by-the-million.

For complete information, including dimensions, ratings, materials, construction, tolerances, write for comprehensive catalog bulletins, stating products in which you are interested.

**MPM Resistors**

$\frac{1}{4}$ watt for UHF. Resistance film permanently bonded to solid ceramic rod. Length only $\frac{9}{8}$". Diameter $\frac{13}{16}$". Available resistance values 30 ohms to 1.0 megohms.

**BTR Resistors**

$\frac{1}{4}$ watt—insulated composition. Length only $\frac{13}{4}$". Diameter $\frac{3}{16}$". Resistance range 470 ohms to 22 megohms (higher on special orders).

**TYPE H Fingertip Control**

Composition volume or tone control. Its $\frac{13}{64}$" diameter and $\frac{3}{8}$" overall depth include knob and bushing.

**TYPE SH Fingertip Switch**

Similar to TYPE H Control (left) in appearance. $\frac{13}{64}$" diameter. OFF and 3 operating positions.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY

401 N. BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA 8, PENNSYLVANIA

Copyright, 1947, International Resistance Company
Now—Mallory Makes
Ferrule Resistors, too

with Grade 1, Class 1
Vitreous Enamel

These ferrule resistors are new to the market, but they're backed by long chemical, electrical and metallurgical experience—by Mallory's well-earned reputation for premium quality.

They use the same enamel coating developed for the now-famous Mallory Grade 1, Class 1, RN resistors—enamel that won't chip, crack or craze under extremes of vibration or temperature change—enamel that can't be damaged even after thermal shock tests from 275° to 0°C.

The ferrules measure up to the high mechanical strength standards set by the Navy. They are firmly secured to the winding form by high temperature ceramic cement, and mechanically bonded and welded to provide the best possible electrical connections.

What's more, these resistors are designed to fit conventional fuse type mounting clips. You can interchange them with the types you now use—interchange them for greater dependability. Write us direct for more details. Mallory also manufactures a complete line of fixed lug and adjustable types of vitreous enamel resistors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>RATING</th>
<th>Resistance Range</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF 10</td>
<td>10 Watts</td>
<td>0.2 ohms</td>
<td>5 M ohms</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF 15</td>
<td>15 Watts</td>
<td>0.3 ohms</td>
<td>10 M ohms</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF 35</td>
<td>35 Watts</td>
<td>0.5 ohms</td>
<td>25 M ohms</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF 45</td>
<td>45 Watts</td>
<td>0.7 ohms</td>
<td>40 M ohms</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF 100</td>
<td>100 Watts</td>
<td>1.5 ohms</td>
<td>80 M ohms</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF 150</td>
<td>150 Watts</td>
<td>2.6 ohms</td>
<td>120 M ohms</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF 200</td>
<td>200 Watts</td>
<td>3.2 ohms</td>
<td>160 M ohms</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P.R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
MALLORY RESISTORS
(FIXED AND VARIABLE)

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Driving the heavier type record changers, radio phonograph turntables and tuning devices—powering fans, motion displays, actuating switches, levers and timing devices—operating business and vending machines, toys—these are just a few of the tasks performed by Alliance's Model K Powr-Pakt motor.

This basic 2-pole induction type motor can be mass produced to meet variations in design. It will adapt to any standard AC voltage and frequency, and will develop up to 1/100th h. p. For intermittent duty or where forced ventilation is provided even greater output can be obtained. Model K is used in all 25-cycle and in some 50 and 60-cycle Alliance phonomotors.

The trend is to make things move!

Designs will call for more action—movement!

Flexible product performance needs power sources which are compact, light weight! Alliance Powr-Pakt Motors rated from less than 1-400th on up to 1-20th h. p. will fit those "point-of-action" places! Alliance Motors are mass produced at low cost—engineered for small load jobs!

For vital component power links to actuate controls... to make things move... plan to use them!

WHEN YOU DESIGN—KEEP MOTORS IN MIND

ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY • ALLIANCE, OHIO
DU MONT announces the new...

CONTINUOUS-MOTION/SINGLE-IMAGE
OSCILLOGRAPH-RECORD CAMERA
Type 314

AVAILABLE NOW FOR DELIVERY FROM STOCK
IN LIMITED QUANTITIES

SPECIFICATIONS...

✓ Wide range of film speeds (3000 to 1)—from 1 inch per minute to 5 feet per second.
✓ Instantaneous change from low- to high-speed recording.
✓ Calibrated electronic speed control (in./min. and in./sec.)
✓ Quickly detached to free oscillograph, or for use with other oscillographs.
✓ Fixed-focus 1/2.8 or 1/1.5 lens for medium or high-speed recording.
✓ Capacity of 100 feet of 35 mm. film or paper; provision for 1000 feet if required. Film footage indicator.
✓ Operates independently of ambient light. Simultaneous viewing and recording of trace.
✓ Self-illustrated data card for labeling given “takes” directly on film. Provision for timing markers.

To meet the need for permanent records of complex phenomena, Du Mont proudly presents a camera capable of photographing all types of traces—high or low frequency; periodic or aperiodic; continuous-motion or single-image; and for time intervals up to 200 hours.

The new Du Mont Type 314 Oscillograph-Record Camera* provides all users of cathode-ray oscillographs with a useful, simple, practical recording means. It opens the way for precise quantitative measurements. It permits direct comparisons of traces recorded at different times under varying conditions.

For maximum convenience, the mounting, operation and dismounting of this camera are reduced to simplest terms consistent with the requirements and practices of the widest range of oscillograph users.

*Manufactured for Du Mont by Fairchild Camera and Instrument Co.

Descriptive literature on request.

Applicable to ALL 5-inch cathode-ray oscillographs!

DU MONT Precision Electronics & Television
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY • CABLE ADDRESS: ALBEEILU, PASSAIC, N. J., U. S. A.
When you need insulators in a hurry, phone us for die pressed ALSiMag. Air shipments put us as close as if we were in your own back yard.

American Lava has the largest battery of presses in the industry and can now handle a limited number of rush orders. We make our own dies and that also saves a lot of time. Die pressing is usually the fastest and most economical way to produce steatite ceramic insulators of fine quality. Try us when you want to break that bottleneck of ceramic insulators.

American Lava Corporation
Chatanooga 5, Tennessee
A NEW ERA IN TUBES

The FIRST truly practical, all-purpose PHENOLIC

One standard type for ALL conditions of use.

Pioneers of Electrical and Electronic Progress
After more than four years of intensive research, plus one of the largest retooling programs in its history, Sprague announces a complete line of phenolic-molded paper tubular capacitors that offer far-reaching advantages for a long list of products ranging from home or auto radios and electrical appliances to military equipment. Their unique phenolic sealed construction assures maximum dependability even under extremes of heat, humidity and physical stress. Thus they have virtually universal application in modern equipment. In most cases the new Molded Tubulars are smaller and in no instance are they larger than ordinary Sprague paper tubular capacitors of equal rating.

With the announcement of the new Eimac Tetrode type 4-65A, satisfactory high-power mobile transmission became a reality. Designed as a transmitting tube, with the transmitter man's problems in mind, the 4-65A provides stable operation over a voltage range of from 400 to 3000 volts. This characteristic alone enables continuity of system design, using the same vacuum tubes in the final stage of both the mobile and fixed station (two 4-65As will handle 150 watts input with 600 plate volts in the mobile unit, and operating at 3000 plate volts, in the fixed station, two 4-65As provide 1/2 kilowatt output).

The tube is a "natural" for the 152-162 Mc. band. Its low inter-electrode capacitances, compact structure, short electron transit time, high transconductance, together with being a tetrode allows simplification of circuit. Operation of the 4-65A can be continued up thru the 225-Mc. amateur band in either FM or AM service.

The 4-65A incorporates an instant heating thoriated tungsten filament, processed grids—controlling primary and secondary emission, and a processed metal plate—enabling momentary overloads without affecting tube life. All of the internal elements are self supporting without the inclusion of insulating hardware. Neutralization is normally unnecessary since practical isolation of the input and output circuits is achieved by the screen grid and its supporting cone. No special gear is required for installation, as the five pin base fits available commercial sockets.

In typical operation, class-C-telegraphy or FM-telephony, one 4-65A with a plate voltage of 600 volts, 125 milliamperes of plate current, and a plate power input of 75 watts will provide 50 watts of output with less than 2 watts of grid drive. In 1500 volt operation with an input of 190 watts, the output is 140 watts. With the plate voltage increased to 3000 volts and an input of 325 watts, an output of 265 watts per tube is obtained.

The 4-65A is amazingly versatile, being ideally suited for audio, television, r-f heating, and communication applications, stationary or mobile. It is priced at $14.50 each. Additional data may be had by writing to:

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, Inc.
181J San Mateo Ave., San Bruno, California

To insure performance of the 4-65A...severe mechanical tests are conducted—from withstanding a bump test to holding up under excessive vibration. Tests are carried even further...satisfactory shipment of the tube is insured by package drop tests. 
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New and Useful Design Data on Stupakoff Kovar-Glass Terminals

Complete dimensions, capacities and ratings for more than one hundred and sixty different standard Stupakoff Kovar-Glass Terminals are included in Bulletin 447, pages of which are reproduced above. In addition to these, Stupakoff is prepared to make special designs when required. The illustrations at the left show a few of the varieties of terminals listed in this bulletin. If you use—or expect to use—metal-glass terminals, you should have a copy of this informative data book. Send today—it’s free!

Stupakoff
Ceramic and Manufacturing Co.
Latrobe, Pa.
Cable Address "STUPAKOFF, LATROBE, PA."

ATTACH THIS COUPON TO YOUR BUSINESS LETTERHEAD
AND SEND TODAY
STUPAKOFF CERAMIC & MFG. CO.
Please send a copy of Bulletin 447 to:

NAME ____________________________
COMPANY _________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE _____
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Several avenues of profit are open to you in Arnold Permanent Magnets. You can improve the performance and overall efficiency of equipment. You can increase production speed, and in many cases reduce both weight and size. And most important, you can maintain these advantages over any length of production run or period of time, because Arnold Permanent Magnets are completely quality-controlled through every step of manufacture—from the design board to final test and assembly. You’ll find them unvaryingly uniform and reliable in every magnetic and physical sense.

It’s our job to help you discover and then fully attain these benefits. Arnold Products are available in all Alnico grades and other types of magnetic materials—in cast or sintered forms, and in any size or shape required. Our engineers are at your command—check with our Chicago headquarters, or with any Allegheny Ludlum branch office.
ERIE RESISTOR has developed and manufactured a complete line of Ceramic Condensers for receiver and transmitter applications; Silver-Mica and Foil-Mica Button Condensers; Carbon Resistors and Suppressors; Custom Injection Moldered Plastic Knobs, Dials, Bezels, Nameplates and Coil Forms. Complete technical information will be sent on request.

Types 504B, 1/2 Watt—518B, 1 Watt Resistors
10 ohms—22 megohms

Erie "GP" Molded Insulated Ceramics
10 MMF—5,000 MMF
Erie "GP" Dipped Insulated Ceramics
0.5 MMF—15,000 MMF
Erie "GP" Non-Insulated Ceramics
10 MMF—10,000 MMF

Custom Injection Molded Plastic Knobs, Dials, Bezels, Name Plates, Coil Forms, etc.

Buttons Mica Condensers
1.5 MMF—6,000 MMF

Feet-Thru Ceramics
3 MMF—1,000 MMF
3 MMF—1,500 MMF

High Voltage Double Cup and plate Condensers
10,000 VOLTS WORKING

Cinch-Erie Plesion Tube Sockets with 1,000 MMF built in by-pass condensers

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND - TORONTO, CANADA
RAYTHEON chosen for
Simultaneous AM - FM Programming

Mr. Dan Leibensperger, Chief Engineer of WHP examining their new dual Raytheon installation.

“HIGH-PRESSURE HANK”
This is the name applied by his customers to Henry J. Geist, New York representative on Raytheon Broadcast Equipment. He earned it by helping stations procure speech input and transmitter equipment ... also microphones, turntables, meters and crystals ... almost as fast as you can say "Raytheon." What Hank does for his customers, can be done for you ... by the nearest Raytheon representative listed below:

CHRISTIAN BRAUNECK
1020 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Massachusetts
Tel. Aspinwall 6734

HENRY J. GEIST
60 East Forty Second Street
New York 17, New York
Tel. Murray Hill 27440

W. B. TAYLOR
Signal Mountain
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Tel. 8-2487

COZZENS & FARMER
232 West Adams Street
Chicago 2, Illinois
Tel. Randolph 7457

HOWARD D. CRISSEY
414 East Tenth Street
Dallas 8, Texas
Tel. Yale 2-1904

EMILE J. ROME
215 West Seventh Street
2243 Terminal Avenue
Long Beach, California
Tel. Long Beach 36322

Here's how a key CBS network originating station, WHP, Harrisburg, has set up to handle all Pennsylvania public interest programs, and in addition, to feed two separate programs to its AM and FM outlets.

With a dual installation of Raytheon RC-11 Studio Consoles, WHP has facilities which provide:

a. Four outputs ... AM, FM and two channels for feeding networks

b. Four individual programs can be simultaneously originated

c. Complete Quadruple monitoring, talkback and cueing

d. Console inputs so wired that all studios, news room and remotely can be mixed into a common output, thereby enabling multi-point origination of special events shows at a moment's notice —

Raytheon Speech Input Equipment and AM and FM Transmitters in a 250 to 10,000 watt range, provide high fidelity, servicing accessibility and low-cost maintenance. Write for illustrated bulletins and technical data.
At 20,000 ohms per volt, this instrument is far more sensitive than any other instrument even approaching its price and quality. Unequaled for high sensitivity testing in radio and television servicing and in industrial applications.

Ask your Jobber

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
301-3218 West Kinzie Street, Chicago 44, Illinois
In Canada, both Simpson Ltd., London, Ont.

Model 260 permanently fastened in Roll Top Case.
- Heavily molded case with Bakelite roll front.
- Flick of finger opens or closes it.
- Leads compartment beneath instrument.
- Protects instrument from damage.

Model 260—Size 5½” x 7” x 3½” $38.95
Model 260, in Roll Top Safety Case—Size 5½” x 9” x 4½” $43.75
Both complete with test leads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5 V.</td>
<td>1.0 A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 V.</td>
<td>0.5 A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 V.</td>
<td>0.3 A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 V.</td>
<td>0.1 A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Improve YOUR Equipment ... Cut Assembly Costs

...with STACKPOLE MOLDED COIL FORMS

You can save money, speed production and increase the efficiency of your equipment by using Stackpole Molded Bakelite Coil Forms as mechanical supports for coil windings. They take less space and require a third fewer soldered connections. Coils may either be wound directly on the forms or wound separately, then slipped over the forms.

...with STACKPOLE "GA" LOW-VALUE CAPACITORS

When assembly time is considered, Stackpole GA Low-value Capacitors may actually cost less than "gimmicks" formed by twisting insulated wires together—and are many times more efficient. Q is much improved, insulation resistance better, breakdown voltage higher, mechanical construction far superior. GA capacitors are sturdily molded. Leads are anchored and tinned. Standard values include 0.068; 1.0; 1.5; 2.2; 3.3 and 4.7 mmfd. Tolerances are ±20%. Write for details.

Electronic Components Division
STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, St. Marys, Pa.

Standard types include forms for universal winding, solenoid winding, tapped universal winding, antenna or coupled winding, iron cored universal winding, iron cored I-F transformer or coupled coils and many others. Molded iron center sections can be provided on forms where required. Write for details or samples to your specifications.

STACKPOLE
HERE'S WHERE GRAPHITE MEETS ITS MASTER!

BECAUSE it is a natural lubricant, graphite stubbornly resists reduction to particles of extreme fineness. We knew we could make basically better drawing leads if only we could invent a mill for grinding graphite far finer than it had ever been ground before.

HERE'S OUR MIRACLE MILL, an exclusive patented Eagle process that utilizes the entirely new principle of making graphite grind itself down to micronic size . . . 1/25,000th of an inch.
The particles average four times finer than in the graphite normally used.

AND HERE'S THE PENCIL with the superb new lead we hoped for . . . so dense that it takes a needle point and holds it under pressure . . . draws long lines of uniform width . . . and deposits an opaque mark that reproduces perfectly.

TRY TURQUOISE YOURSELF AND SEE! Just write us, naming this publication, your dealer and the grade you desire. We'll send you a free sample to test in your own hand. You will be delighted!

10¢ EACH
10¢ EACH less in quantities

"CHEMI-SEALED"
(TUPER BONDED)

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCILS AND LEADS

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, 703 E. 13th St., New York 9, N. Y.
Eagle Pencil Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto
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Typical of Blaw-Knox cooperation with radio engineers is this new directional array of four 200-ft. self-supporting, base-insulated towers, which permits the station to "throw its voice" in specified directions. In addition to acting as an AM radiator, one tower also supports an FM clover-leaf antenna.

If your plans call for a new station or increasing the efficiency of your present equipment, Blaw-Knox engineers stand ready to apply a wealth of experience in tower design to your advantage.

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
This recently completed modern structure, providing more than 32,000 square feet of floor space, is our new home.

Production volume has been considerably increased by the installation of latest equipment for highly specialized operations. Engineering, inspection and testing facilities have been greatly expanded to insure excellence of products with the maximum of efficiency.

These greatly expanded overall plant facilities, plus the recognized dependability of S C A products, make it possible for us to offer the most complete line of Selenium Rectifiers and self-generating Photovoltaic Cells.

FACILITIES
Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope

A new 7-inch cathode ray oscilloscope embodying improved circuit features suitable for a wide range of applications has been announced by the Radio Tube Division of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

This instrument incorporates an improved type of push-pull amplifier, using 7C7 tubes, which, according to the manufacturer, provides clearer patterns, less distortion, and considerably more gain than conventional single-stage amplifiers used in general-purpose instruments. The new Type 132 oscilloscope weighs 37 pounds and measures 17 inches high, 11 1/2 inches long and 17 3/4 inches deep. It is rated at 35 watts, 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycles a.c.

Recent Catalogs

• • On kilovoltmeters and other electronic instruments, by Beta Electronics Co., 1762 Third Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

• • On rotary electric supplies for radio communications equipment, illustrating the Magmotor, Super Dynamotor, and other models, by Carter Motor Co., 2604 No. Maplewood Ave., Chicago, Ill.

• • On 52 types of permanent-magnet speakers and 54 types of electromagnet speakers, by Permoflux Corp., 4900 West Grand Ave., Chicago 39, Ill., or 236 So. Verdugo Road., Glendale 5, Calif.


• • On antenna equipment, by Technical Appliance Corp., 4106 DeLong St., Flushing, N. Y. Ask for Catalog No. 28.

Phantom Repeater

Engineers and service personnel who design, develop, test, and maintain audio and ultrasonic equipment will be interested in an announcement by Keithley Instruments, 1508 Crawford Road, Cleveland 6, Ohio, of their new Phantom Repeater, Model 102, designed to make measurement procedure easier, quicker, and more accurate.

This unit adapts Western Electric 5A arms to accommodate General Electric Variable-Reluctance or Pickering 120M cartridges. The adapter is interchangeable with 9A heads and provides correct balance when used with the 5A arm and either cartridge described above. No soldering is necessary for attachment to cartridge lugs. Output of cartridges at 10 centimeters per second stylus velocity is 25 millivolts for the Pickering and 11 millivolts for the GE. Both being high-impedance, the leads at the rear of the 5A arm should be opened and fed directly to the grid or preamplifier.

Pickup Adapter

Development of the new Vibromaster Type M Adapter has recently been announced by Technical Products International, 453 West 47 St., New York 19, N. Y.

This small instrument weighs approximately 11 pounds and is used to bridge measuring instruments to high-impedance circuits, and to give simultaneous indication of volume, wave form, and aural tone. It is also useful to increase the sensitivity of voltmeters and cathode-ray oscillographs.

The Phantom Repeater features the following characteristics: 200-megohm input resistance; 5.5 µfd. input capacitance; 200-ohm output impedance; small-size test probe; amplifier gains of 1, 10, and 100 with 2 per cent accuracy; low background noise; and wide frequency response

NOTICE

Information for our News and New Products section is warmly welcomed. News releases should be addressed to Mrs. Harriet F. Watkins, I.R.E. Industry Research Division, Room 707, 303 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. Photographs, and electrotypes if not over 2" wide, are helpful. Stories should pertain to products of interest specifically to radio engineers.

Interesting Abstracts

• • Recently the Altec-Lansing Corp. of 1680 N. Vine St., Hollywood 28, Calif., acquired control of the Peerless Electric Products Co., makers of fluorescent lamp starters, industrial and radio transformers, and apparatus for use in radar equipment. The purchase of the Peerless firm (not to be confused with Peerless Lamp Co., Chicago) by Altec-Lansing Corp., will in no way cause Peerless Electric Products Co. to lose its identity.

• • Henry L. Crowley & Co., Inc., 1 Central Ave., West Orange, N. J., announce their Colrite line of standard antenna, lead-in, stand-off and other types generally used. Herefore this organization, headed by Henry L. Crowley who helped pioneer the stature industry in this country, has specialized in custom-made pieces rather than stock items.

• • Antenna tension units and insulators which were developed by the Air Matériel Command during the war for the protection of aircraft radio equipment from precipitation static now are being made available for commercial and private aviation by Dayton Aircraft Products, Inc., 342 Xenia Ave., Dayton 10, Ohio.
VERSATILITY in the
Design - Development - Production
of LF, HF and UHF Equipment

For Example...

THE ELECTROMYOGRAPH
A Lavoie test instrument designed for the Medical profession. Amplifies minute potentials of the order of microvolts generated by muscles—to the extent that these potentials may be measured and analyzed. Includes calibration circuits to facilitate the taking of accurate data.

LAVOIE LABORATORIES are well prepared with trained personnel and special equipment to handle every phase of design, development and manufacture of LF, HF and UHF equipment. As SPECIALISTS, you are assured of precision work based on correct methods and technique developed through years of practical experience.

FREQUENCY STANDARDS • FREQUENCY METERS • RECEIVERS
TRANSMITTERS • ANTENNAS and MOUNTS

Detailed information and estimates of LAVOIE service are available promptly without cost or obligation.

Lavoie Laboratories
RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS
MORGANVILLE, N. J.

Specialists in the Development and Manufacture of LF and HF Equipment
The types on this new list of RCA Preferred Tubes fulfill the major engineering requirements for future equipment designs. RCA Preferred Types are recommended because their general application permits production to be concentrated on fewer types. The longer manufacturing runs reduce costs—lead to improved quality and greater uniformity. These benefits are shared alike by the equipment manufacturer and his customers.

RCA Tube Application Engineers are ready to suggest the best types for your circuits. For further information write RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section R-52-K, Harrison, N. J.

**POWER AMPLIFIER AND OSCILLATOR TUBE TYPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRIODES</th>
<th>PENTODES</th>
<th>BEAM POWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5588</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>2E24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5592</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>2E26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6C24</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>815*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>812</td>
<td>829-8*</td>
<td>832-A*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>833-A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>889-A</td>
<td>902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8898-A</td>
<td>892-R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8005</td>
<td>8005-A</td>
<td>8025-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9C21</td>
<td>9C21</td>
<td>9C25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9C26</td>
<td>9C27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GAS TUBE TYPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THYRATRONS</th>
<th>IGNITRONS</th>
<th>RECTIFIERS</th>
<th>VOLTAGE REGULATORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D31*</td>
<td>5550</td>
<td>3B25</td>
<td>OA2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D32</td>
<td>5551</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>OC3/VR105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>846</td>
<td>5552</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>OD3/VR130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3550</td>
<td>5553</td>
<td>837-B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5563</td>
<td></td>
<td>866-A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>869-B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Minister type

**CATHODE-RAY TUBE AND CAMERA TUBE TYPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BULB DIA M.</th>
<th>TELEVISION</th>
<th>OSCILLOGRAPH</th>
<th>PICKUP</th>
<th>MONO-SCOPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>7TP4</td>
<td>2BPI</td>
<td>5527</td>
<td>2F51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>1TP4</td>
<td>3RP1</td>
<td>2F51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&quot;</td>
<td>7TP4</td>
<td>3RP1</td>
<td>3RP1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7&quot;</td>
<td>7TP4</td>
<td>SUP1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>10TP4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1850-A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PHOTOTUBE TYPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAS</th>
<th>VACUUM</th>
<th>MULTIPLIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J9</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RECEIVING TUBE TYPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECTIFIERS</th>
<th>CONVERTERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6X4</td>
<td>6BE6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35W4</td>
<td>11723</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRIODES</th>
<th>PENTODES</th>
<th>TWIN DIODES</th>
<th>P POWER AMPLIFIERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1BS1</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A4</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A8</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A9</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A10</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A12</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A14</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A16</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A18</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A20</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A22</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A24</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.

**TUBE DEPARTMENT**

**RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA**

**HARRISON, N. J.**
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People in general take for granted language and its use. Most persons are perilously unaware of the dangers lurking in vague terminology and ambiguous verbal usage. Occasionally these dangers are made sadly evident by international quarrels centering on differing interpretations of treaty language.

It is therefore particularly necessary that science and technology shall adopt and maintain a common and unequivocal vocabulary. This need, and related matters, are searchingly analyzed in the following guest editorial from one who is especially qualified to discuss such questions as the result of many years of experience as Editor of the American Journal of Physics, as Chairman of the Committee on Terminology of the American Association of Physics Teachers, and as Professor of Physics at Wabash College.—The Editor.

What's in a Technical Name?

DUANE ROLLER

With a few scientists it is still the fashion to affect disdain for language. As they would say, it is only things that are important, not words. In an earlier day this attitude could have meant a healthy reaction to prescientific aversions for facts. Yet, even the first scientists were not mere fact-collectors. They sought relations between facts and tried to explain these relations, usually in terms of abstractions having no direct referents in Nature; and relations cannot be found or explained, let alone communicated, without using language of some kind.

The symbolology and framework of the language which we use for communication are in truth the very tools with which we think. Moreover, the peculiar way in which scientists have managed to fashion and use these tools has come to be one of two main ways in which scientific behavior is distinguished from the nonscientific. The other distinguishing characteristic is, of course, systematic observation.

The experienced engineer or other scientist is most likely to be conscious of the role of language in his thinking when he faces new problems that are very fundamental or complicated, or when he is engaged in technical work, old or new, of an industrial or commercial character. As many readers of the PROCEEDINGS are in a position to know, intelligible and unambiguous language is essential in framing commercial specifications, contracts, and descriptions of patents. Doubtless this is one reason why scientists in industries usually are sympathetic toward proposals for improving technical language and often are active in promoting language reforms.

Also especially sensitive to language difficulties are those relatively few scientists who work on the very frontiers of physical knowledge—for instance, physicists working on theory in the submicroscopic domain. Here ordinary technical language may prove to be inadequate or even to hamper thought. Such language is after all an ethnic language that has been so modified and subjected to restrictions as to make it more useful for scientific purposes. Since it originated in prescientific thinking carried out solely on the macroscopic level, there should be no surprise if it turns out to be inadequate for a domain completely outside previous human experience. Fortunately, such a breakdown of language would affect only a few scientists, at least for a long time to come.

For practically all purposes, our current technical language is so effective as to make us confident that in no field of knowledge other than physical science is it possible to record and transmit ideas and meanings with so much exactness and clarity. So efficient a mode of communication must not be allowed to deteriorate and is worth improving in any way possible.

Clearly it is the workers in each specialized branch of a science who can best assess their own language needs and who should assume first responsibility for reforms. Yet no one is likely to contend that such reforms should be carried out independently of similar studies in all other branches. Any tendency toward the development of independent nomenclatures in physics, on the one hand, and, say, communications and electronics engineering, on the other, is sure to retard the integration and consequent simplification of knowledge that are essential if each of these fields is in the long run to progress most rapidly.

Various committees on terminology probably can co-operate most successfully when all employ a similar approach to the problem. Certainly they will all agree that each concept must be carefully defined before any attempt is made to select the best name for it. Also essential is a list of all existing synonyms for each concept. Finally, before selecting the single best term, there must be agreement as to what principles of selection are to be used.

An ideal technical term is one that meets five requirements: nonambiguity, meaningfulness, internatality, simplicity, and euphony. By examining many existing terms in the light of these general requirements, any committee can formulate a number of specific rules that will simplify materially its task of selecting terms and constructing a technical glossary. When such a glossary has been made, it is not enough that it be accepted by those directly concerned. The terms in it should be compared with those in overlapping fields and reconciled with them until a single list of definitions and terms results. Then all scientists will in a measure be able to speak one another's language.
Microwave Converters*

C. F. EDWARDS†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—Microwave converters using point-contact silicon rectifiers as the nonlinear element are discussed, with particular emphasis on the design of the networks connecting the rectifier to the input and output terminals. Several converters which have been developed during recent years for use at wavelengths between 1 and 10 centimeters are described, and some of the effects of the impedance-versus-frequency characteristics of the networks on the converter performance are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

THE TECHNIQUE by which a high-frequency signal may be converted to a lower intermediate frequency to obtain greater ease of amplification and frequency selection is an old and extremely important part of the radio-receiving-system design art, and the methods used to accomplish this at signal frequencies from the lowest up to a few hundred megacycles are well known. In the development during recent years of radar and radio systems operating in the microwave range, where frequencies are measured in thousands of megacycles, this technique has been used to great advantage. Although the fundamental principles employed have not changed, converters operating in the microwave range bear little physical resemblance to those used in the past. The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the fundamental problems associated with the design and testing of microwave converters and to describe in some detail several converters for use in radar and communication systems which have been developed during the past few years.

The process by which frequency conversion is accomplished rests fundamentally on the use of some device whose impedance varies in a nonlinear way with the applied voltage, and may be regarded somewhat crudely as one in which the wave shape of the applied voltage is distorted in a useful way by the nonlinear element. When two sinusoidal voltages of frequencies \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are applied to such a device, this distortion gives rise to new frequencies given by \( n f_1 \pm mf_2 \) where \( n \) and \( m \) are integers, zero included. In a receiving converter the applied frequencies are those of the signal and beating oscillator, and the difference frequency \( f_1 - f_2 \) generated in the nonlinear impedance is then selected as the output or intermediate frequency. If the beating-oscillator voltage is large compared to that of the signal, the conversion may be made linear and the output voltage will be linearly proportional to the input voltage.

It is interesting to note that, in selecting a nonlinear element suitable for use in the microwave range, it has been found expedient to resort to a device which was in use in the very early days of radio; namely, the crystal detector. The extremely high frequencies encountered preclude the use of ordinary vacuum tubes due to the losses arising from electron-transit-time effects. In crystal detectors the electrode spacing is of the order of atomic dimensions and the electron-transit time is thus reduced to a negligible value, and by the use of a very small contact point the electrode capacity may be kept sufficiently small to prevent serious loss.

The crystal detectors in use thirty years ago were somewhat erratic in their operation. However, as a result of an intensive development program, growing out of a need for such devices in microwave converters, detectors using silicon as the nonlinear material have been developed to the point where they rank with vacuum tubes in uniformity and reliability. In view of the fact that the crystalline state of the silicon is more nearly like that of iron and copper, which are not ordinarily regarded as crystals, than it is like such crystals as quartz, it seems desirable to eliminate the terms "crystal" and "crystal detector" and designate these devices by the term "point-contact rectifier."

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

It is beyond the scope of this paper to give a detailed mathematical analysis of the general converter problem, since this has been extensively covered by other investigators. For the same reason any consideration of the problems associated with the design of point-contact rectifiers will be omitted. Within these limits, then, the problem of converter design becomes one of devising suitable networks to connect the nonlinear device to the beating oscillator and the input and output terminals of the converter. A converter is defined as a device having two input and two output terminals and containing within its structure a nonlinear impedance, a beating oscillator, and appropriate connecting networks, which is capable of delivering an output that is linearly proportional to the input in amplitude but differs from it in frequency. The term "mixer" has been frequently applied to such a device, but when the beating oscillator is included as an indispensable component the device may properly be termed a converter.

A basic converter circuit with the nonlinear impedance and the three networks connected in series is shown in Fig. 1. We are concerned here with the design of the three networks and the influence of design variations on the converter performance. What may be termed the

---
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basic requirements for these networks are readily arrived at by assuming that there are currents in the nonlinear impedance at the input, output, and beating-oscillator frequencies only. In order to obtain the maximum efficiency, each of these currents obviously must be absorbed in the appropriate network only, and not dissipated uselessly in the other networks. The resistance required at the interior terminals of each network at its associated frequency is determined by the rectifier characteristic and the magnitude of the current due to the beating oscillator. There is, however, an interaction between the input and output network impedances, which becomes greater the lower the conversion loss, and this complicates the design procedure in that it requires that the two impedances be optimized simultaneously. Thus, with the components connected in series as shown, the input network must transform the input impedance to the required value and introduce no resistance into the circuit at the output frequency. Similarly, the output network must provide the desired impedance transformation at the output frequency and introduce no resistance at the input frequency. The third network need not match the beating oscillator to the rectifier since in most cases a considerable excess of beating-oscillator power is available; for the same reason the impedance of the input and output networks at the beating-oscillator frequency is not especially important. However, it is important that the beating-oscillator network introduce no resistance into the circuit at the input and output frequencies. The components may, of course, be connected in parallel, in which case the network conductances would be required to be zero.

Such a simple consideration of the problem is obviously inadequate since there are currents in the nonlinear impedance at other frequencies given by $nf_1 \pm mf_2$, some of which derive an appreciable part of their power from the input and output frequencies, and these also cannot be dissipated without adding to the conversion loss. In addition, it has been found that the reactances at some of these frequencies influence the impedances required at the input and output frequencies, so that rather complex interaction effects are introduced. Here, again, the extent of the interaction is dependent on the conversion loss.

From the foregoing it is seen that the converter design problem could become rather formidable should it become necessary to insure that the networks are non-dissipative and have the correct reactance at a large number of frequencies. This is especially true in the microwave range where distributed circuit constants are the rule rather than the exception, and it is difficult to construct a simple network having the desired impedance at one frequency and zero impedance, for example, at all higher frequencies. However, the present state of the art is such that a minimum conversion loss of the order of 6 decibels is generally obtained, which is associated with the point-contact rectifier and is, of course, undesirable from a system-performance standpoint. But from the standpoint of network design this loss is helpful, in that it reduces the interaction effects mentioned above to the point where the number of frequencies at which impedance adjustments need to be made are relatively few.

When the ratio of $f_1$ to $f_2$ is near unity, as is generally the case in microwave converters, the frequencies given by $nf_1 \pm mf_2$ tend to group themselves about the signal and beating-oscillator frequencies and their harmonics and differ from them by only a few per cent. Thus, selective networks are required if the impedance at one frequency is to be different from that at another frequency in the same group. If selective networks are not employed the impedance will be nearly the same at all frequencies in a group, but, since the groups are substantially in harmonic relation, the impedance for one group will in general be different from that of another.

The experience gained to date indicates that, in addition to the input and output frequencies, it is necessary to consider the impedances at the interior terminals of the networks at the image frequency $2f_{sec} - f_{sec}$ and at the group of frequencies in the vicinity of the signal and beating-oscillator second harmonic. The frequency of importance in this group has not been identified, but for design purpose a precise knowledge of which frequency one needs to consider is not necessary since they all lie within a narrow band. Only very small effects have been found due to impedance variations at frequencies near the beating-oscillator third harmonic, and no attempts to optimize the impedance in this frequency range have been made.

The performance characteristics of a converter which are of major importance are, generally speaking, the same as those of any four-terminal network and are measured in the same way, taking into account the fact that the input and output frequencies are different. These include the impedance match between the signal source and the input terminals, the match between the output terminals and the load, the conversion loss, the usable frequency bandwidth, and the noise figure.

The input impedance of converters operating in the microwave range is readily measured in terms of the
impedance of the input transmission line by means of a standing-wave detector. This is a convenient starting point in the design procedure since the input impedance is almost entirely a function of the rectifier used and the beating-oscillator drive. By turning off the beating oscillator and applying power at the input frequency through the input network, sufficient to give the same value of rectified current as that given by the beating oscillator, the input network may be adjusted so that the rectifier impedance is matched to that of the input line. For commercial rectifiers the rectified beating-oscillator current is usually between 0.7 and 1.5 milliamperes. When the beating oscillator is applied in the normal way it is found that the impedance match to a low-level signal is quite good, and furthermore, because of the conversion loss, this match is not greatly affected by variations in the output network impedance at the output frequency.

The output impedance of the converter may be determined in either of two ways. One method makes use of an output network whose impedance transformation is variable and which may be adjusted to give the maximum output power into the load, under which condition the output network is matched to the converter output impedance. Such a transformer may be made up of a one-eighth wavelength low-impedance transmission line shorted at one end and tuned to antiresonance by means of a variable capacitor at the other. The high-impedance end then forms the internal terminals of the output network and a low-impedance load may then be connected to a sliding tap on the line and the tap position varied to give a wide range of impedance transformations. In the second method the direction of transmission through the converter is reversed and the same technique employed as in the case of the input network. The standing-wave detector in this case may be a quarter-wavelength transmission line with three taps at which the voltage across the line may be measured, and from these measurements the converter output impedance in terms of the line impedance may be determined.

Since the input and output frequencies of a converter are different, conversion-loss measurements based on the ratio of the output to the input power involve power measurements at two frequencies. Methods for measuring power in the microwave range using thermistors have been developed to the point where they present no particular difficulty, and these methods may also be used to measure the output power. The frequency bandwidth may, of course, be measured on a relative basis, and merely involves determining the variation in output as the input frequency is varied and the amplitude kept constant.

The effect of the converter on the over-all noise of the receiving system in which it is used is a matter of special concern, since, in the absence of suitable amplifiers for use at microwave frequencies, the converter must be located at the point in the system where the signal level is lowest and where the signal-to-noise ratio is most susceptible to deterioration. The manner in which the converter influences the over-all noise figure $F$ of the receiving system is given in the relation

$$F = F_a + L(F_b - 1)$$

(1)

where $F_a$ is the converter noise figure, $L$ is the conversion loss, and $F_b$ is the noise figure of the intermediate-frequency amplifier. The noise figure of a network may be defined as the ratio of the apparent noise power at the signal-generator terminals to the available thermal noise power at that point. Each of the terms in (1) is the ratio of two powers, and, while it is generally more convenient to measure these terms in decibels, such measurements must be converted to pure-number ratios for use in the above and subsequent equations.

The noise figure $F$ of the receiving system may be measured directly without regard to its components, $L$, $F_a$, and $F_b$. However, a direct determination of $F$ is somewhat difficult in that it involves a precise evaluation of the large attenuation which must be used between the signal generator and the converter when this measurement is made. An easier method of determining $F$ rests on a measurement of the ratio of the noise-power outputs of the receiver when the converter is active and passive; this ratio is called the $Y$ factor. This measurement is comparatively easy to make, since the passive condition is readily attained by substituting an impedance across the intermediate-frequency-amplifier input terminals equal to the converter output impedance. $L$ and $F_b$ may be measured separately, and the over-all noise figure is then given by

$$F = L Y F_b.$$  

(2)

All the terms in (1) represent fundamental properties of the converter and amplifier. It should be noted, however, that the $Y$ factor is a property of the combination only, and is used to facilitate the measurement of $F$. The term which specifies the noise in the converter alone is the noise ratio $N_r$, given by the relation

$$N_r = \frac{F_a}{L}.$$  

(3)

This term, sometimes referred to as the equivalent noise temperature, is the ratio of the available noise power at the converter output terminals to the available noise power in a resistor at room temperature.

**Early Converters**

With the foregoing design considerations in mind, we may now turn to the converter problem itself and consider the actual means by which the design objectives are attained. This is perhaps most readily done by describing various converters and showing the changes made as ideas about their design developed. In the early
stages only the basic requirements mentioned above were incorporated in the design, and it was not until after a considerable background of experience had been obtained that steps could be taken to optimize the network impedances at frequencies different from the input and output frequencies.

The first requirement in the construction of a converter is, of course, a nonlinear device of some kind. It was in 1937 that work was begun on the development of point-contact rectifiers of improved stability and reliability for use in converters operating in the centimeter wavelength range. Fig. 2 shows one of these rectifiers. It employs a sharply pointed contact spring bearing on a highly polished silicon surface. This unit was very rugged and could withstand severe mechanical shock without changing its electrical characteristic. Provision was made for adjusting the contact when necessary, but this feature was found to be of limited value since repeated adjustment tended to flatten the contact point and impair the efficiency. This unit is of interest mainly in that it represents a stage in the development of the cartridge-type rectifiers in widespread use today.

Early in 1938 two of these rectifiers were used in a 30-centimeter balanced converter, the circuit of which is shown in Fig. 3. The input network consists of a balanced transmission line tuned to 1000 megacycles by means of an adjustable short circuit, with provision for matching this to the balanced line from the antenna. The beating oscillator is connected between the two rectifiers and ground, and the output is connected to a 65-megacycle amplifier by means of a balanced-to-unbalanced transformer. The low-pass filters are of the simplest form and serve to present the required low impedance to the input frequency, while the input network, by virtue of its design, presents a low impedance to the output frequency. One of the advantages of balanced converters is that the beating oscillator is isolated from the input network by the balance which accomplishes the function of the beating-oscillator network (shown in Fig. 1) in an efficient manner. This converter was made primarily for use in transmission studies, and few measurements were made of its performance. The only data available indicate that the conversion loss was about the same as that of a converter using a similar circuit and special small diodes instead of point-contact rectifiers.

A converter operating in the 10-centimeter range which was in use in 1940 is shown in Fig. 4. The input network here consists of a “tape” transmission line formed by the rectangular bar located in a channel in the main block. This line is a little less than a half-wavelength long, and is shorted at both ends. By means of the tuning screws capacitance may be added across the central portion of the line which brings it into resonance at the desired frequency. The tuning range is from about 9 to 11 centimeters. The input line is a small coaxial connected to the resonant line at such a distance from the end as to provide the required impedance transformation. The beating-oscillator line is also a small coaxial, and this is connected as near to the shorted end of the resonant line as is consistent with the available beating-oscillator power. In this way a large mismatch loss is interposed between the beating oscillator and the remainder of the circuit which minimizes the loss of signal power into the beating oscillator. The resonant line is of very heavy construction and is used to support the point contact of the silicon rectifier, and the silicon wafer is soldered to a small stud which is screwed into the coaxial capacitor. This capacitor acts as a by-pass for the input frequencies and as a tuning
capacitance for the output transformer, which is not shown. The sleeve carrying the by-pass capacitor and the silicon wafer is held in place by set screws which are locked after the proper contact between the silicon and the spring has been made. This converter, using a rectifier selected for the best performance, had a conversion loss of 8 decibels.

Converters Using Standard Point-Contact Rectifiers

With the development of the cartridge-type point-contact rectifier, it was necessary to approach the problem of converter design with the viewpoint of accommodating a pre-established set of mechanical and electrical characteristics. With regard to the latter, the problem of converter design was simplified to the extent that by means of factory adjustment and selection a degree of uniformity in the electrical characteristics could be obtained which assured that any unit could be used in a converter designed about a rectifier of average characteristics. A cross section of a Western Electric Company cartridge-type rectifier of the 1N series is shown in Fig. 5. This unit is quite rugged, mechanically, but is easily damaged by minute static discharges, and considerable care must be exercised to protect it from such discharges as might occur between an operator's body and ground during handling, or as might arise when a soldering-iron tip is applied, to any electrical circuit connected to it. If properly protected, however, it will maintain its electrical characteristics unchanged over a period of many months.

The equivalent circuit of this rectifier, of course, contains reactive elements connecting the base and tip to the point of rectification. These, however, are unimportant from a loss standpoint, since they may be tuned out by other external reactances. The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5 applies only to the rectifying point contact. $R_x$ represents the resistance of the body of the silicon wafer, $C$ the capacitance between the point contact and the silicon surface, and $R_x$ the nonlinear resistance at this point contact. This equivalent circuit is of present interest only to the extent that it enables us to recognize that the terminals of the nonlinear resistance $R_x$ are not available, that the resistance $R$, and the capacitance $C$ are present in such a way as to add to the circuit loss, and that this loss increases with frequency. $R_x$ and $C$ thus tend to increase the loss for the components in the harmonic-frequency range, and the necessity for designing the networks to present the proper impedances at these frequencies is dependent to some extent upon how near the signal frequency is to the maximum operating frequency of the rectifier.

The first rectifier, of the type shown in Fig. 5, to be standardized and manufactured in large quantities was the 1N21, which was designed to operate in the 10-
variations in conversion loss of over 1 decibel could be caused. The effect of these changes on the input-network impedance transformation was nullified by always adjusting the input and coupling for minimum loss. This effect of the input-network impedance on the conversion loss was also investigated by means of a coaxial tuner coupled to the resonant line after the manner of the input line at a point 1.25 centimeters from the shorted end of the resonant line. At resonance, this tuner absorbed power and caused the conversion loss to increase about 1.5 decibels, and from its behavior it was determined that the frequency at which the power was absorbed was near the second harmonic of the signal and beating oscillator. Effects were also observed near the third harmonic, but these were quite small.

The converter shown in Fig. 7 is one designed for operation at wavelengths in the 3-centimeter range, and employs a 1N23 point-contact rectifier connected across ½ X1-inch wave guide. It is largely fortuitous that the physical design of the 1N23 makes it adaptable to this type of connection to the wave guide. The 1N23 rectifier is similar to the 1N21 but has had improvements made in the silicon and the point contact which reduce its conversion loss at 3 centimeters. The proper impedance transformation between the wave guide and the rectifier is obtained by displacing the rectifier from the center of the wave guide an amount sufficient to cause the conductance component of the rectifier admittance to match the guide, and by adjusting the location of the piston until the susceptance component is reduced to zero. This matching procedure was carried out using a rectifier of average characteristics. When other rectifiers of nonaverage characteristics are used the admittance is found to vary to the extent that input standing-wave ratios up to 8 decibels are obtained. The normalized conductance presented to the guide varies between 0.7 and 1.5, while the normalized susceptance lies between −0.9 and 1.1. The susceptance may be reduced to zero by adjusting the piston so that the mismatch may be reduced to a standing-wave ratio of less than 3.5 decibels, corresponding to a reflected power loss of less than 0.2 decibel.

This converter was designed to operate over a wide range of input frequencies without adjusting the input tuning. The variation in input standing-wave ratio is such that a rectifier which has been adjusted to match the wave guide at a wavelength of 3.33 centimeters will have a standing-wave ratio of about 6 decibels at wavelengths of 3.13 and 3.53 centimeters, corresponding to a reflected power loss of 0.5 decibel. A frequency-selective network if required may be employed at the input, and the converter will provide a satisfactory load impedance over the 3.13- to 3.53-centimeter range.

The beating oscillator may be coupled to the rectifier in a number of ways. In the method shown in Fig. 7 it is coupled to the wave guide by means of an iris in the side wall. A termination for the beating oscillator is provided by the resistance card located about one-quarter wavelength in front of the coupling iris, and in this way the condition wherein the beating oscillator works into a highly reactive load is avoided. In some applications the iris has been made adjustable so that the beating-oscillator level may be readily controlled. When this method of beating-oscillator coupling is used in the absence of a frequency-selective network at the input, it is possible to lose some of the signal power in the beating-oscillator wave-guide branch, particularly if the available beating-oscillator power is low. When an input frequency-selective network is used, however, it may be so located with respect to the iris as to effectively double the beating-oscillator voltage at the rectifier. The size of the coupling iris may then be decreased to restore the beating-oscillator drive to its original value and the loss of signal power in this branch considerably reduced.

Special precautions have been taken in this converter to provide a low impedance across the output network at the input frequency. This low impedance is obtained by means of a coaxial line one-half wavelength long which is shorted at one end, and the impedance is kept low over a range of frequencies by making the characteristic impedance of the open quarter wavelength of line much lower than that of the shorted quarter wavelength. This structure is supported at its high-impedance point, as shown in Fig. 7, by insulating rings which form a by-pass capacitor and prevent the loss of signal power in the output network more effectively than a capacitor alone.

The effect of variations in the impedance of the input network at frequencies near the signal and beating-oscillator second harmonic was investigated in this converter by means of the arrangement shown in Fig. 8. Here the piston has been replaced by an adjustable metal septum extending across the guide and dividing it
into two smaller guides. These smaller guides are beyond cutoff at wavelengths near 3.33 centimeters, so that this septum acts as a piston at these wavelengths. At wavelengths near 1.67 centimeters, however, they are not beyond cutoff, so that by means of two other septa located as shown an independent piston effective only at frequencies near the second harmonic is obtained. By varying the position of this harmonic piston the conversion-loss-variation curve shown in Fig. 9 was obtained. The variation shown amounts to 0.6 decibel, which is about half that obtained with the converter shown in Fig. 6. This variation, however, differed greatly with the particular rectifier used. Several 1N23 rectifiers showed no variation, while nearly all of a special group designed for operation at 1.25 centimeters showed some variation, the greatest being 1 decibel.

The average spacing between the maxima and minima of the curve in Fig. 9 is 1.25 centimeters. The beating-oscillator wavelength was 3.33 centimeters, and the calculated wavelength of the beating-oscillator second harmonic in the two guides formed by the central septum is 2.54 centimeters. A half wavelength is thus 1.27 centimeters, which is quite close to the value obtained from the curve, and shows that the frequency involved in the conversion-loss variation lies near the beating-oscillator second harmonic. This method of measurement is not sufficiently precise to permit any closer identification of the frequency involved. As an additional test the secondary septa were removed and resistance cards used which absorbed the harmonic frequencies. When this was done the conversion loss assumed a value indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 9. The tuning arrangement shown in Fig. 8 was not used in the final converter design since the decrease in conversion loss was so small as to be hardly worth the added complication.

The converter shown in Fig. 7 is readily adaptable for use with a wave-guide hybrid junction to form a balanced converter. This is shown in Fig. 10. The hybrid junction (also widely known as a "magic tee"), shown at the right of the figure, performs as a network having four pairs of terminals and an internal structure such that power fed into any one pair will appear equally at two other pairs but not at the third pair. Referring to the figure, it will be seen that power fed into the input branch will appear equally in the output branches but will be balanced out of the beating-oscillator branch. Similarly, power fed into the beating-oscillator branch appears equally in the load branches but is balanced out of the input branch. The purpose of the input matching rod is to provide an impedance match between the input and the load branches, and the beating-oscillator matching rod is an inductance so located as to match that branch to the load branches. When the load branches are terminated in their characteristic impedance, the standing-wave ratio at the input branch is less than 1 decibel, and that at the beating-oscillator branch is less than 3 decibels at all wavelengths between 3.13 and 3.53 centimeters. Since a mismatch at the beating-oscillator input is less important than a mismatch at the signal input, the choice of functions for the various branches has been selected as shown in the figure.

The converter in Fig. 7, having been designed to match the wave-guide impedance, may thus be connected to the load branches of the hybrid junction and, with the addition of a balanced-to-unbalanced output transformer, a balanced converter obtained. Since the hybrid junction itself introduces only a small mismatch, the balanced converter will terminate the input line nearly as well as the converter in Fig. 7. A balanced converter has several advantages over an unbalanced converter which arise from the conjugate relationship which can be obtained between the signal and beating-oscillator terminals. The circuit of a converter using a hybrid junction is essentially the same as the converter shown in Fig. 3. The degree of balance that can be ob-
tained depends on the similarity of the two rectifiers, and by selecting pairs it is not difficult to obtain a balance such that the loss between the input and beating-oscillator terminals is in excess of 25 decibels. The loss of signal power into the beating oscillator is thus effectively prevented, and similarly the beating-oscillator power level at the input terminals is considerably reduced. Since no mismatch loss between the signal and beating-oscillator terminals is required, the rectifiers will absorb the full applied beating-oscillator power, so that considerably less available power is required.

Another advantage obtained by the use of a balanced converter is the protection against beating-oscillator noise. In applications where the signal frequency is extremely high and the intermediate frequency low enough to be a very small fraction of this frequency, the beating oscillator may have noise sidebands in the signal-frequency range. An analysis of the phase relations shows that, when the signal and beating oscillator are applied to the same terminals, as would be the case for an oscillator with noise sidebands, the output from the two rectifiers will be balanced out by the output transformer.

![Image of 1.25-centimeter converter using a silicon rectifier mounted in a coaxial line.](image)

The rectifier mounting shown in Fig. 5 is not well adapted for use at wavelengths below 3 centimeters, due to its size. For operation at a wavelength of 1.25 centimeters a new type of mounting has been developed and the necessary improvements made in the silicon and the point contact. In this mounting the rectifier is located at the end of a coaxial line. An early form is shown in Fig. 11, together with the matching circuits to form a 1.25-centimeter converter. Since the rectifier is in coaxial and the signal in wave guide, a coaxial-to-wave-guide circuit is required which will also provide a means for connecting the rectifier to the intermediate-frequency output. The coaxial-to-wave-guide circuit shown in Fig. 11 is a supported probe which matches the guide to a 65-ohm coaxial line over a 10 per cent frequency band. Its electrical characteristics are practically identical to those of an open probe, since the supporting member is in a neutral position with respect to the waves in the guide and its length from the side wall of the guide to the probe is approximately one-quarter wavelength. This supporting rod is shorted to the side walls of the guide at the input frequencies by the coaxial filters, which also allow the intermediate frequency to be taken out.

The coaxial-to-wave-guide circuit matches the guide to a 65-ohm coaxial line, but, since the rectifier does not match this impedance, a transformer formed by an enlargement of the coaxial inner conductor is required. The proper transformation is obtained by adjusting the length, diameter, and position of this element. The bandwidth of this transformer, however, is considerably less than that of the coaxial-to-wave-guide circuit, with the result that the converter matches the line over about a 4 per cent frequency band. The beating-oscillator input is not shown in Fig. 11, but could, of course, be accomplished in the same manner as shown in Figs. 7 or 10.

**Wide-Band Converter**

All of the converters described so far were designed for use in applications where the input impedance was required to match the line from the antenna only sufficiently well to avoid undue reflection loss, where the use of an input-frequency-selecting network was optional, and where only moderately uniform response over a comparatively narrow band of frequencies was required. As a consequence, these converters are not especially satisfactory for use in modern wide-band communication systems. The final converter to be described was designed to meet all the requirements of wide-band applications, and in order to do this it has been found necessary to control the impedance of the input network at the signal frequency, the image frequency, and some frequency near the signal and beating-oscillator second harmonic, and also to take account of the interaction effects that exist between the input and output networks.

The additional specifications set down for this converter before the design work was started were that it was to have an input standing-wave ratio of less than 1 decibel, an input filter to select a band of frequencies anywhere within the 6.9-7.5-centimeter wavelength range, and have a transmission band 15 megacycles wide flat to less than 0.1 decibel. The completed converter (shown in Fig. 16) is similar to the one shown in Fig. 10 in that it makes use of a wave-guide hybrid junction, but differs from it in that the rectifiers are mounted at the end of coaxial lines which are coupled to the wave guide by means of probes. The impedance transformation necessary to make the rectifier terminate the line was obtained by adjusting the length and diameter of the cavity in which the rectifier is mounted. With this method of matching, the maximum standing-wave ratio for a group of twenty rectifiers measured over the 6.9-7.5-centimeter wavelength range was found to be about 4 decibels.

The output filter is in the form of a quarter-wave stub-connected across the coaxial line, followed by a trap. The
The trap consists of a quarter wavelength of coaxial line followed by a cylindrical polystyrene-filled resonant cavity in the form of a disk transmission line \(^4\) shorted at its outer edge, and is arranged so that the short circuit at the outer edge of the cavity is transferred to the gap at the open end of the quarter-wave stub. The loss through this filter is in excess of 25 decibels throughout the 6.9- to 7.5-centimeter wavelength range, and thus the loss of signal power through it is negligible.

In Fig. 12 is shown an unbalanced converter using these components, which was used to investigate the effect of input-network impedance variations and the interaction effects between the input and output networks. It has an input filter consisting of two inductive irises with a capacitive tuning plug between them, and the beating oscillator is connected in the same manner as that shown in Fig. 7. The remaining equipment consists of an intermediate-frequency amplifier and output meter and a transformer to match the converter output impedance to the amplifier. This transformer is of the variable-impedance-transformation type mentioned earlier, and with it the 76-ohm input impedance to the amplifier may be transformed to any value between 80 and 600 ohms. \(C_2\) is large enough to be an effective short circuit, and \(C_1\) is used to tune the line to antiresonance. Thus both the resistive and reactive components of the converter output impedance may be matched.

The procedure for the tests, using the equipment shown in Fig. 12, was simply to apply a constant signal at the input and measure the output power and the output impedance as a function of the length \(S\) of an added section of wave guide. The reflection coefficient of the filter at the signal frequency was very small, so that the signal power and the signal-frequency impedance at \(A\) is independent of the added line length \(S\). However, at frequencies different from the signal frequency the reflection coefficient of the filter is large, and variations in \(S\) will cause its phase angle to change in accordance with

\[ S. \text{ Hence, any change in the conversion loss or output impedance as a result of variations in } S \text{ must be due to changes in the impedance of the input network at frequencies different from the input frequency.} \]

Curves showing the variations in conversion loss and output impedance as a function of the line length \(S\) are shown in Fig. 13. At the top is shown the variation in conversion loss in decibels. Below that is the variation in shunt reactance as measured by the dial reading of the capacitor \(C_1\) required to tune the output transformer. At the bottom is the shunt-resistance variation as indicated by the position of the output-transformer tap required to give a maximum output. These are plotted against the value of \(S\) in inches. Two things are immediately apparent from these curves. First, the top curve shows that the conversion loss is influenced primarily by the input-network impedance at some frequency much higher than the input frequency. Second, the bottom curve shows that the output impedance is influenced primarily by the input-network impedance at some frequency near the input frequency. Further interpretation of these curves is complicated by the fact that some of the frequencies involved are sufficiently high to excite more than one mode in both the coaxial and the wave guide, and these modes could be expected to produce rather complicated effects.

From the rate at which the conversion loss varies as \(S\) is changed, it is evident that the length of line between the rectifier and the filter is sufficient to restrict the frequency range over which a uniform conversion loss can be obtained. In order to eliminate this effect the frequencies involved in the conversion-loss variation must be reflected from a point much nearer the rectifier. This reflection was accomplished by means of a low-pass filter located in the coaxial line near the rectifier, as is shown in Fig. 14.

---

From the results obtained with the converter shown in Fig. 8, it is apparent that the frequencies responsible for the conversion-loss variation shown in Fig. 13 are those in the vicinity of the signal and beating-oscillator second harmonic. For input wavelengths between 6.9 and 7.5 centimeters, these lie in the range between 3.4 and 3.8 centimeters. The filter shown in Fig. 14 was designed to have a large reflection coefficient in this latter wavelength range. It consists of a polystyrene-filled resonant cavity which is the inverse of the cavity used in the output filter, being in the form of a disk transmission line shorted at its inner edge, and forms an antiresonant circuit in series with the coaxial line. This is represented by the inductance \( L \) and the capacitance \( C_b \) in the equivalent circuit. The diameter required to form the disks is greater than that of the coaxial inner conductor, so that the two disks form capacitances in shunt with the coaxial line represented by the capacitors \( C_a \). In order that the filter match the coaxial line at wavelengths between 6.9 and 7.5 centimeters, the inductance \( L \) must have the correct value, and this is accomplished by adjusting the thickness of the polystyrene disk which controls the characteristic impedance of the disk line.

Measurements of the standing-wave ratio introduced by this filter were made. At wavelengths between 3.4 and 3.8 centimeters it was above 30 decibels, and between 6.9 and 7.5 centimeters it was below 0.5 decibel. With this filter installed in the converter shown in Fig. 12, the effect of the input-filter position was measured again. The results are shown in Fig. 15. The effect of the coaxial filter is quite pronounced, and it is seen that with it the conversion loss is very nearly independent of \( S \), and uniform operation over a wide frequency band should be readily feasible. The output impedance curve is sufficiently uniform to permit a measurement of the change in \( S \) required to vary the resistance through a complete cycle. In Fig. 15 this distance is 2.30 inches, corresponding to a guide wavelength of 4.60 inches or a frequency of 4060 megacycles. This is quite close to 4040 megacycles, which is the calculated image frequency.

An important consideration, but one which has not yet been investigated, is the effect of the position of the low-pass filter on the conversion loss. Presumably, from the curve in Figs. 13 and 15, this alone could cause a change of about 1.5 decibels. However, measurements of the minimum conversion loss obtainable with and without the low-pass filter indicated that the amount to be gained by selecting a better position would be less than 0.5 decibel.

Harmonic filters have been incorporated in the completed converter shown in Fig. 16, with the result that an input filter may now be used without causing variations in conversion loss over the transmission band. In order that the converter output impedance have the correct value to match the intermediate-frequency transformers, the filter position \( S \) must be properly chosen. The converter output impedance at the terminals \( A \) was measured as a function of the filter position \( S \), using the second method mentioned earlier which makes use of a three-tap transmission line. Curves very much like those in Fig. 15 were obtained, the capacitance varying between 1.6 and 5.5 micromicrofarads, and the resistance varying between 350 and 940 ohms. The position giving the highest impedance was found to give a somewhat lower conversion loss, so that the intermediate-frequency transformers were designed to match this higher value. Two transformers were actually used, each having an impedance-transformation ratio of 470 to 152 ohms, with the primary windings connected in series to give the 940-ohm impedance and the secondary, one of which has the direction of its winding reversed, connected in parallel to give an output impedance of 76 ohms.

The input tuner shown is necessary to reduce the input standing-wave ratio to less than 1 decibel as required in the original specifications, since without it the standing-wave ratio may be as much as 4 decibels, as stated above. Rather stringent requirements are
placed on this tuner by virtue of the fact that ideally it should match the converter to the wave guide at the input frequency and at the same time introduce no phase shift in the wave reflected from the filter at the image frequency, since this is equivalent to a change in the filter position. Furthermore, the tuner must be between the filter and the converter in order that the filter work between the proper impedances. The tuner

of the type shown approximates this ideal much better than a conventional two-plug tuner. It consists essentially of two parallel-tuned circuits spaced one-eighth wavelength, the inductances being formed by the rods across the wave guide and the capacitances by the adjustable plugs. A value of inductance has been selected such that the tuner will correct a standing-wave ratio of not more than 4 decibels of any phase. The variation in the susceptance of the tuner over the input frequency band is negligible, while at the image frequency the phase change introduced is much less than that of a two-plug tuner. By locating the tuner effectively one-half wavelength from the filter at the image frequency (dimension $D$), the phase change may be reduced to a negligible value.

$\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Conversion Loss} & \text{Conversion Factor} & \text{Noise Ratio} \\
\text{(decibels)} & \text{(decibels)} & \text{(decibels)} \\
\hline
5.1 & 9.1 & 13.1 & 2.5 \\
5.6 & 10.1 & 13.8 & 2.8 \\
6.4 & 10.4 & 14.3 & 2.5 \\
\hline
\end{array}$

The final measurements made on this converter were the conversion loss, noise figure, noise ratio, and bandwidth. Three pairs of a group of twelve 1N23B rectifiers were selected as representative of the best, the average, and the poorest, from the standpoint of conversion loss. For the noise-figure measurements an intermediate-frequency transformers having a coupling coefficient of 0.5, transmission variations of less than 0.1 decibel were observed over a band 20 megacycles wide.

**Conclusions**

The purpose of this paper has been to discuss the problem of the design and construction of microwave converters using point-contact rectifiers as the nonlinear element, with the main emphasis on the networks used between the input and output terminals and the rectifier. The approach has been largely practical, since a complete and rigorous mathematical analysis of the problem is generally so complex as to provide the designer with little more than a broad outline of the requirements. The results obtained indicate that, when uniform conversion efficiency over a wide band of frequencies is required, close attention must be paid to the network-impedance versus frequency characteristics.
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Fluctuation Noise in Pulse-Height Multiplex Radio Links

LAWRENCE L. RAUCH

Summary—The choice of a method of multiplex synthesis and analysis will depend on (1) the distortion and noise characteristics of the link connecting the synthesizer and analyzer, and (2) the type of intelligence and tolerable distortion and noise in each channel. Among the various methods of multiplexing adaptable to transmission over radio links is the pulse-height or commutation method. The question of interchannel cross talk has already been solved quantitatively for this multiplex method, and it is the purpose of this paper to solve the associated problem of channel fluctuation noise in a precise manner. Expressions are obtained for the channel fluctuation noise of pulse-height multiplex systems used over f.m. and a.m. radio links. A comparison shows the f.m. channel fluctuation-noise improvement to be 4.15 times the deviation ratio, in contrast to the familiar \( \sqrt{3} \) times the deviation ratio for single-channel radio links.

INTRODUCTION

It is generally recognized that time-division multiplex methods are best for transmission over radio links, particularly when the number of channels to be multiplexed is large, due to the relatively wide bandwidth and large nonlinear distortion offered by radio links. Subcarrier multiplex methods are better adapted for transmission over wire links, where it is easier to obtain the small nonlinear distortion necessary to avoid interchannel cross talk.

The wide bandwidths required by pulse-position multiplex methods make them well adapted to u.h.f. and microwave radio links. Where reduced bandwidths are necessary, such as in the v.h.f. range, the pulse-height multiplex method provides a solution which, at the same time, maintains the general advantages of time-division multiplexing. Various commutator tubes and circuits have been developed to provide pulse-height synthesis and analysis.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)

The method of synthesis consists of taking short samples of several items of intelligence (usually appearing as voltages) in a regular time sequence at a uniform rate. If it is desired to sample a given item at a rate of \( F \) times per second and there are \( n \) items, a single sample can be no longer than \( 1/Fn \) second. The principle of analysis for a given item of intelligence consists of observing the synthesized signal during an interval of \( 1/Fn \) second or less at a rate of \( F \) times per second, in such a manner that only the original samples, or portions of them, are obtained. The analyzed samples may be integrated into a “smooth” signal by methods discussed later. It will be shown later that, if the maximum frequency of components appearing in an item of intelligence is less than \( f \), the original intelligence may be perfectly reproduced if a repetition rate of \( F = 2f \) or greater is used.

The principal type of noise encountered in the output of a v.h.f. radio receiver is fluctuation noise. Pulse noise is either man-made and near by, or else the result of a nearby electrical storm. The analysis of this paper is for fluctuation noise only and, unless modified, the term “noise” will be understood to mean fluctuation noise. Before proceeding, however, we shall review certain characteristics of the multiplex method.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DISTORTION IN RADIO LINKS AND DISTORTION AND CROSS TALK IN INDIVIDUAL CHANNELS

The distortion characteristics (noise included) of a radio link will produce quite different effects in the output of the channels of a pulse-height system. Here we shall treat these effects in a descriptive manner.

A little thought will show that the transient response of the radio link completely determines the cross-talk characteristics. A good transient response will be insured by a uniform amplitude versus frequency characteristic and a fairly proportional phase-shift versus frequency characteristic. By good transient response in a radio link we mean that, after the constant time delay is taken into account, there is very little correlation between the instantaneous signal at time \( t \) and the discrepancy between the output and input signals at time \( t + \Delta t \), as long as \( \Delta t \) is larger than a certain minimum value determined in part by the upper limit of the frequency response. In other words, a disturbance at time \( t \) shall not be unduly prolonged (not to be confused with delay) by transmission through the radio link. The signal in each channel of a commutator system may be considered as a disturbance which should not be prolonged into the next channel as cross talk. If the channels were exactly adjacent almost no prolongation could be tolerated, and a very wide and uniform amplitude versus frequency response and proportional phase characteristic would be required of the link. This difficulty is overcome by inserting “blanking” spaces between adjacent channels so that a certain amount of prolongation can occur without carrying into the next channel. This is the meaning of \( \alpha \) in (2).

If the frequency response falls off at the high end, the cross talk in the following channel will be in phase;
levels by application of large amounts of inverse feedback, but such large amounts of inverse feedback increase the size and cost of small radio links considerably.

Frequency-modulated radio links have a reputation for low distortion. This is, in part, because the tube characteristics of the modulated-amplifier stages are eliminated as a source of distortion; all of the troubles are concentrated in the modulator and detector stages. This statement is true for frequency-modulated radio links of large deviation ratio, but the fact is sometimes overlooked that, for small deviation ratios not much greater than unity, the frequency-dependent phase shift in the tuned circuits in the modulated-radio-frequency amplifier stages can introduce large amounts of nonlinear distortion at high-modulation frequencies. To keep distortion at a low level in this circumstance, the tuned circuits must be very carefully designed. This is pointed out because the tendency in multiplex systems is often to use a larger modulation band without increasing the frequency deviation, which results in a reduced deviation ratio.

**Characteristics of Fluctuation Noise**

Fluctuation noise, or smooth hiss, as it is sometimes called, has a constant amplitude versus frequency spectrum over the range of the r.f. pass band of a radio receiver, but the phase distribution is random. However, the amplitude of the noise-frequency spectrum over the modulation-frequency pass band of a radio-receiver output varies with frequency in a manner which depends on the type of modulation used, although the phase distribution remains random. This results in two important characteristics of the final noise output. For any type of noise with a continuous spectrum, the power in a frequency band of small width \( \Delta \omega \) is proportional to \( \Delta \omega \). Thus the r.m.s. noise voltage is proportional to \( \sqrt{\Delta \omega} \). Due to the random phase distribution of fluctuation noise, the crest voltage (height of the larger peaks) is proportional to the r.m.s. voltage, and therefore to \( \sqrt{\Delta \omega} \). (This is not true in the case of pulse noise, where the height of the pulse is proportional to \( \Delta \omega \).) It follows that, if the noise components over several narrow frequency bands \( \Delta \omega \) at \( \omega_1, \Delta \omega \) at \( \omega_2, \ldots, \Delta \omega \) at \( \omega_n \) in the modulation pass band are selected by filters and added, the resultant r.m.s. noise voltage will be

\[
\sqrt{A^2(\omega_1)\Delta \omega_1 + A^2(\omega_2)\Delta \omega_2 + \cdots + A^2(\omega_n)\Delta \omega_n}
\]

\[ (1) \]


\[ ^{2} \] V. D. Landon, "The distribution of amplitude with time in fluctuation noise," Proc. I.R.E., vol. 29, pp. 50–55: February, 1941. For a rigorous definition of crest-noise voltage, some distribution function must be assumed for the instantaneous noise voltage. Many writers, for good reason, assume the normal law as a basis for theoretical investigations. This law offers a finite probability for arbitrarily high noise voltages, but in practice nonlinear circuit elements bring the probability distribution function to unity for finite values of the instantaneous noise voltage. For example, if we assume the crest voltage is attained when the instantaneous voltage is greater than or equal to four times the r.m.s. value, the normal law provides the result that during a sufficiently long period the crest value will be reached a fraction of the time equal to \( 63 \times 10^{-4} \). More can be said if the amplitude versus frequency distribution of the noise is taken into account.

\[ ^{3} \] W. R. Bennett, "Time division multiplex systems," Bell. Syst. Tech. Jour., vol. 20, pp. 190–221; April, 1941. This paper is fundamental and will repay careful reading. Wire links instead of radio links are considered, and so emphasis is placed upon conditions requiring minimum bandwidth of the link.


\[ ^{5} \] V. D. Landon, "The distribution of amplitude with time in fluctuation noise," Proc. I.R.E., vol. 29, pp. 50–55: February, 1941. For a rigorous definition of crest-noise voltage, some distribution function must be assumed for the instantaneous noise voltage. Many writers, for good reason, assume the normal law as a basis for theoretical investigations. This law offers a finite probability for arbitrarily high noise voltages, but in practice nonlinear circuit elements bring the probability distribution function to unity for finite values of the instantaneous noise voltage. For example, if we assume the crest voltage is attained when the instantaneous voltage is greater than or equal to four times the r.m.s. value, the normal law provides the result that during a sufficiently long period the crest value will be reached a fraction of the time equal to \( 63 \times 10^{-4} \). More can be said if the amplitude versus frequency distribution of the noise is taken into account.
where \( A(\omega) \) is the r.m.s. value of the noise voltage in a unit frequency interval at angular frequency \( \omega \).

The above relation concerning fluctuation noise is the only one of which explicit use is made in the analysis of the pulse-height system.

In the case of amplitude modulation, \( A(\omega) \) is a constant over the modulation pass band. In the case of frequency modulation with deviation ratio greater than unity, \( A(\omega) \) is not constant. Analysis shows \( A(\omega) \) to be proportional to \( \omega \) over the modulation pass band of a frequency-modulation receiver (the familiar triangular spectrum). In this and all further discussions involving f.m. receivers, we assume the signal strength remains above the improvement threshold.

In Part I, following, we shall assume a certain f.m. radio link with sufficiently large maximum frequency deviation to provide a deviation ratio greater than unity for all modulating signals discussed. A signal of r.m.s. value \( S \) will be produced at the receiver output by a sinusoidal signal modulating the link to maximum frequency deviation. There is a r.m.s. fluctuation-noise voltage of \( A(f) = k_i f \) per unit bandwidth at cyclic frequency \( f \) at the receiver output. The value of \( S/k_i \) will be determined by the maximum frequency deviation and by the r.f. signal-to-noise ratio at the discriminator and is easily calculated for any case. We then connect an \( n \)-channel pulse-height synthesizer to the transmitter input and an \( n \)-channel analyzer to the receiver output, and calculate the maximum signal-to-noise ratio \( R_{m} \) for a particular channel. In Part II the same procedure is followed for an a.m. radio link with a r.m.s. fluctuation-noise voltage of \( k_{s} \) per unit bandwidth at the receiver output.

In the rest of the paper, the term “noise” is understood to mean r.m.s. fluctuation-noise voltage, and the term “signal” is understood to mean the maximum signal r.m.s. voltage.

**PART I—FREQUENCY-MODULATION LINKS**

An \( n \)-channel commutator synthesizer and analyzer are connected to the f.m. radio link. The analyzer samples each channel with an individual repetition rate of \( F \) times per second, each channel being on during a fraction \( 1/\alpha \) of its allotted interval \( 1/nF \). The intervals of duration \( (\alpha - 1)/anF \) between channels are for blanking. Each channel at the receiver is connected by the analyzer to the radio-link output for an interval of duration \( 1/anF \) coinciding with the “on” interval of the respective channel at the synthesizer. In other words, each receiving channel “looks” at the output of the radio link for \( 1/anF \) second every \( 1/F \) second. This causes very definite changes in the radio-link noise and in the original signal, when viewed at the output of a receiving channel. This is determined by the following analysis.

The output of the commutator analyzer for some channel will be \( s(t) \cdot c(t) \) where \( s(t) \) is the signal on the channel and \( c(t) \) is the commutation function:

\[
c(t) = 1, \quad \frac{1}{F} - \frac{1}{2anF} \leq t \leq \frac{1}{F} + \frac{1}{2anF} \\
\text{otherwise,}
\]

A Fourier series representation of \( c(t) \) is valid and is

\[
c(t) = \frac{1}{an} + 2 \sum_{\pi = 1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{m \pi} \sin \frac{m \pi}{an} \right) \cos 2\pi mFt.
\]

Assume a single-component signal \( s(t) = a \cos 2\pi ft \). Then

\[
s(t) \cdot c(t) = \frac{a}{an} \cos 2\pi ft \\
+ \frac{a}{an} \sum_{\pi = 1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{m \pi} \sin \frac{m \pi}{an} \right) \left[ \cos 2\pi mf + f \right] t + \cos 2\pi (mf - f) t.
\]

The output of each commutator channel passes through a low-pass filter whose pass band has a width

\[
f_{max} < \frac{F}{2}
\]

where \( f_{max} \) is the maximum channel signal-frequency component. Observation will show that the right member of (2) represents the signal fundamental plus its a.m. side bands around suppressed carriers at harmonics of the sampling frequency \( F \). In this case we have chosen to recover the signal from its fundamental, but it is a simple matter to add the suppressed carriers by adding a d.c. component to the signal, and then recover the original signal by selecting and demodulating any one of the resulting a.m. signals at harmonics of \( F \). If this is done, the signal-to-noise ratio will in general depend on the harmonic of \( F \) used, and in no case is it appreciably better than for the choice of the fundamental. Moreover, the filter problem becomes more difficult. If the transmitted signal has no components above \( f_{max} \), the low-pass filter for the fundamental case is required to go from pass to reject in the interval from \( f_{max} \) to \( F-f_{max} \) in order to avoid the lower side band at \( F-f_{max} \) of the suppressed carrier at \( F \). In case the \( p^{th} \) harmonic is selected, the band-pass filter must go from pass to reject in the intervals from \( pF-f_{max} \) to \( (p-1)F+f_{max} \), and from \( pF+f_{max} \) to \( (p+1)F-f_{max} \). Thus, the filter requirements become more exacting. We note that insufficiently sharp filters cannot cause cross talk but only distortion in the individual channels.

If \( s(t) = a \cos 2\pi ft \) is viewed as a single component of the radio-link noise, it is apparent from the expansion for \( s(t) \cdot c(t) \) in (2) that only the noise in the frequency intervals \( mF \pm f_{max} \) is on, \( 1, \ldots, r \) depending on the required limit \( F_{s} = rF \) of the radio-link-modulation pass band) will appear in the channel after passing through the low-pass filter. The r.m.s. fluctuation-noise voltage

\[ \text{G. H. Hardy and W. W. Rogosinski, "Fourier Series," Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics and Mathematical Physics, no. 38, theorem 57, p. 42.} \]
in the frequency interval \( mF \pm \Delta F \) is \( k \Delta F \sqrt{2} \Delta F \) approximately and the noise in any channel due to the noise in this frequency interval is, by (2),

\[
\frac{kF}{\pi} \sqrt{2} \Delta F \sin \frac{m\pi}{\Delta F}.
\]

Then by (1), the noise voltage in any channel due to that in all of the intervals \( m = 1, \ldots, r \) (\( r \) being the number of side-band pairs in (2) transmitted by the link) is

\[
\frac{kF}{\pi} \sqrt{2} \Delta F \sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin \frac{m\pi}{\Delta F}.
\]

If \( s(t) \) is now viewed as a component of a channel signal, it is seen that the maximum channel signal before commutation is \( S \). The first term in the right member of (2) shows that each component of the signal is reduced by a factor of \( 1/\Delta F \). Therefore, the signal is reduced by the same factor and at the output of the receiving-channel low-pass filter this signal value is

\[
\frac{S}{\Delta F}.
\]

This, together with (4), determines a signal-to-noise ratio of

\[
R_{s/n} = \frac{S}{k} \sqrt{\Delta F} \sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin \frac{m\pi}{\Delta F}.
\]

When \( r \) is large, the evaluation of the sum under the radical becomes laborious. In Appendix 1 it is shown that, when \( \Delta F \geq 20 \) and \( r/\Delta F \geq 1 \), the radical of the sum is approximated by \( \sqrt{r}/2 \) with an error less than 10 per cent. This provides an approximation \( R_{s/n} \) for \( R_{s} \),

\[
R_{s/n} = \frac{S}{k} \sqrt{\Delta F} \sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin \frac{m\pi}{\Delta F}, \quad \{ \Delta F \geq 20 \}
\]

If it is desired to transmit intelligence over the channels with frequency components, including zero, it will be necessary for the radio link to transmit components including zero. This is apparent from an inspection of (2). If it is not convenient to supply the extreme low-frequency response in the link, the necessity can be avoided by the use of a method of sampling different from that in (2). In this method \( c(t) \) is replaced by \( c*(t) \) defined by

\[
c*(t) = \begin{cases} 
1, & 0 \leq t \leq \frac{1}{2\Delta F} \\
0, & \frac{1}{2\Delta F} \leq t \leq \frac{1}{\Delta F} \\
1, & \frac{1}{\Delta F} \leq t \leq 1 \\
x(t) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[n = \text{even integers} - \infty, \ldots, \infty \]

\[
R_{s/n} = \frac{S}{k} \sqrt{\Delta F} \sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin \frac{m\pi}{\Delta F}, \quad \{ \Delta F \geq 20 \}
\]

Amplitude-modulated signals with suppressed carriers appear at frequencies \( m+1/2 \) \( F \) (\( m = 0, 1, \ldots, \infty \)). For example, the signal around \( F/2 \) may be selected and demodulated. A noise analysis similar to the above may be carried out with only minor changes.

**PART II—AMPLITUDE-MODULATION LINKS**

Following the procedure of Part I, the r.m.s. fluctuation-noise voltage in the frequency interval \( mF \pm \Delta F \) is \( k \sqrt{\Delta F} \) and the noise voltage in any channel due to the noise in this interval is, by (2),

\[
\frac{k}{\pi} \sqrt{2} \Delta F \sin \frac{m\pi}{\Delta F}.
\]

Then, by (1), the noise in any channel due to that in all of the intervals \( m = 1, \ldots, r \) (\( r \) being the number of side-band pairs in (2) transmitted by the link) is

\[
\frac{k}{\pi} \sqrt{2} \Delta F \sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin \frac{m\pi}{\Delta F}.
\]

The signal at the output of any channel is, as in (5),

\[
\frac{S}{\Delta F}.
\]

This, together with (8), gives a signal-to-noise ratio of

\[
R_{s/n} = \frac{S}{\Delta F} \sqrt{\sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin \frac{m\pi}{\Delta F}}, \quad \{ \Delta F \geq 20 \}
\]

In Appendix II it is shown that, when \( \Delta F \geq 20 \) and \( r/\Delta F \geq 5/4 \), (\( F/\Delta F \geq 5/4 \), the radical of the sum is approximated by \( \pi \sqrt{2 \Delta F} \) with an error less than 8 per cent. This provides an approximation

\[
R_{s/n} = \frac{S}{\Delta F} \sqrt{\sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin \frac{m\pi}{\Delta F}}, \quad \{ \Delta F \geq 20 \}
\]

**PART III—COMPARISON**

To obtain the signal-to-noise improvement of a f.m. radio link over an a.m. radio link for pulse-height multiplexing, we divide (7) by (11) to obtain

\[
\frac{R_{s/n}^{*}}{R_{s/n}} = \frac{k}{\Delta F} \sqrt{\Delta F}
\]

The well-known f.m. interference reduction factor gives, for the same r.f. signal-to-noise ratio,

\[
\frac{k}{\Delta F} = \frac{F}{D}
\]

\[
(13)
\]
where $F_e$ is the modulation pass band of the radio links, and $D$ is the deviation ratio of the f.m. radio link. Thus,

$$\frac{R_{f, m}}{R_{o, m}} = \frac{F_e}{F} \frac{\pi}{\sqrt{\alpha n \pi}} \frac{D}{D} = \sqrt{\frac{r}{\pi}} \frac{D}{D}, \quad (14)$$

since $F_e/F = r$. Now $r$ depends upon $\alpha$ and $n$ for a given value of adjacent-channel cross talk.

It was pointed out in an earlier section that if $F_e$ ($F_e = rF$) is not great enough the cross talk between certain channels will be intolerable. If $F_e$ is infinite there will be no cross talk. The matter has been treated at length in a paper by Bennett where the quantitative relations giving the cross talk in terms of the quantities $n, \alpha,$ and $r$ are obtained and studied. It can be shown on the basis of Bennett's work that a cross-talk level between adjacent channels of 55 db below the maximum signal is obtained with

$$\alpha = 2 \quad r = 3.5 n. \quad (15)$$

Under these conditions, cross talk between channels separated by one or more channels is down more than 55 db. Substituting (15) in (14) we obtain

$$\frac{R_{f, m}}{R_{o, m}} = \sqrt{\frac{7}{2}} \frac{\pi}{\alpha n} D = 4.15D, \quad n \geq 10, \quad (16)$$

compared to the familiar value of $\sqrt{3D}$ for a single channel obtained by integrating (13). This of course assumes the f.m. signal is maintained above the improvement threshold.

**APPENDIX I**

To simplify notation, let $\pi/\alpha n = x$. Now

$$\sin^2 mx = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \cos 2mx.$$

Therefore,

$$\sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin^2 mx = \frac{r}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{r} \cos 2mx.$$

Now

$$2 \cos 2mx \sin x = \sin (2m + 1)x - \sin (2m - 1)x.$$

Therefore,

$$\frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{r} \cos 2mx = \frac{1}{4} \sum_{m=1}^{r} \frac{\sin (2m + 1)x - \sin (2m - 1)x}{\sin (2r + 1)x - \sin x} \sin (2r + 1)x - \sin x = \frac{4}{2} \sin x.
\sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin^2 mx = \frac{r}{2} - \frac{1}{4} \cos x \sin 2rx + \frac{1}{4} \cos 2rx - \frac{1}{4} \sin 2rx.$$

$$= \frac{r}{2} \left( \frac{1}{2} \cos x \sin 2rx - \frac{1}{r} \sin 2rx \right).$$

$$\sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin^2 \frac{m\pi}{\alpha n} = \frac{r}{2} \left( \frac{1}{2} \cos x \sin 2rx - \frac{1}{r} \sin 2rx \right). \quad (17)$$

If $\alpha n \geq 20$, an approximation for the second term in parentheses, with an error less than 1 per cent, is

$$\frac{\alpha n}{2} \sin \frac{2\pi}{\alpha n}.$$

If $\alpha n \geq 1$, the absolute value of the above term cannot be greater than $1/2\pi$, and the value of the last term in parentheses cannot be greater than $1/20$. Therefore, the value in parentheses differs from unity at most by 0.21. Upon taking the square root, this amounts to a maximum error of 10 per cent in the right member of the identity when the value in parentheses is taken as unity. Thus,

$$\sqrt{\sum_{m=1}^{r} \sin^2 \frac{m\pi}{\alpha n}} = \lambda \sqrt{\frac{r}{2}},$$

$$0.9 \leq \lambda \leq 1.1 \text{ when } \frac{\alpha n}{27 r} \geq 0. \quad (18)$$

**APPENDIX II**

To obtain an approximation for the finite sum

$$\sum_{m=1}^{r} \frac{1}{m^2} \sin^2 \frac{m\pi}{\alpha n} \quad (19)$$

we first obtain the limit of the convergent infinite series

$$\sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2} \sin^2 \frac{m\pi}{\alpha n} \quad (20)$$

by an application of Parseval's theorem10 concerning expansion of functions in the space $L^2$ in a series of complete orthonormal functions in $L^2$. The set of functions $\sqrt{F}, \sqrt{2F} \cos 2\pi mFt, \sqrt{2F} \sin 2\pi mFt$ $(m = 1, \ldots, \infty)$ in the interval $-1/2F \leq t \leq 1/2F$ is a complete orthonormal set belonging to $L^2$. We may write the Fourier series for the commutator function $c(t)$ in the form

$$c(t) = \frac{1}{\alpha n \sqrt{F}} \left[ \sqrt{F} \right.
\left. + \frac{2}{\pi \sqrt{2F}} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{m} \sin \frac{m\pi}{\alpha n} \right) \left[ \sqrt{2F} \cos 2\pi mFt \right]. \quad (21)$$

Parseval's theorem provides the relation (sum of squares of orthogonal components = square of norm)
\[ \frac{1}{\alpha^2 n^2 \pi^2} + \frac{2}{\pi^2} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2} \sin^2 \frac{m \pi}{\alpha n} = \int_{-1/\sqrt{2}}^{1/\sqrt{2}} |c(t)|^2 dt = \frac{1}{\alpha n \pi} \]
\[ \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2} \sin^2 \frac{m \pi}{\alpha n} = \frac{\pi^2}{2 \alpha n} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\alpha n} \right). \quad (21) \]

Since (19) is monotone increasing with r, (21) is an upper bound. It remains to establish a lower bound on (19).
\[ \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2} \sin^2 \frac{m \pi}{\alpha n} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{-1}{m^2} \cos \frac{2 \pi m}{\alpha n}. \quad (22) \]

We consider the first term in the right member. It is easy to show
\[ \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2} = \frac{\pi^2}{6}. \quad (23) \]
Therefore,
\[ \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2} \sin^2 \frac{m \pi}{\alpha n} = \frac{\pi^2}{6} - \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2}. \quad (24) \]

Now the function \(1/x^2\) is monotone decreasing to zero and concave upward. Therefore,
\[ \sum_{m=\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2} \leq \int_{r+1}^{\infty} (x - 1)^2 dx = \frac{1}{r} . \]
Substituting in (23) gives
\[ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{m^2} \geq \frac{\pi^2}{12} - \frac{1}{2r} \]
which is a lower bound for the first term in the right member of (22).

We now consider the remaining term. Substituting (21) and (23) in (22) gives
\[ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{-1}{m^2} \cos \frac{2 \pi m}{\alpha n} = -\frac{\pi^2}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\alpha n} \right) + \frac{1}{\alpha^2 n^2} \]
which is negative for \(\alpha n \geq 6\). The terms of the second sum of the right member of (22) form the partial sum for \(r\) terms of the infinite series of (26). The terms of the series converging to the negative limit \((\alpha n \geq 6)\) of (26) can be grouped in the intervals \(1 \leq m \leq \alpha n/4\) and \((2q-1)\alpha n/4 \leq m \leq (2q+1)\alpha n/4\), \(q = 1, 2, \ldots\), to form a series of alternating terms converging to the same negative limit. Each term after the first is
\[ \frac{2\pi m}{2n} \sum_{2q-\alpha n/4}^{2q+\alpha n/4} \frac{1}{m^2} \cos \frac{2 \pi m}{\alpha n}. \]
The partial sum consisting of the first three alternating terms has \(q = 2\) and \(r = 5\alpha n/4\). The fourth term
\[ \sum_{m=5\alpha n/4}^{6\alpha n/4} \frac{-1}{m^2} \cos \frac{2 \pi m}{\alpha n} \]
is positive. A well-known characteristic of alternating series is that a partial sum ending in a negative term is exceeded by the limit by an amount no greater than the value of the next term (27). Thus
\[ \sum_{m=1}^{5\alpha n/4} \frac{-1}{m^2} \cos \frac{2 \pi m}{\alpha n} \geq \sum_{m=5\alpha n/4}^{\infty} \frac{-1}{m^2} \cos \frac{2 \pi m}{\alpha n}. \]
The inequality can be maintained if the positive last sum is replaced by an upper bound.

It is easy to show in the case of any function \(f(x)\), positive and concave downward between two adjacent zeros at integer values \(x_1\) and \(x_2\), that
\[ \sum_{x_1}^{x_2} f(m) \leq \int_{x_1}^{x_2} f(x) dx. \]
Now the function \(-(1/x^2)\) cos \(2\pi r/an\) has zeros at \(x_1 = 5\alpha n/4\) and \(x_2 = \alpha n/4\) and in this interval it is positive and concave downward. Therefore
\[ \sum_{m=5\alpha n/4}^{\alpha n/4} \frac{-1}{m^2} \cos \frac{2 \pi m}{\alpha n} \leq \int_{5\alpha n/4}^{\alpha n/4} \frac{1}{x^2} \cos \frac{2 \pi x}{\alpha n} dx \]
\[ = -\frac{2\pi}{\alpha n} \int_{5\alpha n/4}^{\alpha n/4} \frac{1}{y^2} \cos y dy \]
\[ = \frac{-2\pi}{\alpha n} \left[ \frac{\cos y}{5\alpha n/4} + \frac{2 \pi}{\alpha n} \right]. \]
Substituting this and (26) in (28) gives
\[ \frac{7\alpha n/4}{\alpha n/4} \frac{-1}{m^2} \cos \frac{2 \pi m}{\alpha n} \leq \frac{\pi^2}{12} + \frac{4.86}{\alpha n} - \frac{\pi^2}{2 \alpha^2 n^2}. \]
Substituting this and (25) in (22) gives
\[ \frac{r q \alpha n/4}{\alpha n/4} \frac{1}{m^2} \sin^2 \frac{m \pi}{\alpha n} \leq \frac{4.46}{\alpha n} - \frac{\pi^2}{2 \alpha^2 n^2}. \]
Combining this with (21), we have
\[ \frac{\pi^2}{2\alpha n} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\alpha n} \right) \leq \sum_{m=1}^{r q \alpha n/4} \frac{1}{m^2} \sin^2 \frac{m \pi}{\alpha n} \]
\[ \leq \frac{\pi^2}{2\alpha n} \left( 0.904 - \frac{1}{\alpha n} \right). \]
Therefore, when \(\alpha n \geq 20\) and \(r/an \geq 5/4\)
\[ \sqrt{\sum_{m=1}^{r} \frac{1}{m^2} \sin^2 \frac{m \pi}{\alpha n}} \]
is never less than \(\pi/\sqrt{2\alpha n}\) by more than 8 per cent.
Propagation of Radio Waves in the Lower Troposphere

J. B. SMYTH†, AND L. G. TROLESE†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—The effect of tropospheric layers on the propagation of high-frequency radio waves has been experimentally investigated. A theory is proposed which is in agreement with the salient propagation characteristics observed on a nonoptical link. Fields beyond the optical horizon are governed by the layer height and the refractive index change through the layer. For low layers the higher frequencies have the advantage because of height gain, whereas for higher layers the lower frequencies have the advantage of higher reflection coefficients.

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECTROMAGNETIC waves transmit energy into the shadow region beyond the optical horizon by several different processes: first, the longer waves are diffracted around the earth; second, a small band of intermediate frequencies is effectively reflected from the ionosphere; and third, refraction and reflection in the lower troposphere frequently make it possible to establish communication on the higher frequencies over distances many times the optical line of sight. This paper is a summary of some of the facts about this latter type of propagation.

The immediate problem is quite clear. How is electromagnetic energy, radiated from a source near the earth's surface, distributed throughout a volume enclosed between the earth and a concentric sphere of sufficient radius to include all practical applications of the energy? If the atmosphere were homogeneous, the problem would be one of diffraction alone. However, over most areas of the earth the atmosphere in juxtaposition with the ground is seldom homogeneous; air masses are continually being modified by the surface over which they pass, and frontal activities produce elevated transition regions between air masses. Relatively large changes in temperature and water-vapor pressure through these regions produce index-of-refraction gradients that markedly affect the propagation of high-frequency radio waves. Typical index distributions under different atmospheric conditions are shown in Fig. 1, and will be more fully discussed in Section II.

The effect of the lower atmosphere on radio wave propagation was not fully appreciated until higher frequencies came into general use. Several experimental investigations during the middle 1930's qualitatively indicated that field strengths beyond the optical horizon could be quite different on different days, and the effect was correctly attributed to variations in atmospheric refraction. It was not until high-frequency radars came into use during the war that a concentrated effort was made to investigate quantitatively the effect of meteorological conditions on transmission beyond the line of sight.

At the higher microwave frequencies attenuation of energy by rain and water vapor becomes a serious problem, and in many cases overshadows the advantage
gained by atmospheric refraction. This effect is of minor importance at frequencies discussed in this paper, i.e., below 1000 megacycles. Consequently, attention will be focused on index-of-refraction distributions which occur in the lower troposphere, and their effects on the propagation of high-frequency radio waves.

II. INDEX-OF-REFRACTION DISTRIBUTIONS

At the present time there appears to be no satisfactory method for measuring directly the index-of-refraction gradients in the lower troposphere. The index of refraction is a function of pressure, temperature, and water-vapor content; in practice these parameters are measured and the refractive index calculated from the empirical relationship

\[
(n - 1) \times 10^6 = \frac{78.5}{T} \left( P + \frac{4800e}{T} \right),
\]

where \(n\) is the index of refraction, \(P\) is the barometric pressure in millibars, \(e\) the water vapor pressure in millibars, and \(T\) the absolute temperature.

In a well-mixed atmosphere the index of refraction decreases almost linearly with increasing elevation. It has been shown\(^\text{14}\) for this case that the problem of refraction may be replaced by a problem in diffraction of radio waves around a sphere of radius approximately equal to 4/3 times the actual earth's radius and surrounded by a homogeneous atmosphere of index of refraction \(B\).\(^\text{15}\) With this transformation, typical indices of refraction most generally encountered are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the ideal case of a well-mixed atmosphere; 1(b) is an example of modification produced by adding water vapor or subtracting heat from the air near the earth; and 1(c) is a common type of index variation through the interface between two air masses, where the underlying mass is colder and has a higher water-vapor content than the over-riding air. This latter type of index distribution is the one of main interest in this paper.

In the summer season, San Diego lies within the belt of the subtropical anticyclones and, with the absence of surface frontal activity, a stagnant circulation exists. Because of the persistence of high-level anticyclonic circulation aloft, pronounced subsidence is maintained throughout this season. By subsidence aloft a thermal inversion exists over a large maritime area, and thus forms the boundary between the lower maritime polar and the continental tropical or superior air aloft. Variation in the height and the magnitude of the inversion are the governing factors in daily weather phenomena.

The index of refraction variation through the transition region between these two air masses, modified as indicated above, can be represented very closely by

\[
[B(\alpha)]^2 = \frac{B_1^2 + B_2^2}{2} + \frac{B_4^2 - B_2^2}{2} \tanh \frac{n}{2} \tag{2}
\]

where \(B_1\) and \(B_2\) are the values of the index of refraction in medium I and medium III, respectively, and \(n = k\alpha/p\), \(p\) being a parameter which determines the thickness of the transition region, \(s\) is the altitude, and \(k = 2\pi/\lambda\) as usual. In the case of an elevated layer, Fig. 1(c) shows the agreement between the theoretical curve given by (2) and a typical set of experimental data.

III. REFLECTION FROM ELEVATED LAYERS

Ignoring the earth for the moment and assuming a horizontally stratified atmosphere, it has been found\(^\text{17,18}\) that the wave equation may be solved in closed form for the index-of-refraction distribution given by (2). The intensity reflection coefficient for this type of transition layer is given by

\[
R = \frac{\sinh^2 \pi(\alpha - \beta)}{\sinh^2 \pi(\alpha + \beta)}
\]

where

\[
\alpha = \rho B_1 \cos \theta_1, \quad \beta = \rho B_3 \cos \theta_2.
\]

\(\theta_1\) is the angle at which the radiation is incident upon the transition stratum, and \(\theta_2\) is the refracted angle above the layer.

Fig. 2 gives the reflection coefficient in decibels below the intensity of the incident radiation, for several angles of incidence, as a function of the ratio of stratum thickness to wavelength. The change in index through the layer is taken to be \(60 \times 10^{-4}\), which is in the range observed over the San Diego area during the summer season. At incident angles equal to or greater than the critical angle,\(^\text{19}\) reflection is complete. For a given index change and transmitter elevation there will be a layer height such that all the radiation will be incident upon this layer at angles slightly less than the critical angle. We shall call this the critical height. For layer heights greater than this critical height, the lower frequencies will be reflected more strongly than the higher frequencies. In addition, any deviation of the layer from the horizontal plane will affect the higher-frequency radiation more than the lower frequencies. As the layer rises above the critical height, the incident angles become smaller, and consequently the effect of the reflection diminishes with increase in frequency.

Continuous measurements made on a 90-mile non-optical link over water offer data that can be compared with the above theory. Fig. 3 shows a condensed log


\(^{19}\) \(\theta_1 = 89° 22.5'\) for \(\Delta p = 60 \times 10^{-4}\).
of the field strengths received during a period when considerable meteorological data were taken. Maximum and minimum field strengths during successive two-hour intervals are plotted in decibels below the free-space level at the receivers, thus showing the general signal level and the fading range for each of the three frequencies used. The elevation of the base of the temperature inversion, which is approximately the bottom of the transition layer (Fig. 1 (c)), is shown by the discrete points in the upper part of the figure. As the elevation of the layer increases above the critical height, i.e., the height at which the radiation is incident on the layer at angles less than the critical angle, the higher frequencies decrease more rapidly than the lower frequencies and the fading range is correspondingly greater. This is in qualitative agreement with the theoretical curves of Fig. 2.

It will be observed that for low layers, where part of the radiation is incident at angles greater than the critical angle, the lower-frequency fields do not increase to the free-space level, whereas the higher-frequency fields increase above this level. In fact, if the layer height decreases below a certain height the lower-frequency signals decrease. This apparent discrepancy is closely
Fig. 5—Typical signal records. (a) Low-based reflecting layer. (b) High-based reflecting layer.
connected with the fact that the boundary condition at the earth’s surface has been ignored.

For layer elevations greater than the critical height, the middle of the path may be assumed the point of reflection from the elevated stratum. Assuming complete reflection from the sea surface, optical height-gain calculations show that the energy incident upon the layer is less for the lower frequencies than for the higher frequencies. Using this concept, together with the reflection coefficients from the layer, gives the theoretical curves shown in Fig. 4. The discrete points give the maximum field received during the hours in which meteorological data were taken. A mean value of layer thickness was assumed in the calculations and consequently a point-to-point agreement should not be expected. However, the general level of the fields and the variation with layer elevation are quite definite.

For low layers the above simple method yields values for the fields which are too small. This indicates that the center of the path is no longer the controlling point for reflection. For low layers an exact solution of the wave equation satisfying the boundary conditions should yield correct results.

The diffracted field is below detection for all the frequencies used on the 90-mile nonoptical link. During the winter, on occasions when frontal activity dissipates all low-level inversions, all the fields decreased below detection.

IV. FADING

Fig. 5 is a photograph of the receiver recording-tape plot for conditions of a low and a moderately high temperature inversion. When the layer is low the variation in field strength is relatively slow in time, and the variations are smaller for the lower frequencies. The intensity variation is greater when the layer is higher.

Fig. 6 shows a typical distribution of index of refraction along the transmission path. In addition to this space variation, the index distribution on the vertical plane changes with time. It should be noted that the largest change in density takes place through the transition layer, and this provides the possibility of Helmholtz waves in the reflecting stratum. These small interface waves are evident by the undulations on the top surface of the stratus cloud deck which forms the lower boundary of the transition layer between the two air masses.

The transition layer is a warped surface upon which is superimposed small interface waves. The shape of the surface and the characteristics of these waves vary both in space and time, and possibly contribute a great deal to the complexity of signal fading beyond the optical horizon. In addition, turbulence in the atmosphere may contribute to high-frequency scintillations.

V. CONCLUSION

Treating the elevated refracting stratum as a plane reflecting layer seems to agree in general with experience in that the observed frequency dependency of the reflecting layer is predicted; the observed fading characteristics of the different frequencies are in the right direction, i.e., the higher the frequency the greater the fading; and, under conditions of high layers, strong fields well beyond the horizon cannot be explained on the basis of refraction alone.

The height of the layer above the earth introduces another factor which depends on the frequency. For layers greater than the critical height, height-gain calculations in the optical region, together with reflection coefficients, give the fields to be expected beyond the optical horizon. Agreement between measured and calculated fields is fair.


---

Fig. 6—Typical index and density distributions along propagation path.
The Determination of Ionospheric Electron Distribution

LAURENCE A. MANNING†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—The virtual height versus frequency integral is derived, neglecting absorption and the earth's magnetic field. It is shown how solution of this integral equation can be obtained using the Laplace transformation, and how true height versus frequency can be determined graphically from virtual height versus frequency curves. Application of the method is made to some typical nighttime and daytime ionosphere records.

INTRODUCTION

PROBABLY the most important method of ionospheric investigation is the pulse technique originated by Breit and Tuve. In this method short pulses of radio-frequency energy are directed vertically upwards, and the time required for them to travel to the ionosphere and return is recorded oscillographically. By measuring this delay time as a function of frequency, curves are obtained which are of great value in deducing many of the properties of the upper atmosphere. It is the purpose of this paper to show how these records may be used to calculate the distribution of ionization in the ionosphere by a direct and rigorous method. It is not a new problem. Appleton and de Groot showed the essentials of its solution a good many years ago, but applications of the method seem to have been few. More recently, Rydbeck has treated the question, as has Pekeris, although without laying much stress on application of the procedure. Here we shall demonstrate the method of solution of the equations involved and then present a number of illustrations of actual determination of the electron distribution.

PART I—THEORY

Basic Relations

As a starting point for the analysis three fundamental relations are needed, of which the first is that for the refractive index \( \mu \) of the ionosphere. The form to be used here neglects the earth's magnetic field, and assumes no absorption. It is

\[
\mu = \left( 1 - \frac{KN}{f^2} \right)^{1/2}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of electrons per volume unit, \( f \) is the frequency, and \( K \) is a constant.

The second fundamental equation is a direct result of (1) and of the definition of refractive index. It is quite easy to show that whenever refractive index is given by an equation of the form \( (1 + C/\omega^2)^{1/2} \), with \( C \) a constant, the group and phase velocities are related by the equation \( v_g = v_p = c^2 \). Combining this relation with the definition of refractive index \( \mu = v_g/c \), we have

\[
\mu = v_g/c.
\]

The third fundamental equation is simply the definition of velocity as the time derivative of position,

\[
v = dz/dt.
\]

Here \( z \) is taken to be a variable co-ordinate above the earth's surface.

From (3) the time taken by a wave of velocity \( v(z) \) to reach a height \( z \) is \( t = f^2 \int dz/v \). Noting that a pulse of energy travels at approximately the group velocity rather than the phase velocity, (2) gives us \( 1/v = 1/\mu c \), so that, with the aid of (1), \( 1/v = f/c(f^2 - KN)^{1/2} \). Making this substitution in the integral,

\[
t = \frac{f}{c} \int_0^z \frac{dz}{(f^2 - KN)^{1/2}}.
\]

The functions \( t(f) \) defined by this integral correspond to the experimental time-delay versus frequency curves, and may be computed if \( N(z) \) are known. Our problem is to work backwards and see if we can find \( N(z) \), given the experimental curves \( t(f) \).

Virtual Height

We now define virtual height \( z_v \), as the product of \( c \) and the time taken by the wave to reach its maximum height \( z_m \),

\[
z_v = f \int_0^{z_m} \frac{dz}{(f^2 - M)^{1/2}}
\]

where for the simplicity \( KN \) has been replaced by \( M \), so \( M \) represents the electron density in units of megacycles squared. It is common practice to scale the experimental ordinates directly in terms of virtual height, rather than time delay.

The preceding expression is the basis of most ionospheric path calculations. The integral, however, is extremely unpleasant to deal with. There are two reasons why this form is awkward to handle. The first reason is that \( M \), which varies with \( z \) in a rather involved manner, appears in the integral in an equally involved manner. The second reason is that \( z_m \), the true height to which a wave of frequency \( f \) ascends, is a complicated
function of \( f \). Actually, it is the inverse of the function \( M(z) \), since a wave of frequency \( f \) goes to a height \( z_{n}(f) \) where \( \mu = 0, \) so \( f^{3} = M(z_{n}) \), and hence \( z_{n} = M^{-1}(f^{3}) \).

Considering the difficulties presented by (4), it is fortunate that by a simple change of variables they can all be disposed of.

This manipulation demands a certain readjustment in viewpoint. Equation (4) contends that to each height above the earth there is a definite electron density \( M \) corresponding; \( M(z) \) is the curve of electron distribution. But it is equally logical, and for many calculations simpler, to consider that for each value \( M \) of the electron density a certain height \( Z \) corresponds; then \( Z(M) \) is the curve of electron distribution. The only drawback to use of this concept is that, although \( M(z) \) is necessarily single-valued, \( Z(M) \) is not necessarily so.

Since the analysis which follows does not hold unless \( Z(M) \) is single-valued, it might be thought that by introducing the function \( Z(M) \) to our equations we are unnecessarily restricting the validity of our results. This is not the case, however, since from physical considerations it can be shown that it is impossible to determine exactly the electron distribution beyond the first maximum of the \( M(z) \) function in any event. Recalling that a wave of frequency \( f \) is turned back at a height such that \( M = f^{3} \), it is evident that the single-valued function formed by taking the least value of \( Z(f^{3}) \) is the true-height function.

Change of Variables and Transformation

In actually transforming (4) to a workable form it is convenient to introduce a number of changes of notation. Instead of \( f^{3} \), let us write \( g \). Then, for \( z_{n}(f)/f \), write \( P(g) \). Now introduce the new variable of integration \( M \), so that \( z = Z(M) \), and \( d z = Z'(M) dM \). With this substitution the limits are changed; when \( z = z_{n}, M = g \), and when \( z = 0, M = 0 \). Putting all of these substitutions in (4), we obtain

\[
P(g) = \int_{0}^{g} \frac{Z'(M)}{(g - M)^{1/2}} dM \tag{5}
\]

a special case of Abel's integral equation.\(^{6}\) Examination of the integral reveals a number of pleasing characteristics. First, the involved function in the integrand \( Z'(M) \) enters in a linear manner into the integral. Second, the upper limit of the integral is not a function, but an independent variable. Another fortunate characteristic of (5) will become more evident upon a further change of variables. Let \( 1/\sqrt{1/2} = P_{1}(g) \), and \( Z'(M) = P_{2}(M) \). Then (5) becomes

\[
P(g) = \int_{0}^{g} P_{1}(g - M) \cdot P_{2}(M) \cdot dM. \tag{6}
\]

This is seen to be a real convolution, or Faltung,\(^{6-7}\)


\[
\rho(s) = \rho_{1}(s) \cdot \rho_{2}(s) \tag{7}
\]

where, by definition, \( \rho(s) = L[P(g)] \), \( \rho_{1}(s) = L[g^{-1/2}] \), \( \rho_{2}(s) = L[Z'(g)] \). The Laplace transform \( f(s) \) of \( F(t) \) is defined by \( f(s) = L[F(t)] = \int_{0}^{\infty} F(t) e^{-st} dt \). Hence we have \( \rho_{1}(s) = \Gamma(1/2)/s^{1/2} = (\pi/s)^{1/2} \) by direct integration, where \( \Gamma(1) \) is the gamma function. Also, as a result of integration by parts, \( \rho_{2}(s) = sL[Z(g)] - Z(0) = s\xi(s) - Z(0) \).

Combining, we have

\[
\rho(s) = (\pi/s)^{1/2}[s\xi(s) - Z(0)]. \tag{8}
\]

In terms of these transforms, then, our integral equation has become a mere algebraic equation. Solving it for \( \xi(s) \),

\[
\xi(s) = [\rho(s)/\pi][\pi/s]^{1/2} + Z(0)/s. \tag{9}
\]

We may now reverse the procedure whereby we went from (6) to (7), and so obtain

\[
Z(M) = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} [P(g)/(M - g)^{1/2}] dg + Z(0). \tag{10}
\]

Here we have the desired result, an explicit expression for electron distribution in terms of known functions. It will clarify matters to return to the original notation. Using \( P(g) = z_{n}/f, \ g = f^{3}, \ dg = 2f \cdot df, \) and noting that when \( g = M, f = \sqrt{M} \), there results

\[
Z(M) = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} \left[ z_{n}/(M - f^{3})^{1/2}\right] df + Z_{0}. \tag{11}
\]

where \( Z_{0} = Z(0) \). The above equation gives the electron-distribution function as a functional transformation of the virtual-height function. The only necessary caution is to remember that we have assumed \( M(s) \) to be single-valued. In terms of the experimental data, this condition means that the virtual-height versus frequency function must be bounded, if we maintain the fundamental assumptions of the analysis. For purposes of comparison it is interesting to put (5) in the usual notation, too.

\[
z_{n} = \int_{0}^{\infty} [z'(M)/(1 - M/f^{3})^{1/2}] dM. \tag{12}
\]

Equation (11) can be written in a slightly different way so as to give true height as a function of the vertical incidence frequency \( f_{e} \) involved.

\[
Z(f_{e}) = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_{0}^{f_{e}} \left[ z_{n}/(f_{e}^{3} - f^{3})^{1/2}\right] df + Z_{0}. \tag{13}
\]

It is interesting to note that (12) and (13) form a function transform pair. Equation (12) transforms the distribution function into the virtual-height function, while (13) does just the converse.

Simplified Form

For use in determining the electron distribution or true height experimentally, (13) can be advantageously
transformed. As it stands, the process of determining the true height corresponding to a given frequency (electron concentration) $f_s$ is to plot a curve derived from the $z_s(f)$ curve by dividing each point by the value of the radical, and finding the area under this curve up to the frequency $f_s$. At $f_s$, however, the radical becomes zero, so that it is necessary to find the area of a curve with a singularity. The simpler procedure is a result of making in (13) the substitution $f = f_s \sin \theta$, $df = f_s \cos \theta d\theta$. When $f = 0$, $\theta = 0$. When $f = f_s$, $\theta = \pi/2$. Hence,

$$Z(f_s) = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} z_s(f_s \sin \theta) d\theta + Z_0. \quad (14)$$

Using (14), the process of finding the height corresponding to a given electron density or vertical-incidence frequency is very simple.

**Technique of Analysis**

The given datum is a curve of virtual height $z_s$ versus frequency $f$. Choose $f_s = \sqrt{M}$, $M$ being the electron concentration whose height is desired. Replot $z_s$ as a function of $\theta$, $\theta$ going from zero to $\pi/2$ (90 degrees). This is most easily done with a slide rule in accordance with the relation $f = f_s \sin \theta$, where it is to be noted that $f_s$ is for the time being fixed. The frequency $f$ is entered on the experimental curve to find the virtual height $z_s$ corresponding to $\theta$ on the derived curve. To determine $Z(f_s)$ it is necessary to integrate the derived curve from 0 to $\pi/2$, and multiply by $2/\pi$. This integration and multiplication is performed with a planimeter which is calibrated so that the area within the rectangle bounded by $z = 100$ kilometers and $\theta = 90$ degrees is 100 kilometers.

To determine complete curves of electron distribution, it is necessary to compute point by point the true heights corresponding to given frequencies $f_s$. For each of these true heights it is necessary to draw a derived curve and find the area with a planimeter, but the work involved is not great, especially as the derived curves tend to form a family, so that not many points need be used except on the first few.

Fig. 1 shows a sample analysis. The upper curve in (a) is the experimentally determined virtual-height function. In (b) are shown six derived curves obtained from the virtual-height curve by warping the frequency scale in accordance with the relation $f = f_s \sin \theta$. The area under one of the derived curves gives the true height corresponding to the value of $f_s$ used in its construction. These true heights have been plotted as the lower curve in Fig. 1(a).

**PART II—APPLICATION**

**Nighttime Records**

Nighttime records are generally characterized by much greater simplicity than are daytime records. Ionization in the $E$ layer decreases to such an extent that it is ordinarily not possible to observe any regular refractive effects other than that of the $F$ layer, using multifrequency recorders of usual design. For the purposes of analyzing electron distribution, however, it is necessary that the virtual-height curve be extended all the way to zero frequency. In the case of the records analyzed here, no data were available for frequencies below 0.8 megacycle, and the virtual-height curves were consequently extrapolated to zero as if no lower-layer ionization existed. If an appreciable $E$-layer ionization does exist at frequencies below 0.8 megacycle, the true height found should be decreased somewhat, especially at the lower frequencies.

Figs. 1 and 2 show typical nighttime virtual-height records. Fig. 2 represents conditions in the early evening, and Fig. 1 shows conditions two and one-half hours
later. In Fig. 3 are shown the electron distributions corresponding to these records. The distribution for 2030 is interesting in that it is almost precisely elliptical. At 2300 of the same day, however, the distribution shows no such unexpected shape. If there is any arrangement of electrons that can be considered normal, and which will occur whenever extraneous influences are not at play, an analysis covering a much larger number of cases will be needed to determine it.

Daytime Records

Daytime records are characterized by the existence of a number of layers of relatively high ionization, and by the variety observed in the nature of the virtual-height functions. In Fig. 4 is shown a record of a very commonly occurring form. The E-layer critical frequency is sharp, and because of both the speed of motion of the oscillograph trace and of the relatively great absorption at a critical frequency, it almost appears on an actual record as if there is a discontinuous jump between the rate $F_1$ layer shown by the true-height curve. The lower trace is caused by a reflection from the far side of the $E$-layer maximum, and is hence a sporadic-$E$ trace. Since the reflection occurs above the height of maximum $E$-layer ionization, the wave is refracted as well as reflected, and consequently the virtual height becomes infinite as the $E$-layer critical frequency is approached from above.

In addition to explaining the tail dangling from the $E$-layer critical frequency, analysis of the record of Fig. 4 gives a good illustration of the existence of distinct $E$, $F_1$, and $F_2$ layers. It might be well here to say that, subject to the hypothesis of (1), the necessary and sufficient condition that $dN/dz=0$ is that $z_n$ become infinite. With this necessity in mind, it becomes evident on examining many records with pronounced variations in virtual height that only flexures will occur in the true-height curves.

In analyzing the record of Fig. 4 we have simply ignored the restriction placed upon the solution that the virtual height must never become infinite. As a result, the true-height curve is not rigorous for frequencies beyond the $E$-layer maximum and, of course, it is not really rigorous near the bottom of the $E$-layer, either, since we merely assumed that the virtual-height curve could be extended all the way to zero frequency at exactly 110 kilometers. A consideration of the graphical process of finding the true height for a frequency somewhat above that at a previous layer maximum shows, however, that the virtual height near the critical frequency plays a relatively minor role in determining the true height. Physically, note that, for these higher frequencies, the transit time is little influenced by the retardation of the wave in the region of lower electron density where a relative maximum may have occurred, so that in considering virtual height for, say, the $F$ layer, the existence or nonexistence of an $E$-layer maximum is not important. Now it was seen graphically that the virtual height at a lower frequency, even though it may go to infinity for an earlier maximum, does not contribute greatly to the final determination of height. We conclude, therefore, that analysis of true height is of value for frequencies above those for which the virtual height becomes infinite, and that the true-height curve becomes increasingly accurate as the frequency is raised above these critical values. In drawing true-height curves in the neighborhood of a relative minimum of ionization there is no mathematical guide, and physical reasoning and extrapolation must be employed to estimate the true distribution. A slight warping of such curves as are shown in Fig. 4 may be made as they emerge from the ionization minimum if it seems reasonable, since the analysis is here least accurate.

An illustration of a transition record in which the $F_1$ layer is disappearing is given in Fig. 5. Only a sag in the true-height curve remains where there were once distinct layers. A considerable insight into the significance of virtual-height curves can be obtained without
actual analysis by merely considering the graphical process of obtaining the true height. It is obvious that there cannot be much of an $F_i$ layer at 3.5 megacycles in Fig. 5 because in the graphical analysis there is no means by which a small change in $f_c$ can appreciably alter the area of the derived curve. This situation is different from that at a critical frequency where the virtual height becomes infinite. If $f_c$ is chosen just above such a critical frequency, the sinusoidal co-ordinate of the derived curve spreads out the region of high virtual heights over a considerable area. But if $f_c$ is chosen just slightly below the critical frequency, the virtual height co-ordinates are bounded, and a considerably smaller area is obtained.

Fig. 5—Virtual and true height versus frequency for May 27, 1944, at 1730, local time.

Fig. 6 provides a most striking illustration of the fact that it is impossible to have a maximum of electron density unless there is a frequency of infinite virtual height. In this figure what appears at first glance to be indicative of a good $E$ layer turns out to represent merely a tendency towards a leveling off in electron density. Of course, if we thought that the virtual height was limited here by absorption or by the assumption of the validity of geometrical optics, we should extend the traces to infinity for the sake of the analysis, but even so only a very slight maximum could exist with this record.


**Electron Distribution**

Figs. 7, 8, and 9 show the electron distributions corresponding to the daytime records just discussed. These distributions are surprising, both because of their variety in shape, and because of certain points of similarity between them. The most striking point of similarity is that the true heights of the layers remain relatively constant in time, irrespective of either the electron distribution or virtual height. The height of the $F_i$-layer maximum remains at 200 kilometers in all three analyses, and the maximum height of the $E$ layer seems fixed at about 130 kilometers.
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Considerations in the Design of a Radar Intermediate-Frequency Amplifier*

ANDREW L. HOPPERS†, MEMBER, I. R. E., AND STEWART F. MILLER†, MEMBER, I. R. E.

Summary—The intermediate-frequency amplifier of a microwave radar receiver is commonly required to provide approximately 100 decibels amplification in a bandwidth of 1 to 10 megacycles, centered at frequencies in the 30- and 60-megacycle regions. Meeting such requirements involves the use of five to ten amplifier stages of the highest efficiency that can be suited to production methods. In addition, the noise figure of the radar intermediate-frequency amplifier is a significant contributor to the over-all radar receiver noise figure, and must therefore be maintained at an absolute minimum. By examining a particular intermediate-frequency-amplifier design (one providing an over-all bandwidth of 10 megacycles centered at 60 or 100 megacycles), this paper discusses qualitatively the theoretical problems involved in such a design and gives data of practical importance to the engineer attempting to build a similar amplifier. Measured characteristics of approximately fifty amplifiers are summarized to illustrate the end results achieved.

I. Introduction

MICROWAVE radar receivers developed during the war are of the superheterodyne form, wherein the received signal is immediately converted to an intermediate frequency and there amplified to a magnitude of the order of a volt. The intermediate-frequency amplifier required in such a receiver is a very specialized device, as will be indicated in the requirements to be listed presently.

During the war a vast amount of development effort has been applied to various aspects of the radar intermediate-frequency-amplifier problem. A number of parallel developments have resulted in more than one method of accomplishing essentially the same result. This paper does not presume to be a comprehensive review of such work, nor is it intended as an intense theoretical discussion of particular circuit arrangements or of the interrelation between the various design factors. Rather, a review of a specific intermediate-frequency-amplifier development will be given, together with a brief indication of the theoretical and practical factors involved.

II. Design Objectives

The microwave radar transmitter-receiver, for which this intermediate-frequency amplifier has been developed, is required in a service application where space and weight are at a premium. This means that all of the components of the transmitter-receiver must be as small and light as possible; in addition, the packaging of all the components should be arranged so as to minimize the size and weight of the over-all unit, at the same time maintaining its serviceability. The result of these requirements in the case of the intermediate-frequency amplifier is that three individual chassis contain intermediate-frequency amplifying tubes.

The requirements just stated, together with other objectives which are self-explanatory, are given in the following list.

(1) The best possible signal-to-noise performance must be maintained at all times, because the intermediate-frequency amplifier is a significant contributor to the over-all radar receiver noise figure.

(2) The amplifier gain must always be sufficient to bring input circuit noise up to about one volt at the second detector output.

(3) Approximately 10 megacycles bandwidth is required.†

(4) The center frequency shall be either 60 or 100 megacycles.

(5) Since service use of the equipment involves maintenance by relatively unskilled personnel without the aid of a signal generator, satisfactory operation must be assured when defective tubes are replaced by randomly selected stock tubes. No compensating adjustments are permissible.

(6) At least 60 decibels of manual or automatic gain control must be available.

(7) Recovery of normal gain after a severe overload (large signal) should occur within one or two microseconds.

(8) Size and weight shall be held to a minimum.

(9) The packaging arrangement shall fit the needs of the over-all transmitter-receiver unit.

(10) The mechanical layout shall be suitable for manufacture in quantity.

(11) The band-pass characteristics and noise figure shall be reproducible in manufacture.

It might be well to point out that one requirement which is not imposed on the radar intermediate-frequency amplifier is linearity of the phase-versus-frequency characteristic. Faithful pulse reproduction is a desirable feature which can be dispensed with if necessary so long as the signal-to-noise ratio is not appreciably affected. The shape of the gain versus frequency characteristic should be single-peaked at approximately the center of the pass band to facilitate receiver tuning, but in general it may have an irregular shape in the vicinity of maximum gain.

* Decimal classification: R363.13. Original manuscript received by the Institute, August 2, 1946; revised manuscript received, November 15, 1946.
† Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New York, N. Y.

† All bandwidths mentioned herein refer to the frequency interval between points 3 decibels down from maximum gain.
III. CHOICE OF THE MIBAND INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY

In outlining the requirements on the intermediate-frequency-amplifier development above, the question of the choice of the midband intermediate frequency was avoided. This problem is somewhat involved, but it is important enough to warrant a brief digression.

In low-frequency receivers the intermediate frequency is often chosen in conjunction with the selectivity of the radio-frequency section which precedes the converter to eliminate interference due to another signal at the image frequency. In the microwave radar receiver, for reasons too lengthy to be discussed here, great effort is expended to enlarge the bandwidth of the radio-frequency section. In the absence of preselection, interference may be reduced by the proper choice of intermediate frequency. If the intermediate frequency is greater than one-half of the total band of frequencies in which the desired signal and interfering signals may occur, image interference will also be eliminated. However, in the microwave radar receiver this would require an intermediate frequency so high as to be almost impractical, and the noise figure of the intermediate-frequency section would be so poor as to materially degrade the over-all performance of the receiver. Therefore, it is necessary to compromise between (a) elimination of interference, and (b) quality of performance in the condition where no interfering signal is present. The tendency, based on the above reasoning, is to make the intermediate frequency as high as possible consistent with good receiver noise figure.

The location of the image response on the radar's own transmitter (the case where the local oscillator is tuned to the opposite side of the transmitter frequency compared to the desired operating condition) is a factor in the design of automatic tuning systems. Again the preference is for the highest possible intermediate frequency to obtain the widest possible separation between the desired tuning point and the image tuning point.

It has been implied that lower intermediate frequencies result in better intermediate-frequency noise figures. This is a general truism, but the difference in the intermediate-frequency noise figure for a low and somewhat higher intermediate frequency depends on the bandwidth required. The noise-figure advantage of the lower intermediate frequency decreases as the intermediate-frequency bandwidth is increased.

In some radar systems the sideband noise of the local oscillator is an important contributor to the over-all receiver noise figure. During the major part of the war, the only practical way of reducing local-oscillator noise was to use a higher intermediate frequency, thereby placing the signal at a frequency further removed from the local-oscillator carrier. (The output of a reflex-klystron oscil-
ohms, corresponding to a power level of 0.00122 watt or +0.9 decibel above 1 milliwatt. Thermal noise power $KTB$ in a 10-megacycle band is 103.9 decibels below 1 milliwatt. Therefore as a first approximation, 105 decibels over-all gain is required to bring input-circuit noise up to 1 volt output from the second detector.

Four commonly used types of interstage circuits are shown in Fig. 1. A careful comparison of these four types of interstage designs is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is possible to point out the criteria which might be used in such a comparison:

1. Circuit efficiency—defined as the product of gain times bandwidth.

2. Criticalness—defined as the change in the gain versus frequency characteristic due to changes in tube capacitance, circuit capacitance, or damping-resistor values.

3. Ease of construction—a measure of the practicality of putting the design into production.

An evaluation of the available data on the criteria indicated above led to the choice of the double-tuned interstage circuit for the intermediate-frequency amplifier to be described.

Maximizing the product of gain and bandwidth is the dominant factor in selecting the best tube. A survey of the tubes available led to the selection of the 6AK5 miniature pentode. Among the characteristics which make the 6AK5 an excellent intermediate-frequency amplifier tube are: (a) its small size, (b) its high ratio of transconductance to input and output capacitance, (c) its low active grid-circuit conductance (about 30 micromhos at 60 megacycles), and (d) its low power consumption.

Having selected the tube and the type of interstage network, the undetermined factor in the interstage design is the bandwidth of each interstage network. Although some improvement in efficiency can be achieved by assigning different gain versus frequency characteristics to succeeding double-tuned circuits (giving an over-all characteristic which is the result of adding several nonflat gain-frequency curves), the design to be described is based on maintaining equal $Q$'s on both sides of the double-tuned transformer, and on designing all stages of the amplifier with identical gain versus frequency characteristics. By so doing the amplifier is made less sensitive to parameter variations. In order to obtain a tolerable design the interstage capacitance is held as low as possible; the tuned circuits are resonant with stray-circuit capacitance and tube interelectrode capacitance. Therefore the circuit must be engineered on the basis that ± 10 per cent capacitance variations will be experienced in the individual interstage circuits in an uncontrolled manner. Similarly, variations of ±5 to 10 per cent must be expected in the values of damping resistors used in the tuned circuits.

For the amplifier under consideration it was found necessary to use ten stages, each having a 3-decibel bandwidth of 21 to 22 megacycles, and a calculated nominal gain of 13+ decibels (based on a $g_m$ of 5000 micromhos). An eleventh stage was added for margin.

The calculation of the interstage gain for a midband
intermediate frequency of 60 megacycles is given in Fig. 2. The upper half of this figure shows the characteristic when all parameters are nominal. The lower half shows the effects of capacitance and resistance variations in some of the many combinations of such effects which are possible. Fig. 3 helps to show the way individual interstage misalignment reacts on the bandwidth of a multistage amplifier. The upper half of Fig. 3 shows the gain shape of two stages: (a) with nominal capacitance and resistance values, and (b) with nominal resistance values but one stage high capacitance and one stage low capacitance. The latter case is a severe one with respect to band narrowing. The lower half of Fig. 3 shows the multistage-amplifier bandwidth as a function of the number of stages using (a) the nominal case, (b) the case noted above of capacitance staggering, and (c) the case in which the capacitance and resistance are assumed to have their most unfavorable values in successive stages simultaneously. (The latter case is not apt to occur in practice, but it does show a limiting condition.)

Before curves like those of Fig. 2 can be computed it is necessary to determine the magnitudes of $C_1$ and $C_2$, which are composed of circuit and tube capacitances. The active value of $C_1$ will be very close to its "cold" value (that with no power on the tube); however, the value of $C_2$ will increase when the tube is turned on due to the presence of the electron cloud between the grid and the cathode. The increase of tube input capacitance may be of the order of 1.0 micromicrofarad. Consequently, the following apportionment of the nominal interstage capacitance may be made:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input (micromicrofarads)</th>
<th>Output (micromicrofarads)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tube capacitance (cold)</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube capacitance increase when hot</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket capacitance</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stray circuit capacitance</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowing the capacitance distribution of the interstage, conventional network theory may be applied to determine the remaining element values for the desired shape of band-pass characteristic.

Building the double-tuned transformer involves a certain amount of empirical work to obtain the desired coupling coefficient and self inductances. The physical configuration of the transformer used in this amplifier is shown in Fig. 4. The mutual inductance between primary and secondary is almost all due to flux linking the two or three turns of each winding nearest the dielectric fin in the center of the transformer form. Therefore the coupling coefficient may be determined by the thickness of the fin, provided that both windings are wound close to the fin. The outer end turns of the primary and secondary (shown spaced) do not link flux with the other winding and therefore do not contribute to the mutual inductance. However, spacing these end turns in various ways will change the self inductance of the winding considerably. Use is made of this fact to adjust the self-inductance of the primary and secondary independently to the exact design value by comparison to a standard inductance.

The curves of Fig. 5 show the relation between coupling coefficient and transformer fin size for several diameters of forms. These curves are useful in estimating the proper dimensions for a new transformer design. The data for building the transformers used in this amplifier design have been tabulated in Fig. 4.

As previously mentioned, the packaging of the transmitter-receiver brought about a breakdown of the intermediate-frequency amplifying system into three chassis: (a) amplifier No. 1, containing the input circuit and two intermediate-frequency-amplifier stages; (b) amplifier No. 2, containing six amplifier stages; and (c) amplifier No. 3, containing three intermediate-fre-
Fig. 6—Schematic of amplifier No. 1.

Fig. 7—Schematic of amplifier No. 2.

Fig. 8—Schematic of amplifier No. 3.
The schematic circuit diagrams of amplifiers Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, respectively.

Because the physical arrangement of parts is part of the electrical interstage design, it is appropriate to review this aspect of the problem. External and internal views of amplifier No. 2 are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

The layout of parts in Fig. 10 may be reviewed as follows: The intermediate-frequency signal is brought to this chassis by means of a low-impedance cable which terminates in the jack at the upper right-hand corner of the photograph. From there the signal is stepped up in a double-tuned circuit to the first tube grid, amplified in a series of identical interstages, and stepped back down to a low impedance at the output jack in the lower right corner of the chassis. The seven double-tuned transformers lined up in the center of the chassis are at an angle, to save space and to minimize mutual-inductance coupling between transformers. Heater decoupling filters (very necessary at these frequencies) in the form of a ladder structure are located on the right-hand side of the unit. Also on the right-hand side of the chassis, the series elements of the grid-circuit gain-control decoupling filters are designated Z100 to Z104. The transmission circuit has just one point ground per stage, achieved by mounting the "button"-type capacitors used for by-passing the grid, cathode, and plate-screen circuits on a grounded rod. This gives a structure resembling a totem pole, with the three disk-type capacitors parallel to each other and mounted on the same axis. Six such by-passing assemblies are shown in Fig. 10 on the left side of the chassis. The outer rims of the capacitors are off ground, and are soldered directly to the tube socket pin to be by-passed. The cathode by-pass capacitor is in the center of the totem pole, with the plate and grid by-pass capacitors above and below it; this aids in minimizing feedback due to cathode impedance common to the input and output circuits.

Finally, a nonstandard method of making circuit connections has been employed to reduce the interstage capacitance variations from amplifier to amplifier in manufacture. For example, in Fig. 10 the circuit connection between Z105, socket terminal No. 6, R106, and the lower primary terminal of T102 is made by means of a single strip of brass. This strip is preformed and drilled so as to serve as a mounting support for T102, R106, and Z105 as well as to make the electrical connection. These preformed brass strips are made by a punching process, which is rendered economical by using the same preformed part in every interstage of the amplifier. Similarly, a punched, preformed part is used to serve as a mechanical support for T102, R101, Z100, and Z102, as well as to make the electrical connections between these elements. Again, the same preformed part is used in corresponding positions of every interstage. The use of these two preformed parts assures better uniformity in circuit capacitance by taking out of the hands of the wireman the decision as to the length and path the various connections will have.
Use of the above-described method of construction contributes to the success of building the amplifier without adjustments. The assembly and test procedure is as follows:

1. The chassis is wired complete except for transformers.
2. The transformers are wound and adjusted on a Q meter (by moving the spaced turns) so that the primary and secondary self inductances are the same as those of standard inductances within a tolerance equivalent to ±0.04 micromicrofarad at the mid-band intermediate frequency. The transformers are then coated with a coil cement to hold the turns firmly in place.
3. The transformers are assembled in amplifiers, and over-all checks of gain, bandwidth, and other electrical characteristics are made. At this point no tuning adjustments are available or necessary. The electrical test procedure involves no adjustments.

The results of this procedure are covered in the section on over-all amplifier characteristics.

VI. INPUT-CIRCUIT DESIGN

The objective in the design of the input circuit is to obtain the best noise figure achievable in the bandwidth required. Previous publications have treated the input-circuit problem analytically, and the discussion here will be confined to a review from the viewpoint of the present design.

The tube for the first intermediate-frequency-amplifier stage should be chosen for (a) low plate-screen noise, (b) low input and output capacitances, (c) high transconductance, and (d) low input (grid) circuit conductance. Again, the 6AK5 has been found superior to other available tubes, and therefore is used in this amplifier.

The variation of noise figure with input-circuit step-up (ignoring stray capacitance for the moment) may be observed with reference to Fig. 11. The expression for noise figure

\[ NF = 10 \log_{10} \left[ 1 + R_s \frac{R_i}{R_e} + \left( \frac{1 + \frac{R_i}{R_e}}{R_e} \right) \right] \text{(decibels)} \]

follows directly from Friis' definition of noise figure and

\[ NF = 10 \log_{10} \left[ 1 + B \frac{R_i}{R_e} + \left( \frac{1 + \frac{R_i}{R_e}}{R_e} \right)^2 \right] \text{(decibels)} \]

where

- \( R_s \) is the source resistance,
- \( R_i \) is the input resistance of the tube,
- \( R_e \) is the effective input resistance of the circuit,
- \( B \) is a factor that accounts for the effects of the input circuit.

Fig. 11—Calculated noise figure versus source resistance for 6AK5 tube.
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 11. The symbols in this equivalent circuit have the following meanings:

- $R_e$ and $V_e$ are the internal impedance and the voltage of the source of signal
- $V_n = \sqrt{4KT/\Delta fR_e}$ is the thermal noise of the signal source
- $V_i = \sqrt{4KT/\Delta fR_i}$ is an equivalent generator representing shot noise, referred back to the grid of the tube
- $R_v$ is the vacuum-tube loading due to transit time and lead-inductance effects
- $V_o = \sqrt{BKT/\Delta fR_v}$ where $B$ is a constant introduced to properly represent the noise effect of active grid loading.

The calculations represented in Fig. 11 are only approximately applicable to a complete intermediate-frequency amplifier, because it has been assumed (a) that the first tube of the amplifier is the sole contributor to amplifier noise figure (a good assumption in many cases where pentode first-stage tubes are used), (b) that input-circuit transformer losses are negligible, and (c) that $B = 5$, the value North suggests for the grid-conductance effect of electronic transit time only. However, Fig. 11 does show the first-order effects of changing source impedance, level, or midband intermediate frequency. At low frequencies where $R_e \to \infty$, shot noise is the only tube-noise contribution, and the optimum source impedance approaches an open circuit. At higher midband frequencies active grid loading becomes appreciable and there is an optimum source impedance from the noise-figure viewpoint. The optimum source impedance may be obtained by differentiation of the expression for noise figure, and it is
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Fig. 12—Optimum noise figure versus bandwidth.

The difference between the curve for $R_e = \infty$ and the curve for $R_e = 30,000$ or $R_e = 10,000$ in Fig. 11 represents the noise penalty due to active grid loading. Observe that this penalty becomes small at low source impedances.

Consider now the practical case where grid-circuit capacitance places an upper limit on the impedance which can be built up in a given bandwidth. From this viewpoint the optimum noise figure is related to bandwidth as shown in Fig. 12. (This discussion assumes that the grid-circuit capacitance is held constant at the minimum obtainable value.) When the required bandwidth is small, grid-circuit capacitance is no limitation, and the noise figure is limited by the tube's plate-screen noise and active grid-loading effects. Under this condition the input-circuit step-up should be such as to present the grid with the optimum source impedance. For such narrow bands the noise-figure versus bandwidth relation is a straight line, as shown in Fig. 12. However, when wider bands are required it may prove impossible to build up to the optimum impedance across the grid-circuit capacitance, due to basic network limitations.

As shown in Fig. 11, this means degrading the noise figure to a higher value than the best attainable at the given frequency. We may call this condition bandwidth or capacitance limited, because either less bandwidth required or less circuit capacitance will make possible a better noise figure. Bandwidth-limited noise figures are indicated by the rising curves at the right in Fig. 12.

Improved circuit efficiencies (which make possible higher impedances in a given bandwidth across a given capacitance) will improve the noise figure when bandwidth or capacitance is limiting. This is represented in Fig. 12 by different curves for single-tuned and double-tuned types of networks.

Another limitation experienced in practical circuits is loss in the network which transforms the source resistance to the resistance $R_e$ which is presented to the grid of the tube. Losses in this transforming network absorb signal energy, but do not change the thermal noise level; therefore, input-circuit losses degrade the amplifier's noise figure. A good general design criterion is that the resistance $R_e$ presented to the tube grid should be due only to the resistance $R_e$ of the generator and not due to network dissipation. (It might be added that $R_e$ of Fig. 11 is a representation of vacuum-tube grid-circuit conductance; no circuit resistor should be placed in the position occupied by $R_e$ for the reason just given.)

The source of intermediate-frequency signal in the radar for which this amplifier has been designed consists of two 1N26 crystals used in a balanced converter circuit. The intermediate-frequency output of the two
crystals is of the same polarity for noise components from the radar's local oscillator, and of the opposite polarity on one crystal relative to the other for desired signal energy. One function of the intermediate-frequency input circuit is to combine the desired signal components from the two crystals combine to produce zero local-oscillator noise voltage at the input-tube grid. This noise cancellation will take place in the circuit of Fig. 13 if the two source voltages are equal (crystal losses equal) and if the crystal intermediate-frequency

outputs of the two crystals to produce aiding signal components at the input-tube grid (see Figs. 6 and 13). This involves a phase reversal in one of the transformers (T50 of Fig. 6). At the same time it is desired that the local-oscillator intermediate-frequency noise components are equal. When the crystal intermediate-frequency resistances are unequal, the suppression of local-oscillator noise can be improved by adding an additional impedance Z2 as shown in Fig. 13. A series of calculations has been made to show the effect of Z2 on

Fig. 13—Balanced-input-circuit signal and noise outputs, effects of Z2 and crystal variations.
the transmission of the desired signal and on the transmission of undesired noise component. The results are shown in Fig. 13, using unit-impedance and unit-frequency scales. A value of $Z_2 = 200$ is to be interpreted physically as 200 times the source impedance (i.e., essentially an open circuit). Fig. 13 shows that $Z_2$ has no effect on the circuit performance when the two crystal impedances are equal to each other, even though they may not be equal to the design center value. When two crystal impedances are not equal, a $Z_2$ approaching an open circuit will best suppress the undesired noise components (in phase on the two crystals). The fact that $Z_2$ has no degrading effect on signal transmission means that the added protection against local-oscillator noise afforded by $Z_2$ can be obtained at no expense of signal-to-noise ratio in the intermediate-frequency amplifier.

Viewing the input-circuit design in its entirety, the following series of steps may be considered:

1. The input-circuit capacitance is minimized by properly arranging the circuit elements and by using inductors with low distributed capacitance.

2. The losses associated with input-circuit reactance elements or dielectric supports (such as tube sockets) are minimized.

3. Experimentally, the optimum grid-circuit impedance level is determined for the particular midband intermediate frequency to be used. This may be done by measuring the noise figure of the amplifier at a number of values of input-circuit impedance ($R_i$ of Fig. 11) and plotting the results to estimate the optimum point. The effect of shot noise on amplifier noise figure decreases as the input-circuit impedance level is raised, whereas the effect of active grid loading on noise figure increases as the input impedance is raised. The optimum point is where the ratio of total tube noise to thermal noise is a minimum.

4. If step 3 results in a bandwidth equal to or greater than the required input-circuit bandwidth, the optimum noise figure for the particular intermediate frequency can be realized in the final design. If the bandwidth is less than that required, the impedance level will have to be reduced, with a consequent degradation in noise figure.

Laboratory measurements of the type outlined above indicate that the optimum impedance level for the 6AK5 pentode is approximately 2000 ohms at 60 megacycles midband, and 1000 to 1500 ohms at 100 megacycles midband.

With the desired input-circuit impedance level established, the problem has been reduced to one of straightforward network design. The impedance of the source in the case of 1N26 crystal is about 450 ohms shunted by a capacitance of about 7 micromicrofarads due to the physical arrangement of parts used to direct the micro-wave energy into the crystal. Two such crystal sources are used in a push-pull arrangement, with the over-all circuit as shown in Fig. 13 ($Z_2$ made as large as possible). The arrangement of Fig. 13 can be simplified for the purposes of gain versus frequency calculation by assigning one-half of the grid-circuit capacitance to each of the crystal transformers. When all the dissipation is located at one end of the network, as is approximately the case in the input circuit, a further simplification can be introduced by using the relation

$$\text{Voltage step-up} = 20 \log \left( \frac{R}{450} \right)^{1/2} \text{(decibels)}. \quad (3)$$

Since two networks are to be placed in parallel, the ideal value of $R$ for optimum noise figure (6AK5) at 60 megacycles is 4000 ohms. The ideal input step-up is, therefore, 10 log (4000/450) or 9.5 decibels. Furthermore, an input-circuit bandwidth of about 15 megacycles is desirable in order to allow the over-all amplifier (including band narrowing in all the other tuned circuits) to have a bandwidth of 10 megacycles. Calculations show that these objectives cannot be achieved simultaneously with the network selected. It is necessary to reduce the impedance level slightly and to accept a somewhat narrower bandwidth. The best compromise has been taken as a coupling capacitor of 5 micromicrofarads and a transformer coupling coefficient of 0.2 to 0.25. This results in about 9 decibels voltage step-up from crystal to grid, and a grid-circuit impedance level (including both source impedances) of about 1800 ohms. The resultant circuit arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 6.

VII. Gain-Control Design

One requirement on the radar intermediate-frequency amplifier not commonly encountered elsewhere is extremely rapid recovery from large overload signals. This means that all grid and cathode circuits must have very short time constants compared to a microsecond to assure rapid decay of self-bias voltages brought on by the flow of grid current under overload conditions. Another requirement on the gain-control design is the large ratio of maximum gain to minimum gain which must be provided in the basic design. In normal operation of the radar it is desirable to be able to reduce the intermediate-frequency gain by as much as 80 decibels, still maintaining a reasonably linear input versus output characteristic.

It is also required, of course, that the bandwidth of the amplifier remain large enough to pass the signal, and in order to permit automatic tuning of the radar local oscillator the midband intermediate frequency must not shift more than a small percentage of the total band-

---

8 The authors are indebted to R. L. Dietzold of the Bell Telephone Laboratories for deriving an equivalent network and formulas suitable for calculation of this circuit performance.

8 Double peaking of the gain versus frequency characteristic is considered unsatisfactory because of severe distortions which result from slight mistuning in such a network.
width. The change in "hot" capacitance of the grid circuit as the tube's operating point is changed tends to change the tuning of the interstages as the gain control is varied, making the requirements just mentioned difficult to meet in narrow-band amplifiers. Fortunately, in wide-band amplifiers these problems are not serious as long as no attempt is made to hold too much loss in a single gain-controlled stage.

The 6AK5 is a sharp-cutoff pentode, so in order to maintain linearity of response over the large gain-control range required, six tubes have been controlled beginning with the second intermediate-frequency stage. The first intermediate-frequency stage always operates at full gain, in order to prevent degrading the intermediate-frequency noise figure when the gain is reduced to accommodate tube variations. The time constant in each cathode circuit is only 0.11 microsecond, a figure which provides satisfactory decay of overload self biases. The grid-circuit time constant is kept low by providing the gain-control voltage from a cathode follower, thereby maintaining a low resistance from the gain lead to ground. The gain-lead decoupling filters, Z100, Z101, etc., in Fig. 10, offer low impedance to video frequencies; these filters are wound on 330-ohm resistors in order to keep their Q's low in the video-frequency range.

VIII. Detector-Video Circuits

The requirements and reasons for the general design methods employed in the detector and video-circuit design are more closely related to the design of the intermediate-frequency circuits than to the design of the intermediate-frequency amplifier. However, in practice it is usually convenient to convert to video by the second-detection process and to provide a certain minimum amount of video amplification at the intermediate-frequency amplifier before sending the signal on to the indicator chassis where it is mixed with other voltages for presentation on the radar indicator.

As shown in Fig. 8, the first three tubes of amplifier No. 3 are conventional intermediate-frequency amplifiers using the design previously discussed. The last three tubes perform the functions of second detection, video amplification and limiting, direct-current reinsertion, and cathode-follower output.

A conventional diode detector is used because of its excellent linearity over a wide range of signal amplitudes. The output of the diode detector is poled negative with respect to ground so that the following tube, V154, may act as a limiter as well as a video-frequency amplifier.

The other half of the double diode, V153, is used in the grid circuit of the cathode-follower output tube, V155, to provide direct-current reinsertion.

The circuit constants shown in Fig. 8 provide a video output signal limited at about 1.0 to 1.5 volts in an
impedance of 72 ohms. Video-amplifier circuits in other parts of the radar are used to further amplify this signal and to present it in a form usable to the radar operator.

IX. Measured Performance

The over-all gain versus frequency characteristic for the 60-megacycle amplifier is shown in Fig. 14; three typical amplifiers are represented, one with reference tubes only (tubes having input and output capacitances of nominal value ±0.1 micromicrofarads), and the other two with both reference tubes and stock tubes (input and output capacitance tolerances of ±0.5 and ±0.4 micromicrofarads, respectively). Because of the variation in gain versus frequency characteristics possible with different stock tubes, two sets of manufacturing limits are placed on the amplifier performance. A set of narrow limits is used for amplifier test purposes, using reference tubes selected as noted above. Once the amplifier has passed the first set of limits, a set of stock tubes is placed in the amplifier and another recheck made using wider limits. From the standpoint of radar system operation, all of the gain versus frequency characteristics of Fig. 14 (bandwidth 9 to 10 megacycles) are probably indistinguishable in practice.

A summary of the characteristics of the first fifty sets of 60-megacycle amplifiers is given in Figs. 15, 16, and 17. Fig. 15 shows the distribution of bandwidths (3 decibels down from peak gain) for amplifiers Nos. 1, 2, and 3 (intermediate-frequency portion only). The tubes used in these units are unselected stock tubes, made under the JAN specification for the 6AK5.

Fig. 16 shows a similar set of distribution charts, this time with reference to the gains of amplifiers Nos. 1, 2, and 3. In the case of amplifiers Nos. 1 and 3 the term "gain margin" refers to the gain of the unit over and above a minimum acceptable value. The gain of amplifier No. 2 refers to the insertion gain of the unit between 70-ohm source and load impedances.

Fig. 17 shows the distribution of center frequencies for amplifiers Nos. 1, 2, and 3. The center frequency is taken as the average of the frequencies at which the gain is 3 decibels down from maximum. Once again the data shown represent the performance obtained with stock tubes.

As discussed previously, the noise figure is principally determined by the input-circuit design and the first intermediate-frequency tube. For the balanced input circuit already described and a group of seven 6AK5 tubes selected at random, the noise figures measured between 4.3 and 4.9 decibels at 60 megacycles. A similar series of measurements made on the 100-megacycle amplifier, using a single-tuned input circuit having a bandwidth of about 8 megacycles, yields an average noise figure of 5.6 decibels, with a spread from 5.3 to 5.8 decibels on twelve randomly selected tubes.
Detectability and Discriminability of Targets on a Remote Projection Plan-Position Indicator

W. R. GARNER†, AND FERDINAND HAMBERGER, JR.†, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—Quantitative results were obtained on minimum detectable signals and minimum separation between two targets as a function of the following variable factors: video gain, c.r.t. bias, signal clipping, light-source intensity, type of diffraction screen, and position of the operator. The projection (PPI), using a dark-trace tube, appeared to be 1 db worse than a standard 5-inch PPI, when each instrument was operated under its optimal conditions.

INTRODUCTION

A RADAR RECEIVER normally delivers its video output signal to some type of cathode-ray-tube (c.r.t.) indicator. This indicator may be immediately adjacent to the radar receiver or may be remotely located, and, in certain radar systems, several radar indicators may be operated from the same receiver. These remote indicators may take the form of direct repeaters providing, for example, plan-position indication (PPI) or A- or B-scope presentations at a remote location.

In a series of studies recently reported, Haefl studied the effect of several parameters of a radar system on detectability on an A-scope. The factors studied and reported by Haefl are primarily parameters of the radar transmitting and receiving units, and A-scope presentation was used only because it was the most common form of presentation at the time those studies were conducted. Since that time, however, the PPI-type of presentation has become more widely used, and in recent years a projection-type PPI has been developed. This type of indication does not present the c.r.t. picture directly, but rather the picture on a relatively small PPI is reflected and magnified by means of a mirror system so that the picture as it is actually presented to the observer is considerably larger than it is on the c.r.t. face. The development of the projection-type PPI was prompted by the desirability of the larger screen for use where several targets must be tracked simultaneously.

The present investigations were designed to determine the effect of several parameters of the indicating system on the operation of PPI indicators, particularly indicators of the projection type. An attempt has been made to provide answers to the following two questions:

(1) What are the optimum operating conditions for the projection PPI as now constructed?

(2) Is the projection plan inherently satisfactory, or should some other method of obtaining a large presentation be developed?

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Radar System

In the studies of detectability, simulated targets were delivered to the radar system from the signal source described below. This signal source consisted of five videopulse generators whose output was used to pulse a 30-Mc. oscillator. This i.f. signal was attenuated by means of an attenuator calibrated in decibels, and then fed into a mixer stage, as shown in Fig. 1. Simulated noise was also fed into the system at the mixer stage, since with the signals introduced into the second i.f. stage of the radar, the radar noise level was reduced to a negligible value. This noise was generated by simply using a tuned i.f. stage equivalent to the first i.f. stage of the radar receiver.

The radar system used was a long-range ground-search radar system normally operating in the 10-centimeter band. The specifications concerning the microwave characteristics of this system are unimportant for the present purposes since simulated targets were used, and the only characteristics of the particular radar system which have a bearing upon the results of this investigation are those of the radar receiver itself.

The radar receiver used an intermediate frequency of 30 Mc. with an i.f. bandwidth of approximately 1.6 Mc. and a video bandwidth of 1.5 Mc. The receiver consisted of six i.f. stages (of which only five were used, as noted above) plus two video stages. The output of the receiver was fed to the remote PPI's under investigation.

In the studies of discriminability a double-pulse generator was used to pulse the i.f. signal generator. The two pulses were controlled independently and each pulse length could be varied from 1 to 20 microseconds. In addition, the time interval between the two pulses was adjustable.

Plan-Position Indicators

The video output of the radar receiver, together with the necessary synchro and trigger information, was fed simultaneously to three remote PPI units. Two of
the three units consisted of the projection-type PPI units to be studied, and the third was a normal 5-inch PPI used as a standard of comparison.

The projection PPI units made use of a dark-trace c.r.t. (4AP10) on which targets appear as dark purple marks against a milk-white background. The light from a 1000-watt projection bulb is focused onto the tube face, and this light is in turn reflected onto a concave mirror. The concave mirror projects the light onto a second mirror, which in turn projects it onto the viewing surface. This viewing surface is composed merely of some sort of diffracting material, so that the image appears to be on the surface of the viewing area. The surface is either a flashed-opal screen, or a clear-glass screen covered with a white paper which acts as the diffracting agent. The arrangement described provides a viewing screen 25 inches in diameter, on which targets appear as dark spots against a fairly bright white background. The original tube-face diameter in this instance is 4 inches, which means that the system provides an area magnification of approximately 39 times. The remote PPI used as a standard of comparison consists of a 5-inch c.r.t. (5FP7).

**EXPERIMENTAL METHOD**

**Observers**

Six trained radar operators were used as subjects in the experiments. Three men served as operators while three served as recorders, and a rotation of positions occurred every 30 minutes. The rotation was so planned that each of the six men served as operator on each instrument for each experiment.
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Fig. 2—General experimental equipment and layout.

Each operator was connected by a telephone circuit to a recorder. The recorder was provided with a check sheet indicating the pre-planned positions of the targets, and when an operator identified a target the recorder noted the target conditions for that target at the time of observation. The target condition was made known to the recorders by the experimenter who controlled the targets throughout the experiment. The general layout of the equipment is shown in Fig. 2.

**Target Conditions**

**Detectability Tests:** Five targets were presented simultaneously but were so controlled in intensity that the five targets were successively 1 dB weaker. The over-all intensity of the targets was increased 1 dB for each revolution of the antenna, so that each target would appear in a successive revolution if all targets became visible at the same intensity.

Each operator searched for targets in a clear field. Initially, no targets would be visible, and gradually the targets would increase in strength until located by the operator. When all operators had reported all five targets, the targets were removed and a new series begun. At no time would the operators know where the targets were to appear; it was necessary for them to search continuously over the PPI screen.

**Discriminability Tests:** Targets were presented as two continuous lines following the sweep around the c.r.t. These lines were produced by the double-pulse generator, and before each run the two pulses were adjusted for the proper range and pulse length. When the pulses were first turned on they coincided and as the sweep continued the tube the pulses were moved farther and farther apart by the experimenter. As soon as each observer saw the pulses separate on the c.r.t. he called that information to the recorder at the other end of the telephone circuit, and the recorder was then able to indicate the actual separation of the two pulses at the time they were observed to separate. The separation was measured by means of a calibrated oscilloscope. Each run was repeated at four different ranges.

**Test Constants**

**Detectability Tests:** Background noise level was adjusted by means of the noise generator at half the value required to saturate the receiver at full gain. In other words, signals were twice as high as the noise-peaks when the signal saturated the receiver. This is the condition which is arbitrarily referred to as a detectability level of zero decibels throughout this investigation.

Antenna rotation rate, lobe width, and pulse length were maintained constant throughout the experiment at the following values: antenna rotation rate, 5 revolutions per minute; lobe width, 20 degrees; and pulse length, 1.5 microseconds.

The antenna rotation rate was controlled by the radar system, which provided the synchro information for the remote PPI's. This same synchro signal was used to control the lobe width of the targets, by means of a gradual gating system. The targets were thus turned on and off gradually in a manner characteristic of real radar targets. The pulse length was determined by the characteristics of the signal generator. The experiments were also conducted at constant cathode-ray sweep time corresponding to the twenty-mile range of the PPI, and at
a constant pulse repetition frequency of approximately 500 pulses per second.

Discriminability Tests: Preliminary studies indicated that only one factor had any serious effect upon discriminability. Thus, the only factor reported here is that of pulse length. All other factors were held constant.

Compilation of Data

Detectability Studies: In the curves to follow, each plotted point represents the average of at least thirty observations. Each operator made at least five observations for each condition studied, which means that a minimum of thirty observations was available for each point on the curve. Whenever any condition was changed, another thirty observations were made. In many cases certain duplications of conditions existed, making sixty or ninety observations available for averaging at a given point. The maximum available number of observations for averaging was always used in computing average detectability scores.

Discriminability Studies: A total of twenty-four observations was made for each condition, and all were used in computing the average discriminability scores.

Measurements

The two most important measurements of the system during the present investigation are those of cathode-ray-tube bias and video gain.

The cathode-ray-tube bias was measured by means of a calibrated DuMont type 208 oscilloscope. The grid and cathode of the cathode-ray tube of the PPI were connected directly to the vertical plates of the oscilloscope. The generated sweep of the PPI was used to provide the horizontal deflection of the oscilloscope. Thus a trace appeared on the oscilloscope only when the unblanking voltage was applied to the cathode-ray tube of the PPI, giving a reading on the oscilloscope of the grid-to-cathode voltage of the PPI during its “on” period. The oscilloscope showed not only the bias voltage but also the video signal (and video gain, as well).

The video gain measurement was based on the position of the linear input potentiometer of the video system of the PPI. Full gain corresponds to maximum input voltage from this potentiometer to the video amplifier, and this setting corresponds to zero decibels video gain as defined later.

Results

Studies of Detectability

Detectability is that property of a target on a radar indicator which enables it to be seen by an operator. If, for example, a target may be seen at a lower signal intensity (video input to the indicator) under condition “A” than under condition “B,” then under condition “A” the targets are more detectable. Thus, if under condition “A” targets are 3 db more detectable than under condition “B,” the signal intensity under condition “A” may be 3 db less than under “B,” but the targets would still be detectable. It should be remembered that all these measurements were made with a fixed noise level, so that the detectability scores are, in effect, measures of a signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, when reference is made to an increase in the gain of the video signal, it should be remembered that the increased gain occurs for the noise as well as the signal, which means that there is no necessary increase in detectability, since if the noise increases proportionately with the signal the ratio of the signal energy to the noise energy has remained constant. However, as we shall see later, the signal-to-noise ratio required for a just-detectable signal can be changed by a change in the over-all video signal level.

The reference level for the decibel scale of detectability used throughout this study was defined in the following manner. A detectability of zero db represents a signal strength just large enough to saturate the radar receiver at full gain. For example, if a target can be observed when the signal intensity is just sufficient to saturate the receiver, the detectability score would be zero db. If, however, the target was visible with a signal 6 db lower than necessary to saturate the receiver, the detectability score would be +6 db.

Before proceeding to an actual investigation of detectability of the PPI an analysis was made of those factors that might be expected to have an influence on detectability. Certain of these factors were selected for this investigation, leaving others for future study. The factors investigated were:

(a) Video gain of the projection-PPI video system.
(b) Bias of the signal grid of the cathode-ray tube.
(c) Clipping of the video signal prior to its input to the PPI video system.
(d) Type of viewing screen.
(e) Intensity of light reflected from face of the cathode-ray tube.
(f) Target position on the viewing screen.

Factors not studied in this investigation, all of which may have an effect on detectability, are:

(a) Pulse-repetition frequency.
(b) Sweep length.
(c) Pulse length.
(d) Antenna rotation rate.

Detectability Study Results

(a) Effect of Video Gain: Since a specific remote projection PPI was under study, the video gain of the system is expressed in db with a reference of zero decibels corresponding to full gain of the PPI video-amplifier system, without regard to the actual voltage gain of the video amplifier itself. With respect to the noted arbitrary reference, other values of gain are expressed in terms of the change in input voltage to the video amplifier of the PPI system. Thus a video gain of -6 db means that the input voltage to the amplifier itself is one-half the value required for zero db gain.

The results of this study are shown in Fig. 3. It will be noted that, for the two larger values of cathode-ray-
tube signal-grid bias, detectability improves with increased video gain. For the smaller value of bias, video gain in excess of $-9$ db fails to improve detectability. With fairly large values of bias, however, detectability improves with increasing video gain up to the point of maximum gain.

The results just referred to were obtained with signal levels so adjusted that no limiting took place prior to the introduction of the signal to the video input of the projection PPI. The video system of the projection PPI itself incorporates limiting which prevents the grid-to-cathode signal of the cathode-ray tube from becoming positive by more than a few volts. Under the conditions studied here, the best detectability was obtained only when the grid of the cathode-ray tube was actually being driven positive a slight amount, which means that the limiting level of the projection PPI had been reached.

(b) Effect of Cathode-Ray-Tube Bias: The effect of the cathode-ray-tube (signal-grid) bias for several values of video signal level is shown in Fig. 4. There is some change in detectability with bias, leading to the conclusion that for each value of video signal there is an optimum value of bias. This optimum value of bias becomes smaller as the video signal becomes weaker. It should be further observed that the effect of bias on detectability is not nearly so great as the effect of video gain.

An examination of Figs. 3 and 4 indicates that a small value of bias can increase detectability for low values of video gain, and that high values of gain can increase detectability for large values of bias. This general “compensation” effect is never perfect, and consequently there is always an optimum gain and an optimum bias for that gain. Detectability is always greatest under this combined optimum condition.

(c) Effect of Clipping the Video Signal: A limiter is sometimes inserted between the radar receiver and the remote PPI. In this study of the effect of limiting, the peak-to-peak input signal to the PPI was limited to 2.5 volts. Thus the top clipping that could be achieved was when the gain of the radar receiver was increased to maximum. The effect of limiting is to flatten the top of both signal and noise peaks, to make the signal steadier by elimination of the random fluctuation of the peak of the signal, and to slightly widen the signal pulse.

A comparison of the detectability for clipped and unclipped signals can be made by an examination of Figs. 3 and 5, which show detectability scores for the two conditions. The effect of video gain on detectability is observed to be less pronounced in the case of the clipped signals. The curves for all three values of cathode-ray-tube bias are flatter for the clipped signals, and it is particularly apparent that there is practically no change in detectability for an increase in video gain beyond $-6$ db.

A study of the relationship between video gain and cathode-ray-tube bias for the clipped and unclipped signal is shown in Fig. 6. These curves show the relation between optimal bias and video gain, and also that a lower value of bias is required for lower video gain in both cases but that, for a given bias, less gain (by 6 db) is required for the clipped signals.
The data thus far presented would indicate advantages in the use of clipped signals. On the other hand, certain disadvantages were apparent in the actual study that make clipping of doubtful value. When the video signal is clipped, the peak of the signal never exceeded the peak of the noise for the level used, so that no great contrast is possible between signal and background (noise). Even though the detectability is better with clipped signals, the targets never stand out as well against the background, and very strong targets do not appear much differently than do relatively weak targets.

(d) Type of Viewing Screen: The investigations reported above were all carried out using an opal-glass viewing screen on the projection PPI. A clear-glass viewing screen covered with white paper has also been used with this type of PPI, and a comparison of the detectability with the two types of viewing screen was made.

Experiments similar to those described above were repeated with a paper viewing screen. The results indicated that the effect of the aforementioned factors on detectability was the same with either type of viewing screen, but that the detectability with the paper viewing screen was considerably poorer than with the opal-glass screen. The difference obtained apparently resulted from an increase in glare when the paper screen was used.

(e) Reflected Light Intensity: In order to investigate the relationship of detectability to the light intensity focused onto the face of the cathode-ray tube, provision was made for control of the lamp voltage from 70 to 130 volts. It is appreciated that this means of control will affect the spectral composition of the light output from the lamp, but for the purpose of this investigation that effect was not considered serious.

The results of this study showed that there was a maximum change in detectability of 1 db over the range studied, and that this much change did not occur until the limits of voltage range were reached. Thus the effect of light intensity on detectability may be considered negligible.

(f) Effect of Target Position: Under operating conditions of a radar system targets appear at random range and bearing, and this same randomization was maintained throughout these tests. Thus it is interesting to determine the effect of range and bearing on detectability, since this effect is readily determined from an analysis of data obtained for other purposes.

The effect of range is clearly evident in Fig. 7. For the 40,000-yard range used it is evident that detectability is best in the middle of the range from about 10,000 to 30,000 yards, and poorest at the edge or middle of the viewing screen. At the middle or center of the viewing screen the decreased detectability probably results from the increased darkening common at screen centers, together with the fact that, with constant lobe width, targets are smaller at the center of the screen. The decreased detectability at the outer edge of the screen results from weaker targets, due to the increased angular velocity of the sweep. Note that in these experiments the sensitivity time-control circuits were operated so as to have a minimum effect. The explanation of poorer detectability at the edge as a function of angular velocity would lead to the conclusion that progressive improvement in detectability should occur with decreasing range. Since this is not the case, the poor detectability at the edge of the paper screen must be partially a result of an "attention factor" on the part of the operator, whose tendency is to watch the sweep more closely at the center than at either edge. This is particularly the case where such a large surface (25 inches diameter) must be kept under observation.

In considering the effect of azimuth on detectability, both the opal-glass and paper viewing screens were used. The results are given in Figs. 8 and 9, and in ex-
Examining these figures it should be observed that the operator was always stationed at the 180-degree position. With the opal viewing screen, detectability is best for targets nearest the operators (150 to 210 degrees). Thus, the operator normally finds most easily the targets nearest his position, and most poorly the targets most distant. The differences are not large and may be due in part to "attention factors." With the paper viewing screen, targets are most difficult to detect near the operator (Fig. 9). This striking difference between the two screens is most certainly due to glare. The opal screen is slightly darkened, reducing glare quite effectively; such is not the case with the white screen, and glare is less when the surface is observed at an angle than when viewed directly.

**Comparison of Standard and Projection PPI**

Detectability has been shown to be a function of cathode-ray-tube bias and video gain for the projection PPI. A similar set of data were taken simultaneously on a standard PPI. These data are shown in Fig. 10.

![Fig. 10—Effect of cathode-ray-tube bias on detectability with standard PPI.](image)

and, as was expected, the variables affect detectability in about the same way for both types of indicators. Actually, when both are operated under their optimum conditions, the standard PPI is about 1 db better than the projection type—not at all a serious difference to pay for the other advantages of the projection device.

**Studies of Discriminability**

In the investigations of discrimination between targets it is necessary to determine the effect upon discriminability of all those factors which were found to have an appreciable effect on detectability. In the preliminary studies the only factor which was found to have a serious effect was that of pulse length, a factor not studied in relation to detectability, and that is the only factor which will be discussed here.

**Effect of Pulse Length**

Detectability was measured in terms of the minimum time between pulses necessary for the pulses to be seen as distinct. The measures thus obtained may then be translated into measures of range discrimination, since the smallest range that can be discriminated will be determined by the duration of the pulse, plus the minimum time between successive pulses necessary for them to be seen as distinct. The results are shown in Fig. 11 in this manner.

![Fig. 11—Effect of pulse length on smallest detectable range difference.](image)

It can be seen that for pulse lengths 3 microseconds and longer, not only is there no difference between the two PPI's, but the slope of the line is linear, indicating that the minimum time separation between pulses is independent of the actual pulse length. In other words, for pulse lengths above 3 microseconds, the minimum range discrimination between targets is dependent almost entirely on the pulse length. For pulse lengths shorter than this, however, the minimum range discrimination does not decrease in proportion to the decrease in pulse length, and the standard PPI becomes better than the projection PPI.

An extrapolation of the two curves would suggest that range discrimination could be improved on the standard PPI if pulse lengths shorter than 1 microsecond were used, although little improvement would result in the case of the projection PPI.

**Conclusions**

Detectability of targets on the projection PPI has been shown to be a function of both the cathode-ray-tube bias and the video gain. Increasing the general level of the video signal to the point at which the signal is clipped provides few advantages and some disadvantages.

The use of an opal viewing screen with the projection PPI has been shown to be better than the use of a paper screen over clear glass, primarily because of the glare emitted when the white paper screen is used. The intensity of the reflected light, on the other hand, has practically no effect on detectability over a wide range of intensities.
Testing Repeaters with Circulated Pulses*

A. C. BECK†, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E., AND D. H. RING†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—An extension of square-wave and pulse-testing techniques is described which permits the signal pulse to be observed after circulating many times through the transmission system under test. This method is particularly useful for measuring the cumulative effect of a number of similar units, such as those used in carrier or microwave-radio-repeater systems, when only one unit is available. Applications to video-frequency, intermediate-frequency, and radio-frequency testing with a.m. or f.m. signals are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of television, facsimile, frequency modulation, and pulse modulation has placed new and more stringent distortion requirements on communication systems. For the satisfactory operation of these newer methods of communication, transient signals must be faithfully reproduced. Transient response is a complicated function of the amplitude versus frequency, phase versus frequency, and linearity characteristics of the system. Thus a knowledge of the bandwidth and harmonic distortion of a transmission circuit is inadequate to determine the distortion of transient signals sent through it.

These considerations have led to the development of square-wave and pulse-testing techniques with which the transient response may be observed directly. A simple method of observing the transient response of an amplifier or repeater is to connect a pulse-modulated signal source to its input, and an oscilloscope to its output. If the oscilloscope sweep is synchronized with the pulse rate, a stationary picture of the response to pulse signals is obtained on the screen. Since the observed response is a complicated function of what might be called the fundamental steady-state characteristics of the apparatus being tested, such methods are most valuable for comparing different designs and for over-all qualitative tests of complete systems.

In communication systems involving a number of similar repeaters, the distortion permissible in a single repeater is very small, and it is therefore difficult to measure. Furthermore, the chief interest is in the accumulated distortion due to many similar repeaters. G. W. Gilman of Bell Laboratories suggested that information about such systems could be obtained by sending a pulse through one repeater many times before observing it. A method of doing this, which has proved to be very useful in the study of components and repeaters for microwave relay systems, is described in this paper.

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF CIRCULATED-PULSE TESTING

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a circuit which may be used for circulated-pulse testing. The transmission circuit under test is inserted in a loop consisting of a delay line, an attenuator, and an auxiliary amplifier indicated by the box marked "gated amplifier." The test pulse is introduced into the loop at the input to the equipment under test, and a sample of the output is removed from the loop and connected to the viewing circuit. The major portion of the output is fed through the delay line, attenuator, and gated amplifier back into the input. The delay in the loop circuit is made greater than the duration of the test pulse, and the gain around the loop is made unity. Under these conditions a single pulse inserted in the loop will circulate around the loop indefinitely, and the viewing oscilloscope will show a succession of pulses which are each spaced along the sweep by the total delay time of the loop circuit. Each successive pulse on the oscilloscope shows the original pulse after another trip around the loop and, therefore, another trip through the amplifier or repeater under test.

If the test pulse is made recurrent, in order to obtain a stationary picture built up of many superposed traces on the viewing oscilloscope, trouble will be encountered because pulse number one will still be circulating around the loop when pulse number two is inserted. It is the function of the gated amplifier to obviate this difficulty. This amplifier is arranged so that its gain is normally much less than unity. Just before a test pulse is inserted into the loop, a "gate" voltage is applied to

---

* Decimal classification: R200. Original manuscript received by the Institute, October 31, 1946; revised manuscript received, February 14, 1947.
† Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Holmdel, N. J.
he gated amplifier. This gate voltage raises the loop gain to unity and holds it there for a period which is many times greater than the loop delay, but less than the test-pulse repetition time. Thus, the test pulse continues to circulate for the duration of the gate signal. When the gate voltage is removed, the loop gain drops so much less than unity and the circulating pulse is quickly damped out, so that the loop circuit is free from signals when the gate voltage is reapplied and a new test pulse is introduced.

The circuit of Fig. 1 will be recognized as a feedback circuit, and, in general, would be expected to break into oscillation as the gain approaches unity. However, oscillations require a building-up process. In the present case, the relatively long delay time of the loop circuit so extends the build-up time that the periodic reduction of gain by the gated amplifier prevents the build-up of any continuous oscillation. In practice it has been found that it is entirely practical to operate the loop at unity or even slightly more than unity gain without any sign of instability or the erratic performance usually associated with circuits operated near the oscillation point.

The transmission circuit under test may include frequency conversion and equipment operating at another frequency, if reconversion to the original frequency is also included.

All the elements of the loop must have negligible distortion compared to that in the transmission circuit under test, since the total distortion of the pulse on each trip around the loop is actually observed on the oscilloscope.

The necessary loop delay may be obtained by inserting a length of transmission line or a radio link. In any case, the phase and amplitude of the delay unit should be equalized over the frequency band used.

The points at which the signal insertion and viewing branches are connected to the loop are arbitrary. As shown in Fig. 1, the signal is inserted at a low-level point in the loop, so that a relatively small pulse voltage is required. The viewing branch is shown connected to a high-level point, so that less amplification is necessary to get a satisfactory oscilloscope deflection. When this is done, the test pulse cannot be observed until it has made one trip through the amplifier or circuit under test. If enough high-quality amplification is provided in the viewing branch, both branches can be connected to the loop at the same point, and one can monitor the test-pulse shape directly.

On the block diagrams, resistors are shown in the test branches to indicate that the connections are made by bridging circuits which do not disturb the impedance terminations of the equipment in the loop.

III. Radio- and Intermediate-Frequency Testing with Amplitude Modulation

A block diagram of the arrangement used at Holmdel for circulated-pulse testing with amplitude modulation at radio and intermediate frequencies, together with a timing diagram for the equipment, is shown in Fig. 2. The circuit under test is connected in a loop with an equalized coaxial or wave-guide delay line, an attenuator, and a gated carrier amplifier. A relaxation oscillator

---

**Fig. 2**—Block diagram and timing arrangement for a method of circulated-pulse testing at i.f. and r.f. using amplitude modulation.
which produces about 3000 damped oscillations per second is shown at the left side of the diagram. This oscillator controls the sequence of operations and triggers the gate, signal pulse, and sweep-synchronizing generators. The output wave form of the relaxation oscillator is shown at A on the timing diagram. The start of each oscillation initiates the gate-generator output voltage pulse shown on line B, which is applied to the gated amplifier, thus raising the loop gain to the operating level. The signal-pulse generator is arranged to produce a rectangular pulse about 1 microsecond in length which starts about 2 microseconds after the relaxation oscillator reversal, as shown on line C. This pulse modulates the r.f. or i.f. signal generator to produce the test signal applied to the loop. A detector is used in the viewing branch to obtain the rectified envelope of the loop signal, as shown on line D. The signal circulates to give successive pulses, each of which represents one more trip around the loop, until the gate generator voltage B drops. The circulating pulses are then quenched by the reduced gain of the gated amplifier. The time at which this happens can be adjusted to suit the number of transits being observed by adjusting the length of the gate pulse. The reversal of the relaxation oscillator also causes the generation of a sweep-synchronizing pulse, shown on line E. A variable delay unit is used to delay this pulse, as shown on line F, when it is desired to view later trips around the loop. A single sweep of variable length is initiated by this pulse.

If the variable delay is set at zero the first signal pulse can be seen, since the 2-microsecond delay shown on line C permits the sweep to get started before the signal appears. The sweep can be made fast enough to show a single signal pulse, and enough delay is available to view it as a single pulse at any time up to 80 transits around the loop. Slower sweeps show several transits at once on the oscilloscope.

In the simplest case the gated amplifier, signal modulator, delay line, and monitoring detector are designed to work at the operating frequency of the circuit under test. This is not essential, however. Complete radio repeaters which include r.f. and i.f. amplification may be tested with equipment designed to operate at either frequency.

When frequency changing is included in the loop, care must be exercised in selecting the beating oscillator frequencies to avoid inversion of the sideband frequencies on successive trips around the loop. If inversion is permitted, certain types of unsymmetrical distortion are canceled out, and an optimistic result is obtained. Intermediate-frequency test equipment may also be used for testing audio or video circuits by providing a detector at the input and a modulator at the output of the low-frequency circuit. One method of doing this will be found in Section V.

---

**Fig. 3**—Block diagram and timing arrangement for a method of circulated-pulse testing at i.f. and r.f. using frequency modulation.
IV. Radio- and Intermediate-Frequency Testing with Frequency Modulation

Circulated-pulse testing with frequency-modulated pulses has been carried out as shown in Fig. 3. The block diagram is like Fig. 2, except that a box marked “FM Pulse Generator” has been added, and the signal oscillator is arranged so that it can be frequency-modulated by the f.m. pulse. Arrangement and timing of the relaxation oscillator and gating system are the same as for amplitude modulation, and are shown on lines A and B of the timing diagram. The a.m. pulse, which starts 2 microseconds after the relaxation oscillator reversal, has a duration approximately equal to the loop delay in this case, as shown on line C of the timing diagram. The f.m. pulse has a duration about half as long, and is started a little later, so that it coincides with the center of the a.m. pulse, as shown on line D. Thus, the signal which is applied to the loop has its amplitude controlled by the a.m. pulse, and its frequency controlled by the f.m. pulse. The rectified envelope of the loop signal is shown on line E. An enlarged representation of one pulse is shown at the bottom of the timing diagram. A signal of frequency $f_1$ is introduced into the loop when the a.m. pulse starts. The signal frequency is then suddenly changed by an amount depending on the desired deviation ratio to frequency $f_1$ when the f.m. pulse is applied to the signal generator. The signal returns to the original frequency $f_1$ when the f.m. pulse ends, and is turned off when the a.m. pulse ends. Lines F, G, and H show the sweep-circuit timing, which is the same as for amplitude-modulation testing.

The viewing circuit includes an f.m. detector, so that only the frequency changes of the loop signal are observed. However, the sudden application and removal of $f_1$ by the a.m. modulator does produce a transient in the f.m. detection system, as shown on the oscilloscope trace in Fig. 3. This transient can be somewhat reduced by rounding off the shape of the a.m. pulse rise and fall by appropriate filtering. Sufficient time for the transient to be damped out must be provided before the start of the f.m. pulse. Limiters may be provided in the viewing circuit or the loop circuit or both, as desired.

V. Video-Frequency Testing

A wide-band video circulating loop requires a high degree of balance in the gated amplifier, in order to avoid transients which circulate with the test pulses. It also requires a precision delay line which has uniform attenuation and delay over the necessary video band. W. M. Goodall of Bell Laboratories has avoided these difficult problems of video testing by using the arrangement of Fig. 4. He used a frequency modulator and discriminator connected to the video system to be tested, with the gating and delay accomplished in the i.f. part of the loop. Amplitude modulation and detection could be used in the same way, as mentioned in Section III.

VI. General Discussion of Results

Fig. 5 shows a series of pulses obtained with a wide-band i.f. amplifier under test. The time scale is approximately 0.1 microsecond per division. The deterioration of the original pulse as it is circulated through the amplifier is clearly illustrated. A square-law detector was used in the viewing equipment in this case. This had the
effect of increasing the magnitude of the overshoot and ripples on the top of the pulse, and reducing the corresponding ripples that follow the pulse.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 6—(a) First 11 trips of a pulse through an i.f. amplifier. (b) The 30th to the 40th trip through the same amplifier. (c) First 19 trips of a reduced-amplitude pulse through the same amplifier, showing how noise builds up as the number of transits around the loop increases.

Since there is no simple relation between these pictures and the more familiar amplitude and phase characteristics of the amplifier, one is forced to set up new criteria of amplifier quality for the interpretation of the results. The most significant criteria are the time of rise and the amount of overshoot at the beginning and end of the pulse. This information about a circuit under test is directly applicable to the determination of its performance when it is used with facsimile, television, or any of the various pulse-modulation systems. A short time of rise and a small overshoot are generally desirable.

Fig. 6 shows some pictures taken with a slower sweep, so that a number of successive trips through the amplifier can be observed at one time. The build-up of the overshoot that would occur in a relay system incorporating this amplifier is particularly noticeable in these pictures.

In a relay system of several jumps, the noise power at the output of the nth repeater will be $n$ times as great as the noise output of the first repeater. This can be illustrated and the signal-to-noise ratio can be observed by the circulated-pulse method, if the level of the input signal is reduced to a point where it becomes comparable with the input noise level of the amplifier under test. The lower trace in Fig. 6 was made in this way and illustrates the noise build-up. The thickness of the trace due to poor focus obscures the noise on the first few trips, but the increase after several trips can be seen.

Another characteristic of a transmission system which is of interest is the amount of signal compression, or amplitude nonlinearity. This has been measured as a function of the number of repeaters by using a test pulse with two or more levels arranged like a set of steps. If compression is present, the ratio of the step heights will change as the pulse circulates through the amplifier and suffers additional compression on each trip.

Distortion in Pulse-Duration Modulation*

ERNEST R. KRETZMER†, STUDENT, I.R.E.

Summary—Pulse-duration modulation inherently gives rise to a certain amount of audio distortion. The analysis presented in this paper relates the distortion to system parameters. The method of analysis is exact, and therefore correct for any degree of modulation. It does not, however, lend itself to periodic sampling. The results are applied to three specific cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

A SPECTRUM analysis of duration-modulated pulses may be of interest in systems where pulse-duration modulation is used directly, or where pulse-position modulation is converted to pulse-duration modulation for decoding.1

The problem investigated here may be classified under the general heading of the analysis of waves derived by sampling a signal wave at discrete intervals. This general problem exists in one form or another in all pulse communication systems, where it is a well-known principle that the sampling rate should be at least twice the highest frequency to be transmitted for faithful reproduction.2

Several papers including analyses of pulses with duration or position modulation, as well as comments on these, have recently been published. Most of these,
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II. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION

The time function to be analyzed is a sequence of rectangular pulses, for convenience chosen to be of unit amplitude.

The notation used is as follows:

\[ p = \text{angular pulse-repetition frequency} \]
\[ q = \text{angular frequency of modulating signal} \]
\[ d_0 = \text{average or unmodulated pulse duration} \]
\[ d = \text{variable pulse duration} \]
\[ k = \text{modulation index} = \frac{d_{\text{max}} - d_{\text{min}}}{d_{\text{max}} + d_{\text{min}}} \]
\[ n = \text{harmonic index number of } p \]
\[ m = \text{harmonic index number of } q \]
\[ A_{np+mq} = \text{amplitude of a sinusoidal component of angular frequency } np + mq \]
\[ U_{np+mq} = \text{relative intermodulation distortion due to } np + mq \]

Two types of pulse-duration modulation are considered: (a) "symmetrical," and (b) asymmetrical. The former has application primarily to pulse-duration modulation as such; the latter has direct application to some present-day pulse-position-modulation systems. In asymmetrical pulse-duration modulation only one of the two pulse edges is time-modulated, while the other one is fixed. In "symmetrical" pulse-duration modulation both edges are modulated. The word "symmetrical" is enclosed in quotation marks because, although both edges move, they do not, in general, move by equal and opposite amounts.

III. ANALYSIS OF ACTUAL MODULATION PROCESS

In position or duration modulation the pulses or pulse edges are shifted by amounts proportional to the instantaneous signal values sampled at certain instants at approximately the time of the pulse or pulse edge. Before any analysis is made, one must first determine exactly what these certain instants are. In a few instances in the literature these instants were assumed to be fixed and equally spaced along the time axis. In other cases, no specification was made.

Most time modulators are based on the principle that the sum of the signal voltage and a linearly rising or falling voltage crosses a given reference voltage at an instant of time which is a function of the signal, a pulse edge being produced at that instant. It is shown in Fig. 1 that the instant of crossing is a function of the signal value at the instant of crossing only. The linearly changing voltage is here represented by \( e_t = a(t_0 - t) \), the signal by \( e_s = k \cos qt \), and the reference line by \( e = 0 \). The time \( t_m \) at which the total voltage crosses this line is given implicitly by [\( e_t + e_s = 0 \), \( t = t_m \)]:

\[ k \cos qt_m + a(t_0 - t_m) = 0 \quad (1a) \]

\[ t_m = t_0 - \frac{k}{a} \cos qt_m \quad (1b) \]

Stated in words, the time shift \((t_m - t_0)\) of a given pulse edge is proportional to the instantaneous modulating signal at the instant \( t_m \) at which the pulse edge actually occurs. It should be noted that the condition (1a) can also be written in the form

\[ k \cos qt_m = -a(t_0 - t_m) \quad (1c) \]

This shows that the pulse edge, i.e., the instant \( t_m \), occurs when the signal voltage and the negative of the linear voltage (indicated by the dot-dash line in Fig. 1) intersect. This idea is useful for graphical construction of modulated pulses (see Figs. 2 and 3).

IV. "SYMMETRICAL" PULSE-DURATION MODULATION

Consider first the case of "symmetrical" pulse-duration modulation, shown graphically in Fig. 2. The pulses...
are so phased that one pulse, in the absence of modulation, is centered at zero time. By ordinary Fourier analysis it is found that the series

\[
p \frac{d}{2\pi} + \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{1}{n} \sin \frac{n\pi d}{2} \right] \cos np t
\]  

\hspace{1cm} (2)

represents an unmodulated pulse train with pulse duration \(d\), and with a pulse centered at the origin. Although

\[
f(t) = \frac{pd}{2\pi} + \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{1}{n} \sin \frac{n\pi d}{2} \right] \cos np t
\]

\hspace{1cm} (3)

As in the case of (2), the desired expression for the modulated pulse train is obtained by letting the parameter \(d\) vary with the instantaneous signal. This time, the value of \(d\) matters only at the instants at which the trailing pulse edges occur.

VI. Spectrum Analyses

(4) "Symmetrical" Modulation

By ordinary Fourier analysis of the wave shown in Fig. 4,

\[
f(t) = \frac{pd_0}{2\pi} \left( 1 + k \cos qt \right)
\]

\hspace{1cm} (5)

where a cosine wave represents the signal. This step has been discussed in Section IV. The relative phase of the modulating signal affects only the relative phases of the components of the spectrum, not their magnitudes, which are of chief interest here. The relative phases may be important only in the special degenerate cases where \(p\) and \(q\) are commensurable. Hence, for present purposes, little generality is lost by choosing a fixed-phase sinusoid for modulation. Substitution of (5) into (4) results in

\[
f(t) = \frac{pd_0}{2\pi} \left( 1 + k \cos qt \right)
\]

\hspace{1cm} (6)


\footnote{A similar analysis, but more restricted in scope, has been presented by J. L. Callahan, J. N. Whitaker, and H. Shore, "Photo-radio apparatus and operating technique improvements," Proc. I.R.E., vol. 23, pp. 1441–1483; December, 1935.}
Using a trigonometric identity, one obtains

\[ f(t) = \frac{pd_0}{2\pi} (1 + k \cos qt) + \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left\{ \sin \frac{nkp\theta_0}{2} \left[ \frac{nkpd_0}{2} \cos qt \right] \right\} \cos np_t \]

\[ + \cos \frac{nkp\theta_0}{2} \left[ \frac{ nkpd_0}{2} \cos qt \right] \} \cos np_t. \]  

(7)

But

\[ \cos (A \cos qt) = J_0(A) + 2 \sum_{m=2,4,\ldots} (-1)^{m/2}J_m(A) \cos mq t \]

\[ \sin (A \cos qt) = 2 \sum_{m=1,3,\ldots} (-1)^{(m-1)/2}J_m(A) \cos mq t. \]

Substituting these relations in (7) and applying an identity for \((\cos mq t) (\cos np t)\) yields

\[ f(t) = \frac{pd_0}{2\pi} (1 + k \cos qt) \]

\[ + \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left\{ \cos \left[ \frac{nkp\theta_0}{2} \left( \frac{nkpd_0}{2} \cos qt \right) \right] \cos np_t \right\} \cos np_t \]

\[ + \cos \left[ \frac{nkp\theta_0}{2} \left( \frac{ nkpd_0}{2} \cos qt \right) \right] \} \cos np_t. \]  

(8)

By means of the same identities used to obtain (8) from (6), as well as an identity for \((\cos mq t) (\sin np t)\), one obtains (12) from (11).

Finally, this expression can be written more compactly, as follows:

\[ f(t) = \frac{pd_0}{2\pi} (1 + k \cos qt) + \frac{1}{\pi} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left\{ \sin \left[ \frac{nkp\theta_0}{2} \left( \frac{nkpd_0}{2} \cos qt \right) \right] \cos np_t \right\} \cos np_t \]

\[ + \frac{1}{\pi} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ \sin \left( \frac{npd_0}{2} + \frac{m\pi}{2} \right) \right] \cos np_t. \]  

(10)

If the summation over \(m\) is extended to cover zero and negative values of \(m\), all components may be covered by \(\cos(np + mq)t\) alone. This change requires that the integer \(m\) be replaced by its absolute value wherever it appears in the coefficients, as indicated by the magnitude signs in (9).
Several interesting facts are to be noted. The magnitude of a given component, of frequency \( np + mq \), is totally independent of \( p \) and \( q \), and also of the algebraic sign of \( m \). Further, there are no components of frequency \( mq \), showing that harmonic distortion is not inherent in the modulation process. Finally, an exactly linear relationship exists between the amplitude of the signal-frequency component and the product of duty cycle and modulation index.

These facts follow from the law of modulation assumed, which, as has been shown, corresponds to the law actually governing the modulation process analyzed in Section III.

### VII. Numerical Results

It is readily seen that the components of angular frequencies \( q \) and \( p + mq \) (\( n = 1, m = -1, -2, -3, \ldots \)) are of greatest interest from the point of view of audio fidelity. The former is the desired signal and the latter are undesired intermodulation products which may fall within the pass band. The values given by (9) and (13) are peak amplitudes relative to the unit height of the pulses. It is convenient to define a quantity \( U_{p+mq} = A_{p+mq}/A_e \), which is the ratio of the undesired component of frequency \( p + mq \) to the signal component. The signal amplitude is \( A_e = kpd_0/2\pi \) in both cases; the undesired beat amplitudes, divided by \( A_e \), give the following:

**Asymmetrical** modulation:
\[
U_{p+mq} = \frac{4}{kp\varphi_0} J_{1\varphi_1}(kpd_0) \cos \frac{pd_0}{2} \quad \text{(for } m \text{ odd)} \tag{14}
\]
\[
U_{p+mq} = \frac{4}{kp\varphi_0} J_{1\varphi_1}(kpd_0) \sin \frac{pd_0}{2} \quad \text{(for } m \text{ even)}
\]

**Asymmetrical modulation**:
\[
U_{p+mq} = \frac{2}{kp\varphi_0} \sqrt{J_{1\varphi_1}^2(kpd_0) \sin^2 \left( \frac{pd_0 + \frac{m}{2}}{2} \right) + J_{1\varphi_1}^2(kpd_0) \cos^2 \left( \frac{pd_0 + \frac{m}{2}}{2} \right)}
\]
\[
= \frac{2}{kp\varphi_0} J_{1\varphi_1}(kpd_0) \quad (m \neq 0).
\]

These expressions contain the essential information for establishing the relations between intermodulation distortion, degree of modulation, and highest signal-to-pulse-frequency ratio\(^{14} \). For large degrees of modulation with relatively large average pulse duration, (14) and (15) should be used directly. However, for small degrees of modulation and also for small pulse durations the expressions may be simplified by approximations to the Bessel and trigonometric functions.

Three different cases will be briefly considered:

1. **Average pulse duration equals the average time between pulses; high degree of modulation.**
2. **Average pulse duration in the order of 3 per cent of the pulse-repetition period; high degree of modulation.**
3. **Average pulse duration anything from 5 to 95 per cent of the pulse-repetition period. Duration variation small in all cases, in the order of 1 per cent of the pulse repetition period. (Asymmetrical modulation only.)**

#### Case 1

The first case is chiefly of academic interest, especially with regard to a comparison between "symmetrical" and asymmetrical modulation. Since \( d_o = \pi/p \), \( U_{p+mq} \) is zero

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angular Frequency of Undesired Component</th>
<th>“Symmetrical” Modulation Per Cent Distortion</th>
<th>Asymmetrical Modulation Per Cent Distortion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p - q )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65 (( k = 0.57 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p - 2q )</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32 (( k = 0.95 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p - 3q )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p - 4q )</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p - 5q )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p - 6q )</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2p - 3q )</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21 (( k = 0.68 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2p - 4q )</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2p - 5q )</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>15* (( k = 0.5 ))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Order of magnitude only.

\(^{13}\) Except, of course, for \( m = 1 \).

\(^{14}\) For components with \( \pi \) other than 1, \( n \) will multiply the letter \( p \) wherever it appears in the above equations.
present case of deep modulation, that components with \( n \) other than 1, e.g., \( 2p - 3q \) and \( 3p - 4q \), are also very large; but if the audio pass band does not extend to over half the pulse frequency these components will fall outside the pass band, as will the \( p-q \) component. On the other hand a component such as that of frequency \( 2p - 5q \) will fall within the audio pass band, but will be completely masked by the \( p-2q \) component.

Table I shows superiority on the part of “symmetrical” pulse-duration modulation. It should be remembered, however, that the zero values in the symmetrical case hold only for the particular case where \( d = \pi/p \) precisely, and cannot exactly be attained in practice.

Case 2

The second case may be of interest because of its proposed use in television sound channels. The average pulse duration \( d_0 \) is chosen 3.0 per cent, and \( d \) will be varied from 0.5 to 5.5 per cent of a period, corresponding to \( k = 0.83 \). Since \( d_0 \) is small, the trigonometric and Bessel functions in (14) and (15) may be approximated as follows with not more than 1 per cent error.

\[
J_1(x) \approx 0.50x \\
J_2(x) \approx 0.125x^2 \cos\left(\frac{pd_0}{2}\right) \approx 1 \\
J_3(x) \approx 0.021x^3 \sin\left(\frac{pd_0}{2}\right) \approx \frac{pd_0}{2}.
\]

If these approximations are substituted, (14) and (15) become

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Asymmetrical} & \quad \text{Symmetrical} \\
U_{p-q} = 1.0 & \quad U_{p-q} = 1.0 \\
U_{p-2q} = 0.062k(pd_0)^2 & \quad U_{p-2q} = 0.25(kpd_0) \quad (16) \\
U_{p-3q} = 0.010(kpd_0)^2 & \quad U_{p-3q} = 0.042(kpd_0)^2.
\end{align*}
\]

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angular Frequency of Undesired Component</th>
<th>Per Cent Distortion (100 ( U_{p-mo} ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrical Modulation</td>
<td>Asymmetrical Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p-q )</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p-2q )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p-3q )</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results lead to the following conclusions, if one assumes that ideal low-pass audio filters are used. In Case 2 (asymmetrical) and in Case 3, the ratio of pulse-repetition frequency to the highest audio frequency can be as low as two for low distortion, and three for negligible distortion. In Case 2 (“symmetrical”), the distortion is negligible even for a ratio of only two, the theoretical limit mentioned in the introduction. Case 1, on the other hand, may call for somewhat higher ratios. Some of these results have been checked experimentally.
A Method of Virtual Displacements for Electrical Systems with Applications to Pulse Transformers
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Summary—A method of virtual displacements is developed for obtaining the transient behavior of electrical systems with distributed constants. This method involves the association of a number of assumed “current modes” with generalized co-ordinates, and gives a set of equations which duplicates the mesh equations of a corresponding equivalent lumped network. The procedure developed is applicable to many different types of problems. Here, however, it is applied to the pulse transformer, the result being equivalent networks and procedures for calculating the constants in these networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to develop a method of virtual displacements for obtaining the transient behavior of electrical systems with distributed constants. In using this method certain assumed “current modes” are associated with generalized co-ordinates, the result being a set of equations, one for each mode, which duplicates the mesh equations of a lumped network. The procedure thus gives an equivalent lumped network, which has a number of meshes equal to the number of assumed modes.

The method devised is applied to the pulse transformer. Because the phenomena in question occur during extremely small time intervals, the distributed inductance and capacitance are important factors in the operation of these transformers. The results obtained consist of equivalent networks and procedures for calculating the constants in these networks.

Because there are many kinds of electrical systems which have distributed constants, and because many problems involving other kinds of systems—thermal, for example—may be solved by treating equivalent electrical systems, it appears that the method of virtual displacements is applicable to a wide variety of problems. It can also be applied to find the approximate behavior of certain electrical systems which are lumped, but which have so many meshes that it is not feasible to solve the systems exactly. Specific applications of the method have been made, and experimental data confirming calculated results have been obtained.1-3

II. CURRENT MODES

The basic assumption that will be made is that the actual system of displacement and conduction currents in the given electrical system can at each instant be approximated with sufficient accuracy by a linear combination of a few suitably chosen current modes. A current mode is merely a flow pattern, the geometric picture of a current field, together with a magnification factor which for the present we leave unspecified. We shall now consider a few specific cases which, to fix ideas, are applicable to pulse transformers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DATA DEFINING MODES A, B, AND C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Winding</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mode designation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Displacement current (Nm)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The modes shown schematically in Table I pertain to a transformer having a single-layer primary of \( N_p \) turns over which is wound a single-layer secondary of \( N_s \) turns, the same end of both being grounded to the core as shown.4 The modes are designated by letters, the \( q \) 's are unknown functions of time, a dot indicates differ-

---

1 Decimal classification: R140×R143.5. Original manuscript received by the Institute, April 10, 1946; revised manuscript received, April 4, 1947.
2 This paper is based on work done for the Office of Scientific Research and Development under Contract OEmur-262 with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
5 The author has successfully used the equivalent networks here described in two specific jobs involving the suppression of oscillations in pulse transformers.
6 The name "charge mode" (charge in the sense of time integral of current) is more accurate than "current mode" because of the manner in which these modes will be used. The latter name was used because of the physical picture it gives. The charge modes are obtained simply by removing the dots, which indicate differentiation with respect to time, from the \( q \) 's in the expressions for the current modes. This simple construction is chosen because it is entirely adequate for explaining the methods which will be developed. These methods are applicable to all designs, including those which involve the use of shields.
urrent density varies linearly along the winding start point current. Each nonvanishing displacement contains only primary-to-core displacement current. The entries in the table are easily determined from the following specifications:

1. For each mode the corresponding \( q \) is the external primary current, and the total ampere-turns linking the core is zero.

2. Mode A contains no displacement current, mode B contains only primary-to-core displacement current, and mode C contains only primary-to-secondary displacement current. Each nonvanishing displacement current density varies linearly along the winding starting at zero at the grounded end.

3. In mode B and mode C, the primary ampere-turns and the secondary ampere-turns are both zero.

These specifications are not necessary, but are convenient. The vanishing of the various m.m.f.'s prevents the core from being excited, and simplifies the nature of the leakage fluxes. The linear distribution of the displacement current densities is suggested by the linear voltage distribution obtained if leakage flux is neglected.

None of the above modes produces any excitation of the core. We therefore add a current distribution \( M \) comprising a primary magnetizing current \( I_M \), and the actual eddy currents induced in the core. This is not a mode, since the geometric shape of the current field changes with time. Evidently, \( I_M \) is determined by the core specifications, the core flux-time curve, and the fact that \( 0.4\pi I_M N_p \) is the total core m.m.f.

By superimposing the above modes (with suitably determined \( q \) 's) and the current distribution \( M \), we approximate the actual behavior of the transformer.

III. DETERMINATION OF THE \( q \)'S—VIRTUAL DISPLACEMENTS OF CHARGE

Although we may conceivably devise an infinite number of current modes which together are capable of representing the behavior of the electrical system exactly, we shall use only a few of the more important of these, the number being such that a sufficient approximation of this behavior is obtained, and such that the required work is held within tolerable limits. Let the \( q \)'s of the chosen modes be numbered, thus \( q_1, q_2, \cdots, q_n \). These quantities will now be used as generalized co-ordinates in procedures which are analogous to those used in mechanics.

The difference between this linear distribution and the actual one is a distribution which varies with time, vanishes at both ends of the winding, and can be represented exactly by a Fourier sine series. Each sinusoidal distribution in this series can be made the basis of a mode just as the linear distribution was above, the result being an infinite number of modes which can be used with those above to give exact results. These modes are treated in M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory Report 618, which has the same title and author as the present paper, and on which the present paper is based.

It is evident that all charges arising from the \( k \)th mode are proportional to \( q_k \); all currents and magnetic field intensities, to \( \dot{q}_k \); and all induced voltages arising from the rate of change of the magnetic field, to \( \ddot{q}_k \). Let us consider the transformer in operation, the various \( q \)'s being suitable but unknown functions of time; and at time \( t \) let the system be given a virtual displacement \( \delta q_k \). By this we mean that at time \( t \) time is stopped, in the sense that all voltages and electric field intensities which existed at time \( t \) are considered as persisting unchanged, and that \( q_k \) is increased by an infinitesimal amount \( \delta q_k \). The variation \( \delta q_k \) causes a field of flow of charge in the \( k \)th mode, which field may be considered as made up of an infinite number of closed, elementary infinitely thin tubes of flow, the charge flowing in each of these being proportional to \( \delta q_k \). Let us determine the virtual work—the word "virtual" being used to emphasize the fact that the procedure is entirely artificial and can exist only in one's imagination—that is required to produce the motion of charge associated with the virtual displacement \( \delta q_k \) through the voltage differences and electric fields which are persisting from time \( t \), as stated above. The total virtual work is evidently the sum of the virtual works required by all of the elementary tubes of flow. For a single tube, however, the virtual work is merely the product of the elementary charge associated with the tube, which charge is proportional to \( \delta q_k \), and the quantity

\[
\text{induced back voltage + total impedance drop} - \text{total source voltage}. \tag{1}
\]

Here the first term is the back voltage due to the rate of change of the magnetic flux which links the tube, the second term consists of all capacitance and resistance drops, the former being composed of back voltages across electric fields; and the last term consists of the total e.m.f. contributed to the tube by external sources—for example, primary and secondary terminal voltages. The quantity (1), however, is zero; hence the virtual work required by any single tube and hence by the entire field of flow is zero. We have thus shown that the virtual work required by a virtual displacement \( \delta q_k \) is zero, providing induced voltages are included as well as impedance drops and voltage sources (such as terminal voltages). This is equivalent to saying that the virtual work required by impedance drops and induced voltages in a virtual displacement \( \delta q_k \) is equal to that provided by voltage sources. All expressions for virtual work have \( \delta q_k \) as a factor. Dividing these by \( \delta q_k \) gives corresponding expressions for what we define as "generalized voltages." For example if

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta W_C &= \text{virtual work required by capacitances} \\
\delta W_R &= \text{virtual work required by resistances} \\
\delta W_L &= \text{virtual work required by induced voltages} \tag{2}
\end{align*}
\]
\[ \delta W_R = \text{virtual work supplied by one or several specified sources,} \]

then

\[ \frac{\delta W_C}{\delta q_k} = \frac{1}{C_{k1}} q_1 + \frac{1}{C_{k2}} q_2 + \cdots + \frac{1}{C_{kn}} q_n - v_{C_k}, \]

generalized capacitance voltage

\[ \frac{\delta W_R}{\delta q_k} = R_k q_1 + R_k q_2 + \cdots + R_k q_n - v_{R_k}, \]

generalized resistance voltage

\[ \frac{\delta W_L}{\delta q_k} = L_k q_1 + L_k q_2 + \cdots + L_k q_n - v_{L_k}; \]

generalized inductance (induced) voltage

where the \( C_k, R_k, \) and \( L_k \)'s are constants, and where \(-v_{C_k}, -v_{R_k}, \) and \(-v_{L_k}\) are from the virtual works required by the capacitance and resistance drops and the induced voltages due to currents not given by the \( q_k \)'s, in the present case the current distribution \( M \).

In order to see that these generalized voltages have the forms indicated, we need only recall that all capacitance drops are proportional to charges, all resistance drops are proportional to currents, and all induced voltages are proportional to the rates of change of currents. Our fundamental relation for virtual work can now be stated in the form of a generalized Kirchoff's law as follows: For any \( 1 \leq k \leq n \) the generalized source voltage is equal to the sum of the generalized impedance drops. Noting \( (3) \), this gives

\[ Z_{11} I_1 + Z_{12} I_2 + \cdots + Z_{1n} I_n = E_1 + v_1 \]
\[ Z_{21} I_1 + Z_{22} I_2 + \cdots + Z_{2n} I_n = E_2 + v_2 \]
\[ \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \]
\[ Z_{n1} I_1 + Z_{n2} I_2 + \cdots + Z_{nn} I_n = E_n + v_n, \]

where the \( I_k \)'s are generalized currents defined by

\[ I_i = \dot{q}_k \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \]

where the \( Z_k \)'s are generalized impedances defined by

\[ Z_{ij} = L_{ij} \frac{d}{dt} + R_{ij} + \frac{1}{C_{ij}} \int_{t=0}^{t} \text{time when charge} \quad dt, \]

\[ i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \]

as in circuit theory; and where

\[ v_i = v_{C_i} + v_{R_i} + v_{L_i}; \]

If we can show that the system of \( (4) \) is symmetrical, or that \( Z_{ij} = Z_{ji} \), and that certain quadratic forms analogous to the usual expressions for energy and dissipation are positive definite, then a lumped network exists in which the \( I_k \)'s are the mesh currents, the \( Z_k \)'s the impedances, and the \( E \)'s plus the \( v \)'s the mesh voltages, and which gives this set of equations when Kirchoff's laws are applied. The network is equivalent to the actual system to the degree of approximation permitted by the choice of modes. The conditions which must be satisfied are the following:

\[ L_{ij} = L_{ji}, \quad C_{ij} = C_{ji}, \quad R_{ji} = R_{ji}, \quad i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, n; \]

\[ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} L_{ij} \dot{x}_i \dot{x}_j + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{1}{C_{ij}} x_i x_j, \]

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} R_{ij} \dot{x}_i \dot{x}_j \]

must all be positive definite quadratic forms. These conditions are satisfied, which fact will now be proved.

A. Proof that \( C_{ij} = C_{ji} \).

If \( q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_n \) are increased by amounts \( dq_1, dq_2, \ldots, dq_n \), the increase in the electric energy of the system without the current distribution \( M \) is

\[ \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{C_{ij}} q_i \right) dq_1 + \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{C_{ij}} q_i \right) dq_2 + \cdots \]

\[ + \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{C_{ij}} q_i \right) dq_n. \]

Since the electric energy exists and is a function of only the charges, this expression must be a total differential, the test of which is that the partial derivative of the coefficient of \( dq \) with respect to \( q_i \) must equal the partial derivative of the coefficient of \( dq_i \) with respect to \( q_i \).

Applying this test gives immediately

\[ \frac{1}{C_{ij}} = \frac{1}{C_{ji}}, \quad i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, n. \]

Regardless of the number of modes used, the nature of the approximate result given by \( (4) \) can be obtained as follows. Let there be added to the given electrical system a continuous distribution of (source) constraining voltages such that the approximate result given by \( (4) \) without these voltages is the exact solution of the problem with them. These constraining voltages contribute a voltage term to \( (1) \) and the terms \( \delta W'_S/\delta q_k, \delta W'_R/\delta q_k, \ldots, \delta W'_L/\delta q_k, \) to the right-hand sides of \( (4) \), respectively. Denoting the modified equations by \( (4') \), we note that \( (4) \) is approximate for the case of no constraining voltages, whereas \( (4') \) is exact for the case where constraining voltages are included. Subtracting each equation of \( (4) \) from the corresponding equation of \( (4') \) noting that both systems of equations have the same solution, it follows that

\[ \frac{\delta W'_S}{\delta q_k}, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \]

hence the constraining voltages do not in any virtual displacement \( \delta q_k, k = 1, 2, \ldots, n. \) We have now shown that the approximate solution given by \( (4) \) is the exact solution of the problem obtained by superimposing on the given electrical system a suitable system of constraining voltages which do not work for any virtual displacement \( \delta q_k. \)

We have also obtained the following result. Let there be added to the given system a set of constraining voltages which force the solution of the assumed modes; then \( (4) \) gives the one and only such combination that does not require the constraining voltages to do work under any virtual displacement \( \delta q_k \) (and, hence, any virtual displacement permitted by the chosen modes).
B. Proof that \( R_{ki} = R_{ij} \).

Let \( F_k \) be a vector function whose direction at any point is the direction in which charge would flow if \( q_k \) were increased, and whose magnitude is the charge per unit cross section of path that flows at this point for unit increase of \( q_k \). We shall now compute \( \delta W_R \) for the virtual displacement \( \delta q_k \) without the current distribution \( M \). The contribution of the resistance drop to the electric intensity vector is (see Fig. 1)

\[
\frac{\delta W_R}{\delta q_k} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} F_i(q_i) dA
\]

where \( \rho \) is the resistivity of the material at the point. We consider the field of flow arising from \( \delta q_k \) to be made up of elementary tubes of flow. The energy loss in a length \( dl \) of such a tube at a point where the cross section is \( dA \) is (voltage component along tube times \( dl \)(\( F_k \) \( \delta q_k dA \)),

the second factor being the charge which moves in the elementary tube. Replacing \( dA \) \( dl \) by \( dv \) and integrating over all space (all pieces of all tubes), we have

\[
\delta W_R = \int_v \left( \rho \sum_{i=1}^{n} F_i(q_i) \right) F_i \delta q_k dv
\]

Comparing this expression with (3), we see that

\[
R_{ki} = \int_v \rho F_i \cdot F_k dv,
\]

\( k, i = 1, 2, \cdots, n. \)

It follows that

\[
R_{ij} = R_{ji} = \int_v \rho F_i \cdot F_j dv,
\]

\( i, j = 1, 2, \cdots, n. \) \hspace{1cm} (8)

C. Proof that \( L_{ii} = L_{ii} \).

Let \( q_i \) and \( q_j \) be taken as arbitrary functions of time, the only condition being that these functions are analytic (smooth) and have time derivatives which vanish at \( t = 0 \); also let all the other \( q \)'s be put equal to zero, and the current distribution \( M \) removed. The work put into the magnetic field as time increases from 0 to \( t \) is

\[
W_L = \int_0^t \left[ (L_{ii} q_i + L_{ij} q_j) \dot{q}_i + (L_{ij} q_j + L_{ji} q_i) \dot{q}_j \right] dt.
\] \hspace{1cm} (9)

Since this magnetic energy is completely determined by the currents that are flowing at the final time \( t \), this expression can depend only upon the final values of \( q_i \) and \( q_j \), and must be the same for all chosen functions which have these same final values. If, then, we give \( q \) an infinitesimal variation \( \delta q_i \), which is analytic and whose time derivative \( d/dt \delta q_i \) vanishes at time 0 and \( t \), the integral (9) must remain unaltered, or

\[
\delta W_L = 0.
\]

It follows that

\[
\delta W_L = \int_0^t \left[ (L_{ii} q_i + L_{ij} q_j) \delta q_i + (L_{ij} q_j + L_{ji} q_i) \delta q_i \right] dt = 0.
\]

Integrating the second term of the integrand by parts gives

\[
\int_0^t [(L_{ii} q_i + L_{ij} q_j) \delta q_i] dt + \int_0^t (L_{ij} q_i + L_{ij} q_i - L_{ji} q_i - L_{ij} q_i) \delta q_i dt = 0.
\]

But \( \delta q_i \) vanishes at times 0 and \( t \); hence, the first term is zero; also two terms in the integrand cancel, leaving

\[
(L_{ii} - L_{ij}) \int_0^t \delta q_i \delta q_i dt = 0.
\]

By choosing a \( \delta q_i \) whose slope \( d/dt \delta q_i = \delta q_i \) is always of the same sign as \( \dot{q}_i \), we obtain a situation where the integral is positive. In such a case the integral is not zero; hence its coefficient must vanish, giving

\[
L_{ii} = L_{ji}, \quad i, j = 1, 2, \cdots, n. \hspace{1cm} (10)
\]

We have thus established the desired symmetry of the system of equations (4).

D. Calculation of Electric and Magnetic Energies, and Dissipation. Proof that the Quadratic Forms in (5) are Positive Definite.

We shall finally determine the electric energy, the magnetic energy, and the power loss due to resistance for the fields and currents due to the \( q \)'s alone (no current distribution \( M \)). The expression (6) for the increase in the electric energy has been shown to be a total differential, and can therefore be integrated immediately. Noting that the electric energy vanishes when the \( q \)'s are all zero, we thus have the electric energy due to \( q \)'s alone:

\[
\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \frac{1}{C_{ij}} \right) q_i q_j. \hspace{1cm} (11)
\]

The energy given to the magnetic field during increases \( dq_1, dq_2, \cdots, dq_n \) is given by an expression similar to (6), namely,

\[
\left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} L_{1i} q_i \right) dq_1 + \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} L_{2i} q_i \right) dq_2 + \cdots
\]

\[
+ \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} L_{ni} q_i \right) dq_n,
\]
\[a n c e s, a n d v o l t a g e s; a n d s h a l l i l l u s t r a t e t h e s e u s i n g t h e l a t i n g t h e g e n e r a l i z e d c a p a c i t a n c e s, r e s i s t a n c e s, i n d u c t a b l y d i f f e r f r o m t h a t u s e d a b o v e w i t h t h e p u l s e t r a n s f o r m e r.\]

In such cases involving distributed constants. In such applications the current distribution \(M\), if necessary at all, will probably differ from that used above with the pulse transformer.

### IV. Determination of the Generalized Network Constants

We shall now consider the procedures used in calculating the generalized capacitances, resistances, inductances, and voltages; and shall illustrate these using the modes devised in Section II.

---

**A. Calculation of the Capacitances \(C_{ij}\)**

It is evident that the \(C\)'s of any mode which does not contain an electric field all vanish. More specifically, if a virtual displacement \(\delta q\) does not involve a flow of displacement charge, then \(1/C_{ik}=1/C_{ki}=0\) for any \(i\).

Furthermore, if the \(i^{th}\) and \(j^{th}\) modes have electric fields, but if these fields do not overlap in space, then \(1/C_{ij}=1/C_{ji}=0\), since a virtual displacement \(\delta q\) does not cause displacement charge to move in the electric field due to \(q_i\) and vice versa. The truth of these statements is also evident from the form of the expression (11) for the electric energy.

In computing \(C_{ii}\), we see from (3) that the only part of \(\delta W_{EC}/\delta q_k\) that is needed or that can be used is that which remains when the \(v\)'s and all of the \(q\)'s except \(q_i\) are put equal to zero. We therefore compute the virtual work \(\delta W_{EC}\) for the flow of charge given by \(\delta q_k\) and the voltage distribution given by \(q_i\) alone, after which we have

\[
\frac{1}{C_{ii}} = \frac{\delta W_{EC}}{q_i \delta q_k}.
\]

As examples, we see that modes A, B, and C have no mutual capacitances, and that mode A has no self-capacitance; thus, \(1/C_{AB}=1/C_{BC}=1/C_{AC}=1/C_{AA}=0\). Also placing

- \(a=\)length of winding
- \(x=\)distance from grounded end of winding
- \(e_{pc}=\)core-to-primary capacitance per unit length of winding
- \(C_{pc}=a e_{pc}=\)total core-to-primary capacitance
- \(e_{ps}=\)primary-to-secondary capacitance per unit length of winding
- \(C_{ps}=a e_{ps}=\)total primary-to-secondary capacitance,

the procedure in computing \(C_{BB}\) may be outlined as follows:

primary-to-core voltage due to \(q_B = \frac{3x}{a^2 e_{pc}} q_B\)

displacement charge per unit length of winding due to \(\delta q_B = \frac{3x}{a^2} \delta q_B\)

\[
\delta W_{EC} = \int_0^a \left(\frac{3x}{a^2 e_{pc}} q_B\right)\left(\frac{3x}{a^2} \delta q_B\right) dx = \frac{3}{a e_{pc}} q_B \delta q_B
\]

\[
C_{BB} = \frac{a e_{ps}}{3} = \frac{1}{C_{pc}}
\]

The last expression follows from (14). In the above calculation, fringing of the electric field at the ends of the
winding was neglected. If desired this can be included using
flux plotting methods.8-11

In calculating a mutual capacitance two modes are
involved, one of which is arbitrarily chosen to be given
a virtual displacement. If the roles of these modes were
interchanged so that the other is varied, it is evident
that the only effect is to take the δ from one q and place
it with the other, the integral on x being unaltered. Since
both q and δq are divided out, we see clearly how
\[
\frac{1}{C_{ij}} = \frac{\overline{\delta W_{ci}}}{q \delta q_i} = \frac{\overline{\delta W_{ci}}}{q \delta q_j} = \frac{1}{C_{ji}},
\]
which relation was proved in Section III.

B. Calculation of the Resistances R_{ij}.

In calculating R_{ij} we see from (3) that the only part
of \( \delta W_{Rj} / \delta q_k \) that is needed or that can be used is that
which remains when the v's and all of the q's except \( \dot{q}_i \) are
put equal to zero. We therefore compute the virtual
work \( \overline{\delta W_L} \) for the flow of charge given by \( \delta q_k \) and the
voltage distribution given by \( \dot{q}_i \) alone, after which we have
\[
R_{ki} = \frac{\overline{\delta W_R}}{\dot{q} \delta q_k}. \tag{15}
\]

As an example, let us place
\[ r_p = \text{resistance per unit length of primary winding} \]
\[ R_p = \text{resistance of primary winding} \]
\[ r_s = \text{resistance per unit length of secondary winding} \]
\[ R_s = \text{resistance of secondary winding} \]
then the procedure in computing the mutual resistance
R_{BC} may be outlined as follows:

Volts per unit length of primary = \( \frac{r_p}{2} \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right] \dot{q}_n \)
Virtual charge that passes any point of primary due to \( \delta q_c \)
\[ = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right] \delta q_c \]
\[ R_{BC} = \frac{\overline{\delta W_R}}{\dot{q} \delta q_c} = \frac{r_p}{4} \int_a^b \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right]^2 dx = \frac{1}{5} R_p. \]

In the above calculation, skin effect was not considered
explicitly; however, its effect can be included approximately
by assigning suitable values to \( r_p \) and \( r_s \).

In calculating a mutual resistance two modes are
involved, one of which is arbitrarily chosen to be given a
virtual displacement. If the roles of these modes were
interchanged so that the other were varied, it is evident
that the only effect would be to take the δ from one
q and place it with the other, the integral on x being un-
altered. Since both the q and the δq are divided out, we
see clearly how

It has already been shown in Section III that the $L$'s are symmetrical; hence, the roles of the two modes just used may be interchanged.

In actually carrying out the above procedure the integration in (19) is, at worst, a simple numerical integration in which Simpson's rule can be used; hence, practically all of the work lies in determining the magnetic field from the given current distribution corresponding to $\dot{q}_s$. Of the techniques available for solving this type of problem, perhaps the simplest is flux plotting. By means of flux plotting the magnetic fields can be determined to an accuracy depending largely upon the amount of time available for making such plots. We shall now apply (19) to modes A, B, and C; however, in order to avoid becoming involved with the details of flux plotting, we shall make certain approximations as follows.

1. Self-inductance of mode A

Let us suppose that the field due to the current distribution given by mode A passes axially down the space occupied by the primary-to-secondary insulation, with negligible leakage through the windings themselves. The flux passing down this space is, thus,

$$\phi = \frac{A\pi a N_p \dot{q}_A}{R} = A\ddot{q}_A,$$

where $R$ is the reluctance of this space, and $a$ is the fraction of the total m.m.f. which appears across it. It may be noted that, for this mode, the primary and secondary both produce the same m.m.f. $R$ can be obtained to sufficient accuracy for most purposes by computing the reluctance of the space occupied by the primary-to-secondary insulation (including the wire insulation). $a$ can be taken as the ratio of the coil length to this length increased by twice the primary-to-secondary insulation thickness. Of the flux $\phi$, let a fraction $\sigma$ return through the core, and a fraction $(1 - \sigma)$ return through the space outside of the secondary. We then have

Volts per unit length
of primary opposing $= \left( \frac{0.4\pi a N_p}{a} \right) \dot{q}_A$

a current in the positive direction

Virtual charge that passes any point of primary $= \delta q_A$

Volts per unit length
of secondary opposing $= \left[ \frac{0.4\pi a N_p}{a} \left(1 - \sigma\right) \right] \ddot{q}_A$

ing a current in the positive direction

Virtual charge that passes any point of secondary $= \frac{N_p}{N_s} \delta q_A$

$$\frac{\delta W_L}{\delta q_A} = \int_0^\infty \frac{10^{-8}0.4\pi a N_p}{aR} \left[ N_s\sigma + N_s\left(1 - \sigma\right) \frac{N_p}{N_s} \right] \ddot{q}_A d\tau$$

$$L_{AA} = \frac{\frac{\delta W_L}{\dot{q}_A}}{\ddot{q}_A} = 10^{-8} \left[ N_p f_p \text{(average value of } g_s(x) \text{)} \right] - N_s f_s \text{(average value of } g_s(x) \text{)} \right].$$

But the average value of $g_s(x)$ and of $g_s(x)$ is zero for each of the modes in question; hence,

$$L_{AA} = 0,$$

and there is no mutual inductance between mode A and any of the other modes.

3. Self-inductance of mode B

In obtaining the field due to the current distribution given by $\dot{q}_B$, we shall replace the winding by a current sheet and place this against the core, the assumption being that the field so obtained is a sufficient approximation to the actual field, in so far as the determination of flux linkages per unit length of primary is concerned. The current at any point of the primary is, noting Table 1,

$$\frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{3}{a} \frac{x^2}{a} - 1 \right] \ddot{q}_B.$$ (21)

The average value of this current along the winding is zero; hence it exerts no net m.m.f. on the core. The current at one end of the winding opposes that at the other end, and the magnetic field is in a sense "squirted" out into the region outside of the winding. The total m.m.f. of the current flowing in the region between 0 and $x$ is

$$0.4\pi a \int_0^x \left[ \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - \frac{x}{a} \right] d\tau = 0.2\pi a \ddot{q}_B \left[ \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^3 - \frac{x}{a} \right].$$

By plotting a curve of

$$\left[ \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^3 - \frac{x}{a} \right]$$

and from it obtaining the values of $x/a$ corresponding to equal increments of the ordinates, the location of the equipotential lines on the flux plot for the chosen num-
number of such increments is determined. It may be noted that the number of such lines per unit distance along the winding is proportional to the derivative of the m.m.f. with respect to \( x \), or the current. It may also be mentioned that the lines of force do not enter the current sheet at right angles, since there must be a tangential component of magnetic field intensity given by 0.4\( \pi \) times the current per unit length of winding. From such a plot \( \beta_p(x) \) of (17) is obtained directly, after which (19) gives

\[
L_{BB} = \frac{10^{-8}N_p}{2a} \int_0^a \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right] \beta_p(x) dx, \tag{22}
\]

the integration being carried out numerically using Simpson's rule.

4. Self-inductance of mode C

The primary and secondary currents are

\[
\frac{1}{2} \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right] \delta c.
\]

Since the average current in each winding is zero, neither produces any net m.m.f. on the core; also, the secondary produces no net m.m.f. on the space occupied by the primary-to-secondary insulation. Here, as in Part 3, we assume that a sufficient approximation to the actual field can be obtained by replacing the secondary winding by a current sheet on the core. Because of the identity of (21) and (23), we see that the flux plot obtained in Part 3 may be used here. Denoting the function \( \beta_p(x) \) obtained in Part 3 by \( \beta_p(x) \), it follows that in the present case

\[
\beta_p(x) = \frac{N_p - N_s}{N_p} F_p(x), \quad \beta_s(x) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right],
\]

\[
x_p = \frac{N_p - N_s}{N_p} \beta_p(x), \quad \beta_s(x) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right];
\]

hence (19) gives

\[
L_{CC} = \frac{10^{-8}}{2a} \int_0^a \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right] \left( \frac{N_p - N_s}{N_p} \right) F_p(x) dx,
\]

or, comparing this expression with (22),

\[
L_{CC} = \left( \frac{N_p - N_s}{N_p} \right)^2 L_{BB}.
\]

5. Mutual inductance between mode B and mode C

Proceeding as before, we consider both the primary and the secondary as current sheets on the core. Allowing the currents corresponding to \( \delta q \) to flow, and giving \( \delta q \) a virtual displacement, we have

\[
f_p = f_s = F_p, \quad g_p = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right],
\]

\[
g_s = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right],
\]

where, as in Part 4, \( F_p(x) \) is the function obtained for \( \beta_p(x) \) in Part 3. Equation (19) now becomes

\[
L_{BC} = \frac{10^{-8}}{2a} \int_0^a \left[ 3 \left( \frac{x}{a} \right)^2 - 1 \right] [N_p - N_s] F_p(x) dx
\]

or, comparing this expression with (22),

\[
L_{BC} = \frac{N_p - N_s}{N_p} L_{BB}.
\]

The above picture can evidently be refined by a more exact treatment of skin effect, and, in the case of small wire sizes, by a separate consideration of the flux which links the individual turns.

D. Calculation of the Source Voltages \( E_k \)

The generalized voltages \( E_k \) are given by (3), thus

\[
E_k = \frac{\delta W_E}{\delta q_k}. \tag{24}
\]

It should be noted that \( \delta W_E \) is the virtual work supplied by the various sources, whereas \( \delta W_O, \delta W_R, \) and \( \delta W_L \) are the virtual works required by the various impedances, respectively.

As an example, the procedure used in calculating \( E_A \) may be outlined as follows:

\[
\delta W_E = E_p \delta q_A - E_s \frac{N_p}{N_s} \delta q_A,
\]

\[
F_A = \frac{\delta W_E}{\delta q_A} = E_p - \left( \frac{N_p}{N_s} \right) E_s.
\]

E. Calculation of the Residual Voltages \( v_k \)

As described in connection with (3) the residual voltages are obtained by dividing certain virtual works by \( \delta q \). In the transformer the only current distribution that we have that is not included in the various modes, and hence given by the \( g \)'s, is the current distribution \( M \), comprising the magnetizing current and the eddy currents in the core. We shall now calculate the three component parts of \( v_k \), namely, \( v_{ck}, v_{rh}, \) and \( v_{lk} \).

1. Residual voltages \( v_{ck} \)

The weak electric field which links the core and gives rise to the "volts per turn" of the winding is at right angles to the direction of flow of the displacement charge
due to \( \delta q_k \) in the core-to-primary or primary-to-secondary insulation. It follows that the corresponding virtual work is zero, and the \( v_c \)'s all vanish.

2. Residual voltages \( v_{Rk} \)

The only place where the various mode currents and the currents of distribution \( M \) follow common paths is in the primary winding. It follows that

\[
v_{Rk} = - \frac{\delta W_R}{\delta q_k}
\]

(25)

where \( \delta W_R \) is the virtual work required by the virtual displacement \( \delta q_k \) due to the primary voltage \( I_M R_p \) caused by distribution \( M \). In obtaining the self- and mutual-resistances involving mode \( A \), the virtual work required by \( \delta q_k \) due to the primary voltage \( R_p q_k \) was calculated; hence, by replacing \( q_k \) by \( I_M \) in these expressions, we obtain the corresponding expressions for the present case. Noting (25), it follows that the \( v_{Rk} \)'s all vanish except that for mode \( A \), which is

\[
v_{RA} = I_M R_p
\]

3. Residual voltages \( v_{Lk} \)

In order to determine the \( v_{Lk} \)'s we must determine the virtual work \( \delta W_L \) required by a virtual displacement \( \delta q_k \) due to the induced voltages arising from the distribution \( M \); then

\[
v_{Lk} = - \frac{\delta W_L}{\delta q_k}
\]

(26)

The magnetic field due to this distribution is made up of two parts; the large circulating flux which is confined to the core, and the small leakage flux whose path lies part in the core and part in the air. We shall consider these two parts separately, as follows.

a. Circulating flux confined to core

The volts per turn opposing a positive primary current and aiding a positive secondary current due to this flux at any instant is independent of \( x \), and will be denoted by \( H(t) \). Noting (18), we see that the contribution of the voltage due to this flux to \( \delta W_L \) is

\[
\int_0^a \left\{ \left[ \frac{N_p}{a} H(t) \right] [g_p(x) \delta q_k] - \left[ \frac{N_s}{a} H(t) \right] [g_s(x) \delta q_k] \right\} dx
\]

\[
= \left[ N_p \right. \left. \text{Average value of } g_p(x) \right] - N_s \left. \text{Average value of } g_s(x) \right] \int H(t) \delta q_k = 0
\]

since the average values of \( g_p(x) \) and \( g_s(x) \) along the windings are zero for all modes except mode \( A \), and since for mode \( A \) the two terms in the brace cancel. The circulating flux which is confined to the core therefore contributes nothing to the \( v_{Lk} \)'s.

b. Leakage flux

Let us assume that for any \( I_M \) the shape of the external leakage field would be altered negligibly if the material of the core were changed to one which is electrically nonconductive (no eddy currents), and which has a suitable, high, constant permeability. With such a core, let us consider a mode

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{primary current} &= \dot{q}_0 \\
\text{secondary current} &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The virtual work required by a virtual displacement \( \delta q_k \) because of the induced voltage due to \( \dot{q}_0 \) is, noting (3),

\[
L_{0k} \delta q_k.
\]

But \( L_{0k} = L_{ok} \) due to (10), and \( I_M \) and the current corresponding to \( \dot{q}_0 \) follow the same path; hence, noting (26) and (27), it follows that

\[
v_{Lk} = L_{ok} I_M.
\]

(28)

\( L_{ok} \) is \( 1/\dot{q}_0 \delta q_k \) times the virtual work required by \( \delta q_k \) due to the induced voltages corresponding to \( \dot{q}_k \); hence, the \( L_{ok} \)'s can be determined using the same fields required in Part C.\(^{13}\) More explicitly, we may apply (19) placing

\[
g_p(x) = 1, \quad g_s(x) = 0,
\]

\[
L_{ok} = 10^{-s} a N_p \int_0^a f_p(x) dx
\]

\[
= 10^{-s} a N_p \text{ Average value of } f_p(x)
\]

(29)

where \( f_p(x) \) is the same function defined in (17), used in Part C, and therefore available with no further calculation. Proceeding as in division 5 of this part, we obtain

\[
L_{oc} = N_p - N_s L_{oh}
\]

(30)

If we make the same assumptions concerning the nature of the field due to mode \( A \) that were made in division 1 of this part, and proceed as with (20), we have volts per unit length of primary

\[
N_p \frac{10^{-s} a \sigma}{R} \frac{0.4 \pi \sigma N_p}{4 \pi k \sigma R}
\]

virtual charge that passes any point of primary \( = \delta q_k \)

\[
L_{0A} = \frac{4 \pi \sigma N_p}{R}
\]

or, comparing this result with (20),

\[
L_{2A} = \sigma L_{AA}
\]

This in (28) gives\(^7\)

\[
v_{La} = \sigma L_{AA} i_M.
\]

\(^{13}\) The inductances \( L_{ok} \) could also be obtained from a plot of the leakage field due to \( I_M \) alone. Since this plot is simpler than those of the leakage fields of the various modes, greater accuracy would probably be obtained using it than would be obtained using those required in Part C of Section IV.
V. SUMMARY OF GENERALIZED NETWORK CONSTANTS

The results of calculations carried out in accordance with Section IV are contained in the following matrices (Table II). Here $C_{pe}$ and $C_{ps}$ are the total core-to-primary and primary-to-secondary capacitances, $R_p$ and $R_s$ are the primary and secondary resistances, and the various source and residual volt-ages take the values given in the matrices in Table II. Before considering any specific networks, it will be well to specify what is meant by an ideal transformer and also by a change of impedance level.

An ideal transformer is a fictitious transformer with no leakage, no resistance, and zero magnetizing current. It has the following properties: it supplies or dissipates no energy, there is no electrical connection between the primary and the secondary windings, voltage ratio = 1; current ratio = turn ratio = constant. The impedance level of any mesh in a network is said to be increased in the ratio $\rho^2$, if the following alterations are made in the quantities associated with that mesh: all self-impedances are increased in the ratio $\rho^2$, all mutual impedances and voltages are increased in the ratio $\rho$, and the mesh current is decreased in the ratio $\rho$. That the network so altered is in equilibrium follows from the fact that its network equations are satisfied, for these equations can be obtained from those for the original network simply by multiplying the one equation corresponding to the given mesh through by $\rho$, and by replacing the given mesh current by $\rho$ times the altered mesh current in all the equations. If desired, the impedance levels of several meshes can be similarly raised or lowered.

We shall now obtain equivalent networks for a number of progressively more difficult cases, as follows.
A. Equivalent Network Using Mode A and Current Distribution $M$

In the network of Fig. 2 the fundamental mesh or mode currents are as follows:

1. $I_M$ flows clockwise around through $E_p$, $R_p$, $\sigma L_{AA}$, and the box marked "core."

2. $\dot{q}_A$ flows clockwise around through $E_p$, $R_p$, $\sigma L_{AA}$, $(1-\sigma)L_{AA}$ and $N_p$; and $(N_p/N_s)$ $\dot{q}_A$ flows clockwise around through $N_s$, $R_s$, and $E_s$.

The directions of the turns in the windings of the ideal transformer are such as to enforce the current mode just described in 2. The box marked "Core" is a fictitious impedance which requires the proper magnetizing current $I_M$.\(^{13}\) It is evident by inspection that the various resistances, inductances, source voltages and residual voltages duplicate the values specified in Section V for mode A alone; also, the currents flowing through $E_p$ and $E_s$ are

![Fig. 3—Equivalent network using mode A and current distribution $M$.](image)

the actual primary and secondary currents $\dot{q}_A + I_M$ and $(N_p/N_s)$ $\dot{q}_A$, respectively; hence, the four-terminal network Fig. 2 can replace the transformer in any network in which the transformer is a component part. If the impedance level of the part of this network that is associated with the secondary is reduced in the ratio $(N_p/N_s)^2$, the ideal transformer may be omitted, and the equivalent network of Fig. 2 reduces to Fig. 3.

\(^{13}\) The inductances due to the leakage fields are evidently small compared with an inductance associated with the main circulating flux in the core. Of the mutual inductances given by the $M_{ij}$'s of Section V, only that due to $M_{14}$ is shown in the diagrams.

B. Equivalent Network Using Modes A, B, and C, and the Current Distribution $M$

In the network of Fig. 4\(^4\) the fundamental mesh or mode currents are as follows:

1. $I_M$ flows clockwise around through $E_p$, $R_p$, $\sigma L_{AA}$, and the box marked "Core."

![Fig. 5—Inductance combination and the part of Fig. 4 which it can replace.](image)

2. $\dot{q}_A$ flows clockwise around through $E_p$, $R_p$, $\sigma L_{AA}$, $(1-\sigma)L_{AA}$, and $N_p$; and $(N_p/N_s)$ $\dot{q}_A$ flows clockwise around through $N_s$, $R_s$, and $E_s$.

3. $\dot{q}_B$ flows clockwise around through $E_p$, $(1/5)R_p$, $L_{BB}$, and $(1/3)C_{ps}$.

4. $\dot{q}_C$ flows around through $E_p$, $(1/5)R_p$, $N_p - N_s$, $(1/3)C_{ps}$, $(1/5)R_s$, and $E_s$; and $[(N_p - N_s)/N_p]$ $\dot{q}_C$ flows counterclockwise around through $L_{BB}$ and $E_s$.

The directions of the turns in the windings of the two ideal transformers are such as to enforce the current modes just described in 2 and 4. The box marked "Core" is a fictitious impedance which requires the proper magnetizing current $I_M$ and which has the proper mutual inductances with modes B and C.\(^7\)\(^{14}\) It is easily verified that the various capacitances, resistances, inductances, and source and residual voltages have the values specified in Section V; also, the currents flowing through $E_p$ and $E_s$ are the actual primary and secondary currents $\dot{q}_A + \dot{q}_B + \dot{q}_C + I_M$ and $(N_p/N_s)$ $\dot{q}_A + \dot{q}_C$, respectively; hence, the four-terminal network Fig. 4 can replace the transformer in any network in which the transformer

\(^{14}\) Instead of using the combination of Fig. 5(a), the combination of Fig. 5(b) could be used. This combination does not require an ideal transformer, but does require a coefficient of coupling of unity between the two coils.
is a component part. If the impedance level of the part of this network that is associated with the secondary, and also of part of the mesh described first under 4 above is reduced in the ratio \((N_p/N_s)^2\), the equivalent network becomes Fig. 6.

Here the fundamental mesh or mode currents are as follows:

1. \(I_M\) flows clockwise around through \(E_p\), \(R_p\), \(\sigma L_{AA}\), and the box marked "core."
2. \(\dot{q}_A\) flows clockwise around through \(E_p\), \(R_p\), \(\sigma L_{AA}\), \((1 - \sigma) L_{BB}, \((N_p/N_s)^2 R_p\), and \((N_p/N_s)E_r\).
3. \(\dot{q}_B\) flows clockwise around through \(E_p\), \((1/5) R_p\), \(L_{BB}\), and \((1/3) C_{ps}\).
4. \(\dot{q}_C\) flows clockwise around through \(E_p\), \((1/5) R_p\), \(N_p\), \((N_p/N_s)^2 R_p\), \((N_p/N_s)E_r\).
   \((N_p/N_s)^2 R_p\), and \((N_p/N_s)E_r\).

The directions of the turns in the windings of the ideal transformers are such as to enforce the current mode just described in 4. The current through \(E_p\) is the actual primary current \(\dot{q}_A + \dot{q}_B + \dot{q}_C - I_M\), and the current through \((N_p/N_s)E_r\) is the actual secondary current \((N_p/N_s)(\dot{N}_p/\dot{N}_s)[\dot{q}_A + \dot{q}_C]\) corresponding to the new impedance level.

VII. SIMPLIFICATION OF EQUIVALENT NETWORKS

The complexity of the equivalent network to be used in solving a particular problem is determined by the nature of the problem and the accuracy of the desired results. For example, in problems involving low-frequency power transformers where distributed capacitance is unimportant, mode A and the current distribution \(M\) are sufficient, the resulting equivalent network being Fig. 7. If resistance and magnetizing current are unimportant in a particular application, this degenerates to Fig. 8.

Again, in solving certain specific problems in suppressing oscillations in pulse transformers, modes A, B, and C were used, the current distribution \(M\) being omitted. Resistances were found to be of negligible effect; also, \(L_{BB}\) when calculated was found to be very small and was neglected. Noting Fig. 6, it is evident that Fig. 9 is a corresponding equivalent network.

Finally, in investigating the relatively long-time backswing phenomena of a pulse transformer after the pulse is over, modes A, B, and C, and the current distribution \(M\) were used. Resistances and inductances were found to be small; hence, noting Fig. 6, it is evident that Fig. 10 is a corresponding equivalent network. However, since the middle branch comprising the ideal transformer and capacitor is equivalent to a capacitor, this network reduces to Fig. 11.

In any specific problem, only as many modes are used as are necessary to explain the particular phenomena under investigation. When the numerical values of the various circuit constants of the equivalent network are calculated, it is likely that certain of these will be seen to be negligible, in which case corresponding simplifications in the network are automatically suggested.
Transadmittance and Input Conductance of a Lighthouse Triode at 3000 Megacycles

NORMAN T. LAVOO†, MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—Measurement of the transadmittance and input conductance of a lighthouse triode at 3000 Mc. as a function of the cathode-to-grid transit angle θ₁ is described, and results are given. These measurements indicate that, for small values of θ₁ (that is, for close spacings and high current densities), transadmittances of 50 to 70 per cent of the low-frequency values can be obtained even with relatively coarse grids. On such tubes, however, the input conductance is about two to three times as high as might be expected. When θ₁ becomes of the order of 10 radians, the transadmittance falls to about 20 per cent of its low-frequency value. The input conductance falls off considerably for large θ₁, but there is no indication of negative input conductance. A discussion is given of the conspicuous discrepancy between the experimental results and the results predicted for an "ideal" tube.

Introduction

The lighthouse tubes¹ find many applications in the frequency range of a few hundred to a few thousand megacycles. At frequencies above a few thousand megacycles the lighthouse tube loses its high efficiency, and other tubes designed to capitalize on transit time replace it in many applications. This paper deals with the measurement of some tube parameters at a frequency in the upper useful range. Specifically, the input conductance and transadmittance will be given for a lighthouse triode of the 2C40 type at a frequency of 3000 megacycles. The first part of the paper will give the results of this investigation and the latter part will be devoted to a brief discussion of the apparatus and technique used.

This paper will deal only with small signals. It was found that the signal level could be increased so that the signal peak was equal to the bias before the characteristics described in this paper were appreciably affected. The alternating components of plate and grid currents may be expressed in the following way:

\[ i_p = y_1 e_p + y_2 e_p \]  
\[ i_g = y_3 e_g + y_4 e_g \]  

At frequencies where transit time is not important, in a grid-return circuit \( i_p = i_g \) and, therefore, \( y_1 = y_4 \) and \( y_2 = y_3 \). Hence, under these conditions, we recognize \( y_1 \) as the transconductance (at low frequencies the transconductance and transadmittance are identical) and \( y_2 \) as the plate conductance. With the onset of appreciable transit time, however, the plate current is not identical with the grid current and \( y_1 \) and \( y_2 \) are no longer equal. The transadmittance \( y_1 \) may be measured by causing the alternating plate voltage \( e_p \) to be zero by detuning the output cavity and determining the ratio \( i_p/e_p \). In like manner \( y_3 \), the input admittance, may be determined by making \( e_p \) zero and measuring the ratio \( i_g/e_g \).

Input Conductance

The lighthouse tube, as normally used in a cavity, employs a grid-return type of circuit. Such a grid-return circuit results in a low input impedance to the tube even at the lowest frequencies.² If the output impedance be low by detuning of the output cavity, the input conductance is given by the transconductance of the tube. For example, at low frequencies a tube having a transconductance of 5000 micromhos would have an input conductance of 5000 micromhos. In terms of impedance this tube would have an input resistance of 200 ohms.

The more important data describing the tubes are these: (1) cathode diameter, 0.186 inch; (2) grid mesh, 0.002-inch wires spaced 100 per inch; (3) bias derived from 250-ohm cathode resistor; (4) oxide emitter, thickness 0.001 to 0.0015 inch.

The following data refer only to Figs. 1 and 2:

Fig. 1—Effect of cathode-to-grid transit angle on the ratio of high-frequency input conductance to the low-frequency input conductance taken on a number of parallel-plane triodes at 3000 megacycles. Included for comparison is the theoretical curve for an ideal tube.

* Decimal classification: R252X262. Original manuscript received by the Institute, June 27, 1946; revised manuscript received, August 22, 1946.
† Research Laboratory, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

(5) plate voltage, 250; (6) grid-to-plate transit angle, roughly 100 degrees for each tube; (7) direct-current plate current, 8 to 30 milliamperes, depending on grid-to-
cathode spacing.

If the triode had an infinitely fine grid, and if the
cathode and grid were absolutely parallel and the elec-
trons had zero initial velocities, the input conductance
should fall off from the low-frequency value as frequency
increases. It should actually go through zero, periodi-
cally yielding negative conductance at certain combina-
tions of operating parameters. Fig. 1 shows how the
input conductance varies with the cathode-to-grid
transit angle in such an ideal tube. In addition, Fig. 1
shows how the input conductance varies with cathode-
to-grid transit angle in about forty parallel-plane triodes
at 3000 megacycles. Each point represents a different
tube.

It can be seen that increasing transit time does result
in a decrease of conductance. The predicted decrease to
zero does not occur, however. One factor that prevents
this is the losses in the input circuit. These losses, as
evaluated by taking a measurement with the tube biased
considerably beyond cutoff, amount to approximately
1000 micromhos in the average tube. This loading is
primarily caused by losses in rare-earth oxides used for
the emitter, glass seals, and to a lesser extent by the thin
fernoico foil used in the cathode post, and by other loss
sources. Were these losses not present one might expect
the wide-spacing tubes to behave much as theory pre-
dicts.

Very-close-spacing tubes seem to suffer from a tre-
mendous amount of input loading. For instance, the
high-frequency input loading with the closer-spacing
tubes is up to fifty per cent greater than the low-fre-
quency value. One of the main contributing factors, in
addition to those previously mentioned, is the effect of
electrons within the potential minimum.

The potential minimum is a result of the electrons
being emitted from the cathode with a finite initial
velocity. This emission velocity causes all emitted elec-
trons, even those that never get to the plate, to travel
at least part way to the grid. As a result, there is a po-
tential minimum between grid and cathode which is
lower than cathode potential, and a good deal more cur-
rent may be circulating aimlessly between cathode and
potential minimum than actually moves on to be useful
plate current. These potential minimum effects are espe-
cially pronounced at high frequencies and with close-
space tubes. Actually the potential minimum may be
located practically at grid plane in certain close-spacing
tubes. The electrons making up the going and return
current in the potential-minimum region will have ap-
preciable transit angles in the microwave region. They
are thereby capable of taking up power from the source
by repeated accelerations. Though they induce current
in, and therefore load down, the input cavity, they fail
to contribute anything to the transadmittance.

**Transadmittance**

This section is captioned transadmittance rather than
transconductance because at the highest frequencies
this parameter is no longer a real quantity but a com-
plex one. Hereafter, the term "transadmittance" will be
used to designate the magnitude of this quantity. No
attempt was made to measure the phase angle of the
transadmittance because of the complexity of the equip-
ment thought necessary for this measurement.

For this measurement, the output circuit was again
detuned and sufficient measurements were taken to ob-
tain the output current and input voltage. Fig. 2 shows
the results plotted as a ratio of the high-frequency trans-
admittance to the low-frequency transadmittance versus
the cathode-to-grid transit angle. Each of the points on
the experimental curve represents a different tube hav-
ing a somewhat different spacing and current. Fig. 2
also shows a plot of an ideal parallel-plane triode whose
spacing from grid to cathode varies in the same manner
as the experimental tubes. The tubes having transit

good angle of 200 degrees correspond to a grid-to-cathode
spacing of about 0.0015 inch. As the transit angle of the

\[ \frac{\text{grid-to-grid transit angle}}{\text{cathode-to-grid transit angle}} \]

Fig. 2—Effect of cathode-to-grid transit angle on the ratio of high-
frequency transadmittance to the low-frequency transadmittance.
Each point represents one of the forty parallel-plane triodes oper-
ing at a given spacing and current density at 3000 megacycles. Also presented is the curve for an ideal tube.

Fig. 3—Ratio of high-frequency transadmittance to the low-fre-
quency transadmittance as a function of cathode-to-grid transit
angle with cathode-to-grid spacing (given on the graph in mils) as
a parameter. Each curve represents measurements on a parallel-
plane triode with a given spacing at 3000 megacycles.

The performance of an ideal tube is calculated from equations
adapted from F. B. Llewellyn, "Electron Inertia Effects," Cambridge
about 0.008 inch. It is interesting to note that the experimental curve shows no upward trend at the longer transit angles as does the theoretical curve. Fig. 3 extends the usefulness of Fig. 2 by showing separately the effects of current and spacings.

This departure from the theoretical performance cannot be explained with any degree of certainty. One is tempted to ascribe the discrepancy to the coarseness of the grid mesh. However, for a given grid mesh the widest-spacing tube will approach the more closely to the ideal tube. That is to say, the tube with the widest spacing has effectively a finer grid mesh; and if the grid mesh were at fault, then this tube should approach more nearly to the ideal. If the trouble were that the elements of the tubes were nonparallel, this again could go a long way towards the explanation. However, it is hardly conceivable that all of the tubes would suffer from this defect to an equal extent. Furthermore, the tilt should become less significant with the wider-spaced tubes.

Another trouble with these tubes could be the non-uniformity of emission from the cathode. Certain areas that are more active than others have higher current density, which results in transit angles different from those in other less-active areas. There are many factors that enter into this uniformity problem. Not only is there the technique of preparation of the oxides but also the method of application, degassing of metals within the tube, activation method of cathode, and other processes difficult to control.

Still another possible factor is the influence of edge effect. A considerable portion of the total current is emitted by the area near the outer edge of the cathode. The discontinuity caused by the cathode post results in a nonuniform electric field in the outer areas of the emitter. This nonuniform field causes different transit times over the face of the cathode and would be more pronounced in the wider-spaced tubes.

**APPARATUS**

The cavity used for the measurements is shown in Fig. 4. There are several reasons for the use of such an unorthodox cavity. To simplify the calculations necessary to transform a measured impedance in region III of the grid-cathode cavity to the edge of the electron stream within the tube, it is desirable that the local waves generated by the discontinuity introduced by the cathode post attenuate to a negligible amount before reaching the corner IV. This then determines the minimum value for the inner diameter of section III (this dimension was 6.36 centimeters in the actual cavity). However, a choice of such large diameters makes it possible for circumferential modes to propagate in this region. The grid-cathode cavity is excited by a loop in section I, where there is high attenuation of higher-order waves. Section I then symmetrically excites section III (where measurements are taken) through the section of radial line II. An equivalent four-terminal network was calculated and then checked experimentally for section IV and the radial section V connecting the corner network to the tube.4,5

It is convenient to construct charts so that, as soon as the measurements of standing-wave ratio and mode position are taken in section III, the real and imaginary components of the input impedance to the tube can be obtained immediately. If, in addition to the above information taken on both the input and output of the tube, one also takes a reading of the magnitude of the voltage maximum in both cavities, then with some simply constructed graphs the radio-frequency components of the plate current and grid voltage of the tube are easily obtained.

The numerical value of the cathode-to-grid transit angle for a particular tube was calculated by the use of the following formula:3

$$\theta_1 = \frac{126 (x)^{1/3}}{\lambda I_0}$$

where

- \(\theta_1\) = the cathode-to-grid transit angle in radians
- \(\lambda\) = the wavelength in centimeters
- \(x\) = the cathode-to-grid spacing in centimeters
- \(I_0\) = the current density in amperes per square centimeter.

In all the measurements \(\lambda\) was fixed at 10 centimeters. The spacing was deduced from a knowledge of the high-frequency capacitance and previous studies of models. There are several assumptions that tend to make the transit angle, as calculated by the use of the above formula, incorrect. For example, there must be complete space-charge limitation at the cathode so that the electric field is zero at that plane. In addition, the assumption is inherent that the electrons are emitted with zero velocity and that the grid is very fine. The conditions in the experimental tubes depart sufficiently from these assumptions so that the results should be taken only to indicate trends. It is thought the accuracy of the transadmittance is within ±10 per cent; but the cathode-to-grid transit angle associated with this transadmittance is a matter of interest.

mittance may be in error more than this, especially in the case of the closely spaced tubes.

Despite many precautions in the design of the cavity, considerable trouble was experienced with higher-order waves distorting the principal wave in the measurement zone. Some of this was eliminated by redesign of tube contacts; but in other instances, where the trouble originated within the tube from such things as a tilted or eccentric cathode, nothing could be done but reject that tube for testing purposes.
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The Cyclophon: A Multipurpose Electronic Commutator Tube

D. D. GRIEG†, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E., J. J. GLAUBER†, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E., AND S. MOSKOWITZ†, MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—Electronic switching or commutation provides an inertialless mechanism for precise high-speed operation, and permits a multiplicity of circuits to be controlled by relatively small voltages such as are encountered in radio reception. The Cyclophon tube is one particular form of electronic switch which provides for the control of twenty-five separate circuits. This control is so precise that it can be used as a modulator and demodulator for pulse-time-modulation transmission and reception. Some further applications are in the fields of telemetering, pulse generation, phasing, frequency multiplication, counting of electric impulses, monitoring, and synchronizing-wave-form generation in television.

The name "Cyclophon" is given to a generic type of tube utilizing a beam of electrons as a switching or commutating element. The application of an inertialless switching device of this nature to a variety of problems has been long recognized and many references to it can be found in the literature.

As far back as 1906, Diekmann and Glage applied for a patent on a cathode-ray relay which was claimed to be capable of performance substantially equivalent to that achieved with a metallic switch.1 More recently, radial types of commutating tubes have been described which are applicable to signaling and control systems.2

The Cyclophon may take a variety of forms utilizing various types of construction and methods of control. These include the cathode-ray-oscilloscope type, the aforementioned radial type, forms involving linear construction, or a combination of any of these. The electron beam may consist of a fine beam of electrons or, alternatively, a flat sheet capable of large current capacity. Control of the beam may also be accomplished in a variety of fashions including both electric and magnetic means. Whatever the form utilized, however, the functional characteristics are similar, in that results equivalent to those obtained with a moving metallic contactor are achieved.

I. Theory of Operation

A. General Description

The component parts of a typical Cyclophon tube are shown schematically in Fig. 1. The portions labeled 1 to 4 comprise a cathode-ray gun consisting of a cathode (1), control grid (2), electrostatic focusing element (3), accelerating anode (4), and electric-field deflection system (5). This gun produces a sharply defined beam of electrons, which may be deflected in any direction by impressing proper voltages on the deflection plates. Thus, in the tube illustrated, the beam is caused to describe a circular path in the plane of the target. Other types of deflection paths, and deflection and focusing systems, may of course be utilized.3

The gun structure is followed by a "stopper" or aperture plate, containing as many apertures as there are channels or circuits to be controlled. A series of targets (7), which may be current collectors or secondary-emitting dynodes, are placed directly behind the aperture-plate openings.

B. Secondary Emission

The current output of each channel may be increased several times by the use of secondary emission from the...

† Decimal classification: R257.2. Original manuscript received by the Institute, August 26, 1946. Revised manuscript received, October 25, 1946. Presented, New York Section, I.R.E., New York, N.Y., April 6, 1946.

‡ Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc., New York, N.Y.

1 M. Diekmann and G. Glage, "Continuously quantitatively acting relay employing the electrical deflecting power of cathode rays," D.R.P. No. 184710, Klasse 21g, Gruppe 4, application date, Oct. 10, 1906, publication date, April 7, 1907.


target anodes (dynodes). To obtain such a secondary current flow, the aperture plate is maintained at a higher positive potential than the dynodes. The dynode current then is a function of primary beam current, secondary-emission ratio, and aperture-plate-to-dynode voltage.

C. Dynode Characteristics and Equivalent Circuits

A typical dynode volt-ampere characteristic is shown in Fig. 2 for several values of primary beam current.

![Fig. 2—Dynode volt-ampere characteristic for the three indicated values of primary beam current in microamperes.](image)

The forms of these curves suggest three modes of operation and equivalent circuits. If the operation is such that the quiescent operating point is at A and assuming an output voltage which is small compared to the dynode voltage, the equivalent circuit may be represented by a current generator whose current is equal to \((N-1)i_p(f(t))\), a switch or commutator, each contact having a negative resistance \(-R\) and a load impedance \(Z\). Such an equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The switching function \(f(t)\) is derived from the geometric configuration of the apertures and from the type of cyclic variation of the sweep used. The internal contact resistance corresponds to the slope of the dynode characteristic at the operating point. Analysis then shows that the output-voltage function \(e_o\) (i.e., the voltage appearing across the load impedance \(Z\)) may be written as

\[
e_o = \frac{(N-1)i_p(f(t))Z}{Z - R}
\]  

(1)

This equation shows that, with the described mode of operation, the output voltage may become exceedingly large if \(Z\) is a positive resistance and almost equal or equal to \(R\). Since for normal operation it is stipulated that the output voltage is small with respect to the dynode voltage, linear conditions prevail. Examination of the curves of Fig. 2 shows that a large increase in dynode voltage will bring the internal resistance into a positive region, thus causing the output voltage to reach equilibrium. This effect of secondary emission may be regarded as regenerative and thus must be carefully considered when using reactive loads. Under these conditions, where the output dynode voltage is large, nonlinear operation results and the equations indicated hold only for operation over the limited linear portion of the curves.

If the quiescent operating point is at C, Fig. 2, the equivalent circuit is similar to that described above, with the contact resistance replaced by a positive resistance. Thus the output voltage may be written as

\[
e_o = \frac{(N-1)i_p(f(t))Z}{R + Z}
\]  

(2)

However, if the operating point is at B, the internal contact resistance is much greater than any normal load impedance, so that the load current becomes substantially independent of the load impedance. Hence, the output voltage becomes

\[
e_o = (N - 1)i_p(f(t))Z.
\]  

(3)

The above equations are useful in the analysis of the operation of Cyclophon tubes utilizing secondary emission. It should be noted that \(Z\) is in the form of a differential operator, since \(f(t)\) may not necessarily be a simple sinusoidal function. Of course, the tube operation may be suitably analyzed by the usual graphical method using the characteristic curves. These analyses are simplified if the load is a pure resistance.

D. Cross Talk

An important characteristic of any type of commutating tube is cross talk, the interference obtained in one channel when a signal appears in another channel. It is obvious that the dynode circuits most affected are those which are physically adjacent in the tube.

Cross talk may be encountered for several reasons. Circuits in physical proximity may affect each other by either magnetic or electric induction. Thus cross talk

\[^4\text{A. W. Hull, "The dynatron, a vacuum tube possessing negative resistance," PROCEEDINGS OF THE I.R.E., vol. 6, pp. 5-36; February, 1918.}

may originate in the Cyclophon by electric induction through the capacitance between dynodes or dynode leads. Two dynode circuits are shown schematically with their interdynode capacitances and resistance loads in Fig. 4.

Assume that a sinusoidal current $I$ flows as shown in Fig. 4(a). Then the voltage across $R_1$ is

$$E_1 = \frac{IR_1(jX_e + R_2)}{R_1 + jX_e + R_2}$$

and the voltage across $R_2$ is

$$E_2 = \frac{IR_2R_1}{R_1 + jX_e + R_2}$$

The cross-talk ratio is usually expressed in decibels, so that:

$$\text{db cross talk} = 20 \log_{10} \frac{R_1 + jX_e + R_2}{R_2}$$

An alternate condition arises when a signal is impressed in the dynode circuit as shown in Fig. 4(b). For this case the cross talk is similarly derived as

$$\text{db cross talk} = 20 \log_{10} \frac{R_1 + R_2 + jX_e}{R_2}$$

Curves of cross talk as a function of frequency for several values of load resistance and assuming a total interdynode capacitance of 2 micromicrofarads are shown in Fig. 5.

Cross talk may also arise if more than one dynode is switched at one time. To minimize this effect, the electron beam must have a sharply defined boundary and must have a diameter consistent with the operational requirements.

II. Construction

The design considerations, construction, and processing vary only in detail for different types of tubes, and hence the following description is confined to one typical design of Cyclophon, designated as the Type X153C.

In the construction of the Cyclophon, four main objectives had to be realized, namely, maximum output, minimum interchannel cross talk, uniformity, and long life.

Preceding the construction of actual tubes, tests were conducted on models in an electrolytic tank and rubber-membrane apparatus to determine the optimum relations between various elements which would insure minimum cross talk and stable operation. These tests were also supplemented by experiments with tubes built in a demountable fashion.

The high secondary-to-primary-emission ratio and the uniformity desired required considerable experimentation before satisfactory results were achieved. It must be realized that, with 25 dynodes in one tube, one inoperable or low-output dynode will considerably decrease the usefulness of the tube. A reliable material capable of uniform secondary-emission yield must be used. Beryllium copper was chosen, although other alloys may be employed.

The target end of the cyclophon is a single assembly consisting of a metallic disk (aperture plate) with 25 accurately and uniformly spaced sectoral apertures and shields arranged in a circle. The 25 dynodes and support wires are assembled to two eyeleted mica disks and a 26-lead stem. When the aperture plate is assembled to the dynode assembly, each dynode is automatically aligned behind each aperture. The dynode is slightly larger than the corresponding aperture. The various components are shown in Fig. 6.

The dynodes undergo special processing before the aperture plate is attached. The active faces are carefully surfaced and degassed, and the dynodes are then oxidized. The entire dynode assembly receives identical treatment; thus great uniformity exists among the dynodes of any one structure. While the tube is on final exhaust the dynodes are bombarded, producing a higher and more uniform secondary-emission yield.
The shortness of the target assembly and the large number of lead wires supporting it produces an extremely rugged structure. Life tests indicate that the cathode emission fails before any decrease in secondary-emission yield manifests itself, and it may be concluded that tube life is dependent only on the cathode.

Table I gives the operating characteristics of two types of Cyclophon tubes which have been manufactured. The X153C is a low-current, high-impedance type, while the X153G can operate with approximately 30 times the current and a corresponding reduction of dynode-aperture impedance. Fig. 7 illustrates representative type of Cyclophon tubes.

III. APPLICATION

The characteristics of Cyclophon tubes are such that a variety of applications is possible. These applications cover a range of subjects, including switching, separation and demodulation for systems of communication, telemetering, generation of pulse wave forms, phasing, frequency multiplication, and counting, to mention a few.

A. Switching

The limitations of mechanical switching are those of speed, accuracy, and mechanical wear. The Cyclophon tube, being an electronic device, finds application where either high speed, accuracy, or both characteristics, without variation because of inertia or wear, are necessary. The limitation of speed of operation of the Cyclophon is of the order of megacycles per second, and for normal speeds of operation the limitation is not in the tube itself but in the type of output circuits used. The fundamental accuracy is a function of the inherent resistance noise, which is made up of a combination of the shot effect, secondary-emission noise, and thermal-agitation noise. Measurements have indicated that the
total noise power is of the same order as that of a pentode amplifier, and these limitations can therefore be determined in the same manner as for this type of

table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heater</th>
<th>X153C</th>
<th>X153G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (alternating or direct)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current (amperes)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interelectrode capacitances</th>
<th>Dyode to dyode (micro-microfarads), approximate</th>
<th>2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focusing</td>
<td>Focusing voltages, approximate</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflection</td>
<td>Focusing cup No. 1 volts</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-all length (inches)</td>
<td>Focusing cup No. 2 volts</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of bulb (inches)</td>
<td>Aperture anode volts</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of dynodes</td>
<td>Dyode volts</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of sweep</td>
<td>Deflection factor</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(volts per inch)</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynode current (milliamperes)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynode current load resistance (ohms)</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this switching arrangement, two types of operating characteristics can be obtained: a variable-resistance characteristic, or one possessing a constant resistance. The former characteristic is obtained by operating the Cyclophon tube over the range OCD indicated by Fig. 8(b), which shows the aperture-dynode transfer characteristic, while linear operation is achieved by limiting the tube swing to the region OB. By proportioning the voltage $E$, the proper quiescent conditions can be obtained for either type of operation.

Since switching covers a large range of functions, only a few such applications need be mentioned. These properties have been used for telemetering purposes and switching between various instruments at a rapid rate. Other applications have been in telephone circuits for accomplishing several of the functions previously obtained with mechanical switching.

**B. Pulse-Time Modulation**

An important use of the Cyclophon is found in its application to voice multiplexing by means of pulse-time modulation. In fact, the term Cyclophon is derived from the Greek form "kyklos" (circle) and "phone" (speech), or "speech in a circular sequence," denoting the original multiplex application for which the tube was constructed. The Cyclophon is utilized both in the modulator unit for generating the required pulse series and also in the demodulator which separates the various channels and translates the time-modulation displacement into the normal voice currents.

---


In an application such as pulse-time demodulation, where use is made of the variation of output current as the beam is varied in position with respect to the aperture, the transfer characteristic is a function of the electron-beam cross section. For example, if the beam is circular, the variation in position across the aperture dynode elements will give a functional output-current variation represented by the expression (see Appendix)

\[ i_d = \frac{4I}{\pi D^2} \left[ 1 + \frac{2(d - d_0)^{1/2}}{D} \right] \]

where \( I \) is the effective beam current, \( D \) is the beam diameter, and \( d \) is the displacement relative to the fixed apertures.

This expression is derived on the basis of the geometric variation of the sector area of a circular beam passing a straight-line barrier, and assumes constant beam-current density. Fig. 9 shows a plot of this function with the aperture-plate dimensions corresponding to the X153C type tube.

Fig. 9 — Cyclophon demodulation characteristic. \( D \) = beam diameter, and \( I \) = beam current.

It should be noted that a linear function may be obtained by varying either the aperture shape, beam geometry, or the duration of the grid keying pulse.

C. Pulse Generation

By causing the beam to pass the aperture-plate openings, a pulse of current is caused to flow in the output dynode load circuits. This property can therefore be utilized for pulse generation. The build-up time of the pulse thus obtained, assuming that the impedance characteristics of the output load circuits are sufficient to pass the required band of frequencies, is given for tubes of the X153C type by the expression

\[ t = \frac{D}{\pi L f_s} \]

where \( D \) is the beam diameter, \( L \) is the mean diameter of aperture plate, and \( f_s \) is the frequency of switching.

If the beam is of circular cross section, the build-up characteristic of the pulse is of the same shape as that shown in Fig. 9. The width of the pulse is determined by the duration of time the beam is within the aperture windows and is given by

\[ t = \frac{(A + D)}{\pi L f_s} \]

The decay time is similar to that of the build-up time. Since the shape of the pulse is thus a function of the frequency of commutation \( f_s \), beam width, and aperture dimensions, a large variety of wave shapes can be obtained by manipulating these characteristics. Fig. 10 shows an oscillogram of the pulse wave forms obtained by utilizing the Cyclophon as a pulse generator.

D. Pulse Delay and Phasing

Since the pulses derived at each aperture dynode element are generated in sequence, a division of the output pulse of the Cyclophon tube can be made in such a manner as to obtain sets of pulses with each pulse series delayed from the previous one by a given amount. This delay is dependent on the number of dynode aperture elements \( M \), as well as the frequency of commuta-


ion, and is given by the expression

\[ T = \frac{1}{M_f}. \]  

(11)

If, in place of pulses, phased sinusoids are required, tuned circuits responding to a single frequency may be substituted for the dynode output resistance. In this case the angle of phase delay is given by the mechanical angle between the adjacent dynode aperture elements. For example, for the X153C, the angular delay is approximately 14.4 degrees, although any multiple of this delay may be obtained by grouping the elements.

E. Frequency Multiplication

The tuned dynode circuits may, of course, be tuned to a harmonic of the pulse-repetition rate. Alternatively, all dynode elements may be connected in parallel and fed to a common load impedance which is tuned to \( nM \) times the commutation frequency, where \( n \) is the harmonic multiple chosen. Fig. 11(a) illustrates the circuit diagram for a Cyclophon used in this manner. For each passage of the beam across the aperture dynode element a pulse of current is injected into the tuned circuit, and thus a frequency multiplication is obtained.

F. Voltage Divider

An interesting application of the Cyclophon tube is its use as a high-speed voltage divider. In this case resistances are connected to each dynode with the aperture plate serving as the common contactor. The resulting configuration may be used in the manner normal to any voltage divider. A representative circuit arrangement for this application is shown in Fig. 11(b).

In place of the resistances, other circuit elements such as inductances may be used, or a capacitance voltage divider may be constructed provided the resistance return for each dynode element is included in the circuit.

G. Miscellaneous Applications

Other applications include counting of electrical impulses, blanking for noise reduction in pulse systems, monitoring and control, and synchronizing-wave-form generation in television. These constitute only a few of the possibilities, and many more applications utilizing Cyclophon characteristics can of course be envisaged.
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V. Appendix

If the total current in a circular homogeneous beam is \( I \), the current \( i \) contained in a section \( A \) bounded by the aperture edge is

\[ i = \frac{4I}{\pi D^2} (A) \]

where \( A \) is the area of the section.

The area \( A \) may be found by subtracting the triangular area \( abo \) from the sectoral area defined by the angle \( d \), so that

\[ A = \frac{d}{2} D^2 - \left( \frac{D}{2} - d \right) (dD - d^3)^{1/2} \]

where

\[ \frac{d}{2} = \sin^{-1} \frac{2(dD - d^3)^{1/2}}{D}. \]

So that

\[ i = \frac{4I}{\pi D^2} \left[ \frac{D^2}{4} \sin^{-1} \frac{2(dD - d^3)^{1/2}}{D} \right] - \left( \frac{D}{2} - d \right) (dD - d^3)^{1/2} \].

Writing \( d \) in terms of \( D \) so that \( d = XD \),

\[ \frac{i}{I} = \frac{4}{\pi} \left[ \frac{1}{4} \sin^{-1} \frac{2(X^3 - X^2)^{1/2}}{X} \right] - (1/2 - X)(X^3 - X^2)^{1/2}. \]  

(12)

A curve of \( i/I \) versus \( X = d/D \) is shown in Fig. 9.
Video Storage by Secondary Emission From Simple Mosaics*

ROBERT A. McCONNELL†, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—It has been found that the derivation of a video signal in an iconoscope by scanning does not involve bringing each element of the mosaic into an electron-exchange equilibrium while under the beam. Consequently, the mosaic charge is erased, not at the instant of passage of thebeam, but continuously by the rain of low-velocity electrons. An output-signal attenuation of less than 1 per cent per scan has been observed. A factor of 10 increase in the number of removal scans per unit time after the creation of the original stored signal has yielded no observable change of attenuation per unit time. Only for storage tubes having a beam-density to capacitance ratio at least 100 times that of the iconoscope can a scanning-exchange equilibrium with charge obliteration be observed. In general, the mosaic escape current constituting the signal can be represented as a linear function of both the beam current and the potential of the mosaic element. The complex stored signals resulting from square-wave grid modulation of an ordinary oscilloscope used as a storage tube are explained in terms of electron loss at the instant of scan, preceded and followed by the gain of secondary electrons from the near-by beam.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE TELEVISION ICONOSCOPE is the first and most successful of storage tubes. There are many storage problems, however, which have nothing to do with a light image, but which might be solved by a cathode-ray beam in conjunction with a mosaic. The most important of these arises in radar moving-target indication where it is desired to store the video echo pattern following a transmitted pulse so that it may be subtracted from the pattern following the succeeding transmitted pulse. In this way, fixed targets may be canceled and moving targets retained. Other applications have been suggested in the field of super-calculating machines (for the storage of large numbers), in television (for the superposition of the pictures from unsynchronized cameras), and in communication service (for multiplexing and bandwidth changing).

A wartime attempt to use a storage tube similar to the iconoscope led to the discovery of certain effects which had not been anticipated from the literature. The present investigation was then undertaken to obtain a more precise picture of what happens when a cathode ray scans a thin dielectric sheet backed by a metallic electrode at beam velocities yielding a secondary-emission ratio greater than 1.

If one subjects an insulated metal target to continuous bombardment by 1000-volt electrons, the target assumes a potential within several volts of the neighboring collector electrode, so that the number of secondary electrons escaping to the collector exactly equals the number of arriving primaries. If the target is initially too negative, it will repel secondaries and will shift positively. If the target is initially too positive, the low-velocity secondaries will fail to escape to the collector, and the target will shift negatively until equilibrium is reached.

The extension of this idea of an electron-exchange equilibrium to the scanning of an insulated surface, only one point of which is under the beam at any instant, is a plausible but inaccurate procedure. Following this procedure, one might predict, among other things, the possibility of storage by modulation of the collector electrode. As the beam progressed across the mosaic it would discharge each point to an equilibrium potential determined by the modulation signal on the collector at that instant. The subsequent recovery of such a stored signal might be accomplished by discharging the mosaic, as in the case of television, by scanning without collector modulation. Since the total variation of potential over the face of the mosaic is not more than several volts in television usage, collector modulation of only several volts should be adequate to accomplish storage.

Collector modulation was tried unsuccessfully. It can be stated with certainty that storage of this class does not appreciably occur for modulation signals less than 50 volts. Above that level it was difficult to eliminate extraneous storage caused by deflection, intensity modulation, etc.

Thus, a pointwise exchange equilibrium does not occur between a simple mosaic and its collector. The actual behavior of such a mosaic, when under bombardment, has been analyzed qualitatively in the present paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The general method of this investigation was to apply a video pulse to a storage tube and to observe the resulting mosaic electrode signal at the time of this application and upon subsequent scans.

The modulating pulse was variable in length from one-half to four microseconds and in amplitude from zero to plus or minus 250 volts. The pulse rise was about

* Decimal classification: R583.1. Original manuscript received by the Institute, November 6, 1946; revised manuscript received, February 17, 1947.
† Formerly, Radiation Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; now, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh 13, Pa.

one-tenth microsecond and the top was flat as delivered by the pulse generator. However, in some of the work a modulating amplifier was interposed which had an equivalent low-frequency time constant of less than 10 microseconds.

The modulating pulse was applied separately to the grid, deflection system, and secondary-electron collector of the storage tubes. Parameters varied from one experiment to the next included focus, astigmatic focus, and scanning-pattern geometry. Parameters variable from one scan to the next included average beam density, collector potential, scanning-pattern position, and modulation position.

Three storage tubes used at approximately 1000 volts are shown in Fig. 1. The 5-inch storage tube was a modified iconoscope constructed for this research. Its mosaic was similar in size and preparation to that of a type 1848 tube, except that low photosensitization was employed. The second tube was an ordinary Dumont type 3BP1 oscilloscope tube with a partially silvered exterior face. The third tube was an experimental 3-inch iconoscope loaned by RCA. In it a fully sensitized transparent mica mosaic was mounted normal to an electrostatic gun.

![Fig. 1](image)

A standard test procedure is shown schematically in Fig. 2. A master trigger operating at 800 cycles per second fed a "three-step pedestal generator." This generator divided its input by three, and thereby determined the sequence of operations. The modulation pulse was applied during step one, i.e., within the interval following the first of three triggers. The mosaic electrode signal could be observed independently during steps one, two, and three. The mosaic signal occurring at modulation has been termed the "put-on" signal. The mosaic signals occurring upon subsequent scans have been termed "take-off" signals.

![Fig. 2](image)

In addition to dividing by three, the three-step modulator generated as many as six independent pedestals, or voltage steps, each of which lasted for 1/800 second. The six pedestals could be distributed to occur among the three time steps in any combination, could be independently and continuously adjusted as to amplitude and polarity, and could be combined in any sequence. Thus, the pedestal generator allowed all possible combinations of potentials to be applied to the various electrodes of the storage tube.

For most of the work, a spiral sweep was used. The following features of this sweep were continuously variable at will: x and y position, over-all size, ellipticity, number of turns, and the spiral Q. Available values of turning rate ranged from 24 to 244 microseconds per turn. The value of 61 microseconds per turn was used except as noted. The number of turns varied from one to ten. At the typical spiral diameter of one and one-quarter inches, the linear spot speed was $1.6 \times 10^4$ centimeters per second, a value commonly used in television camera service.

The signal generated by the mosaic electrode was amplified by a high-gain video amplifier and fed simultaneously to two monitoring oscilloscopes. The first, a grid-modulated spiral-sweep oscilloscope, duplicated the scanning pattern of the storage tube. The second, a deflection-modulated linear-sweep oscilloscope, allowed the observation of mosaic-electrode signal shapes.

The over-all bandwidth of the monitoring circuits exceeded 700 kilocycles to half-power. The mosaic load resistor was 4700 ohms. Uncompensated circuits were employed throughout to minimize transient effects. The over-all equivalent low-frequency time constant most
frequently used was 15 microseconds from mosaic to monitor screen.

III. The Mosaic Secondary-Escape Ratio

A. The Escape Process

The time changes of voltage which make up a "signal" can be stored as line changes of potential on the path of the scanning beam. Once created, these potential patterns cannot be examined directly, but must be studied by the effect they produce when subsequently scanned.

This "effect" is the video signal derived from the mosaic signal plate during the scanning process. Such a video signal is a measure of the net number of electrons reaching and leaving the mosaic as a whole. When a high-velocity beam impinges upon a mosaic, the resulting secondary electrons may return to the mosaic or may escape to a collector electrode. Those which do not escape make no contribution to any change of the mean mosaic potential, i.e., to the mosaic output signal. (The charge redistribution is, for all practical purposes, instantaneous.)

In the past it was believed that the charge which escaped from the mosaic while scanning a mosaic element corresponded to that required to discharge the intelligence stored on the element. Thus, it was a priori clear that the signal-plate (escape) current was a linear replica of the surface-potential pattern along the scanning path. It has now been discovered that an iconoscope television image is not destroyed by scanning. Such being the case, one may ask: "What factors do control the escape current? How is the output signal related to the stored signal?"

It has been found that the secondary-escape current \( I_m \) can be expressed in terms of the primary beam current \( I_b \), according to the following equation:

\[
I_m = kI_b.
\]

The proportionality constant \( k \) will be called the "mosaic secondary-escape ratio," as distinct from the secondary-emission ratio.

During step one of the three-step test procedure described earlier, \( I_b \) is pulse-modulated. During steps two and three \( I_b \) remains constant, but \( k \) varies at video frequency as the moving beam crosses any previously stored signal.

B. The Mosaic Signal at Put-On

Neglecting the frequency-discriminatory effect of stray capacitance, the output signal developed by the mosaic is proportional to its net gain of electrons, i.e., to \( I_s - I_m \). If \( I_b \) is modulated, the output signal will be proportional to \((1 - k)\).

Suppose a small positive pulse is applied to the grid of a storage tube. The signal which is simultaneously observed at the mosaic (the put-on signal) may have either polarity, depending upon whether the mosaic as a whole gains or loses electrons by reason of the modulation pulse. If the escape ratio \( k \) is greater than one, the mosaic signal is positive, and vice versa.

It has been found that \( k \) is independent of instantaneous beam current, but that it can be readily controlled by the application of a several-volt pedestal to the collector electrode throughout the put-on sweep, as well as by other factors such as average beam current, scanning duty cycle, local shading gradients, and illumination. These factors are interrelated by the requirement that the mosaic must seek a mean potential relative to its surroundings so that the gain of electrons will equal the loss by all possible mechanisms, when averaged over the period of the slowest mechanism involved.

C. The Mosaic Signal at Take-Off

When the beam current is constant, the only change in mosaic output is that caused by changes in \( k \). Any previously stored point-to-point fluctuations in mosaic potential cause a corresponding change in \( k \) at the moment of scanning, and thereby generate the video output signal.

If the point under the beam is more positive, fewer electrons escape to the collector and the mosaic signal plate shows a negative shift. This does not imply that the electron increment which just fails to escape must return to the spot under scan, but only that it must return to the mosaic as a whole.

It has been found that the relationship between \( k \) and the potential of the point which will be scanned is roughly linear over a wide range of beam currents. This implies that a constant-density scanning beam will faithfully reproduce the mosaic potential fluctuations over the scanning path. Consequently, any qualitative difference between a take-off signal and the corresponding original modulating signal is to be explained in terms of a put-on, rather than a take-off, mechanism.

IV. Electron Behavior in Scanning

Because it has been found by experiment that individual path segments do not seek an exchange equilibrium potential at the instant of scan, it is necessary to re-examine all of the older ideas of electron behavior which were tied to the notion of a pointwise equilibrium. Many of the statements which follow conform entirely to earlier concepts, and only a few are wholly unexpected.

Secondary electrons return to the mosaic more densely in the vicinity of their origin than elsewhere. This effect may be greatly accentuated within a few beam widths at high beam currents. Included in the more distant return are most of those electrons which did not quite surmount the potential grade to the collector. The most direct method used to study electron redistribution was to scan at a low constant beam current while applying a strong positive grid pulse at some particular point on the mosaic. The drift of the resulting excess electrons over
the surface of the mosaic could be seen at a glance on the spiral monitor.

Those areas which are not scanned have no means of losing electrons in the absence of light. Consequently, after a short interval such areas become highly negative and repel additional electrons. In proof of this, the former spiral position could be seen for about one second as a strong, sharply defined “television” image, when the monitor and storage-tube spirals were suddenly subjected to a simultaneous oscillatory displacement.

Under television scanning conditions the scanning paths are contiguous, and the secondary electrons are free to travel in any direction. With an open spiral, the negative interturn barrier inhibits electron travel normal to the path of scan. Under this condition many secondaries which would otherwise have crossed to another turn or line are channeled onto their own line, and collect before and after the beam. The diminution or disappearance of before-and-after-collection signals was clearly noted as the scanning pattern was adjusted continuously from an open spiral to a spiral with contiguous turns.

At television beam densities, the electrons whose mosaic escape is controlled by stored signals are drawn from electrons which would otherwise rain uniformly over the mosaic. The number of those electrons which return to the vicinity of the scanning beam is not influenced by the potential discontinuities which constitute the stored signal. These conclusions result from the experimental observation that stored signals are not moved, blurred, or appreciably diminished by uniform scan at low beam currents (in darkness, of course). When, with the iconoscope, the number of take-off scans per unit time was increased from 2 to 29 by converting the spiral to a circle, the attenuation per unit time remained unchanged, being less than 1 per cent per scan for the circle.

Only with the 3BP1 and at beam densities at least ten times those of the iconoscope and 5-inch tube was it possible to completely eradicate the stored signal by a single scan. This effect might be explained by the formation of a localized space charge made possible by the small capacitance of the 3BP1 (about 4 µfd. per square centimeter as compared with 100 µfd. per square centimeter for television mosaics).

At low beam currents the 3BP1 gave a response like that of the iconoscope and the 5-inch storage tube. On the other hand, when the beam current of either of the latter was raised above several tenths of a microamperes, the storage take-off signals were lost in scanning noise and shading signal well before the high attenuation ratios of the 3BP1 could be reached—a fact reflecting the difference in secondary-emission ratio and surface uniformity of the willemite screen versus the caesium-silver mosaic.

Most experiments were carried out by means of the repetitive three-step procedure described earlier. The possibility of integration effects extending over several cycles was checked as follows. By shifting the modulation-pulse delay at a suitable rate, the individual put-on signals could be completely separated as seen on the linear monitor. With this arrangement, each stored pulse was the result of a single scan. No limit was placed upon the number of take-off signals—these appearing on the linear monitor directly beneath their associated put-ons. The ratio of step two to step three take-off signals was found independent of integration, although a function of beam current as already indicated. Moreover, integration was found to give negligible take-off signal increase for high beam currents, and not more than a factor-of-two increase for low beam currents.

That the difference in behavior between the 3BP1, on the one hand, and the iconoscope and 5-inch tube, on the other, was not caused by surface leakage was shown by an experiment in which the 5-inch tube was able to store a signal for at least ten seconds in darkness with the beam current off. The 3BP1 could, of course, do likewise.

The proper interpretation of grid-modulation take-off patterns was verified by numerous other auxiliary experiments, such as those in which a focused image of a small lamp filament was allowed to fall near or upon the iconoscope spiral path for various spiral spacings. It may be remarked in this connection that the signals stored by the light image were of the same order of magnitude as those stored by grid modulation of that tube.

![Fig. 3—Potential of a mosaic point as a function of time during step one of a three-step process: step 1 at the indicated beam densities; steps 2 and 3 at one fixed nominal beam density.](image)

### V. Mosaic Potential Under a Uniformly Scanning Beam

Fig. 3 represents in qualitative fashion the potential of a particular point on a mosaic as a function of time during step one of a three-step process while that point is being repeatedly scanned by a high-velocity electron
beam traveling at a uniform speed in the absence of modulation or stored signals in the vicinity thereof. Fig. 3 was induced to explain the experimental findings reported in Section VII.

Only the time interval in the vicinity of scan is shown in Fig. 3. During perhaps 95 per cent of the time the mosaic point is remote from the beam and slowly drifts down in potential while gathering secondary electrons at a relatively uniform rate. The several curves of Fig. 3 correspond to several beam currents. However, these are the beam currents only in the vicinity of the time interval which is represented and only during step one of a three-step process. The average beam current is the same for all curves. The curves of Fig. 3 are based upon the further approximating assumptions that the beam has a uniform cross-sectional density, and that secondary electrons return in excess above a uniform areal rate only in a well-defined region before and after the beam.

The salient features of Fig. 3 are these: At all beam currents the mosaic point while beneath the beam is driven positive as a result of secondary emission. At low beam currents (curve b), the secondary electrons fall uniformly upon the mosaic. At a somewhat higher beam current (curve c), electrons collect equally before and after the beam. Television scanning conditions are represented by curves b and c. At still higher beam currents (curves d and e), secondary collection behind the beam predominates. For increasing beam current up to a certain point (a, b, c, d) the final mosaic potential after the passage of the beam is increasingly positive. Above a certain beam current (d, e) there is a reversal of final potential.

It might be added that, in the case of a nonuniformly scanning beam, e.g., in the case of deflection modulation, an increased spot velocity for tubes operating in the region of curves a to d should be equivalent to a decrease in beam density. Such a decrease should give rise to a decreased mosaic point potential, to an increased secondary-escape ratio, and to a positive mosaic signal. A strong positive put-on "spike" at the rise and fall of a square-wave, deflection-modulation pulse was found experimentally under the specified conditions.

VI. THE STORAGE OF SIGNALS BY GRID MODULATION

Fig. 4 shows the types of potential patterns which can be stored upon a mosaic by applying a square positive video pulse of several microseconds length to the grid of a storage tube. These curves are derived graphically and exactly to scale from Fig. 3, according to the following method and assumptions.

Curve cdc represents the stored pattern which results if the beam current of the storage tube is increased from that of curve c of Fig. 3 to curve d and back to curve c by means of the above-mentioned video pulse. The potentials of those points which are well removed from the rise and fall of the video pulse can be read directly as the number 3 potentials of Fig. 3. Potentials in the vicinity of the step points are derived upon the assumption that potential is determined primarily by the beam current at time of scan, and that the effect of the near-by transient is to cause an electron excess or shortage for which correction can be made.

As an example, consider point II of curve cdc. This point received its prebeam electrons and its scanning from a beam of density c. Point II is defined as that point which the back edge of the beam was leaving at the instant modulation was applied. Hence, point II received all of its post-beam electrons from a beam of density d. Therefore, the potential of point II, after the passage of the beam, may be calculated from

$$II = c_2 - (c_2 - c_3) + (d_3 - d_2)$$

because ($c_2 - c_3$) of Fig. 3 represents the potential change that did not occur but which would have brought point II to potential $c_3$, whereas ($d_3 - d_2$) represents the potential change that did result owing to electrons arriving from a beam of density $d$.

VII. THE COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL WAVE FORMS

The theoretical curves of Fig. 4 may be compared with the typical experimentally observed curves of Figs. 5.
and 6. The experimental wave forms are tracings of free-hand sketches from an oscilloscope made a year before the theory and curves of Figs. 3 and 4 were conceived.

Figs. 5 and 6 show wave forms in groups of three. Each group consists of the mosaic put-on and take-off signals of the three-step process in their relative positions, as displayed upon the linear monitor oscilloscope. The significance of the put-on signals has been discussed in Section III-B. Directly beneath each put-on signal are the second- and third-step take-off signals, respectively. Dotted lines indicate exact time coincidence between put-on and take-off. Both figures show modulation amplitude increasing to the right and average beam current increasing progressively downward.

![Fig. 5](image)

**Fig. 5—3BP1 mosaic signals for positive grid modulation.** Modulation pulse voltage and average beam current variable; five spiral turns, well spaced; spiral rate: 61 microseconds per turn; pulse length: 34 microseconds.

(a) Mosaic electrostatic pickup at 1 volt with beam biased off.

(b) Pulse shape as applied to grid.

(c) Average beam current set to give maximum step two take-off.

(d) Preamplifier gain cut by one-half to avoid saturation.

With the iconoscope and the 5-inch tube, the only patterns obtainable were very similar to those shown in the upper left-hand corner of Figs. 5 and 6. Curve cdc of Fig. 4 may be compared with the upper left-hand curve of Fig. 5. Notice that each take-off consists of a negative pulse preceded and followed by positive humps. The negative pulse represents positive storage caused by loss at put-on of secondary electrons. The positive humps represent secondary electrons which have collected in excess before and behind the modulation. The corners are rounded by the limited bandwidth of the beam and amplifiers.

The second row, pattern d of Fig. 5, may be compared to curve ded of Fig. 4. Note that secondary-electron collection precedes the modulation segment on the curves of both figures. However, the positive spike of Fig. 4 is missing from Fig. 5. This departure from theory was found generally and proves that highly negative mosaic points repel additional electrons which would otherwise land. The take-off pulse is not flat because of droop of the modulation pulse, as shown at b of Fig. 5. The downward spike at the end of the same signal represents positive storage on a point which lost electrons by scanning at a high beam current but which, with sudden collapse of modulation, was given no opportunity to recoup its losses. The positive take-off following the end of modulation represents secondary collection ahead of the scanning beam, as seen on curve cdc of Fig. 4. This suggests that a curve cec (not drawn) would provide a better fit than curve ded.

Curve cdc of Fig. 4 may be compared with the first take-off curves of Fig. 6. Since negative modulation is used in Fig. 6, the comparison is made by dividing curve cdc at its midlength and inverting the order of the halves. The 5-volt curve of the top row of Fig. 6 exhibits the effect of the modulation-pulse overshoot, and is not readily comparable with Fig. 4.

Curves a, b, and c of Fig. 6 are especially significant because they show reversion to the low-beam-current pattern of the upper left-hand corner brought about by beam defocus. With defocus, the beam area increases and the beam density must drop. All of the second- and third-row patterns of Fig. 6 match excellently with properly split and inverted patterns of Fig. 4.

The analysis of the development of experimental wave shapes by means of Figs. 3 and 4 must not be pushed too far. It will be recalled that these curves assume a constant average beam current. This condition was not met experimentally. The data at hand are insufficient to pursue the matter in greater detail. It is certainly safe to say that the same electron transfer mechanisms will be in operation. Indeed, as can be seen from the experimental figures, the wave forms have readily identifiable features over the gamut of average beam current and modulation amplitude.
Space-Charge and Transit-Time Effects on Signal and Noise in Microwave Tetrodes

L. C. Peterson†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—Signal and noise in microwave tetrodes are discussed with particular emphasis on their behavior as space-charge conditions are varied in the grid-screen, or drift, region. The analysis assumes that the electron-stream velocity is single-valued. For particular conditions the noise figure may be substantially improved by increasing the space-charge density in the grid-screen region until an entering electron encounters a field of a certain magnitude. The noise reduction is largely due to the cancellation in the output of the noise produced by the random cathode emission. The method of noise reduction described is applicable only when the transit angles of both input and drift regions are fairly long.

In a forthcoming paper, H. V. Neher describes experimental results which broadly agree with the theory.

Introduction

This paper presents a theoretical investigation of the effect of space charge in the drift (grid-screen) regions on noise and signal behavior of long-transit-angle microwave tetrodes.

The theory involves the use of "single-valued-velocity" equations derived on the assumption that all electrons leaving the cathode at any instant have the same velocity. Although this is not in accord with the Maxwellian velocity distribution of the electrons actually leaving the cathode, it seems expedient at the present time to use the single-valued-velocity theory since to the author's knowledge there is no theory for multivalued-velocity electron streams. Furthermore it seems justifiable on the basis of some experimental evidence.

The analysis predicts that the noise figure of a tube of the sort considered has a minimum value with respect to the degree of space charge in the drift region. The control of the degree of space charge may be assumed to occur by changing the screen voltage. In a forthcoming paper, H. V. Neher describes experimental results on tetrodes specially constructed to have a uniform electron stream. These results show that whenever the transit angles in the input and drift regions are large, minimum noise figures can be achieved by proper adjustment of the space charge in the drift region. It can thus be said that the theoretical prediction of the existence of minimum noise figures for the long-transit-time tetrode at microwave frequencies has been confirmed qualitatively. Moreover, on the basis of reasonable assumptions a quantitative agreement has also been obtained. Dr. Neher has further found that when the transit angle in the input region was decreased so that it was no longer large, there was no reduction of noise by space charge. This result also can be explained on the basis of single-valued velocity theory.

There is insufficient data for a thorough going and critical correlation between theory and experiment. However, it seems fair to say that there are indications that the single-valued electron-velocity theory can be...
expected to serve as a fairly reliable guide in predicting the signal and noise performance of devices so constructed as to minimize nonuniformities introduced by the structure.

The geometrical structure treated in the analysis is shown schematically in Fig. 1. C represents the cathode, G the control grid, S the screen, and P the plate. The input cavity I is connected between grid and cathode and the output cavity 3 between screen and plate. It will be assumed that both grids are of very fine mesh so that the individual diode regions are completely shielded from each other. The structure as a whole we shall take to be planar with all electrodes parallel, and we also take the electron stream to be such that at any point in a given plane parallel to the electrodes, the electron velocity is single valued. This latter assumption is essential at present since as already stated there is no theory available for multivalued electron streams. Its justification can only be determined from experiments such as those of Neher, made on tetrodes whose geometry approximates the ideal assumed here.

In using this single-valued velocity idealization, the various fluctuations leading to noise in the output (fluctuations in convection current and mean speed of electrons emitted by the cathode and fluctuations due to the irregular interception of electron current at the grids (partition noise)) will be replaced by fluctuations of the single-valued velocity stream, fluctuations uniform over a plane normal to the flow, which have the same mean square values as the fluctuations in the actual multi-velocity stream.

Some further assumptions will be made concerning the single-valued velocity flow on which calculations are based. In the first place, it will be assumed that space charge is complete in the input region between the cathode and grid and that the potential minimum coincides with the cathode. Secondly, it will be assumed that space charge may develop freely in the drift space between grid and screen, but not to an extent which would result in a virtual cathode, since this would violate the assumption of a single-valued velocity. This necessitates that in general both grid and screen be at positive d.c. potentials with respect to the cathode. It will also be assumed that space charge in the output region is sufficiently small to be disregarded.

Analysis

The starting point in the analysis to follow is furnished by the small-a.c.-signal theory of the general diode. This theory finds its essential expression in the so-called electronics equations. These equations are the result of a study of electron motion between two parallel planes, with general initial boundary conditions at one of the planes which may or may not coincide with an emitting cathode. These equations, together with several applications to signal properties of multigrid amplifier tubes, have been published in a recent paper to which the reader is referred for some of the fundamental concepts.

Since the tetrode can be imagined as composed of cascade-connected component diodes, we shall, as an introduction to the analysis of the tetrode in Fig. 1, first study some broad features of fluctuation properties of diodes. Imagine a diode composed of parallel planes a and b as indicated in Fig. 2. An electron stream having an initial fluctuation component \( v_a \) in its velocity and \( q_a \) in its convection current at the a plane is injected perpendicularly through the plane a into the diode space between a and b. Knowing this, we are interested in determining how these fluctuation variables \( v_a \) and \( q_a \) become modified in passing through the diode to the plane b. In other words, how are the fluctuations at the plane b related to those at plane a? If a small frequency interval \( \Delta f \) is considered, the electronics equations state that:

\[
I = (V_b - V_a) a_{11} + a_{12} q_a + a_{13} v_a
\]

\[
q_b = (V_b - V_a) a_{21} + a_{22} q_a + a_{23} v_a
\]

\[
v_b = (V_b - V_a) a_{31} + a_{32} q_a + a_{33} v_a
\]

where \( V_b - V_a \) is the fluctuation in potential across the diode, \( I \) is the fluctuation in the total current (convection plus displacement current) through the diode, \( q_b \) is the fluctuation in convection current at plane b, and, finally, \( v_b \) is the fluctuation in velocity at plane b. These fluctuations arise as the result of the impressed fluctuations \( q_a \) and \( v_a \). The coefficients appearing in (1) (of which \( a_{11} \) represents the diode admittance) are functions of frequency as well as of the space-charge conditions prevailing in the diode, but if the frequency interval \( \Delta f \) is small they may be regarded as the same for all frequency components involved. Their exact values may be found from the literature.

For small signals, these equations contain all the space-charge and transit-time effects which can occur in a stream having a single-valued velocity. Several of these coefficients are familiar under other names; among these are the diode admittance \( a_{11} \), the beam-coupling or modulation coefficient \( a_{13} \), and the drift-bunching parameter \( a_{32} \) of velocity-modulation theory. Other co-
coefficients are ordinarily treated in the simple forms which they take in the absence of space charge, e.g., in that case the coefficient \( a_{22} \) becomes a simple phase shift \( e^{j\beta} \). Still others take care of effects which are usually neglected; for instance, "space-charge debunching" is described by the coefficients \( a_{21} \) and \( a_{23} \).

Among effects not included in the equations are those arising from large signals, dual or multiple-valued velocities, and the Maxwellian distribution at the cathode; however, there will be attempted here a computation of noise effects due to the Maxwellian distribution.

It is immediately clear that the fluctuations at plane \( b \) are determined to a large extent by the values of the coefficients in (1); that is to say, by the location of the small frequency interval \( \Delta f \) in the spectrum and by space-charge conditions in the diode. Let us first consider the case of complete space charge, a condition which exists in the tetrode input region. We then identify plane \( a \) with a cathode. When the initial d.c. acceleration and velocity are very small it follows that the coefficients \( a_{11}, a_{22} \) and \( a_{23} \) are nearly zero, so that for conditions of complete space charge (1) assumes the approximate form:

\[
I = (V_b - V_a)a_{11} + a_{12}v_a
\]
\[
q_b = (V_b - V_a)a_{21} + a_{22}v_a
\]
\[
v_b = (V_b - V_a)a_{31} + a_{23}v_a
\]  

According to (2), a fluctuation in the emitted current \( q_b \) in (1) does not contribute to the fluctuation \( q_b \) in the convection current at the plane \( b \). But, we notice that the fluctuation \( v_a \) in the velocity of emission does produce a fluctuation in \( q_b \). The same holds also for the fluctuation \( v_b \) in velocity at plane \( b \).

Moreover, it is seen from (2) that the original velocity fluctuation \( v_a \) gives rise to two fluctuation components, namely, \( q_b \) and \( v_b \). Although the two components are not independent of each other it will nevertheless be useful to consider them as separate fluctuation variables, and we will think of \( q_b \) as resulting from drift action and accompanying bunching.

Now, it is well to recall that D. O. North, A. J. Rack, and several others have made accurate calculations of diode noise at low frequencies such that the effect of transit time could be disregarded. Moreover, Rack also showed that by using the diode equations in a form equivalent to (2) and by letting the fluctuation in velocity \( v_a \) at the cathode correspond to the mean-square fluctuation in velocity of a stream which is emitted randomly from a cathode, the same low-frequency fluctuation calculated by the more elaborate and exact method is obtained. The idea, due to Rack, of extending this method to long transit time thus presents itself.

But we must keep clearly in mind the approximations involved. They are: (a) uniform transit time, and (b) no electron leaving the cathode ever returns to it. Thus, if the spread in transit angle is small and if also the transit time of electrons returning from the potential minimum is small, we do expect the single-valued velocity equations (1) or (2) to give a good approximation to the actual state of affairs. From now on this situation will be postulated.

Consider now the general diode between the grid and screen in Fig. 1. The fluctuation behavior is then described by the general diode equations (1). We now consider \( q_b \) and \( v_a \) as the fluctuations which are present in the electron stream as it enters the diode through the grid. How the fluctuation components have arisen is at the moment of no particular significance. The main thing is that the diode between grid and screen can be broadly pictured as constituting within itself a drift space in which \( q_b \), the convection current fluctuation at the screen, can be thought of as resulting from the action of the drift space upon the initial convection current \( q_b \) and velocity \( v_a \).

Employing the commonly used terms of bunching and debunching, we can also say that \( q_b \) is established both as a result of bunching due to the impressed velocity fluctuation \( v_a \) and debunching of the impressed convection fluctuation \( q_a \). Thus we think of \( a_{22} \) in (1) as expressing debunching and of \( a_{23} \) as bunching. We shall now point out some interesting properties of the coefficient \( a_{22} \) in the high-frequency region where the transit angle of the drift space is large. First it will be shown that \( a_{22} \) can be made to vanish, from which it follows that by selecting the d.c. operating condition so that \( a_{22} \) vanishes it is possible to nullify the effect of the initial convection-current fluctuation. What characterizes this space-charge condition? To find this we have to look at the high-frequency asymptotic expression for \( a_{22} \) which is,

\[
a_{22} = \left( 1 - \frac{\eta}{I_D} \frac{T^2}{2 \mu_b} \right) e^{-\beta}
\]  

where

\[
\eta = (e/m) 10^{17} = 1.77 \times 10^{18}
\]  

is the ratio between electron charge and mass

\[
\epsilon = 1/36\pi \times 10^{11}
\]  

is the dielectric constant of vacuum

\[
I_D = \text{d.c. current density through the diode in amperes/cm}^2
\]

\[
T = \text{d.c. transit time through the diode in seconds}
\]

\[
\mu_b = \text{d.c. electron velocity at the b-plane (screen) in centimeters per second}
\]

\[
\beta = \text{complex transit angle of the diode of drift space}
\]

Now we observe that the amplitude factor in the high-frequency asymptotic expression (3) depends only upon the d.c. space-charge conditions prevailing in the drift space. It vanishes when

\[
\frac{\eta}{I_D} \frac{T^2}{2 \mu_b} = 1
\]
In general we have the d.c. relation

\[ u_b = u_a + a_a T + \frac{\eta I_D T^2}{\epsilon} \]  

or

\[ u_b = \eta I_D T^2 \]  

where

\[ \Phi_1 = 1 - \frac{\eta I_D T^2}{u_b} \]  

This factor \( \xi \) varies from a value of zero for no space charge to a value of unity for “complete” space charge.

The function \( \Phi_1 \) has been plotted in Fig. 3 for the drift region of a tetrode for several values of the grid-screen and cathode-grid distance ratio \( x_2/x_1 \) on the assumption that the emission at the cathode is space-charge-limited. For very small space charge (\( \xi \) small) in the grid-screen region \( \Phi \) approaches unity, and as space charge increases it decreases monotonically, passes through zero, and takes on negative values until space charge is complete at \( \xi = 1 \). The domain where \( \Phi_1 \) exceeds unity in magnitude is to be noted. We cannot at present give a satisfactory physical picture of this behavior of the function \( \Phi_1 \).

The practical importance, if any, of the zero points lies, of course, in the fact that for such a space-charge condition the part of the fluctuation \( q_x \) caused by \( q_x \) vanishes.

The foregoing discussion on fluctuations, though incomplete, is intended to aid in understanding the more detailed tetrode discussion which now follows.

Consider now the tetrode arrangement schematically indicated in Fig. 1. In regard to notation, the following rules will be adapted. Subscripts 1, 2, and 3 will in gen-
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eral be used on quantities referring to input, drift, and output space respectively. $T$ represents d.c. transit time, $x$ the distance between electrodes. $u_1$ and $u_2$ represent the d.c. electron velocities at the grid and screen planes respectively. The corresponding a.c. quantities are $v_1$ and $v_2$. The total current between electrodes is $I$, and its positive direction is in the direction of the arrows.

The electron emission from a real cathode occurs in a random manner and as already mentioned we take this into account by assuming that there is superimposed upon the steady electron stream an alternating velocity component $v_0$. Moreover, by virtue of the assumption of complete space charge this is the only fluctuation component introduced in region 1.

As we proceed further along the electron stream and as the control grid $G$ is passed, a new fluctuation component is introduced in the stream, namely, that arising from the capture of electrons by the positive grid. This component is taken into account by supposing that a convection current $N'$ is superimposed upon the already existing convection current at that point. As pointed out previously, this new fluctuation component is statistically independent of the fluctuations already present. We have thus, all in all, three fluctuation components to consider for the initial conditions of the general diode composing the drift region between grid and screen. First, there is a fluctuation component in a.c. velocity $v$, caused by the velocity fluctuation $v_0$ at the cathode. Second, there is a convection current fluctuation resulting from drift action in the input region, and finally there is the convection-current fluctuation caused by the capture of electrons by the positive grid.

Still further along the stream, the screen $S$ is passed, and here again a statistically independent convection current $N''$ is superimposed upon the stream, so that in the output region the fluctuations in the total current arise from the statistically independent fluctuation sources of random electron emission and two random positive-grid electron selections.

From the previous discussion of the generalized diode we can now get a broad picture of the action of the drift space. Depending upon the degree of space charge present in the drift region, the initially impressed velocity and convection-current fluctuations may become considerably modified. In fact, we saw that space charge may exercise such a debunching action on the initial convection fluctuation as to completely nullify its effect. This debunching effect is, of course, counteracted in greater or lesser degree by the bunching effect resulting from the impressed velocity fluctuation. However, we may at this point perceive somewhat vaguely that an optimum fluctuation condition may be obtained by the judicious combination of bunching and debunching effects.

Making repeated applications of (1) and (2) to the successive diode regions of the tetrode and due regard to the various boundary conditions, we get the following four-pole equations for the fluctuation behavior of the tetrode.

\[
\begin{align*}
I_1 - b_{11}v_0 &= y_{11}V_1 \\
I_3 - (b_{31}v_0 + c_{32}N' + c_{33}N'') &= -y_{31}V_1 - y_{32}V_2
\end{align*}
\]

where $V_1$ is the fluctuation potential across the input and $V_2$ the fluctuation potential across the output, and $I_1$ and $I_2$ are the corresponding fluctuations in the total input and output currents.

The quantities

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{11} &= -b_{11}v_0 \\
I_{13} &= b_{31}v_0 + c_{32}N' + c_{33}N''
\end{align*}
\]

(8)

from (7) are seen to be in the nature of impressed noise currents, $I_{11}$ being impressed across the input and $I_{13}$ across the output terminals.

The coefficients appearing in the impressed noise currents (8) have the values

\[
\begin{align*}
b_{11} &= - (a_{12})_1 \\
b_{21} &= - (a_{12})_2 \alpha_1 \left( (a_{23})_1 (a_{23})_2 + \alpha_2 (a_{23})_3 (a_{23})_2 \right) \\
c_{22} &= - (a_{13})_2 \alpha_2 \\
c_{22} &= - (a_{13})_3
\end{align*}
\]

(9)

where $(a_{12})_3$ is the modulation factor of the output gap and $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ the transmission factors of grid and screen, respectively, so that $(1 - \alpha_1)$ and $(1 - \alpha_2)$ represent the captured fraction of the electron currents. The quantities $a_{31}, a_{32},$ and $a_{32}$ are the electronic functions appearing in (1) and, as has been remarked, the index refers to a particular region of the tetrode.

In (7) $y_{11}$ is the input admittance, $-y_{31}$ the transadmittance, and $y_{32}$ the output admittance of the tetrode. The latter quantity can usually be taken as that of a pure capacitance.

The transadmittance has the value

\[
y_{32} = (a_{12})_2 \alpha_2 \left[ \alpha_1 (a_{23})_1 (a_{23})_2 + (a_{31})_1 (a_{32})_2 \right]
\]

(10)

where again the electronic functions are defined by (1).

Before we proceed to a more detailed discussion of the coefficients involved, let us first make some general observations concerning the four-pole equations (7).

Using the definitions (8), the tetrode equations (7) can be written in the form

\[
\begin{align*}
I_1 + I_{11} &= y_{11}V_1 \\
I_3 - I_{13} &= -y_{31}V_1 - y_{32}V_3
\end{align*}
\]

(11)

which is a special case of the more general four-pole equations

\[
\begin{align*}
I_1 + I_{11} &= \beta_{11}V_1 + \beta_{13}V_3 \\
I_3 - I_{13} &= \beta_{31}V_1 + \beta_{33}V_3
\end{align*}
\]

(12)

The feedback term corresponding to $\beta_{13} V_3$ in (12) is missing in (11), reflecting the fact that the grids were assumed to be infinitely fine, corresponding to very large $\mu$-factors.

From (11) or (12) it follows that, in so far as the external tetrode terminals are concerned, the tetrode noise
performance can be described by assuming the tetrode itself to be noiseless and by assigning one impressed-noise-current generator $I_{11}$ to the input and one impressed-noise-current generator $I_{13}$ to the output terminals of the tube. These noise generators depend only upon conditions within the tetrode, and it is to be particularly noted that they are independent of any terminal impedances to which the tetrode might be connected. This representation can be shown to be valid for any four-terminal network.

Equations (11) and (12) also show that noise analysis may proceed in much the same manner as signal analysis, the main difference being that in noise analysis one needs to know, in addition to the signal parameters $\beta_{41}$, the noise parameters $I_{11}$ and $I_{13}$ and their statistical correlation.

The noise performance of the tetrode will be discussed in terms of Friis’s noise-figure concept $F$, which compares the total noise output from the tetrode with the part which arises from Johnson noise in the signal-generator impedance. The noise figure $F$ may readily be expressed in terms of the impressed noise currents $I_{11}$ and $I_{13}$ in the form:

$$ F = 1 + \frac{I_{11} + I_{13} \beta_{11} + Y_e}{\beta_{31}} $$(13)

where $Y_e$ is the admittance of the signal source and $g_e$, its real part. $K$ is Boltzmann’s constant and $T$ the absolute temperature of the source admittance. It is seen that, in addition to being a function of $I_{11}$ and $I_{13}$, the noise figure also depends on the signal-generator admittance $Y_e$ and the coefficients $\beta_{11}$ and $\beta_{31}$. The noise figure, on the other hand, is not a function of the load admittance or the coefficients $\beta_{12}$ and $\beta_{21}$.

After these general remarks, let us return to the tetrode equations (11) and give a physical interpretation of the quantities involved in the noise-figure expression (13).

Consider first the noise parameters. We observe from (8) that the impressed noise currents $I_{11}$ and $I_{13}$ are statistically independent since $v_o$ occurs in both. The impressed noise current $I_{11}$ corresponds to that of the space-charge-limited diode formed by the input region. The impressed-noise generator $I_{13}$ contains three statistically independent parts. The first term $b_{31}v_o$ results from the impressed velocity variation $v_o$ at the cathode. The value of $b_{31}$ is given in (9) and, although not dimensionally a transadmittance, it acts essentially as one. It is composed of two terms each of which contains two factors. All these factors may be given a physical interpretation. The factor $(a_{32})$ expresses a change which velocity fluctuation $v_o$ experiences as the stream passes through the input region. The velocity fluctuation thus present in the grid plane will give rise in the following drift region to electron bunching; $(a_{23})$ is a measure of this effect. The first term in $b_{31}$ can thus be thought of as produced essentially by bunching in the drift region between grid and screen. In the second term of $b_{31}$ the factor $(a_{32})$, expresses the fact that bunching also occurs in the input region because of the impressed velocity variation $v_o$. The factor $(a_{21})$ gives the effect of debunching caused by the drift space. Thus it is seen that the coefficient $b_{31}$ expresses a combination of the physical phenomena of bunching and debunching.

The next term in $I_{13}$ is $c_{32}N^1$ and from the value of $c_{32}$ given in (9) and the explanation of $(a_{33})$ given just above it follows that $c_{32}$ gives the effect of the drift space upon the impressed convection-current fluctuation $N'$. The last term of $I_{13}, c_{33}N''$ may be seen from (9) to be unaffected by the drift space and is therefore not directly influenced by conditions prevailing there.

Finally, a few words about the signal parameters are appropriate. The transadmittance $-v_{11}$ is given by (10). Except for the multiplying modulation factor it is seen that it is made up of two terms each of which is composed of two factors. From the general diode discussion the following broad physical interpretation may be obtained. The factor $(a_{21})$ represents the convection current in the grid plane resulting from an impressed potential across the input, and the factor $(a_{22})$ expresses the effect of the drift space upon this convection current which enters through the grid. This component of the transadmittance may be referred to as the convection-current-varation component. In the second term the factor $(a_{32})$, gives the alternating velocity component in the grid plane produced by an impressed potential across the input, and the factor $(a_{33})$ gives the bunching action of the drift space. We may refer to this component as the velocity-variation component of the transadmittance. Hence, it follows that the total transadmittance can be thought of as being established through the combined action of convection-current variation and velocity variation, and as will be shown can become larger than the low-frequency transconductance. Or, if we prefer, we can of course also say that the transadmittance arises as a net result of both bunching and debunching.

With these general physical pictures as a background, we are now ready to take up the detailed study of the noise figure $F$. Let us introduce an auxiliary quantity $I_{14}$ defined by

$$ I_{14} = I_{11} + I_{13} \frac{\beta_{11} + Y_e}{\beta_{31}} $$

which quantity may be referred to as the total equivalent impressed noise current of a linear four-terminal network. In terms of $I_{14}$ we have

$$ F = 1 + \frac{I_{14}^2}{4KTg_e} $$

and we now propose to investigate how $F$ varies with the space charge in the drift region when the frequency is so high that the transit angles in the input and the drift region are large enough to permit asymptotic expansions of the electronic functions to be made. In the preceding discussion where a physical picture was attempted there was no need to refer to a particular frequency range. It is in the very-high-frequency regions, however, that bunching as well as debunching effects are most pronounced and it is there also that interesting phenomena occur.

By introducing the values of $I_\alpha$ and $I_\beta$ from (8) and by using (9) and (10), it follows by straightforward algebra that the total equivalent noise current $I_n$ can be written:

$$I_n = (y_{11} + y_4) \left[ \frac{\alpha_2(a_{12})}{y_{31}} \left[ \frac{\alpha_2(a_{23})}{y_{31}} \right] \right. + \left( \frac{\alpha_2(a_{23})}{y_{31}} \right) N''' \right]$$

if terms which become small at large transit angles are ignored, or, if the values of $y_{31}$ from (10) is introduced,

$$I_n = (y_{11} + y_4) \left[ \frac{(a_{32})(a_{23}) + \alpha_1(a_{23})}{y_{31}} \right. + \left( \frac{(a_{32})(a_{23})}{y_{31}} \right) N''' \right]$$

from which incidentally, it may be noted that the impressed noise current $I_n$ and thus also the noise figure $F$ are independent of the modulation factor of the output gap.

The asymptotic expansions of the various electronic functions may now be introduced into (16). The needed expansions are:

$$(a_{23})_1 \rightarrow \beta_1 \beta_2 \alpha_1 \beta_3$$

$$(a_{23})_2 \rightarrow \beta_1 \beta_3$$

$$(a_{32}) \rightarrow \beta_1 \beta_3$$

where $\Phi_2$ is the space-charge factor for the drift region.

$$I_n = \frac{\alpha_1 I_D \beta_3}{u_2} e^{-\beta_1}$$

In these expressions:

$g_0 =$ d.c. conductance of the input region in mhos/cm.

$\beta_1, \beta_2 =$ complex transit angles of input and drift regions respectively

$D = \text{d.c. current density at the cathode in amps./cm}^2$

$u_1, u_2 =$ d.c. electron velocities in the planes of the grid and screen respectively in cm./sec.

We thus get:

$$- \left[ (a_{32})(a_{23}) + \alpha_1(a_{23}) \right]$$

$$\rightarrow \alpha_1 e^{-\beta_1} (\Phi_1 - \Phi_2(1 + e^{\beta_1}))$$

(18)

where $\Phi_1$ is given by (17),

$$\Phi_2 = \frac{\alpha_1 I_D \beta_3}{u_2} e^{-\beta_1} (\Phi_1 - \Phi_2)$$

(19)

It is well to examine these expressions somewhat more closely. Equation (18) represents essentially the transmission of the tetrode for large transit angles. From the previous discussion it may also be recalled that $\Phi_1$ gives the effect of the drift space upon the entering convection current. For an applied signal of 1 volt this convection current equals (for large transit angle)

$$- \alpha_1 \beta_1 e^{-\beta_1}$$

thus explaining the physical meaning of the first term of the right side in (18). The second term involving the function $\Phi_2$ arises from bunching action of the drift space arising from the alternating velocity component $(a_{32})_1$. For large transit angles $(a_{32})_1$ is inversely proportional to frequency, while the bunching factor $(a_{23})_2$ is directly proportional to frequency. The net bunching effect is thus independent of frequency.

The functions $\Phi_1$ and $\Phi_2$ have been plotted on Fig. 3 against the variable $u_2/u_1$, where $u_1$ and $u_2$ are the d.c. electron velocities in the grid and screen plane respectively. As parameters the distance ratio $x_2/x_1$ between drift and input region has been used.

For very small space charge ($u_2/u_1$ large) we note again that the value of $\Phi_1$ approaches unity, which is its asymptotic value at zero space charge. Under the same condition the function $\Phi_2$ approaches zero. As space charge increases ($u_2/u_1$ decreases) $\Phi_1$ decreases, passes through zero, and becomes negative until the Kipp point is reached, where $\Phi_1$ equals unity. The function $\Phi_2$ on the other hand increases steadily towards the limiting value reached at the Kipp point. Regarding the function $\Phi_1$, we note again that a domain of the distance parameter $x_2/x_1$ exists within which the absolute value of $\Phi_1$ exceeds unity.

The points where the functions equal each other should also be noted. Within the range shown for the distance ratio $x_2/x_1$ it is seen that the points of intersection occur in a domain for which both functions have values falling between 0 and 1.
Returning now to the transadmittance (18), we see that its magnitude is largely independent of frequency, which essentially enters as rotation of the phase. We also note that when space charge in the drift region is very small, \( \Phi_1 = \Phi_2 = 0 \), the magnitude of the high-frequency transadmittance is the same as the low-frequency one.

Let us now investigate the effect of space charge, and in so doing let it be assumed that the transit angle in the input region has been so adjusted that \( \cos \theta_1 = 0 \). The magnitude \( \Gamma \) of the quantity within the square bracket in (18) then becomes:

\[
\Gamma = \sqrt{(\Phi_1 - \Phi_2)^2 + \Phi_2^2} \tag{21}
\]

From Fig. 3 we can infer that as space charge increases there is at first a slow decrease in the magnitude of \( \Gamma \) until a minimum is attained. As a space charge is further increased, the point \( \Phi_2 = 0 \) is reached. Here \( \Gamma \) equals \( \Phi_1 \sqrt{2} \), and since here \( x_2/x_1 \) can be so chosen that \( \Phi_2 \) is in the neighborhood of unity, we see that space charge has caused an enhancement of the low-frequency transadmittance. At this point the transadmittance is established purely by means of bunching in the drift space. As space charge is further increased, \( \Gamma \) increases monotonically until at the Kipp point, it reaches its maximum. As a numerical illustration of the maximum \( \Gamma \), consider the case \( x_2/x_1 = 2 \). From Fig. 3 we find for this case \( \Gamma_{\text{max}} \approx 6 \) or 10 db. above the low-frequency value. Thus, we have found that space charge also may be utilized for gain enhancement in the microwave region. We shall shortly see, however, that such an operating condition results in poor noise performance.

Consider now the expression (20) which acts essentially as a transadmittance from the fluctuations in velocity of emission to the output. First we note that it is directly proportional to frequency. The effect of space charge is expressed by the factor \( \Phi_1 - \Phi_2 \). For very small space charge this factor is nearly unity and as space charge in the drift region increases the factor decreases, passes through zero at \( \Phi_1 = \Phi_2 \), and as space charge is further increased, it increases rapidly until a maximum is reached at the Kipp point. Now the space-charge condition required for equality in \( \Phi_1 \) and \( \Phi_2 \) corresponds to zero noise contribution from the cathode. We can also say that the cathode noise disappears when the combined bunching and debunching effects in input and drift region cancel each other.

Consider finally (22a) in (17). As may be recalled, it gives the effect of the drift space upon the impressed fluctuation due to grid noise and it vanishes when \( \Phi_1 \) equals zero.

We have thus shown that, among the three statistically independent terms of which the total equivalent noise current (16) is composed, two can be made to vanish at different values of space charge in the drift region. The third component arising from screen noise is not directly influenced by conditions in the drift region. It might thus be expected that the total impressed noise current and hence also the noise figure \( F \) will have a minimum somewhere between the values \( u_s/u_1 \) at which \( \Phi_1 = \Phi_2 \) and \( \Phi_1 = 0 \). Since the noise performance is to be measured in terms of the noise figure, let us consider this quantity. From (13), (16), (17), (18) and (20):

\[
F = 1 + \frac{1}{4KTC} \left[ I_D^2 \left( \frac{\Phi_1}{\phi_2^2} - \frac{\Phi_2}{\phi_1^2} \right) \right] + \frac{1}{\alpha_1\phi_2^2} \left[ \frac{\phi_1^2}{N^2} + \frac{1}{\alpha_1\phi_2^2} \right]. \tag{22}
\]

Regarding (22), we note first that the presence of minimum values of \( F \) for particular conditions of space charge depends only upon the behavior of the space-charge functions involved and of course also upon the way the fluctuation sources have been taken into account. However, to locate these minima and to find their magnitudes we must also know the mean square values of the impressed fluctuation sources.

Secondly, it is seen that the high-frequency or asymptotic expression (22) for the excess noise figure \( F \) is composed of two factors. The first factor involves the source admittance \( Y \), while the second factor depends only upon the electronic properties of the tetrode. It is readily established that the first factor has a minimum occurring for tuned and matched input-circuit conditions. The minimum value is found to be \( 4g_n \), where \( g_n \) is the real part of the input admittance.

Finally, it may be observed that the frequency enters (22) through both factors in (22). Thus it is expected that, in general, the asymptotic noise figure \( F \) will behave as a polynomial of even degree equal to or higher than the second.

As already remarked, for the mean-square fluctuation \( v_n^2 \) in velocity we shall take the value given by Rack, which is, per unit frequency interval

\[
\bar{v}_n^2 = \frac{4}{3T_D} \pi K 0.644T_c \tag{23}
\]

where \( T_c \) is the cathode temperature is absolute degrees, \( K \) is Boltzmann's constant, \( T_D \) is the d.c. current in amps./cm.\(^2\) leaving the cathode and \( \eta = e_010^2/m \).

For the impressed partition fluctuations we take the value

\[
\bar{N}^2 = 2e\alpha(1 - \alpha)I_D \tag{24}
\]

per unit frequency interval. In (24) \( e \) is the electron charge, \( \alpha \) is the transmission factor of the grid in question, and \( I_D \) is the d.c. current density in the region preceding the grid. Expression (24) assumes that the grid is so fine that the probability of an electron hitting it is the same regardless of the position on the cathode from which it leaves.

Introducing (23) and (24) into (22) and taking the typical value

\[
\frac{0.644T_c}{T} = 2.4
\]
and

\[
\frac{e}{2KT_1} = 19.3,
\]

we finally get for the asymptotic value of the noise figure

\[
F = 1 + \left| y_{11} + Y_s \right|^2 \left[ \frac{0.267}{g_s} \frac{\theta_1}{\Gamma} \right]^2 
+ 19.3(1 - \alpha_2)I_D \left[ \frac{\Phi_1}{\Gamma} \right]^2 + 19.3(1 - \alpha_2)I_D \left[ \frac{\alpha_1g_s^2}{\Gamma} \right]^2
\]

(25)

In order to illustrate the general behavior of \( F \) as a function of space charge, let us take the following numerical values:

\( \theta_1 = 8 \) radians corresponding to a cathode-grid spacing \( x_1 = 13 \times 10^{-4} \) cm. and a wavelength \( \lambda = 10 \) cm.

\( g_s = 3000 \) micromhos

\( I_D = 0.8 \) milliampere.

\( \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = 0.80 \).

With these values the second factor which we shall denote by \( M \) becomes

\[
M = 5696 \left[ \frac{\Phi_1}{\Gamma} \right]^2 + 429 \left[ \frac{\Phi_1}{\Gamma} \right]^2 + 515 \left[ \frac{1}{\Gamma} \right]^2.
\]

(26)

The function \( M \) is plotted on Fig. 4 with the ratio between screen and equivalent grid d.c. potentials as abscissa and with the distance ratio \( x_2/x_1 \) as parameter. The minimum points are seen to occur very nearly for a value of d.c. screen potential which results in \( \Phi_1 = \Phi_s \), reflecting the fact that in the example chosen the cathode noise contribution is by far the largest. Thus it follows that for this particular case minimum noise figure occurs when the bunching and debunching effects through the tube just about equal each other.

It also appears that the magnitudes at the minimum points are fairly independent of the distance ratio. However, the minimum broadens with increasing grid-screen distance.

Let us also estimate the magnitude of optimum noise figure. Suppose we take \( x_2/x_1 = 2 \) and \( g_{11} = 1/200 \). We then have

\[
F_{\text{min}} = 1 + \frac{4}{200} 0.135 \times 10^3 = 28 \text{ or } 14 \text{ db.}
\]

if optimum input circuit conditions also are assumed.

From the discussion of the general behavior of the transadmittance it follows that this improved noise performance has been accomplished with a certain amount of sacrifice in transadmittance which may be estimated to equal about 30 per cent of the low-frequency value.

The method of noise reduction which has been described is of course independent of frequency as long as it is high enough to justify the use of the asymptotic values for the electronic functions. It does not work if, for example, the transit angle of the input region is small. This can easily be proved analytically and has also been confirmed experimentally by Neher.

The general ideas developed in this paper have also been applied to velocity-variation tubes, but this is beyond the scope of the paper.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, while the limitations of the assumption of a single-valued-velocity electronic stream are recognized, nonetheless the broad effects predicted in signal and noise behavior have been experimentally confirmed. This experimental confirmation is recorded in a forthcoming paper by Neher. Signal enhancement alone as a result of space-charge effects was first confirmed at Bell Telephone Laboratories by experimental work carried out by F. B. Llewellyn and J. A. Morton. Experimental data available at present are too meager for more critical correlation with theory. What is needed most at present is a more systematic experimental study of the effects of space charge and transit angle upon signal and noise. Exact experimental agreement with theory is not to be expected until a multi-valued-velocity electron-stream theory is developed. Initial efforts along this line, which should contribute much to a more complete understanding of microwave tubes, have been made by both Frank Gray of these Laboratories and R. Q. Twiss in England.
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1 The theory allows \( g_{11} \) to be calculated neglecting the effect of returning electrons. However, the calculated value is greatly in error because of this neglect. Accordingly we use an experimental value of \( g_{11} \) which may be regarded as an empirical parameter designed to take account of the circuit effects principally caused by returning electrons. (This does not, however, take into account noise from the returning electrons.)
The Motion of Electrons Subject to Forces Transverse to a Uniform Magnetic Field

PAUL K. WEIMER, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E., AND ALBERT ROSE, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—The paths of electrons in a uniform magnetic field, under the influence of forces transverse to the magnetic field, are of interest in a variety of vacuum tubes. In general, the force experienced by the electron varies with time. The time variation may arise from motion of the electron through an electrostatic field, from motion of the electron along the lines of a curved magnetic field (inertial forces), or from the deliberate application of a time-varying electric field. A graphical method for obtaining the electron paths is described as follows: the given transverse-field versus time curve is approximated by tangent sections; the complete analytic solution is obtained or any tangent section; the analytic solution is interpreted graphically; and a method for joining graphical solutions of neighboring sections is developed. Emphasis is placed on the resultant velocity components and displacement after the field has ceased to act. The graphical method is used to analyze the motion of electrons in the orthicon and image orthicon, television pickup tubes in which the velocity components of the scanning beam critically affect performance. Problems considered are: magnetic and electrostatic deflection in a magnetic field, an electrostatic lens immersed in a magnetic field, the effect of “tapering” the applied forces, and the possibility of canceling unwanted velocity components introduced in one part of the tube by equal and opposite components introduced in another part.

1. Introduction

A uniform magnetic field has been used for controlling the paths of electrons in several types of television pickup tubes. In these tubes the motion of the electron is sufficiently constrained by the field so that the resulting path lies approximately along a magnetic line. The uniform field is particularly useful in the orthicon and image orthicon where the electron beam approaches the target with an energy of several hundred volts and must be decelerated to strike the target with less than a volt energy. Care must be taken, however, in the design of the tube that the beam does not acquire velocity components transverse to the magnetic field at the expense of its velocity parallel to the field. If such a transfer of energy does take place the beam will not possess sufficient longitudinal energy to reach the target. The loss of as little as a few tenths of a volt longitudinal energy in the scanning beam of the image orthicon is objectionable.

The necessity for reducing the transverse motion of electrons in the image orthicon has prompted a more general study of helical motion in a uniform magnetic field. The following problems were considered:

1. Motion of an electron along a uniform magnetic field and subject to perturbing transverse electrostatic fields.
2. Motion of an electron along a curved magnetic field.
3. Two-dimensional motion of an electron in a uniform magnetic field and subject to a time-varying transverse electric field.

The solution of the two-dimensional problem specified in 3 may be shown to be an approximate solution of the apparently diverse problems listed in 1 and 2. The approximation involved in this procedure is that the transverse velocity in problems 1 and 2 be sufficiently small compared to the longitudinal velocity that the variations induced in the transverse velocity may be considered to have negligible effect on the longitudinal velocity. Accordingly, a time may be assigned at the outset to each point along the prescribed path of the electron. Thus, in problem 1, the spatial variation of the perturbing electrostatic field along the path may be converted into a time variation of the field, and the solution of 3 applied.

In problem 2 the electron moves along the lines of a curved magnetic field and experiences an inertial force given by \( m v^2/r \) where \( v \) is the velocity of the electron and \( r \) is the radius of curvature of the field lines at each point. The inertial force, to the approximation considered here, is the equivalent of an electric field transverse to a uniform magnetic field. Owing to the motion of the electron and the spatial variation in curvature of the lines, the transverse field experienced by the electron varies with time. By first calculating the transverse field as a function of time the solution of 3 may be applied directly. This method of solving the motion of an electron in a curved magnetic field has been found to give results equal in accuracy to the mathematically more direct but physically less revealing method of obtaining an approximate solution to the three-dimensional equation of motion.

In general, the transverse electric field may vary with time in any arbitrary manner, as shown by the solid curve of Fig. 1. A convenient graphical procedure for solving these problems was developed and will be described below. Application of the graphical method will be made to problems of the types 1 and 2 as they occur in the orthicon and the image orthicon.

* Decimal classification R1.38 BR583.6. Original manuscript received by the Institute, June 20, 1946; revised manuscript received, October 7, 1946.
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II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MOTION OF AN ELECTRON IN A MAGNETIC FIELD SUBJECT TO A TIME-VARYING TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC FIELD

Starting with the well-known cycloidal motion of an electron in crossed electric and magnetic fields, the curve representing the transverse field as a function of time might well be represented by a series of steps, as shown by the dashed lines of Fig. 1. The solution for the first step would provide the initial conditions for the second step, and so on. The objection to this procedure is the number of steps required to attain a prescribed degree of approximation. Greater accuracy can be obtained in fewer steps if the curve of Fig. 1 is approximated by straight-line tangents, as shown in Fig. 2 (solid lines).

Furthermore, the procedure can be greatly simplified if the analytical solutions for the successive linear sections are replaced by a single graphical construction. It has been found that by using compasses and a protractor one may quickly find the final phase and magnitude of the circular motion acquired by an electron subjected to a time-varying electric field consisting of many linear sections. (See Figs. 5 and 7.) The same construction gives information about the path of the electron while the field is acting. By supplementing the construction with a simple formula the complete paths may be plotted if required.

In the following description, the analytic solution of the motion for a single linear section will be derived first to form a basis for the graphical construction.

A. Analytical Solution for a Linear Section

The solution of the equations of motion for a single tangent section (Fig. 2) is the solution for an electron in a uniform magnetic field subject to a transverse electric field that varies linearly with time. The equations of motion for an electron for any one section in electromagnetic units are

\[
\begin{align*}
mx &= -eHy \\
my &= -e(E_0 + E_t) + eHz
\end{align*}
\]

where \( E \) and \( H \) are directed positively along the \( Y \) and \( Z \) axes, respectively, in a right-handed co-ordinate system, and all derivatives are with respect to \( t \). Taking the initial conditions for the section considered as \( t=0 \), \( E = E_0, x = x_0, y = y_0, z = z_0, \dot{x} = \dot{y} = \dot{z}_0 \), the solution of (1) is

\[
\begin{align*}
x - x_0 &= \frac{T}{2\pi} \left[ \left( y_0 + \frac{mE}{eH^2} \right) \cos 2\pi \frac{t}{T} \right. \\
&\quad + \frac{\dot{y}_0 - E_0 - \frac{mE}{eH^2}}{H} \sin 2\pi \frac{t}{T} - \frac{y_0 - \frac{mE}{eH^2}}{T} \\
&\quad + \frac{E_t}{H} \frac{t}{T} \left. \right]
\end{align*}
\]

\[
y - y_0 = \frac{T}{2\pi} \left[ \left( y_0 + \frac{mE}{eH^2} \right) \sin 2\pi \frac{t}{T} \\
&\quad - \left( x_0 - \frac{E_0}{H} \right) \cos 2\pi \frac{t}{T} + x_0 \right]
\]

\[
y - y_0 = -\frac{m}{eH^2} (E_0 + E_t)
\]

where

\[
T = 2\pi \frac{m}{eH}
\]

For convenience in applying and demonstrating the graphical construction, these equations will be modified as follows:

1. The independent variable is changed from \( t \) to \( \tau \)

The principal advantage of this change of variable is the generalization of the graphical solution. One construction may then apply for more than one value of magnetic field and of beam voltage. Also it provides a convenient measure of electron velocity and period, two quantities which are of inconvenient magnitude when expressed in centimeters per second and seconds, respectively. For example, the velocity of an electron in centimeters per second is

\[
v = 5.93 \times 10^{7} \sqrt{V}
\]

where \( V \) is the energy of the beam in volts. When \( T \) is taken as the unit of time, the velocity in centimeters per electron period is

\[
v = \frac{21.2 \sqrt{V}}{H}
\]

where \( H \) is the magnetic field in gauss. Thus, in the new units the velocity of the beam is numerically equal to the distance between successive nodes in the beam. This distance in the image orthicon is about 4 centimeters for the scanning beam. Another advantage of the change of variable is the simple relation between transverse velocity and the radius of the motion in the magnetic field alone. This is

\[
v = 2 \pi R.
\]
where \( \tau \) is the nondimensional measure of time in units of the electron period \( T \).

2. The origin is chosen so that \( x_0 = \dot{y}_0 / 2\pi \) and \( y_0 = -\left(\ddot{x}_0 / 2\pi\right) \), where the velocities \( \dot{x}_0 \) and \( \dot{y}_0 \) are in centimeters per electron period. This places the origin at the initial center of rotation of the electron in the magnetic field alone.

The complete solution with all derivatives taken with respect to \( \tau \), \( E \) expressed in volts per centimeter, \( H \) in gauss, and with the constants evaluated is

\[
x = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ \left( \frac{\dot{y}_0 + \frac{5.69E}{H^2}}{H^2} \right) \cos 2\tau \right.
  + \left. \left( \ddot{x}_0 - \frac{35.7E_0}{H^2} \right) \sin 2\tau \right]
  - \frac{5.69E}{2\pi H^2} \frac{35.7}{H^2} \left( E_0 + \frac{\dot{E}}{2} \right)
\]

\]

\[
y = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ \left( \frac{\dot{y}_0 + \frac{5.69E}{H^2}}{H^2} \right) \sin 2\tau \right.
  - \left. \left( \ddot{x}_0 - \frac{35.7E_0}{H^2} \right) \cos 2\tau \right]
  - \frac{5.69}{H^2} \left( E_0 + \dot{E} \right)
\]

\[
\dot{x}(cm/T) = \left( \frac{\dot{y}_0 + \frac{5.69E}{H^2}}{H^2} \right) \cos 2\tau
+ \left( \ddot{x}_0 - \frac{35.7E_0}{H^2} \right) \cos 2\tau
+ \frac{35.7}{H^2} \left( E_0 + \dot{E} \right)
\]

\[
\dot{y}(cm/T) = \left( \frac{\dot{y}_0 + \frac{5.69E}{H^2}}{H^2} \right) \cos 2\tau
+ \left( \ddot{x}_0 - \frac{35.7E_0}{H^2} \right) \sin 2\tau
- \frac{5.69\dot{E}}{H^2}
\]

B. Graphical Method for Calculating the Circular Motion

The aim of this section is to derive from the above equations a graphical construction which will yield the magnitude and direction of circular motion that an electron has after being acted upon by an electric field whose variation with time has been approximated by linear sections. In the constructions which follow, the instantaneous circular motion is represented by a radius vector drawn outward from the center of the circle to the electron. The circumferential velocity is perpendicular to this vector and has a magnitude proportional to the length of the vector. In (5) to (9) the velocity is expressed in centimeters per electron period and is very simply related to the length of the corresponding radius vector by the proportionality factor \( 2\pi \). The magnetic field is always assumed to be directed out of the paper and the radius vectors rotate counterclockwise through 360 degrees in the time interval \( \tau = 1 \).

The final construction arrives at will become clear if a complete picture of the electron path is first considered. By way of illustration, the simple transverse-field versus time curve shown in Fig. 3 will be treated. The initial conditions are taken to be \( x_0 = \dot{y}_0 = E_0 = 0 \). The origin of the coordinate system for (5) and (6) is at the center of the circle in which the electron moves at \( \tau = 0 \) by virtue of its initial velocity. In this instance, the initial velocity is zero and the origin and the initial electron position coincide. From (5) and (6) the complete path is made up of two parts, motion of the electron on a circle and motion of the center of the circle.

\[
R = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ \left( \frac{\dot{x}_0 - \frac{35.7E_0}{H^2}}{H^2} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\dot{y}_0 + \frac{5.69E}{H^2}}{H^2} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}
\]

The other motion is that of the center of this circle. It follows a parabolic path in space resulting from a constant velocity in the \( y \) direction given by \( \dot{y} = -\left(\frac{5.69E}{H^2}\right) \), and a uniformly accelerated velocity in the \( x \) direction given by \( \ddot{x} = \left(\frac{35.7}{H^2}\right)E_0 + \dot{E} \). The breakdown of the actual motion into circular and translational components greatly simplifies the problem.
periodic terms are called the "translational terms" and are plotted in Fig. 4 as the dotted curve $C C' C''$. The constant term of (5), defines a point $X_1$ displaced by the constant amount $-(5.69E_1/2\pi H^2)$ from the dotted curve. ($E_1$ is the slope of the first section of the force field when $E$ is plotted against $\tau$.) The center of the circle while the field is changing at the rate $E_1$ is at $X_1$ and moves along a parabolic path displaced at the constant distance $X_1C$ from the dotted curve. The electron itself is on the periphery of the circle and rotates around the center of the circle as the center slides along its parabolic path. The circular motion of the electron is represented by the rotation of the radius vector $X_1C$ about its center $X_1$. The complete path of the electron is shown as the solid curve. Three positions, initial, intermediate, and final, of the rotating vector in the first section are shown. At $R_{1''}$ the rotating vector, by Fig. 3, has completed 0.6 of a revolution. At $R_{1''}$, also, the electron has a total velocity, given by (7) and (8), which constitutes the initial velocity for the second section. It may be shown from (7) and (8) that the radius vector giving the total velocity of the electron at $R_{1''}$ is $R_{1''}O_{11}$. With $O_{11}$ as the new origin, the translational terms of (5) and (6) furnish the parabolic curve $C^1C'H'C''$. The center $X_{11}$ of the new circle is displaced from the curve by the constant term $-(5.69E_2/2\pi H^2)$. In this section $E_2$ is negative and the displacement is to the right. The radius vector of the new circle must have a magnitude and direction such as to make the electron position (as well as total velocity) continuous across the boundary of the two sections. This means that it must extend from its center at $X_{11}$ to the final position of the electron at the end of the first section, namely, $R_{1''}$. Again, the radius vector $X_{11}R_{1''}$ rotates about its center $X_{11}$, as its center slides along a parabolic curve displaced from the dotted curve. The total rotation, according to Fig. 3, is 0.3 of a revolution, and the final position is $X_{11}''R_{1''}'$. At $R_3'$ the field force has ceased to act and the electron continues to rotate about the center $C''$, its motion being described by the radius vector $C''R_3'$. 

Fig. 5 shows the simple graphical construction required to obtain the same information about the final circular motion as found in Fig. 4. The translational terms have been dropped since they may be conveniently treated independently. The point $C$ represents the center of rotation of the electron before and after the application of the transverse force. During the application of the force this point follows the parabolic paths indicated by the dotted curve of Fig. 4, and its total translation may be readily calculated as described in the following section.

Fig. 7 is the graphical construction applied to the more complex force field of Fig. 6. For generality it is assumed that the electron has an initial velocity represented by the radius vector $CR_0$. The fulcrum of the rotating vector in the first section is displaced from $C$ a distance $-(5.69E_1/2\pi H^2)$ and $CX_1$ is drawn proportional to this distance. The initial position of the rotating vector is then $X_1R_0$. During the time interval of section $I$, given by $\tau = 0.2$, $X_1R_0$ rotates through 0.2 of a revolution or 72 degrees. At the end of the interval the vector has the position $X_1R_1$.

$CX_{11}$ is then drawn proportional to $5.69E_2/2\pi H^2$, giving $X_{11}R_1$ as the initial value of the rotating vector in the second section. $X_{11}R_1$ rotates into $X_{11}R_3$.

In the third section $E_3 = 0$ and the center of the rotating vector is $C$. The rotating vector is $CR_3$ and rotates into $CR_3'$. 

Fig. 7—The graphical construction for the transverse field of Fig. 6. The radius vector representing the initial circular motion is $CR_0$, its magnitude being drawn proportional to the actual radius in centimeters, determined by

$$R = \frac{3.3V}{H},$$

where $V$ is the transverse energy of the circular motion in volts. The vectors $CX_1$, $CX_{11}$, and $CX_{11}'$ are drawn in the same proportion to the distance $-(5.69E_2/2\pi H^2)$ calculated for each section. The final vector $CR_3$ gives the phase and magnitude of the final circular motion and may be converted to volts by the relation

$$V = \frac{HR_3}{3.3},$$
$CX_4$ is drawn proportional to $-(5.69 \frac{E_0}{2\pi H^2})$, locating the fulcrum of the vector in the fourth section. $X_4R_4$ rotates into $X_4R_4$. $CR_4$ represents the radius vector corresponding to the total motion of the electron at the instant the field ceases to act.

C. Complete Electron Paths in Transverse Fields

Reference to (5) and (6) shows that a transverse force field produces a net translation of the center of rotation along the $X$ axis by an amount proportional to the area under the curve of $E$ plotted against $t$. Thus

$$x = 35.7 \frac{r}{H^2} \int_0^t Edt.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The translation in the $y$ direction parallel to the electric field occurs only while the field is acting, and is proportional to the instantaneous value of $E$. Thus, after the field has dropped to zero we have

$$y = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The complete electron paths while the field is acting may be conveniently plotted by using only the translational terms of (5) and (6) combined with a graphical construction of the type illustrated in Figs. 5 and 7.

In Fig. 8 the paths between two plates are plotted for several cases in which the field is applied at different rates. The maximum circular motion occurs in case 1 where sudden application of the field gives the familiar cycloidal paths. As the field is applied more and more gradually the resulting circular motion is reduced. For those particular cases where the time for the field to reach its final value is an integral number of periods, the resultant circular motion between the plates is zero. The fact that an electric field introduces less circular motion when applied gradually is utilized in the orthicon, as will be described in the next section.

It is interesting to note from (5) to (8) that if an electron is introduced to an electric field $E_0$ in a time of $\tau$, electron periods, the amplitude of circular motion during the rise time of $E_0$ is reduced by the factor $1/2\pi\tau$ and the corresponding energy of circular motion by the factor $1/4\pi^2\tau^2$ relative to the amplitude and energy it would have if introduced suddenly to the same field. This would suggest that the starting electrons in a diode magnetron describe smooth paths concentric with the cathode. The anode field of the magnetron is applied in a time of many electron periods. Pulse rise times of one-half microsecond, for example, in combination with magnetic fields of a thousand gausses attenuate the energy of circular motion by a factor of the order of $10^{-8}$.

III. Electrostatic Deflection Plates Immersed in a Magnetic Field

In the 1840-type orthicon, electrostatic plates within the magnetic focusing field are used for the horizontal scanning of the target. The net displacement is parallel to the plane of the plates and can be calculated from (10). The plates are curved so that they are closely spaced at the center and flared out at the ends where the electron enters and leaves the deflecting field. The purpose of this shape is to reduce the helical motion produced in the beam by the transverse field. It is of interest to apply the graphical method to determine the conditions for which the flaring of the plates is advantageous.

The curvature of the plates is such that an electron passing between them at constant velocity experiences a transverse field whose time variation is similar to that shown in Fig. 3, except that now the maximum occurs at the midpoint in time. If the plates had been flat and so closely spaced that the fringe field were of negligible extent, the transverse field would, of course, have been

4 The periodic variation of the electric field owing to the scanning process is so slow compared to the transit time of the electron that the field may be considered stationary for any one electron.
constant with an abrupt rise and fall. The helical motion acquired by the electron in both of these cases has been calculated by the graphical method and plotted in Fig. 9 for various lengths of plates. It is noted that the curved plates actually introduce more helical motion for the same deflection than the flat plates if the plates are shorter than 1.4λ. (λ is the distance apart of successive nodal planes in the beam.) With longer lengths, both types of plates introduce less helical motion and the advantage in flaring the plates is apparent.

IV. Electrostatic Lens Immersed in a Magnetic Field

The deceleration field in front of the target in the image orthicon forms an electrostatic lens immersed in a uniform magnetic field (see the dotted lines of Fig. 10). An electron path of special interest is the one approaching the edge of the target along the magnetic line indicated. Along this path the transverse electric field is larger than for paths near the axis of the tube. From the equipotential plot the transverse-field versus time curve has been calculated for the portion of the path from F to G. This curve is shown in Fig. 11.

By use of (10) and Fig. 11, the translation of the electron in the deceleration lens may be computed. This translation, at right angles to the electric and magnetic fields, appears as a slight rotation of the scanning pattern as a whole on the target.7

7 This translation is also the chief reason why the electron on its return from the target does not retrace its initial path. The lack of retrace gives rise to a scanning pattern on the first stage of the electron multiplier. This pattern is oriented approximately 90 degrees to the scanning pattern on the target.

The helical motion acquired by the electron has been computed by a graphical construction similar to Fig. 7. For the relatively small transverse motions involved here the electric field may be assumed to be uniform across the path. It was found that several volts of helical energy are acquired by an electron deflected toward the edge of the target.

V. Curved Magnetic Field

A deflection coil immersed in a uniform magnetic field causes the resultant field lines to bend as shown in Fig. 10. An electron whose principal motion is along the magnetic lines experiences at each bend an \( \frac{mv^2}{r} \) force which may be expressed as an equivalent transverse electrostatic field. The value of this field in volts per centimeter is

\[
E = \frac{2V_F}{r} \tag{12}
\]

where \( V_F \) is the longitudinal energy of the beam in volts, and \( r \) is the radius of curvature of the magnetic lines at each point. By use of this equation, transverse-field versus time curves may be plotted for the bends AB and CD.
The effect of each bend is to produce a translation perpendicular to the plane of the curve as well as to introduce helical motion. The translation, whose magnitude is given by (10), is usually not significant in the image orthicon since that occurring at the first bend is equal and opposite to that produced by the second. The helical motions, however, introduced by the two bends usually do not cancel. Their magnitudes are not in general equal and their vectorial summation may vary depending on their relative phase as determined by the transit time between bends. The net helical energy impressed on the electron in passing through the deflection coil varies from zero for zero deflection to as much as several volts for maximum deflection.

Higher wall voltages and decreased magnetic field strengths tend to increase the helical energy acquired by the electron in passing through either the deflection coil or the deceleration lens. In the image orthicon, where zero helical motion at the target is desired, it has been found advantageous to balance the helical motion introduced by the deceleration lens against that produced by the deflection coil. The proper phase for cancellation can readily be obtained by sliding the deflection coil along the axis of the tube.

An Oscillographic Method of Presenting Impedances on the Reflection-Coefficient Plane*

A. L. SAMUELT†, FELLOW, I. R. E.

Summary—A method is described which permits the direct presentation of the reflection-coefficient plane on an oscillograph. The theory is briefly outlined and photographs reproduced showing one simple form of equipment and the results which it yields. Mention is made of more elaborate arrangements which increase the accuracy of the method.

An experimental study at ultra-high frequencies of the input impedance as a function of frequency for any given circuit element requires measurements of the complex impedance at a number of different frequencies over a prescribed frequency range. The usual method involves (1) observations of the standing-wave ratio along a uniform transmission line which is terminated by the unknown impedance, (2) the computation from these data of the input impedance or of the reflection coefficient at a number of different frequencies, and (3) the presentation of these data on a transmission-line chart, usually of the reflection-coefficient-plane type. The oscillographic method, which is to be described, offers a convenient and rapid method of presenting the data directly in the desired form without computation. The principal advantage of this method over the conventional point-by-point method is one of speed. Results may be obtained in a very few minutes which otherwise would require hours or even days of work. In fact, it is possible to observe the variations in the input impedance of devices under transient conditions, something that is not possible using more conventional methods. The variations in impedance produced by rotating joints, and even random variations in the input impedance of an antenna produced by reflections, are examples of time-varying impedances which can be observed in this way.

One common usage of such a device is that of observing the effects of adjustments made on a circuit in an attempt to match impedances. When so used, inaccuracies for large values of reflection coefficient are of no concern; therefore, the simplest possible system is indicated, as long as it is capable of giving good indications when the reflection coefficient approaches zero. Fortunately, this requirement is easy to meet.

Another usage is that of measuring \( Q \). Here accuracy is of some concern, so that one of the more elaborate methods to be described is indicated. For devices having large negative out-of-tune reflection coefficients, it is possible to construct a transparency for the oscilloscope screen containing curves giving the loci of the reflection coefficients at frequencies displaced from resonance by amounts which are simply related to the \( Q \). A frequency marker in the form of a dotting circuit enables one to measure the frequency difference \( \Delta F \) between such pairs of points (one on each side of resonance), so that \( Q \) can be computed from the relationship

\[
Q = \frac{f}{\Delta f}.
\]

The required loci for the intrinsic \( Q (Q_0) \), for the loaded \( Q, (Q_L) \) and for the external \( Q, (Q_{\text{EXT}}) \) are shown on Fig. 1. The \( Q_0 \) loci are circles of radius 1.414 going through the \( R=0 \) and \( R=00 \) points (with centers at \( X = \pm 1 \)). The \( Q_L \) loci are straight lines (circles of infinite radius) going through \( R=0 \), one going through \( X=1 \) and the other through \( X = -1 \). The \( Q_{\text{EXT}} \) loci are circles of unit radius through these same points. Similar loci exist for the more general case, although different curves are obviously needed for each value of the out-of-tune reflection coefficient.

* Decimal classification: R244.3. Original manuscript received by the Institute, September 25, 1946; revised manuscript received, December 6, 1946. Presented, Second Annual National Electronics Conference, Chicago, Ill., October 3, 1946.† Formerly, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New York, N. Y.; now, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
Perhaps a word might be in order regarding the choice of the reflection-coefficient plane as a medium for presenting impedance data. As is now generally known, the Smith chart is obtained by a bilinear transformation to the reflection-coefficient plane of the co-ordinate system on the impedance plane. Since the reflection coefficient is always less than unity (that is, for passive circuits) the plane is bounded by a unit circle, the reflection coefficient being given by the vector distance from the origin to any point on the plane. The impedance co-ordinates are transformed into orthogonal families of circles, and the bilinear nature of the transformation requires that circles remain circles and that angles be preserved. Distance along a lossless transmission line appears on the chart as distance along the circumference of a circle coaxial with the center of the chart; the absolute magnitude of the reflection coefficient remains constant under these conditions.

The simplest scheme by which the necessary information can be obtained to supply the oscilloscope is shown in Fig. 2, and schematically in Fig. 3. Four probes are used to sample the waves existing in the transmission line, which may be either a wave guide or a coaxial line. These probes are in pairs, the two probes of each pair being spaced along the line by a quarter wavelength, while the two sets are staggered by an eighth wavelength. The output from each probe goes directly to a crystal detector. The two crystals of one pair of probes are balanced, the difference in their outputs being impressed on one pair of deflection vanes in the oscilloscope. The difference in the outputs from the second pair is impressed in a like manner on the other pair of deflecting vanes in the oscilloscope. If, then, the input to the transmission line is varied in frequency but not in amplitude, and if the crystals follow a square law, the oscilloscope spot will trace a path representing the desired curve on the reflection-coefficient plane. The center of the reflection-coefficient plane is located by interrupting the output of the driving oscillator at the end of each frequency excursion.

The mathematical verification for this result is extremely simple. If the incident wave, as seen by crystal (1), is constant at an amplitude \( V \), and the reflected wave is \( V', \) at an angle \( \theta \) for some fixed angular frequency \( \omega \), then the output from this crystal is

\[
[V_i \cos \omega t + V'_i \cos (\omega t + \pi/2)]^2 = \frac{V^2_i}{2} + \frac{V'^2}{2} + V_iV'_i \cos \theta + \text{radio-frequency terms.} \quad (1)
\]

At crystal (2) the incident wave will be delayed by \( \pi/2 \) and the reflected wave will be advanced by \( \pi/2 \), corresponding to the time required by the wave to traverse the quarter-wavelength section of transmission line separating the two probes. The output from this crystal will then be

\[
[V_i \cos (\omega - \pi/2) + V'_i \cos (\omega + \theta + \pi/2)]^2 = \frac{V^2_i}{2} + \frac{V'^2}{2} - V_iV'_i \cos \theta + \text{radio-frequency terms.} \quad (2)
\]

---

The difference in the outputs which appears between the abscissa vanes of the oscilloscope is

\[ 2V_rV, \cos \theta. \]  

(1)-(2)

Crystal (3) will have an output of

\[ [V_r \cos (\omega t - \pi/4) + V, \cos (\omega t + \theta + \pi/4)]^2 \]

\[ = \frac{V_r^2}{2} + \frac{V_r^2}{2} - v_rV, \sin \theta + \text{radio-frequency terms.} \tag{3} \]

Similarly, crystal (4) will have

\[ [V_r \cos (\omega t - 3\pi/4) + V, \cos (\omega t + \theta + 3\pi/4)]^2 \]

\[ = \frac{V_r^2}{2} + \frac{V_r^2}{2} + v_rV, \sin \theta + \text{radio-frequency terms.} \tag{4} \]

The difference for this pair, which will be

\[ 2V_rV, \sin \theta, \tag{4)-(3} \]

(4)

can be impressed on the ordinate vanes of the oscilloscope. If \( V_r \) is constant, the position of the spot will then be given by

\[ X = V_r \cos \theta \]

\[ Y = V_r \cos \theta \]

so that the spot will lie at a distance \( V_r \) from the origin and at an angle \( \theta \). When the frequency is varied over a restricted range, the spot will trace the value of \( V_r \) in magnitude and phase. The proper scale factor for the oscilloscope and its accompanying amplifier can readily be obtained by terminating the transmission line in a short circuit, so that \((V_r) = (V_s)\), and calling the accompanying deflection unity. Since, by definition, \( V_r \) for unity \( V_s \) is the reflection coefficient, the desired relationship has been verified.

The four-probe method just outlined is subject to a number of limitations and errors. Since use is made of fixed spacings in the transmission line, the method is limited in its frequency range if reasonable accuracy is to be expected. The maximum percentage error in position of the spot, with fixed probes in a coaxial line, is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 as a function of the departure in frequency from the value for which the spacings are correct. The data were computed in terms of the reflection coefficient as referred to the mid-plane of the probe system. The errors will be somewhat greater for a waveguide system because of the more rapid variation in guide wavelength with frequency. Care must be taken to insure that the probes are not large enough to produce noticeable distortions in the standing-wave pattern which is being sampled.\(^3\)

A third type of error is introduced if the crystals do not follow a square law, as assumed in the above analysis. This imparts a nonlinear radial scale to the oscilloscopes. This error will be largest for large values of the reflection coefficient. It will decrease as the reflection coefficient approaches zero, in just the same way that a converter becomes linear for signals that are small compared to the beating-oscillator level. A fourth

Variations in input-power level with frequency will introduce yet another error. However, it is possible to adjust the mechanically modulated oscillator shown in Fig. 6 so that the output is constant to better than a half decibel over a 5 per cent frequency band; therefore, this error is not too serious.

With suitable attention to detail, the four-probe method has been found to yield results which are accurate to the order of 5 per cent over a 5 per cent frequency band.

The crystal-law errors can be substantially eliminated by any arrangement which attenuates the reflected-wave component so that it is always small compared with the direct-wave component. The direct wave then takes the place of the beating oscillator in the conventional converter, and the reflected wave takes the place of the signal. This results in a linear signal-response characteristic. It does not modify the requirements that the input-power level be constant, since the magnitude of reflected wave will still vary with the magnitude of the incident wave. A variety of different circuits have been suggested which permit the separation of the incident-wave and reflected-wave components so that one can be attenuated relative to the other. Some of these circuits are shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9. These circuits are shown in terms of wave guides, although they are equally well adapted to coaxial-line systems.

Fig. 6—The mechanically swept oscillator used to obtain the constant-amplitude, variable-frequency power source.

Fig. 7—The basic directional-coupler method of sampling the incident- and reflected-wave components to permit the independent adjustment of their levels.

Fig. 8—A circuit employing hybrid junctions to perform the required additions and subtractions.

In the circuit of Fig. 7, two directional couplers are used to sample the incident and reflected waves. The coupler which samples the reflected wave may be constructed to have a greater coupling attenuation than the coupling attenuation of the coupler sampling the incident wave, or a resistive attenuator may be used to provide the desired difference in level. The probes in the secondary line then measure a reflection coefficient which is reduced by some desired factor with respect to the reflection coefficient of the impedance under test. Suitable allowance for this can then be made in the calibration of oscilloscope so that the device is still direct-reading. It is, of course, possible to dispense with one of the directional couplers, but the use of a single coupler to sample both wave components is not recommended because of the severe requirements on impedance matching which this usage imposes.

The use of directional couplers to sample the waves makes it possible to dispense with the use of probes and

---

use hybrid junctions to obtain the necessary additions and subtractions. Such a circuit using wave guides is shown in Fig. 8. Two input couplers and two output couplers are shown. The output from one incident-wave coupler and one reflected wave coupler are added and subtracted by one hybrid tee with a crystal on each of the two remaining arms. The second hybrid tee is displaced by an eighth wavelength to obtain the necessary phase difference. The balanced crystal outputs go to the oscillograph amplifiers as before. The sensitivity of the directional coupler and hybrid junction method can be made somewhat greater than that of the simple probe method, since it is possible to obtain much larger samples of the incident wave without serious error by these means.

Some improvement in the frequency characteristic can be obtained by using hybrid junctions throughout, as shown in Fig. 9, although the mechanical complexity of the scheme becomes formidable. A 3-decibel difference in level between the incident and reflected wave samples is automatically supplied by this arrangement. Since the hybrid junctions are inherently less frequency-sensitive than are directional couplers, this scheme has perhaps the broadest band of any of the various schemes suggested.

![Fig. 10—Oscilloscope picture of the reflection coefficient of a 1-meter length of wave guide terminated in a short circuit with a frequency excursion of 100 megacycles.](image)

As experimental proof of the usefulness of the impedance viewer, Figs. 10 and 11 are offered. Fig. 10 is a photograph of the oscilloscope pattern when a long line is terminated by a short circuit. This should, of course, be an arc of the unit circle, the length of the arc depending upon the length of the line and upon the frequency excursion. The departure from a true circle is a measure of the errors of the system. The irregularities at the ends of the circular arc in the picture are due to variations in input power level and a reversal in the direction of the frequency sweep during the switching period which are associated with the transient behavior of the power supply and switching circuits. Fig. 11 shows the input impedance of an over-coupled double-tuned circuit adjusted to match the line at two different frequencies.

![Fig. 11—The reflection coefficient of an over-coupled double-tuned circuit adjusted to match the line at two different frequencies.](image)

Although somewhat outside the scope of the present paper, it may be well to point out that similar schemes exist for measuring the transmission properties of four-terminal impedances. One possible circuit is shown in Fig. 12. This circuit is analogous in every way to those already discussed, except that it presents the transfer impedance (or admittance) in phase and amplitude.

![Fig. 12—Transmission-measuring circuit based on the same principles.](image)
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Parabolic-Antenna Design for Microwaves*

C. C. CUTLER†, ASSOCIATE, I. R. E.

Summary—This paper is intended to give fundamental relations and design criteria for parabolic radiators at microwave frequencies (i.e., wavelengths between 1 and 10 centimeters). The first part of the paper discusses the properties of the parabola which make it useful as a directional antenna, and the relation of phase polarization and amplitude of primary illumination to the over-all radiation characteristics. In the second part, the characteristics of practical feed systems for parabolic antennas are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE USE OF radio waves in the wavelength range between 1 and 10 centimeters has resulted in many innovations in directional-antenna design. In particular, it has become a common practice to focus microwave energy into a desired directional beam by the use of a metallic reflecting surface excited by radiation from a small, relatively nondirectional source. Where maximum directivity of the antenna is desired, the reflector shape is usually parabolic, with a primary source located at the focus and directed into the reflector area. The reflector may be a section of a surface formed by rotating a parabola about its axis (circular paraboloid), a parabolic cylinder, or a parabolic cylinder bounded by parallel conducting planes. Also, there is a choice of how much, and what part, of the parabolic curve is used for the reflector. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the design of such antennas, particularly the paraboloid and associated wave-guide-feed radiators. In this discussion, where the subject matter applies to a general characteristic, the word parabola will refer to either a paraboloid, a parallel-plate parabola, or a parabolic cylinder. The word paraboloid will be used only where subject matter refers specifically to the circular paraboloid, which is the surface generated by rotating a parabolic curve about its axis.

II. FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS

The following equations describe a parabolic curve and are useful in determining its properties. See Fig. 1 for the meaning of the symbols.

Cartesian co-ordinates:

\[ y^2 = 4Fx. \]  

Polar co-ordinates:

\[ r = \frac{F}{\cos^2 \frac{\theta}{2}}. \]  

Parametric equations:

\[ y = 2F \tan \frac{\theta}{2} \]  

\[ x = F \tan^2 \frac{\theta}{2}. \]

The properties of the parabola which make it particularly useful for focusing radiant energy into a directional beam are characterized by two ray considerations: First, any ray from the focus is reflected in a direction parallel to the axis of the parabola; and second, the distance traveled by any ray from the focus to the parabola and by reflection to a plane perpendicular to the parabola axis is independent of its path, and therefore such a plane represents a wave front of uniform phase.

The analysis of microwave antennas by consideration of geometrical rays may serve to give a crude picture, but generally it is necessary to use diffraction theory to obtain accurate results. In the discussion that follows both methods of attack are found useful.

III. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

To obtain maximum efficiency from the paraboloid antenna requires a close control of amplitude, phase, and polarization of the field incident to the reflector. This puts rather strict requirements on the primary source of radiation, or the parabola "feed." In the first place, the feed must be small and of such configuration that it gives a spherical phase front; that is, from a distance it must appear as though the energy were radiated from a point. The amplitude of the radiation from the feed must be directed uniformly over a wide angle, to illuminate adequately the entire reflector area. Also, the field should be of such a nature that after reflection the waves will be properly polarized.
4. Phase

The phase of the field radiated from an antenna depends on the electrical distance the wave has traveled to arrive at the point under consideration. This in itself is of no great significance, but if we measure the phase at all points in a field at a distance of several wavelengths from the source and connect points of equal phase we get a curve or surface representing the wave front from which we may draw certain conclusions. The direction of propagation of energy in the wave is perpendicular to the surfaces of constant phase. From one such surface we can project forward to find the destination of the wave, and we can project backward to locate the effective source and analyze its properties. On the basis of geometrical ray construction, we see that the deviation of such a surface from a sphere will cause a deviation of the wave front from a plane, after reflection from an ideal paraboloid. Similarly, we may find by projecting back that the apparent source is not a point, but is instead a line or some peculiar surface. Such an apparent source does not necessarily have a significant relation to the physical size and shape of the radiator, but it does give a basis for comparing various feeds, and often suggests methods of correction. If the phase front from a feed is not spherical, the phase in the aperture can be corrected by changing the shape of the reflector. For a small phase deviation $\Phi$, the compensating correction to $r$ of (2) is

$$\Delta r = \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} \frac{\Phi}{1 + \cos \theta} .$$

(5)

If the phase front is not spherical, or is not corrected for, the radiation pattern will be distorted and the gain reduced. The effect on the pattern depends upon a number of factors, so it is difficult to generalize. However, a widening of the main lobe at low levels, or a filling-in of the nulls between minor lobes, usually indicates deviations of phase.

It is a fallacy to attribute the limitation of directivity of a parabolic antenna to phase deviations because of the physical size of the feed. Both the half-wave doublet, with or without a reflector, and an open-ended wave guide give very good phase distributions in spite of their relatively large physical size. The ultimate limitation to the sharpness of the beam is the diffraction at the paraboloid aperture and is due to the limited size of the effective area in wavelengths.

B. Amplitude

To make effective use of the area of the paraboloidal reflector, the energy must be distributed over the surface with some degree of uniformity. However, it is important to avoid loss of energy by waves radiated from the feed which fail to strike the reflector. This energy is called "spill-over," and to obtain the optimum gain efficiency from a paraboloid it is necessary to design the combination of reflector and feed to compromise between the loss due to spill-over and the loss due to nonuniformity of illumination. There is a direct relationship between the directivity of the feed and the angle subtended at the focus by the paraboloid for optimum gain. Furthermore, if a circular section of a paraboloid is used, it is important that the feed should radiate energy with circular symmetry. With the assumption of circular symmetry of feed pattern and reflector, and ideal phase and polarization conditions, the relationship between the feed directivity and the subtended angle of the reflector may be determined as follows:

The amplitude of the field at a distant point on the paraboloid axis is the sum of the contributions from all elementary areas of a plane through the circular aperture of the reflector.

$$F_p \sim \int_0^a yV(y)dy \int_0^\pi d\Psi = 2\pi \int_0^a V(y)dy$$

(6)

where

$$V(y) = \text{amplitude of the incident field at any point on the surface of the reflector}$$

$$= (1/F) U(\theta) \cos^2 \theta/2 \quad \text{(from 2)}$$

$$U(\theta) = \text{relative amplitude of field radiated from the feed where } U(\theta) = 1 \text{ when } \theta = 0$$

$$\Psi = \text{the angle describing rotation about the axis } y_1 = \text{radius of reflector}.$$  

Other symbols are indicated in Fig. 1. The power gain of the antenna is proportional to $E_p^2$.

$$C_a = \Omega \left[ \int_0^a yU(\theta) \cos^2 \frac{\theta}{2} dy \right]^2$$

(7)

where the proportionality function $\Omega$ may be obtained by comparing this to the gain of a system consisting of a circular area illuminated by the same primary source at a great distance. For such a system the gain is

$$\lim_{{y_1/F \to 0}} G_a = G_0 G_t$$

(8)

where

$$G_a = \text{gain of the primary source or feed illuminating the reflector}$$

$$G_t = \text{theoretical gain of uniformly excited circular area, which is}$$

$$G_t = \frac{4\pi A}{\lambda^2} \left( \frac{2\pi y_1}{\lambda} \right)^2 \quad \text{if } y_1 \gg 1 .$$

(9)

From (8),

$$\lim_{{y_1/F \to 0}} G_a = G_0 \left( \frac{\pi y_1^2}{\lambda F} \right)^2.$$  

(10)

Also, from (7),
\[
\lim_{\xi/F \to 0} G_a = \frac{1}{4} \Omega y_1^4.
\]  
(11)
EQuating (10) and (11),
\[
\Omega = 4G_h \left( \frac{\pi}{\lambda F} \right)^2
\]  
(12)
and therefore, from (7),
\[
G_a = 4G_h \left( \frac{\pi}{\lambda F} \right)^2 \left[ \int_0^{\theta_1} y U(\theta) \cos^2 \frac{\theta}{2} \, dy \right]^3.
\]  
(13)
From (3),
\[
y = 2F \tan \frac{\theta}{2}; \text{ and } dy = \frac{Fd\theta}{\cos^2 \frac{\theta}{2}}
\]  
(14)
and
\[
G_a = 16G_h \left( \frac{\pi F}{\lambda} \right)^2 \left[ \int_0^{\theta_1} U(\theta) \tan \frac{\theta}{2} \, d\theta \right]^2.
\]  
(15)
Now, \( G_a \) may be obtained from \( U(\theta) \):
\[
G_h = \frac{2}{\int_0^{\theta_1} [U(\theta)]^2 \sin \theta \, d\theta}
\]  
(16)
and
\[
G_a = 32 \left( \frac{\pi F}{\lambda} \right)^2 \frac{\left[ \int_0^{\theta_1} U(\theta) \tan \frac{\theta}{2} \, d\theta \right]^2}{\int_0^{\theta_1} [U(\theta)]^2 \sin \theta \, d\theta}.
\]  
(17)

The efficiency of a radiator is taken as the ratio of its gain to that of a uniformly illuminated aperture of the same area (see (9)).

\[
\text{Efficiency} = 2 \cot^2 \frac{\theta_1}{2} \frac{\int_0^{\theta_1} U(\theta) \tan \frac{\theta}{2} \, d\theta}{\int_0^{\theta_1} [U(\theta)]^2 \sin \theta \, d\theta}.
\]  
(18)

With a given feed-radiation characteristic \( U(\theta) \), the integrals can be evaluated by graphical methods, or by using a Fourier analysis, and the relationship of the subtended angle of the reflector to the efficiency can be obtained. Fig. 2 shows a typical plot of such a calculation for the radiation from a circular wave guide 0.84 wavelength in diameter whose radiation characteristic is shown in Fig. 3. The broad maximum of efficiency indicates that the subtended angle is not critical. It can be seen that the greatest efficiency is obtained with a reflector subtending an angle such that the radiation toward the edges is between 8 and 12 decibels below that at the center. In other words, the intensity of the energy radiated toward the edge of a parabolic reflector usually should be about one-tenth of the maximum intensity. It should be noted that the value “one-tenth” relates to the energy per unit solid angle in the primary pattern, taken at a constant distance from the feed. The intensity at the edge of the reflector is further reduced because of the increased space attenuation in the longer path.

Calculations of the type given above indicate a theoretical gain efficiency of about 80 per cent for paraboloidal antennas, but because of defects in the phase and polarization characteristics and certain sources of interference to be discussed later, an efficiency much higher than 65 per cent is rarely obtained.

The effect of the amplitude distribution on the radiation pattern is very direct; but usually it is not an important factor in determining the desired illumination characteristic provided that sharp variations in intensity are avoided, and that the illumination is suitable from the point of view of gain. The diffraction pattern
of a circular aperture, uniformly illuminated, has minor lobes 17 decibels below the maximum, and any tapering of illumination toward the edge of the aperture will reduce the lobes still further. A smooth reduction of intensity (of 10 decibels or more) towards the edge of the aperture results in a pattern with minor lobes 25 decibels or more below the major lobe. (This is usually less than minor lobes from other causes.) Where low side lobes are of paramount importance it may be desirable to use a deeper paraboloid, or, if beam sharpness is more important, a more shallow paraboloid than the gain criterion would indicate.

It should be noted here that the "spill-over" radiation mentioned above is the main source of wide-angle lobes from parabolic antennas, i.e., lobes at 90 degrees or further from the beam. The paraboloid is apt to be worse in this regard than other structures. This undesired radiation can be reduced (but only at the expense of gain or size) by using more directive feeds, or by extending the reflector sufficiently to intercept the energy.

C. Polarization

The radiation characteristic of the feed should be of such a nature that all the waves will be polarized in the same direction after reflection from the paraboloid surface. All field components which emerge from the aperture with polarization perpendicular to the average are wasted and contribute to minor-lobe radiation. This requirement will be satisfied if at any point the direction of polarization of the wave makes the same angle with a plane through the feed axis of symmetry and the point as does the average polarization of the feed. This may be seen by examination of such a wave after reflection, or, conversely, by imagining a polarized plane wave incident to the paraboloid, and analyzing the reflected wave over a sphere surrounding the focus. This required field is markedly different from that of a doublet, as may be seen by examining Figs. 4 and 5. The doublet has two poles (or points of indeterminate polarization and zero field strength) opposite each end of the antenna. The desired plane-polarized circularly symmetric feed has one pole directly behind the source. Lines indicating the desired polarization of the electric vector on a spherical surface around the feed, describe circles tangent to one another at a point on the surface of the sphere directly behind the feed. This specifies the polarization in all directions from the feed, but it is of significance only in the field radiated in the direction of the paraboloid surface.

If a feed having a poor polarization characteristic is used in a paraboloid, the resulting radiation pattern will contain regions where the polarization is perpendicular to that of the feed. Generally this energy is concentrated in four minor lobes, located in the quadrants between the plane of polarization and a perpendicular plane intersecting the axis of the paraboloid. For instance, consider a paraboloid excited by a feed having a polarization characteristic as shown in Fig. 4. After reflection
from a deep paraboloid, the energy emerging through a plane across the aperture of the paraboloid will be polarized approximately as shown in Fig. 6. The component of field perpendicular to the feed polarization is called the “cross-polarized” field, and the resulting distant radiation, the “cross-polarized” radiation. The cross-polarized field for the case being considered has a maximum in each of the four quadrants of the reflector, as can be seen in Fig. 6. The resulting radiation pattern (Fig. 7) has cross-polarized lobes appearing in planes at 45 degrees to the axes of symmetry. Nearly all radiators have some cross-polarized radiation, but it is often undetected because of measurement techniques which discriminate against it.

![Radiation pattern illustrating cross-polarized lobes](image)

Fig. 7—Radiation pattern illustrating cross-polarized lobes.

D. Interference of Feed with Reflected Beam

The effect of the rearward radiation from a feed is indicated by a plot of gain against feed position. (See Fig. 8.) As the feed (wave guide in this case) is moved along the axis, the gain oscillates as the field radiated directly from the feed adds at various phases to that reflected from the paraboloid. To obtain optimum gain, the position of the feed should coincide with the focal point of the reflector. This requires that (for small antennas) the focal length shall be co-ordinated with the wavelength to assure proper phase of the rearward radiation from the feed.

The beam is deflected if the feed is moved laterally away from the focal point, and the defocusing loss does not take place as rapidly as it does for longitudinal motion. For the usual paraboloid proportions, by moving the feed the beam can be shifted about twice the half-power beam width with only $\frac{1}{2}$ decibel loss in gain. The beam shift can be doubled if the feed is fixed and the reflector is tilted.

![Effect of rearward radiation on paraboloid gain as a function of axial feed position](image)

Fig. 8—Effect of rearward radiation on paraboloid gain as a function of axial feed position.

A defect in many parabolic radiator designs is the fact that the feed obstructs the path of the reflected field. This creates a region of low intensity (or shadow) at the center of the aperture. The effect on the radiation pattern can be approximated by taking the difference of the radiation from the aperture and from the shadow area located at the feed position. This second hypothetical radiator is a small, relatively nondirectional source the same size and shape as the shadow, and acts on the resulting pattern to reduce the main lobe somewhat and raise the side lobes at least to the level of the radiation from the second source. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. The shadow effect may be reduced somewhat by “streamlining” the back of the feed by tapering it in the $E$ plane.

![Effects of a shadow on a paraboloid radiation pattern](image)

Fig. 9—Effects of a shadow on a paraboloid radiation pattern.

Another effect of the feed being in the path of the reflected wave is that some of the energy from the reflected wave returns to the feed system, producing an impedance mismatch. The absolute value of this impedance is fairly constant as a function of frequency or of feed position, but varies rapidly in phase because of the long round-trip path length of the reflected wave.
The mismatch may be corrected in the feed with an iris (or a stub line) over a narrow bandwidth, but inevitably this results in a more serious impedance mismatch at a frequency such that the focal length has changed by one-quarter wavelength. Moreover, if it is required that the feed be moved with respect to the reflector (in order to direct the beam) the impedance of the feed will change in phase and magnitude, making it impossible to match at a fixed point in the feed system. Thus, for conditions that require relative motion of the feed it may be desirable to match the feed to free space and tolerate the impedance change resulting from the reflector.

There are other ways of avoiding the effect of the reflector on the impedance of the feed. One method is to raise a portion of the reflecting surface to produce a reflected signal in the feed, equal and opposite to that received from the remainder of the reflector, thus canceling the reflected signal at the focus. This apex-matching plate is illustrated in Fig. 10. Since the two sources of reflection, namely, the undisturbed part of the reflector and the apex-matching plate, are at nearly the same distance from the focus, this impedance correction is effective over a very wide frequency band. Of course, the energy reflected from the raised surface is scattered widely and reduces the gain somewhat and increases the minor-lobe level of the radiation pattern.

A method of avoiding the above-mentioned impedance problem, and also the shadow interference, is to use an off-set feed with a parabolic area (cylindrical or paraboloidal) located at one side of the apex, as shown in Fig. 11. In this type of antenna the feed is, for all practical purposes, clear of the reflected energy, and the bandwidth is limited only by the properties of the feed employed.

IV. Feed Systems

A. Half-Wave-Doublet Feeds

The earliest parabolic antennas evolved from attempts to increase the directivity of the half-wave doublet antenna by using sheet reflectors. However, as the art progressed and higher-gain antennas were required, it became apparent that the simple half-wave doublet was an ineffective source for exciting large parabolas.

The doublet antenna radiates uniformly in a plane perpendicular to its length. If a paraboloid is made to subtend a solid angle of 180 degrees at the focus, half of the energy will be radiated into space without striking the reflector. If this “lost energy” is properly phased with that of the reflected beam, it contributes to the gain of the antenna, as was discussed in connection with rearward radiation, and therefore the loss is not serious, provided that the aperture area is only a few square wavelengths. However, for large antennas most of the energy which does not strike the reflector is wasted. To reduce this loss and increase the radiating efficiency of the over-all system, it is necessary to direct most of the energy from the feed into the paraboloid.

The half-wave-doublet feed can be made more directive by using techniques familiar in wire antennas at lower frequencies, but the simple parasitically excited reflector appears to be the most practical. The reflector can be another doublet, a plane sheet, a half cylinder, or a hemisphere. The disk and the half cylinder appear to give best operation, but the other reflectors also have been used in specific applications.

The doublet antenna is at a disadvantage for feeding paraboloids in that the polarization characteristic is poor, as was discussed earlier. Beyond 90 degrees in the $E$ plane, the polarization actually reverses, and extending the paraboloid beyond 90 degrees in this plane would result in a decrease in gain. To obtain minimum cross-polarization effects, and best distribution of illumination from a doublet radiator, a relatively shallow reflector should be used, as is indicated by the fact that the paraboloid which gives best efficiency with most of these feeds subtends only 140 degrees at the focus.
B. Wave-Guide Feeds

At centimeter wavelengths it is practical to feed the parabola with the radiation from an open-ended wave guide. The radiation characteristic of a wave-guide aperture is dependent upon the size and shape of the aperture and the mode or modes of propagation within the guide. Where a circular paraboloid is used, a circular $TE_{1,1}$ wave guide may be used for a feed, and indeed gives almost the ideal phase and polarization characteristics with suitable directivity. A fairly nondirective source for illuminating a deep paraboloid may be obtained by loading a small-diameter guide with a dielectric. A more directional source of illumination for a shallow paraboloid may be obtained by using a larger-diameter wave-guide aperture or by flaring the aperture into a small conical horn.

A rectangular $TE_{1,0}$ wave guide does not generally give a circularly symmetric radiation pattern, but it is suitable for feeding a paraboloidal section which is cut to subtend a wide angle in the $E$ plane and a narrow angle in the $H$ plane. A contour of uniform intensity in the pattern of such a feed is approximately elliptical, so the most efficient reflector area should be nearly elliptical, although sometimes it is mechanically more practical to use a rectangular shape. The directivity in the electric and magnetic planes can be controlled more or less independently by the corresponding aperture dimensions. The phase characteristic of a rectangular wave-guide aperture used as a radiator is very good, provided only the dominant mode is transmitted to the aperture. The measured polarization characteristic is usually deformed somewhat from the ideal, but it is still very good in the useful part of the amplitude pattern.

Where more directivity is required in the feed than can be obtained with a simple aperture, some form of wave-guide horn may be used. However, the phase characteristics of horn feeds should be examined carefully. In particular, the rectangular sectoral horn, which is often used for feeding elliptical paraboloidal sections having large ratios of major-to-minor axes, has a poor phase characteristic. For instance, if the front of constant phase is measured for a sectoral horn of optimum flare, it is found to be circular in the plane of flare, with the phase center near the apex of the angle of flare. In the other plane the phase front is also circular with the center at the horn aperture. Since these centers may be several wavelengths apart, the phase front is far from spherical, and may deviate a large fraction of a wavelength over the paraboloid surface. Acceptable operation is usually obtained for such a horn if the aperture is located at the focus, but better efficiency can be obtained by altering the shape of the reflector or by using a feed with more desirable phase characteristics.

There are many ways of obtaining a feed pattern for an elliptically cut paraboloid which will have more desirable phase characteristics than the sectoral horn with optimum flare. Some improvement may be had by using a flare angle somewhat smaller than that for optimum gain, but this requires a much longer horn for relatively small improvement. For reflectors with a major-to-minor-axis ratio of from 3 to 5, a "two-mode" or "box" type of horn has been found to give very good results.

The "two-mode" horn is simply a wide rectangular wave-guide aperture which is excited with both the $TE_{1,0}$ and the $TE_{3,0}$ modes of propagation. It can be shown that if both these modes are present in the aperture in the proper amplitude ratio and relative phase, the resulting aperture field approaches the desirable condition of uniform amplitude and phase. The two modes are set up in the guide by exciting it abruptly from a smaller guide which carries only the dominant ($TE_{1,0}$) mode. (See Fig. 12.) Since the large guide is wide enough to propagate the $TE_{1,0}$, $TE_{2,0}$, and the $TE_{3,0}$ modes, a discontinuity at the junction will tend to excite all three modes. However, if symmetry about a central plane is maintained, the $TE_{2,0}$ mode is not set up, and only the first and third modes are excited. At the junction, of course, many odd-order modes must be present in order to satisfy the boundary conditions presented by the walls of the guide, but if the larger guide is not wide enough to propagate modes higher than the third, they may for the sake of this discussion be ignored. At the junction the two modes add to approximately
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Fig. 12—Two-mode feed horn.

The relative amplitudes of the $TE_{1,0}$ and $TE_{3,0}$ waves can be obtained by making a Fourier analysis of the incident field at the junction, taking into consideration only the first two terms of the series. The field at the junction may be expressed as

$$f(x) = A_1 \cos x + A_3 \cos 3x + A_5 \cos 5x + \ldots + A_p \cos px$$

(19)

where $p$ is any odd integer. The constants $A_p$ may be found from

$$A_p = \frac{4}{\pi} \int_0^{\pi/2} f'(x) \cos (px) dx$$

(20)

where $f'(x)$ is the field incident to the junction, and is equal to $f(x)$. It may be taken as

$$f'(x) = \cos \frac{x}{b}$$

(21)

and

$$f'(x) = 0$$

(22)

where $b$ is the ratio of the smaller to the larger guide widths. With values of 1 and 3 for $p$, the values of $A_1$ and $A_3$ may be obtained, and since higher-order waves are not propagated, the first two terms of the series (19) give the field propagated in the large guide.

In analyzing this field at any point it is necessary to know the relative amplitude of the two modes. This is given by

$$\frac{A_3}{A_1} = \frac{b^2 - 1}{9b^2 - 1} \frac{\cos \frac{3\pi}{2}}{\cos \frac{\pi}{b}}$$

(22)

which is plotted as a function of $b$ in Fig. 13.

To phase the two modes properly, the large guide must be of such a length as to cause 180 degrees relative phase shift between the two components. This requires a length equal to

$$\frac{L}{\lambda} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\lambda_1 \lambda_2}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2}$$

(23)

where $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are the guide wavelengths for the two modes. Substituting for these, we get

$$\frac{L}{\lambda} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{4 - \left(\frac{3\lambda}{w}\right)^2} - \sqrt{4 - \left(\frac{\lambda}{w}\right)^2}}$$

(24)

where $\lambda$ is the air wavelength, and $w$ the guide width.

The impedance presented to the guide by the two-mode feed horn has about the same magnitude as that of an open-ended wave guide, and can be easily matched over a fairly wide band of frequencies. For some applications it has been matched by adding a dielectric plate (of appropriate thickness) over the aperture, which also seals the guide from the weather. The impedance has also been matched by exciting the horn directly from a wave-guide elbow, and matching both elbow and horn simultaneously at the corner. A horn of this type is shown in the photograph, Fig. 14.
C. Rear Wave-Guide Feeds

The wave-guide feeds discussed so far are all directive along the axis of the paraboloid and away from the feed mounting, and as a result they all require mechanical support and a source of power in front of the reflector. It is desirable, in most applications, to avoid the interference of the feeding guide and supporting structure with the reflected beam and, therefore, a number of rear feeds, or feeds supported and fed from the apex of the parabola, have been developed.

An early attack on this problem was to use a round wave-guide aperture, supported at the paraboloid apex and lying along the axis, opening toward the focus, with a metallic reflector to direct the energy back into the paraboloid. However, the simple geometric image picture of the field is not accurate, and we are not aware of any success in attempts to reshape the reflecting plate so as to produce a good over-all pattern. Finally, it was discovered that the phase front of this feed, instead of being spherical as desired, is toroidal with an apparent center in a ring lying between the circumference of the disk reflector and the wave guide, as shown in Fig. 15.

For that reason, feeds with this type of phase characteristic are called "ring-focus" feeds. An empirical equation for the phase front in cylindrical co-ordinates is:

\[ x^2 + (\rho - a)^2 = r^2, \quad \text{(independent of } \phi) \]  

The reflecting surface for such a source should be

\[ (\rho - a)^2 = -4Fx, \quad \text{(independent of } \phi) \]  

which is the surface generated by a parabola rotated about a line parallel to its axis and displaced a distance \( a \) from the axis. Such a surface is called a "ring-focus" paraboloid.

The circular symmetry of the amplitude characteristic of a ring-focus feed becomes somewhat better when a cup, instead of the disk, is used to direct the energy from the feed into the paraboloid, as shown in Fig. 16. The amplitude characteristic of this feed is shown in Fig. 17. The distribution is more nearly uniform and covers a wider angle than that for other feeds. The optimum angle subtended by the paraboloid is about 160 degrees and consequently the reflector is much deeper than that required by most feeds.

A picture of the field in the aperture of the ring-focus feed may be obtained by sampling the energy with a small probe. If the rim of the cup is extended, the part of the structure outside of the feeding wave guide comprises a large-diameter coaxial line. Because of the size of the line a great many modes of propagation may be supported, but only two modes can be initiated because of symmetry in the system. They are analogous to the \( TE_{11} \) and the \( TE_{12} \) modes in a circular guide. These modes are sketched in Fig. 18. By adjusting the dimensions of a ring-focus feed, it has been possible to set up either of these modes, and combinations of the two, with
arious amplitudes and phases. Usually such combinations give very uneven amplitude and polarization distributions at the aperture, but when the dimensions are chosen to give the proper amplitudes and phases in the two waves, the amplitude at the aperture becomes very uniform and the lines of polarization are nearly parallel. It is this condition that accounts for the uniformity of the amplitude and phase characteristics of the ring-focus feed. Of course, there is not enough length of coaxial line to justify analyzing the field wholly in terms of these modes, but adding a length of line indicates that the fields present are closely related to these modes of propagation.

The impedance match of this feed is poor, and when matched by an iris in the wave guide the bandwidth is very narrow. Attempts to match impedance by changing the shape of the cup or disk have been unsuccessful because of the undesirable effects on the radiation pattern. Ring-focus antennas have given about 0.4 decibel more gain than the other paraboloid antennas described because of the closer approach to uniformity in the amplitude distribution of this type of feed.

Another method of feeding a paraboloid is by dividing the power in a rectangular guide, by providing two exit apertures symmetrically disposed with respect to the median magnetic plane, as shown in Figs. 19 and 20. Here the radiation is from two apertures which, to give a smooth amplitude pattern, should be less than a half-wavelength apart. It is also important that the apertures should not be too close to the guide wall; therefore, the guide must not be wider than about one-quarter wavelength. The phase front on either side appears to be coming from the nearer aperture and its image reflected in the adjacent side of the wave guide, thus resulting in phases in the E and H planes at the edge of the reflector which differ by about 30 degrees. The polarization shows a tendency to depart from the ideal similarly to a "magnetic dipole" (a loop antenna or a narrow slot in a conducting plane), but this is not serious. This feed has several advantages over many other rear feeds in that the directivity is directly dependent on the dimensions of the aperture; the impedance may be matched by properly dimensioning the cavity; and the structure can be easily weatherproofed by incorporating windows across the apertures.

The directivity of the feed in the E plane can be controlled, within limits, by the separation of the slot from the wave-guide wall and somewhat by the width of the
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**Fig. 18—**$TE_{11}$ and $TE_{12}$ modes of propagation in coaxial, as combined in the ring-focus feed.

**Fig. 19—**Dual-aperture rear-feed horn.

**Fig. 20—**Dual-aperture rear feeds.  
(a), (b) Feed for circular paraboloids.  
(c) Feed for elliptical paraboloids.  
(d) Two-mode rear-feed horn.
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1. Introduction

In radio systems it is often desirable or even mandatory to incorporate means for uncoupling the receiver from the transmitter or for isolating the latter from the environment. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with elementary transmission-line theory, as given, for example, in S. A. Schelkunoff, "Electromagnetic Waves," D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., pp. 188–200, 210–221, et passim, and also with wave-guide theory in terms of transmission lines, as developed by Schelkunoff in "Electromagnetic Waves," pp. 242–266, 316–324, 375–390, 480–496.
the local beating oscillator from the antenna. There will be described certain passive circuits which perform these and many other important functions with a high degree of efficiency. The description is confined to wave-guide structures suitable for microwaves, although the considerations are general enough to apply to other types of transmission line or even to equivalent networks with lumped constants.

The performance of these devices is very similar to that of the hybrid coil, long familiar in telephone practice as a means for securing preferential isolation of circuits. On account of this analogy, the term "hybrid" has been selected to describe the present microwave constructions, even though the term may be somewhat foreign to current radio terminology.

A hybrid device is represented schematically in Fig. 1 as an eight-terminal network. When a source of alternating electromotive force is connected across the terminals A, no signal appears at the terminals C, but transmission takes place freely between A and B and between A and D, with the input power thus divided between loads placed at B and D. If the generator is transferred from A to C, no signal can appear at A, from reciprocity considerations, and again the input power is divided in some fashion between loads at B and D. It is generally desirable, moreover, that the terminals B and D be balanced with respect to each other, so that a generator applied at either of these points delivers power only to loads at A and C. In most cases, the circuit is so proportioned as to bring about equal power division between the driven loads.

In constructions suitable for use at extremely high frequencies, the terminals correspond to four appropriate transmission lines, not necessarily alike, emerging from the network. It is assumed that the loads or generators which are attached to these lines terminate each arm in its characteristic impedance. If this is not done, reflections from the loads will tend to upset the balance.

The elements comprising the hybrid network are presumed to be primarily reactive, so that internal dissipation is minimized. The resistive component of the impedance viewed at any one of the emerging lines corresponds, therefore, almost solely to the loads in the two adjacent lines, transformed by the network. A properly compensated circuit is one which combines these loads so as to present at any arm an impedance equal as nearly as possible to the characteristic impedance of that arm.

Within the hybrid network, the four emerging lines must be joined in some manner. Two distinct possibilities can be visualized. The terminal lines may all be connected to another transmission line, or they may be joined directly without any intervening medium. Correspondingly, two classes of circuits will be described: hybrid rings, involving a ring or loop of line to which connections are appropriately made, and hybrid junctions, in which the four lines are joined at a common point. In both cases, there can be anticipated a need for compensating reactors to perfect the impedance match to all arms. This will be particularly essential when wave guides are involved, on account of the relatively severe reflections encountered at discontinuities.

In the wave-guide considerations which follow, attention is confined to the most common case of dominant waves in a rectangular pipe so proportioned

\[
\frac{\lambda}{2} < a < \lambda, \quad b < \frac{\lambda}{2}
\]

that only the dominant mode and only one orientation of its polarization can be freely sustained. This choice avoids the effective conversion of wave power into higher-order transmission modes or states of polarization. Such modes and states will exist in the immediate vicinity of discontinuities, but will be rapidly suppressed in propagation away from the discontinuity. Under these conditions, the wave guide acts like a single transmission line, with geometrical discontinuities appearing as reactive elements.

In order to effect the joining of wave guides with each other and with coaxial lines, certain tee junctions are of great importance. These are the two wave-guide

---

*Supplemented by coaxial lines in certain cases.


* In the present treatment no close connection with the conventional hybrid coil is apparent, other than that of performance as viewed externally. Closer analogies can be established, however, by departing from the usual transmission-line analysis of wave guides to an extent that does not seem justified in a first approach to the subject.

* Interesting and important interrelationships among balance, impedance match, and power division are deduced from the laws of reciprocity in Appendix I.
juncti ons and the junction of coaxial line to wave guide which are illustrated in Fig. 2. While a complete understanding of these junctions is not necessary for present purposes, an appreciation of their essential character and phase properties is important. By a simple consideration of wave fronts spreading out in the vicinity of the junctions, this necessary information can be readily obtained, as summarized herewith.

In the electric-plane wave-guide junction the side arm is effectively connected in series with the main guide. When power is sent toward the junction from the side arm, two sets of waves are set up in the main guide, traveling in opposite directions away from the junction. These two sets of waves are 180 degrees out of phase with respect to each other; that is, their polarities are reversed. Conversely, if standing waves are set up in the main guide, the side arm receives maximum power when a voltage minimum of the standing-wave pattern coincides with the center of the junction and minimum power when a voltage maximum is located at the junction. If only a pure standing wave is present in the main guide, caused by the interference of waves of equal amplitude traveling in opposite directions, no power appears in the side arm when it is placed at a voltage maximum.

In the magnetic-plane wave-guide junction and the junction of coaxial line to wave guide illustrated in Fig. 2, the side arm is effectively connected in parallel across the main guide. When power is sent toward the junction from the side arm, two sets of waves, in phase, are caused to travel away from the junction in the main guide. Conversely, in the presence of standing waves in the main guide, the side arm receives maximum power when a voltage maximum in the pattern is centered at the junction and minimum power when a voltage minimum occurs at the junction. In the latter case, the side arm receives no power if the voltage minimum is zero.

On account of the severe geometrical discontinuities characterizing each of these junctions, marked reflections may be expected when power is sent toward the junction from any of the three arms. These reflections may be reduced or substantially eliminated by the incorporation within the junction of suitable reactors, such as metal rods or plates. If these tuning elements are disposed in a sufficiently symmetrical manner, the original series or shunt character of the junction can be preserved.

II. Hybrid Rings

Principles underlying the construction of a hybrid network from a ring or loop of transmission line can be understood by examination of Fig. 3. This is a cross section in the electric plane of a wave-guide ring with a straight guide connected to it symmetrically from the exterior. The electrical length around the ring is one and one-half wavelengths. Here, as in further references below, it is to be understood that the wavelength corresponds to the increased phase-velocity characteristic of a hollow pipe. It is assumed that the electrical length around the ring is equal to the mean circumference.

[Diagram of wave-guide ring]

When dominant waves are sent into the ring from the side arm, they will be split at the junction into two sets of waves of equal amplitude traveling around the ring in opposite directions. A pure standing wave will therefore be set up within the ring. This must be the case, for no mechanism has been provided for dissipation.

---

6 These relationships are derived in Appendix II.
7 In the case of the coaxial-to-wave-guide junction, the coaxial line is the side arm.
8 See Section IV for experimental verification.
within the ring other than the minor ohmic losses associated with wave transmission. The two sets of waves spreading out from the junction are 180 degrees out of phase, on account of the nature of an electric-plane tee junction. When they reach the point diametrically opposite the junction, they have traversed paths of equal length and are still 180 degrees out of phase. This point is therefore a voltage minimum (zero). With this as a starting point, the standing wave within the ring can be mapped by marking off alternate voltage maxima and minima at quarter-wave intervals, as indicated on the figure.

If identical wave guides are connected symmetrically to the ring at points 2 and 4 so as to form additional electric-plane tee junctions and if these side arms are terminated in their characteristic impedance, they will receive equal amounts of power which are large, since they are series connections at voltage minima. The amplitude of waves proceeding past 2 toward 3 will, however, still be equal to the amplitude of waves proceeding past 4 toward 3, since equal amounts of power are being extracted from two equal sets of waves. The arc $3\n$ still contains, therefore, a pure standing wave. Since identical phase shifts have been introduced at 2 and 4 by the identical tee junctions, the position of this standing wave is unaltered, and there is still a voltage maximum at 3. A series connection to the ring at 3 will thus receive no power. Such a connection may be made by introducing a fourth electric-plane junction at 3.

Fig. 4 shows the modified structure, with series connections to the ring at 1, 2, 3, and 4. Before it can be concluded that this represents a hybrid circuit with bidirectional characteristics, attention must be directed to what happens when the ring is driven by a generator in arm 2, with appropriate loads in arms 1 and 3. At 5, the point diametrically opposite the driving point, the fields will interfere to produce a voltage minimum, and in the absence of arms 1, 3, and 4 there will be voltage maxima at 2, 4, and 6 and additional minima at 1 and 3. Arms 1 and 3 will thus receive equal amounts of power without disturbing the position of the standing-wave pattern in the arc $5\n$, and the arm at 4 receives no power. The construction of Fig. 4 possesses, therefore, the essential properties of a hybrid network.

It is now necessary to consider the improvement of this circuit by the elimination of undesired reflections within the ring. These arise in two ways. First, there are reflections taking place at each tee junction to the ring, due to the abrupt geometry which characterizes these junctions. It has already been suggested that these reflections can be reduced or eliminated by introducing in the vicinity of the junction appropriate reactive elements. If this is done in a sufficiently symmetrical manner, all four junctions of the hybrid ring can be made individually reflectionless. A second source of reflection can be traced to the inherent resistive mismatch which results from using wave guide of approximately the same size for the ring and all the arms. In this case, a generator of impedance $K_o$ is connected to two loads essentially in series, each of which has an impedance approximately equal to $K_o$. This mismatch can be readily eliminated by altering the characteristic impedance of one or more of the wave guides involved.

A specific example of impedance proportions suitable to secure a complete resistive match in all directions is shown in Fig. 5. Here the guide used in the ring and for two opposed arms has the impedance $K_o$, while the remaining arms correspond to $2K_o$. When power is delivered to the ring from arm 1, a matched condition exists because two $K_o$ loads in series terminate the $2K_o$ generator. When the ring is driven from arm 2, matching is secured when each $2K_o$ load is transformed by the intervening quarter wavelength of line into $\frac{1}{2}K_o$, so that two $\frac{1}{2}K_o$ loads in series are driven by the $K_o$ generator. This set of impedance values is by no means the only one which brings about resistive matching. There is, however, only one other set which employs only two different guide impedances. Not shown in Fig. 5 are the reactors necessary to reduce the reflections from the junction discontinuities.

---

9 For the dominant mode, the characteristic impedance of a rectangular pipe is linearly proportional to the cross-sectional dimension parallel to the electric intensity. For present purposes, variation of the characteristic impedance is most conveniently accomplished by varying only this dimension.

10 In general, matching is secured when the characteristic impedance $K_i$ of one series arm is related to the characteristic impedance $K_o$ associated with each of the adjacent series arms as follows: $K_i = 2K_o$, where $K_o$ is the characteristic impedance of the guide composing the ring.

11 The other set of impedances is: $K_i = K_o = \sqrt{2}K_o$. In this case, the structure is most symmetrical, since all the arms have the same impedance. From the viewpoint of bidirectional characteristics and round-trip performance (cf., Section V), the broadest usable frequency band can be expected from the most symmetrical configuration.
The hybrid ring so far described is by no means the only loop structure which functions as a hybrid circuit. If a series element of impedance \( Z \) on a transmission line of characteristic impedance \( K_o \) is replaced by a shunt element of impedance \( K_0/Z \), on one side of which is added a quarter wavelength of line and on the other side, a three-quarter wavelength of line, the entire performance of the circuit is unaltered. By means of such replacements, the four series connections to the ring can be replaced, one by one, by shunt connections. This yields five distinctly different hybrid rings in addition to the one already discussed. These six circuits are shown in Fig. 6. They are indicated schematically in order to emphasize the perfect generality of these networks. It has been found convenient to discuss the hybrid ring in terms of a wave-guide structure, but no important feature depends upon characteristics peculiar to wave guides. The circuits of Fig. 6 may be constructed, therefore, from any type of transmission line or from any mixture of types. For any of the six circuits, moreover, it is possible to find sets of impedance values which bring about resistive impedance matching in all directions. This refinement is perhaps of greater importance in constructions with coaxial or parallel-wire lines for longer wavelengths, where the lines impedances are not so much obscured by severe reflections at the junctions.

For microwave frequencies, the practical realization of the circuits shown in Fig. 6 calls for electric-plane wave-guide tee junctions as series connections and magnetic-plane wave-guide tee junctions or transformations to coaxial as parallel connections. In certain combinations, there may be structural advantages in making the plane of the ring the magnetic plane. An interesting situation arises when square or circular wave guide is used, for here the circuits of Figs. 6(a) and 6(f) can be embodied in the same structure. For one orientation of the polarization, the ring lies in the electric plane; for another, the magnetic plane; and for any orientation in general, the input waves may be resolved into components parallel with and perpendicular to the plane of the ring, for each of which a hybrid circuit is provided.

In this case, the matching of resistive impedances for both components becomes somewhat more involved. The circumferential dimensions of hybrid rings can be changed in discrete steps without altering any of the circuit characteristics, by the application of either or both of the following rules:

(a) An integral number of wavelengths may be added to or subtracted from any arc (i.e., portion of ring between centers of adjacent connections).
(b) A pair of half wavelengths may be added to or subtracted from any two arcs.

The dimensions shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained by subtracting pairs of half wavelengths.

When only parallel connections are involved, as in Fig. 6(f), the matching condition (see footnote reference 10) becomes \( K_i/K_f = 1/2 K_o \). Here again there are only two sets of values which involve only two different impedances: either two opposite arms with \( K_i = K_o \), the other arms with \( K_i = 1/2 K_o \), or all arms with \( K_i = \sqrt{1/2} K_o \) (cf. footnote 11). When both series and parallel connections are present, proper values for matching are derived from simultaneous consideration of the relations above and in footnote 10.
These rules can be applied when it is desired to simplify the construction or to alter the structure to conform more readily to available space.

These rules, in subtraction, have already been used in arriving at some of the dimensions shown in Fig. 6. As the series connections are progressively replaced by shunt connections with the added quarter wavelength and three-quarter wavelength of line, the ring becomes larger unless a wavelength or pair of half wavelengths is judiciously subtracted at each step in the progression. The proportions indicated in Fig. 6 conform in each case to the smallest ring in which all connections are separated by finite arcs. From each of the circuits of Figs. 6(b) through 6(e), an additional pair of half wavelengths may be removed, but this eliminates the separation between certain adjacent connections. In such instances, care must be taken to preserve connections which are truly adjacent and which are not superposed symmetrically to the same point of the ring, if the properties of the original hybrid ring are to be preserved.15

Although such highly condensed circuits appear superficially attractive in general, wave-guide constructions are likely, indeed, to call for an expansion from the dimensions of Fig. 6. The size of rectangular wave guides has become somewhat standardized upon an electric-plane dimension only a little less than a half (free-space) wavelength. Since the wavelength in the guide is seldom as great as twice the free-space wavelength, the quarter (guide) wavelength spacings stipulated in Fig. 6 correspond to extremely close spacings or sometimes even to overlapping of adjacent series connections. Greater difficulties will be experienced with adjacent connections in the magnetic plane. These troubles, when they arise, can be obviated by increasing the size of the ring according to the rules above. For example, the arcs in Fig. 6(a) may be increased to \( \frac{3}{2} \lambda, \frac{3}{2} \lambda, \frac{1}{2} \lambda \).

In connection with the wave-guide embodiment of the circuit in Fig. 6(a), it has already been pointed out that the reactances associated with the junctions do not upset the performance because equal phase shifts are introduced as the waves travel past the two driven arms. It is clear that the same argument can be applied to the highly symmetrical circuits of Figs. 6(d) and 6(f). Not so obvious, however, is the situation with regard to the rings involving asymmetrically disposed, mixed connections, since different phase shifts may be expected at series and shunt branches. Consider, therefore, the circuit of Fig. 6(b). When this is driven from the shunt arm or from the opposite series arm, equal phase shifts take place at the two identical, adjacent series arms, and balance is secured with the dimensions as given. If the junction reactances are reduced or eliminated by symmetrical tuning, balance and equal power division will still be retained. General considerations based on reciprocity16 may now be cited to show that this same tuning automatically brings about balance, equal division of power, and impedance match when the circuit is driven from either of the opposed series arms, even though the connections adjacent to these arms have such a totally different character. The same argument can be applied to Fig. 6(e). The completely asymmetrical circuit of Fig. 6(c) remains, then, as the only one whose dimensions may perhaps require substantial alteration when appreciable phase shifts are involved.

There remains to be discussed the variation of hybrid ring characteristics with frequency. Of the various electrical properties, the balance between opposite arms is the most critical one. Consider what happens when, in Fig. 3, there are sent into the ring waves of a frequency different from that originally considered. There will still be cancellation of fields at point 4, but now the spacing in the standing-wave pattern is changed, and the voltage maximum is displaced from point 3. An arm attached at 3 will thus not be completely uncoupled from the arm at 1. This reasoning can be applied to the circuits shown in Figs. 6(a), 6(d), and 6(f), and also to those pairs of opposite connections in Figs. 6(b) and 6(e) which are balanced by virtue of two paths around the ring which differ by a half wavelength; that is, to all cases in which the opposite connections are both parallel or both series. A different situation exists when balance is obtained between a series connection and a shunt connection located at geometrically opposite points across the ring, since the standing-wave pattern at the point diametrically opposite the feed point does not shift with frequency. This argument applies to Fig. 6(c) and one pair of opposed arms in Figs. 6(b) and 6(e). When a high degree of balance is desired between one particular pair of arms over as broad a band as possible, the circuits of Figs. 6(b) and 6(e) will be preferred, for they offer driven arms which are symmetrically connected.

If the loads attached to the arms of a hybrid ring are maintained nearly reflectionless over a band of frequencies, and if the junction reactances in the ring are effectively canceled throughout this band, important variations in the power division or in the resistive matching ability of the network will not be expected. In general, limits to the usable bandwidth will be set by deviations from balance or by inability to tune out satisfactorily the internal reflections associated with the junctions.

III. Hybrid Junctions

A hybrid network for microwaves can also be secured in the form of a compound junction comprising a series connection and a parallel connection made to a guide at the same point on its longitudinal axis. One form of such a junction is shown by Fig. 7 as a cross section in the electric plane. Lines of electric intensity in successive positions of a wave front are drawn to indicate what

---

15 As will appear in the following section, certain symmetrically superposed connections form compound junctions which are in themselves hybrid circuits. The combination of such a hybrid junction with a ring of guide does not generally constitute a hybrid circuit.

16 See Appendix I.
happens when power is introduced from the wave-guide series arm. Equal intensities appear in the collinear guide arms, with a 180-degree phase difference, while the voltages induced in the coaxial line are such as to cancel mutually.\(^ \text{17} \) If the two ends of the main guide are terminated in characteristic impedance, the power will divide equally between the two loads, and no power will appear in the coaxial line.

The same junction is again shown in Fig. 8, but here the power is introduced from the parallel arm, i.e., from the coaxial line. The two arms of the main guide receive equal intensities in phase, and no net voltage appears across the series branch.\(^ \text{18} \)

This compound junction, a clearer view of which is given in Fig. 9, possesses, therefore, the properties required of a hybrid circuit. The series and parallel arms \(S\) and \(P\) are balanced with respect to each other, and power delivered from either of them is equally divided between suitable loads attached to arms 1 and 2. This behavior is brought about by the geometrical symmetry prevailing in the region of the junction, rather than by interference effects between alternative paths as in the case of hybrid rings.

Another important form of hybrid junction is shown in Fig. 10, where the parallel connection is established by means of a magnetic-plane wave-guide junction. It is not difficult to see that this construction possesses the desired hybrid behavior, and, moreover, that a hybrid junction results from any practical realization of perfectly superposed series and parallel connections to a common transmission line. The illustrations given, however, are sufficiently representative.

As in the case of hybrid rings, the termination of each arm in a load or generator which matches the line comprising the arm is the most satisfactory condition for straightforward operation as a hybrid network. Here again, however, relatively severe reflections are experienced as the device is driven from any arm, on account

\(^ {17} \) This will not be true if the coaxial is large enough to support freely the first higher-order transmission mode.

\(^ {18} \) This will not be true if the (rectangular) series arm is large enough to support freely the \(TM_{11}\) (coaxial-like) transmission mode.
of the severe discontinuities at the hybrid junction, unless suitable reactive tuning is associated with the junction. These reflections do not affect the balance between the $S$ and $P$ arms, which is maintained from symmetry alone. When viewed from arms 1 or 2, however, the junction does not appear symmetrical. By arguments derived from reciprocity, mismatches to arms 1 and 2 and a lack of balance between 1 and 2 may be inferred from the mismatches presented by the untuned junction to the $S$ and $P$ branches. Again, the introduction of reactive tuning which improves the match to $S$ and $P^{28}$ without disturbing the balance between these arms and the equal power division between 1 and 2 automatically tends to bring about a balanced condition between 1 and 2, a matching of the junction to these arms, and equal division between $S$ and $P$ of power sent toward the junction from 1 or 2.

It is interesting to note that no such conclusion about balance between 1 and 2 would be reached from a naive consideration of the spreading of wave fronts into the junction from 1 or 2. Indeed, it would be anticipated that power from either of these arms would divide in roughly equal proportions among the other three branches. This indicates the danger latent in the indiscriminate application of Huygens’ principle except under conditions of high geometrical symmetry.

Suitable reactive tuning can be accomplished by a variety of metal rods and plates or by tuning stubs appropriately associated with the junction. As in hybrid rings, it is preferable to select these tuning elements so that the impedances presented by the network and its associated loads to the $S$ and $P$ arms can be adjusted independently. The use of two reactances, one in the $S$ arm, the other in the $P$ arm, is clearly one solution to this problem, for adjustments in one arm cannot affect the impedance viewed from the other arm, since no power flows between the two arms. In testing a tuned junction, the degree of balance between 1 and 2 is often taken as a convenient measure of the over-all impedance match and symmetry.

The frequency response of hybrid junctions is similar to that of the hybrid rings shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). That is, the balance between $S$ and $P$ depends only upon the extent to which perfect symmetry is maintained within the junction and in the loads attached to arms 1 and 2. It is not necessary that these loads be well matched so long as they give rise to equal reflections. Balance between 1 and 2 is, however, critically dependent upon perfection of matching by reactances associated with the junction. Illustrations of what can be accomplished in this regard will be given in the next section. As a general rule, the $S$ and $P$ arms are preferred for the placement of loads or generators which are to remain uncoupled over as wide a frequency band as possible.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Verification of the principles discussed in the preceding sections has been provided by the construction and measurement of the hybrid junction illustrated in Fig. 10 and of a representative wave-guide assortment of the hybrid rings indicated schematically in Fig. 6. In all instances, the agreement between expectations and results has been very satisfactory.

All of the hybrid rings constructed have been found to perform well at or near the frequencies for which they were designed. If the electrical lengths of the paths around the ring are taken in accordance with the arithmetic mean circumference, it thus appears that no very large correction is necessary.$^{31}$

In conformity with expectation, all arms of wave-guide hybrid circuits develop standing waves which may run as high as 15 or 18 decibels. It is found, however, that the standing waves can be reduced or essentially eliminated by appropriate reactive tuning associated with the circuit, of which satisfactory examples will be given below. In these and other applications, tolerances of the order of 0.001 to 0.010 inches, for wavelengths from 1 to 10 centimeters, must be placed upon the dimensions and locations of the compensating reactors, or else the results will spread undesirably.

With terminations which have been adjusted by conventional means to match the wave guide closely, the balances observed between opposed connections correspond to losses between 20 and 40 decibels. When it is realized that a load which introduces only 0.25-decibel standing waves reflects power which is about 36 decibels below the level of the incident power, it can be appreciated that an extremely high degree of balance is attainable only by adjustment of the loads in situ so as to reduce the reflections or to alter them to cancel small reflections in other parts of the circuit. In this fashion it is possible to secure losses between opposed connections as high as 60 to 75 decibels, but the balance then becomes so sensitive to changes in frequency or to mechanical distortion of the circuit that it cannot be maintained at this level for many practical purposes.

$^{31}$ This observation is in agreement with the theoretical analysis of propagation in curved rectangular wave guides as first given by H. Buchholz, "Der Einfluss der Krummung von rechteckigen Hohlleitern auf das Phasenmass etwa kurzer Wellen," Elek. Nach. Tech., vol. 16, pp. 73–85; March, 1939, and as confirmed by recent unpublished work of S. O. Rice of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, who uses a matrix calculus. It is convenient to interpret these results in terms of an effective circumference, along which the phase velocity is the same as in a straight guide of identical cross-sectional dimensions. From the theory, it can be shown that the effective radius of a guide curved along the arc of a circle may in general be either smaller or larger than the arithmetic mean radius, depending upon the ratios between the operating wavelength and the cross-sectional dimensions of the guide. The magnitude of the departure from the mean not only depends upon these ratios but also varies inversely as the square of the mean radius of curvature of the bend. For the proportions commonly used, the arithmetic mean circumference should be an excellent approximation to the effective circumference. These predictions apply to gentle or even moderately severe bends in either the electric or magnetic plane.
In order to illustrate specific microwave circuits, data will be given for two versions of the hybrid junction shown in Fig. 10. This type of circuit has been more highly developed than the others. The two examples differ only in the relative proportions of the wave guides involved and in the means correspondingly adopted to effect the impedance matching.25

Fig. 11 shows the first particular construction, with two metal rods employed for matching purposes.26 Even though these are located within the junction their action is essentially independent, since the electric intensity lies wholly transverse to the one rod when power enters from the series arm, and wholly transverse to the other rod when the shunt arm is driven. The performance24 of this hybrid junction is indicated by the data given in Table I. These results were obtained on a particular sample, using wave-guide terminations which were matched within 0.1-decibel standing waves and which therefore reflected power more than 46 decibels below the incident power.25

\[
\text{TABLE I}
\]
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
Free-space wavelength in centimeters & 3.13 & 3.33 & 3.53 \\
Standing waves in decibels: & & & \\
Match to P arm & 0.8 & 0.2 & 0.8 \\
Match to S arm & 2.5 & 0.6 & 2.6 \\
Loss in decibels: & & & \\
P to S & 36 & 39 & 38 \\
1 to 2 & 21 & 36 & 24 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

23 When the cross-sectional dimensions of the guide are varied with respect to each other and with respect to the wavelength, it appears that the general choice and arrangement of tuning reactors leading to broadest-band characteristics will also vary.

24 This design was originated by C. F. Edwards, Bell Telephone Laboratories.

25 Data furnished by A. P. King, Bell Telephone Laboratories.

26 Note that the reactors not only cancel junction reflections but also bring about a resistive match as well. If only the reactivity were eliminated, a 6-decibel standing-wave would be expected from the termination of a \(K_2\) generator in two \(K_2\) loads in series or parallel.

The second example is shown in Fig. 12, with two metal plates used for the independent matching reactors. Curves27 illustrating the impedance matching to the \(S\) and \(P\) arms as a function of wavelength are given in Fig. 13.

\[
\text{Fig. 12—The wave-guide hybrid junction tuned with two metal plates.}
\]

V. Applications

The very nature of a hybrid circuit is such as to suggest immediately numerous applications in duplexing. In Fig. 1, for example, the following connections may be made: at \(A\), a transmitter; at \(B\), a transmission line or antenna; at \(C\), a receiver; at \(D\), a dummy load. Of the power sent into the network from the transmitter, half will be sent out the line or antenna, half will be dissipated in the dummy load, and none will appear in the receiver. Signals entering the network from the line or antenna will be divided equally between the receiver

\[
\text{Fig. 13—Frequency variation of impedance match to arms } S \text{ and } P \text{ of hybrid junction of Fig. 12.}
\]
principle, which is involved in the use of a hybrid network for a balanced converter in the manner represented schematically in Fig. 14. The intermediate-frequency voltages appearing at $B'$ and $D'$ must be combined with due regard for their relative phase. While it is important that there is no loss in signal power over that normally associated with detection, this in itself is scarcely a reason for preferring the balanced converter. Its advantages, however, are numerous, including the isolation between the signal and the local beating oscillator and the elimination of noise contributions from the local oscillator. This has, indeed, been an application in which these hybrid circuits have been extensively used in microwave systems. For this purpose, the hybrid junction of Fig. 10, modified as in Figs. 11 or 12 or in other ways, has been chosen, for reasons of compactness, convenient geometry, and broad frequency response.  

Beyond these and other applications for hybrid circuits in microwave systems, there are numerous uses in laboratory measurements. These will arise whenever it is necessary to establish directional balance or to make special use of the phase properties which characterize these hybrid circuits.

**APPENDIX I**

**The Application of Reciprocity Theorems to Hybrid Networks**

The law of reciprocity for electrical networks may be stated in a variety of ways. A familiar form is: the positions of an impedanceless generator and an impedanceless ammeter may be interchanged without affecting the ammeter reading. From this will now be derived a theorem concerning attenuation between any two points in a transmission network.

Consider Fig. 15(a), which shows two transmission lines connected to an arbitrary network containing only passive linear circuit elements. The characteristic impedances of these lines are $K_1$ and $K_2$, both assumed purely resistive for the sake of simplicity. Line 1 is terminated in a characteristic impedance generator, that is, in a resistance $R_1$ in series with an impedanceless generator $G$ whose electromotive force is represented by $V_{e1}$. Line 2 is terminated in a characteristic-impedance recording load, that is, in a resistance $R_4$ in series

---

**Fig. 14**—Schematic representation of a balanced converter.

It is possible, however, to avoid a loss, when detection is involved, by combining detected signals. It is this

---

47 The power sent toward the transmitter will be so small as not to affect the transmitter appreciably. If the incident power is reflected from the transmitter, it will appear at the line and at the dummy load and will not affect the signal level at the receiver, so long as the dummy is a passive load.

48 The round-trip loss is minimized at 6 decibels when equal power division both ways is chosen. See Appendix I.
with an impedanceless ammeter A. The network is not assumed to provide an impedance match to either line.

The power delivered from the generator to the termination of line 2 is \( R_2 |I_{21}|^2 \). The maximum power which can be obtained from the generator with its associated series resistance corresponds to the termination of line 1 in a resistance \( R_1 \) and is equal to \( V_0^2/4R_1 \), with an equal amount of power dissipated in \( R_1 \) associated with the generator. The ratio between these expressions,

\[
\frac{4R_1R_2 |I_{21}|^2}{V_0^2}
\]

is the loss between the terminations of the lines. It will be noted that this takes account of reflections at the entrance to the network as well as dissipation within the network. No other expression for the loss would be meaningful from the transmission-line point of view.

In Fig. 15(b), the positions of the generator and ammeter have been interchanged. By similar reasoning, the loss between the terminations of lines 1 and 2 is

\[
\frac{4R_1R_2 |I_{12}|^2}{V_0^2}
\]

By the theorem of reciprocity⁶ quoted above, however, \( |I_{12}|^2 = |I_{21}|^2 \), and the losses in either direction are equal. Thus, the same fraction of the available generator power is transmitted from either point to the other. This, an alternative statement of reciprocity, is the form needed for present purposes. It will be seen later that the interpretation in terms of fractional power is not valid when more than one generator is simultaneously involved.

Certain important deductions can now be made about the balance, power division, and impedance match associated with hybrid circuits. When characteristic impedance loads are externally attached to any three arms, the hybrid network combines them to present a certain impedance to the fourth arm or pair of terminals. Two cases need to be distinguished, depending upon whether this impedance is or is not equal to the characteristic impedance of the transmission line comprising the fourth arm. The former, or matched case, will be considered first.

In Fig. 1, therefore, let appropriate loads be attached to \( B, C, \) and \( D \), with a characteristic-impedance generator connected to \( A \). Since it is assumed that the generator works into a matched load, all of its available power is delivered into the network. It is further assumed that this power is equally divided between \( B \) and \( D \), with none appearing at \( C \). Thus, exactly half of the power flows from \( A \) to \( B \). Let now the generator be replaced by a corresponding load at \( A \) and the load at \( C \) be replaced by an appropriate generator. By reciprocity, no power can flow from \( C \) to \( A \). It is further assumed that the generator works into a matched load at \( C \) and that the power is equally divided between \( B \) and \( D \). Exactly half of the available power flows from \( C \) to \( B \).

If the conditions are now changed so that a generator is connected to \( B \), with loads at \( A, C, \) and \( D \), the application of reciprocity shows that half of the power flows to the load at \( A \) and half to the load at \( C \). There is, therefore, no residual power to appear at \( D \) or to be reflected back to the generator. \( B \) and \( D \) are thus balanced with respect to each other, power sent from either of them is equally divided between \( A \) and \( C \), and the network provides a match to both \( B \) and \( D \).

It is seen, then, that balance, equal power division, and impedance match for one pair of opposite arms constitute conditions sufficient to insure balance, equal power division, and impedance match for the other arms.

Consider now the mismatched case, in which the network with its associated loads fails to provide an impedance match to some one arm, \( A \), for instance. Standing waves will be set up in the line between the network and the generator terminating this arm. Assuming, as before, equal power division and balance, somewhat less than half of the available power will be delivered to loads at \( B \) and \( D \), with the remainder accounted for in reflection back toward the generator. By reciprocity, the same fraction of power, somewhat less than half, will be transmitted from \( B \) to \( A \). If equal power division from \( B \) is postulated, \( C \) also receives somewhat less than half of the power from \( B \). The remainder of the power available at \( B \) must appear, therefore, either as reflection back upon the generator, as power developed at \( D \), or in both ways. If equal power division from \( B \) is abandoned, on the other hand, it should be generally possible to secure balance between \( B \) and \( D \) and an impedance match of the network and its associated loads to the arm \( B \). In any case, however, at least one of the three quantities balance, power division, and impedance match, has been compromised at \( B \) by the mismatch at \( A \) as a necessary consequence of reciprocity.

The generality of this last conclusion must be tempered to some extent by consideration of the specific network involved. If the network is symmetrically disposed with respect to one pair of opposite arms,⁷ the balance between these arms will be independent of im-

---

⁶ E.g., the \( S \) and \( P \) arms of a hybrid junction.
edance matching provided that the other arms are minimized in equal loads, symmetrically disposed, of any character whatsoever. Similarly, if symmetry does not prevail with respect to a pair of opposite arms, all electrical characteristics viewed at these arms will vary concurrently.

The stress which has been placed upon equal power division deserves explanation. Consider a duplexing system in which a passive hybrid network is employed as the central element. Let this network be so proportioned that a fraction \( r \) of the transmitter power is delivered to the antenna or transmission line, the remainder being dissipated in a dummy load. Reciprocity then limits the fraction of the power which is delivered to the receiver from the antenna or line to \( 1 - r \) at the notch. The round-trip efficiency is thus \( r(1 - r) \). This is a maximum for \( r = \frac{1}{2} \), and the over-all loss is therefore kept to a minimum of 6 decibels with the network designed for equal power division. In other applications as well, such as balanced converters, the most successful operation is usually obtained with equal power division.

So far, only operation with a single generator has been treated. Another important set of properties of the hybrid network is suggested by the consideration of Fig. 16, which shows two generators of identical frequencies connected to the opposite arms 1 and 3. It is assumed that balance, equal power division, and impedance match have been secured in all directions. If the peak voltages of \( G_1 \) and \( G_3 \) are taken as \( V_{a} \) and \( V_{b} \),

\[ V_{a} = \frac{R_3}{R_1} \sqrt{V_{b}}, \]

respectively, they will deliver equal amounts of power to the network, and so \( I_{a1} = I_{a3} \) and \( I_{b1} = I_{b3} \). Since the generators are located in balanced arms, they operate independently. The currents in \( R_2 \) and \( R_4 \) may therefore be combined linearly with due regard for relative phase. Let now \( G_1 \) and \( G_3 \) be so phased with respect to each other that the currents \( I_{21} \) and \( I_{23} \) are exactly in phase. The current through \( R_2 \) is thereby doubled, and the power developed here is four times the power delivered to \( R_2 \) from either generator in the absence of the other. This accounts for all of the available power from both \( G_1 \) and \( G_3 \). The currents \( I_{41} \) and \( I_{43} \) must therefore be 180 degrees out of phase, so as to cancel completely so that no power is developed in \( R_4 \). It is not difficult to see that the phasing of \( G_1 \) and \( G_3 \), which brings that about is the same as the phasing of voltages appearing across loads at 1 and 3 when the network is driven from arm 2. If the phasing between \( G_1 \) and \( G_3 \) is altered by 180 degrees, all of the total available power will appear in \( R_4 \), and \( R_3 \) receives none, but this in turn implies the same phasing as that between loads at 1 and 3 driven from arm 4. With any intermediate phasing of the generators \( G_1 \) and \( G_3 \), the power will be appropriately divided between \( R_2 \) and \( R_4 \).

This brings out clearly the close relationship between balance and phasing in the hybrid network. It is also evident that the interpretation of reciprocity in terms of fractional power transmitted is seriously altered when more than one generator is present.

Many other interesting properties and relationships peculiar to the hybrid network can be derived from reciprocity and conservation of energy. The examples given, however, are sufficient to illustrate the general nature of these relationships as well as to illuminate certain statements made in the text.

**APPENDIX II**

**THE PHASE PROPERTIES OF WAVE-GUIDE JUNCTIONS**

The principal concern here is to derive phase relationships for the tee junctions illustrated in Fig. 2. This will be done by the qualitative application of Huygens’ principle.

A cross-sectional view of an electric-plane wave-guide junction is shown in Fig. 17, with lines of electric intensity drawn in successive positions of the same wave front to indicate what happens when dominant waves

![Fig. 17—Spreading of a wave front into an electric-plane junction from the side arm.](image)
are sent toward the junction from the side arm. Although at the junction there will usually be some reflection, not indicated, it is clear that the transmitted power tends to be divided equally between the collinear arms and, if the planes $AA'$ and $BB'$ are equidistant from the center of the junction, the waves at $AA'$ are 180 degrees out of phase with the waves at $BB'$. Fig. 18 shows the same junction, with solid lines to represent electric intensity in successive positions of the same wave front for waves arriving from the left, and with broken lines for waves from the right, in the main guide. If the waves are in phase at $AA'$ and $BB'$, the side arm receives two waves which are 180 degrees out of phase. If the amplitudes of the incoming wave trains are equal, the waves in the side arm cancel completely, and this branch receives no power. Such sets of waves of equal amplitude traveling in opposite directions create pure standing waves in the main guide, with a voltage maximum at the junction. Conversely, the side arm of an electric-plane tee junction receives maximum power when a pure standing wave exists in the main guide with a voltage minimum (current maximum) at the junction. This is precisely the behavior exhibited by a load which has a series connection to a transmission line. From the point of view of phase relationships, therefore, the side arm of the electric-plane tee may be regarded as connected in series with the main guide.

A cross-sectional view of a magnetic-plane wave-guide tee junction is shown in Fig. 19. Here the electric intensity is perpendicular to the plane of the figure. The situation shown is the case where a wave front approaches the junction from the side arm. Since the geometry does not act here to reverse the polarity of the lines of force, the waves at $AA'$ are in phase with those at $BB'$. Similarly, if waves of equal amplitude are sent toward the junction from the left and right so as to be in phase at the junction, the side arm receives two sets of waves in phase and therefore maximum power. From the point of view of phase relationships, then, the side arm of the magnetic-plane tee is connected in parallel across the main guide.

A sectional view of a wave-guide-to-coaxial tee junction is given in Fig. 20, with lines of electric intensity shown for successive positions of a wave front which emerges from the coaxial and spreads both directions in the guide. It is seen that the waves crossing $AA'$ are in phase with those crossing $BB'$. The coaxial line therefore receives maximum power when located at a voltage maximum, and the connection is identified as a parallel connection across the guide.

Fig. 18—Spreading of wave fronts into an electric-plane junction from both ends of the main guide.

Fig. 19—Spreading of a wave front into a magnetic-plane junction from the side arm.

Fig. 20—Spreading of a wave front into a wave guide from a coaxial side arm.

Only one particular method of coupling the coaxial to the guide has been shown. Many other methods of establishing an abrupt connection are similar in that some portion of the inner conductor of the coaxial is aligned parallel to the electric intensity of the dominant wave in the guide. Any such abrupt connection may therefore be characterized as a shunt connection. By similar reasoning, it is evident that the direct connection of a point-contact rectifier or thermistor to a wave guide, involving a conductor parallel to the electric intensity, is a parallel connection.
A Mathematical Theory of Directional Couplers

HENRY J. RIBLET†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—Directional couplers are becoming an increasingly important component in microwave radio-frequency circuits. By the suitable generalization of concepts used in discussing the lumped loading of a single transmission line, it is possible to discuss the interaction of the coupling elements of these more complicated circuits in a reasonably complete and elementary manner. Input impedances are analyzed in terms of equivalent tee and pi sections. The transformation of line impedances is shown to commute with similarity transformations, so that the circuit problem is equivalent to one involving independent but properly loaded transmission lines. The behavior of many aperture-coupled directional couplers may be analyzed by the use of a single conventional impedance diagram. A small-hole theory is given which predicts previously unexplained results.

I. INTRODUCTION

A DIRECTIONAL coupler or wave selector is a passive, linear, four-terminal-pair network such as is shown in Fig. 1, having the property that power fed in at terminal 1 divides in some ratio between terminals 3 and 4 without appearing at terminal 2, while power fed in at terminal 3 divides between terminals 1 and 2 without appearing at terminal 4. In the event that power in at 1 divides equally between 3 and 4, the network is known as a bridge circuit. A familiar type of wave-guide directional coupler is shown in Fig. 2.

An indication of the important role played by directional couplers in the microwave field has been given by Mumford. For a description of various directional couplers, together with design and performance data, reference is made to a report by Harrison.

† Decimal classification: R142. Original manuscript received by the Institute, August 23, 1946; revised manuscript received, November 6, 1946.

†† Submarine Signal Co., Boston, Mass.


The performance of a directional coupler fed at 1 is usually specified in terms of the directivity, coupling, and input standing-wave ratio. Suppose that terminals 2, 3, and 4 are perfectly matched and that power in the amount 1 in 1 incident on 1, then if 1, 3, 3, and 4 are

![Fig. 1—Four-terminal-pair network.](image1)

![Fig. 2—Wave-guide directional coupler.](image2)
II. COUPLED LINES

Consider the schematic drawing of Fig. 3, which is equivalent to the directional coupler of Fig. 2. It is specifically assumed that the sections of transmission line (a) are uniform and isolated from each other so that the only coupling which exists is localized at definite points on the transmission lines. The devices (b) which provide this coupling will be referred to as coupling elements, and they may consist of holes in a common wall, complete transmission lines, or loops. It simplifies the discussion to assume that the two transmission lines are identical and that the spacing between the coupling elements in electrical degrees is the same on both transmission lines. Cases where this is not obviously true should be examined individually to see if the methods of this paper are applicable or not.

Our immediate program will be as follows:
(a) Definition of the Impedance of the network looking to the right at any point.
(b) Determination of the formula by which this Impedance transforms down the transmission-line portions of the network.
(c) Definition of the parallel Admittance and series Impedance associated with each coupling element.
(d) Determination of rules by which a parallel Admittance or series Impedance combines with the Admittance or Impedance to the right of the terminals of the coupling element.

As we shall see, these generalized Impedances and Admittances are second-order matrices. They may be defined so that the similarity with single-transmission-line procedure is very close.

(a) If a network such as the one shown in Fig. 3 is terminated in any impedances and broken into along the line \( A - A' \), we will have

\[
\begin{align*}
V_1(A) & = z_{11} i_1(A) + z_{12} i_2(A) \\
V_2(A) & = z_{21} i_1(A) + z_{22} i_2(A).
\end{align*}
\]

The matrix

\[
Z_A = \begin{pmatrix} z_{11} & z_{12} \\ z_{21} & z_{22} \end{pmatrix}
\]

will be defined as the Impedance to the right of the generalized transmission line. A similar definition holds for the Admittance to the right.

(b) We should now like to determine in Fig. 3 the Impedance to the right at \( B - B' \) in terms of the Impedance to the right at \( A - A' \). On both lines of Fig. 3 we will have relationships of the form

\[
\begin{align*}
v_i(B) & = v_i(A) \cosh \gamma l + z_0 i_i(A) \sinh \gamma l \\
i_i(B) & = -\frac{1}{z_0} v_i(A) \sinh \gamma l + i_i(A) \cosh \gamma l
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \gamma \) and \( z_0 \) are the propagation constant and characteristic impedance, respectively, common to the two lines. We may express this in matrix form:

\[
\begin{align*}
V(B) & = \cosh \gamma l I(V(A)) + \sinh \gamma l Z_0 I(A) \\
I(B) & = \sinh \gamma l Z_0^{-1} I(V(A)) + \cosh \gamma l I(A),
\end{align*}
\]

If we put

\[
V(B) = \begin{pmatrix} v_1(B) \\ v_2(B) \end{pmatrix}, \quad I(B) = \begin{pmatrix} i_1(B) \\ i_2(B) \end{pmatrix}, \quad \text{etc.;}
\]

\[
I = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}, \quad Z_0 = \begin{pmatrix} z_0 & 0 \\ 0 & z_0 \end{pmatrix}.
\]

By definition, \( V(A) = Z_A I(A) \), and we have, on substitution in (4),

\[
\begin{align*}
V(B) & = \left\{ Z_A \cosh \gamma l + Z_0 \sinh \gamma l \right\} I(A) \\
I(B) & = Z_0^{-1} \left\{ Z_A \sinh \gamma l + Z_0 \cosh \gamma l \right\} I(A).
\end{align*}
\]

Then, upon elimination of \( I(A) \) from (5), with due regard for the fact that matrices do not commute, we obtain

\[
\begin{align*}
V(B) & = \left\{ Z_A \cosh \gamma l + Z_0 \sinh \gamma l \right\} \times Z_0 \\
& \times \left\{ Z_A \sinh \gamma l + Z_0 \cosh \gamma l \right\}^{-1} I(B).
\end{align*}
\]

Thus the Impedance to the right at \( B - B' \), \( Z_B \), can be written as

\[
Z_B = Z_0 \frac{Z_A \cosh \gamma l + Z_0 \sinh \gamma l}{Z_A \sinh \gamma l + Z_0 \cosh \gamma l}.
\]

This is a special case of a known formula for multiwire transmission lines.\(^1\) The similarity with familiar single-wire formulas is clear.

(c) Consider a coupling element having the specialized appearance shown in Fig. 4. The relationship between \( v_0, v_b, i_a, \) and \( i_b \) is given by equations of the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
v_a & = s_{aa} i_a + s_{ab} i_b \\
v_b & = s_{ba} i_a + s_{bb} i_b.
\end{align*}
\]

The matrix

\[
Z = \begin{pmatrix} s_{aa} & s_{ab} \\ s_{ba} & s_{bb} \end{pmatrix}
\]

\(^1\) See page 137 of footnote reference 5.
will be called the **series Impedance** of the coupling element. The reason for the use of the term "series" is clear, since, for the coupling element as shown, the discontinuity seen from any terminal will appear to be an impedance in series with the line. Similarly, a network shunted across both lines will give rise to an admittance matrix,

\[
Y_p = \begin{pmatrix} y_{aa} & y_{ab} \\ y_{ba} & y_{bb} \end{pmatrix},
\]

which we will call the **parallel Admittance** of the coupling element. Coupling elements of either of these types will be called *simple* coupling elements.

(d) From a consideration of Fig. 4, we have the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
V_1 &= V_a + V_1' \\
V_2 &= V_b + V_2'
\end{align*}
\]

\[(7)\]

Thus

\[
\begin{align*}
v_1 &= z_a v_1 + z_0 s_1 i_1 + z_{11} i_1 + z_{12} i_2 \\
v_2 &= z_b v_2 + z_0 s_2 i_2 + z_{21} i_1 + z_{22} i_2,
\end{align*}
\]

and so \(Z_B = Z_A + Z_A\) where \(Z_B\) is the Impedance to the right on the left of the coupling element, \(Z_B\) is the Impedance of the coupling element, \(Z_B\) is the series Impedance of the network to the right on the right of the coupling element. For parallel coupling elements we must add, to the Admittance to the right, the parallel Admittance of the coupling element.

This completes the analogy between the problem of lump-coupled transmission lines and the lump-loaded uniform line. On the uniform portions of the lines we transform Impedances according to (6), and when we encounter simple coupling elements we add series Impedances and parallel Admittances in a manner completely analogous to the usual treatment of pi and tee sections. Actually, it is not difficult to show that any coupling element having symmetry about \(a-a'\) or \(b-b'\) of Fig. 1 can be represented as a pi or tee section of simple coupling elements as indicated in Fig. 5.

### III. Similarity Transformation

If we denote \(Z_i = (Z_L \cosh \gamma l + Z_0 \sinh \gamma l) Z_0 (Z_L \sinh \gamma l + Z_0 \cosh \gamma l)^{-1}\), we may consider the effect of a similarity transformation on \(Z_i\). Such a transformation may be written \(AZ_i A^{-1}\) where \(A\) is a nonsingular matrix. We have

\[
AZ_i A^{-1} = A(Z_L \cosh \gamma l + Z_0 \sinh \gamma l) Z_0 \times (Z_L \sinh \gamma l + Z_0 \cosh \gamma l)^{-1} A^{-1}
\]

\[
= A(Z_L \cosh \gamma l + Z_0 \sinh \gamma l) A^{-1} Z_0
\]

\[
= A(Z_L \sinh \gamma l + Z_0 \cosh \gamma l)^{-1} A^{-1}
\]

\[
= (AZ_i A^{-1} \cosh \gamma l + Z_0 \sinh \gamma l) Z_0
\]

\[
= (AZ_i A^{-1} \sinh \gamma l + Z_0 \cosh \gamma l)^{-1}
\]

\[(9)\]

since the unit matrix commutes with all matrices and the inverse of the product of two matrices is the product of the inverses in the reverse order. Now this equation has the consequence that an Impedance may be reduced to diagonal form and then transformed down the line. This materially simplifies the calculations, since these line transformations may be handled independently just as if there were no coupling between the lines.

If all of the Impedances and Admittances of the simple coupling elements comprising the directional coupler are reduced to diagonal form by the same similarity transformation, then our problem is equivalent to that of solving, independently, separate lumped uniform transmission lines. Of considerable practical interest is the case where the coupling elements are symmetrical about line \(a-a'\) of Fig. 1. Then the Impedances and Admittances encountered all have the form

\[
\begin{pmatrix} \alpha & \beta \\ \beta & \alpha \end{pmatrix}
\]

This is reduced to the diagonal form

\[
\begin{pmatrix} \alpha + \beta & 0 \\ 0 & \alpha - \beta \end{pmatrix}
\]

by the transformation

\[
\begin{pmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ -1 & 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]

This can be seen readily by consideration, for example, of the equations defining the Admittance of a simple

---

parallel coupling element, which are
\[ i_1 = y_a v_1 + y_b v_2 \]
\[ i_2 = y_a v_1 + y_b v_2. \]

Upon addition and subtraction, we obtain
\[ i_1 + i_2 = (y_a + y_b)(v_1 + v_2) \]
\[ i_1 - i_2 = (y_a - y_b)(-v_1 + v_2), \]
so that the equations
\[ i^+ = i_1 + i_2; \quad v^+ = v_1 + v_2 \]
\[ i^- = -i_1 + i_2; \quad v^- = -v_1 + v_2 \]
(10)
relate the voltages and currents on the “diagonal form” transmission lines, called for convenience the “plus” and “minus” lines to those actually observed in the directional coupler. The inverse equations are
\[ v_1 = \frac{v^+ - v^-}{2}; \quad v_2 = \frac{v^+ + v^-}{2} \]
\[ i_1 = \frac{i^+ - i^-}{2}; \quad i_2 = \frac{i^+ + i^-}{2}. \]

Thus the assumed symmetry of the coupling elements leads to an input Admittance for the coupled lines of the form
\[ \frac{1}{2} \left( y_{1+} + y_{1-} \ y_{2+} - y_{2-} \right). \]
(12)

Here \( y_{1+} \) is the input admittance of a transmission line, called the “plus” line, having the same parameters as each of the coupled lines, with loads \( \alpha_i + \beta_i \) spaced on it just as on the coupled lines; and \( y_{1-} \) is obtained, as above, except that the \( \alpha_i + \beta_i \) are replaced by \( \alpha_i - \beta_i \).

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

In the interest of brevity, this section is limited to the very simple but important practical case where the coupling elements have Admittances and Impedances of the form
\[ \begin{pmatrix} \alpha & \alpha \\ \alpha & \alpha \end{pmatrix}. \]

It can be shown without difficulty that any simple coupling element with an Admittance of this form scatters equally into the two transmission lines of Fig. 3, and vice versa. Apertures which are either simple series or simple parallel couplings, cut in the infinitesimally thin wall separating wave guides which have one wall in common as in Fig. 2, will have this property. It will also hold if the holes are of sufficient size so that the attenuation and phase shift passing through them is negligible. Slots longer than resonant in thin walls illustrate this type of coupling.

Let us consider the case where the directional coupler has an even number, \( n \), of simple parallel coupling elements of Admittance

\[ \left( \begin{array}{cc} y_{10} & y_{1+} \\ y_{10} & y_{1-} \end{array} \right) \]
equally spaced on two transmission lines with propagation constant \( \gamma \) and characteristic impedance unity. The voltages and currents of the directional coupler are determined from those of the “plus” and “minus” lines by (11). The plus line has \( n \) equal shunt loads, \( 2y_{10} \), spaced \( l \) units apart, while the minus line is unloaded. The lump-loaded line may be readily solved by replacing a typical section of the network, broken, say, midway between the loads by a uniform line having the correct characteristic admittance \( y^+ \) and propagation constant \( \gamma^+ \). These are determined from the formulas
\[ \cosh \gamma^+ = \cosh \gamma + y_1 \sinh \gamma \]
\[ \sinh \gamma^+ = \sinh \gamma + 2y_1 \sinh^2 \frac{\gamma}{2} \]
which may be derived exactly like Campbell’s formula for the loaded line.\(^9\)

In terms of these quantities, the relationships between the input and output voltages and currents are
\[ v_{1+} = v_0 \cosh n \gamma^+ l / y^+ - i_0^+ \sinh n \gamma^+ l \]
\[ i_{1+} = y^+ v_0 \sinh n \gamma^+ l + i_0^+ \cosh n \gamma^+ l \]
(14)

Similar equations relate the “minus” voltages and “minus” currents, except that \( \gamma^- = 1 \) and \( \gamma = \gamma \). If the output terminals are assumed to be matched, we will have \( i_0^+ = v_0^+ \) and \( i_0^+ = v_0^- \), so that
\[ v_{1-} = v_0 (\cosh n \gamma^- l / y^+ + i_0^- \sinh n \gamma^- l) \]
\[ i_{1-} = v_0 (y^+ \sinh n \gamma^- l + \cosh n \gamma^- l) \]
(15)

Let us put
\[ T^+ = \cosh n \gamma^+ l / y^+ + i_0^+ \sinh n \gamma^+ l \]
\[ S^+ = y^+ \sinh n \gamma^+ l + \cosh n \gamma^+ l \]
(16)

with analogous expressions for \( T^- \) and \( S^- \).

Then we may write the input admittances to the “plus” and “minus” lines:
\[ y_{1+} = \frac{S^+}{T^+}; \quad y_{1-} = 1 = \frac{S^-}{T^-}. \]
(17)

In terms of these quantities, the input Admittance to the directional coupler is
\[ \frac{1}{2} \left( y_{1+} - y_{1-} \ y_{2+} + y_{2-} \right). \]
If we write \( y_{1+} = (y_{1+} + y_{1-}) / 2 \) and \( y_{1-} = (y_{1+} - y_{1-}) / 2 \), we have as a consequence of definition
\[ i_1 = y_{11} v_1 + y_{12} v_2 \]
\[ i_2 = y_{21} v_1 + y_{22} v_2 \]

If power is fed into the direction coupler of Fig. 1 through terminal 2, and terminal 1 is well matched, it can easily be shown that

\[ v_1 = -\frac{y_{12}v_2}{1 + y_{11}}; \quad i_2 = \frac{y_{12}^2 - y_{12}^2 + y_{11}}{1 + y_{11}} v_2; \]

\[ i_1 = \frac{y_{12}}{1 + y_{11}} v_2. \quad (18) \]

To determine the voltages at the far end of the wave selector, we first determine \( v_+ \) and \( v_- \), according to our previous rules. From (10) we have

\[ v_+ = \frac{1 + y_{11} - y_{12}}{1 + y_{11}} \quad \text{and} \quad v_- = \frac{1 + y_{11} + y_{12}}{1 + y_{11}} v_2. \quad (19) \]

From (15),

\[ v_0' = \frac{1}{T} \quad \text{and} \quad v_0' = \frac{1}{T}. \quad (20) \]

Now, finally, we determine the output voltages, from (11), to be

\[ v_3 = 1/2 \left( \frac{1 + y_{11} - y_{12}}{1 + y_{11}} - \frac{1 + y_{11} + y_{12}}{(1 + y_{11})T} v_2 \right) \]

\[ v_4 = 1/2 \left( \frac{1 + y_{11} - y_{12}}{1 + y_{11}} + \frac{1 + y_{11} + y_{12}}{(1 + y_{11})T} v_2 \right). \quad (21) \]

The input admittance is given by

\[ y_{11}^2 - y_{12}^2 + y_{11} \]

\[ y_{12} = 1. \]

The condition for perfect directivity is that \( y^+ \) shall equal 1, and we see that this is the condition for perfect match. Thus, for the class of directional couplers under discussion, we have the interesting property that high directivity is equivalent to low standing-wave ratio. The condition that \( y^+ \) is 1 is, by (17),

\[ \frac{\sinh n y^+ l + \cosh n y^+ l}{\cosh n y^+ l + 1/y^+ \sinh n y^+ l} = 1. \]

For \( n \) even, this will happen when \( y^+ l = j\pi/2 \). The actual spacing \( c \) on the line is given by the expression,

\[ \cosh n y^+ l + y^+ \sinh n y^+ l = 0. \quad (22) \]

Assuming perfect directivity for this type of directional coupler is equivalent to putting \( y_{12} = 0 \). Hence,

\[ v_3 = 1/2 \left( \frac{1}{T^+} - \frac{1}{T} \right) v_2 \]

\[ v_4 = 1/2 \left( \frac{1}{T^+} + \frac{1}{T} \right) v_2. \]

Thus

\[ v_3 = \frac{T^- - T^+}{T^- + T^+} = \frac{\sinh n y^+ l + \cosh n y^+ l - (-1)^{n/2}}{\sinh n y^+ l + \cosh n y^+ l + (-1)^{n/2}} \]

\[ \cot \frac{n y^+ l}{2} (n = 4k + 2) \]

\[ \sinh \frac{n y^+ l}{2} \quad (n = 4k). \quad (23) \]

Since \( l \) is in the neighborhood of \( \lambda_2/4 \) for small couplings, the ratio \( v_3/v_4 \) increases linearly for small \( n \) but deviates from linearity as the directional coupler approaches a bridge. It is clear that the voltages in the two wave guides have a 90-degree phase difference, and that the power can be made to alternate from one guide to the other by the use of a sufficient number of coupling elements.

In the case when \( n = 2 \), it may be shown that

\[ |v_3| = \left| \cosh n y^+ l \right| = \frac{|y_0|}{\sqrt{1 + |y_0|^2}}, \quad (24) \]

whereas the voltage induced in the auxiliary guide by a single coupling element may be obtained from (22) by putting \( y_{11} = 1+y_a \) and \( y_{12} = y_a \). Thus

\[ v_3' = -\frac{y_a}{2 + y_a}, \]

so that

\[ |v_3'| = \frac{|y_a|}{\sqrt{4 + |y_a|^2}}. \quad (25) \]

Hence, for small \( y_0 \), the voltage is approximately doubled by using two coupling elements. Here we have made use of the fact that \( y_a \) is purely imaginary.

For the case when \( n = 2 \), it may easily be shown that, if terminals 1, 3, and 4 are perfectly matched,

\[ v_1 = -(2cy_L + sy_L^2) \]

\[ v_2 = 4c + 4s + 4sy_L + 2cy_L + sy_L^2 \]

\[ v_3 = -2y_L - \frac{s}{s + c} y_L^2 \]

\[ v_4 = 4 + 2y_L + \frac{s}{s + c} y_L^2. \quad (26) \]

where \( y_L = 2y_a, s = \sinh n y^+ l \) and \( c = \cosh n y^+ l \).

For such a directional coupler, if \( y_a \) is independent of frequency, we see that \( v_3 \) changes very slowly with frequency, since \( y^+ \) generally is much smaller than \( y_a \). Hence, for small couplings the change in coupling with frequency is determined primarily by the behavior of \( y_a \).

By careful design it is possible to choose the coupling elements so that \( y_L \) changes slowly with frequency. Hence the output voltages are sensibly constant compared with the rate at which the voltage, \( n_0 \), changes. Accordingly, once the coupling and directivity at a given frequency have been determined, the principal characteristics of the coupler may be determined by the value of the input Impedance of the network. For the study of this quantity a conventional circle diagram is particularly well suited.
We easily see that the condition when two coupling elements, each with the parallel Admittance
\[
\left( \begin{array}{cc}
Y_a & Y_a \\
Y_a & Y_a
\end{array} \right),
\]
have infinite directivity is that they be spaced a distance such that when we add a susceptance of magnitude \(2y_a\) to 1 and move along the diagram the prescribed distance, the addition of \(2y_a\) will bring us back to 1. For a two-hole coupler of the type shown in Fig. 2, this predicts a spacing between the holes somewhat less than a quarter guide wavelength. This is in good agreement with observed results.\(^10\) The arguments of the previous section show that we also have zero reflection at this point. The rate at which the directivity falls off is clearly indicated by this procedure. The use of binomial distribution of elements has been suggested as a means of increasing the bandwidth of this type of directional coupler. If we use the same spacing but now add \(2y_a\) to 1, travel around the diagram as before, then add \(4y_a\) and travel around again, the addition of \(4y_a\) will bring us back to the center. Thus this arrangement also gives infinite directivity. Consideration of the circle diagram will show, however, that there is a somewhat shorter spacing, or longer wavelength, at which this arrangement of coupling elements again gives infinite directivity. A suggestion of this double-resonance phenomenon is seen in Fig. 7 of the paper by Mumford, referred to previously.\(^1\)

V. SMALL-COUPING THEORY

The assumption that the coupling between the transmission lines is weak or, what is essentially equivalent, that the elements of the coupling Impedances and Admittances are small, somewhat extends the range of usefulness of the preceding results. We have seen that problems involving directional couplers whose coupling Admittances are of the form
\[
\left( \begin{array}{cc}
Y_a & Y_a \\
Y_a & Y_a
\end{array} \right)
\]
can be handled on a single impedance diagram. Now, the same state of affairs is still true for more general symmetric coupling elements of the form
\[
\left( \begin{array}{cc}
Y_a & Y_b \\
Y_b & Y_a
\end{array} \right)
\]
if we assume that \(y_a^2 - y_b^2\) is small compared with \(y_a\). This assumption is actually weaker than requiring that \(y_a\) and \(y_b\) be both small, and allows us to extend the analysis in terms of a single circle diagram to the majority of aperture-coupler wave selectors now in use.

In order to show this, consider a pair of elements whose admittances are
\[
\left( \begin{array}{cc}
y_a & y_b \\
y_b & y_a
\end{array} \right)
\]
and which are spaced a distance \(l\) apart on transmission lines of propagation constant \(\gamma\) and characteristic impedance unity. The Admittance to the right at a point just to the right of the first element will be, assuming perfectly matched output terminals,
\[
\left( \begin{array}{cc}
y_{11} & y_{12} \\
y_{12} & y_{11}
\end{array} \right)
\]
where
\[
y_{11} = 1/2 \left( \frac{c(1 + y_a + y_b) + s}{s(1 + y_a + y_b) + c} \right) + \frac{c(1 + y_a - y_b) + s}{s(1 + y_a - y_b) + c}
\]
\[
y_{12} = 1/2 \left( \frac{c(1 + y_a + y_b) + s}{s(1 + y_a + y_b) + c} \right) - \frac{c(1 + y_a - y_b) + s}{s(1 + y_a - y_b) + c}
\]
\[
\left( \begin{array}{cc}
\frac{c^2 - s^2}{y_b} \\
(s + c)^2 + s(s + c)2y_a + s^2(y_a^2 - y_b^2)
\end{array} \right)
\]
(27)

Now, from these equations we can easily see that the assumption that \(y_a^2 - y_b^2\) is small compared with \(y_a\) has the same form after any transformation down the line. Moreover, this form is not changed by the addition of parallel Admittances of the form
\[
\left( \begin{array}{cc}
y_a & y_b \\
y_b & y_a
\end{array} \right)
\]
so long as \(y_k'y_{k'} = y_k'y_{k'}\). On the basis of these remarks, we can conclude that the input Admittance of a directional coupler, whose coupling elements can be analyzed as simple coupling elements with Admittances of the form
\[
\left( \begin{array}{cc}
y_a & y_b \\
y_b & y_a
\end{array} \right)
\]
for which \(y_a^2 - y_b^2 << y_a\) and \(y_b/y_a\) is a fixed constant, is determined from that where all the coupling admittances are of the form
\[
\left( \begin{array}{cc}
y_a & y_a \\
y_a & y_a
\end{array} \right)
\]
by multiplying the transfer admittance \(y_a\) by \(y_b/y_a\). This requires that \(y_a\) does not gradually become large with the addition of more coupling elements. Actually,

---

\(^{10}\) See page 19 of footnote reference 2.
we may relax the requirement on the size of \( y_b \) and \( y_b \) because of cancellation effects between coupling elements approximately one-quarter wavelength apart. Thus the condition for directivity and low standing-wave ratio are the same as in the case \( y_a = y_b \), and high directivity implies low standing-wave ratio. The spacing for maximum directivity for two equal coupling elements is given as before by (22). This result differs from what is given by the usual "small-hole theory," which predicts quarter-wavelength spacing for maximum directivity. Of course, we get that result by allowing \( y_a = 0 \). However, in this limit the device is a directional coupler only in a trivial sense. From (18) we see that the input voltages and currents differ from what they are in the case where \( y_a = y_b \) by a factor of \( y_b/y_a \); and, by consideration of (8), we see that this will be true for all of the voltages and currents of the auxiliary wave guide. Hence the complete solution for the case \( y_a \neq y_b \) is obtained from that where \( y_a = y_b \) by multiplying the voltages and currents in the auxiliary line by \( y_b/y_a \).

If the ratio of \( y_b \) to \( y_a \) is not the same for all coupling elements, we will have to recalculate it after each coupling element in order to handle the problem on a single circle diagram. For this case, in general the conditions for maximum directivity and minimum input standing-wave ratio do not coincide.

### The Equivalent Circuit of a Corner Bend in a Rectangular Wave Guide

**JOHN W. MILES†**

**Summary**—Following the fundamentals set down in an earlier paper, the impedance representation of a right-angle bend in a rectangular wave guide is calculated. Two types of bends are considered, being defined by the polarization of the electric field relative to the plane of the bend. The results are stated in the form of infinite series. Numerical results are given in the form of curves.

**Notation**

- \( a \) = dimension of wave guide parallel to electric field
- \( b \) = dimension of wave guide transverse to electric field
- \( a_o \) = amplitude of field propagated in positive direction
- \( b_o \) = amplitude of reflected field due to \( n \)th mode
- \( i \) = unit vector along positive \( x \) axis
- \( j \) = unit vector along positive \( y \) axis
- \( k \) = unit vector along positive \( z \) axis
- \( x, y, z \) = right-handed Cartesian co-ordinates
- \( \beta _{n} \) = amplitude in field expansion
- \( C_{mn} \) = coefficient of \( A_n \) in field matrix
- \( \mathcal{E} \) = vector electric field (m.k.s. units)
- \( G \) = Green's function
- \( \mathcal{H} \) = vector magnetic field (m.m.f.) (m.k.s. units)
- \( I_0 \) = transmission-line current in reference plane
- \( V_0 \) = transmission-line voltage in reference plane
- \( V_{ij} \) = equivalent circuit admittance
- \( Y_n \) = field admittance
- \( Y_0 \) = characteristic admittance of transmission line
- \( Z_{ij} \) = equivalent circuit impedance
- \( \beta = 2 \pi/\lambda \) = phase constant
- \( \beta_n = [\beta^2 - (n\pi)^2]^{1/2} \)
- \( \delta_n = 1 \) if \( m = n \), \( = 0 \) if \( m \neq n \) (Kronecker delta)
- \( \epsilon \) = dielectric constant (m.k.s.)
- \( \mu \) = permeability (m.k.s.)

\[ \lambda = \text{wavelength in medium of } \epsilon \text{ and } \mu \]

\[ \lambda_n = \left[ (1/\lambda)^2 - (1/2a)^2 \right]^{-1/2} \text{ guide wavelength for } TE_{10} \text{ mode} \]

\[ \xi = (\epsilon/\mu)^{1/2} \text{ characteristic impedance of medium} \]

\[ \eta = \text{normalized transverse electric field in reference plane} \]

\[ \overline{\beta}_n = \text{normalized transverse electric field due to } n \text{th mode in guide} \]

\[ \overline{Y}_n = \text{normalized transverse electric field due to } n \text{th mode in corner} \]

**INTRODUCTION**

The analogy between propagation of a single mode in a cylindrical wave guide and the propagation along an ordinary transmission line, wherein the voltage and current on the latter represent, respectively, the transverse electric and magnetic fields in the former, has been considered in an earlier paper.\(^1\) However, the problems solved therein included only the impedance representations of plane discontinuities. The present paper will be concerned with the impedance representation of a right-angle bend in a rectangular wave guide. The assumptions made in the solution and the notation are identical with those advanced in the treatment of plane discontinuities; in particular, it is assumed that only the dominant \((TE_{10})\) mode is freely propagated, and that all other discontinuities are sufficiently removed from the one under consideration to mitigate the possibility of interaction among the higher-order modes excited by the different discontinuities.

For the bend in a rectangular guide there are two distinct cases to be considered: (1) the bend in the plane of the electric field of the dominant mode (electric field is bent), and (2) the bend transverse to the plane of the

\(^1\) John W. Miles, "The equivalent circuit for a plane discontinuity in a cylindrical wave guide," *Proc. I.R.E.*, vol. 34, pp. 728-734; October, 1946

---

* Decimal classification: R118.1. Original manuscript received by the Institute, October 14, 1946; revised manuscript received, January 29, 1947.

† University of California, Los Angeles, Calif.
If the electric and magnetic fields in the regions of negative co-ordinates (i.e., in the guides proper) are described, respectively, by voltages and currents evaluated in the co-ordinate planes \( x = 0 \) and \( y = 0 \) for case 1; \( x = 0 \) and \( z = 0 \) for case 2, then the region of positive co-ordinates (i.e., the square bounded by the corners of the bend) may be described by a four-terminal network relating the voltages and currents in the reference planes. It is evident that this network is symmetrical, and, therefore, the equivalent circuit may be reduced to either the symmetrical tee or pi network shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

In order to take full advantage of the symmetry of the problem at hand, it is expedient to consider the effect of successively placing a short circuit (corresponding to zero tangential electric field) and an open circuit (corresponding to zero tangential magnetic field) in the plane of symmetry. Dividing the tee and pi networks in their planes of symmetry yields the "semi"-networks shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Hence, the impedances seen at the input of the semi-tee for short and open circuits in the plane of symmetry are

\[
Z_{se,oe} = Z_{11} + Z_{12},
\]

while for the semi-pi the results are

\[
Y_{se,oe} = Y_{11} + Y_{12}.
\]

Hence, the problem of the symmetrical corner is deduced in the two problems involving open and short circuits in the plane of symmetry (which is the plane \( x = y \) for case 1, and \( x = z \) for case 2).

**FIELDS—ELECTRIC FIELD BENT**

The bend in the plane of the electric field will be considered first, after which the second problem can be treated by comparison. In the treatments of the change of cross section in the plane of the electric field and of the capacitive window in a rectangular waveguide, it was shown that the results for the parallel-plate guide (where the fields are independent of the \( z \) co-ordinate in Fig. 1) may be used if only the wavelength \( \lambda \) in these results is replaced by the actual guide wavelength \( \lambda_g \) for the rectangular guide, all impedances being expressed relative to the characteristic impedance. The identical arguments hold for the present case; accordingly, Fig. 1 will be considered as a parallel-plate guide.

A solution to Maxwell’s equations for the transverse electric field in the region of negative \( x \) (region 1) is given by
\( \mathbf{E}(x, y) = (a_0 e^{-ix} + b_0 e^{ix}) \mathbf{\phi}_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} b_n e^{i\beta_n x} \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) \) (3)

\( \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) = \int \mathbf{E}(0, y) \cdot \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) dy \) (4)

\( (\beta_n)^2 = (k^2 - \beta^2) - \frac{n^2 y^2}{b^2} \) (5)

\( b_n = -i \delta_n a_0 + \int_0^b \mathbf{E}(0, y) \cdot \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) dy \) (6)

where \( a_0 \) is the amplitude of the incident mode, and \( b_n \) is the amplitude of the \( n \)th reflected mode. The transverse magnetic field is then given by (see also Appendix):

\[ \mathcal{H}^s(x, y) = \mathcal{H}_0^{(0)} e^{-ix} - \mathcal{H}_0^{(0)} e^{ix} \] (7)

\[ \mathcal{H}_n = \left( \frac{\beta}{\beta_n} \right)^{i \gamma} \] (8)

where \( \mathcal{H}_n \) is the "field admittance" for the \( n \)th mode, and \( \gamma = (\epsilon/\mu)^{1/2} \) is the field admittance of the medium filling the guides.

The electric field in the region 2 (bounded by \( x = 0, x = y \), and \( y = b \)) is required to satisfy Maxwell's equations (or, more directly, the vector magnetic field and the condition of zero divergence), to have its tangential component vanish at \( y = b \), and to have its tangential (normal) component vanish on the plane \( x = y \) for the short- (open-) circuit case. A field satisfying these conditions and having a tangential component which reduces to \( \mathcal{E}(0, y) \) at the plane \( x = 0 \) is

\[ \mathcal{E}_2(x, y) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (\delta_n a_0 + b_n) \mathcal{E}_n(x, y) \] (9)

\[ \mathcal{E}_n(x, y) = \left( \frac{2 - \delta_n}{b} \right)^{1/2} \csc(\beta_n b) \]

\[ \mathcal{E}_n^{\text{sc}, \text{oc}}(x, y) = \left[ \frac{n \pi}{b} \right] \cos \left( \frac{\beta_n y}{b} \right) \sin \beta_n(b-y) \]

\[ + \left( \frac{n \pi}{\beta_n b} \right) \cos \beta_n(b-x) \sin \left( \frac{n \pi y}{b} \right) \]

\[ + \left( \frac{n \pi}{\beta_n b} \right) \sin \left( \frac{n \pi x}{b} \right) \cos \beta_n(b-y) \] (10)

the upper and lower signs corresponding, respectively, to the short- and open-circuit cases. The magnetic field associated with (9) is given by

\[ \mathcal{H}_2(x, y) = \int \mathcal{E}_n(x, y) dy \] (11)

The \( \mathcal{E}_n \) are normalized so that \( \int_0^b \mathcal{E}_n \cdot \mathcal{E}_n \, dy = 1 \).

The impedances

The transmission-line voltage and current, representing the dominant-mode fields in the guide, are defined by

\[ V(x) = a_0 e^{-ix} + b_0 e^{ix} \] (12)

\[ I(x) = \mathcal{N}_0 (a_0 e^{-ix} - b_0 e^{ix}) \] (13)

If the voltage and current in the reference plane \( x = 0 \) are denoted by \( V_0 \) and \( I_0 \), it is evident from (1) and (2) that

\[ \left( \frac{V_0}{I_0} \right) = Z_{11} + Z_{12} = (Y_{11} + Y_{12})^{-1} \] (14)

Comparing (12) and (6), it is seen that

\[ V_0 = \int_0^b \mathbf{E}(0, y) \cdot \mathbf{\phi}_0 dy \] (15)

To obtain \( I_0 \) the continuity of the transverse field may be invoked at \( x = 0 \). (The transverse electric field is a priori continuous there, since both \( \mathbf{E}_0(0, y) \) and \( \mathbf{E}_0(0, y) \) have been chosen to reduce to the Fourier expansion of \( \mathbf{E}_0(0, y) \) at \( x = 0 \).) Evaluating (7), (11), and (13) at \( x = 0 \) and invoking this continuity yields

\[ I_0 \mathbf{\phi}_0 = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} b_n \mathcal{E}_n(0, y) \]

\[ + j \left( \frac{k}{\beta} \right) \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (\delta_n a_0 + b_n) \left[ \mathbf{\nabla} \mathbf{\phi}_n(0, y) \right] \] (16)

it being evident that the transverse magnetic field for the case at hand is entirely in the \( z \) direction (although independent of the co-ordinate \( z \)).

To determine the impedances it is expedient to write

\[ \mathbf{E}(0, y) = j \mathbf{V} \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) \] (17)

in which case (15) becomes

\[ \left( \frac{I_0}{V_0} \right) \mathbf{\phi}_0 = \int_0^b \mathbf{G}(y, y') \mathbf{\phi}_n(y') dy' \left( \frac{Y_{11} \pm Y_{12}}{Y_0} \right) \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) \] (18)

\[ \mathbf{G}(y, y') = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \left[ (1 - \delta_n) \left( \frac{Y}{Y_0} \right) \mathbf{\phi}_n(y') \right] + \left( \frac{jk}{\beta Y_0} \right) \mathbf{\nabla} \mathbf{\phi}_n(0, y) \mathbf{\phi}_n(y'). \] (19)

In order to satisfy (15), \( \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) \) may be expanded as

\[ \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) = \mathbf{\phi}_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} A_n \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) \] (20)

Now, if (20) is substituted in (18), both sides of the equation multiplied by \( \mathbf{\phi}_n(y) dy \), and the result integrated between \( y = 0 \) and \( y = b \), there result the equations

\[ \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} C_{mn} A_n = - C_{mn} \] (21)
where

\begin{align}
\frac{Y_{11} + Y_{12}}{Y_0} = C_{00} + \sum_{m} C_{0m} A_m
\end{align}

(22)

\[
C_{mn} = (1 - \delta_m^r)\delta_n^m \frac{Y_m}{Y_0}
\]

\[
+ \left( \frac{j}{\beta Y_0} \right) \int_0^b k \cdot \nabla \psi_m(0, y) \phi_n(y) \, dy.
\]

(23)

To evaluate the \( C_{mn} \) it is found that

\[
\left( \frac{\xi}{\beta Y_0} \right) k \cdot \nabla \psi_m(0, y) = \frac{Y_0}{Y_m} \left[ \cot(\beta b) \phi_n(y) + \csc(\beta b) \cos(b - y) \phi_n(0) \right].
\]

(24)

Substituting in (23) yields

\[
C_{mn} = \delta_n^m \left[(1 - \delta_m^r) - j \cot(\beta b) \phi_n(y) + \csc(\beta b) \cos(b - y) \phi_n(0) \right].
\]

(25)

It is evident that \( C_{mn} = C_{nn} \). Thus the first approximations to the desired results are

\[
\frac{Y_{11} + Y_{12}}{Y_0} = C_{00} = -j(\cot \theta_b + \theta_b^{-1}),
\]

(26)

while the second approximation is

\[
\frac{Y_{11} + Y_{12}}{Y_0} = C_{00} - \frac{C_m C_{00}}{C_{11}} = -j(\cot \theta_b + \theta_b^{-1}) \]

\[
- j \left[ \frac{2 \theta_b^2}{(\pi^2 - \theta_b^2)^{1/2}} \right] \frac{\theta_b [1 + \cot \theta_b^2 \theta_b^{1/2}]}{(\pi^2 - \theta_b^2)^{1/2}} \]

\[
\pm \frac{2 \theta_b^2}{(\pi^2 - \theta_b^2)^{1/2}}.
\]

(27)

Similarly, the \( N + 1 \)th approximation is

\[
\frac{Y_{11} + Y_{12}}{Y_0} = C_{00} - \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{m} C_{mn} C_{mn} \frac{(-)^{m+n} D_{mn} N}{D_N}
\]

(28)

where \( D_N \) is the determinant of \( (C_{11}, C_{12}, C_{13}, \ldots, C_{N,N}) \), \( D_{mn} \) is the minor of \( C_{mn} \) in \( D_N \), and the upper and lower signs in (28) correspond to the upper and lower signs in (25). As \( \theta \) approaches \( \pi \), i.e., as \( b \) approaches \( (\lambda g/2) \), the convergence of (28) is poor, but for the usual values of \( b \) found in practice, (27) should be accurate within a few per cent.

A somewhat different approach to the impedance determination is obtained if (18) is multiplied by \( \eta(y) \, dy \), integrated from 0 to \( b \), and the result divided by the square of (15) to obtain

\[
\left( \frac{Y_{11} + Y_{12}}{Y_0} \right) = \int_0^b \int_0^b \eta(y) G(y, y') \eta(y') \, dy \, dy d^2 \eta \phi \eta \, dy.
\]

(29)

1. \( \lambda_b \) should be used in evaluating \( \beta \).

If an approximate form of the field can be guessed, (29) is useful; but since \( G(y, y') \) is not positive definite, it cannot be inferred that (29) is an absolute maximum or minimum, although this has been permissible in other cases. 1

**Fields—Magnetic Field Bent**

For case 2, only \( TE_{00} \) modes are excited by the \( TE_{10} \) incident mode; accordingly, there is no \( y \)-variation of the fields. The electric fields in the region of negative \( z \) are then given by

\[
\vec{E}(x, z) = (a_1 e^{-ibz} + b_1 e^{-ibz}) \phi_1(x)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{n} b_n e^{-ibn} \phi_n(x)
\]

(30)

\[
\phi_m(x) = j \phi_m(x) = \left( \frac{2}{\alpha} \right)^{1/2} \sin \left( \frac{m \pi x}{\alpha} \right)
\]

(31)

The \( a_n, b_n, \) and \( \beta_m \) are given by (5) and (6) if \( m \) is substituted for \( n \), \( a \) for \( b \), and \( x \) for \( y \). The transverse magnetic field is then given by 1 (or see Appendix):

\[
\vec{H}(x, z) = - i Y_1 (a_1 e^{-ibz} - b_1 e^{ibz}) \phi_1(x)
\]

\[
+ i \sum_{n} b_n Y_m e^{-ibn} \phi_m(x)
\]

(32)

\[
Y_m = \left( \frac{\beta_m}{\beta} \right)^{1/2}
\]

(33)

The required fields in region 2 are given by

\[
\vec{E}(x, z) = \sum_{n} (a_n e^{-ibn} + b_n) \psi_m(x, z)
\]

(34)

\[
\vec{H}(x, z) = j \left( \frac{\xi}{\beta} \right) \sum_{n} (a_n e^{-ibn} + b_n) \nabla \times \psi_m(x, z)
\]

(35)

\[
\psi_m(x, z) = \left[ \sin \left( \frac{m \pi x}{\alpha} \right) \sin \beta_m(a - z)
\]

\[
\mp \sin \left( \frac{m \pi x}{\alpha} \right) \sin \beta_m(a - x) \right].
\]

(36)

It is evident from (36) that the electric field is purely transverse and has only a \( y \)-component, so that the magnetic field has only \( x \)- and \( z \)-components, and the transverse magnetic field has only an \( x \)-component.

The analysis now proceeds along lines exactly analogous to those of the previous case, and culminates in the equations

\[
\left( \frac{Y_{11} + Y_{12}}{Y_0} \right) = C_{11} - \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{m} C_{1m} C_{m1} (-)^{m+n} \frac{D_{mn} N}{D_N}
\]

(37)

\( Y_1 \) is implicitly the characteristic admittance \( Y_e \) in the analysis, but the ratio \( (Y_{11} + Y_{12})/Y_e \) is independent of the actual definition of \( Y_e \).
\[ C_m = \frac{\delta_m}{\delta_1} \left[ (1 - \delta_1) + j \cot (\beta_m a) \right] \left( \frac{\beta_m}{\beta_1} \right) + 2j \left( \frac{m \pi}{(\beta_1 a)} \right) \left[ (m^2 + n^2 - 1) \pi^2 - (\beta_1 a)^2 \right]^{-1}. \] (38)

The second approximation to (7) is

\[ \left( \frac{Y_{11} \pm Y_{12}}{Y_{10}} \right) = -j \left[ \cot \theta_a \pm 2 \left( 1 - \frac{\theta_a^2}{\pi^2} \right)^{-1} \right] \]

\[ + j \frac{4}{\theta_a} \left( 4 - \frac{\theta_a^2}{\pi^2} \right) \left\{ 1 - \coth \left( 1 - \frac{\theta_a^2}{\pi^2} \right)^{1/2} \right\} \]

\[ - \left( \frac{\pi}{\theta_a} \right) \left( 3 - \frac{\theta_a^2}{\pi^2} \right)^{1/2} \pm \frac{8}{\theta_a} \left( 7 - \frac{\theta_a^2}{\pi^2} \right)^{-1} \]

\[ \theta_a = \frac{2\pi a}{\lambda}. \]

**Numerical Results**

Curves of \( Y_{11} \pm Y_{12} / Y_{10} \), computed from (27), are given in Fig. 7 for values of \( (b/\lambda g) \) from 0 to 1/2 (0.433 will generally be the upper limit in practice). Curves computed from (39) are given in Fig. 8, for \( (a/\lambda g) \) from 0 to 0.866 (cutoff point for \( E_{20} \) mode). Along with the results of (27) and (39) are plotted (dashed curves) the susceptances

\[ (B_{11} \pm B_{12}) = \mp \left( \tan \frac{\theta}{2} \right) \mp 1. \]

(40)

for a section transmission line of length \( b, a \), respectively. Evidently, (40) is an excellent approximation to (39), while not very satisfactory for \( (B_{11} - B_{12}) \) as given by (27).

**Experimental Checks**

Experimental results were available\(^a\) for \( \lambda = 3.00, 3.20, 3.40 \) centimeters in a guide of \( a = 0.9, b = 0.4 \) inch. While the check on the \( E \)-plane bend is quite satisfactory, the check on the \( H \)-plane bend is poor; unfortunately, the latter data are near a resonance point

\[ \text{Fig. 8—} Y_{11} \pm Y_{10} \text{ for } H \text{-plane bend as computed from equation (39).} \]

where the convergence of (37) is undoubtedly poor, although the implication is that the resonance indicated at \( \theta = \pi \) by (37) actually should occur at a somewhat larger value of this parameter.

**Appendix**

Maxwell's equations may be written

\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{H} = j\beta \mathbf{E}, \] (41)

\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -j\beta^{-1} \mathbf{H}. \] (42)

If the transverse (to direction of propagation, \( z \)) electric field is written

\[ \mathbf{E}(u, v, z) = \sum_n C_n \Phi_n(u, v) e^{j\beta_n z}. \] (43)

if follows from (41) and (42) and the definition of \( TE \) and \( TM \) modes that the transverse magnetic field may be written

\[ \mathbf{H}(u, v, z) = \pm Y_n [k \times \mathbf{E}(u, v, z)] \] (44)

\[ Y_n(TE) = \left( \frac{\beta_n}{\beta} \right)^\gamma \] (45)

\[ Y_n(TM) = \left( \frac{\beta_n}{\beta} \right)^\gamma. \] (46)

Microwave Filters Using Quarter-Wave Couplings
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Summary—This paper presents a method of designing band-pass and band-rejection microwave filters by appropriately transforming lumped-element filters. Such microwave filters are realized physically as chains of resonant elements (either cavities or irises), coupled by quarter-wave sections of line. A structure of this type has a number of practical advantages over other types of filter structures, such as a chain of directly coupled cavities, because it permits the construction of the resonant elements as separate units, and yields more liberal tolerances on the dimensions of the coupling irises. A comparison is made of the theoretical and measured characteristics of an experimental four-cavity filter.

INTRODUCTION

THE DESIGN of a filter having specified frequency characteristics is a problem of network synthesis. A number of synthesis procedures have been developed in the last two decades—2 which are applicable to lumped-element networks, that is, to networks consisting of inductances, capacitances, and resistances. In microwave systems, however, these lumped elements cannot be used, for obvious reasons, and must therefore be replaced by more suitable elements, such as sections of transmission lines or wave guides, cavity resonators, resonant irises, etc. Unfortunately these microwave elements behave with frequency in such a complex manner that the development of direct synthesis procedures applicable to microwave networks seems quite remote. On the other hand, if one is interested in a limited frequency band, the same microwave elements can be made to approximate rather well the frequency behaviors of lumped elements, either alone or in resonant combinations. On this basis, one is led to consider the possibility of designing microwave filters by appropriately transforming lumped-element filters.

In addition to theoretical limitations on filter design, the actual systems applications and the manufacturing techniques available often impose widely varying geometrical and physical requirements. These requirements are largely responsible for the ultimate appearance of microwave filters, and they also determine the practical usefulness of any design procedure. It follows that no single design procedure can be expected to be applicable in all cases, and that the solution of any specific problem depends largely on the ingenuity of the designer. This paper will discuss a particular design procedure which is applicable in a variety of cases, and which satisfies most of the usual practical requirements. This procedure is limited to the design of band-pass and band-rejection filters; fortunately, however, filters of other types are seldom needed in microwave systems.

GENERAL THEORY OF QUARTER-WAVE COUPLING

The method of design discussed below leads to filters consisting of a chain of resonant elements, such as cavity resonators, linked by quarter-wave sections of line. This chain-like structure is obtained by appropriately transforming a lumped-element ladder structure which is characteristic of most practical low-frequency filters. To understand the mechanism of the transformation, consider first a quarter-wave lossless line terminated in a normalized* impedance $Z$. The normalized input impedance of such a line is

$$Z' = \frac{Z + j \tan \frac{\pi}{2}}{1 + jZ \tan \frac{\pi}{2}} = \frac{1}{Z}.$$ (1)

It follows that the circuits of Fig. 1 are equivalent if the normalized impedance $Z'$ is numerically equal to the normalized admittance $Y$ and if both lines are one-quarter of a wavelength long. In fact, the two networks have the same open-circuit and short-circuit impedances.

![Fig. 1—Transformation of a series branch.](image)

Consider now the structures of Fig. 2, in which $Y_2$, $Y_4$, $Y_a$, etc., are numerically equal, respectively, to $Z_2'$, $Z_4'$, $Z_a'$, etc., and the coupling lines are all identical. These

* The normalized impedance is the ratio of the actual impedance to the characteristic impedance of the line. The normalized admittance is defined in a similar manner. Normalized impedances and admittances are used throughout this paper in connection with microwave structures, although the word "normalized" will be dropped in most instances for the sake of brevity.
two networks are exactly equivalent at the frequency \( \omega_0 \) for which the coupling lines are one-quarter wavelength long. At other frequencies, however, the equivalence does not hold, but the characteristics of the two networks will not differ appreciably over a frequency band small compared to \( \omega_0 \). Therefore, in the following discussion, we shall neglect the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the lines and assume that the two structures of Fig. 2 are exactly equivalent. The error introduced by this approximation when the frequency band of interest is relatively large will be discussed later.

To proceed from this point, one must be more specific about the elements of the general structures of Fig. 2. We shall consider the particular case of the ladder structure shown in Fig. 3(a) in which the series branches are series-tuned circuits resonating at the frequency \( \omega_0 \), and the shunt branches are parallel-tuned circuits also resonating at the frequency \( \omega_0 \). This structure is characteristic of band-pass filters whose insertion loss in the attenuation band is a monotonic function\(^4\); for instance, constant-\( k \) band-pass filters\(^1\) are of this type. Filters of the \( m \)-derived type and band-elimination filters will be considered later.

![Fig. 2—Ladder network transformed into a quarter-wave-coupled structure.](image)

Suppose, then, that a lumped-element filter of the type shown in Fig. 3(a) has been designed following any one of the available methods of network synthesis. The corresponding filter employing quarter-wave coupling lines is shown in Fig. 3(b). The next step in the design procedure is to substitute for each tuned circuit a microwave element which behaves approximately in the same manner over the frequency band of interest. Such an element may be a cavity resonator, a resonant iris, or a shorted section of line, depending on the particular application and on the bandwidth of the filter.

It can be shown\(^4\) that a cavity resonator with an input and an output line can be represented, approximately, in the vicinity of one of its resonant frequencies by the two equivalent circuits of Fig. 4. The reactances \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) are very closely equal to the input and output reactances when the cavity is detuned. In most practical cases they are very small and can be neglected to a first approximation. The other parameters of the equivalent circuits are usually expressed in terms of the "loaded \( Q \)'s" of the cavity, defined as follows. \( Q_{12} \) is the \( Q \) of the cavity when a resistance equal to the characteristic impedance \( Z_0 \) of the input line is connected to the input terminals and the cavity itself is assumed to be lossless; \( Q_{12} \) is defined in a similar manner when a resistance equal to the characteristic impedance \( Z_0 \) of the output line is connected to the output terminals. Finally,

\[
Q_L = \frac{Q_{12} Q_{21}}{Q_{11} + Q_{22}}
\]

\( Q_L \) is the \( Q \) of the cavity when both pairs of terminals are loaded by the characteristic impedances of the input and output lines. The unloaded \( Q \)'s\(^7\) is the \( Q \) resulting from the losses in the cavity itself. According to these definitions and neglecting \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \), one obtains for the \( Q \)'s of the cavity:

\[
Q_{L1} = \frac{\omega_0 C Z_{01}}{R}
\]

\[
Q_{L2} = \frac{\omega_0 C Z_{02}}{R} = \omega_0 C \left( \frac{M_1}{M_2} \right)^2 Z_{02}
\]

\[
Q_L = \frac{Q_{L1} Q_{L2}}{Q_{L1} + Q_{L2}}
\]

In the particular case of a symmetrical cavity,

---


and the equivalent circuit reduces to a simple parallel-tuned circuit in shunt to the line. Note that \( CZ_0 \) is the normalized capacitance of the resonant circuit.

It follows from the above discussion that each resonant branch of the structure shown in Fig. 3(b) can be physically realized by means of a symmetrical cavity resonator whose loaded \( Q \) is given by

\[
(Q_L)_k = \frac{1}{2} \omega_0 C_k
\]

where \( C_k \) is the normalized capacitance of the resonant branch. The only difficulty which may arise in this transformation concerns the terminating resistance which, in general, is different from the line impedance. Since it is desirable to match the filter to the output line, the last element of the structure is further transformed as shown in Fig. 5 to obtain the proper change of impedance level. The corresponding cavity resonator is then no longer symmetrically coupled, and in this case the loaded \( Q \) 's are given by

\[
Q_{L1} = C_n \omega_0
\]

\[
Q_{L2} = \frac{C_n}{R} \omega_0.
\]

If the last element of the structure of Fig. 3(a) were a shunt branch, one would obtain

\[
Q_{L1} = C_n \omega_0
\]

\[
Q_{L2} = RC_n \omega_0.
\]

Changes of impedance level similar to the one just described can be performed at other points of the structure, if so desired.

In the case of wave-guide filters, resonant irises\(^4\) can be used instead of cavity resonators to approximate the behavior of the resonant branches of Fig. 3(b). However, since resonant irises have relatively low unloaded \( Q \)'s they are not used in connection with narrow-band filters. On the other hand, in the case of bandwidths of a few per cent, the use of resonant irises instead of cavities results in a considerable saving of space and weight. The design procedure for such filters is the same as for cavity filters, although no change of impedance level can be performed in this case because resonant irises are inherently symmetrical.

**Filters Employing Identical Elements**

The construction of a microwave filter can be considerably simplified by making all the resonant elements identical. Such a design is not optimum in the sense that better filter characteristics could be obtained with the same number of cavities, but very often the resulting simplicity of construction is worth the loss of performance.

The power-loss ratio of a filter consisting of a number of identical resonant elements can be easily computed by noting that such a filter is a cascade connection of \( n \) identical sections of the type shown in Fig. 6. The susceptance of the shunt branch can be expressed in terms of the loaded \( Q \), as follows:

\[
B = 2Q_L \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_0} - \frac{\omega_0}{\omega} \right) = 2x
\]

where \( x \) is a normalized frequency variable which is zero at the resonance frequency and becomes \( \pm 1 \) at the two half-power frequencies. By making use of image-parameter theory\(^1\) one obtains for the power-loss ratio

\[
\left( \frac{P_L}{P'_{L,n}} \right) = 1 + x^2 U_n^2 (x)
\]

where the function \( U_n(x) \) is a Tscheybyschff polynomial of the second kind and order \( n \). The polynomials corresponding to \( n = 1, 2, 3, 4 \) are given below with a recurrence formula from which they may be successively derived.

\[
U_1(x) = 1
\]

\[
U_2(x) = 2x
\]

\[
U_3(x) = 4x^2 - 1
\]

\[
U_4(x) = 8x^3 - 4x
\]

\[
U_{n+1}(x) = 2xU_n(x) - U_{n-1}(x).
\]

Plots of the insertion loss are shown in Fig. 7 for \( n = 1, 2, 3, 4 \). These curves show that the band-pass tolerance increases with \( n \); consequently, values of \( n \) larger than 4 are seldom used. For large values of \( x \), the off-band insertion loss becomes approximately

\[
L_n = 6(n - 1) + 20n \log x \text{ db.}
\]


When the frequency dependence of the electrical length of the lines is taken into account, one obtains

$$\left( \frac{P_o}{P_L} \right)_n = 1 + x^2 U_n^2(kx)$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where

$$k = 1 + \frac{x}{4} \left( \frac{\lambda_s}{\lambda} \right)^2. \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

A comparison of this equation with (12) shows that, to a first approximation, the bandwidth of the filter is reduced by a factor equal to $k$. The pass-band tolerance of Fig. 3, for instance, can be transformed into a chain of resonant loops tuned to the same frequency and coupled to one another by mutual inductances. The microwave realization of this structure consists of a chain of directly coupled cavity resonators. Filters of this type, however, must be built in a single unit, and, moreover, require closer machining tolerances than the corresponding filters employing quarter-wave coupling lines. It can be shown, in fact, that, in the case of directly coupled cavities, the coupling susceptances are equal to the square of the coupling susceptances required when the cavities are quarter-wave spaced. It must be pointed out, however, that directly coupled filters are superior from the point of view of space and weight requirements. This advantage may outweigh, in some instances, the construction difficulties mentioned above.

In connection with the design of quarter-wave-coupled filters, the determination of the effective location of the terminals of a cavity on the input and output lines requires further explanation, particularly in the case of loop couplings to coaxial lines. Such a determination can be performed experimentally with the help of a standing-wave detector by finding the position of the voltage zero in the line when the cavity is detuned. Under these conditions the input terminals of the cavity are effectively short-circuited, so that their location must be an integral number of half-wavelengths from the position of any voltage zero. This experimental determination may be done in such a way as to include the equivalent line length of whatever fittings are used to connect the cavity to the coaxial line. Moreover, the locations of the terminals are automatically shifted to compensate approximately for the presence of the reactances $X_1$ and $X_2$ of Fig. 4, which have been neglected in the theoretical analysis.

The actual characteristics of a number of quarter-wave-coupled filters were found to be very close to those predicted apart from the effect of incidental dissipation, which was neglected in the theoretical analysis. The theoretical and measured characteristics of a four-cavity filter are compared in Fig. 9. The main effect of dissipation is a finite loss in the pass band, approximately equal, in the case of $n$ identical cavities, to $n$ times the loss of one cavity; the insertion loss for a symmetrical cavity ($Q_{13} = Q_{12}$) at resonance is given by

$$L_0 = 20 \log \left( 1 + \frac{Q_L}{Q_0} \right) \text{db.} \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

In view of the fact that the bandwidth of a filter is inversely proportional to the loaded $Q$'s of the cavities employed, the effect of incidental dissipation becomes increasingly important in narrow-band filters. For detailed computations of the effects of incidental dissipation, the reader is referred to the literature on this subject in the case of lumped-element filters.\textsuperscript{1-8}

\textbf{Practical Design Considerations}

The main advantage of quarter-wave-coupled filters is that the resonant elements can be built, tested, and tuned separately. Only minor tuning adjustments are necessary after assembly, since the cavities can be joined to each other by means of standard connectors\textsuperscript{4} without need of any further soldering. This great advantage results from the fact that the coupling lines are nonresonant and, therefore, their length is not critical and their continuity can be broken by standard connectors without causing appreciable additional loss. Such a construction would not be possible, on the other hand, if the lines were an integral number of half-waves long.

The structure employing quarter-wave coupling lines is not the only microwave structure equivalent to the lumped-element ladder network. The ladder network
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\caption{Theoretical characteristics of filters employing identical elements.}
\end{figure}
The value of $Q_0$ for a cavity is limited, in practice, by space considerations as well as by the requirement that the cavity must approximate the behavior of a simple resonant circuit over a specified frequency band. The unloaded $Q_0$ is roughly proportional to the ratio of the volume of the cavity to its surface area, so that $Q_0$ increases with the volume. On the other hand, an increase of volume always results in a reduction of the separation between resonance frequencies, and therefore in a reduction of the useful frequency band. In general, this fact sets up an upper limit on the size of the cavity and consequently on the unloaded $Q$ for a given surface material.

A discussion of the design of cavity resonators is beyond the scope of this paper. It will suffice here to describe a type of cavity, shown in Fig. 8, which is particularly suitable for wave-guide filters. The proper distance between the two inductive irises, for a given resonance frequency, depends on the dimensions of the irises, and it is always smaller than one-half of the guide wavelength. In practice, this distance is made a little shorter than required and the cavity is then tuned to the desired frequency by means of the screw shown in Fig. 8. The loaded $Q$ and the length $l$ of a symmetrical cavity of this type can be computed to a good approximation by means of the following equations:

$$Q_L = \frac{1 + \frac{b_0^2}{4} \left( \frac{\lambda_s}{\lambda_0} \right)^2 \tan^{-1} 2b_0}{\frac{2b_0}{b_0^2 - 1}}$$

$$l = \frac{\lambda_s}{2\pi} \tan^{-1} \frac{2b_0}{b_0^2 - 1}$$

where $b_0$, $\lambda_0$ and $\lambda_s$ are, respectively, the normalized susceptances of the irises, the resonance wavelength, and the corresponding guide wavelength. The cavity is provided with standard choke and flange connectors spaced a distance equal to $\lambda_s/8$ from the two irises so as to yield the desired quarter-wave coupling when two cavities are connected together.

Fig. 9 presents a comparison of the theoretical and measured characteristics of an experimental filter employing four identical cavities of the type shown in Fig. 8. The theoretical curves have been computed from the presence of the coupling irises and of the tuning screw. In this particular case, for instance, the theoretical $Q_0$ is almost twice the measured value. Curve $A$ is a plot of the theoretical insertion loss in the presence of dissipation for a ratio $Q_0/Q_L = 20$. The crosses in the same figure represent measured values of the loss for the whole filter. In considering the rather large effect of dissipation one must remember that no attempt has been made in the design of this filter to reduce the losses. Silver-plating alone would increase $Q_0$ by a factor of approximately 2, thus reducing the midband loss by approximately the same factor. Further improvement could be obtained by reducing the losses in the tuning device.

In many cases where loaded $Q$'s of less than 30 to 40 are required, it is possible to reduce the size and weight of a filter by replacing the cavity resonators with resonant irises. These irises behave like parallel-tuned circuits in shunt to the line, and, therefore, may be con-
The design of these tubes before the authors considered waveguide stores the energy associated with the irises, while still performing its function as a line. However, since the ratio of the effective volume to the surface is always smaller for an iris than for a cavity with the same loaded $Q$, the unloaded $Q$ of the iris will always be smaller. Thus, the use of resonant irises is restricted to values of loaded $Q$ sufficiently small to keep the transmission loss within reasonable limits. On the other hand, the design of cavities becomes rather difficult when small loaded $Q$'s of the order of magnitude of 50 are desired because the coupling elements become a major portion of the cavity. It follows that resonant irises are complements to cavities, rather than substitutes.

One of the outstanding uses of resonant irises is in the construction of broad-band transmit-receive (TR) tubes. The technique of quarter-wave-coupling a number of identical resonant irises was first used by Fiske in the design of these tubes before the authors considered its application to cavity resonators and to the design of microwave filters. TR boxes and filters employing identical irises were also designed at the Radiation Laboratory in the section headed by L. D. Smullin.

**FILTERS OF THE "m-DERIVED" TYPE AND BAND-REJECTION FILTERS**

Filters of the $m$-derived type are used when fast-rising attenuation functions are required. No quarter-wave filter of this type has yet been built by the authors, but the design procedure is straightforward. The only difference between the simple band-pass ladder structure and the $m$-derived structure is the presence of shunt branches of the type shown in Fig. 10(a) or of series branches of the type shown in Fig. 10(c). Since these two types of branches are equivalent when quarter-wave coupling is employed, only the first type will be considered in detail. Foster's reactance theorem permits the transformation of the branch of Fig. 10(a) into the network shown in Fig. 10(b), in which the two resonant circuits are tuned at the frequencies $\omega_{m1}$ and $\omega_{m2}$. These frequencies correspond to peaks of infinite attenuation in the characteristics of the filter. A microwave realization of the network of Fig. 10(b) is readily obtained, as shown in Fig. 11(a). One may also consider the network of Fig. 10(a) as a two-element ladder structure with its output terminals open-circuited (see Fig. 11(b)). Its microwave equivalent, shown in Fig. 11(c), is then obtained by quarter-wave-coupling two cavities tuned at the mean frequency $\omega_0$ of the filter. In this case the separation of the frequencies $\omega_{m1}$ and $\omega_{m2}$ is controlled by the ratio of the loaded $Q$'s of the two cavities. In the case of wave-guide filters the same design technique is employed, although the appearance of the final structure might be somewhat different.

Band-elimination filters can be designed in the same manner, since the lumped-element ladder structure of this type of filter can be obtained from the band-pass structure by the simple process of substituting a series-tuned circuit for any parallel-tuned circuit, and vice versa.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The quarter-wave-coupled structure has been shown to be a microwave equivalent of the lumped-element ladder structure for the purpose of designing band-pass and band-elimination filters. This structure provides physical spacing between the resonant elements, and at the same time permits the construction and test of these elements as separate units which can be easily assembled afterwards. The method of design discussed in this paper, however, is not necessarily the best method in all cases. For instance, filters consisting of directly coupled cavities may be preferable when space is at a premium. These filters can also be designed by properly transforming lumped-element ladder structures, but they may present serious construction problems when more than two cavities are used. Therefore, in some cases the two methods of design may be effectively combined to satisfy space requirements without introducing excessive construction difficulties. In such instances one may also use special cavities which alone behave like two- or three-element filters. These cavities will be the subject of a future paper.

![Fig. 11—Transformation and microwave realizations of the elements shown in Fig. 10.](image-url)
Broad-Band Noncontacting Short Circuits for Coaxial Lines

Part III—Control of Parasitic Resonances in the S-Type Plunger*

W. H. HUGGINS†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—It is known that parasitic resonances may occur in the noncontacting plunger of a coaxial-line resonator, when the wavelength is less than the circumference of the outer gap. When it is not possible to select inner and outer diameters such that the parasitic resonances occur at wavelengths outside of the tuning range, these resonances must be controlled by cutting grooves or slots in the plunger.

This paper presents a theory of the resonances in a slotted plunger based upon a loaded-transmission-ring model. The wavelengths at which the parasitic resonances occur as calculated from this model are found to be in satisfactory agreement with experimental measurements made upon a typical plunger. It is concluded that ordinarily an odd number of slots is preferable to an even number, and that the parasitic resonances are more readily controlled in the 2-type than in the British S-type plunger.

I. Parasitic Resonances in a Coaxial Resonator

The coaxial-line resonator which may be made to tune over a wide range has rather important application to oscillators and filters operating in the microwave region. One of the principal advantages of a resonator of this type is that it can be tuned with a noncontacting plunger over a tuning ratio as great as 3 to 1. 2

Unfortunately, parasitic resonances may often exist, and the major problem in the design of a wide-tuning-range resonator is to eliminate the deleterious effect of those resonances that may be caused by higher-order modes in the coaxial cavity, and also by circumferential resonances associated with the noncontacting plunger. 3 Ordinarily, the diameters of the inner and outer coaxial conductors are determined by factors that are independent of the plunger design, and the problem eventually reduces to one of designing a noncontacting plunger for use in a coaxial line of given dimensions and capable of being tuned over a specified tuning range without exhibiting any parasitic resonances.

If parasitic plunger resonances occur within the tuning range, the plunger must be modified in such a way as to suppress or remove them. One method of controlling these resonances is to cut axial slots into the plunger. Since the circumferential currents associated with the parasitic resonances must flow across these irregularities, axial slots will increase the resonant wavelength of the circumferential resonances. On the other hand, the surface currents associated with the TEM wave are entirely axial and the slots will have little effect upon the TEM currents and, consequently, upon the TEM impedance of the plunger.

Because of this “selective-tuning” property, axial slots may be utilized to modify the more harmful resonances so that their wavelengths will lie outside of the tuning range. Furthermore, the slots provide a means of introducing selectively sufficient dissipation that those resonances remaining within the tuning range will have negligible effect. These properties will now be examined in greater detail.

II. Resonances in Transmission Rings

Before discussing the slot resonances that occur in a slotted plunger, we shall examine the conditions for resonance in a transmission ring formed by connecting together the output and input terminals of a transmission circuit. For a parallel-strip transmission circuit, the connection could be made as shown in Fig. 1.

The condition for resonance may be established by breaking the ring at any plane and then considering the resultant structure as a 4-terminal network. Assuming a linear passive network, the currents and voltages appearing at the input and output terminals will be related by the two linear equations

$$V_1 = AV_2 + BI_2$$

and

$$I_1 = CV_2 + DI_2$$

(1)

where the coefficients $A$, $B$, $C$, and $D$ are commonly known as the general circuit parameters and, for all circuits where reciprocity applies, $AD - BC = 1$. But, con-
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The connection of the input and output terminals imposes the conditions that

\[ V_1 = V_2 \]
\[ I_1 = I_2. \]  

(2)

Equations (1) and (2) together form a set of four equations in four variables, and if a solution other than the trivial all-zero solution exists, it is necessary that the determinant formed of the coefficients must vanish. Recalling that \( AD - BC = 1 \), this requires that

\[ A + D = 2. \]  

(3)

When the resonance condition (3) is satisfied, the transmission ring may be treated as an infinite filter chain. This is an interesting viewpoint which allows the application of microwave filter techniques in studying the effect of axial grooves in the plunger surfaces.

If the four-terminal network shown in Fig. 1 can be decomposed into \( n \) identical four-terminal sections connected on an iterative basis, there exists a simple relation between the general circuit parameters of the individual sections and the resonance condition (3). From standard filter theory we know that if \( A, B, C, D \) are the general circuit parameters of the individual section, the propagation parameter per section is

\[ \gamma = \cosh^{-1}\left(\frac{A + D}{2}\right). \]  

(4)

Furthermore, the over-all propagation parameter of \( n \) such sections, iteratively cascaded, is simply

\[ \Gamma = n\gamma. \]  

(5)

This relation holds, even though the individual sections are asymmetric (i.e., \( A = D \)).

A relation similar to (4) also holds for the entire transmission ring, so that (5) may be written as

\[ \Gamma = \cosh^{-1}\left(\frac{A + D}{2}\right) = 0 + j2\pi k \]  

(6)

where \( k \) is any integer.

Equation (6) simply states that for resonance the attenuation must be zero (or nearly so) and the total phase shift around the ring must be some integral multiple of 360 degrees. This conclusion may appear to be self-evident, but it must be appreciated that the phase shift given by (6) is that which occurs in an ideal, iterative filter chain, and that the “electrical length” may differ radically from any measurable physical length associated with the ring. In particular, when there are \( n \) sections in the ring, resonance may be expected whenever \( \beta \), the phase shift per section, is

\[ \beta = \left(\frac{360^\circ}{n}\right) k. \]  

(7)

As the simplest illustration of the foregoing, consider the resonant frequencies of the uniform-strip transmission ring shown in Fig. 2(a). The whole length of line forms the basic section, so that \( n = 1 \) in (7) and resonances may be expected when the electrical length \( \beta = 360 \) degrees, \( \beta = 720 \) degrees, etc.

Consider next the effect of a single lumped discontinuity, such as a shunt susceptance or series reactance as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). By breaking these rings at any arbitrary plane and applying standard distributed-constant filter theory to the resulting section, is is easily shown that the “loaded phase shift” \( \beta \) for the section is given by

\[ \cos \beta = \cos \theta - m \sin \theta \]  

(8)

where

\[ \theta = \text{electrical length of line (without loading)} \]

\[ m = \frac{X}{2Z_0} \text{ or } \frac{PZ_0}{2} \]

\( Z_0 \) = characteristic impedance of line

\( X = \text{lumped series reactance} \)

\( B = \text{lumped shunt susceptance} \).

Resonance of any of the rings of Fig. 2 will occur when \( \beta = 360^\circ k \) or when

\[ \cos \theta - m \sin \theta = 1. \]

(9)

Fig. 2—Transmission rings. (a) No discontinuity. (b) Shunt discontinuity. (c) Series discontinuity.

It is of interest that (9) has two sets of solutions. The “quadrature-axis” solutions \( \theta_q = (360^\circ)k \) are independent of \( m \). Hence, the addition of a single lumped discontinuity to a uniform transmission ring does not alter the original resonant wavelength of that ring. The discontinuity does produce, however, an additional set of “direct-axis” resonances at wavelengths differing slightly from those of the original resonances by an amount proportional to the discontinuity. That is, resonances may also occur when the line length is \( \theta_{sd} = \theta_q - \Delta \), where the \( \Delta \) are the (radian) differences between the electrical line lengths for the quadrature- and direct-axis conditions.

Assuming that the \( \Delta \) are small, the expression \( \theta = \theta_q - \Delta = 2\pi k - \Delta \) when substituted in (9) and the resulting expression solved approximately for \( \Delta \), yields

\[ \Delta \approx 0, 2m. \]  

(10)

Hence, if \( l \) is the mean circumference of the transmission ring, the resonant wavelengths will be approximately

\[
\lambda_{kq} = \frac{l}{k},
\]

\[
\lambda_{kd} \approx \frac{l}{k} \frac{1}{1 - m/\pi k}.
\]

(11)

It is of interest that when the shunt discontinuity is a lumped capacitance \( C \), the resonant wavelength \( \lambda_{kd} \) may be written as

\[
\lambda_{kd} \approx \frac{l}{k} \frac{1}{1 - C/\bar{C}}
\]

(12)

where \( \bar{C} \) is the distributed capacitance of the line alone.

The physical explanation of why the discontinuity produces pairs of nearly equal-frequency resonances is that when the standing wave is in such a position that a voltage null appears across the shunt susceptance (or a current null appears at the series reactance) the discontinuity will have no effect. The "quadrature-axis" resonances correspond to this field distribution. On the other hand, when the standing-wave position is such as to give a maximum value at the discontinuity, "direct-axis" resonances at a slightly different wavelength are produced.

III. Transmission-Ring Model of a Slotted Plunger

Fig. 3 shows a cut-away view of a typical plunger, other aspects of which have already been discussed in previous papers.\(^{8}\) It might appear at first glance that the analytic determination of the wavelengths at which the circumferential resonances occur in a slotted plunger, such as shown in Fig. 3, would be exceedingly difficult. Surprisingly, however, experience has shown that a relatively simple transmission-ring model can be established, the calculated lower-order resonances of which are in excellent quantitative agreement with experimental observations. Since this model is defined by the dimensions of the plunger, it provides a method of pre-determining the optimum slotting configuration for a given situation.

In setting up this model, the narrow gap \((L-L-L)\) in Fig. 4(a) between the front and rear plunger sections is identified with the transmission line forming the transmission ring. Each slot that is cut through into this gap introduces a lumped impedance in series with the transmission ring at the junction \( d \) of the slot with the ring.

![Fig. 3 - Slotted plunger showing method of loading slots.](image)

![Fig. 4 - Slotted plunger and transmission-ring model for slot resonances.](image)

The lumped impedance introduced in series with the transmission ring is the input impedance of a "stub line" of length \( l_s \) equal to the total length of the slot (i.e., \( l_s = ab + bc + cd \)), and of characteristic impedance \( Z_s \). If the "line" gap is assumed to have a characteristic impedance \( Z_L \), the model shown in Fig. 4(b) may be established by making the mean circumference of the ring equal to that of the line gap \( L-L-L \).

The resonant wavelength of the transmission ring will depend upon the ratio \( Z_s/Z_L \). As a first approximation, this ratio should be equal to the ratio of the widths of "slot" and "line" gaps. Hence, the model is essentially defined by the physical dimensions of the plunger and its slots.

IV. Calculated and Experimental Results

In this section, we shall illustrate the foregoing theory by calculating the resonant wavelengths of a typical plunger similar to that shown in Fig. 3.

The plunger here considered was used in a \( \frac{1}{3} \times \frac{1}{16} \) inch coaxial-line resonator to tune a 2K28 reflex klystron over a wavelength range of 7 to 14 centimeters. Before slots were added to this plunger, one-cycle parasitic resonances occurred in the outer gap at wavelengths of 13.58 and 12.80 centimeters, and in the inner gap at 7.90, 7.83, and 7.00 centimeters.\(^{3}\) By slotting the plunger with five slots as shown in Fig. 3, the one-cycle resonances in the inner gap were moved to a wavelength of 20 centimeters, which is well outside the 5- to 14-centimeter tuning range. The three-cycle resonance that remained within the tuning range was suppressed by...
inserting lossy ceramic disks across the slots in the face of the plunger.\(^6\)

For the example plunger with six slots, the “slot” length \(l_s = 4.32\) centimeters, and the “line” length \(l_L = 1.25\) centimeters. Here, the transmission ring consists of six sections, and by (8) the phase shift per section is

\[
\beta = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{\cos \theta - m \sin \theta}{\cos (2\pi l_s/\lambda)} - \frac{Z_s}{2Z_L} \tan (2\pi l_s/\lambda) \sin (2\pi l_L/\lambda)\right). \tag{13}
\]

Experimantal data for this plunger with 3 or 5 slots in both S and Z configurations is given in Table 32-4 of footnote reference 1.

From roughly 2800 to 4800 megacycles, the chain is operating in the pass-band with zero attenuation (360 degrees has been repeatedly deducted from the true phase shift for ease in plotting). It should be noted that the resonance occurring at the upper edge of the first pass band is of zero order. That is, all sections are in phase. Also, it is significant that if seven slots had been cut in the plunger, the number of resonances within the tuning range would not have been increased, and the effectiveness of the slots would have been improved. In general, it is concluded that an odd number of slots is preferable to an even number.

In general, the smaller the circumference of the transmission ring, the fewer will be the resonances lying within a given tuning range. Hence, it is desirable that the slots open into the inner rather than the outer gap of the plunger; that is, the Z-type plunger is generally to be preferred to the British S-type plunger.\(^2\)

V. EXCITATION OF SLOT RESONANCES

The excitation of the slot resonances may largely be attributed to slight asymmetries in the plunger segment, or near-by irregularities such as coupling loops, etc. When viewed from the cavity, the delineated plunger would appear somewhat as sketched in Fig. 7. Also shown in Fig. 7 is the TEM electric field across the plunger at the instant that the top conductor is positive and the bottom negative.

Because of the displacement of the bent sector, a

\(^6\) Experimental data for this plunger with 3 or 5 slots in both S and Z configurations is given in Table 32-4 of footnote reference 1.

\(^2\) When \(Z\) becomes infinite, the phase shift abruptly changes from 180 to 360 degrees, as shown by the broken lines in Fig. 5.
voltage will be induced across the slot on either side of this sector. These voltages will be in phase, but of opposite sign with respect to a given direction of propagation around the transmission ring. At resonance, the excitations occurring at the various slots may be combined into a single, equivalent excitation, provided the proper phase shift is applied to each of the slot excitations. Thus, suppose that the excitations across the two adjacent slots in Fig. 7 are $F_1$ and $-F_2$. Since the resonance undergoes a phase-shift of $\beta$ degrees per section, the equivalent excitation acting at the first slot only would be

$$F = F_1 - F_2 e^{i\beta}. \quad (14)$$

It is apparent that maximum excitation will occur when $\beta = 180$ degrees, and, hence, the third-order resonances of Fig. 6 may be easily excited by a bent plunger sector.

Equation (14) may be generalized to include excitation of all $n$ slots in the plunger. The excitation acting at each slot may be expressed in terms of variations in the plunger gaps. For coupling to the TEM wave, the $F_k$ will all be in-phase but of mixed polarity, and the equivalent excitation will be

$$F = \sum_{k=1}^{n} F_k e^{i\beta}. \quad (15)$$

If a perfectly symmetric plunger is mounted eccentrically in the cavity, the $F_k$ will pass through a single cycle of variation around the plunger. This yields a strong excitation to the first-order resonance (i.e., when $\beta = 360^\circ/n$) but only a slight excitation to higher-order resonances. But it will be noted that the effect of slots is to greatly lengthen the wavelength at which the first-order resonance occurs. Consequently, the only slot resonances occurring within the tuning range of a properly slotted plunger are higher-order resonances which have only a slight coupling to the dominant field. These resonances may usually be suppressed by "loading" the slots with some "lossy" dielectric, as shown in Fig. 3.
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C. Chapin Cutler (A'40) was born on December 16, 1914, at Springfield, Mass. He received the B.S. degree from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 1937. Since 1937 he has been a member of the Technical Staff of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, engaged in radio research in the short-wave and microwave regions. He is a member of Sigma Xi.

C. F. Edwards (A'41) was born at Greenfield, Ohio, on April 21, 1906. He received the B.A. degree in physics from Ohio State University in 1929, and the M.A. degree from the same University in 1930.
W. R. Garner was born on January 21, 1921, in Buffalo, N. Y. His formal training was in psychology, receiving the A.B. degree at Franklin and Marshall College in 1942, and the Ph.D. degree at Harvard University in 1946. From 1942 to 1943 he did graduate work, and in 1943 was appointed research associate at Harvard, doing contract research in the Harvard Office of Scientific Research and Development laboratories. He became an instructor in psychology at The Johns Hopkins University in February, 1946. Since that time, he has been teaching in the department of psychology at Johns Hopkins and doing research with Systems Research.

John J. Glauber (A'27–SM'45) was born in New York, N. Y. on July 31, 1903, and received the M. E. degree from Stevens Institute of Technology in 1925. From 1925 to 1927, he was associated with the U. S. Tool

W. R. Garner

Company, Ampere, N. J., engaged in variable-capacitor design. In 1927, he joined the Arcturus Radio Tube Company, Newark, N. J., as laboratory assistant, and was chief engineer from 1933 to 1936. He then joined the Westinghouse Lamp Company, Bloomfield, N. J., as a vacuum-tube development engineer, and in 1939 became development engineer for the National Union Radio Corporation, Newark, N. J.

From 1941 to 1947, Mr. Glauber was associated with the vacuum-tube department of the Federal Telecommunications Laboratories, New York. He is now chief engineer of the Unitel Electronics Company, Newark, N. J.

D. D. Griege (A'41–SM'44) was born on February 26, 1915 in London, England. He received his early schooling in England and the B.S. degree in electrical engineering from the College of the City of New York. He has done graduate work at Columbia and New York Universities.

D. D. Griege

From 1936 to 1940, Mr. Griege was in charge of the television department of the Davega Radio Company. In early 1941 he taught radio communication in the Brooklyn Technical High School. Since 1941, he has been a research engineer for Federal Telecommunication Laboratories. He is now a division head and has charge of the television and communication departments.

Mr. Griege is a member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. He has served on several technical committees, including the Television Committee of the Radio Technical Planning Board and those on Television Relays and Studio-Transmitter Links of the Radio Manufacturers Association. He is the author of several technical papers and holds many patents in the field of radio.

Ferdinand Hamburger, Jr. (A'32–M'39–SM'43) was born on July 5, 1904, at Baltimore, Md. He received the B.E. degree in electrical engineering in 1924, and the doctorate in engineering in 1931, from The
He received the E.E. degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1928. From 1928 to 1932 he was engaged in the development of machine switching circuits for the Bell Telephone Laboratories. The following four years provided a variety of experience, including electrification inspection for the Pennsylvania Railroad and electroacoustical acceptance testing for the New York Navy Yard.

In 1936 Mr. Hopper returned to Bell Laboratories and until 1942 was engaged in the development of telegraph circuits. From 1942 to 1945 he was concerned with the design of components for a number of microwave radars. He is now engaged in radio and television research.

For a photograph and biography of W. H. Huggins, see page 936 of the September, 1947, issue of the PROCEEDINGS OF THE I.R.E.

Ernest R. Kretzmer

Ernest R. Kretzmer (S'46) was born on December 24, 1924, in M. Gladbach, Germany, and came to the United States in 1940. He received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 1944, and the M.S. degree in the same field from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1946. Since 1944 he has held the position of assistant on the electrical engineering staff at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, being engaged in basic communications research at the present time.

Mr. Kretzmer is a student member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and an associate member of Sigma Xi.

Norman T. Lavoo (A'41–M'45) was born in St. Louis, Mo., on October 12, 1918. He received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering from Washington University in 1940. Since that time he has been associated with the General Electric Company, working in several of their development laboratories. He completed the three-year General Electric Advanced Engineering Program in 1943. At present he is in the electronics group of the Research Laboratory.

A. W. Lawson was born in San Francisco, Calif., on March 3, 1917. He received the Ph.D. degree in physics from Columbia University in 1940. From 1940 to 1944 he was first an instructor and later an assistant professor of physics at the University of Pennsylvania. From 1942 to 1944 he served as official investigator on a National Defense Research Council contract concerned with the development on crystal rectifiers. In 1944, Dr. Lawson joined the Radiation Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as a staff member, where he worked variously on the development of transmit-receive tubes, antennas, r.f. filters, and the APS-30 airborne radar series. Since March, 1946, he has been associated with the University of Chicago as assistant professor of physics in the Institute for the Study of Metals.

Dr. Lawson is a Fellow of the American Physical Society, and associate editor of the Review of Scientific Instruments.
Robert A. McConnell

Robert A. McConnell (S'35-A'38-SM'47) was born at McKeesport, Pa., on April 6, 1914. He received the B.S. degree in physics from Carnegie Institute of Technology in 1935. Following three semesters of graduate study at the University of Pittsburgh, he devoted two years to petroleum prospecting with the Gulf Research and Development Company, and two years to the flight testing of aircraft at the Naval Aircraft Factory. In 1941 he joined the M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory. There, throughout the last two years of World War II, he supervised research in radar moving-target indication.

Dr. McConnell returned to the University of Pittsburgh in February, 1946, and received the Ph.D. degree in June, 1947. He is now assistant professor of physics at this university.

John W. Miles was born on December 1, 1920, in Cincinnati, Ohio. He received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering in 1942, the M.S. degree in 1943, the aeronautical engineering degree in 1944, and the Ph.D. degree in 1944, from the California Institute of Technology. From 1941 to 1943 he was a teaching fellow there, and from 1943 to 1944, an instructor.

In the summer of 1942, Dr. Miles was employed by the General Electric Research Laboratory; in 1944, he was associated with the Radiation Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and in 1945, he was with the aerodynamics department of the Lockheed Aircraft Company. He took a leave of absence from the engineering department of the University of California to participate in Operation Crossroads. At present, Dr. Miles is an assistant professor of engineering at the University of California. He is a member of the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences, Tau Beta Pi, and Sigma Xi.

Laurence A. Manning

Laurence A. Manning (S'43-A'45) was born on April 28, 1923, at Palo Alto, Calif. He received the A.B. degree from Stanford University in June, 1944, at which time he joined the microwave oscillator research group at the Office of Scientific Research and Development sponsored Radio Research Laboratory, at Harvard University. During the year prior to his graduation Mr. Manning had been engaged in ionosphere research in connection with the Interservice Radio Propagation Laboratory's activities at Stanford. Late in 1945 he returned to Stanford as a teaching assistant in the physics department.

In July, 1946, Mr. Manning was appointed a research associate in the electrical engineering department, and he has since been in charge of a program of contract research in high altitude propagation undertaken for the Army Air Forces.

Stewart E. Miller

Stewart E. Miller (M'46) was born at Milwaukee, Wis., in 1918. He attended the University of Wisconsin for three years, and was there elected to Tau Beta Pi and Iota Kappa Nu. At the beginning of the senior college year he transferred to Massachusetts Institute of Technology and studied communications engineering under a joint Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Bell System co-operative plan. Studying under a Tau Beta Pi fellowship during the graduate year, he received the B.S. and M.S. degrees in electrical engineering in 1941, and was elected an associate member of Sigma Xi. Joining the technical staff of the Bell Telephone Laboratories as a member of the systems development department, he became engaged in repeater development for the coaxial-cable carrier system. During the war he was engaged in the design and development of centimeter-wave transmitter-receivers for the United States Army and Navy. When the war ended he became engaged in the development of transmission systems for coast-to-coast relaying of telephone and television.

Sidney Moskowitz

Sidney Moskowitz (M'45) was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., on February 23, 1919. In 1940 he received the B.E.E. degree from the School of Technology of the College of the City of New York. From 1941 to 1945 he was a member of the evening-session staff at that College.

While teaching evenings, he was also engaged in the development of electronic apparatus for the Industrial Scientific Corpo-
Lawrence L. Rauch was born in Los Angeles, Calif., on May 1, 1919. He received the A.B. degree in mathematics and physics from the University of Southern California in 1940. He was a graduate assistant in physics at Cornell University until 1941, at which time he entered the Graduate School of Princeton University in mathematical physics, where he is at present.

From 1937 to 1940 Mr. Rauch was engaged in broadcast engineering. During 1942 and 1943 he was an instructor in mathematics and a member of a National Defense Research Committee project at Princeton concerned with antiaircraft fire-control problems; during 1944 he lectured to officers of the Armed Forces assigned to the radar school at Princeton. From 1943 through 1946 he has been engaged, under several government contracts, in research and development of radio telemetering systems for flighttesting aircraft and missiles, and at present he is a consultant in this field. During 1946, at the request of the Navy, he organized and took a group to Bikini to do radio telemetering work in connection with Operation Crossroads. He is a member of the American Mathematical Society, Mathematical Association of America, Phi Beta Kappa, and Sigma Xi.

L. C. Peterson (A'32) was born in Varberg, Sweden, on November 8, 1898. He studied at Chalmers Technical University in Gothenberg and took further courses at the Technical Universities in Berlin and Dresden in Germany.

After finishing these studies, Mr. Peterson took the test course at the General Electric Company in Schenectady. A year later he became a member of the development and research department of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

In 1931 Mr. Peterson transferred to the Bell Telephone Laboratories as a member of the Technical Staff. Here his work has been largely concerned with the analysis of circuits and with vacuum-tube performance at radio frequencies.

For a photograph and biography of Henry J. Rublet, see page 497 of the May, 1947, issue of the PROCEEDINGS OF THE I.R.E.

J. B. Smyth was born in Pembroke, Ga., on June 8, 1914. He received the B.S. degree in 1934 and the M.S. degree in 1937 from the University of Georgia, and the Ph.D. degree in 1942 from Brown University. From 1937 to 1938 he was on the technical staff of the Tennessee Eastman Corporation. Since 1942 he has been engaged in electromagnetic-wave propagation studies at the United States Navy Electronics Laboratory, San Diego, Calif.

Albert Rose (A'36-M'40-SM'43) was born in New York, N. Y., on March 30, 1910. He received the A.B. degree in 1931 and the Ph.D. degree in physics in 1935 from Cornell University. From 1931 to 1934 he was a teaching assistant at Cornell University, and since 1935 he has been a member of the RCA Laboratories. Dr. Rose is a member of the American Physical Society.
Quantitative Radar Measurements*

It is the purpose of this note to describe a method whereby quantitative measurements of radar transmission may be made using only standard radar test instruments. This method has been in use at the Naval Research Laboratory for several years.

Fig. 1—Block diagram of measuring arrangement (a), and calibration (b).

Fig. 1 (a) shows a block diagram of the method. To a standard radar there is added a test set $S$, which combines the functions of a power meter and a signal generator. $S$ measures the average power of the radar through the directional coupler (or similar device) $C$ and line (or wave guide) $L$. It also generates a synchronized pulse of controlla-

* Received by the Institute, July 22, 1947.

\begin{align}
    P_n = \frac{G\sigma^2 F}{P_T} = \frac{G\sigma^2 F}{64\pi^3 R^2} \quad (1)
\end{align}

where $P_n$ is the echo power delivered by the antenna, $P_T$ is the radar-pulse power delivered to the antenna, $G$ is the gain of the antenna, $\sigma$ is the radar area of the target, $F$ is the propagation factor, defined as the ratio of the field intensity produced at the target to that which would exist in free space, and $R$ is the range of the target. (1) holds if $F$ is constant over the dimensions of the target.

In the arrangement of Fig. 1 the test set $S$ receives from the transmitted pulse an average power

\begin{align}
    P_{i'} = P_T D/\kappa \xi \zeta \ell \quad (2)
\end{align}

where $D$ is the duty cycle of the radar (= pulse length $X$ repetition frequency), $\kappa \xi \zeta \ell$ is the insertion loss of the coupler $C$, and $\xi \zeta \ell$ is the loss in the line $L$. The pulse power generated by $S$ which produces the same A-scope deflection as the target echo is

\begin{align}
    P_{i'} = P_{rc} \xi \zeta \ell \quad (3)
\end{align}

Introducing (2) and (3) into (1), there results

\begin{align}
    P_{i'} = \frac{64\pi^3 R^2 D}{\kappa \xi \zeta \ell} \quad (4)
\end{align}

where

\begin{align}
    G' = \kappa \xi \zeta \ell G. \quad (5)
\end{align}

From (4) it follows that the test set need measure only power ratios, so that its absolute calibration is unimportant for this purpose. If the factor $G'$ is known, (4) may be used to investigate the propagation factor $F$ if the radar area of the target is known or is constant, or the radar characteristics of the target ($\sigma$) if the propagation factor is known.

The factor $G'$ may be determined by measuring separately its constituent factors $\kappa \xi \zeta \ell$, $\xi \zeta \ell$, and $G$. However, $G'$ may be measured directly by the California procedure shown in Fig. 1(b). A second test set $S_2$ transmits a synchronized pulse of peak power $P_2$ through an antenna $H$ (shown here as a horn) of known gain $G_2$. The location of antenna $H$ and its directivity should be such that propagation over indirect paths makes a negligible contribution to the received signal, and the distance $R_3$ should

---

**Correspondence**

Warren A. Tyrrell (M'44) was born on October 2, 1914, in St. Louis, Mo. He received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering at the University of California in 1930. His engineering experience includes one year with Radio Corporation of America, RCA Victor Division, as a field engineer, and five years with General Air Conditioning and Heating Company, San Francisco, as electrical engineer. Since 1942 he has been with the United States Navy Electronics Laboratory at San Diego, where he is engaged on high-frequency wave propagation.

L. G. Trolese (A’42) was born on July 2, 1908, in Sonora, Calif. He received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering at the University of California in 1930. His engineering experience includes one year with Radio Corporation of America, RCA Victor Division, as a field engineer, and five years with General Air Conditioning and Heating Company, San Francisco, as electrical engineer. Since 1942 he has been with the United States Navy Electronics Laboratory at San Diego, where he is engaged on high-frequency wave propagation.

W. A. Tyrrell

Paul K. Weimer (A’43) was born at Wabash, Ind., on November 5, 1914. He received the B.A. degree from Manchester College in 1936, the M.A. degree in physics from the University of Kansas in 1938, and the Ph.D. degree in physics from the Ohio State University in 1942.

During 1936 to 1937, he was a graduate assistant in physics at the University of Kansas. From 1937 to 1939, he taught physics and mathematics at Tabor College, Hillsboro, Kan. While at the Ohio State University, he was a graduate assistant in physics. Since 1942, he has been engaged in television research at the RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.

Dr. Weimer is a member of the American Physical Society and Sigma Xi.
be great enough to insure plane-wave illumination of the aperture of antenna A. An adequate criterion is $R_A > (d_A + d_B)/\lambda$ where $d_A$ and $d_B$ are the biggest aperture dimensions of antennas $A$ and $H$, respectively. The A-scope signal resulting from $P_B$ is matched by one of power $P'_B$ from test set $S$. Then

$$G' = \frac{1}{G_H} \left( \frac{4 \pi R_A}{\lambda} \right)^2 \left( \frac{P_B'}{P_B} \right)$$

Here, again, only a power ratio is involved, so that absolute calibration errors can be canceled out simply by an intercomparison (or exchange of positions) of the two test sets.

The above calibration procedure also can be used to determine the gain of the standard antenna $H$. It is necessary to have two identical antennas, and determine the transmission loss, $P_B/P_S$, between them. Then

$$G_H = \frac{4 \pi R_A}{\lambda} \left( \frac{P_B}{P_S} \right)^{1/2}$$

The measurement procedure outlined above may be modified and extended in several ways which need not be described here. An outstanding advantage of the above method of measurement is the fact that only power ratios need be measured. The measurement accuracy thus essentially is the calibration accuracy of the attenuator of the test set $S$.

MARTIN KATZIN
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington 20, D.C.

Ultra-Short-Wave Propagation Studies Beyond the Horizon*

I have read with interest the paper by Wickizer and Braaten.1 The authors treat, in some detail, the effect of atmospheric refraction on the signals received near the ground beyond the horizon. Their meteorological instruments were mounted within about 100 feet of the ground, and they state: "It may be concluded that the controlling (atmospheric) gradient is more than 100 feet above the ground in about 60 per cent of the cases when unusually strong signals are received beyond the horizon on this particular transmission path."

A somewhat similar study has previously appeared in the PROCEEDINGS2 in which a correlation was noted between day-to-day meteorological conditions and 41.5-Mc. beyond-the-line-of-sight average signals over a transmission path much like that of reference 1. The refractive effects were found to be associated with slow, large-amplitude fading of the received signal which appears to be synonymous with the term "usually strong signals" as used by the above authors. However, free-air meteorological data were used from which the dielectric constant at the ground and at a height of 0.3 kilometers, the lowest height of observation, were determined.

* Received by the Institute, August 7, 1947.

In view of the interesting question as to what height above the earth's surface meteorological conditions are effective in returning back signals toward a receiving point near the ground, the data of reference 2 were re-examined as follows: The free-air data for the days of interest were determined for heights of 0.6, 1.5, 3, and 7.5 kilometers. Noon data is involved and no inversions were noted. From these observations the equivalent earth radii, assuming a linear dielectric-constant gradient, were calculated. The results appear in the figures below.

Fig. 1 is equivalent to Fig. 8 of reference 2 and is for a height of 0.3 kilometers. These data, for reasons discussed in reference 2, are considered a definite check on the effect of refraction since theory predicts a linear variation, with positive slope, for the variables noted when plotted as in this figure. Fig. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are similar to Fig. 1 but for heights of 0.6, 1.5, 3, and 7.5 kilometers, respectively. It will be noted that the correlations between variables begins to break down at a height of 1.5 kilometers.

The data presented are believed to: (a) verify the statements of the authors of reference 1 to the effect that atmospheric heights greater than around 100 feet are effective in returning signals of these frequencies back towards the earth; and (b) indicate that the position of the atmosphere so effective is the region below about 1.5 kilometers for the experimental conditions involved.

A. H. WAYNACK
The Pennsylvania State College
State College, Pa.

Scalar and Vector Potential Treatment*

Smith and Shulman* have recently applied a variational method to the calculation of the change in the resonant frequency of a cavity due to the introduction of an electron beam. The derivation of the result (74) can be somewhat simplified by a so-called gauge transformation. As noted on page 651 of Smith and Shulman's paper, the scalar and vector electromagnetic potentials are not completely defined by (55a) and (55b) but must be subjected to one additional condition. They choose this condition to be $\nabla \cdot \mathbf{A} = 0$, but an equally acceptable and (more usual) choice is $\nabla \cdot \mathbf{A} + \mu_0 \mathbf{J} = 0$. Equations (55a) and (55b) then take the form:

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{A} = - \mu_0 \mathbf{J}$$

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = - \mathbf{J}$$

Thereafter, the argument of Smith and Shulman may be carried through by the following simplifications:

(a) Omit all equations in $\mathbf{J}$ and $\mathbf{B}$.
(b) Omit all terms in $\mathbf{J}$ and $\mathbf{B}$ in the remaining equations.
(c) Omit the remark just before (74). It will be seen that this reduces both the explicit and implied mathematical manipulations by about half, and avoids one use of

* Received by the Institute, July 17, 1947.
Selective Demodulation

In the June issue of your journal you published a paper by D. B. Harris.1 You may be interested to know that the proposed method of demodulation was checked experimentally by me in 1934, and a patent covering the method was granted to the State Telegraph Communication Works in Warsaw in June, 1939 (first application made in August, 1934).

The main points contained within that patent are as follows:
(a) The demodulation is being obtained by "multiplying" the incoming signal by the locally generated signal synchronized to the frequency of the incoming carrier.
(b) The generation of the local oscillations, as well as the synchronization and modulation, can be performed by the same multielectrode tube of a proper design.
(c) In the example given in the description, the tube used was an early Philips hexode (EH1), where the local oscillator was working in a transistor circuit. The anode-current signal-grid-voltage characteristic was linear. This tube was showing a particularly strong pulling effect between the input signal and the local oscillator. This effect was, of course, detrimental from the point of view of the normal use of the tube as a frequency converter in superheterodyne receivers, and it caused the withdrawal of the tube from the market. The behavior of the tube, however, was ideal for a "selective-demodulation" circuit, and several receivers built by me with this tube were working quite well and strictly in accordance with theoretical considerations.

B. Starnecki
Ministry of Supply Signals Research and Development Establishment
Hants, England

Resonant Frequencies of Meshed Tuned Circuits

In his letter Philip Parzen1 has gone to some pains to show that "In an $n$-meshed coupled tuned circuit multiplying all inductances, both self and coupled, by a factor $A^2$, and all capacitances, both self and coupled, by a factor of $B^2$, the resonance frequencies of the circuit are multiplied by a factor $1/AB$."

The remarks made by Mr. Huggins would therefore appear to be of secondary importance; nevertheless, they are very interesting.

Albert Preisman
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Washington 10, D.C.

Federal, Elwell, and Stone*

Although I have not received a copy of the August, 1947, issue of the PROCEEDINGS of the I.R.E., I am informed that it carries a statement on page 408 stating inter alia that 1 had *organized the Federal Telegraph Company on the Pacific Coast. * This statement is not correct. I was President of Federal Telegraph Company of California from 1924 to 1931, but since the Federal Telegraph Company was incorporated in 1911, and its predecessor, the Poulsen Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Company, was organized in 1909, it should be clear that I was in no way connected with the original organization of either company.

The Poulsen Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Company was actually organized through the efforts of Cyril F. Elwell, who deserves the credit for bringing the Poulsen arc to the United States.

Out of fairness to Mr. Elwell, I shall be grateful if you will publish this letter in the next issue of the PROCEEDINGS.

Ellery W. Stone
P.O.B. 2034
Cairo, Egypt

* Received by the Institute, September 9, 1947.

Attention, Authors

PAPERS DESIRED FOR 1948 I.R.E. NATIONAL CONVENTION

Outstanding papers on timely subjects are desired for the technical program of the I.R.E. National Convention scheduled for March 22, 23, 24 and 25, 1948. All of the radio and electronic fields will be included to make the program truly representative of the interests of the Institute. It will be possible to accept only a limited number of papers. To receive consideration, the following rules must be followed:
1. The title and a brief abstract of the paper, similar to the summaries published at the beginning of the papers in the PROCEEDINGS of the I.R.E. but not more than 75 words in length, should be submitted as soon as possible. No abstracts can be considered which are received after November 30, 1947.
2. Correspondence should be addressed to Chairman, Technical Program Committee, Dr. Charles R. Burrows, Director, School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.
3. The length of the paper should be such that oral presentation can be made within 20 minutes, in order to allow adequate time for general discussion.
4. Authors are responsible for obtaining military clearance where required.
6. Papers published in any journal prior to the date of the Convention necessarily will be withdrawn from the program.
7. A condensed 750-word summary of the paper must be prepared by the authors whose papers are accepted, and must be available by January 15, 1948.
Institute News and Radio Notes

REVISED CONSTITUTION APPROVED

The Tellers Committee has reported the following results of balloting on the Revised Constitution: 6143 ballots mailed; valid ballots received, 3074, or 50 per cent of those mailed; 2753 (88.1 per cent) for, 321 (10.2 per cent) against. The Revised Constitution has therefore been adopted as of July 15, 1947.

NUCLEONICS

The Executive Committee, at its August 5, 1947, meeting, agreed on the following bases for procurement of papers on nucleonics for publication in the PROCEEDINGS OF THE I.R.E.

(1) The Institute's contribution in this field will be to further the development of "electronic aids to nucleonics." (2) Such aids are, for the present, primarily in the nature of electronic instruments, control devices, and special arrangements whereby any of the necessary conditions can be brought about or maintained during nucleonic processes using electronic means or devices to produce or to control such conditions. (3) A new special Group of the I.R.E. Papers Procurement Committee shall carry out the proposed program.

NUCLEAR SUBJECTS DISCUSSED

Representatives of The Institute of Radio Engineers have been meeting with officials of the Atomic Energy Commission in a series of conferences designed to implement organizational liaison in the electronic instrumentation aspects of nuclear research.

The interest of I.R.E. in the field of nuclear studies, as outlined by President W. R. G. Baker, is primarily in electronic instrumentation and electronic processes of control of the production and utilization of nuclear energy.

JOINT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

The Executive Committee, at its August 5, 1947, meeting, approved on behalf of the Board of Directors, the formation of a Joint A.I.E.E.-I.R.E., I.R.E., and NEMA Co-ordination Committee on Commercial Induction and Dielectric Heating Apparatus. G. P. Bosomworth, Chairman of I.R.E. Industrial Electronics Committee, was elected I.R.E. representative on the joint committee.

STUDENT BRANCH

The Board of Directors, at its September 10, 1947, meeting, approved the petition for the formation of a Student Branch at Kansas State College.

ABBREVIATIONS

A list of approved abbreviations, as used by the Editorial Department of the Institute, has been made available to authors, technical committee personnel, and others who might be interested, in order to secure as nearly uniform practice as possible. Its use is urged. Copies are available on request.

BUENOS AIRES SECTION

"ENGINEERING WEEK"

The Buenos Aires Section is holding another "Engineering Week," November 9 through 14, 1947. President W. R. G. Baker will address the meeting by means of a recording.

PRINCETON SECTION

INAUGURAL MEETING

The inaugural meeting of the Princeton Section, on the occasion of its change-over from a subsection, was held October 9, 1947. Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, Editor of I.R.E., was invited to present an address. He expressed the good wishes and felicitations of the Institute and its Board of Directors to the new Section on that occasion.

NEW STANDARD

The Executive Committee approved, at its September 9, 1947, meeting, the official I.R.E. adoption of the Standard on "Methods of Testing F.M. Broadcast Receivers."

MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATIONS

MEETINGS

The American Mathematical Society, the Institute of Mathematical Statistics, and the Mathematical Association of America, met in New Haven, Conn., from September 1 to 5, 1947.

An outstanding feature of the meeting of the Mathematical Association of America was the symposium or round-table discussion on mathematical problems at the college level. Mathematicians from various institutions formulated procedures, based on the basis of their personal experience in research and teaching, which they found particularly useful in handling and solving problems.

Those who delivered addresses at the symposium of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics were: Churchill Eisenhart, "Tests of Significance," C. P. Winsor, "Estimation," and Joseph Berkson, "Non-Standard Cases." There was also an address by the noted statistician, R. A. Fisher; and, by invitation of the program committee, Professor Abraham Wald of Columbia University delivered an address on "Sequential Estimation and Multi-decisions."

For the American Mathematical Society this was its fifty-third summer meeting. A series of four colloquium lectures on Abstract Algebraic Geometry were given by Professor Oscar Zariski of Harvard University. Professor S. S. Wilks of Princeton University, who was a special guest speaker, addressed the group on "Sampling Theory of Order Statistics." In addition, there were over 100 contributed papers in various fields of pure and applied mathematics.

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS

The Radio Corporation of America Fellowship Board of the National Research Council has announced the first series of awards to five young scientists. These fellowships for the academic year 1947-1948 provide for advanced study and research in the broad field of electronics. The successful candidates for these awards are: Arnold S. Epstein, B.S. in electrical engineering, Lehigh University, for continuation of graduate study at the University of Pennsylvania with special reference to selenium and other rectifiers as variable capacitors.

Willis W. Harman, B.S. in electrical engineering, University of Washington, for continuation of graduate study at Stanford University with special reference to the use of microwaves in certain cavity oscillators.

Arnold E. Moore, B.S. in chemistry, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, for continuation of graduate study at Cornell University with special reference to electronic properties of semiconductors.

S. Talley, A.B. in physics, Brooklyn College, for continuation of graduate study at Carnegie Institute of Technology with special reference to the properties of semiconductors and their use as crystal counters.

II. Gunther Rudenberg, S.B. and M.A. in physics, Harvard University, for continuation of graduate study at Harvard University with special reference to operation and design of wide-band pulse amplifiers.

These fellowships have been made possible by a grant to the National Research Council from the Radio Corporation of America, Inc., for the purpose of increasing the number of trained scientific personnel and for the furtherance of electronics and closely related fields. The selection of the fellows and the administration of the fellowship program are under the direction of the RCA Fellowship Board of the National Research Council, the members of which are Frederick H. Trautman, chairman; C. C. Chambers, W. G. Dow, Frederick M. Feiker, R. Clifton Gibbs, I. I. Rabi, and Lloyd P. Smith.

Applications for the next series of awards for the academic year 1948-1949 must be filed by February 1. Stipends will be from $1000 to $2100 a year. An added amount, not to exceed $600, may be provided annually to the institution to which the fellow is assigned for tuition or necessary equipment.

Further information concerning these fellowships and application blanks may be secured from the Secretary of the RCA Fellowship Board, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington 25, D. C.

PUBLICATION OF AUTOMATIC COMPUTING MACHINERY DATA

The quarterly journal, Mathematical Tables and Other Aids to Computation, will publish a new feature section, "Automatic Computing Machinery," designed to disseminate information and news on research and development in the field of high-speed automatic calculating machinery, beginning with the October issue. The journal can be obtained from the National Academy of Sciences, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Industrial Engineering Notes

DIAMONDS AS ATOMIC RADIATION DETECTORS

Testing of diamonds for detection and counting of gamma radiation has revealed, according to the National Bureau of Standards, that they are at least one thousand times more sensitive, size for size, than any man-made counter. To the advantages of high sensitivity and long life is added smallness of size which permits use of such counters inside the human body or in small openings in industrial equipment.

RESEARCH ON ELECTRON TUBES

The National Bureau of Standards is making a study of vacuum tubes in collaboration with industry in its new tube laboratory. The research, which is both basic and applied, deals with the study of electron emission from cathodes and other elements in the tube envelope, the prevention of "gas clean-up," the gradual absorption of gas in high-curvature grids and rectifier tubes used in industry, finding and eliminating the causes for mechanical tube noise, the development, improvement, comparison, and standardization of test methods and equipment for evaluating tube performance. One of the developments which is expected to have a profound effect on industrial and commercial fields will be tubes with a life expectancy of from 15,000 to 20,000 hours, or ten to twenty times the life of the present-day computer tubes.

The National Bureau of Standards Technical News Bulletin for October, which gives a thorough description of this program, may be obtained by sending 10 cents to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.

VISIBILITY MEASURING DEVICE

An electronic instrument for measuring atmospheric visibility which promises to be an important addition to airport safety equipment is being developed by government scientists. The new device, called a transmissometer, was designed in the National Bureau of Standards' airport lighting laboratory to reduce the human factor in visual estimates of distance, particularly in foggy weather. A complete description was published in the September issue of the Bureau's Technical News Bulletin; copies may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C. at $1.00 a copy.

GERMAN CERAMIC PRESSES

The Office of Technical Services has issued a report on two novel German machines: an automatic mechanical press for dry pressing stoneware ceramics, and a combination spot-welding and impact press for fastening metal parts to ceramics. The report (PB-6494: photostat, $3.00; microfilm, $5.00), describing the two machines in detail, is available through the Office of Technical Services, Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C. Checks should be made payable to the Treasurer of the United States.

DEVELOPMENT OF MICROTRUB

The Bureau of Standards has announced the development in its laboratories of the microtube, or "rice-grain" tube, which is a trifle larger than a grain of rice and not quite the size of an average pencil eraser. The tube was originally one-quarter inch in diameter, but design simplifications which had been introduced facilitated a further reduction in size. No other details are available as the microtube has various military applications.

NATIONWIDE-SCALE RESEARCH URGED BY SCIENCE BOARD

A proposal was recently set before President Truman by his Scientific Research Board recommending expenditures of at least one per cent of the country's annual income by 1957 for the expansion of scientific research. This would mean expenditures of more than two billion dollars a year, or about twice the amount that is being spent now. Half the money, the board said, should be provided by the Federal Government and the rest by industry, education, and privately financed research organizations. Due to the present shortage of trained scientists, a completely balanced program of expansion would be impossible before 1957.

The report, which is the first of five on "Science and Public Policy," was submitted by John R. Steelman, assistant to the President and board chairman. The document stressed the need for American accomplishments in "basic research."

NEW ELECTRONIC COMPUTER

One of the giant high-speed electronic computing machines, now under development by the Bureau of Standards, will be installed at the Bureau's newly established Institute of Numerical Analysis, University of California, Los Angeles, Calif., when completed.

These computers will solve problems in minutes that now take days to work out, and will solve in days problems that are now out of the reach of scientists," the Bureau has announced. "Design specifications call for high memory capacity and automatically sequenced mathematical operations from start to finish at speeds attainable only with electronic equipment."

NEW INDEX TO TECHNICAL REPORTS

The third volume of a comprehensive index to reports on wartime technological developments in the United States, and in Germany and other foreign countries, was recently released for sale by the Office of Technical Services.

The index is intended for use with the OTS Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Reports, which has been published weekly since January, 1946, and which lists all reports acquired by the Office with a brief abstract of each. The new index is available from the Superintendent of Documents, United States Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C., at 35 cents a copy.

WAR TECHNICAL REPORTS AVAILABLE

Approximately 2500 reports of research on wartime technical problems sponsored by the Office of Scientific Research and Development, and now released from security restrictions, are now available to the public, according to a Bibliography and Index recently published by the Office of Technical Services, United States Department of Commerce.

Orders for the Bibliography and Index (PB-78000; OSRD Reports—Bibliography and Index; multilith, $3.75; 109 pages) should be addressed to the Office of Technical Services, Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C., and should be accompanied by check or money order, payable to the Treasurer of the United States.

NEW TECHNICAL SUBJECT LIST

A new list of scientific and technical subject headings, designed for the use of librarians and scientific research workers, and covering the latest advances in the fields of electronics, explosives, ordnance, tropicalization, aeronautics, photography, metallurgy, nuclear physics, and others, has been released by the Office of Technical Services. The document (PB-4752: Subject Headings for Technical Libraries; multilith, $1.50, 167 pages) is available through the Office of Technical Services, Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C., and should be accompanied by check or money order, payable to the Treasurer of the United States.

F.C.C. PROPOSES ABDUCTION OF SHARING OF TELEVISION CHANNELS

The F.C.C. has issued a formal notice of a proposed amendment in its rules and regulations to abolish the sharing of television channels with other radio services, and to assign non-government fixed and mobile radio services, which were to share certain channels with television, to the 44-50-Mc. band. As a result of comprehensive studies on the subject, the Commission is of the opinion that there is no practicable sharing arrangement which will not cause serious interference to television reception.

F.C.C. EXTENDS LICENSES OF GENERAL MOBILE STATIONS

The F.C.C. has extended to November 1, 1948, the license term of all General Mobile Class 2 Experimental licenses which normally would have expired November 1, 1947, if not renewed by application before September 1, 1947.

"It is contemplated that the General Mobile bearing set for October 27, 1947, will result in the establishment of a regular service for which many licenses of Experimental General Mobile Systems will be eligible," the F.C.C. said. "In this event it will be necessary for eligible experimental licensees to apply for authority to operate in such a service, and the extension will serve to avoid a repetition of work involved in the submission and processing of applications for renewals as well as new licenses."

EXPERIMENTAL AMATEUR

F.M. AUTHORIZED BY F.C.C.

Under F.C.C. Order 130-P, the Commission has authorized the use of narrow-band f.m. for radiotelephony in the bands of 3850-3900 kc. and 14,200-14,250 kc. by Class A
amateur radio operators. In addition, the holder of any class of amateur radio operator license is authorized to, use narrow-band f.m. radiotelephony at any licensed amateur radio station at frequencies from 28.8 to 29 Mc, and from 51 to 52.5 Mc. This authorization is on an experimental basis until further order of the Commission, but in no event beyond August 1, 1948. The order also included authorization for use of the band 5650-5925 Mc, which the F.C.C. recently allocated to replace the amateur band 5650-5850 Mc.

**RAILROAD USE OF RADIO GROWS**

The F.C.C. has called attention to the inauguration of public radiotelephone service on moving trains and the growing use of radio communications facilities by the railways. About 100 authorizations, representing 75 land stations and 700 mobile units, contribute to the safety and efficiency of rail operation. It is believed that this latter type of radio service, designed to aid train operation and yard and terminal traffic control, will become the most important adaptation of radio by the railroad industry.

**NEW OPERATOR LICENSE PLAN**

The F.C.C. has announced the first step in its plan to place the commercial radio operator examinations and licenses in step with the advancements that have been made in the industry. The plan provides, in part, for three classes of broadcast operator licenses authorizing operation of Standard, International, Frequency Modulation, Facsimile, Television, Development, and Auxiliary Broadcast stations.

**F.C.C. PRIMER ON RADIO**

The F.C.C. has recently issued Radio—A Public Primer, a 25-page mimeographed report containing a review of the various radio services, a brief history of broadcasting, and a short explanation of how the Commission "polices the ether." Published by the Government Printing Office, copies of the report are available from the Superintendent of Documents.

**NEW F.M. STATIONS**

The F.C.C. approved two new conditional grants for new f.m. stations and awarded construction permits for eight other f.m. outlets on August 22, 1947. As of September 4, 1947, 276 f.m. stations were in operation with 14 new stations having gone on the air during August and eight during the first week of September.

**SURPLUS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TO SCHOOLS**

War Assets Administrator Robert M. Littlejohn has announced a plan whereby surplus electronic equipment which would otherwise have to be scrapped because of the lack of commercialized markets, will be allocated, to schools for training programs. Major engineering schools will receive equipment on contract for research and development work on its adaptation to training purposes. The Federal Works Agency will have equipment transferred to it without charge for use in schools having veteran training programs. Equipment will be made available at 5 per cent of fair value to state educational agencies for distribution to their schools.

**PROCEEDINGS OF THE I.R.E.**

**NEW RADAR SYSTEM INSTALLED**

'Two new devices, a separate v.h.f. radio-identification indicator and a radar height-finding antenna, have been installed as part of a new radar all-weather landing and traffic system at the Naval Air Station, Quonset Point, R. I.

**SIGNAL CORPS CONtributes TO SCHOOL EQUIPMENT**

During the past year approximately 3,500 schools and educational institutions have received donations of surplus equipment from the Signal Corps. This represents over $6,000,000 in material. Additional requests are being filled.

**ARMY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION APPOINTMENTS**

Frederick R. Lack was recently appointed chairman of a general committee on manufacturing by the Army Signal Association. Mr. Lack is director of The Institute of Radio Engineers and a member of its Executive Committee. Major General G. J. Van Deusen, (ret.), was named chairman of the military training committee.

**NEW CHIEF OF SIGNAL CORPS BRANCH**

Colonel F. W. Kunesh has been designated Chief, Industrial Mobilization Branch Office of the Chief Signal Officer, succeeding Colonel J. H. B. Bogman, who retired.

**AERONAUTICAL RADIO EQUIPMENT TO BE STANDARDIZED**

At the suggestion of the Civil Aeronautics Administration, an all-industry conference was held in Washington on September 18. DMA has arranged to co-operate with the CAA and aircraft industry organizations in the standardization of aeronautical radio equipment.

**V.H.F. REQUIREMENTS WAIVED**

All air control stations operated under the authority of the F. C. C. have been granted exemption, until further notice, from the requirements for installation of very-high-frequency service. This is due to difficulty in obtaining material.

**JULY EXCISE TAXES**

Collections of excise taxes on radio sets, phonographs, and their component parts totalled $6,450,451.19 for July, 1947; the comparative figure for July, 1946, was $2,799,751.53.

**TUBE PRODUCTION**

Production of radio receiving tubes totalled 15,057,109 items in June, 1947, a slight gain over the 14,575,237 produced in May, but was reduced by the usual seasonal slump to 11,244,202 in July. The accumulated production for the first seven months of 1947 was thus 114,606,634 tubes.

**RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEIVER PRODUCTION**

July production of all types of radio receivers by RCA member-companies dropped, in a regular seasonal decline, to 1,155,456 sets, as compared to June's total of 1,213,142. However, a sharp increase in total set production occurred during the last week of July.

Television receiver production, including radio table models, radio consoles, radio-phonograph combination consoles, and television converters, was 10,007 sets, slightly below the record of 11,484 produced in June but well above the total of any other month reported this year.

F-m. and a.m. receiver production, including table models, consoles, radio-phonograph combination consoles, and table-model radio-phonograph combinations, was 70,649 sets, also below that of 76,624 in June.

Total radio set production by RMA member-companies for the first seven months of 1947 was 97,600,100 sets, of which 516,212 were a.m. and f.m. receivers.

Production of phonographs for July totalled 11,924 items, and of record players for radio attachments, 13,107.

**PARTS PRODUCTION**

Statistics on parts production show the usual seasonal decline, with 58 companies reporting on deliveries to manufacturers and 26 on deliveries to jobbers. July, 1947, deliveries to manufacturers averaged 89.01 per cent of the total for July, 1946; while June, 1947, figures were 110.99 per cent of those for June, 1946. Deliveries to jobbers for July were 64.25 per cent of those for the same month last year; in June the percentage was 76.20.

**RADIO EXPORTS**

Exports of radio equipment and parts for June, 1947, totalled 6,335,260 units with a value of $11,087,200, bringing the cumulative figures for the first six months of 1947 to 48,318,494 units valued at $60,186,964.

**NEW RMA AMPLIFIER AND SOUND EQUIPMENT DIVISION CHAIRMAN**

Chairman F. D. Wilson of RMA's Amplifier and Sound Equipment Division has organized three new project and service sections with the following chairmen: Commercial Sound Equipment, A. K. Ward; Intercommunication Equipment, A. V. Samuelson; Recording Equipment, H. A. Crossland.

**NEW RMA TRANSMITTER SECTION CHAIRMAN**

Mr. Briggs has been appointed chairman of the transmitter section, RMA engineering department, by Director W. R. G. Baker, president of The Institute of Radio Engineers.

**RMA MEETINGS**

The following RMA engineering meetings have been held:

- Subcommittee on Fixed Paper Dielectric Capacitors—August 25 and 26, 1947
- Committee on Dry Disc Recorders—August 26, 1947
- Subcommittee on Antennas and R.F. Lines—September 10, 1947
- Executive Committee, Receiver Section—September 10, 1947
- Broadcast Transmission Section—September 16, 1947
- Subcommittee on Transmitters and Reactors, September 19, 1947
- Subcommittee on Gas-filled Microwave Transmission Lines—September 26, 1947.

**RMA MEETING**

A meeting of the RMA School Committee was held on October 27 and 28, 1947.
Klystron Tubes, by A. E. Harrison


Most microwave engineers are familiar with the "Harrow Technical Manual," prepared by Harrison for the Sperry Gyroscope Company and distributed in 1944. The book, "Klystron Tubes," is in a sense an extension of that publication, but most sections have been rewritten, all subjects have been expanded, and a number of new subjects have been added. Most important of these are the sections on klystron modulation and multiple-resonator klystrons. The theoretical sections on all types of tubes have been greatly expanded. In conformity with the use of the name klystron as a generic description of the class of tubes sometimes known as velocity-modulation or velocity-variation tubes, some material on tubes developed in other companies has been included, but the book is primarily concerned with principles and not tube types.

The book begins with two introductory chapters on klystron construction and cavity resonators. There is then a chapter on electron-bunching theory, in which the basic processes of velocity-modulation of the beam, bunching by drifting, and induction of current in the output gap are described and analyzed from the electron-ballistic point of view. The results from this electron-ballistic approach are then combined in succeeding chapters with basic circuit theory to give the behavior and analysis of klystron amplifiers, frequency multipliers, reflex oscillators, two-resonator oscillators, oscillator-buffer tubes, cascade amplifiers, amplifier-multiplier tubes, and the derivation of modulating and other physical characteristics. Although frequency, phase, amplitude and pulse modulation of klystrons are discussed, much of this last material is only qualitative. There are chapters on klystron tuners, klystron power supplies, and klystron operation discussed with reference to the theoretical principles developed earlier in the book. A final section gives a concise general survey of certain microwave measurement techniques.

The book is advertised on the jacket as an introduction to klystron tubes, and as such it can be criticized little. It mentions most of the important effects and characteristics of this class of tubes, gives some discussion of most of these, and provides analyses for many. The mathematical developments are short and for the most part relatively simple, and the author makes a point of discussing the physical significances of derivations wherever possible. Perhaps even for an introductory book there should have been more complete quantitative discussions, even if to order of magnitude only, of certain effects only cited, such as the limitations placed on drift length by space-charge debunching, the effects of transit times and secondary electrons on beam loading, etc. Certainly the reviewer feels that there should have been at least a qualitative description of the Hahn-Ramo space-charge wave approach to the analysis of this class of tubes as an important extension to the electron-ballistic theory. To the theoretician, the book will prove invaluable to engineers beginning work on klystron applications or design, and to students studying the general subject of microwave tubes.

The book will also be useful for engineers who have considerable experience with klystron design or applications because of the large amount of useful reference material which it contains, but this group will find the above-mentioned omissions more disappointing. To make the book of optimum usefulness for this group, another edition should contain more material of an advanced nature, such as a discussion of the sources of noise and the fundamental limits on improving noise properties, gain-bandwidth limitations in power-amplifier applications, advantages and disadvantages of many-gap tubes as compared with the few-gap tubes discussed, the effects of multiple-transit electrons in reflex tubes, the Pierce theory of gun design for beam tubes, and the theoretical limits on transadmittance in klystron tube types.

Antennae: An Introduction to Their Theory, by J. Aharoni

Published (1946) by Oxford University Press, 114 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y. 254 pages +3-page index +6-page appendix +2 page bibliography +viii pages. 145 figures. 6x9 inches. Price $8.50.

This volume contains a comprehensive account of mathematical developments in antenna theory made in the half-century preceding the date of publication (1946), with particular emphasis on the work done during the last decade. It is an advanced book. The author assumes that the reader is familiar with mathematical methods needed in the development of this subject and wastes no space on details and collateral explanations. However, the readers with a properly mathematical background will find the exposition remarkably clear. The book is admirably written, such as a discussion of the subject is more lucid than to the average engineer.

The contents of the book are subdivided into three chapters according to the methods of mathematical analysis. The first chapter, entitled "Antennae and Boundary-Value Problems," begins with Maxwell's equations, boundary conditions, and general statement of the antenna problem. This chapter contains an account of those solutions which may be obtained by the method of separation of independent variables. Thus it includes plane, cylindrical, and spherical waves in free space; spherical waves along coaxial cores; free and forced oscillations on spherical and spheroidal conductors. The second chapter, entitled "Antennae and Integral Equations," is the longest. It begins with a derivation of the low-frequency circuit theory from Maxwell's equations. Next come integral equations, at first exact and then approximate. This is followed by an examination of an approximate method for solving one of the approximate integral equations and by a discussion of some of the numerical results obtained by this method. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to circuit relations in antennas, to radiation patterns, and to ground effects. The third and last chapter contains a brief but exceptionally clear exposition of the wave-guide theory of antennas.

The book should make it easy for the research worker to learn what has been done in the field of fundamental antenna theory, which problems are still unsolved, and what questions remain as yet unanswered.

Vector and Tensor Analysis, by Louis Brand

Published (1947) by John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York, 16 N. Y. 429 pages +8-page index +xvi pages. 59 figures. 5x8 inches. Price. $5.50.

In this, the first of two volumes, Professor Brand has constructed an exceptionally systematic and lucid account of the closely related subjects of vector and tensor analysis. The greater part of the book is devoted to the algebra and the differential-integral calculus of vectors, dyadics, triads, etc. (tensors of valence 1, 2, 3, etc.). The subject of tensor analysis per se is treated in a single chapter. Although not primarily intended as a text, the fundamental nature of the presentation and the inclusion of many problems well adapts this book to a course in vector analysis and a short course in tensor analysis. Despite the preponderance of applications to the fields of mechanics, differential geometry, and hydrodynamics, this book should nevertheless appeal to the mathematically inclined electrical engineer. A second volume is intended to cover applications of tensor analysis to relativity, electrodynamics, and electrical machines.

The initial chapter is devoted with vector algebra and include as well a treatment of the algebra of dual vectors and motors which are of importance in mechanics. Vector functions of a single variable are introduced as a preliminary to the discussion of linear vector functions of a vector. The initial concepts of dyad operators, their scalar and vector invariants, their eigenvector properties, and the related Hamilton-Cayley equation are well presented.

Particularly noteworthy are the chapters on the differential and integral properties of
vectors, dyads, etc. With the general concept of derivative as a basis, the invariant forms and integral transformations of the gradient of a tensor point function are developed. Volume and surface divergence and curl operations on vectors, together with their integral transformations, appear as special invariant forms. Tensor operators, too often neglected, are of particular interest to electrical engineers because of recent developments in wave-guide theory. In addition to a generous sprinkling of applications of vector analysis throughout the book, complete chapters are devoted to hydrodynamics and structural mechanics.

Tensor analysis, rephrasing many of the developments of the preceding chapters in the new notation, is relegated to a single chapter. Transformation theory is discussed first in 3-space and later extended to N-space. The distinction of the invariant tensor from its components leads to simple treatments of the metric properties of various geometries.

The book concludes with a chapter on quaternions, their relation to vectors, and applications to rotations.

The whole, this is a well-planned book which represents a welcome addition to the literature on the subject.

**NATHAN MARCUVITZ**
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Brooklyn, N. Y.

**The Strange Story of the Quantum, by Banesh Hoffmann**

Published (1947) by Harper & Brothers, 49 East 33rd Street, New York 16, N. Y. 232 pages +7-page index+xiv pages. 15 figures. $1.88. Price $3.00.

To those who may have a speaking acquaintance with the frontier developments of theoretical physics during the last half century, the book under review offers an excellent summary, in nontechnical terms, of the steps leading to the present quantum-mechanical picture of matter and radiation. In a manner both novel and entertaining, Dr. Banesh Hoffmann has marshalled in appropriate sequence the ideas which have been offered as interpretation of the ever-expanding experimental knowledge of atoms and associated radiations. More than this, he has provided the connective tissue by which these ideas are bound one to the other and also the matrix whence new speculations have sprung. I am sure that the reviewer, who has lived only on the periphery of these revolutionary developments of atomic theory during the past quarter century, Dr. Hoffmann has been eminently successful in collating the seemingly diverse hypotheses and molding them into a clear and continuously unfolding picture.

"The Strange Story of the Quantum" embraces fifteen chapters, one each devoted to a "Prologue," an "Intermezzo," and an "Epilogue." The remaining twelve chapters are grouped into "Act I" and "Act II." A very complete and commendable "Index" provides means for reference.

The Prologue outlines the early explanations of human vision and the theories of the corpuscular and wave nature of light championed by Newton and Huygens, ending with an account of Faraday's concept of "tubes of force" and Maxwell's electromagnetic theory. Act I commences with Planck's hypothesis of the "quantum of energy" and Einstein's subsequent application of this entity to the concept of light culminating in an excellent explication of Bohr's fundamental ideas of the quantum relations of permissible energy states in the hydrogen atom.

Following a word of warning in the "Intermezzo" that the reader proceeds at his own risk, the author continues the story in Act II with de Broglie's association of wave packets with particles of matter, thus initiating the dual picture of particles as waves and waves as particles (photons). From here the going is difficult, as we are led through the maze of give-and-take theories of Heisenberg, Dirac, and Schrödinger. The curtain falls on Act II with the wave and particle, like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, being but two aspects of the same thing; and their existence in time and space being without meaning except as a matter of calculable probability.

"The Epilogue" consists of an evaluation of the general body of the mechanical mechanics which provide in opening up new lines of progress in physical science. One such avenue of progress has been the recent discovery of elementary particles in nuclear structures: the positron, the neutron, the neutrino, and the meson.

"The Strange Story of the Quantum" bears on its title page the statement: "An account for the general reader of the growth of ideas underlying our present atomic knowledge." The "general reader" cannot mean, surely, the lay reader. Only one interested in the constitution of matter and having at least a genuine desire to understand physics can reap full enjoyment from the reading of this book. As expressed in the statement just quoted, the story offers the growth of ideas. One will not find, regretfully, much reference to the experimental foundations of our present atomic knowledge. It is also regrettable to find an almost complete lack of biographical information on these great promoters of the subject at hand, whose role in the family of scientists is an integral and often fascinating part of "The Strange Story of the Quantum." As regards the style of presentation, I do not subscribe to the opinion of a previous reviewer that this book is "in the same class with Popular Science Classics of Jeans, Edington, and E. T. Bell." The author has of necessity resorted to explanations by analogies; this is all right. But his long drawn-out metaphors and ubiquitous rhetorical questions I find diverting. Just one example of each. On page 229: "It matters not that our theories are but temporary shelters from those icy winds of doubt and ignorance that chill the earth from above." On page 164: "Do we still wish to cling to the twirling? Do we think there is no other possible explanation that would make sense? Does it seem that we have been splitting philosophical hairs to pretend the twirling might be illusory?" These forms of expression in motivation make excellent seasoning, but in quantity they are hard to stomach. Otherwise, the fine choice of words, the nicely balanced sentences, and the well chosen bits of humor (including even the puns) leave little to be desired.

All in all, the author has accomplished with distinction his stated purpose of establishing a "guide to those who would explore the theories by which the scientist seeks to comprehend the mystery which is to his mind and who are not without some experience in the field of modern physics, this book is recommended.

**WILLIAM H. CREW**
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York

**Electronic Engineering Patent Index, 1946, edited by Frank A. Petraglia**


The compiler of this book states in his preface that this is the first of a proposed annual series which is designed to provide engineers with a convenient guide to new electronics' patents issued during the year by the U. S. Patent Office, and that he believes it will serve as a valuable reference. He further states that the compilation reproduces in full, from the 1946 file of the Gazette of the U. S. Patent Office, circuit diagrams and descriptions of patents, so that they are identical with those of the original source and, hence, provide all the information necessary to facilitate further search where such is desired.

The preface and the table of contents are the only original subject matter introduced by the compiler over that given by the Official Gazette. The patents listed under each of the ninety subject classifications, which appear to be rather arbitrarily selected by the compiler, are incomplete because no cross references are given. For example, Seismic Surveying Systems and Prospecting Apparatus must be examined to find even the primary patents used in the geophysical field, which at this date enjoys the status of a well-defined branch of the electronic art.

This book is neither convenient, nor a guide, nor a reference. Had the compiler given some attention to classification, some definition of the ninety subject classifications; given complete references under each classification, including cross references, headings on each page indicating the classification, an index of the numerical patents, their inventors and assignees; and a brief description of the invention in addition to the printed claim; then a constructive step would have been taken which could have some value to those so interested. On the other hand, the engineer who wants to familiarize himself with the patents issued in this field, or who wishes to refer to certain patents, will find the Official Gazette of the U. S. Patent Office with its annual index more useful.

**ALOIS W. GRAF**
120 South La Salle St.,
Chicago 3, Illinois
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Radio Co.</td>
<td>Arthur Wallisburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Rapids, Iowa</td>
<td>Collins Radio Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karl Kramer</td>
<td>Cedar Rapids, Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>D. G. Haines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6601 S. Laramie St.</td>
<td>Hytron Radio and Electronics Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago 38, Ill.</td>
<td>4000 W. North Ave. Chicago 39, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. F.ordan</td>
<td>CLEVELAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldwin Piano Co.</td>
<td>F. F. Wissel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801 Gilbert Ave.</td>
<td>Crosley Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati, Ohio</td>
<td>1329 Arlington St. Cincinnati, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. G. Hutton</td>
<td>H. D. Seielstad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.R. 3</td>
<td>1678 Chester Ave. Lakewood 7, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brecksville, Ohio</td>
<td>L. B. Lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. J. Enmons</td>
<td>846 Berkeley Rd. Columbus 5, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158 E. Como Ave.</td>
<td>H. L. Krauss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus 2, Ohio</td>
<td>Dunham Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. A. Reily</td>
<td>CONNECTICUT VALLEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>989 Roosevelt Ave.</td>
<td>Yale University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield, Mass.</td>
<td>New Haven, Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Broding</td>
<td>DALLAS-FT. WORTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3921 Kingston</td>
<td>A. S. LeVelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas, Texas</td>
<td>308 S. Akard St. Dallas 2, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. L. Adams</td>
<td>DAYTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami Valley Broadcasting Corp.</td>
<td>November 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton 1, Ohio</td>
<td>George Rappaport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. O. Fincke</td>
<td>132 E. Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219 S. Kenwood St.</td>
<td>Harman &amp; Harman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Oak, Mich.</td>
<td>Dayton 3, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. J. Reitz</td>
<td>DETROIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.</td>
<td>November 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emporium, Pa.</td>
<td>Charles Kocher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emporium, Pa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOUSTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. V. Clarke, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Box 907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pasadena, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INDIANAPOLIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. G. Beier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3930 Guilford Ave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indianapolis, Ind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KANSAS CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. G. L. Curtis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6003 El Monte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mission, Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONDON, ONTARIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. H. Tull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 Erie Ave. London, Ont., Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bernard Walley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCA Victor Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>420 S. San Pedro St. Los Angeles 13, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOUISVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. C. Summerford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radio Station WHAS Third and Liberty Louisvile, Ky.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIAMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. J. Sherwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Globe Union Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milwaukee 1, Wis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MONTREAL, QUEBEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R. R. Desaulniers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canadian Marconi Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>211 St. Sacrement St. Montreal, P.Q., Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J. E. Shepherd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>411 Courtenay Rd. Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NORTH CAROLINA-VIRGINIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. R. Quarles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Virginia Charlottesville, Va.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTTAWA, ONTARIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K. A. MacKinnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Box 542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ottawa, Ont. Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHILADELPHIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. M. Craig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PITTSBURGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. M. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PORTLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Francis McCann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4415 N.E. 81 St. Portland 13, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROCHESTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. E. Newlon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stromberg-Carlson Co. Rochester 3, N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. S. Naschke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1073-67 St. Sacramento 16, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAN FRANCISCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R. L. Coe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radio Station KSD Post Dispatch Bldg. St. Louis 1, Mo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAN FRANCISCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rawson Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S. Navy Electronics Laboratory San Diego 52, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SACRAMENTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W. J. Barclay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>955 N. California Ave. Palo Alto, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEATTLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J. F. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2626 Second Ave. Seattle 1, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SYRACUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. A. Priest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>314 Hurlburt Rd. Syracuse, N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TORONTO, ONTARIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. G. Lloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>212 King St., W. Toronto, Ont., Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TWIN CITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J. M. Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7200-28 N.W. Seattle 7, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S. Navy Electronics Laboratory San Diego 52, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WILLIAMSPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. C. Smeyb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>820-13 St. N.W. Washington 5, D. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I.R.E. People

A. W. MARRINER

A. W. Marriner (A'29), formerly director of the aviation department of International Telecommunication Laboratories, has been named assistant technical director for the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.

General Marriner has been the Air Force's oldest communications officer, having pioneered air communications for the Air Corps shortly after the first World War. During World War II he organized the Directorate of Communications, which was responsible for the inauguration of Air Force communications and navigation services. This included the organization of the Army Airways Communications System. Later, General Marriner went to foreign duty as Senior American Air Communications Officer in England during the preparations for the Normandy invasion. Subsequently he served as American Air Signal Officer-in-Chief in the Mediterranean Theater.

General Marriner joined the I.T.&T. System on May 1, 1946, having retired from the regular Army after more than twenty-eight years of continuous service in the Air Forces. During that service he advanced through all grades from second lieutenant to brigadier general. He is the possessor of the Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster, the Citation Ribbon, and is Honorary Commander of the Order of the British Empire (Military Division), and Commander of the Order of the S.S. Maurizio and Lazzaro.

RUDOLF FELDIT

Rudolf Feldt (M'44), who has been connected with the Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., of Passaic, N. J., since 1935, has recently been appointed head of its cathode-ray oscillograph manufacturing department in Clifton, N. J.

Mr. Feldt was graduated as an electrical engineer from Technische Hochschule in Berlin, Germany, and worked in the plants of the A.E.G. and C. Lorenz Companies. In 1931 he became research engineer for the Compagnie Lignes Telegraphiques et Telephoniques in Conflans Ste. Honorine.

He has several important developments and refinements to his credit in the field of cathode-ray oscillographs and tubes. One of his first assignments at the Du Mont Laboratories was the compilation of a bibliography on the cathode-ray art.

During World War II he volunteered and served with the French Foreign Legion in North Africa.

W. L. BARROW

W. L. Barrow (A'28-M'40-F'41) was recently appointed chief engineer of the Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc. Dr. Barrow was born in Baton Rouge, La., on October 25, 1903. He received the B. S. degree in electrical engineering from Louisiana State University in 1926, and the M. S. degree from Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1929. He was a Redfield Proctor Fellow in physics at the Technische Hochschule in Munich, Germany, where, in 1931, he received the Sc. D. degree in physics. Serving from 1931 to 1936 as an instructor in the communications division of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and as a member of the Round Hill research group, Dr. Barrow was appointed professor of electrical communications in 1936. In 1943 he joined Sperry as full-time director of armor development engineering, following several years of serving as consultant.
GROTE REBER

Grote Reber (A’33-SM’44) was recently appointed to the staff of the National Bureau of Standards. His investigation will center on the study of cosmic and solar radio noise.

Mr. Reber was born on December 22, 1911. He received the B.S. degree from Armour Institute of Technology in 1933, after which he did graduate work at the University of Chicago in physics. He was a radio engineer for General Household Utilities in 1933 and 1934, and was with the Stewart-Warner Corporation from 1935 to 1937. In 1939 he was associated with the Research Foundation of Armour Institute of Technology. In 1941 he returned to Stewart-Warner to aid the war program. During 1946 he joined the Belmont Radio Corporation as a radio engineer.

Mr. Reber is the author of a number of technical papers in the fields of interstellar static and electrical engineering. He is an associate member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the American Rocket Society, a member of the Chicago Astronomical Society, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, and the Franklin Institute.

ROBERT J. GLEASON

Robert J. Gleason (A’36-M’39-SM’43), communications superintendent of the Pacific-Alaska Division of Pan American World Airways, was recently awarded the Bronze Star medal by the United States War Department for outstanding work in establishing communications networks in the China-Burma-India theater of war.

“Colonel Gleason’s zealous devotion to duty,” the War Department citation states, “led him to removed and virtually inaccessible areas in China to supervise personally the installation of radar beacons and radio ranges, in many instances disregarding prevalent enemy activity. Working in direct support of tactical and transport units, Colonel Gleason handled special emergency missions of furnishing communications for entire networks to support operations involving the movement of thousands of troops to forward areas to halt the Japanese advances in China.”

JOHN H. BATTISON

John H. Battison (M’47) has joined the general engineering department of the American Broadcasting Company as assistant to John G. Preston (S’35-A’37), A.B.C.’s chief allocations engineer.

Mr. Battison graduated from the City and Guilds of London, England, in 1936 with a B.S. degree in radio communication. From 1934 to 1937 he was a research engineer for the EKCO Radio Company of London, and from 1937 to 1939 was supervisor of radio equipment production for the Air Ministry. During the war years he served the Royal Air Force as an acting squadron leader.

Following the war, Mr. Battison came to the United States as a research engineer for the Midland Broadcasting Company in Kansas City, Missouri, and later became technical director for that company. He resigned this post to become transmitter development engineer for the Federal Radio and Telephone Company.

F. M. SLOAN

F. M. Sloan (A’41) formerly assistant general manager of Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., has recently been appointed manager of the Westinghouse Home Radio Division, Sunbury, Pa.

Mr. Sloan has been associated with Westinghouse radio activities for more than 15 years in both technical and administrative positions. During the latter part of the war he was manager of the Field Engineering Service Department for the Industrial Electronics Division at Baltimore. In this capacity he developed and supervised a worldwide engineering service organization that included operations in the distant theaters of operation where radar and electronic equipment were installed for the Navy.

A. C. KRUEGER

A. C. Krueger (M'46) has joined the staff of the Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Mineola, N. Y., to assume the administrative direction of the antenna-design section.

Dr. Krueger received the B.A. degree from Westminster College in Missouri in 1925, the M.A. from the University of Missouri in 1927, and the Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin in 1930. From 1930 to 1942 he served as professor of physics and applied mathematics at Westminster College. He lectured at Culver-Stockton College in 1942 and at the University of Wisconsin in 1943. From September, 1943, to July, 1945, he worked on the Manhattan Project at the University of Chicago, making contributions in nuclear physics and in nuclear and radiation chemistry. He then served as engineer in charge of research and development for the Allen D. Cardwell Company until February, 1946, when he went to Republic Aviation Corporation as development engineer on a guided-missiles project.

Dr. Krueger is a member of the Electrochemical Society, the American Chemical Society, the Association of New York Scientists, the American Association of Physics Teachers, the Missouri Academy of Science, Alpha Chi Sigma, and the American Radio Relay League.
THE MURRAY HILL, N. J., FACILITIES OF THE BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

The Bell Telephone Laboratories, research and development organization of the Bell System, has established this Laboratory near Summit, N. J. An adjoining unit, comparable in size to the one shown, which was completed before the war, is now under construction and is expected to be ready for occupancy by 1948.
John E. Keto was born on June 9, 1909, in Maynard, Mass. He received his E.E. degree in 1932 after completing the five-year co-operative engineering course at the University of Cincinnati. In 1935, he obtained his M.S. degree in physics from the same university.

From 1927 through 1935, Mr. Keto was employed by various electrical and product industries in Cincinnati, Ohio, and Detroit, Mich., as part of his training course. The last three years were with the Detroit Edison Company, as a member of its research staff.

For the next two years, Mr. Keto instructed in the electrical engineering department of the University of Cincinnati as a teaching fellow. During this period he continued his research activity in connection with his graduate thesis.

Association in the field of radio engineering and development began in 1935 with the appointment as physicist to the Aircraft Radio Laboratory, Wright Field. The period of 1935 through 1939 was spent in research and development on high-frequency compasses, instrument-landing aids, and radio altimeters. In 1940, Mr. Keto was assigned as project engineer in charge of initiating and conducting the development of airborne radar equipment for the Army Air Forces, and became chief engineer of the Radar Laboratory in 1943. He continued in this position until early 1946, when he assumed the position of chief engineer of the newly established Radiation Laboratory; in June, 1946, he was appointed chief of the laboratory.

In February of 1946 Mr. Keto received the Medal for Merit for his outstanding services in the development of airborne radar equipment for the Armed Services during the war.

Mr. Keto joined The Institute of Radio Engineers as an Associate Member in 1936 and became a Senior Member in 1945. He is a member of Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, and the American Association of Common Clubs.
RECENT TECHNOLOGICAL advances have greatly increased the amount of material which every engineering graduate should know. Engineering schools are striving towards maximum teaching efficiency. More efficient teaching methods are necessary for students to cover the increased material available, and also to relieve the load on overworked faculties.

Many engineering schools are expanding the scope of their curriculums. There is more fundamental material to be taught than can be adequately covered in four years. Some schools are stressing a five-year course, while others have increased the requirements per semester until many students need five years to complete a four-year course. The latter is discouraging to the student, and a headache to the adviser who must arrange the nonstandard programs. This evades the problem. To recognize part of the problem and require all engineers to take five years, or more, is to overlook the fact that industry has positions for men who do not have a master's or professional engineer's degree, but yet have had more than a technical-high-school education or a mechanics course. The four-year man will continue to be the main product of the majority of our universities, and the first four years in engineering should be designed to fulfill the needs of the man who intends to go no further, and at the same time form a solid basis for graduate work.

The purposes of this paper are to present a four-year curriculum that satisfies the above conditions, and to describe a few methods of increasing the amount of material which can be presented in a limited time. Of course, a great deal depends upon the caliber of the teachers. Properly, a discussion of the personality, characteristics, and method of selection of professors should be included. But the assumption will be made that the faculty is fixed, and that the variables are the curriculum and teaching methods. The development of considerable student responsibility and the use of "problem-technique" teaching was found by the author to be very successful at Tufts College and Denver University.

The conventional engineering curriculum contained a sequence of courses that was semihistorical. The advanced and special courses usually were centered around the study of particular types of equipment. This method of "product-centered" organization was satisfactory until it was hard-pressed by the exigencies of the present situation. A school now may find it necessary to increase its teaching efficiency by shifting from "product-centered" thinking to "problem-technique" thinking. Combined with psychologically superior teaching methods, this will allow them to graduate four-year men with better training than their prewar graduates.

The beginning courses should present the physical fundamentals in a logical mathematical sequence. This need have no correlation with the historical development of the ideas. The material in the advanced courses should be chosen with reference to the method of solution of the problems involved, rather than the type of equipment in which the problem occurs. This has been recognized in the past in such courses as transients, design, and thermodynamics, but not in d.c. machines or internal-combustion engines.

This shift of emphasis tends toward higher teaching efficiency, and produces the most desirable thinking patterns in the students. It leads immediately to electro-mechanical analogies, generalized circuit theorems applicable to hydraulic, electrical, or mechanical servomechanisms, the laws of thermodynamics in a form as useful to the physical chemist or electrical engineer as to the steam-power man, and an application of basic design philosophies to all engineering problems.

A teacher is a salesman. He must interest the students by his opening statements, give them the facts, and sell them on the idea of outside study. The most effective teaching starts with a practical problem to introduce each new mathematical or engineering tool. The student should be sold on the usefulness of the mathematical tool to him, personally, and he should study with a specific problem uppermost in his mind. This, it has been proved, produces the highest rate of learning and the greatest retention, and we engineers should not condone anything less than the maximum possible efficiency.

The student is able to cover not only more fundamentals, but also more equipment examples with "problem-technique" teaching, because of the reduction in the amount of wasted classroom and study time. The professors, too, find their time more productive.

Initiative and responsibility on the part of the students has to be developed in the laboratory sessions. To be certain, it is easier on an instructor's nerves and disposition for him to take all of the responsibility in a sophomore laboratory, but then his students will still lack initiative when they are seniors. The saving in time in a senior laboratory where all of the students competently assume responsibility more than makes up for the extra time that it takes to start them right as sophomores. Prospective employers are seriously concerned with an engineer's approach to laboratory work. This is so important that it can warrant the department's best man teaching the first course in a student's major field.

As an example of a unified course, Table 1 gives an electrical engineering curriculum designed primarily for four-year students, but applicable to the first four years of a five-year program. Appendix I is a description of the important courses. There is a general orientation program which presents the fields of engineering, evaluates the student's abilities and desires, and offers technical and psychological guidance. The few basic courses emphasize those elements which are applicable in all fields of electrical engineering. The multitude of little courses which many undergraduate curriculums accumulate upon the request of new teachers or industrial men with limited interests has been omitted. Since all of the courses listed here are intended to be practical, there is no need for the special so-called practical courses.

Direct-current machinery illustrates the reasoning in determining the correct placement of a subject in a curriculum of this type: it is taught in the general machinery course in the senior year because it is not a prerequisite for any junior subject, and it is easier to teach d.c. after synchronous machinery than before it. Electromagnetic theory is a basic course which precedes circuit theory (which is derived from it), and follows calculus, which is used extensively in it. Attention should be directed to the

The qualifications of an engineer are, among other factors, a complex function of his natural intelligence and resourcefulness, personality and physical vigor, and his training. It is timely in this turbulent and changing period to re-evaluate current methods of professional engineering training and to suggest constructive changes and useful improvements, as has here been done by a Member of the Institute who has had experience both in professional instruction, and in research as Chief Electrical Engineer of the Summit Corporation. — The Editor.
fact that calculus is completed in the middle of the second year, supplying the student with his most important tool at the time he is starting his fundamental work. This was made possible by consolidating all noncalculus items into two courses: general mathematics and advanced engineering mathematics.

It is best for a student to have only a few professors each semester. Most one-hour one-semester courses should be compressed into two and one-half weeks of a six-hour course. Such a change increases the teaching efficiency by several hundred per cent, because each subject is hit hard, rather than spread thin. This desirable reduction in the number of courses has been accomplished in the given curriculum by scheduling subjects in succession in a few main courses. For example, linear circuits and its laboratories (EE3) includes the usual courses in measurements and symmetrical components. Occasionally, engineering students have too many laboratories and too many reports. Then there is competition between different classes for a student's study time. This is another reason for reducing the number of contact professors per semester. The usual congestion of laboratories in the junior year has been dissolved by the careful selection of the material that should come in the sophomore and senior years. There are never more than five courses in a semester, and only once are there as many as four laboratory sessions a week in this sample curriculum.

A reorganization of courses and course material initially places added responsibilities upon the professors, but the hard work...
is like planting a garden—there are rewards. A program of this type also requires the co-operation of other departments. Courses in mathematics, physics, and chemistry should be tailored specifically for engineers. Instructors for these courses should be skilled in "problem-technique" teaching, preferably having had engineering experience. The content of the important service courses is given in Appendix 1. Notice that calculus is started in the freshman year so that it can be used as a tool in the engineering courses. Advanced engineering mathematics replaces the classical differential equations.

### Appendix 1

Description of courses: (Numbers in parentheses indicate hours credit):

**EE 1 Orientation (1).** Training, experience, and duties of the various grades and classes of engineers in power, design, manufacturing, control, communications, research, etc., and equipment and problems encountered in these fields.

#### Table II

**Credit Hours Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Chem</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Other Engineering</th>
<th>Liberal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Cent</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Fundamentals**
  - **Physics**: 100.0
  - **Chemistry**: 90.5
  - **Mathematics**: 15.5

- **Major**
  - **Math**: 42
  - **Physics**: 45
  - **Chemistry**: 27
  - **Electrical Engineering**: 14

- **Liberal**
  - **Math**: 42
  - **Physics**: 45
  - **Chemistry**: 27

Table II is a summary of the curriculum emphasizing in hours and per cent. The balance is good when the student's time is equally divided between fundamentals, his major, and all other courses. This program bears heavily enough upon the technical side that the substitution of business or liberal arts courses for the senior major electives is not only permissible, but advisable. There should be available, for seniors, courses in business management, advanced accounting, statistics, psychology, education, history of civilization, law, and economic geography. One can find a champion of each of these courses among our engineering schools today, and with respect to what the engineer needs when he becomes a part of management ten years after graduation, these champions are right. There are some students mainly interested in business, and these should enroll in the business school and take only an engineering minor.

A student who intends to go on for a master's, engineer's, or Ph.D. degree should take his advanced work in engineering, mathematics, and physics in the graduate school. He should not take undergraduate electives of poorer quality covering the same subjects, but instead should emphasize liberal arts courses. The undergraduate senior electives are for the man who finishes his formal education in four years.

### Description of courses:

**EE 1 Orientation (1).** Training, experience, and duties of the various grades and classes of engineers in power, design, manufacturing, control, communications, etc., and equipment and problems encountered in these fields.
Dynamic Performance of Peak-Limiting Amplifiers

DONALD E. MAXWELL†, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—Dynamic requirements for peak-limiting amplifiers are discussed briefly with respect to such factors as attack time, signal-to-thump ratio, gain-reduction characteristics, and recovery time. There is described a novel measurement technique and apparatus for the visual analysis of the dynamic performance of peak-limiting amplifiers.

The dynamic characteristics of several typical commercial peak-limiting amplifiers are individually analyzed by a series of cathode-ray oscillograms. These amplifiers exhibit various short-comings of a dynamic nature. As an example of the practical improvement which is obtainable, there is shown the dynamic performance of an experimental peak-limiting amplifier developed by the Columbia Broadcasting System.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the use of peak-limiting amplifiers in radio broadcasting and recording systems has become very general, the actual dynamic performance of these amplifiers is often a matter of considerable conjecture. Most users know from their own experiences that the action which occurs in a peak-limiting amplifier under actual operating conditions frequently has little correlation to that which is indicated by steady-state sine-wave measurements. Overmodulation "splatter," audible "thump," and "motorboating" are among the more familiar operational defects due to dynamic deficiencies in these amplifiers. Manufacturer's specifications on commercial peak-limiting amplifiers usually include little or no information on dynamic performance, and in the past there has been no available measuring technique or equipment by means of which the user could reliably judge the dynamic merits or defects of a particular amplifier.

It is one object of this paper to describe a measuring technique which provides a means for evaluating the transient characteristics of peak-limiting amplifiers. A second object of this paper is to describe the results of the above measurements as applied to several peak-limiting amplifiers. By way of background, there will first be presented a discussion of some of the dynamic requirements of peak-limiting amplifiers.

II. DYNAMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR PEAK-LIMITING AMPLIFIERS

The essential function of a peak-limiting amplifier is to provide an automatic means of gain control, such that no audio peak amplitude at the input of the amplifier will produce an output level in excess of a predetermined maximum value. A peak-limiting amplifier has an automatically controlled gain characteristic such that its gain is essentially constant for all peak signal amplitudes below the predetermined maximum output value, and is approximately inversely proportional to the input peak signal amplitude for all values in excess of that corresponding to the predetermined maximum output value. A peak-limiting amplifier is usually characterized by a rapid reduction of gain at the onset of a high signal peak, and a relatively slow restoration of gain after the peak has subsided. The time required for gain restoration is usually long, compared to any signal-frequency variations. The minimum time required for gain reduction is commonly known as "attack" time, and the time required for gain restoration as "recovery" time.

Since broadcast program material by nature consists of a series of non-sustained and rapidly recurring signal peaks, a peak-limiting amplifier which does not have a sufficiently short attack time will permit the occasional passage of short signal bursts having amplitudes in excess of that corresponding to 100 per cent modulation of the associated transmitter. If each of the resulting periods of overmodulation does not persist for more than a few milliseconds, it is probable that few listeners will be able to detect the serious wave-form distortion which occurs during these short periods before the gain-reducing action of the peak-limiting amplifier has taken place. However, such occasional bursts of overmodulation in an amplitude-modulated transmitter can set up the well-known and undesirable phenomena of adjacent-channel "splatter." Due to the very steep wave fronts characteristic of many signal peaks, it has been observed experimentally by the Columbia Broadcasting System that the effective attack time of a peak-limiting amplifier should be on the order of 100 microseconds or less, if part or all of these peaks are not to be transmitted at a level in excess of the predetermined maximum.

Most commercial peak-limiting amplifiers on the market today effect the required gain reduction by automatic variation of either a circuit resistance or the signal transconductance of a vacuum tube. In either case, the actual resistance or transconductance variation is usually accompanied by a comparatively large change in the d.c. potential across the variable element. Since this change in d.c. operating values, commonly referred to as "control voltage," occurs at a very rapid rate, it will appear at the output of the amplifier along with the desired signal, unless special means are provided to balance it out. It is, therefore, a fundamental dynamic requirement of a satisfactory peak-limiting amplifier that a high signal-to-control-voltage ratio be maintained at the output terminals throughout each gain-reduction cycle. One audible effect of an insufficient degree of con-
control-voltage balance is a pronounced and disagreeable "thump" or "click" every time the signal reaches a peak amplitude sufficient to produce limiting.

In some cases the thump component may be so large and the nature of the control circuit such that over-control occurs, i.e., the output signal voltage decreases to a very small value immediately after the onset of an input signal peak. In the most extreme cases of unbalance the thump component may be so heavy as to produce sustained low-frequency oscillations ("motorboating") at the output terminals.

Another requirement of a peak-limiting amplifier is that the slope of the output-signal versus input-signal curve be as close to zero as possible for all input signal levels in excess of that corresponding to the threshold of gain reduction. This is equivalent to saying that the gain of the amplifier should be inversely proportional to the input level for all increases of input level above the threshold point. While this requirement is not in itself a dynamic one, it frequently has a direct bearing on the dynamic stability of the amplifier, since in the majority of commercial peak-limiting amplifiers available today a flat output-level characteristic can be obtained only by an increase of the sensitivity of the signal-control circuit. It is a fundamental relationship that, the greater the sensitivity of the signal control circuits of these amplifiers, the more susceptible the amplifiers are to "thumping" and instability.

The "recovery time" of a peak-limiting amplifier is also an important dynamic characteristic. Optimum recovery time is a combined function of the characteristics of the input signal and the personal preferences of the individual user. The longer the recovery time, the less noticeable is the effect of the automatic gain-reducing action on the dynamic range and balance of the program material. In general, the shorter the recovery time which can be tolerated from a listening standpoint, the higher will be the average signal level at the output terminals.

If the recovery time is much shorter than 0.2 second, the gain of the amplifier will change appreciably between successive cycles of low-frequency signal voltages, resulting in severe wave-form distortion. With the exception of a few cases where the amplifier design is such that a change in recovery time also changes the attack time, there are usually no instability problems associated with the recovery-time circuits.

III. Dynamic-Measurement Technique

The basic technique of the dynamic measurements to be described consists of suddenly applying a sustained signal of high peak amplitude to the input terminals of the peak-limiting amplifier and analyzing the resulting voltage at the output terminals, from the instant the peak signal is applied until the output voltage reaches a steady-state condition. A sine-wave voltage of a known frequency is perhaps the most significant signal wave form which can be used for such transient analysis, since any distortion of the output voltage due to transient effects is readily detectable. A sinusoidal wave form also provides a convenient time base when measuring the elapsed time from the instant of its application to the amplifier to the time when the output voltage reaches a steady-state condition.

The following dynamic-measurement technique was employed in obtaining the results described in this paper. With reference to Fig. 1, the measurement technique consists of:

1. The application of a sinusoidal signal voltage $e$ of a predetermined frequency $f$ to the input terminals of the peak-limiting amplifier, the amplitude $a$ of the signal voltage being of such a value that the peak-limiting amplifier is on the threshold of gain-reducing action.

2. The effectively instantaneous increase of the amplitude of the input signal voltage $e$ to a greater predetermined value $b$ at a time phase when $e$ is crossing the axis of zero amplitude (point $p$ of Fig. 1) in either the positive or negative direction, as desired.

3. The maintenance of amplitude $b$ of the input signal for a predetermined time interval $t_1$, and at the end of that interval the restoration of the input signal level to amplitude $a$ for a predetermined time $t_2$.

4. The connection of a cathode-ray oscillograph to the output terminals of the peak-limiting amplifier, and the initiation and synchronization of a linear-time-base sweep voltage in the oscillograph, so as to display visually on the cathode-ray tube a predetermined number of cycles of the output signal voltage immediately before and after the application of signal amplitude $b$ to the input of the amplifier.

5. At the end of time $t_2$, the repetitive re-application

---

for times \( t_1 \) of the increased amplitude \( b \) to the input of the peak-limiting amplifier. Time \( t_2 \) may or may not bear a fixed periodic relationship to \( t_1 \). It is required only that time \((t_1 + t_2)\) be an integral multiple of \(1/f\), and that the sweep voltage of the oscillograph be so initiated and synchronized that successive traces of the electron beam across the cathode-ray-tube screen are exactly superimposed on one another to produce a stationary visual pattern of the output signal voltage for the predetermined number of cycles before and after the application of the increased amplitude \( b \) to the input of the peak-limiting amplifier.

6. The graphical analysis of the amplitude and wave form of the cathode-ray-tube pattern, and comparison of this pattern with the applied input voltage to the peak-limiting amplifier.

In a study of peak-limiting-amplifier performance, the time \( t_1 \) of Fig. 1 is an arbitrary value sufficiently long to allow complete gain reduction of the amplifier to take place. For the specific measurements described and illustrated below, the time \( t_1 \) was chosen to be approximately 10 milliseconds. It was subsequently found, however, as will be illustrated, that few if any of the current commercial peak-limiting amplifiers examined reach a stable output amplitude within the 10-millisecond observation period under all conditions of operation.

It is usually required in such an investigation that the time \( t_2 \) of Fig. 1 be of at least 1 to 3 seconds’ duration, since the recovery time of most peak-limiting amplifiers is of this order of magnitude. Therefore, the cathode-ray tube used for viewing the transient phenomena should have a long-persistence type of screen phosphor, so that a visual impression of the transient trace will remain continuously on the screen between cycles of the recurrent transient phenomena.

The phenomena which occur for the first several cycles immediately after the establishment of amplitude \( b \) are usually of the greatest interest. By the use of the above-described measurement technique, the gain-reducing action of the amplifier can be observed cycle by cycle of the applied sine-wave signal, and the attack time is measured by counting the number of cycles of a given frequency to the point where no further change of amplitude takes place. Accompanying undesirable effects, such as thump and wave-form distortion, are also shown in as great detail as desired merely by changing the sweep speed of the oscillograph.

An important requirement of this method of transient analysis is that the change from amplitude \( a \) to amplitude \( b \) of Fig. 1 be made at a time when the applied sine-wave signal is crossing the axis of zero amplitude. If the amplitude change were to be made at any other part of the cycle an irregular wave front would be developed, rendering the transient analysis more difficult of interpretation.

IV. MEASURING EQUIPMENT

A block diagram of the required measuring equipment is shown in Fig. 2. A signal generator \( A \), which may be a standard commercial type of audio oscillator, delivers a sinusoidal voltage of predetermined frequency to an electronic switch and synchronizer unit, \( B \). The electronic switch and synchronizer unit consists of a combination of electronic circuits which provide the signal amplitude changes, phasing, and synchronizing functions required for the visual presentation of the transient phenomena on the cathode-ray oscillograph, \( C \). The electronic switch and synchronizer unit supplies the input terminals of the peak-limiting amplifier under measurement (block \( D \) of Fig. 2) with voltage of the wave form shown in Fig. 1. It also supplies a synchronized triggering voltage to the linear-sweep-control circuits of the cathode-ray oscillograph, \( C \). The cathode-ray oscillograph may be a standard commercial unit, providing it is designed for single-sweep, externally triggered operation.

![Fig. 2—Block diagram of setup for analyzing dynamic performance of peak-limiting amplifiers.](image)

The transient wave forms displayed on the cathode-ray-tube screen by this method lend themselves readily to photographing. The photographs, which form the basis of discussion for following sections of this paper, were selected from a considerable number taken of peak-limiting-amplifier performance under various operating conditions.

V. OBSERVED DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF TYPICAL COMMERCIAL PEAK-LIMITING AMPLIFIERS

The equipment described in the preceding section permits analysis of peak-limiting-amplifier performance at any frequency between 100 and 15,000 c.p.s., and at any desired ratio of peak signal level to threshold signal level (ratio of amplitude \( b \) of Fig. 1 to amplitude \( a \)). For the sake of brevity, however, results shown in this paper have been confined to two frequencies, 1000 and 10,000 c.p.s., and a single peak-to-threshold signal-amplitude ratio of approximately 18 db. The photo-
graphs shown in Fig. 3 are the transient signal wave forms applied successively to the input terminals of each of five different peak-limiting amplifiers. The application of these wave forms to the input terminals result in the output wave forms analyzed individually below for each of the amplifiers. Fig. 3(a) shows the 1000-cycle input wave form, while Fig. 3(b) shows the 10,000-cycle input wave form. These photographs are direct time exposures of the phenomena displayed on the cathode-ray-tube screen. For the purpose of analysis and discussion, reference axes and boundaries have been hand-drawn on many of the photographic prints shown in Figs. 3 through 7.

The measuring equipment is so adjusted that some two to five cycles immediately preceding the arrival of the transient peak signal are shown for purposes of comparison with the phenomena occurring after the arrival of the transient. As mentioned above, the high-amplitude transient signal (amplitude $b$ of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) persists for about 10 milliseconds, which is equivalent to 10 cycles of the 1000-c.p.s. signal, and 100 cycles of the 10,000-c.p.s. signal. The sweep speed of the oscillograph is adjusted for good resolution of each individual cycle, which usually results in only the first few cycles immediately after the onset of the peak being displayed on the screen. This is illustrated by Fig. 3(a), where two cycles before and four cycles after the onset of the peak appear on the screen of the cathode-ray tube. Obviously, merely by changing the sweep speed of the oscillograph each cycle can be studied in as great detail as desired, or, if the sweep speed is made sufficiently slow, the action of the peak-limiting amplifier may be observed throughout the entire 10-millisecond period. In general, a relatively fast sweep speed is used when it is desired to study wave-form distortion in detail, and a slower sweep speed is used when the peak envelope is of chief interest.

The case of a relatively slow sweep speed is illustrated in Fig. 3(b) for the 10,000-c.p.s. signal, where the first twenty-odd cycles of high-amplitude transient appear on the cathode-ray tube. In this latter case, any cycle-to-cycle peak-amplitude variations would be clearly indicated.

Considerable care was taken in the generation of the applied wave forms of Fig. 3 to insure that no d.c. component of voltage was included in the high-amplitude signal after the points $p$. Close examination of these wave forms will reveal a slight dissymmetry of the positive and negative peak amplitudes due to second-harmonic distortion in the high-amplitude signal. This is not a desirable condition, but one imposed by signal-handling limitations in the electronic switch and synchronizer unit discussed in Section IV. Further development of the latter unit, since these photographs were taken, eliminated this distortion, but it was not considered of sufficient magnitude to affect substantially the results of the present analyses of peak-limiting-amplifier performance.

The response of several commercial peak-limiting amplifiers to the applied wave forms of Fig. 3 will now be analyzed. The sole purpose of these analyses is to describe dynamic phenomena which occur in typical commercial peak-limiting amplifiers; they are intended to be neither a recommendation nor a condemnation of the subject amplifiers.

**Peak-Limiting Amplifier 1, Fig. 4**

The first two cycles shown at the left of Fig. 4(a) represent an output level corresponding to the threshold of gain reduction, prior to the onset of the sinusoidal signal peak. Study of the wave form beyond the point $p$ reveals that the first half-cycle rises to an amplitude $c$ approximately 12 db above the threshold amplitude, showing that gain-reducing action has been insufficiently fast to reduce the amplitude of the first half-cycle of the 18-db, 1000-cycle peak by more than approximately 6 db. The amplitude $d$ of the second half-cycle is seen to be reduced further, but it is still some 9 db above the peak threshold level $a$. It is evident from Fig. 4(a) that
approximately two complete cycles of the 1000-cycle peak are required for effectively complete gain reduction. This can be interpreted to mean that the attack time of this amplifier is 2 milliseconds (the period of two cycles of a 1000-cycle frequency), as indicated by the time \( t_a \) on Fig. 4(a). It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that there has taken place an axial shift of the output voltage during the process of gain reduction, as indicated by the distance \( g \) between the axes of the sine wave before and after gain reduction. This is the result of a d.c. component of control voltage which has not been completely balanced out, and represents the “thump” component of this amplifier for the particular peak signal applied. Note that, even though the sine-wave amplitude after gain reduction is apparently no greater than before the arrival of the peak, the axial shift due to thump results in all negative peaks shown on Fig.

4(a) exceeding the negative peak threshold amplitude \( a \) by a value of approximately 4 db. Therefore, were amplitude \( a \) equivalent to 100 per cent modulation of an associated transmitter, substantial overmodulation would persist for a much longer period than the apparent attack time of 2 milliseconds.

Since the signal path of no commercial peak-limiting amplifier can pass d.c., the time duration of the thump component indicated by \( g \) is a complicated function of the low-frequency response of the amplifier signal- and control-voltage circuits, as well as the feedback-loop gain of the control-voltage circuit. Frequently the amplitude of the thump component decreases in the form of a damped oscillation. This can be considered as an envelope modulation of the signal frequency, and an oscillation frequency on the order of 5 to 10 c.p.s. is common. Therefore, the 2- or 3-millisecond observation period of Fig. 4(a) is too short to indicate any appreciable decrease in the magnitude of the thump amplitude \( g \).

A consideration of the above factors makes it evident that a constant output amplitude may not be reached for an appreciable fraction of a second after the application of a sustained peak signal. The actual time required for an essentially steady-state amplitude to be attained is thus a function of the original magnitude of the thump component and the decay period of the individual amplifier. This low-frequency thump component can very readily have a more disagreeable listening and operational effect on the signal than the short-duration, high-amplitude bursts which pass through the amplifier due to an insufficiently short attack time. For instance, it is not uncommon for the modulator of an amplitude-modulated transmitter using inverse feedback to have a sharply rising, subaudible, low-frequency response, the peak of which may coincide with the thump envelope frequency; in which case the thump is aggravated, and the modulator may be completely disabled for the duration of the thump. In an extreme case there might be developed an oscillation of sufficient amplitude to trip an overload circuit and remove the transmitter from the air.

The magnitude of the thump component in any amplifier varies with the amplitude of the peak which produces gain reduction. Some peak-limiting amplifiers have a so-called thump control which is effective in balancing the thump for any single amplitude of peak signal, but since the gain-reducing circuits seldom exhibit the same degree of balance at any other degree of gain reduction, these thump controls merely permit a compromise adjustment which has the lowest average thump content under normal program conditions.

The thump amplitude \( g \) of Fig. 4(a) is by no means of unusual magnitude, as peak-limiting amplifiers go. In fact, it is probably not great enough to be detected solely by a listening test of the audio output of the amplifier. Nor is it likely, either, that the high-amplitude bursts which are shown to occur for the first cycle or two can be detected by a simple listening test.
So far, no detailed tests have been made to correlate the transient effects observed on the oscillograph with the subjective listening effects of these transient phenomena. Preliminary observations, however, indicate that if the amplitude of the thump component, shown by the above sine-wave test, is as great as the threshold signal amplitude (i.e., if amplitude g of Fig. 4(a) is as great as amplitude a), then a listening test with ordinary program material is very likely to disclose a disagreeable “thump” each time heavy gain-reducing action occurs. Perhaps even more significant than the amount of audible thump observed at the output terminals of the amplifier, however, is the possible ill effect the thump component may have on subsequent audio equipment, such as the modulator described above.

Fig. 4(b) shows the effects on amplifier 1 of a peak signal having a frequency of 10,000 c.p.s. Here the 2-millisecond attack time \(t_a\) is perhaps more clearly illustrated than in the 1000-c.p.s. case. It is seen that approximately 20 cycles are required after the application of the peak for the output amplitude to approach the more or less constant value \(k\) of Fig. 4(b). The first few cycles of the 10,000-c.p.s. peak pass through the amplifier with little or no attenuation.

It is noted that the amplitude \(k\) of Fig. 4(b) is about 6 db greater than the amplitude \(a\), a very undesirable condition probably indicating deficient high-frequency response in the control-voltage circuit. This is a deficiency which would also be indicated by steady-state measurements. A thump component \(g\) is also present in the 10,000-c.p.s. case.

**Peak-Limiting Amplifier 2, Fig. 5**

The photographs of Fig. 5 show that amplifier 2 has considerably less amplitude of overshoot than amplifier 1 during the period while gain reduction is taking place. This particular amplifier is designed to produce peak-chopping action at an output amplitude approximately 3 db above the threshold amplitude. The peak-chopping action is independent of automatic gain reduction and, hence, limits the maximum peak amplitude to about 3 db above the threshold value, regardless of how long it takes for complete gain reduction to be effected. Amplitude \(c\) of Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) corresponds to the peak-chopping level of this amplifier, and, were there no gain-reducing action, the output wave form after point \(p\) would be flat-topped and of amplitude \(c\). Note, in the 1000-cycle case, Fig. 5(a), that a substantial part of the first half-cycle remains at or near the peak-chopping level, before sufficient gain reduction has occurred to reduce the output amplitude below this value. Fig. 5(b) shows that the output level remains near the peak-chopping value for about the first three cycles of a 10,000-cycle peak.

It may be noted from Fig. 5(a) that considerable waveform distortion is evident near the peaks of at least the first four complete cycles after the arrival of the 1000-cycle peak. This indicates that gain-reducing action is still going on, even though the peak amplitude reaches a relatively stable value \(d\) after the first cycle. If the photograph of Fig. 5(b) were expanded on a faster sweep, considerable wave-form distortion would also be observable over the first 30 or 40 cycles after the arrival of the 10,000-cycle peak. From Fig. 5(b) it is seen that approximately six cycles are required for the output amplitude to reach its stable value \(d\), which indicates that the attack time of amplifier 2 is approximately 0.6 millisecond. In view of the fact that considerable wave-form distortion persists for a much longer period, however, this factor should probably be taken into account. If the attack time of amplifier 2 is based upon the time required for the output wave form to become essentially sinusoidal, the value would be on the order of 4 milliseconds, instead of 0.6 millisecond.

Amplifier 2 appears to have a low thump component,
as indicated by very little axial shift of the wave form before and after gain reduction. This particular amplifier is provided with a “thump” control, and optimum adjustment of this control was made before the photographs of Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) were taken. However, as noted in the discussion of amplifier 1, the thump control insures a low thump component for only one particular amplitude of peak signal; for some lower or higher amplitude of peak, amplifier 2 might exhibit appreciable thumps.

**Peak-Limiting Amplifier 3, Fig. 6**

As evidenced in Fig. 6, this amplifier exhibits a heavy thump component. The thump effect of amplifier 3 is great enough to be definitely audible on a listening test with ordinary program material. It is observable from Fig. 6(a) that the initial thump (amplitude c) is almost twice the peak threshold amplitude a. Note that the zero-signal axis of Fig. 6(a) after the application of the 1000-cycle peak has a definite upward slope to it. This indicates that amplifier 3 has a more rapid thump-decay period than was exhibited by amplifier 1.

Fig. 6(a) illustrates an effect discussed in Section 11 of this paper, namely, over-control, or excessive gain reduction. It can be observed that the fourth half-cycle has an amplitude (as also have the next several cycles thereafter) less than the threshold amplitude a. This is a direct result of too heavy a thump component, and the thump voltage is rectified along with the signal voltage, producing excessive control voltage in the gain-reducing circuit.

Fig. 6(b) shows the 10,000-cycle output when the wave form of Fig. 3(b) is applied to the input. This photograph differs slightly from the 10,000-cycle photographs of Figs. 3, 4, and 5 in that a slower sweep speed has been employed. In this photograph the entire 10-millisecond period of duration of the peak is visible. So close are the individual cycles under this condition that the resulting picture is essentially an envelope of the output peak amplitudes. It is difficult to offer a rational explanation for the shape of this 10,000-cycle envelope, since it is such a complicated function of the transient characteristic of the amplifier circuits.

At the end of the 10-millisecond peak, the output voltage of the amplifier is seen to be less than that immediately preceding the onset of the peak, the difference between the two amplitudes being a measure of the gain reduction that has taken place in the amplifier.

Due to the severe thump components of amplifier 3, it is difficult to specify definitely its attack time. For instance, although Fig. 6(a) indicates that maximum gain reduction occurs about 2 milliseconds after the application of the peak, the negative peak amplitude at that point is still more than 6 db greater than the threshold amplitude a, due to the magnitude of the thump. Nor has a stable output amplitude been reached within the 10-millisecond period of duration of the peak.

**VI. CBS Experimental Amplifier**

In one or several ways it has been observed that each of the peak-limiting amplifiers analyzed in Section V leaves considerable room for improvement. The Columbia Broadcasting System recently developed a unit which has outstanding dynamic-performance characteristics. The dynamic performance of this experimental amplifier is shown in Fig. 7.

The CBS amplifier has a maximum control range of 14 db; therefore, the analyses of Fig. 7 differ from those covered in Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 in that the transient peak amplitude is 14 db above the threshold value rather than 18 db. The 14-db transient was simulated at each of two frequencies, 1000 and 10,000 c.p.s. Except for the 4-db difference in amplitude, the input wave forms were similar to those shown in Fig. 3, and the resulting output wave forms of the CBS amplifier are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b).
With reference to the 1000-cycle dynamic performance of Fig. 7(a), the first two cycles at the left of the photograph show the output voltage immediately before the arrival of the transient peak, while the next six cycles correspond to the output voltage immediately after the arrival of the peak. Note that not even the first half-cycle after the arrival of the peak shows any appreciable amplitude overshoot. Thus, the attack time of the CBS amplifier under the above conditions is effectively zero. What may seem more surprising is the fact that there is little waveform distortion of even the first quarter-cycle after the arrival of the 1000-cycle transient.

![Fig. 7(a)](image)

![Fig. 7(b)](image)

Fig. 7—CBS experimental peak-limiting amplifier, early model. Photographs of output wave forms. Input wave forms are the same as in Fig. 3, except that the amplitude of the transient peak is 14 instead of 18 db.

(a) 1000 c.p.s. No appreciable amplitude overshoot occurs; therefore the attack time is effectively zero. Note that even the first half-cycle is essentially undistorted. The thump component is negligible. The amplifier is seen to "anticipate" the arrival of the peak, since gain-reduction takes place at point g in time, whereas the peak does not start until point p.

(b) 10,000 c.p.s. No amplitude overshoot is present even on the first half-cycle after the arrival of the signal peak. The first cycle is over-controlled in amplitude.

This excellent performance is attributable to a unique circuit design wherein the automatic-gain-control voltage is a function of the input signal voltage, rather than of the output signal voltage. The control-voltage generating section of the amplifier incorporates large power-type amplifier and rectifier tubes in low-impedance circuit arrangements, resulting in extremely fast development of the automatic control voltage. Another major factor contributing to the exceptional performance shown in Fig. 7(a) is the use of a special time-delay network in the signal channel just ahead of the point where gain reduction takes place. This network acts to delay the signal by approximately 80 microseconds, and the gain is already reduced by the required amount upon the arrival of the peak at the point where gain control is effected. A close examination of Fig. 7(a) will reveal that automatic gain reduction occurs near the point q in time, whereas the 14-db peak does not arrive until a later time at point p.

The 10,000-cycle performance shown by Fig. 7(b) again illustrates the extremely short effective attack time of the amplifier. Even at 10,000 cycles, the 14-db peak which arrives at the point p in time is effectively prevented from exceeding the maximum steady-state value. Fig. 7(b) indicates excessive gain reduction (over-control) for the first cycle after the arrival of the peak. Over-control which persists for so short a time as shown in Fig. 7(b) (approximately 100 microseconds) cannot be perceived by a listening test, and is certainly preferable to under-control, since it renders overmodulation of subsequent equipment impossible.

It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the "thump" component of the amplifier is of very small amplitude, an additional design feature of this unit.

The amplifier described above was developed by E. E. Schroeder of the CBS-Chicago technical staff, under the direction of J. J. Beloungey, and has been used at station WBBM since 1945. Additional amplifiers, based upon this development, are in service in other Columbia Broadcasting System stations and are also available commercially from a well-known manufacturer.

VII. Conclusion

It is beyond the scope of this paper to attempt to set forth minimum standards for satisfactory transient performance of peak-limiting amplifiers. However, it seems evident that the more nearly the dynamic performance of a given peak-limiting amplifier conforms to the requirements set forth in this paper, the more satisfactory the operational results are likely to be.

The measuring technique and equipment used to obtain the results described in this paper are applicable to a wide variety of transient measurements of audio devices and systems, such as the transient performance of loudspeakers and recording and reproducing systems, and the build-up and decay characteristics of reverberant acoustical structures.

The technical developments and investigations which form the basis for this paper were carried out under the general direction of Howard A. Chinn, chief audio engineer of the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Radio Doppler Effect for Aircraft Speed Measurements

LEONARD R. MALLING†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—Measurement of the ground speed of aircraft by the use of the radio doppler effect is discussed, and the technical details of one complete system are presented. In this particular system, radio signals are transmitted from the ground, received in an airplane, and retransmitted to the ground for measurement of the doppler beat frequency. An accuracy of 0.1 per cent is obtained using simple techniques for frequency stabilization. Some experimental results of flight tests are given.

INTRODUCTION

The continual trend of aircraft design toward higher and higher speed has created many problems for flight-test engineers who are responsible for performance tests of prototype airplanes. One of these is the problem of calibrating the conventional pitot-static air-speed system at high velocities. A customary method of performing this calibration has been to fly at very low altitude over a measured course while timing the flight with stop watches. By averaging the times required to fly the course in opposite directions, the effect of wind can be eliminated and a true measure of air speed obtained. This method has been extensively used but is subject to the following limitations:

1. Air conditions are uncertain at low altitude, so flights are frequently unsuccessful.
2. It is extremely hazardous to fly at low altitude with high-speed airplanes.
3. In the Seattle area it has been necessary to use an overwater course because of the rugged terrain and, if the crosswind exceeds 10 m.p.h., the airplane drifts so far off course that timing becomes difficult.

An alternative method of performing air-speed calibrations by means of a so-called “trailing bomb” has the advantage of measuring air speed directly without corrections for wind, but it has the disadvantage that with present techniques it cannot be used at speeds in excess of 350 m.p.h.

General Principles of Doppler System

Various electronic means have been considered for the measurement of ground speed of airplanes, and the most satisfactory from the standpoint of simplicity and accuracy appear to be those based on the doppler effect of radio waves. According to the doppler principle, the frequency of a radio wave is increased if the source is moving toward the observer, or decreased if the source is moving away from the observer, according to the equation

\[
f_0 = \frac{1 + \frac{V}{c} \cos \theta}{1 - \left(\frac{V}{c}\right)^2} f_s
\]

where \(f_s\) = source frequency, \(f_0\) = observed frequency, \(V\) = speed of source, \(c\) = speed of propagation, and \(\theta\) = angle between motion of the source and the line of sight. Since \(V < c\), the denominator is very nearly equal to 1. If we assume that the observer is on an airplane headed at constant altitude in the direction of a source on the ground, the angle \(\theta\) lies in a vertical plane, as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, with the airplane flying

![Fig. 1—Relation of course flown by a plane at constant altitude to line-of-sight.](image)

level at an altitude of 5000 feet and 25 miles from the source, the angularity correction is of the order of 0.1 per cent, so that comparatively large errors in altitude or distance measurements have little effect on the accuracy of speed measurements. Omitting the angularity correction, (1) becomes

\[
f_0 - f_s = \frac{V}{c} f_s
\]

or

\[
\frac{V}{c} f_s = \Delta f.
\]

Substituting typical values, \(f_s = 200\) Mc., \(V = 200\) miles per hour, \(c = 186,000\) miles per second, we obtain \(\Delta f \leq 60\) c.p.s. It will be seen at once from (2) that it would be impossible to measure \(V\) by separate independent measurements of \(f_s\) and \(f_o\), because an error of 1 part in 200 million in either of them would cause an error of 2 per cent in determining \(V\). If, however, the two frequencies are heterodyned to obtain the difference frequency \(\Delta f\), \(V\) can be determined from (3) with whatever accuracy \(f_s\) and \(\Delta f\) are known. Both of these frequencies can be measured with very high precision by the use of quartz-crystal oscillators, although for ground-speed measurement quite mediocre oscillators will suffice, since it is only necessary to measure \(V\) within 0.1 per cent.
Requirements for Doppler System

A considerable variety of systems based on the doppler principle can be devised, and in order to choose among them it is necessary to specify the desired performance. The requirements for the Boeing radio-doppler ground-speed meter were as follows:

1. A 50-mile range in order to minimize angularity corrections for airplanes flying at high altitude, and to extend the area within which test flights can be made.
2. Elimination of altitude restrictions for test flights.
3. Use of a single ground installation to minimize setup time and simplify co-ordination.
4. Freedom for the pilot to fly in any direction, so that he can always fly with or against the wind.
5. Accuracy 0.1 per cent, with the time over which measurements must be averaged for a single observation reduced to the shortest possible interval.
6. The method used for recording the doppler beat frequency should be simple to use, and the data recorded should be in convenient form for analysis.

In order to eliminate the necessity of installing equipment in the airplane, a radar-echo type of system would be very desirable. However, radar equipment which meets all the requirements is not at present available, and would necessarily be fairly elaborate and expensive. Hastings has developed a system using a radio transmitter in the airplane. However, this system requires the airplane to fly along a line between two fixed ground stations, and so fails to meet requirements 3 and 4. This restriction to a fixed line of flight could be eliminated by the use of three ground stations, but this further complicates the problems of ground installation and co-ordination.

The requirements have been met in the Boeing system by an arrangement somewhat analogous to a c.w. ground radar station, but with a small relay transmitter in the airplane to increase synthetically the intensity of reflected signals. In order to separate the output from the input of the relay station and prevent oscillation, the frequency of the received signal is doubled before retransmission. A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2. In order to make speed measurements with this system, it is necessary for the airplane to fly radially toward or away from the ground station, but the pilot can choose any desired direction of flight provided the ground station has at least 180-degree vision.

Description of Equipment

A simplified schematic, Fig. 3, shows the circuit arrangements of the plane and ground equipment. The 200-Mc. signals, at a level as low as 1 millivolt, are received by the plane relay link, amplified, doubled in frequency, and retransmitted at 400 Mc. with a power of about 5 watts. To prevent instability because of mutual coupling between the transmitting and receiving antennas, the 200-Mc. antenna is mounted vertically below the fuselage, while the 400-Mc. antenna is mounted horizontally on the vertical stabilizer. Both antennas are quarter-wave stubs. A series-resonant transmission-line section reduces the 200-Mc. component in the 400-Mc. antenna, further improving stability of the plane relay system.

The ground-station equipment, including antennas and recording oscillograph, are contained in a test truck, shown in Fig. 4 with the antennas in the raised position. The horizontal corner reflector used for the 400-Mc. receiver and the 200-Mc. vertical antenna for the transmitter can be seen on the truck roof. The ground transmitter is of conventional v.h.f. design and has a temperature-controlled 12.5-Mc. crystal oscillator. The crystal frequency is multiplied by a series of doubler and power stages to a final frequency of 200-Mc. and an output power of 10 watts.

The 400-Mc. signal received from the airplane is amplified and combined in a mixer with the second harmonic of the signal being transmitted. The resultant audio beat is the doppler signal having a frequency proportional to plane speed. This frequency could be measured by means of a frequency meter or a counter. However, direct-reading frequency meters are not very accurate, and a counter might respond to occasional noise peaks or miss counts at points of low signal strength. Therefore, in order to be able to monitor the quality of the doppler signal, and also measure its frequency with high precision, it is recorded on one galvanometer of a recording oscillograph, while a 100-c.p.s. standard-fre-
frequency timing wave is recorded on another galvanometer.

**Experimental Results**

Fig. 5 is a section of a typical oscillogram, from which the doppler frequency can be determined by counting the number of doppler cycles within any desired time interval.

The 100-c.p.s. timing frequency and the frequency of the ground transmitter are both known within 0.01 per cent or less, so the error in measuring the radial component of velocity of the airplane is determined entirely by the error in counting cycles on the oscillogram. There are approximately 290 doppler cycles in one second, so that it is only necessary to estimate within $\frac{1}{2}$ of a cycle in order to obtain the average airplane ground speed during 1 second with an accuracy of 0.1 per cent. If it were of any value, still greater accuracy could be obtained by counting cycles over a longer period of time.

Fig. 6 shows the results of a test in which doppler speed measurements were made during a timed flight over a measured speed course. It was necessary to fly at very low altitude in order to obtain accurate timing with stop watches, and the terrain was such that the doppler station had to be located slightly to the side at one end of the course. Consequently, angularity errors were large for the first few seconds of the run. The average of the doppler readings after the first 20 seconds, without making any corrections for angular error, was 229.4 m.p.h., while the average for the whole course as obtained by stop watches was 229.8 m.p.h.
The principal advantages claimed for the doppler ground-speed meter are:

1. Very high accuracy.
2. Speed is measured practically instantaneously, so that a flight condition does not have to be maintained for an extended period. This also facilitates corrections for wind, because the pilot can turn immediately and fly the reverse course with a minimum interval between the two tests.
3. The system can be used at high speeds without the hazard of low-altitude flying.
4. The pilot can always choose his course so as to fly exactly into or with the wind, because he can fly any radial course with respect to a single ground station.
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**Force at the Stylus Tip While Cutting Lacquer Disk-Recording Blanks**

H. E. ROYST, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

*Decimal classification: R391.1. Original manuscript received by the Institute, June 7, 1946; revised manuscript received, February 2, 1947.† Radio Corporation of America, RCA-Victor Division, Camden, N. J.*

*Summary—Lacquer used for disk-recording purposes, being harder than wax, imposes a greater load on the cutting stylus and, consequently, upon the turntable drive system. In order to study the requirements, equipment has been developed to measure the force at the stylus tip while cutting unmodulated grooves. Reducing cutting bounce, a form of instability resulting in a groove of varying width, by using an advance ball or air dashpot was studied. The effect of height of the axis about which the recorder is pivoted above the record surface was also investigated.

**Introduction**

*Within* the past ten years a new disk-recording medium, of a cellulose nitrate base commonly called "lacquer," has been developed. This medium is harder than the wax compound used for commercial disk recording, and immediate playback of the recorded disk without appreciable impairment in quality is possible. The increased hardness of the lacquer medium over the wax imposes an additional load on the recording head and turntable driving system. Equipment has been developed for studying the cutting characteristics of the lacquer.

**Force Gauge**

A simple device was constructed to permit measurement of the force at the tip of the stylus while cutting a blank groove. The pole piece and armature of a recording head was rotated 90 degrees from its normal position. This permits movement of the armature in a direction tangent to the groove, as shown in Fig. 1. The stylus, of course, is mounted so that the cutting surface remains in its normal plane. The deflection of the stylus is measured electrically. A 3000-c.p.s. field supply is used, and movement of the stylus induces a 3000-c.p.s. voltage in the armature coil which is proportional to displacement.

![Fig. 1—Disk cutting-force equipment.](image)
Cutting Force Independent of Speed

Measurements were made of the horizontal force at the stylus tip while cutting a groove of normal depth at different groove velocities. These measurements were started on the outside of a 16-inch-diameter "lacquer," and short bands were cut at 78 and 33 1/3 revolutions per minute. The force-measuring gauge was freely suspended and was operated without the aid of a depth-regulating advance ball. The spring controlling the vertical force at the stylus was adjusted for a groove 5 mils in width and was not changed during the tests. The groove velocity, or cutting speed, was varied from 63 to 5 inches per second. The measured force at the cutting tip remained constant through the tests, and the groove showed no change in width. These results demonstrate that the cutting force is independent of the cutting speed. The observation can be checked quite easily by disconnecting the drive and allowing the turntable to coast to a stop while the stylus is cutting a blank groove. No change in width will be observed until the very end, when the stylus digs in slightly as the turntable stops.

Cutting Force

Measurements of the cutting force required for different groove depths were made with both steel and sapphire styluses. The steel stylus had a sharp cutting edge and a pointed tip, and gave the results shown in Fig. 2. The ratio of the horizontal force to cutting area was calculated, and a "cutting stress" of 36,400 pounds per square inch resulted. A paper by Kornei gives a figure of $8.5 \times 10^5$ dynes/cm$^2$ (123,000 pounds per square inch) for Young's modulus for the cellulose nitrate used in lacquer disks. The modulus of shear is approximately one-third of the modulus of elasticity for most metals (and presumably about the same for many other materials). Our calculated value of 36,400 pounds per square inch is believed to be a fair check with 41,000 pounds per square inch, or one-third of the value obtained by Kornei.

![Cutting force, steel stylus.](image1)

![Cutting force, sapphire stylus.](image2)

The cutting-force test was repeated with a sapphire stylus, and the results are shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the moment due to the downward force was found to be greater than that due to the horizontal force. A sapphire stylus for lacquer disk recording has a burnishing edge to smooth the side walls and produce a quiet groove, and it is only logical to assume that some additional force is needed to hold the sapphire down in place while performing this operation. Calculations of the cutting stress are meaningless, since part of the groove width is due to the widening action of the burnishing edge.

Cutter Bounce

In some designs, the recording head oscillates or "bounces" vertically at some low frequency, depending upon the mass of the recording head and an effective stiffness, which depends on the rate at which the lifting moment due to the cutting force increases with downward displacement of the stylus into the recording medium. The vertical motion attained during oscillation cuts a groove of varying width and depth, and in extreme cases the tip may even clear the disk entirely, leaving an uncut portion. Naturally, a groove of varying depth does not promote good pickup tracking or low distortion.

Since the bounce is an oscillating condition, it can be suppressed by introducing resistance into the mechanical system. Fig. 4(b) shows a recording of the vertical oscillation at 78 revolutions per minute, and Fig. 4(a) shows how it was reduced by means of an air dashpot. The dashpot is effective, but suffers a disadvantage when the disk is tilted due to warpage or turntable wobble.

If enough resistance is used to reduce the oscillation effectively, it may cause the recording head to act sluggishly on warped disks and cut a groove of varying depth. Fig. 4(c) shows the force variation with the dashpot on a 16-inch-diameter lacquer disk which was tilted 0.025 inch to simulate the motion produced when the blank is warped. The once-around variation in force, due to the tilt, is plainly evident. It is interesting to note that the average force without the dashpot shows almost no variation, thus illustrating the self-regulating action of the recording head.

Since the dashpot had some disadvantages, an advance ball was tried. Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) show the cutting forces obtained without and with the use of the advance ball. The frequency of oscillation is raised and the amplitude of oscillation is decreased, but the force now varies considerably due to the fact that the self-regulating action of the head has been sacrificed by using the advance ball, which holds the stylus at some predetermined depth independent of hardness of the lacquer.

Lacquer Hardness Variation

Measurements were made of the variation in lacquer hardness by using an advance ball with the gauge. Fig. 5(b) shows the cutting-force variation on the outside of a 16-inch disk, and 5(a) shows the results obtained near the center of the same disk. Part of the once-around variation may be due to warped disks, although every effort was made to reduce such an error by using a long arm between the recording head and its pivot bearings. Any unevenness of the surface would also cause some variation, for the advance ball could not be located closer than about 1/4 inch from the cutting tip. This unevenness probably accounts for some of the difference noted between the measurements made on the outside and on the inside of the disk, for the disk surfaces are noticeably more wavy near the edge. These variations are not too serious, however, as good recordings can be made with such disks. As an example of what extreme variations may be encountered in disks of the very inexpensive class, the results obtained with a cheap paper-base disk are shown in Fig. 5(c).

Turntable Requirements

If the recording is being made without the aid of an advance ball, the self-regulating action of the cutter tends to maintain a constant average load regardless of the hard spots encountered throughout the disk. If there is bounce present, there will be a varying force of a frequency which is usually high enough not to cause serious changes in turntable speed, unless the inertia of the turntable is low and the bounce excessive. However, if an advance ball is used, there may be some low-frequency variations in load (due to hard spots and surface imperfections over which the advance ball rides) which may affect the speed even of a turntable of considerable inertia. Measurements of speed variation were made with laboratory equipment while recording with and without the aid of an advance ball. Fig. 6(a) shows the speed variations obtained at no load; Fig. 6(b) shows the variation when cutting with an advance ball; and Fig. 6(c) shows the variation when cutting without the advance ball. There is some once-around speed variation (variation at turntable speed) which has to be discounted, but there is an evident increase in speed variation when the advance ball is used. The turntable in this case was 16 inches in diameter and 25 pounds in weight, with most of the mass located near the rim. The rate of variation is low, and therefore difficult to overcome.

Perhaps the best way to use the advance ball is to adjust it so that it barely touches the disk, and so that it clears entirely when the recording head is raised by hard spots but does not dig in too deeply when cutting softer portions. In this way the self-regulating action of the cutter is partially retained, the beneficial action

---

in reducing bounce is partially retained, and the protection of the stylus tip from damage (due to dropping or recutting the same groove) is wholly retained.

**Recorder Action**

The oscillograms, with the recording head suspended freely, show the average force to be nearly constant; low-frequency variations due to hard spots or record warpage are not evident. The horizontal force \( F_1 \) of Fig. 7, at the stylus tip while cutting, creates a moment \( M_1 \) about the pivotal axis which tends to raise the recorder. Opposing this is the downward moment \( M_2 \) created by the vertical force \( F_2 \), also acting about the same axis. \( F_2 \) is measured with the stylus clear of the record but with the stylus at the same height relative to the pivot as when cutting the groove. During cutting equilibrium is attained when the two moments are equal, and the depth of cut is regulated by adjusting the vertical force by spring or counterweight adjustment. The data taken with a sharp-edged cutting stylus, illustrated in Fig. 2, show these two moments to be equal. The product of the horizontal and vertical forces, \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \), by their effective distances from the pivotal axis, \( a \) and \( b \), resulted in \( M_1 = M_2 \), showing that the record material does not exert a vertical force on the stylus.

When a sapphire stylus is used, having a burnishing edge for polishing the groove side walls, some additional force to accomplish this action is required. With this stylus, the downward-acting moment \( M_2 \) was found to exceed the lifting moment \( M_1 \). The difference is due to the upward-force reaction on the cutting stylus exerted by the record material. In other words, the moment which provides the downward force must overcome the lifting moments due to the horizontal cutting force, plus a pressure to force the stylus into the record material. Taking the difference of \( M_2 \) and \( M_1 \) and dividing by \( b \), the horizontal distance between the pivotal axis and the stylus tip, gives this force, which, as seen in Fig. 3, is an appreciable part of the total vertical force. In other words, the total or resultant force exerted on the stylus by the record is inclined to the horizontal at a considerable angle.

**Cutter Bounce and Depth Regulation**

Theoretical considerations do not readily show cause for recorder instability, but cutter bounce does exist and is troublesome in many cases. Experiments indicate that the height of the pivotal axis above the surface of the disk is important, and if too low, oscillation occurs, which results in variations in depth of cut. Fig. 8 illustrates the variations in the width of the groove experienced with a tilted disk as the pivot height was changed. The decrease in the width variation with increased pivot height is believed to be due to several practical factors which perhaps may best be illustrated by the following example. If the pivot point is only 0.25 inch above the cutting plane, a cutting force of 2.4 ounces (for a groove about 5 mils wide) results in a lifting moment of 0.6 inch-ounce. If \( b \), Fig. 7, is 2 inches, the vertical force for balanced moments is then only 0.3 ounce. With a recording head having an effective weight of 5 ounces about the pivotal axis, the frictional force at the pivots and between mechanical linkages used for raising and lowering the recorder may be of the same order of magnitude as this balancing force. Likewise, the additional vertical force required for burnishing when a sapphire is used may be greater, and so result in a depth regulation which is only partially due to the cutting force at the stylus tip. When a spring is used for groove-depth adjustment, the design should be such that small variations in extension of the spring, due to the rise and fall of the recorder because of record warpage or turntable wobble, will not alter the vertical force appreciably and change the depth of cut. In the design just discussed, when using a suitable spring, raising the pivot height to 1 inch increased the vertical force to 1.2 ounces and greatly improved the controlling action due to the cutting force. Satisfactory results were then obtained without the aid of an advance ball or dashpot.

Such practical design fulfillments probably account for the satisfactory operation observed in cases where a light-weight recorder is pivoted low, and when a heavy recorder is used but pivoted high.
Coaxial-Cable Networks*

FRANK A. COWAN†, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—This paper discusses the general features of the coaxial system, its application for both telephone and television, and the future prospects for very-broad-band transmission facilities in the communication network.

INTRODUCTION

The unprecedented growth in the volume of communications in recent years has spurred the development of means for handling long-distance communication channels in large bundles over transmission paths having broad frequency bands. Developments started in the early 1920's have extended the frequency band to about 150 kc. on open wire and about 60 kc. on 19-gauge cable pairs, thus providing for twelve or more telephone channels, or several high-grade program channels or many telegraph channels, per pair. The shielding against high-frequency external fields provided by the coaxial form of conductor makes its use attractive for transmission over long distances of still wider bands, and it is now being introduced extensively into the nationwide telephone network. Fortunately, this is occurring just when the telephone plant is beginning to be called upon to serve the new television industry by providing wide-band facilities for interconnecting television broadcasting stations in the same way as the telephone plant has been serving the sound broadcasting industry for many years.

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE COAXIAL-CABLE SYSTEM

Coaxial Conductors

The coaxial conductors used for long-distance trans-

mission are of two types: an earlier type employed a 13-gauge (72-mil) copper wire for the central conductor

* Decimal classification: R117.2. Original manuscript received by the Institute, October 10, 1946; revised manuscript received, February 6, 1947.
† American Telephone and Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y.
stations located at intervals of 50 to 165 miles. These main stations also house supplementary equalizing and regulating equipment, and serve as the centers from which most of the testing and maintenance adjustments are made.

Transmission Characteristics

The transmission loss of the bare coaxial unit varies, at normal temperature, from about 8 db at 60 kc. to about 52 db at 3000 kc. per repeater section. Equalizing and regulating equipment at each repeater station, controlled by a pilot frequency of about 2000 kc., and supplementary equipment at main stations, controlled by three additional pilot frequencies, compensate for these variations as well as for variations due to temperature. Typical over-all characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5—Gain versus frequency characteristic of Washington-New York coaxial.

The shielding afforded by the coaxial units keeps noise due to atmospherics and inter-system cross talk low. The controlling noise is, therefore, generally thermal noise in the first circuits of the amplifiers.

When the coaxial line is used for television transmission, it must be carefully equalized from a delay standpoint. Such equalization is provided at intervals of 100 to 200 miles or at points where television programs are to be dropped or introduced.

Terminal Equipment

For flexibility, all broad-band carrier systems use a basic grouping of twelve telephone channels in the range 60 to 108 kc. This group is then moved by modulation to other appropriate frequencies. In the coaxial system, five of the basic twelve-channel groups are assembled as a sixty-channel supergroup in the range 306 to 3012 kc. Fig. 6 shows the frequency translations in the coaxial system.

Fig. 6—Frequency translations in coaxial system (telephone).


between 312 and 552 kc. At present, eight such supergroups are positioned on the line between 64 and 2064 kc. These frequency translations are indicated in Fig. 6. There is under development equipment which will place two additional sixty-channel supergroups in the frequency space between about 2000 and 3000 kc.

Coaxial Cable for Television Transmission

In 1927, television transmission was demonstrated between Washington and New York (225 miles) using a 20-kc. band over an open-wire line. In 1937, there was a similar demonstration between New York and Philadelphia using a 1-Mc. band over an experimental coaxial cable which was looped to provide a total circuit length of 180 miles. Many other tests and demonstrations have been carried out.

In 1945 and 1946, techniques for handling television pickups and switching, paralleling in many respects the methods used in the sound-program transmission field, were sufficiently advanced to be demonstrated on many occasions. Experimental television transmission over the coaxial by several broadcasters is now continuing on a regular schedule. In 1946 color television was sent over the coaxial from New York to Washington and back.

Local Facilities

Pickup loops and other intricacy television-system links are an important element in the nation-wide television network. During the past year over twenty-five such circuits have been in service in six cities, some having been in regular use for several years. To date, such facilities furnished by the telephone companies have been largely exchange-type paper-insulated cable pairs with special equalization and video amplifiers at intervals of about one mile.

Experimental lengths of copper-shielded balanced 16-gauge pairs, string insulated with polyethylene, have been made for use within cities. This structure is expected to permit increasing repeater spacing to about three miles and to be sufficiently good, from the cross-talk standpoint, to permit opposite directions of television transmission in adjacent units.

In some cases, microwave radio may be the best method for supplying pickup loops or studio-transmitter facilities, and systems are under development at Bell Laboratories for this purpose. They seem well adapted for one-occasion pickups, or where the terrain favors radio but makes wire-line construction difficult. A trial microwave system was set up between the Yankee Stadium and the long-distance operating center in lower Manhattan for the Louis-Conn fight. It gave results comparable to that provided by the wire line which was actually used during the fight telecast. Also, this microwave system has been demonstrated between Hollywood and Mt. Wilson.

Fig. 7—Frequency translations in coaxial system (television).

For television transmission the video band is positioned for transmission over the coaxial line as shown by Fig. 7. The sound channel associated with the television channel generally is transmitted over the same unit on a single-sideband basis between 80 and 88 kc.

Fig. 8—Network facilities capable of television transmission.

APPLICATION OF COAXIAL-CABLE SYSTEMS

In broad terms, the coaxial-type telephone system is and will be used principally for supplementing heavy cable routes, and for replacing open wire where the expected growth is heavy. Routes now in service, together with other cables under construction and cables expected to be added to the communication network within the next few years, are shown in Fig. 8.


Radio Relay

Radio relay is a possible alternative to coaxial cable as a means of providing long-distance television, telephone, or other communication forms. Experiments are underway in this connection as a part of which a full-scale radio-relay system is being constructed between New York and Boston. This system will operate principally in the 4000-Mc. range and will use seven intermediate repeater points. If such a system should prove successful and be capable of being operated at a reasonable cost, there is a possibility that the future will see extensive use of radio relay in long-distance intercity communication. It would be expected that, as in the case of coaxial, the broad frequency bands provided might be utilized for television, telephone, or other types of communication.

Looking Ahead

Past experience has shown a continued trend toward the use of wider and wider frequency bands for communication purposes. Equipment is now under development for use with coaxial cables which will provide wider bands; for example, a 7-Mc. band capable of being used in furnishing an effective 4-Mc. television circuit together with 480 telephone circuits.

For more than a decade the Bell System has conducted research work on a system of transmission in which super-high-frequency waves are guided through hollow pipes. The technique for generation, amplification, and control of the very-high frequencies used in the wave-guide system may also be employed when these frequencies are used for microwave radio. The relative extent to which guided waves or radio beams in space will be used in the future cannot accurately be predicted at this time. Wave guides have the advantage of avoiding some of the possible sources of interference in radio, but they do require the construction of the guiding structure over the route used.

Just how any of these future possibilities will develop, or what other arrangements might be introduced, can not be foretold with any certainty, but it seems clear that the frontiers of broad-band frequency transmission have ample room in which to move forward.

---

Mutual Impedance Between Vertical Antennas of Unequal Heights*

C. RUSSELL COX†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—An expression is derived for the resistive and reactive components of the mutual impedance between vertical antennas of unequal heights, located above a perfectly conducting ground. Mutual-impedance curves for typical combinations of antenna heights are plotted for spacings between 0.1 and 1.0 wavelength.

I. INTRODUCTION

To the designer of power-distribution apparatus for directional antenna arrays, the evaluation of mutual impedance between elements of the array is the first step in a series of calculations leading eventually to the determination of all system parameters. Sufficient data exist in the literature to accommodate the usual problem in which all radiating elements are equal in height, but for the occasional instance involving radiators of unequal heights no mutual-impedance data are available. It is the purpose of this paper to derive an expression from which may be calculated the mutual impedance between radiators of unequal heights, mounted vertically above a perfectly conducting earth, and thus to fill in a gap which in some cases hinders the proper design of antenna-phasing networks.

II. FORMULATION OF INTEGRAL

In Fig. 1, two antennas of heights $l_1$ and $l_2$ are shown separated by a distance $d$. The current at the base of antenna 1 is $I_{01}$, while that at any distance $z$ above ground is $I_{1z}$. Similarly, the current at the base of antenna 2 is $I_{02}$, while that at any distance $z$ above ground is $I_{2z}$. The term $E_{01}$ represents the vertical com-
component of electric field at a point \( s \) on antenna 2 due to currents in antenna 1, and \( V_{2i} \) represents the voltage appearing at the base of antenna 2 due to antenna 1.

By application of the reciprocity theorem to the currents and voltages in antenna 2, one can write:

\[
V_{21} = \int_0^{l_2} E_{2i} I_{12} \, ds. \tag{1}
\]

Since the antenna currents are assumed to be sinusoidally distributed, \( I_{12} \) becomes:

\[
I_{12} = \frac{l_{10} \sin \beta(l_2 - s)}{\sin \beta_1}, \tag{2}
\]

which, inserted in (1), gives

\[
V_{21} = \int_0^{l_2} \frac{E_{2i} \sin \beta(l_2 - s)}{\sin \beta_1} \, ds. \tag{3}
\]

The mutual impedance, referred to the bases of both antennas, is

\[
Z_{21} = -\frac{V_{21}}{I_{21}} = -\int_0^{l_2} \frac{E_{2i} \sin \beta(l_2 - s)}{l_{10} \sin \beta_1} \, ds. \tag{4}
\]

It is convenient to write (4) in terms of exponentials,

\[
Z_{21} = -\int_0^{l_2} \frac{e^{i\beta(l_2 - s)} - e^{-i\beta(l_2 - s)}}{2lj_{10} \sin \beta_1} \, ds. \tag{5}
\]

Brown's expression for the vertical component of electric field \( E_{2i} \) may now be introduced:

\[
E_{2i} = \frac{-j301012e^{i\omega t}}{\sin \beta_1} \left\{ e^{i\theta / r_1} + e^{-i\theta / r_2} - 2 \frac{e^{-i\theta / r_0}}{r_0} \cos \beta_1 \right\}. \tag{6}
\]

Inserting (6) into (5) and dropping the time-variant \( e^{i\omega t} \), the mutual impedance is found to be the sum of six integrals.

\[
Z_{21} = \frac{15}{\sin \beta_1 \sin \beta_2} \left\{ \int_0^{l_2} \frac{e^{i\theta / r_1}}{r_1} \, ds - \int_0^{l_2} \frac{e^{-i\theta / r_1}}{r_1} \, ds + \int_0^{l_2} \frac{e^{-i\theta / r_2}}{r_2} \, ds - \int_0^{l_2} \frac{e^{i\theta / r_2}}{r_2} \, ds - 2 \int_0^{l_2} \frac{e^{-i\theta / r_0}}{r_0} \, ds \cos \beta_1 + 2 \int_0^{l_2} \frac{e^{i\theta / r_0}}{r_0} \, ds \cos \beta_1 \right\}. \tag{7}
\]

III. Evaluation of Integrals

From the geometry of Fig. 1, the following expressions are apparent:

\[
r_1 = \sqrt{d^2 + (l_1 - s)^2} \tag{8}
\]

\[
r_2 = \sqrt{d^2 + (l_1 + s)^2} \tag{9}
\]

\[
r_0 = \sqrt{d^2 + s^2}. \tag{10}
\]

On differentiating (8), (9), and (10), one obtains

\[
\frac{dr_1}{s - l_1} = \frac{d\theta}{r_1}, \tag{11}
\]

\[
\frac{dr_2}{s + l_1} = \frac{d\theta}{r_2}, \tag{12}
\]

\[
\frac{dr_0}{s} = \frac{d\theta}{r_0}. \tag{13}
\]

For convenience, let the sum and difference of the radiator lengths be given by

\[
\Delta = l_1 - l_1, \tag{14}
\]

\[
L = l_1 + l_1. \tag{15}
\]

By making suitable changes of variables, each integral will now be reduced to the form

\[
\int_0^{\alpha} \frac{e^{i\theta}}{u^2} \, du = \left[ \psi(u_1) - \psi(u_2) \right] + j \left[ \theta(u_1) - \theta(u_2) \right] \tag{16}
\]

in which \( \psi(u) \) and \( \theta(u) \) are the cosine and sine integrals, respectively. Tables of these integral functions are available for values of the argument ranging from 0 to 100, the best available compilation having been published in 1940 under WPX sponsorship.

In the first integral, let

\[
u = \beta(r_1 - l_1 + s). \tag{17}
\]

Then, from (11),

\[
d\psi = \beta(dr_1 + dz) = \beta \left( \frac{z - l_1 + r_1}{r_1} \right) \, dz = \frac{udz}{r_1} \tag{18}
\]

and

\[
d\theta = \frac{dz}{r_1}. \tag{19}
\]

New limits of integration \( u_0 \) and \( u_1 \) are obtained by letting \( z = 0 \) and \( z = l_2 \), respectively, in (17)

\[
u_0 = \beta \sqrt{d^2 + l_1^2} \tag{20}
\]

\[
u_1 = \beta \sqrt{d^2 + l_2^2 + \Delta^2 + \Delta}. \tag{21}
\]

The first integral in (7) then becomes

\[
\int_0^{l_2} \frac{e^{i\beta(r_1 - l_1 + s)}}{r_1} \, ds = \int_0^{\alpha_1} \frac{e^{j\psi}}{u} \, du = e^{j\beta} \int_0^{\alpha_1} \frac{e^{-j\psi}}{u} \, du. \tag{22}
\]

In the second integral, let

\[
\psi = \beta(r_1 + l_1 - s). \tag{23}
\]

Differentiating and using (11), one obtains

\[
\frac{d\psi}{r_1} = -\frac{dz}{r_1}. \tag{24}
\]


\[2 \text{ "Tables of Sine, Cosine, and Exponential Integrals," Federal Works Agency, Work Projects Administration, 1940.} \]
The new limits of integration are
\[ v_0 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_1^2} + l_1] \]
\[ v_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_2^2} + l_2]. \]

The second integral in (7) then becomes
\[ - \int_0^{s_2} \frac{e^{-i\beta(r_2 + l_2 - z)}}{r_1} dz = e^{-i\beta} \int_{v_0}^{v_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{v} dv. \] (24)

The remaining four integrals are transformed in similar fashion.

Changes of variable are made as follows:
\[ w = \beta(r_2 + l_1 + z) \]
\[ x = \beta(r_2 - l_1 - z) \]
\[ y = \beta(r_0 + z) \]
\[ s = \beta(r_0 - z). \] (25)

The limits of integration are
\[ w_0 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_1^2} + l_1] = v_0 \]
\[ w_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_2^2} + l_2] \]
\[ x_0 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_1^2} - l_1] = u_0 \]
\[ x_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_2^2} - l_2] \]
\[ y_0 = \beta [d] \]
\[ y_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_1^2} + l_1] \]
\[ s_0 = \beta [d] = y_0 \]
\[ s_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_2^2} - l_2]. \] (26)

After undergoing the transformations indicated, (7) takes the form
\[ z_{21} = \frac{15}{\sin \beta \lambda \sin \beta \lambda} \left\{ e^{i\beta} \int_{v_0}^{v_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{u} du \right. \]
\[ + e^{-i\Delta} \int_{v_0}^{v_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{v} dv + e^{i\beta L} \int_{u_0}^{u_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{w} dw \]
\[ + e^{-i\beta L} \int_{u_0}^{u_1} \frac{\cos \beta \Delta [C_i(u_1) - C_i(u_0)]}{x} dx \]
\[ - 2 \cos \beta \int_{v_0}^{v_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{s} ds \right\}. \] (27)

The final answer is obtained by inserting the cosine and sine integrals of (16) into (27).

The new limits of integration are
\[ v_0 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_1^2} + l_1] \]
\[ v_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_2^2} - \Delta]. \] (23)

The second integral in (7) then becomes
\[ - \int_0^{s_2} \frac{e^{-i\beta(r_2 + l_2 - z)}}{r_1} dz = e^{-i\beta} \int_{v_0}^{v_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{v} dv. \] (24)

The remaining four integrals are transformed in similar fashion.

Changes of variable are made as follows:
\[ w = \beta(r_2 + l_1 + z) \]
\[ x = \beta(r_2 - l_1 - z) \]
\[ y = \beta(r_0 + z) \]
\[ s = \beta(r_0 - z). \] (25)

The limits of integration are
\[ w_0 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_1^2} + l_1] = v_0 \]
\[ w_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_2^2} + l_2] \]
\[ x_0 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_1^2} - l_1] = u_0 \]
\[ x_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_2^2} - l_2] \]
\[ y_0 = \beta [d] \]
\[ y_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_1^2} + l_1] \]
\[ s_0 = \beta [d] = y_0 \]
\[ s_1 = \beta [\sqrt{d^2 + l_2^2} - l_2]. \] (26)

After undergoing the transformations indicated, (7) takes the form
\[ z_{21} = \frac{15}{\sin \beta \lambda \sin \beta \lambda} \left\{ e^{i\beta} \int_{v_0}^{v_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{u} du \right. \]
\[ + e^{-i\Delta} \int_{v_0}^{v_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{v} dv + e^{i\beta L} \int_{u_0}^{u_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{w} dw \]
\[ + e^{-i\beta L} \int_{u_0}^{u_1} \frac{\cos \beta \Delta [C_i(u_1) - C_i(u_0)]}{x} dx \]
\[ - 2 \cos \beta \int_{v_0}^{v_1} \frac{e^{-i\phi}}{s} ds \right\}. \] (27)
\[ + \sin \beta \Delta [ C_i(u) - C_i(u_0) + C_i(v_0) \\
- C_i(v) - C_i(y) + C_i(z) ] \\
+ \cos \beta L [ S_i(v_0) - S_i(w_0) + S_i(u_0) - S_i(x_0) \\
+ S_i(y_0) - 2S_i(y) + S_i(z_0) ] \\
+ \sin \beta [ C_i(w) - C_i(v_0) + C_i(u_0) \\
- C_i(x_0) - C_i(y_0) + C_i(z_0) ] \]. \quad (29)

Examination of (28) and (29) reveals that, to obtain \( X_{21} \) from \( R_{21} \), it is necessary only to replace \( C_i(p) \) by \(-S_i(p)\), and \( S_i(q) \) by \( C_i(q) \).

\[ R_{21} = \frac{15}{\sin^2 \beta} \left[ 4C_i(u) - 2C_i(u_0) - 2C_i(v_0) \\
+ \cos 2\beta [ C_i(w_0) - 2C_i(v_0) + C_i(x_0) \\
- 2C_i(u_0) + 2C_i(u_1) ] \\
+ \sin 2\beta [ S_i(w_0) - 2S_i(y_0) \\
- S_i(x_0) + 2S_i(u_0) ] \right] \] \quad (30)

\[ X_{21} = \frac{15}{\sin^2 \beta} \left[ -4Si(u_1) + 2Si(u_0) + 2Si(v_0) \\
+ \cos 2\beta [ -Si(w_0) + 2Si(y_0) - Si(x_0) \\
+ 2Si(u_0) - 2Si(u_1) ] \\
+ \sin 2\beta [ Ci(w_1) - 2Ci(v_0) \\
- Ci(x_0) + 2Ci(u_0) ] \right]. \quad (31)

Considerable simplification of (28) and (29) results if one of the antennas (say \( l_2 \)) is a quarter-wave in height. In this case, the resistive and reactive components of \( z_{21} \) become

\[ R_{21} = 15 \left[ C_i(u_1) + C_i(v_1) - C_i(w_1) - C_i(x_1) \\
+ \cot \beta [ Si(u_1) - Si(v_1) - 2Si(y_1) \\
+ 2Si(z_1) + Si(w_1) - Si(x_1) ] \right] \] \quad (32)

\[ X_{21} = 15 \left[ Si(w_1) + Si(x_1) - Si(u_1) - Si(v_1) \\
+ \cot \beta [ Ci(u_1) - Ci(v_1) - 2Ci(y_1) \\
+ 2Ci(z_1) + Ci(w_1) - Ci(x_1) ] \right]. \quad (33)

IV. SPECIAL CASES

It is easily shown that when the radiators are equal in height, \( l_1 = l_2 \) and (28) and (29) become

\[ R_{21} = \frac{15}{\sin^2 \beta} \left[ 4C_i(u) - 2C_i(u_0) - 2C_i(v_0) \\
+ \cos 2\beta (C_i(w_1) - 2C_i(v_1) + C_i(x_1) \\
- 2C_i(u_0) + 2C_i(u_1) ) \\
+ \sin 2\beta [ S_i(w_1) - 2S_i(y_0) \\
- S_i(x_1) + 2S_i(u_0) ] \right] \]

\[ X_{21} = \frac{15}{\sin^2 \beta} \left[ -4Si(u_1) + 2Si(u_0) + 2Si(v_0) \\
+ \cos 2\beta [ -Si(w_1) + 2Si(y_0) - Si(x_1) \\
+ 2Si(u_0) - 2Si(u_1) ] \\
+ \sin 2\beta [ Ci(w_1) - 2Ci(v_0) \\
- Ci(x_1) + 2Ci(u_0) ] \right]. \]

Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are plots of (32) and (33) for values of \( l_1 \) corresponding to angular heights of 40, 60, 75, and 120 degrees, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

As is the case for previously available data on mutual impedance with equal heights, the expressions presented here are only approximate, because sinusoidal current distributions are assumed in both members. However, the present calculations are less accurate, and should prove useful to the same extent as previously published information.
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RAYMOND O. PETRICH†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—This paper describes a five-stage 550-megacycle amplifier having an over-all bandwidth of 20 megacycles and a gain of 10 decibels per stage. It uses a 2C43 triode in a grounded-grid circuit with an impedance-transforming band-pass filter in the output to give the desired bandwidth. A visual method of alignment with a sweep-frequency oscillator is described, and important design considerations are given. The voltage gain per stage for a wide-band amplifier of this type is shown to be

\[ G = (\mu + 1) \sqrt{R_L/(R_p + R_L + 1 + (R_p + R_L)/R_L)} \]

where \( R_L \) is the equivalent shunt resistance between grid and cathode due to transit-time loading and cathode-lead-inductance loading, and \( R_p \) is the optimum value of load resistance in the plate circuit consistent with the bandwidth of the amplifier and the grid-plate capacitance of the tube.

Description

A gain per stage of over 10 db for a bandwidth of 20 megacycles has been obtained at 550 megacycles using a 2C43 "lighthouse" triode in a grounded-grid amplifier circuit. The center frequency of the amplifier may be tuned from 500 to 600 megacycles and the bandwidth varied from 10 to 30 megacycles. Five stages have been connected in tandem, giving an over-all gain of 50 db for a 20-megacycle bandwidth. The first four stages are operated as voltage amplifiers drawing a cathode current of 25 milliamperes at a plate voltage of 250 volts, while the output stage is operated class AB at 20 milliamperes and 400 volts. A continuous-wave output of 5 watts may be obtained without external cooling. Impedance-transforming networks are used at both the input and output of the tube, so that standing wave ratios of less than 1.05 may be obtained at the resonant frequency of each stage. Photographs of a single stage of the amplifier are shown in Fig. 1, and a cross-sectional view showing the actual construction is given in Fig. 2. An equivalent circuit of the radio-frequency components may be represented as shown in Fig. 3.

Each stage of the amplifier is of the grounded-grid type with an impedance-transforming band-pass filter in the output circuit to give the required bandwidth. The output filter is a double-tuned circuit consisting of two resonant cavities capacitively coupled together. The plate cavity is a short concentric line tuned by the grid-plate capacitance of the tube plus a small trimming capacitor. The output cavity is of similar construction, using a short concentric-line inductance with capacitive tuning at the end. The coupling between the two circuits is through the capacitance \( C_e \), which is indicated in Figs. 2 and 3. Physically, this is the capacitance between the plate of the tube and the end of the coupling rod which is threaded through the center con-
\[ + \sin \beta \Delta [Ci(u_1) - Ci(u_0) + Ci(v_0) - Ci(v_1) - Ci(w_1) - Ci(w_0)] \\
- \cos \beta \Delta [Si(u_0) - Si(w_0) + Si(u_1) - Si(v_1)] \\
+ Si(y_1) - 2Si(y_0) + Si(s_1) \\
+ \sin \beta \Delta [Ci(w_1) - Ci(v_0) + Ci(u_0) - Ci(x_1) - Ci(y_1) + Ci(s_1)]. \]  

(29)

Examination of (28) and (29) reveals that, to obtain \( X_{21} \) from \( R_{21} \), it is necessary only to replace \( Ci(p) \) by \(-Si(p)\), and \( Si(q) \) by \( Ci(q) \).

\[ R_{21} = \frac{15}{\sin^2 \beta} \left[ 4Ci(u_1) - 2Ci(u_0) - 2Ci(v_0) + \cos 2\beta l [Ci(w_1) - 2Ci(v_0) + Ci(x_1) - 2Ci(u_0) + 2Ci(u_1)] \\
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\]

(30)

\[ X_{21} = \frac{15}{\sin^2 \beta} \left[ -4Si(u_1) + 2Si(u_0) + 2Si(v_0) + \cos 2\beta l [-Si(w_1) + 2Si(v_0) - Si(x_1) + 2Si(u_0) - 2Si(u_1)] \\
+ \sin 2\beta [Ci(w_1) - 2Ci(v_0) - Ci(x_1) + 2Ci(u_0)]. \] 

(31)

Considerable simplification of (28) and (29) results if one of the antennas (say \( l_2 \)) is a quarter-wave in height. In this case, the resistive and reactive components of \( z_{21} \) become

\[ R_{21} = 15 \left\{ Ci(u_1) + Ci(v_1) - Ci(w_1) - Ci(x_1) \\
+ \cot \beta l [Si(u_1) - Si(v_1) - 2Si(y_1) + 2Si(s_1) + Si(w_1) - Si(x_1)] \right\} \]  

(32)

\[ X_{21} = 15 \left\{ Si(w_1) + Si(x_1) - Si(u_1) - Si(v_1) \\
+ \cot \beta l [Ci(u_1) - Ci(v_1) - 2Ci(y_1) + 2Ci(s_1) + Ci(w_1) - Ci(x_1)] \right\}. \]  

(33)

---

**IV. Special Cases**

It is easily shown that when the radiators are equal in height, \( l_1 = l_2 \) and (28) and (29) become

\[ \]

\[ R_{21} = 15 \left\{ 4Ci(u_1) - 2Ci(u_0) - 2Ci(v_0) + \cos 2\beta l [Ci(w_1) - 2Ci(v_0) + Ci(x_1) - 2Ci(u_0) + 2Ci(u_1)] \\
+ \sin 2\beta [2Si(w_1) - 2Si(v_0) - Si(x_1) + 2Si(u_0) + 2Si(u_0)] \right\} 
\]

(30)

\[ X_{21} = 15 \left\{ -4Si(u_1) + 2Si(u_0) + 2Si(v_0) + \cos 2\beta l [-Si(w_1) + 2Si(v_0) - Si(x_1) + 2Si(u_0) - 2Si(u_1)] \\
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Considerable simplification of (28) and (29) results if one of the antennas (say \( l_2 \)) is a quarter-wave in height. In this case, the resistive and reactive components of \( z_{21} \) become

**V. Conclusion**

As is the case for previously available data on mutual impedance with equal heights, the expressions presented here are only approximate, because sinusoidal current distributions are assumed in both members. However, the present calculations are no less accurate, and should prove useful to the same extent as previously published information.
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Summary—This paper describes a five-stage 550-megacycle amplifier having an over-all bandwidth of 20 megacycles and a gain of 10 decibels per stage. It uses a 2C43 triode in a grounded-grid circuit with an impedance-transforming band-pass filter in the output to give the desired bandwidth. A visual method of alignment with a sweep-frequency oscillator is described, and important design considerations are given. The voltage gain per stage for a wide-band amplifier of this type is shown to be

\[ G = \frac{(\mu + 1)\sqrt{R_L}}{R_t + R_L(\mu + 1 + \frac{R_R}{R_L})} \]

where \( R_t \) is the equivalent shunt resistance between grid and cathode due to transit-time loading and cathode-lead-inductance loading, and \( R_L \) is the optimum value of load resistance in the plate circuit consistent with the bandwidth of the amplifier and the grid-plate capacitance of the tube.

Description

A GAIN per stage of over 10 db for a bandwidth of 20 megacycles has been obtained at 550 megacycles using a 2C43 "lighthouse" triode in a grounded-grid amplifier circuit. The center frequency of the amplifier may be tuned from 500 to 600 megacycles and the bandwidth varied from 10 to 30 megacycles. Five stages have been connected in tandem, giving an over-all gain of 50 db for a 20-megacycle bandwidth. The first four stages are operated as voltage amplifiers drawing a cathode current of 25 milliamperes at a plate voltage of 250 volts, while the output stage is operated class AB at 20 milliamperes and 400 volts. A continuous-wave output of 5 watts may be obtained without external cooling. Impedance-transforming networks are used at both the input and output of the tube, so that stand-

Photographs of a single stage of the amplifier are shown in Fig. 1, and a cross-sectional view showing the actual construction is given in Fig. 2. An equivalent circuit of the radio-frequency components may be represented as shown in Fig. 3.

Each stage of the amplifier is of the grounded-grid type with an impedance-transforming band-pass filter in the output circuit to give the required bandwidth. The output filter is a double-tuned circuit consisting of two resonant cavities capacitively coupled together. The plate cavity is a short concentric line tuned by the grid-plate capacitance of the tube plus a small trimming capacitor. The output cavity is of similar construction, using a short concentric-line inductance with capacitive tuning at the end. The coupling between the two circuits is through the capacitance \( C_e \) which is indicated in Figs. 2 and 3. Physically, this is the capacitance between the plate of the tube and the end of the coupling rod which is threaded through the center con-
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duct of the output cavity. The inductance of the coupling rod was omitted in the equivalent circuit since its reactance is in the order of 50 ohms, whereas the reactance of the coupling capacitor, which is in series with this inductance, is nearly 4000 ohms. For maximum gain the output filter should be designed to match the output impedance of the tube. However, if this is not possible for the given bandwidth and grid-plate capacitance of the tube, the impedance should be made as high as these two factors will allow. The output tap is adjusted to work into a 50-ohm load.

A double-tuned circuit similar to that used in the output is not necessary at the input since the tube loading effect is sufficient to give a broad response with a single-tuned circuit. The input cavity consists of a short length of concentric line of low characteristic impedance. Since the impedance level is low due to the loading by the tube, a high-\(Q\) cavity is not necessary, thus making it possible to use a low-impedance line in which the base of the tube and socket are housed inside the center conductor. The tuning is accomplished by changing the amount of dielectric under three equally spaced conducting fins extending from the end of the center conductor. The shape of the dielectric piece is shown in Fig. 1, and the tuning adjustment is made by rotating it with respect to the fins on the end of the center conductor. The input tap is adjusted to work from a 50-ohm source.

ALIGNMENT

Because of the numerous tuning adjustments, the alignment of an amplifier of this type would be a very tedious process using the conventional point-by-point method of plotting response curves. However, the use of a sweep-frequency oscillator with visual presentation of the output on a cathode-ray oscilloscope provides an extremely simple and accurate method of checking the response.

A beat-frequency oscillator employing two frequency-modulated 3-centimeter reflex klystrons is used to obtain a sweep width of 100 megacycles over the desired range. The modulating source is capable of sweeping each of the tubes over a range of 50 megacycles by applying a low-frequency sawtooth voltage to each of the repellers. The modulating voltages are applied to the repellers 180 degrees out of phase, causing the tubes to change frequency in opposite direction, so that the difference-frequency output from the mixer sweeps over twice the range that would be obtainable if the modulating voltage were applied to a single tube only.

The radio-frequency output from the sweep oscillator is fed through an attenuator and matching section to the amplifier, which is terminated by a 50-ohm load. With proper matching the output of the sweep oscillator is nearly constant throughout the range, so that a true indication of the amplifier response is obtained. A single stage is aligned by tuning all three cavities to the desired center frequency and adjusting the coupling rod to give the desired bandwidth. To align a multistage amplifier, each stage may be aligned separately into a 50-ohm dummy load before connecting them in tandem. This may be done since the feedback between plate and cathode circuits is small, and the impedance level is 50 ohms at both the input and output of each stage. It should be noted that the over-all bandwidth decreases as each successive stage is added, so that in order to obtain a given over-all bandwidth each stage must have a bandwidth \(n\) times greater than the over-all bandwidth. If a 3-db dip may be tolerated in the over-all response and the bandwidth is measured down 3 db, Table I gives an approximate value for \(n\) for two to six stages in tandem.

When the stages have been prealigned in this manner, they may be connected directly in tandem with only slight retuning to keep a symmetrical response as each successive stage is added. The output stage should be aligned for the load into which it will be working, and the additional stages added to the input.

GAIN CONSIDERATIONS

Neglecting the direct voltages applied to the tube, the radio-frequency circuit of the amplifier may be represented by Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4—General circuit of a grounded-grid amplifier.](image)

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Stages</th>
<th>(n) for a 3-db dip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(E\) = open-circuit voltage of generator  
\(R\) = load resistance and generator resistance  
\(R_s\) = shunt resistance between grid and cathode due to transit-time loading and cathode-lead-inductance loading  
\(A\) = impedance-transforming band-pass filter with an effective step-up ratio \(N_1\),  
\(N_1 = \sqrt{R_s/R}\) where \(R_s\) equals the shunt impedance at the output terminals of filter \(A\)  
\(B\) = impedance-transforming band-pass filter with an effective step-up ratio \(N_3\).
\[ N_1^2 = \sqrt{R/R_0} \] where \( R_0 \) equals the shunt impedance at the input terminals of filter \( B \).

In the circuit shown in Fig. 4, the input filter includes the dynamic input capacitance of the tube, and the output filter includes the dynamic output capacitance. Since the grid forms a screen between the input and output circuits in a grounded-grid amplifier, for all practical purposes the input capacitance may be considered equal to the grid-cathode capacitance of the tube, and the output capacitance equal to the grid-plate capacitance.

An analysis of a circuit similar to that shown in Fig. 4 has been made by Dishal, who has shown that the input impedance of the tube will be

\[ Z_{in} = R_p (R_p + R/N_2^2) / \left[ R_p + R/N_2^2 + R_i (\mu + 1) \right] \tag{1} \]

where

- \( R_p \) = plate resistance of the tube
- \( \mu \) = amplification factor.

The output impedance of the tube was shown to be

\[ Z_{out} = R_p + \left[ (N_1^2 R_p R_i (\mu + 1)/(N_1^2 R + R_i) \right] \tag{2} \]

The equivalent input circuit may be represented as shown in Fig. 5(a), and the equivalent output circuit as shown in Fig. 5(b).

The condition for maximum gain was shown to be when \( N_1^2 R \) was matched to the input impedance of the tube and \( R/N_2^2 \) was matched to the output impedance of the tube. Replacing \( N_1^2 R \) for the input impedance in (1) and \( R/N_2^2 \) for the output impedance in (2) and solving the resulting simultaneous equations gives for the condition of maximum gain

\[ (N_1^2 R) \prime = R_i / \sqrt{1 + (\mu + 1) R_i / R_p} \tag{3} \]

and

\[ (R/N_2^2) \prime = R_p \sqrt{1 + (\mu + 1) R_i / R_p} \tag{4} \]

However, the maximum impedance which can be developed in the output circuit is limited by the bandwidth of the amplifier and the grid-plate capacitance of tube.

\[ R_L = 1/2\pi \Delta f C_{so} \tag{5} \]

where

- \( R_L \) = maximum load resistance at the plate of the tube
- \( \Delta f \) = bandwidth of the amplifier
- \( C_{so} \) = grid-plate capacitance of the tube.

If the value of \( R_L \) given by (5) is smaller than the optimum value of \( (R/N_2^2) \prime \) given by (4), it will not be possible to match the output filter to the output impedance of the tube, and the maximum gain for this case will be obtained when \( R/N_2^2 \) is made equal to \( R_L \) and \( N_1^2 R \) is made equal to the resulting input impedance of the tube. Therefore, when

\[ R_L < R_p \sqrt{1 + (\mu + 1) R_i / R_p} \]

and

\[ (N_1^2 R) \prime = (R_p + R_L)/(\mu + 1 + (R_p + R_L)/R_i) \tag{7} \]

If the gain of the amplifier is expressed as the ratio of the voltage appearing across the load resistance \( R \) to that appearing across the output terminals of the generator under matched conditions, the expression for gain becomes

\[ G = (\mu + 1) \sqrt{(R/N_2^2)/(R_p + R/N_2^2)} \left[ \mu + 1 + (R_p + R/N_2^2)/R_i \right] \tag{8} \]

Substituting (4) into (8) gives the maximum value of gain

\[ G' = (\mu + 1)/\left[ \sqrt{R_p/R_i} + \sqrt{\mu + 1 + R_p/R_i} \right] \tag{9} \]

when

\[ R_L > R_p \sqrt{1 + (\mu + 1) R_i / R_p} \]

Substituting (6) into (8) gives a gain of

\[ G'' = (\mu + 1) \sqrt{R_L/(R_p + R_L)} \left[ \mu + 1 + (R_p + R_L)/R_i \right] \tag{10} \]

when

\[ R_L < R_p \sqrt{1 + (\mu + 1) R_i / R_p} \]

The total input loading \( R_i \) may be considered equal

---


3 This definition is equivalent to the concept of gain advanced by Friis in a more general form in his paper, "Noise Figures of Radio Receivers," in which he defines gain in terms of available power. It should be noted that equation (8) gives twice the gain given by Dishal, since he defines gain as the ratio of the voltage across the final load resistance to the open-circuit voltage of the generator. Equation (8) may be used directly to compute the gain of amplifiers connected in tandem, whereas the definition given by Dishal would give a gain that would be incorrect by a factor of two for each successive stage that is added.
to the combination of the transit-time loading \( R_g \) and the cathode-lead-inductance loading \( R_h \), in parallel. Ferris\(^4\) has shown that the loading due to the transit time of electrons between the cathode and grid is

\[
R_g = \frac{1}{\alpha_m^2 T^3}
\]

(11)

where

- \( \alpha_m \) = tube transconductance
- \( f \) = frequency
- \( T \) = time required for an electron to travel from cathode to grid
- \( k \) = a constant determined by the tube voltages and geometry.

Strutt and van der Zeil\(^1\) have shown that the cathode-lead-inductance loading is

\[
R_h = \frac{1}{\omega^2 \alpha_m L_h C_{gh}}
\]

(12)

where

- \( L_h \) = cathode-lead inductance
- \( C_{gh} \) = grid-cathode capacitance of the tube
- \( \omega = 2\pi f \).

Fig. 6. Using the value of \( R_h \) obtained from this curve, the gain versus frequency is computed for a 2C43 tube in an amplifier having a bandwidth of 20 megacycles, and the results are shown in Fig. 7.

\[ \text{Fig. 7—Gain versus frequency for a 2C43.} \]

**DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS**

Standard filter design may be used in determining the "lumped-constant" values of the components in the filter circuits. A pi-section filter similar to the one shown in Fig. 3, where \( C_{gh} \) is the grid-plate capacitance of the tube, has proved to be a suitable output circuit. The impedance developed across this section is determined by either (4) or (5), whichever is applicable for the given bandwidth, grid-plate capacitance, and input loading. The impedance transformation between the plate circuit and the output is accomplished by tapping down on the output line at the desired point.

Because of the small magnitude of the inductance and capacitance required for the circuit elements, short concentric lines capacitively loaded at the end are readily adaptable for the tuned circuits. Foreshortened one-quarter-wavelength lines should be used in preference to higher multiples, since the impedance will vary less rapidly with frequency and will provide a closer approximation to the "lumped-constant" values of the filter components.

The response of the input filter is not as critical as the output filter, since the output circuit is the main factor determining the bandwidth of the amplifier. It should have a bandwidth as wide as the output filter but the cutoff does not need to be as sharp, so that a heavily loaded single-tuned circuit is sufficient. This is simple to obtain at high frequencies since the response of the input circuit is determined by the input loading of the tube. Matching is accomplished by adjusting the position of the input tap.
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Special Magnetic Amplifiers and Their Use in Computing Circuits

H. S. Sack†, R. T. Beyer‡, G. H. Miller†, Member, I.R.E., and J. W. Trischka§

Summary—A special design of a magnetic amplifier is described which can be used as a summer, differentiator, or integrator in electronic computers. The incorporation of a negative feedback gives a high degree of precision and stability (0.1 per cent or better) to the system, with a minimum of precision parts.

It is customary to designate by the term "magnetic amplifier" certain circuits in which transformers operated in the nonlinear region form basic elements. In particular, it is possible to transform direct-current signals into alternating-current signals by means of such transformers in making use of certain hysteresis properties of the ferromagnetic core material.

Many radar and related devices, such as gun directors, navigational aids, etc., contain computers which transform the intelligence received from the radar beam into other signals appropriate for the further use of the device. These computers have to perform certain mathematical operations on the input signals, such as summing, differentiating, etc., or more complex operations such as co-ordinate transformations. In most cases, these computers are made up of a series of component circuits, each of which performs one specific mathematical operation (or a combination of a few, perhaps two or three). They may contain purely electrical elements, purely mechanical, or combinations of both electrical and mechanical elements.

The magnetic amplifier combined with a very high percentage of negative feedback can be used advantageously in such component circuits of computers, and can replace some of the more conventional designs; e.g., resistance networks in adders. In this paper the design, operation, and test results of magnetic-amplifier circuits for the use as summers, differentiators, and integrators will be discussed.

I. Principle of the Magnetic Amplifier

The use of nonlinear transformers (NLT's) in the application here described depends in particular on a phenomenon observed by Epstein in 1902. If a sinusoidal voltage is applied to the primary of a transformer containing a ferromagnetic core, of an amplitude sufficient to extend the hysteresis loop into the region of saturation, the potential appearing on the secondary winding will possess the same frequency and odd harmonics. As long as the hysteresis loop is symmetrical (with respect to the origin), this will be the case, since the symmetry precludes the production of even harmonics. If a small direct-current flux is superimposed on the transformer, however, even harmonics will also appear in the output.

In the first approximation, the amplitude of the even harmonics will be proportional to the superimposed direct-current flux, and therefore to the magnitude of the direct-current bias which is used.

To remove the fundamental signal and the odd harmonics from the output, the transformers are wound as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed here that the two transformers are identical, and that the windings are all wound in the same sense. W1 are the primary windings, and W2 and W3 are the pickup (output) and bias secondaries. These secondaries are so connected in series that the fundamental and odd harmonics will cancel out across them, while the even harmonics will add.

In some of the earlier work, the second-harmonic output, after amplification, was used as a measure of the
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1 This research was initiated by Bruno Rossi, now at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., and continued by the present group. For more details, see National Defense Research Committee, Division 14, Reports 436 and 437, December, 1944, and May, 1945.
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bias current. While high sensitivity can be obtained in this way, there are many disadvantages. The linearity between the amplitude of the second harmonic and the bias current is limited by the characteristics of the transformers, and is also dependent on external conditions such as temperature, constancy of primary voltage, etc. Also, the stability of such amplifiers is not always good. These disadvantages are overcome by introducing a negative feedback. A fourth pair of windings, similar to the bias windings, is added to the transformers. The second harmonic from the pickup windings is amplified and detected. The resultant direct current is fed into this added pair of windings (compensation or feedback windings) in such a way that its magnetic field opposes that of the direct-current bias. The magnitude of the compensating current can be shown to be

\[ I_c = \frac{I_1}{k + \frac{N_o}{N_1}} \]  

(1)

where \( I_c \) is the bias current, \( I_1 \) the compensating current, \( k \) the amplification of the system, defined as the ratio of the output current of the amplifier system to the bias current if the compensating coils are not connected, and \( N_1 \) and \( N_o \) the numbers of turns on the bias and compensation windings, respectively.  

If \( k \) is sufficiently high, then \( I_c = N_1 I_1 / N_1 \) and the linearity between input and output does not depend on a constant \( k \), and therefore does not require good linearity in the transformers or very high stability of the amplifying system.

II. Detailed Description of the Circuit

A block diagram of a typical circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The two NLT's are designated by \( A \) and \( B \), the bias (input) windings by \( S_1 \), the feedback windings by \( S_2 \), and the pickup windings by \( S_3 \). An audio-frequency oscillator is used to excite the NLT's. It must have a potential sufficiently large to drive the NLT's into the nonlinear region, and must not have a large content of even harmonics. The pickup windings are connected to an amplifier and detector stage, while the bias windings \( S_1 \) are connected to a separate input circuit. The output of the amplifier and detector stages is fed back through a feedback circuit into the windings \( S_3 \). The design of the feedback circuit depends on the particular application of the circuit, as does also the design of the input stage.

Although all the windings are drawn separately in the diagram, it is possible to use one winding for two purposes. In general, for example, the pickup winding and the input winding are the same windings. This reduces by one the number of windings required, and may be of importance where a larger number of windings are required; e.g., in a circuit for adding currents.

![Fig. 2—Block diagram of a magnetic amplifier with feedback.](image)

![Fig. 3—Wiring diagram for a magnetic amplifier with voltage output.](image)

The different stages of the circuit will now be discussed in more detail, referring to Fig. 3, which is a complete circuit diagram of one of the models developed.
A. Nonlinear Transformers

The cores of the NLT's used in all the circuits described in this paper were made of molybdenum permalloy ribbon, 0.05 millimeter thick, wound as a spiral into a ring of rectangular cross section, 0.7 centimeter high, with inner and outer diameters of 2.9 and 3.8 centimeters, respectively. Each core weighed 25 grams and was placed in a phenol fiber box with a winding of 200 turns of No. 32 Formex wire for the primaries, and five separate windings of 800 turns each of No. 36 Formex wire for the secondaries.

Because the cancellation of the primary and odd harmonics requires identity in the two transformers, it is necessary that the pair be matched very carefully. The two transformers are connected together as in actual use; the primaries are excited, and the output is observed across that pair of secondaries which will form the pick-up winding. Such transformers are chosen to form a pair in which the second-harmonic output is as nearly zero as possible. There may still be some fundamental signal left, but this can be easily eliminated later in the circuit, whereas the presence of a residual second harmonic would be more harmful.

Since bias produced by the earth's magnetic field or stray fields has serious effects on the zero level, it is necessary to shield the NLT's magnetically. A set of permalloy and copper shields is very effective for this purpose. The different windings must be well insulated from each other. Otherwise, leakage currents will greatly reduce the sensitivity of the NLT's. If the cores are to be subjected to mechanical vibration, they should be mounted in a shockproof case, since such vibrations may influence the magnetic properties of the cores.

B. Oscillator

The oscillator is a balanced negative-resistance oscillator. It not only satisfies the requirements of small even-harmonic content, but may also simultaneously serve as a source of a second-harmonic signal which is necessary for modulating purposes in another part of the circuit. This second harmonic is obtained from the common cathode of the twin triode.

The coil in the tuned plate circuit serves simultaneously as the primary of a matching transformer, the number of turns on the secondary being determined by the impedance of the NLT's. The frequency of the oscillator is 1000 cycles.

C. Detector and Amplifier

The output of the NLT's must be rectified by a phase-sensitive detector, i.e., a detector in which the direct-current output changes sign if the phase of the input signal changes by 180 degrees. Such a change of phase occurs when the bias (input) current changes its sign. But even if the input current were always of the same direction, a phase-sensitive detector is necessary because a system with a normal detector would not be stable.

Several types of phase-sensitive detectors were employed which could be classified as balanced modulators. They vary principally in the method of introducing the modulating signal. The design most frequently employed is shown in Fig. 3. The pickup coil on the NLT's is connected to a circuit tuned to the second harmonic whose inductance is center-tapped. This puts the signals at the ends of the coil 180 degrees out of phase. These signals are then applied to the control grids of two pentodes. The modulating signal, which is obtained from the oscillator, is applied to the suppressor grids of the tubes. This signal is in phase with one of the signals from the pickup coil, and is therefore 180 degrees out of phase with the other. The plate circuit of each pentode consists of a resistance-capacitance parallel combination with a time constant long in comparison with the period of the signal voltage. The magnitude of the modulating signal is such that the two tubes are effectively conducting only during half the period. The sign of the potential difference between the two plates then depends evidently on which of the two grids is more positive. The output thus changes its sign if the grid (input) signal changes its phase by 180 degrees.

Amplifications of between 70 and 120 direct-current volts per volt root-mean-square for pentodes such as 6S7J, 6AC7, 6AS6, etc., can be obtained. The modulating signal must be of the order of 30 to 40 volts. The variable resistor $R_{120}$ in the cathode of one of the pentodes permits a balancing of the two pentodes for zero input signal.

In other designs a twin triode is used, with the modulating signal applied across a common cathode resistance. This gives a much lower amplification (about 20 to 30), but requires one less tube envelope.

Another way of employing twin triodes is to apply the modulating signal to the grids over a resistance network. This method has the disadvantage that coupling between the two signals may occur.

D. Tuning of the Pickup Coil

In most of the circuits designed, the pickup coil was tuned to the second harmonic. This has two definite advantages. It increases the sensitivity by a factor of as much as 20 or more, depending on the sharpness of the tuning, and it reduces the relative content of the fundamental or other harmonics with respect to the second harmonic. It is desired to reduce this fundamental background in order that the detection stage will not be saturated with it, and also so that no phase detection can occur between it and any fundamental which may be present in the modulating signal.

The chief disadvantage of tuning is that slight changes in the frequency (resulting, say, from a change in the oscillator voltage) can produce a large variation in the input applied to the detector stage. Also, the time con-
E. Feedback

The choice of the feedback system will depend on the output requirements—whether the device should give current amplification, voltage amplification, or yield another type of output as, for instance, an angular rotation, a mechanical speed, etc. The simplest method of feedback would be to connect the compensating winding in series with a large resistance or a large inductance, across the plates of the detector tubes. However, it may be that not enough current can be supplied by the detectors for this purpose. In that case a stage of direct-current or voltage amplification is necessary. In Fig. 3, this is accomplished by a differential cathode follower.

A second method of feedback was employed in an application which required the output of the circuit to cause a mechanical angular velocity. In this case it was more advantageous to use the output from the detector to drive a generator with linear characteristics, and then take the feedback current from the output of this generator. In this way the circuits connecting the detector output to the motor are also stabilized, and linearity between the input and the speed (output) is guaranteed.

In another application (differentiation) the output was desired in the form of an angular shaft rotation which was proportional to the input current of the NLT’s. In this case, a linear potentiometer was connected to the output axle and a constant potential was applied across it. The feedback current was then taken from the variable contact of the potentiometer.

Of course, there are many other ways in which the feedback could have been accomplished. The final feedback is always a current, and if the output is desired in another form, such as a potential or a shaft rotation, it is important that the desired relation between the current and this other form of output be satisfied within the permitted error.

F. Input Circuit

The magnetic amplifier is a current-sensitive device and the input impedance is relatively low. Much care must be taken that this low impedance of the input coils does not influence those circuits which feed into the input circuit.

The impedance of the input circuit as seen from the input to the NLT’s must not be too low, for instability again may be encountered. Since this impedance is reflected back into the primaries, a change in the value of the impedance can change the sensitivity. To avoid these difficulties, a large choke was put in series with the input windings, and all resistances which were subject to change during operation were shunted by capacitances of low impedance.

III. Circuit Operation and General Results

Before considering specific applications of the magnetic amplifier, the operation of the circuit in a general way will first be discussed, and those results described which are common to all applications.

A. Definition of Sensitivity and Precision

By sensitivity is meant the ratio of output to input. In regard to NLT’s, the input is the current passing through an input winding, and the output is an alternating-current potential across the pickup winding. By this definition, the sensitivity depends on the number of turns in the different windings. For reasons of easier comparison it is preferable to refer all results to similar input and output windings, each having 800 turns. It may be noted that a current of 1 microampere in such a winding produces a magnetic field in the core of approximately 10⁻⁴ gauss.

By percentage precision is meant the mean per cent error of the result with respect to the maximum output for which the particular circuit was designed.

B. Number of Turns on the NLT’s

The choice of the number of turns on the NLT’s depends on the particular problem at hand. Since the absolute sensitivity of the NLT’s increases with the number of pickup turns, and also with the number of input turns, a large number of such turns is certainly desirable. However, there is an upper limit to the number of turns apart from consideration of space, for, if it becomes too large, the potential of fundamental frequency appearing on each single NLT secondary will be very high and may cause insulation difficulties. This difficulty can be avoided by a particular arrangement of windings: several windings of fewer turns are wound on the NLT’S and then are connected in such a way that, for example, winding No. 1 of transformer 1 is connected to winding No. 1 of transformer 2; then to winding No. 2 of transformer 1; then to winding No. 2 of transformer 2, etc. In this way the net potential of fundamental frequency appearing across any winding can be kept within reasonable limits.

The number of windings on the primaries is not important, so long as there are means for matching the output impedance of the oscillator to the impedance of the primaries of the NLT’s.

The choice of the number of turns for the compensation winding depends on the amount of current which
is available in the output. If this current is sufficiently great, then very few turns will be sufficient.

C. Primary Frequency and Potential

As already mentioned, the fundamental frequency was 1000 cycles. While the sensitivity of the open-circuit NLT's increases with frequency, losses in the core material and the primary potential necessary to drive the NLT's to saturation also increase with frequency. On the other hand, the frequency should not be too low, for larger capacitors, chokes, etc., are then required in tuned circuits and filters.

The choice of the amplitude of the exciting potential on the primary of the NLT's is a critical one. The sensitivity of the open-circuit NLT's increases very rapidly with primary potential until a peak is reached. It then falls off with a further increase in the potential. For greatest stability, it is best to operate at the edge of this latter region, i.e., just beyond saturation. This particular potential can be determined by examining the hysteresis loop on an oscilloscope under operating conditions.

Under the operating conditions in this research, the open-circuit sensitivity was 43 millivolts root-mean-square secondary output per microampere input.

When tuned circuits are used on the pickup coil, the behavior of the NLT's is quite different. The investigation of such phenomena is complicated by the fact that the oscillator frequency and output voltage vary simultaneously in the type of oscillator here used. If the secondary is sharply tuned, the sensitivity of the NLT's increases very rapidly with the exciting voltage until an instability results. This has already been mentioned.

In a typical case of a sharply tuned secondary, the sensitivity increased from 168 to 612 millivolts per microampere and passed into instability as the oscillator voltage increased by 1 volt. If the tuning is less sharp, such instabilities do not occur.

These difficulties show that, if the circuit is used with a high sensitivity, the potential must not vary, and also the impedances in the secondaries must not change. In practice, a sensitivity of about 100 millivolts per microampere was found adequate and sufficiently stable.

D. Over-All Sensitivity and Linearity

Over-all current sensitivities, referred to 800-turn windings, of as high as 5000 have been obtained with these circuits. This high amplification indicates that the net magnetic field will be very small, and therefore the linearity should be very good. The results bear out this surmise. In the best tests, a mean error of 0.0025 per cent was obtained for a maximum current of 1.1 milliamperes (with an amplification of 5000).

In most cases, the amplification is not so high, and therefore the linearity is somewhat less good. However, it is always possible to remain within 0.1 per cent as long as the maximum output current is 100 microamperes or greater.

E. Limits of Sensitivity, Precision, and Range

No systematic deviations from linearity should occur with these circuits, provided the necessary zero adjustments can be kept constant. The error in microamperes of a particular reading seems to be independent of the magnitude of the input current. The precision of the apparatus is then limited by short-time fluctuations.

These fluctuations apparently depend on the over-all amplification, varying in the different models tested from 5 microamperes for a model in which the amplification was 70, down to 0.025 microampere for one in which the over-all amplification was 5000.

The larger fluctuations are possibly due to the amplifying stages following the NLT's. Another possible cause of fluctuations would be the discontinuities in magnetization (Barkhausen effect). However, for the large cores used in these experiments such fluctuations should be below 0.01 microampere. This is not very much smaller than the lowest value of fluctuations thus far obtained.

The maximum range of the circuit depends, for sufficiently large k, only on the amplifier stages, and is particularly determined by the saturation of the final stage. In the circuit just described, the maximum range is 5 milliamperes with a cathode follower in the last stage and about 0.2 milliamperes with a differential amplifier (voltage amplification).

F. Long-Time Stability; Zero or Background Current

The long-time stability depends mainly on what is called the "background." A second-harmonic signal exists in the NLT's even if the input currents are zero. This gives rise to a finite compensation current which constitutes a zero error or zero current. The whole phenomenon of residual second harmonic is known as the background. It apparently varies with time, therefore producing a shift in the zero of the current. Such fluctuations seem to depend somewhat on the value of k. For the model just described, the observed fluctuations are of the order of 0.3 microampere over a period of eight days. For a similar circuit employing miniature tubes, the stability is somewhat less. In general, however, one can say that the long-time stability without any adjustments is 1 microampere or better over several weeks' time, provided that large temperature changes are avoided.

Some fluctuations may occur in the value of k, but since it is so large this has a negligible effect on the stability, provided that the region of instability of the NLT's is not reached. The long-time stability can be improved by using an automatic zero correction, as described in the next section.

G. Stability Under Change of External Conditions

Here, again, it is the background which causes variations under changes of external conditions. While no general rules can be stated, a few observations on par-
ticular models will give a general view of the problem. When broad tuning and a low \( k \) was used, the value of \( k \) changed very little when the NLT's were heated in the interval 5 to 65 degrees centigrade, while the background increased by about 0.2 microampere per degree centigrade. In the later model, with a certain tuning the zero current changed from 0.06 microampere to -1.8 microamperes, passing through a maximum of 0.4 microampere between 4 and 65 degrees centigrade, \( k \) varying from 120 to 230. Measurement of the sensitivity of the NLT's with the tuned circuit showed that it increased from 20 to 150. The largest influence of the temperature then appears to be on the tuning. Later measurements showed that, while the temperature variation could be very disturbing if only the NLT's were heated, the variations were kept within the limit of error when the whole circuit was kept at uniform temperature.

Vibration tests, without shock-proof mounting, showed that the change in the background stays within 1 microampere under a vibration of 10 g, provided that the vibration remains steady.

![Fig. 4—Block diagram for automatic zero correction.](image)

The general results of various stability tests show that, with the regulated power supplies normally available and with temperature variations of not more than 5 to 10 degrees centigrade, an over-all stability of about 0.1 microampere over a week can be expected, provided that \( k \) is 1000 or greater.

The long-time instabilities can be reduced even further by the use of a device to provide frequent zero corrections. One such arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. The zero is corrected by superimposing an additional bias current in one of the windings—say, the pickup winding—and by giving this current such a value that it compensates for the background and for any unbalancing in the later stages. This can be done automatically by adding a servo system in such a way that the output of the detector can be connected by a switch to the feedback winding or to a servomotor. This motor drives a potentiometer which regulates the zero correction current. If the switch is thrown to the servo position, then the feedback circuit is opened, and if simultaneously the input circuits are opened, then the servomotor will run until the zero current compensates the background. If care is taken that the opening of the input and feedback current is done in such a way that the alternating-current impedance is not changed, this method provides a very effective adjustment for the long-range fluctuations.

### H. Use of Miniature Tubes

Although most measurements were made with circuits employing tubes of ordinary size, some tests were made with miniature tubes. Models of this type exhibited nearly the same behavior as the models thus far described, except that the long-time fluctuations are somewhat greater. This is apparently due to the twin triodes 6J6, the characteristics of which are not so constant as those of the 6SL7 or 6SN7.

### IV. Applications

#### A. Direct-Current Amplifier

The circuits which have been described can be used for the amplification, with high stability, of small direct currents from low-impedance sources. The current to be measured is entered on an input winding. If the compensating winding is connected in series with a large resistance (300,000 ohms) in a differential amplifier as a final stage, a relatively large potential output is obtained.

The amplification can be further increased by increasing the ratio of turns on the input winding to turns on the feedback winding.

#### B. Algebraic Addition of Currents

The magnetic amplifier can also be used for algebraic addition of currents. A number of input windings are placed on the NLT's, this number being the number of potentials or currents to be added. If the current in the \( j \)th winding is \( I_j \) and the number of turns in that winding is \( N_j \), \( I_e \) is the compensating current and \( N_e \) is the number of turns on the compensating winding; and if \( k \), the amplification factor, is sufficiently high, then

\[
I_e = \frac{1}{N_e} \sum N_j I_j.
\]

Hence, the compensating current will give any desired linear combination of the input currents.

The simplest circuit performing such addition or subtraction is one in which the current is fed back from the detector stage directly over a resistance if the compensation current is small, or over a direct-current amplifier, e.g., a cathode follower, if the current is larger.

The operation of this circuit, except for the use of several input windings, follows the general description given above. Tests were made with two currents entered
on windings with the same number of turns, and the precision was better than 0.1 per cent.

A somewhat different output system was designed for a special application. This circuit provided for an output in the form of an angular speed proportional to the sum of two currents. The motor employed was a permanent-field direct-current motor and the speed could only be varied by varying the armature current. This current (maximum 250 milliamperes) was too large for convenient direct control by vacuum tubes, so that a relay system was employed in which the potential necessary to drive the motor to maximum speed is periodically switched on and off, the average armature current therefore being determined by the relative length of time during which the motor is connected and disconnected, respectively. In order to have a good linearity between the speed and the sum of the inputs, a generator with linear characteristics was connected to the motor, and the output potential of this generator was fed into the feedback winding of the NLT's.

Fig. 5 shows that part of the circuit which follows the detector stage, and which is characteristic for this particular application. The periodic switching is obtained by producing a square wave of variable width through superposition of an auxiliary alternating voltage (50 to 100 cycles) and the direct-current output voltage of the detector stage. The switching itself is done by Bell Telephone Laboratories mercury switches inserted in the plates of the last tube. Another switching system developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories, in which the switching is done by a self-oscillating circuit, was also tried with equally good success. With a maximum input of 1 millampere direct current, a precision of 0.25 per cent was accomplished with no adjustments needed over a period of a week.

The advantages of the magnetic amplifier for current addition are the independence of input and output potential levels; good accuracy with no precision parts; virtually no dependence on tube drift; and high stability, particularly if used with zero correction. Its disadvantages are relatively high input currents and probably a need for more tubes than in a circuit with addition by a resistance network.

C. Application to Differentiation and Integration

The magnetic amplifier can be used for differentiation by applying a variable input potential through a capacitor $C_5$ to the input winding. The current in this winding is, in a first approximation, equal to $C_5(dV/dt)$. This is, then, the input, and hence the output will be proportional to $dV/dt$. This circuit has the advantage over direct electronic direct-current amplifiers in that the low input resistance of the coils eliminates the need for a compensation of the $IR$ drop across the resistance of the winding. Some consideration must be given to the limitations in accuracy caused by the presence of resistance $R$ and inductance $L$ in the input circuit. The correct value of the current will, in general, contain higher derivatives of the potential than $dV/dt$, their importance being determined by the relative values of the circuit constants. It can be shown that the relative error in the current introduced by these higher terms is given by

$$\Delta i = \frac{1}{i} \sum_{k=2}^{\infty} \frac{(RC_5)^{k-1}}{k!} \frac{d^k V}{d t^k}.$$  

For instance, if $R = 2000 \text{ ohms}$ and $C_5 = 10 \text{ microfarads}$, this formula shows that, in order to have a precision of 2 per cent, the second derivative may have a numerical value of the same order of magnitude as the first. Hence, the difficulties arising from higher terms are, in general, not very serious with low resistance values.

A second possibility of error lies in transients which will be set up whenever a sudden change occurs in the potential. However, with the proper choice of circuit constants (such as those above), the transients will become negligible after about 0.1 second, i.e., they will fall to within 1 per cent of the normal differentiation current $CdV/dt$. Hence, this is no serious difficulty in cases where $dV/dt$ is changing slowly.

A more serious problem is that of the differentiating capacitor. It must be large in order that appreciable input currents be obtained. However, large capacitors generally exhibit absorption phenomena (after-effects) and leakage. This leads to additional currents not proportional to $dV/dt$. Even with some of the better makes of capacitors, errors as high as 3 per cent may occur. Furthermore, the leakage currents increase rapidly with
temperature. Polystyrene capacitors were found to be the most successful, but have the disadvantage that they are rather bulky.

Because of the small size of the available input currents, it is advantageous to use a great number of turns on the input windings. In this case, care must be taken that sufficiently large chokes are inserted in the input circuit in order to make the reflected impedances large enough.

In the testing of the circuit for differentiating, several kinds of time functions of potentials were chosen as input signals. The first was obtained by the discharge of a large capacitor which results in a $dV/dt$ proportional to an exponential. In such tests, the accuracy obtained was better than 1 per cent, with a maximum input current of 40 microamperes. In Fig. 6, results are reproduced which were obtained by giving the input potential a sawtooth shape. The circles represent the value of $dV/dt$ calculated from the observation of the time variation of the input potential, while the curve shows the observed output values. As the measurements themselves are delicate, the coincidence of calculated and observed values must be considered quite satisfactory. The curve shows in particular that the transient occurring during the rapid rise in the sawtooth does not disturb the performance of the apparatus.

The general results of these experiments indicate that the magnetic amplifier lends itself very well to differentiation, having the advantage of a short time constant and of no need for a correction circuit for the $IR$ drop. It does not require any precision parts, with the exception of the input capacitor. It has the only disadvantage that it needs a rather big differentiating capacitor.

Another possible use of the magnetic amplifier is in integration. The input potential to be integrated would be applied to one of the input windings, whereas the feedback current is obtained by connecting the output stage through a big capacitor to the feedback winding. Under such conditions, the feedback current is equal to $C dV_o/dt$ where $C$ is the capacitance of the capacitor just mentioned, and $V_o$ is the potential appearing at the output stage. As this feedback current is equal to the input current $I$, it is evident that

$$V_o = \frac{1}{C} \int I \, dt.$$  (4)

As before, the advantages of the magnetic amplifier are the independence of the input and output levels, and the good precision and stability that can be obtained without any precision components. No comprehensive tests were made on a circuit of this design.

V. Conclusions

It may be seen from the above that magnetic-amplifier circuits can be applied to advantage in summer, differentiator, and integrator circuits, used in computing devices where high precision and high stability are desired. Particular advantages are the independence of input and output levels, and the achievement of good precision and stability with few precision parts. These circuits have a relatively low direct-current input impedance which, in certain applications, may be advantageous. A disadvantage to all these circuits is the relatively high input current, which is of the order of 10 microamperes or greater.

The lowest input current used in these experiments was 8 microamperes (through five input windings in series). The precision was $\frac{1}{2}$ per cent with good stability, which means that 0.04 microampere can still be detected. In other words, with an 8-microfarad capacitor as a differentiating capacitance, a $dV/dt$ of 1 volt per second can be measured with $\frac{1}{2}$ per cent precision, or in other terms, since five windings in series have a resistance of 250 ohms, the sensitivity of the apparatus for direct voltages is 10 microvolts. With larger input currents, precisions of 0.1 per cent and better can be obtained.

The models described in this paper were designed with an aim towards ruggedness and good operation over long periods without adjustments. If it were a question of building a laboratory instrument, considerably higher sensitivity or precision could be obtained.
Dimensional Analysis of Electromagnetic Equations

A. M. WINZEMERT†, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary—The physical quantities of interest in electromagnetic theory are tabulated in terms of the basic physical quantities: mass, length, time, and charge; and a method for checking the dimensional validity of an equation is indicated.

It is very often necessary to check equations dimensionally. The present paper describes a method of dimensional analysis by which equations can be checked with a minimum of effort.

In Table I, the various physical quantities of interest in electromagnetic theory are listed alphabetically. Dimensionally, each of these can be expressed in terms of four or less basic physical quantities. In the extended Giorgi system, the four basic quantities used are mass (kilogram), length (meter), time (second), and charge (coulomb). The symbols used to designate these are, respectively, \( M, L, T, \) and \( Q \). For example, the units of acceleration are meters per second per second, expressed in shorter form as \([a] = LT^{-2}\).

![Table I](image-url)
We can use the notation \([a]=0+1-2\), where the numbers represent, in order, the powers of mass, length, time, and charge which characterize the physical quantity. All the other quantities in Table I are expressed in this manner.

In Table II, the physical quantities are listed in the descending numerical order of their powers. The symbol or letter which designates each of the physical quantities appears next to each set of powers. Also tabulated is a reference number which refers the user to the same physical quantity in Table I.

In each term of an equation, the various physical quantities are combined by means of the fundamental operations, multiplication, division, inverse, root, and power. It is easily seen that the following rules govern operations on combinations of physical quantities.

| Rule number | Operation | Power 
|-------------|-----------|---
| 1 | \(n\)th root | Divide each power by \(n\)
| 2 | \(n\)th power | Multiply each power by \(n\)
| 3 | Inverse | Reverse sign of each power
| 4 | Multiplication | Add corresponding powers
| 5 | Division | Subtract powers of denominator from corresponding ones of numerator.

As an illustration of the method of applying these rules, consider the following equation, which gives the power input to a smooth, lossless transmission line:

\[
P = \frac{V^2}{\sqrt{1/c}}
\]

From Table I, number 31, \([l] = +1+1-3-0+2\).

From Table I, number 4, \([\epsilon] = -1-3+2+2\).

Using rule 5,
\([l/c] = +2+4-2-4\).

Using rule 1,
\([\sqrt{1/c}] = +1+2-1-2\).

Using rule 3,
\[1/\sqrt{1/c} = -1-2+1+2\.

From Table I, number 26,
\([V] = +1+2-2-1\).

Using rule 2,
\([V^2/\sqrt{1/c}] = +1+2-2+1\).

Using rule 4,
\([V^2/\sqrt{1/c}] = +1+2-3-0\).

From Table II, \(+1+2-3\) \(= [P]\), and the reference number is 41.

From Table I, number 41, \(P\) is the power in watts.\(^1\)

\(^1\) Note that more steps than necessary have been used in the above example, in order to illustrate the use of each of the rules.
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AERIALS AND TRANSMISSION LINES

62.1.351.211.9: 62.1.351.616.1


62.1.351.212: 62.1.371.730.029.63

Comparators for Coaxial Line Adjustments—O. M. Woodward, Jr. (Electronics, vol. 20, pp. 116–120; April, 1947.) The Instrument, consisting of a T-junction and rotating loop coupling to the lines, can be used in place of a slotted line and probe to measure standing-wave ratios and load impedances at uhf.

62.1.351.212: 62.1.371.730.17

An Latching-Wave-Meter for Coaxial Lines—Pattison, Morris, and Smith. (See 3196.)


The Voltage Characteristics of Polythene Cables—Davis, Austen, and Jackson. (See 3179.)

62.1.392: 62.1.371.79

The Theory and Design of Several Types of Wave Selectors—N. I. Korman. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 404–423.) Wave selectors are devices which, when attached to a transmission line or wave-guide, set up in another system a response proportional to either the forward or the backward traveling wave in the line or guide. Lumped-constant and distributed-constant wave selectors for frequencies lower and higher than 1000 Mc. respectively are described, with methods of adjustment.

62.1.392.029.64


62.1.392.029.64: 549.623.5

Mica Windows as Elements in Microwave Systems—L. Malter, R. L. Jeppson, and L. R. Bloom. (RCA Rev., vol. 7, pp. 622–633; December, 1946.) "The design of a virtually reflectsionless, vacuum-tight window made of mica for use in a wave-guide system is described. The technique of manufacture and the experimental results with a number of models are given. Such mica windows have many applications, but are particularly useful for the transmission of microwave power or electromagnetic..."
radiation in particular portions of the spec-
trum.  
621.306.777  3033
Helical Beam Antenna—J. D. Kraus. (Elec-
tronics, vol. 20, pp. 109-111; April, 1947.) Axial
mode of operation gives circular polariza-
tion, with readily controlled directivity and
gain. Aerial dimensions are given for 10 cm.

621.306.777  3034
Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp.
143-153.) Brief account of aerials with slot as
long as possible and to which metal wings are
added to control the radiation pattern in the
plane perpendicular to the axis, and of the use
of arrays of such aerials to obtain directivity.

621.306.777  3035
Theory of Radiation Reflection from Wires
on Thin Metallic Plates—H. Van Vleck, F. C.
Phys., vol. 18, pp. 274-294; March, 1947.) The
radius reflecting properties of wires and thin
plates are analyzed mathematically by two
independent methods. The efficiency of a
reflector is expressed by the concept of "radar
cross-section," defined as 4π times the power per
unit solid angle returned in the direction of the
source divided by the incident power density.
This quantity, when expressed in units of area
equal to the square of the wavelength, depends
only on the ratios of the length of the wire to its
diameter and thickness. For several wires in
random orientation an averaged "radar cross-
section" is calculated which is small when the
wavelength is longer than the wire and passes
through a maximum when the wire is slightly
less than an integer number of half wave-
lengths long. The ratio of maxima to minima
decreases and their magnitude increases as the
number of wavelengths of the wire increases.
The values of the minima increase with the
thickness of the wire. See also 1687 of July
(Block, Hammersch and Philipppa).

CIRCUITS AND CIRCUIT ELEMENTS  
533.6-305.694-306.385.036.63-36
On the Helix Circuit Used in Progressive-
Paper, vol. 27, pp. 208-206; May, 1947.)
The efficiency of the work referred to in 2339 and
2340 of September.

621.314.202.5-306.69  3037
Very-Wide Band Radio-Frequency Trans-
formers—D. M. Moore and R. H. Minns. (Wire-
less Eng., vol. 24, pp. 188-177 and 209-216;
June and July, 1947.) Toroidal transformers
may be used for impedance matching, bal-
cancing, and coupling, d.c. isolation, and the
provision of accurate voltage division.

The equivalent circuit of the second-winding
transformer is used to deduce the d.c. loss of the
winding data for 2-db loss are shown graphi-
cally for various commercial cores (dust and
alloy-strip). The leakage inductance and shunt
capacitance for various forms of winding are
evaluated; their effect on the h.f. performance
is minimized by a low-pass filter design tech-
nique. Multwinding and auto-transformers
are briefly discussed; balance and its measure-
ment are described. The design procedure is
illlustrated by a numerical example.

621.314.23-306.69  3038
Practical Transformer Design and Construc-
37, pp. 60-61, 165; June, 1947.) Simple method
of calculating winding data from graphs and
tables.

621.314.206.69-306.135  3039
Electronic Frequency Changers for Aircraft
—O. E. Bowius and P. T. Nims. (Elect. Engr.,
(New York), vol. 66, pp. 463-466; May, 1947.)
The electronic changer incorporates two dis-
tinct circuits: (a) power circuit for frequency
conversion, and (b) control circuit to establish
output frequency. Design and performance de-
tails of an experimental test unit are given. By
using a similar unit with each alternator, several
main aircraft engine-driven alternators can be
operated in parallel.

621.314.671  3040
Circuit Coupling of Gas-Filled Grid-Control-
trolled Rectifiers—D. V. Edwards and E. K.
Smith. (Trans. A. I. E.E., (Elect. Eng., Decem-
ber Supplement, 1946), vol. 65, p. 1113.) Discussion
on 361 of March.

621.315.2011.3  3041
The Inductance of Wires and Tubes—A.
H. M. Arnold. (Jour. I. E. E. (London), Part I,
vol. 94, pp. 116-118; February, 1947.) Summary
of 1017 of May.

621.316.1013.25  3042
A New Design for the A.C. Network Analy-
zer—J. D. Ryder and W. B. Baust. (Trans.
A. I. E. E. (Elect. Eng., December Supplement,
1946), vol. 65, pp. 1162-1165.) Discussion on
362 of March.

621.316.726.029.64.07.3  3043
Microwave Frequency Stability—Harrison.
(See 3211.)

621.318.322.204.12.15  3045
Permeability of Dust Cores—Friedlaender.
(See 3163.)

621.318.371.011.2/4  3046
Q of Solenoïd Coils—M. V. Callendar. (Wire-
less Eng., vol. 24, p. 145; June, 1947.)
Within the limits of this paper's data (1694 of
July) Q = 0.15 J/1 + R is accurate within a
every few per cent provided R > 1.

621.318.572.306.615.015.33  3047
Electronic Switch for the Production of
Pulses—C. R. Smiley and R. E. Graber. (Electronics, vol. 20, pp. 128-130; April, 1947.)
A circuit providing variable pulse length and
current, variable delay of synchronizing pip and
means for introducing a steady-state signal
upon which pulses may be superimposed, in
a laboratory generator.

621.334.554.5  3048
A Method for Changing the Frequency of a
Complex Wave—E. L. Kent. (Proc. Nat. Elec-
tronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 329-
338.) A method retaining essentially the origin-
al wave form. Variants are obtained by dif-
ferent sampling procedures.

621.391.2  3049
On Methods for the Construction of Net-
works Dual to Non-Planar Networks—A.
November, 1946.) A network having a non-
planar circuit diagram (i.e., one with crossings
between some of its branches) cannot be con-
verted into its dual counterpart directly, but
must first be converted to an equivalent planar
network. The paper describes a number of
methods for determining the equivalant planar
network.

621.395.661  3050
Mica Capacitors for Carrier Telephone Sys-
tems—A. J. Christopher and J. A. Kater.
(Trans. A. I. E. E., (Elect. Eng., December
Supplement, 1946), vol. 65, pp. 1116-1117.)
Discussion on 374 of March.

621.396.611.4-306.385.1  3051
F.M./TV P-A Tube and Grounded-Grid
Cavity Circuit—Wells and Reed. (See 3337.)
When an amplitude-modulated carrier \( f \), together with other modulated carriers on frequency \( f \pm \Delta f \), has a harmonically related time modulation as multiplied by the instantaneous value of a plain carrier whose frequency and phase are identical with \( f \), only the modulation component \( f \pm \Delta f \) is described. The disadvantage of a system using these principles for multichannel carrier working are discussed, and a design for a hypothetical S-channel system is outlined.

621.396.622
A New Detector for Frequency Modulation
—Bradley. (See (3264).)

621.396.620

621.396.621
A Demonstration Valve Oscillator—E. Bradshaw. (Electronic Eng., vol. 19, pp. 162-163; May, 1947.) Meters in all parts of the circuit facilitate study of operating conditions of tuned-anode oscillator.

621.396.615.104
Some Notes on Pulse Technique—M. M. Levy. (Jour. Brit. I.R.E., vol. 7, pp. 99-116; May and June, 1947.) The transmission of pulses through ideal filters and delay lines is discussed in detail and practical formulas are given for the design of delay lines. The use of pulse tubes is considered together with methods of obtaining high efficiency in practical circuits for power pulse generators. Pulse discrimination and demodulation techniques are studied, with particular reference to the choice of conveniently shaped pulses, in order to simplify the circuit design and eliminate harmonic distortion.

621.396.615.13

621.396.615.14
Study of a V.H.F. Oscillator—L. Liot. (Thèse, No. 24, Supplement Électronique, pp. 11-14; April, 1947.) A detailed description of a symmetrical resonant circuit using two 955 tubes with a feeding lines the anodes and between the cathodes and earth. Short-circuiting bars across these lines give wavelength adjustment from 0.7 m. to 2 m.

621.396.615.142:621.396.615.2

621.396.615.142.2
Design of Wide-Range Coaxial-Cavity Oscillators Using Reflex Klystron Tubes in the 1000 to 11,000 Megacycle Frequency Range—J. O. McNally and W. G. Shepherd. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 624-636.) The design of an external-resonator type of reflex klystron oscillator, for use in standard signal generators and superheterodyne receivers. The tunneling range is about 2:1 in frequency. Details of operation, and methods of adaptation of present day tubes for use as coaxial resonators are given. Design characteristics are given for (a) optimum design parameters, (b) suitable contacts to the tubes, (c) nonharmonic, short circuiting circuit plunger, (d) output coupling devices. The factors involved in the choice of cavity modulation and precautions for the suppression of interference from undesirable modes, are discussed in some detail.

621.396.619
mission-line type of filter consisting of a number of steel plates interconnected by steel wires. A model for a 455-kc. i.f. channel is described.

621.306.624:621.306.645.37 3076 RC Bandpass Filter Design—J. L. Bowers. (Electronics, vol. 20, pp. 131–133; April, 1947.) Design curves and applications to i.f. filters of a particular set of networks which are used as the feed-back loop in an amplifier to give narrow band-pass characteristics similar to those of a LC circuit.

621.306.60+621.317.7+621.38 3077 The Physical Society’s Exhibition—(Electronics Eng., vol. 19, pp. 195–198; June, 1947.) See also 2494 of September.


621.306.60 Materials and Techniques for Printed Electrical Circuits—Rose. (See 3164.)

621.306.69:669.228 3082 New Types of Silver Coatings—Hopf. (See 3166.)

621.306.60:531.76 3083 Timer for Radar Echoes—L. A. Meacham. (Bell Lab. Rec., vol. 25, pp. 231–236; June, 1947.) A range measuring unit for radar systems which use irregularly spaced pulses. Each transmitted pulse initiates a sine wave reaching steady state immediately. This is passed through a continuously variable phase shifter and is formed into pulses, one of which is selected as a marker. By means of the phase shifter control, which is calibrated in distance, the marker can be continuously moved over the radar display.

GENERAL PHYSICS

531.18:531.15 3084 Absolute Rotation and a Rotating Magnet—Chang-Pen Hsi. (Wireless Eng., vol. 24, pp. 185–187; June, 1947.) Comment on 3564 of 1946 (G.W.O.H.); see also 2721 of September (Stedman) and back reference. Einstein’s principle of equivalence, properly applied for any particular instant, gives a simple explanation of so-called “absolute rotation.” The electromagnetic reaction upon a rotating magnet and the resultant electric field distribution in it can then be obtained from Maxwell’s equations modified for the relativity effect.


537.311.35 3086 Sodium States and Recombination at a Metal Semi-Conductor Contact—J. Bardeen. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 717–727; May 15, 1947.)

537.312.62 3087 Super-Conductivity—E. Schröter. (Metal Ind., (London), vol. 70, pp. 444–445; June 13, 1947.) A review of recent researchs, abstracted from “Zentraiblatt für die Öster Industrie und Technik,” discussing (a) the critical temperatures of pure metals, alloys, and certain metallic compounds such as nitriles, carbides, etc., (b) the transition from normal conductivity to super-conductivity, (c) theoretical studies in super-conducting materials by the application of a magnetic field. A result of practical importance has been the discovery of materials with critical temperatures in the region of the temperature of boiling hydrogen. Further research may reveal substances with critical temperatures easily attained.


537.525:621.3.015.5.027.7 3090 The Insulation of High Voltages in Vacuum—J. G. Trump and R. J. Van de Graaff. (Jour. Appl. Phys., vol. 18, pp. 327–332; March, 1947.) A description of research work into the insulation of electrical breakdown in vacuum for voltages from 50 kv to 700 kv. Results are given graphically supporting a theory of breakdown at these voltages due to secondary emission. See also 3545 of 1946.

538.3 3091 The Experimental Basis of Electromagnetism—The Direct-Circuit Current—N. R. Campbell and L. Hartshorn. (Proc. Phys. Soc., vol. 59, pp. 634–653; November 1, 1946.) It is the first part of a investigation of the extent to which the working principles of electromagnetism can be soundly based on experimental facts as distinct from the coils with experiments such as those involving point charges and unit magnetic poles.

538.525:537.123 3093 On a New Electromagnetic Induction Effect Due to Negative Ions—T. V. Ionescu and V. P. Miha [Mihail]. (Comp. Rend. Acad. Sci. (Paris), vol. 224, pp. 1349–1351; May 12, 1947.) If a Geissler tube is placed in a coil forming part of an oscillatory circuit, the intensity of the current produces the coil varies with the intensity of the tube current. A detailed study of this effect is described. In general an absorption of energy occurs in the discharge tube, but for certain conditions and the effect of the current is much greater with the discharge than without it.

538.56:621.306.615.142+621.392.029.64 3094 Generalized Boundary Conditions in Electromagnetic Theories—A. Schelkinoff. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 317–322.) Generalization of the conception of an idealized perfectly conducting boundary, and its effect upon wave guides, magnetrons, and velocity-modulation tubes. The general condition is that $E_0/H_0$ is constant, $E$ and $H$ being the tangential components of the electric and magnetic vectors at a given surface. The condition may be extended to distinguish between isotropic and anisotropic boundaries, and the ratio $E_0/H_0$ may be a given function of position on the boundary.


538.560.4.020.64:546.171.1 3096 Inversion Spectrum of Ammonia—M. W. Strandberg, T. Kyhl, T. Wentink, Jr., and R. E. Hillger. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, p. 326; March 1, 1947.) Measurements of the frequencies of some of the lines have been made to an accuracy of ±50 kc. A formula for these frequencies in terms of rotational angular momenta is discussed. Also 1399 of June (Towees) and back reference, and 3097 below.

538.560.4.020.64:546.171.1 3097 Microwave Absorption Frequencies of $N_2H_3$ and $N_2H_2$—W. E. Good and D. K. Coles. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 383–384; March 15, 1947.) Measurements of the frequencies of some of the lines to an accuracy of ±20 kc. See also 3096 above.

538.560.4.020.64:546.21 3098 The Absorption of Microwaves by Oxygen—J. H. Van Vleck. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 413–424; April 1, 1947.) A theoretical paper in which the frequencies of the oxygen absorption spectrum at millimeter and centimeter wavelengths are derived and compared with existing experimental data. The absorption is caused by the interaction of the magnetic moment of O, with electromagnetic fields, and is most pronounced at a wavelength of about 5 mm, where it is equal to 10 db per kilometer. The theoretical dependence of absorption on pressure is considered.

538.560.4.020.64:546.21+546.212.02 3099 Expected Microwave Absorption Coefficients of Water and Related Molecules—C. W. King, R. H. Haler, and P. C. Cross. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 433–443; April 1, 1947.) A theoretical paper. The predicted positions and strengths of the absorption lines at centimeter and millimeter wavelengths are tabulated for $H_2O$, $D_2O$, $HDO$, $H_2S$, and $He$, and, where possible, compared with experimental data. It is pointed out that HDS and HDSm will also have many absorption lines in this wavelength region. See also 3106 below.

538.560.4.020.64:546.212 3100 The Absorption of Microwaves by Uncondensed Water Vapor—J. H. Van Vleck. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 425–433; April 1, 1947.) A theoretical paper in which the characteristics of the absorption spectrum at centimeter and millimeter wavelengths are computed and compared with existing experimental data. Agreement is generally satisfactory and the comparison yields precise information concerning the wavelength and breadth of the absorption line at about 1.35 centimeters (attenuation 0.2 db/km, per gm/m3). The predicted attenuation due to the combined effect of all the other lines, whose wavelengths are too short for resonance $^*$ is about a quarter of the observed value; possible explanations of this discrepancy are discussed. See also 3099 above.


Microwave Radiation from the Sun and Moon—E. H. Dicke and R. S. Becker (Astrophys. J., vol. 103, pp. 375–376; May, 1946.) Measurement of thermal radiation at 1.25 centimeters; half-power beam width of 18-inch parabolic reflector was 2 degrees and measured gain 6000 times that of isotropic radiator. Size of sun's disk at 1.25 centimeters found to be nearly similar to that at optical wavelengths; effective black-body temperature of sun and moon found to be about 1.1X10^6 and 292 degrees K, respectively.

Orion's Static—C. E. R. Bruce. (Nature (London), vol. 159, p. 580; April 26, 1947.) A general explanation of the effect of meteors on radio propagation, and an account of experimental equipment used for their detection.

Echoes at D-Heights with Special Reference to the Pacific Islands—C. D. Elliott. (Terr. Mag. Atmo. Elec., vol. 52, pp. 1–13; March, 1947.) Radio echoes obtained from an equivalent height of 50 km, above Pitcairn Island during 1944 and 1945 by the usual vertical-incidence technique are attributed to D-layer reflections. Further data are collected and compared with these observations, which are analyzed with respect to frequency range, diurnal and seasonal variations, and echo strength.

Temperature of the Upper Atmosphere—S. L. Scott. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 557–564; April 15, 1947.) Calculations are made of the temperature at various heights for three widely different latitudes. At E-layer heights of about 100 km., high temperature, which receiver are kept in tune by means of a common oscillator, and the r.f. tracking is obtained by cans which operate the tuning capacitors.

Echoes on Short Wavelengths—A. R. Appleton. (Sci. Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. 146, pp. 457–463; April 15, 1947.) The correlation of magnetic disturbances with the occurrence of echoes is discussed. The critical frequency of F-layer increases with temperature, and a higher critical frequency of E-layer results from the increase in temperature. The effect of magnetic perturbations on the velocity of short radio waves is also discussed.
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account of a new light-weight radio compass covering all normal broadcast transmissions and marine beacons. Improved bearings are obtained because the compass loop is automatically turned to face the incoming signal. High altitude and atmospheric effects are reduced by hermetic sealing of components and eliminating the receiver power pack.

621.396.9:551.5
Application of Electronics to Meteorology—C. M. Reber (Bull. Amer. Met. Soc., vol. 27, pp. 365–372; September, 1946.) A brief account of the application of radar to the detection of thunderstorms, fronts, and other precipitation areas is given. Block diagrams show the arrangement of equipment at the master and relay stations for (a) determining the position of a ship or an airplane, (b) measuring the distance between two stations, and (c) charting the flight path of a guided missile.

621.396.9:551.5
Recent Developments in Meteorological Equipment—Spillers. (See 3119.)

621.396.93
Raydist—A Radio Navigation and Tracking System—C. E. Hasting, (Tel-Teck, vol. 5, pp. 30–33; October, 1946.) A portable system depending on the relative phase relationship between c.w. transmitters operating on frequencies of about 15 Mc. Block diagrams show the arrangement of equipment at the master and relay stations for (a) determining the position of a ship or an airplane, (b) measuring the distance between two stations, and (c) charting the flight path of a guided missile.

621.396.93:551.594.6
Location of Thunderstorm Centres from Directional Observations of Atmospherics During Sunset and Sunrise—S. R. Khastgir, M. K. Das Gupta, and D. K. Ganguli. (Nature London, vol. 159, pp. 572–573; April 26, 1947.) The time variation of the intensity of atmospherics is in agreement with the theory of Khaswini (1379 of 1943) and enables the differentiation of the location of the source and receiver to be estimated.

621.396.93:621.396.633

621.396.032
Radio Aids to Marine Navigation—(Nature London, vol. 159, pp. 647; May 10, 1947.) Brief description of the International Meeting, London, May, 1946, during which ship and shore d.c. hyperbolic systems (Loran, Gee, Decca) and radar were discussed. For the complete account see 3135 below.

621.396.032

621.396.032
Postwar Marine Radar in Great Britain—M. G. Scroggie. (Communications, vol. 26, pp. 9–11; April, 1946.) A description of the progress made in the development of the British RAF radar program and that demonstrated at the International meeting on Radio Aids (3135 above). Choice of frequency, pulse duration, horizontal and vertical deflection angles, and the transmitter power. Performance monitoring is discussed in some detail. New design features include facilities for superimposing the p.p.l. picture upon charts and a monitoring device which indicates voltages at 20 points as vertical lines on the display tube. A safety device automatically cuts out the p.p.l. should the performance of either transmitter or receiver fall below a certain level.

621.396.933

621.396.933

621.396.033

621.396.033:620.135

621.396.033:020.5
Ground-Air Communications Unit—Means of transmitting radar and radio navigational facilities for automatic aircraft guidance.

621.396.033:531.76
Timer for Radar Echoes—Means of timing the radar echoes.

621.396.036:621.396.82
Theory of Radar Reflection from Wires or Thin Metallic Strips—Van Vleck, Block, and Hamermesh. (See 3035.)

621.396.06:620.135
Radar System for the Black Widow—J. B. Maggio. (Bell Lab. Rev., vol. 25, pp. 221–226; June, 1947.) A description of a night fighter radar system. A dipole rotating in a parabolic mirror scans the sky. The mirror searches automatically or can be directed by the radar operator on to a chosen aircraft which it then follows, ignoring aircraft at different ranges. Indication is given to the pilot of range, azimuth, and rate of overtaking.

MATERIALS AND SUBSIDARY TECHNIQUES

535.37:535.215.9

537.312:564.883
Magnetic Transition Curves in Superconducting Tantalum.—R. T. Webber. (Phys. Rev. vol. 71, p. 471; April 1, 1947.) Summary of American Physical Society paper on the results of measurements made at the temperature of liquid helium with thin wires of pure tantalum in uniform longitudinal magnetic fields. Unannealed wires were used and the effects of annealing and outgassing were also determined. Experiments with pulse magnetic fields are also mentioned.

535.221

535.221
Properties of a Fine-Grain Cubic Ferromagnetic Material—I. Néel. (Compl. Rend. Acad. Sci. (Paris), vol. 224, pp. 1488–1490; May 28, 1947.) See also 3152 below. Calculation for spherical grains shows that below a critical diameter of about 300 A the magnetization is uniform. Powders have been obtained with a grain size of 200 to 300 A and coercive field as high as 1000 gauss; this field is too large to be satisfactorily explained by magnetocrystalline anisotropy and must probably be attributed to anisotropy of grain shape. Discussion of powders consisting of ellipsoids of different eccentricities confirms this view.

535.221

535.221:621.317.402.62
Ferromagnetism at Very High Frequencies—Part I—Magnetic Iron at 200 Mc/s—J. Johnson, Rado, and Maloof. (See 3182.)

535.221:621.317.402.62
Ferromagnetism at Very High Frequencies—Part II—Magnetic Iron at 200 Mc/s—J. Johnson, Rado, and Maloof. (See 3182.)

535.245:621.318.323.2
Non-Metallic Magnetic Material for High Frequencies—J. L. Snoek. (Philips Tech. Rev., vol. 8, pp. 335–336; January, 1947.) "Ferrites of the type MeFe2O4 in which M is a metal, have specific resistance 10–10 times that of iron, so that eddy currents are negligible. Hysteresis can be made small, while initial permeability is of the order of 1000.

538.3:539.215.2

538.6:540.280
Hall Effect and Magnet-Esistance in Germanium—W. C. Dunning, Jr. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, p. 471; April 1, 1947.) Summary of American Physical Society paper on the results of measurements made with polycrystalline and single-crystal specimens. The magnetoelectric effect in germanium appears to be at least an order of magnitude larger than is expected from the free electron theory for semiconductors.

546.431.284:621.385.1032.210
A Study of the Barium Silicate Interface of Oxide Coated Cathodes—A. Eisenstein. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, p. 471; April 1, 1947.) Summary of American Physical Society paper, "The interface compound, which is named in the case of a BaO or (Ba, Sr)O coating on Si-Ni base is believed to be BaSiO4 rather than BaSiO3. . . . The relation of the compound to an anomalous voltage at the interface region (thickness from 5X10–4 to 10–4 cm) has been examined."


Permeability of Dust Cores—E. R. Friedlander. (Wireless Eng., vol. 24, pp. 187–188; June, 1947.) The observed increase of permeability may be explained by the assumption of irregular shape particles and uneven distribution of air pockets. See also 1692 and 1693 of July.

Materials and Techniques for Printed Electrical Circuits—K. Rose. (Materials and Methods, vol. 25, pp. 73–76; March, 1947.) A wartime development having many post-war applications whereby electrical components and circuit connections are produced as metallic and carbonaceous deposits on a ceramic plate thus enabling overall size of an instrument to be reduced while its mechanical stability is increased. See also 1913 of July.


New Types of Silver Coatings—P. P. Stephens, R. J. G. Leathart, T. H. Leith, and B. A. Mrowca. (Electronics, vol. 19, pp. 193–194, 198, June, 1947.) A coating containing up to 70 per cent of metallic silver and containing no organic matter may be used in an offset printing press for depositing circuits such as spiral serials and can facilitate the manufacture of silvered polythene capacitors by h.f. eddy current heating methods.


Fugitive Fluorine Works for Industry—H. C. E. Johnson. (Sci. Amer., vol. 176, pp. 60–62; February, 1947.) Short description of a commercial plant for the production of fluorine and some of its compounds. These include a new plastic called "Teflon" which is a polymer of tetrafluorethylene, is stable and tough from -75 degrees to 250 degrees centigrade, is not attacked by any chemical except the fluorine itself. See also 1121 of May.


Conformal Transformations in Orthogonal Reference Systems—C. S. Roys. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 323–328.) General equations are derived for conformal transformations which correspond to the Cauchy-Riemann equations for Cartesian coordinates; these are applied to shielding and tube problems involving recurrent structures.


High-Selectivity Transmission-Measuring Equipment for Communication Circuits—D. G. Tucker. (Jour. I.E.E. (London), Part III, vol. 111, pp. 211–216; May, 1947.) The equipment can be designed to be within a specified degree of accuracy; ±0.25 db is readily obtainable. Basic principles are: (a) direct demodulation of the test signal by means of an oscillator synchronized to the test tone; (b) discrimination against unwanted signals obtained by means of low-pass filters, (c) the elimination of the effect of the phase difference between the test and demodulating tones by Barber's two-path method (September 2007 of October), and (d) the use of an envelope-modulated test signal.

Ferromagnetism at Very High Frequencies: Part I—Magnetic Iron at 200 Mc/s—M. H. Johnson, G. T. Rado, and M. Malofo. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 145–146; March 1, 1947.) A method of determining the complex permeability by measuring the phase velocity and attenuation in a coaxial line whose center conductor is the metal under investigation. The results at 200 Mc suggest that magnetization by displacement of domain boundaries is greatly reduced and magnetization by rotation is the dominant effect.


Alternating Current Probe for the Measurement of Magnetic Fields—E. C. Gregg. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, p. 482; April 1, 1947.) Summary of American Physical Society paper. The probe consists of a 150-turn primary winding and a secondary winding on a 0.1-inch length of Permalloy wire 0.01 inch in diameter. The probe had the dimensions of a cylinder 0.1 inch long and 0.08 inch in diameter. An a.c.-d.c. detector method was used, an adjustable d.c. current in the primary serving as a measure of the unknown magnetic field. The accuracy of the probe measurements was about 0.2 per cent.


The R.C.M.F. [Radio Component Manufacturers' Federation] Exhibition—(See 3078.)

Cavity Resonators for Measurements with Cortisol Electrolytic Waves—B. Bloxey, J. H. N. Loubier, and R. L. Penrose. (Proc. Phys. Soc., vol. 99, pp. 185–199; March 1, 1947.) "A wave-meter for wavelengths of about a centimetre, with an accuracy of 1 to 2 parts in 10,000, is described." Measurements at wavelengths of 3.2 and 1.35 centimeters of the dielectric constant and power factor of six non-polar liquids are described and tabulated.
Additional Notes on the "Micromatch"
M. C. Jones and C. Sonthelmer. (QST, vol. 31, p. 45; July, 1947.) A complete account of the modifications to the original design (2853 of October, 1934) for the performance of the receiver. A detailed review of the revised circuit and components and the best method of assembly are given.

Comparator for Coaxial Line Adjustments—Woodward. (See 3016.)

Measuring Megohms to a Few Parts in a Minute—C. W. Wilhem. (Bell Lab. Rec., vol. 25, pp. 155-158; April, 1947.) Bridge method of measurement used in production to obtain resistance-ratios constant to <100 parts in 10^6 for a range of temperature from -40 degrees to 60 degrees centigrade.


The Notch Watermeter for Low-Level Power Measurement of Microwave Pulses—D. F. Bowman. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 361-371.) The r.f. pulse of unknown amplitude is matched in amplitude with an interrupted c.w. signal. The interrupted portion or notch of the c.w. signal is adjusted to equal length and to coincide in time with the unknown pulse. The amplitude is then measured by a self-balancing thermistor bridge, an instrument which indicates average power, and measured accurately the peak pulse power of the unknown signal. Powers from 20 to 2000 W can be measured within 5 percent accuracy. The instrument is independent of pulse shape, pulse length, repetition rate, and frequency modulation during the pulse.

A Standing-Wave Meter for Coaxial Lines—H. O. Pattison, Jr., R. M. Morris, and J. W. Smith. (QST, vol. 31, pp. 41-43; July, 1947.) A full account of the construction and performance of this instrument with diagrams and details of circuit and components. The meter is essentially a resistance bridge with R_1 equal to the impedance of the line under test, in this case 50 ohms, so that substitution of R_1 is necessary for other cables. A calibration curve is given for the instrument shown, and the method of calibration is described fully.

The Theory and Design of Several Types of Wave-Set Ofo—Korean. (See 3019.)


The Sweep-Frequency Signal Generator—R. Endall. (Radio News, vol. 37, pp. 47-50; April, 1947.) A full general description of instruments used for testing i.f. and r.f. circuits and video amplifiers. The frequency response curve is observed visually on an oscilloscope screen.

A New Frequency-Modulated Signal Generator—D. M. Hill. (Communications, vol. 26, pp. 34-35; June, 1947.) A simple directional coupler, consisting essentially of a section of auxiliary transmission line with matched terminations, coupled to the main transmission line. It can also be used as a power meter.

A Method of Calibrating Standard-Signal Generators and Radio-Frequency Attenuators—G. F. Gainsborough. (Jour. I. E. E. (London), Part III, vol. 1, p. 193; May, 1947.) The relative magnitudes of r.f. signals are measured by passing the signals through a linear heterodyne frequency-converter and comparing the magnitudes of the resultant i.f. signals with those of signals from a standard i.f. generator of known performance. Signal ratios up to 10 dB can be measured to 0.02 db; greater ratios up to 90 db can be measured to within 0.2 percent of their decibel values. Signals 16 db below noise can be measured to 0.5 db. The method has been found to be usable for frequencies between 3 and 3000 Mc, and this range can be extended.

Velocity of Electromagnetic Waves—B. F. CROSSLEY. (See 3240.)

3214

OHER APPLICATIONS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONICS

3204

A Microwave Spectrophotograph—R. H. Hughes and E. B. Wilson, Jr. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 562-563; April 15, 1947.) The basic principle is the use of a r.f. Stark effect field which modulates the absorption of the gas so that a radio receiver can be used for detection purposes.

A Cathode-Ray Compass—R. T. Squirc. (Electronics, vol. 20, pp. 121-123; April, 1947.) Uses a vertical electron beam in a gimballed mounted tube with four horizontal quadrantal targets. The direction depends on the variation of target currents due to the deflection of the beam by the earth's magnetic field.

3207

Velocity of Propagation of the Discharge in Geiger-Müller Counters—E. W. Wunderlich. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 192-196; May 1, 1947.) Experimental results support the theory that the positive-ion sheath spreads by photon emission and ionization. Values of the propagation velocity are lower than those found by Huber, Alder, and Bäldinger (2807 of October).

3208


Electronic Control of D.C. Motors—O. W. Livingston. (Gen. Elec. Rev., vol. 50, pp. 38-44; May, 1947.) Adjustment of speed for a wide variety of applications is effectively accomplished through suitable modification of the basic constant-torque system.

Electronic Constant-Current Motor Systems—O. W. Livingston. (Elec. Eng. (New York), vol. 66, pp. 432-437; May, 1947.) Constant torque characteristics are useful for certain applications. As adjustable speed drive, similar characteristics to variable voltage system, with minimum number of power tubes.

Basic Procedures in Motor Control: Part 1—D. C. Series Motors—G. G. Glines. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 352-360.) A compact pickup is used to modulate an h.f. source and transform pressure variation or mechanical motion into a pressure or displacement time graph on a c.r.o.

3213

3212


3217

3213


3216


3217


3218

A Modern Vibration Measurement Laboratory: Part 4—Fatigue Testing—D. M. Corke. (Electronic Eng., vol. 19, pp. 189-192; June, 1947.) The apparatus is arranged as a part of a regenerative electromechanical system; instability is reduced by limiting the amplitude and adjusting the phase of the electrical feedback. For part 3 see 3217 above.
1947

Abstracts and References

521.375.5:535.33

521.375.77:31.36
Cathode-Ray Tube Shutter-Testing Instrument — D. T. R. Dighton and H. McC. Ross. (Jour. Sci. Instr., vol. 24, pp. 128–133; May, 1947.) The apparatus operates on the same action as a photoglow-c.r. tube, the characteristic curve of a camera shutter, i.e., the variation with time of the light passing through the shutter. Full details are provided of the various circuits used in the instrument.

521.365.5+521.365.92+621.316.708.3

521.365.5:621.314.633

521.365.52
Coreless Induction Furnaces — M. J. Marchbanks. (Jour. I. E. E. (London), Part 1, vol. 94, pp. 119–120; February, 1947.) Summary account noted in 1947 of the equipment. A description of the equipment and a critical account of its application. It is not considered that the apparatus is ready for general use, although after about 60 hours training two blind readers were able to identify letters at random with about 80 per cent accuracy. See also 3700 of 1946.

521.383.5.001.8+621.383.5:621.318.57
The A.C. Behavior of the Barrier Layer Photo Cell—Sargrove. (See 3332.)

521.384.3

521.384.6
Optimum Disturbing Field for Synchronotron Beam Ejection—F. K. Goward and J. Dain. (Nature (London), vol. 159, pp. 636–637; May, 1947.) Theoretical analysis of the required power required to build up the disturbing field and of the conditions that minimize this power.

521.384.8

521.384.9
Test Performance of the 184-Inch Cyclotron of the University of California — W. M. Brobeck, E. O. Lawrence, K. R. MacKenzie, E. M. McMillan, R. Serber, D. C. Sewell, K. M. Simpson, and R. L. Thornton. (Phys. Rev., vol. 71, pp. 449–450; April 1, 1947.) A brief description of equipment and experiments by which deuteron and alpha-particle beams, of approximately 200 and 400 Mev respectively, have been produced. The characteristics of the high-power (18 kw input) frequency-modulated h.f. generator are mentioned.

521.384.19

521.385.833

521.386.3

521.386.35

521.386.10
One-Millionth-Second Radiography and Its Applications—C. M. Slack and D. C. Dickson, Jr. (Proc. I.R.E., vol. 35, pp. 600–605; June, 1947.) Outline of development of the modern cold-cathode X-ray tube, in which 1000-Ampere microsecond pulses are obtained, and of the associated 300-kv. surge-generator. The equipment has had a particular application to the studying the effect of bullets passing through material opaque to light. Summary noted in 1613 of 1946.

521.391.04
Modulation of Infrared Sources for Signaling Purposes—W. S. Huxford. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 158–170.) An account of various modulation methods, including mechanical modulation used by the Japanese, and German mechanical and chemical methods. Details are given of two new types of electrically modulated arc lamps, (a) the concentric arc, and (b) the calcium vapor arc.

521.396.908.7:551.5
Telemetering from V-2 Rockets: Part 2—V. L. Heeren, C. H. Hoeppner, J. R. Kauke, S. W. Lichtman, and P. R. Shifflett. (Electronics, vol. 20, pp. 124–127; April, 1947.) A time-modulated pulse system is used. The output of the transmitting station 100-Mc. receiver contains trains of pulses spaced according to instrument readings in the rocket. Circuits for decoding these pulses into individual voltages for recording are given. For part 1 see 2536 of September.

521.398:621.397.0

522.26:621.396.9
Detectors for Buried Metallic Bodies—L. F. Curtis. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 339–351.) Various development problems are discussed and a description is given of the SCR-625 detector, which uses a 1-kc. transmitter and receiver and a balanced coil system.

523.978+550.838:538.71

977.332
Electronic Timing Provides Uniform X-Ray Exposures—H. D. Moreland. (Radiography, vol. 1, pp. 51–54; May, 1947.) X-ray radiation, after passing through an object, is converted to visible radiation measured by a photoelectric cell which operates a delay switch in the X-ray circuit.

PROPOSITION OF WAVESS

538.566.2:517.94
Two Notes on Phase-Integral Methods—Furry. (See 3095.)

538.509.4:029.64
Various Papers on Absorption of Micro-waves—(See 3096 to 3100.)

521.396.11+538.506
Velocity of Electromagnetic Waves—L. Essen. (Nature (London), vol. 159, pp. 611–612; May, 1947.) An account of the results obtained from velocity determination by resonance of a short length of a wave guide closed at both ends, using centimeter waves. The accuracy is comparable with that of light velocity measurements, and the average result obtained is 17 kilometres higher than that generally accepted for light waves, although this discrepancy is within the combined limits of error for the two measurements.
621.306.11  The Elements of Wave Propagation Using the Impedance Concept—H. G. Booker, (Jour. I.E.E. (London), Part III, vol. 94, pp. 171–198; May, 1947). The theory of transmission lines is normally approached from the point of view of circuits and developed in terms of the impedance concept, whereas it is more generally true that wave propagation tends to be developed from Maxwell's equations. By using the concept of field impedance, propagation and transmission lines can be regarded as being integrated into a single picture. Phenomena such as the Brewster angle, the critical angle, propagation in hollow metal pipes, reflection, and transmission by wire networks and their counterparts in transmission line theory. For example, it is easier to explain the part played by the less dense medium in total internal reflection by regarding total internal reflection as analogous to a reactive load on the end of a simple transmission system. The impedance concept can, in fact, be regarded as complementary to the optical approach to electromagnetic phenomena.

621.306.11  Doppler Effect in Propagation—H. V. Griffiths, (Wireless Eng., vol. 32, pp. 162–166, June, 1947.) Changes of 2 to 7 parts in 10^4 have been observed in the received frequency of WWV on 15 Mc., which are accurate to ±2 parts in 10^4. Further measurements under different conditions have shown that the divergence is not wholly or largely due to the change in frequency of the source.

621.306.11  Quench Frequency Chart, and a Series of Great Circle Charts of a Slide-Rule Type of Device Consisting of a Reflecting Wave—N. A. Wood.

621.306.11  Two Appendices. The results are compared with those obtained on the basis of a parabolic variation of ionization.

621.306.11  Equivariant Path and Absorption in an Ionosphere Region—J. C. Jaeger, (Proc. Phys. Soc., vol. 59, pp. 87–96; January 1, 1947.) Formulas for the calculation of absorption and equivalent path for rays vertically incident on an ionized region, the ionization of which varies exponentially (a Chapman region), are deduced for the case of transmission and of reflection from above and below. Tables of numerical values are appended. The results are compared with those obtained on the basis of a parabolic variation of ionization.

621.306.11  Predicting World Area Coverage by Reflected Waves—N. A. Atwood. (Tele-Tech., vol. 6, pp. 38–42, 104; June, 1947.) Technical details of a new method for predicting the maximum coverage of the earth by the 20-Mc. and 60-Mc. stations working frequency for any radio link. Use is made of a slide-rule type of device consisting of a transparent world map, a transparent time-frequency chart, and a series of great-circle charts. These are similar to the maps and charts contained in the C.R.P.L. Basic Radio Propagation Predictions.

621.306.11  Doppler Effect in Propagation—H. V. Griffiths, (Wireless Eng., vol. 24, pp. 162–166; June, 1947.) Changes of 2 to 7 parts in 10^4 have been observed in the received frequency of WWV on 15 Mc., which are accurate to ±2 parts in 10^4. Further measurements under different conditions have shown that the divergence is not wholly or largely due to the change in frequency of the source.

621.306.11  Quench Frequency Chart, and a Series of Great Circle Charts of a Slide-Rule Type of Device Consisting of a Reflecting Wave—N. A. Wood.

621.306.11  Two Appendices. The results are compared with those obtained on the basis of a parabolic variation of ionization.

621.306.11  Equivariant Path and Absorption in an Ionosphere Region—J. C. Jaeger, (Proc. Phys. Soc., vol. 59, pp. 87–96; January 1, 1947.) Formulas for the calculation of absorption and equivalent path for rays vertically incident on an ionized region, the ionization of which varies exponentially (a Chapman region), are deduced for the case of transmission and of reflection from above and below. Tables of numerical values are appended. The results are compared with those obtained on the basis of a parabolic variation of ionization.

621.306.11  Predicting World Area Coverage by Reflected Waves—N. A. Atwood. (Tele-Tech., vol. 6, pp. 38–42, 104; June, 1947.) Technical details of a new method for predicting the maximum coverage of the earth by the 20-Mc. and 60-Mc. stations working frequency for any radio link. Use is made of a slide-rule type of device consisting of a transparent world map, a transparent time-frequency chart, and a series of great-circle charts. These are similar to the maps and charts contained in the C.R.P.L. Basic Radio Propagation Predictions.

621.306.11  Doppler Effect in Propagation—H. V. Griffiths, (Wireless Eng., vol. 24, pp. 162–166; June, 1947.) Changes of 2 to 7 parts in 10^4 have been observed in the received frequency of WWV on 15 Mc., which are accurate to ±2 parts in 10^4. Further measurements under different conditions have shown that the divergence is not wholly or largely due to the change in frequency of the source.

621.306.11  Quench Frequency Chart, and a Series of Great Circle Charts of a Slide-Rule Type of Device Consisting of a Reflecting Wave—N. A. Wood.

621.306.11  Two Appendices. The results are compared with those obtained on the basis of a parabolic variation of ionization.

621.306.11  Equivariant Path and Absorption in an Ionosphere Region—J. C. Jaeger, (Proc. Phys. Soc., vol. 59, pp. 87–96; January 1, 1947.) Formulas for the calculation of absorption and equivalent path for rays vertically incident on an ionized region, the ionization of which varies exponentially (a Chapman region), are deduced for the case of transmission and of reflection from above and below. Tables of numerical values are appended. The results are compared with those obtained on the basis of a parabolic variation of ionization.

621.306.11  Predicting World Area Coverage by Reflected Waves—N. A. Atwood. (Tele-Tech., vol. 6, pp. 38–42, 104; June, 1947.) Technical details of a new method for predicting the maximum coverage of the earth by the 20-Mc. and 60-Mc. stations working frequency for any radio link. Use is made of a slide-rule type of device consisting of a transparent world map, a transparent time-frequency chart, and a series of great-circle charts. These are similar to the maps and charts contained in the C.R.P.L. Basic Radio Propagation Predictions.

621.310.520.581510.525  Doppler Effect in Propagation—H. V. Griffiths, (Wireless Eng., vol. 24, pp. 162–166; June, 1947.) Changes of 2 to 7 parts in 10^4 have been observed in the received frequency of WWV on 15 Mc., which are accurate to ±2 parts in 10^4. Further measurements under different conditions have shown that the divergence is not wholly or largely due to the change in frequency of the source.

621.310.520.581510.525  Quench Frequency Chart, and a Series of Great Circle Charts of a Slide-Rule Type of Device Consisting of a Reflecting Wave—N. A. Wood.

621.310.520.581510.525  Two Appendices. The results are compared with those obtained on the basis of a parabolic variation of ionization.

621.310.520.581510.525  Equivariant Path and Absorption in an Ionosphere Region—J. C. Jaeger, (Proc. Phys. Soc., vol. 59, pp. 87–96; January 1, 1947.) Formulas for the calculation of absorption and equivalent path for rays vertically incident on an ionized region, the ionization of which varies exponentially (a Chapman region), are deduced for the case of transmission and of reflection from above and below. Tables of numerical values are appended. The results are compared with those obtained on the basis of a parabolic variation of ionization.

621.310.520.581510.525  Predicting World Area Coverage by Reflected Waves—N. A. Atwood. (Tele-Tech., vol. 6, pp. 38–42, 104; June, 1947.) Technical details of a new method for predicting the maximum coverage of the earth by the 20-Mc. and 60-Mc. stations working frequency for any radio link. Use is made of a slide-rule type of device consisting of a transparent world map, a transparent time-frequency chart, and a series of great-circle charts. These are similar to the maps and charts contained in the C.R.P.L. Basic Radio Propagation Predictions.


Load Characteristics of Television Antenna Systems; Part 3—G. E. Hamilton and R. K. Olsen. (日电, vol. 27, pp. 20-25; March, 1947.) Aerial impedance characteristics are discussed and phrasing and matching methods for transmitting aerials are given, with particular reference to (a) the doughnut type of folded dipole and elements of the same diameter, (b) a double-layered system in turnstile and (c) three-element folded dipoles. Where such measurements are found necessary and the complex nature of the load must be plotted, transmission line charts may be used to simplify the calculation. Suitable charts are "Characteristics of Transmission Line Measurements and Computations," by F. S. Carter, ( Proc. N. A. Review, October 1939). "Practical Analysis of Ultra-High-Frequency," by J. R. Meagher and H. J. Markley. (RCA Service Co.) and "Transmission Line Calculator," by P. H. Smith (Electronics, January, 1939.) For parts 1 and 2 see 2262 of August.

Television Antenna Installations Giving Multiple Receiver Outlets—Ehret. (See 3029.)


Westinghouse Color Television Studio Equipment—D. L. Baithes. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 27-39.) A descriptive account of the electrical and optical equipment required to convert a 35-mm. color film or color video film and associated sound into signals suitable for a u.h.f. color television transmitter (480 to 920 Mc.). The color operation is based on the use of three primary colors with sequential scanning by means of color filters. Sound and picture signals are transmitted on the same frequency.


Television Equipment for Aircraft—M. A. Trainer and W. J. Poch. (RCA Rev., vol. 7, pp. 459-502; December, 1946.) A light-weight airborne television equipment operating on a frequency of about 100 Mc. is described and the design considerations involved are listed and discussed. The transmitter and camera are enclosed in a single unit, together with a monitor and power supply, comprising the broadcast transmitting station. Flight tests of the equipment showed difficulties peculiar to the transmission of television signals from aircraft; methods used for minimizing these difficulties are described. In particular instability of synchronization was overcome by use of a keyed automatic volume control and difficulties due to multi-path trans-

High-Power Television Transmitters—Some Aspects of Their Design: Parts 1 and 2—P. T. Bevan. (Broadcast Eng., vol. 19, pp. 138-134; February 181-184, 204; May and June, 1947.) Considers the problems associated with peak power outputs up to 50 kw., involving bandwidths up to 2 Mc., with special reference to the B.B.C. 405-line system. Where low power bandwidths require "maximally flat" coupled circuits of low Q and this implies a small anode load resistance for the amplifier tube, thus limiting the power output possible with anode cooling convenience. Recent short single-ended water-cooled tubes such as the CAT21 give the small grid-load inductions required for neutralized push-pull-grid-modulated amplifiers at 50 Mc. The estimated peak power of a CAT21 is shown graphically in terms of the bandwidth response. The requirements for capacitors, insulators, and resistors are briefly described. After expressing the need for more accurate measurement of large currents in v.h.f. tank circuits, the idealized linear operating conditions of a grid-modulated push-pull r.f. amplifier are illustrated and the requirements for neutralization are given. Methods described for overcoming the effects of nonlinearity include loading the grid circuit of the push-pull amplifier with resistance and the use of a cathode-follower driver stage. The advantages and disadvantages of the grounded-grid r.f. amplifier, and the requirements for output transmission lines, and cables are described.

Transmitter for Black-and-White and Color Television—N. H. Young. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 40-53.) A general description of a 490-Mc. transmitter giving a peak power output of 1 kw. It is designed for operation from 3-phase 60-c.p.s. mains at either 230 or 722 volts. The total power consumption is 25 k.w.a.

The Electrostatic [image] Dissector—H. Salinger. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 82-88.) Magnetic focusing is used, but scanning is done by electrostatic deflection. The deflection is achieved by means of a number of wires (twelve in this case) disposed axially inside the tube. The two scanning auxiliary amplifiers are applied in different proportions to each wire. Special networks to effect proper voltage distribution have been developed.

A Simple and Practical Television Receiver—M. Mars. (Élipsis, no. 24, pp. 15-17, April, 1947.) Circuit diagrams and constructional details of a receiver using only 18 tubes, including the three rectifiers in the supply unit. Sensitivity can be improved by the addition of another h.f. stage.

Colored Television for Theaters—H. G. Shea. (Tele-Tech, vol. 6, pp. 44-45; June, 1947.) General principles of a r.c.a. system giving pictures 7 and one-half feet by 10 feet. The colors are obtained by special phosphors in the three c.r. tubes. See also 1246 of May.


Variable Inductance Tuning for TV Receivers—Melvin. (See 3073.)

Television Network Facilities—L. G. Abrah—am and H. I. Rommes. (Elect. Eng., vol. 66, pp. 477-482; May and June, 1947.) Discussion of (a) balanced wire pairs, (b) coaxial cables and (c) radio relays for the interconnection of television studios.

Television Antenna Installations Giving Multiple Receiver Outlets—Ehret. (See 3029.)

Television Transmission in the New York Metropolitan Area—Lodge. (See 3257.)


Microwave Frequency Stability—A. E. Harrison. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), vol. 2, pp. 615-622.) A discussion of the principles of operation of klystron frequency multipliers and power amplifiers for direct crystal control of the microwave power.


Transmitter with Efficient Band Switching—R. T. P. Turino. (Radio News, vol. 37, pp. 53-55; May, 1947.) A coils for the range 10 to 80 meters are mounted on a sliding carriage, with rack and pinion operation from the front panel, which carries all controls.

Ground-Air Communication Unit—S. A. Meacham. (Communications, vol. 27, pp. 22-23; May, 1947.) A medium-power transmitter covering the bands 125 to 525 kc., to 20 Mc., and 100 to 160 Mc.


Abstracts and References


In these systems, the potential distribution in the beam causes a lack of homogeneity, which is revealed by ray-tracing results.


3330 Photodetectors for Ultraviolet, Visible and Infrared Radiation—R. J. Cashman. (Proc. Nat. Electronics Conference (Chicago), Vol. 2, pp. 171–180.) Review of recent developments, including (a) photoemissive cells with active and pure metal cathodes, (b) photovoltaic cells, and (c) photomultiplier tubes and their uses.


3332 The C. E. Behaviour of the Barrier Layer Photo Cell—J. A. Sargrove. (J. Inst. Elec. Eng., Vol. 7, pp. 86–97; May and June, 1947.) When the cell is illuminated, it acts as a nonlinear conductor, and the current is a function of the voltage in both directions, whereas in darkness it behaves as a rectifier. This property enables the cell to be used directly for operating relays, with a sensitivity 300 times greater than when used as a detector. A high degree of electrical stability is obtained by operating the cell from the same a.c. supply as the lamp which illuminates it. A number of industrial applications of the method are described.

3333 Similitude of Valves—F. H. Raymond. (Onde Elect., Vol. 27, pp. 209–212; May, 1947.) A demonstration of the agreement between the general theory of similitude and the technical aspects of its application to tubes described by Lehmann (382) of 1946. The similitude of tubes with a common cathode is considered in particular; the possibility of other types of similitude is discussed and the law of similitude for the magnetron derived simply.


3336 On the Heizol Circuit Used in Progressive-Wave Valves—Roubine. (See 3036.)


3338 Conformal Transformations in Orthogonal Reference Systems—Rays. (See 3171.)

3339 Microphonic of Radio Valves—Chamagne and Renard. (Wireless Spect. [Franz., no. 24, Supplement Électronique, pp. 7–10; April, 1947.) Discusses definition and gives methods of measurement.

3340 Microphonic in a Subminiature Triode—V. V. Cohen and A. Bloom. (Communications, Vol. 27, pp. 18, 41; March, 1947.) Summary only. For another account see 947 of April.

3341 A Study of the Barium Silicate Interface of Oxide Coated Cathodes—Eisenstein. (See 3158.)


3343 Total Emission Noise in Diodes—A. van der Ziel and A. Versnel. (Nieuwe Tijdschr. Fys. [Amster., Vol. 39, p. 10; April, 1947.) Measurements at 7.25 meters on a diode with a negative anode voltage show that the equivalent noise temperature of the conductance is approximately equal to the cathode temperature; this relationship is expected to hold over a wide frequency range.

3344 Total Emission Damping in Diodes—A. van der Ziel. (Nature (London), Vol. 159, pp. 675–676; May 17, 1947.) Results of measurements at 5.8 meters of the additional admittance in a diode due to the space charge are given in curves which show the dependence of the admittance on the anode voltage and the saturation current. See also 3109 of 1946 (Smyth).

3345 The Equivalent Diode—J. Eastbrook. (Wireless Eng., Vol. 24, pp. 188–189; June, 1947.) It is concluded that experimental discrimination between the formulas of Walker (949) of April and Tellegen (Physica, Vol. 5, p. 301; 1925) is not possible; between these two and Fremin’s (3166 of 1939) it is possible but unimportant. Walker’s approach is preferred on account of its simplicity and because it is theoretically sounder and does not involve the three-halves law. See also 2622 and 2623 of September.

3346 [357.291–357.691]


3348 The Generator of Centimeter Waves—H. D. Hagstrum. Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 35, pp. 548–564; June, 1947.) The physical principles and performance of three types of cavity resonators are described and discussed in some detail. Disk-seal triodes (with built-in cavity-resonators) and velocity-variations oscillators are described briefly. References to basic papers are given.


3350 A Magnetron for D.C. Voltage Amplification—H. B. Casimir. (Philips Tech. Rev., Vol. 8, pp. 361–367; December, 1946.) Use of diode in which magnetic field is excited by inductive coupling and output circuits that are separated; introduction of grid at cathode potential near anode increases magnetic sensitivity, which is comparable with the amplification factor of a triode.

3351 Excess Noise in Cavity Magneto-trons—Sproull. (See 3268.)


3353 Velocity Modulation Valves—F. E. H. Fremin. (Electron. Eng., Vol. 19, pp. 147–151 and 199–201; May and June, 1947.) A general discussion of the various types of tubes where the condition for oscillation may be met. Heil tubes are derived and it is shown how the power from the electron beam in a rhombatron varies with the oscillation amplitude. The methods for increasing the efficiency of such tubes and the difference in output and output circuits that are separated; introduction of grid at cathode potential near anode increases magnetic sensitivity, which is comparable with the amplification factor of a triode.

3354 Generalized Boundary Conditions in Electromagnetic Theory—Schebunoff. (See 3094.)

3355 The Klystron as Amplifier at Centimeter Wavelengths—R. Kompner. (Jour. Brit. I.R.E., Vol. 7, pp. 117–123; May and June, 1947.) Discussion, pp. 123–124: It is shown in theory a klystron is capable of giving r.f. amplification; a detailed examination shows that noise is the limiting factor. The reduction of shot noise by suitable design is discussed briefly but it is concluded that the practical difficulties in the case of the klystron are much greater than for other devices.


3357 Triode Characteristics—S. Rodda. (Wireless Eng., Vol. 24, p. 157; May, 1947.) Method of calculating the equivalent grid voltage of a triode. A first approximate gives a result in agreement with that of Tellegen, a second approximation includes the effect of space charge in the grid-anode region.

3358 [357.291–357.691] Photocell [Book Review]—A. Sommer, Methuen and Co., pp. 58 (P. O.

Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Research—A weekly publication by the U.S. Department of Commerce, giving abstracts of reports and patents dealing with electronics, plastics, electrical machinery, equipment and supplies, instruments, metals and metal products, physics, and other subjects.


The Electric-Magnetic Analogy—G. W. O'H. G. H. Livens (Wireless Eng., vol. 24, pp. 131-132 and 156; May, 1947.) Comment on 970 of April. Various manipulations of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian functions L and A for both electric and magnetic fields tend to show that in some cases E is analogous to B rather than to H, while D (M P = E/â’s, where P is the material polarization) is analogous to H rather than to B.

The advantages and disadvantages of exchanging the roles of the vectors B and H are discussed.


The Sign of Reactive Power—(Elect. Eng., vol. 66, pp. 514-517; May, 1947.) Sixteen further comments on 971 of April. See also 1972 of July.

A Synopsis Review of Electrical Engineering Progress, Particularly During the Last Quarter Century—J. L. Ferguson. (Jour. I.E.E. (London), Part 1, vol. 94, pp. 73-81; February, 1947.) Abstract of Chairman's address to Irish branch of I.E.E.


Inco Nickel Alloys help this new robot pilot "see" and correct tiny deviations from course

Plunging through rough seas... with no hand at its helm... a ship equipped with a Kirsten Photo-Electric Pilot clings to its course with uncanny accuracy.

This robot, manufactured by the Marine Division of the Kirsten Pipe Company, Seattle 9, Washington, gets its initial signal from an electric eye in the compass binnacle.

The slightest deviation of the compass increases or decreases the intensity of a beam of light. This energizes a power unit which, in turn, operates the steering mechanism.

In designing their power unit, Kirsten ran into trouble with the solenoid shaft.

This vital part had to be non-magnetic, strong, and able to take a high polish to cut down friction between the shaft and the steel clutch. It had to be easy to machine and capable of resisting corrosive marine atmospheres.

After experimenting with many metals, Kirsten engineers finally found the one with all the properties required. Its name? "KR"* Monel.

Also, when perfecting their binnacle unit, these men chose another Inco Nickel Alloy... "K"* Monel. Ball bearings of this strong, extra-hard, corrosion-resistant metal enable the binnacle assembly to move freely and easily... despite constant wear, damp sea air, and changing temperatures.

Find out where and how one or more of the family of Inco Nickel Alloys can help you solve metal-selection problems. Put these alloys at the top of the list when you're searching for metals with a hard-to-find combination of properties.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC.
67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.
Announcing "Filpec"

Centralab's new and revolutionary "printed electronic circuit" filter!

"Filpec" gives you integral construction! Made with high dielectric Ceramic-X, Centralab's Filpec assures long life, low internal inductance, resistance to humidity and vibration. Actual Filpec dimensions: \( \frac{3}{8} \)" long, \( \frac{5}{8} \)" wide, \( \frac{3}{64} \)" thick.

"Filpec" gives you flexibility! Schematic diagram above shows typical Filpec application as a balanced diode load filter. Filpec can be designed for you to meet a wide range of filter applications.

"Filpec" combines up to three major components into one tiny filter unit! Small, lightweight, Filpec reduces soldered connections 50%, saves space, cuts inventory, is highly adaptable to a variety of circuits. Capacitor values are available on Filpec from 50 to 200 mfd. Resistor values from 5 ohms to 5 megohms.

Here it is — Centralab's newest application of its famous "printed electronic circuit" (PEC)! Illustrated on this page is a typical example — a brand new balanced diode load filter, lighter in weight, smaller in size than one ordinary capacitor! Think of what that offers you in higher circuit efficiency, more dependable performance as well as a reduction of line operations in set and equipment manufacturing! For complete information, send for Bulletin 976.

Ratings: Capacity values (\( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) equal): 50 to 200 mfd. Capacity tolerance: \( -20\% \) to \( +50\% \) over 100 mfd, \( \pm 20\% \) below 100 mfd. Resistance values: 5 ohms to 5 megohms. Resistance rating: \( \frac{1}{2} \) watt, 400 WVDC. Flash test: 800 VDC.

Look to Centralab in 1947! First in component research that means lower costs for the electronic industry.

Division of GLOBE-UNION INC., Milwaukee
In stock...

Ready to use

water jackets and forced air cooling mounts

for power tubes

- Immediate delivery
- Excellent value
- Any quantity

YOU ARE ASSURED of low cost and simplified design because RCA tube mounts and jackets are mass produced. Tube and equipment manufacturers are already finding it advantageous to obtain their cooling equipment requirements from RCA.

Gone is the need for the expensive and time-consuming operation formerly required to make these cooling jackets or mounts into your own equipment mail the attached coupon today, or write to RCA, Tube Mounts and Accessories Section, Engineering Products Department, Camden, New Jersey.

TUBE MOUNTS AND ACCESSORIES SECTION
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT, CAMDEN, N.J.

Check your tube types for free data and prices

Tube Mounts and Accessories Section
Radio Corporation of America
Box 67-K, Camden, N. J.

Please send me information and prices on jackets and mounts for the following tubes:

WATER-COOLED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WATER-COOLED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9C21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>862A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AIR-COOLED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR-COOLED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7C24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9C22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9C25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9C26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAME ____________________________ TITLE ____________________________

COMPANY ____________________________

STREET ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY ____________________________ ZONE ______ STATE ________

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 36A)
Sound trucks with magnetic wire recorder-reproducers mean better announcements with less personnel! Here's a field that will net some aggressive engineer a neat piece of the profits in magnetic recording. Why don't you investigate? Look to the leader—Brush—for the finest in magnetic wire recording components!

**BRUSH PLATED WIRE**

Constant plating thickness assures uniform signal.  
Correct balance of magnetic properties assures good frequency response and high level.  
Excellent surface finish assures low noise and minimum wear.  
Corrosion resistant.  
Easy to handle—ductile—can be knotted.

**BRUSH WIRE RECORDING HEADS**

Of principal interest are their excellent electrical characteristics, extreme simplicity of design to avoid trouble, and the “hum-bucking” characteristics, which reduce the effect of extraneous magnetic fields. When required, the head cartridge alone (pole piece and coil unit) may be supplied for incorporation into manufacturers' own head structure.

Write today—

**THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY**

2401 Perkins Avenue — Cleveland 14, Ohio U.S.A.

MAGNETIC RECORDING DIV. • ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS DIV.

INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS DIV. • CRYSTAL DIVISION

(Continued from page 35A)

**PITTSBURGH**


Election of Officers; June 9, 1947.

**PORTLAND**

“A V.H.F. Bridge for Impedance Measurements at Frequencies between 20 and 140 Mc.,” by R. A. Soderman, General Radio Company; September 18, 1947.

**SACRAMENTO**


**ST. LOUIS**


**SAN DIEGO**


**SAN FRANCISCO**


**WASHINGTON**

“The Versatile R.C. Parallel-T,” by C. F. White, Naval Research Laboratory; September 8, 1947.

The following transfers and admissions were approved on October 7, 1947, to be effective as of November 1, 1947:

**Transfer to Senior Member**

Brewer, F. C., Sr., 2725 Hawthorne, Franklin Park, Ill.

Clark, J. F., Jr., 2016 Fairlawn Ave., Bethlehem, Pa.

Cogswell, W. P., 1030—26 St., S. Arlington, Va.

DaBadas, H. H., 520 Clarendon St., Syracuse, N. Y.


Freedman, S., 38 W. 182 St., New York, N. Y.

Lasher, C. C., General Electric Co., Thompson Rd., Syracuse, N. Y.

Montgomery, B. E., Engineering Department, Northwest Airlines, Inc., Holman Field, St. Paul, Minn.

Ryburn, J. C. F., Traegarsvej 59, Hellerup, Denmark

Schleiman-Jensen, A., Ailingarvagen 24, Hammarbyholmen, Sweden

Walley, B., 840 S. Hobart Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

**Admission to Senior Member**

Clark, H. T., 401 Jamesville Rd., Dewitt, N. Y.


Hathaway, L. L., 52 Stonehenge Rd., Manhasset, L. I., N. Y.


(Continued on page 38A)
MAN AT WORK

Electronics scientists aren't waiting for a "cold war" to get hot. They're pitting their knowledge, ingenuity and skill against the direst of eventualities. You'll find their counterparts in the Sherron laboratories. Physicists, mathematicians and technicians — the Sherron laboratory staff is earnestly alert to tomorrow's responsibilities.

SHERRON LABORATORY PROJECTS COVER

- Ultra and Hyper High Frequency Techniques
- Electron Ballistics
- Thermionic Emission
- High Vacuum Electronic Tubes Techniques
- Radar: (Detection—Navigation)
- Electronic Control for Drone & Guided Missiles

SHERRON ELECTRONICS CO.

Division of Sherron Metallic Corporation

1201 FLUSHING AVENUE • BROOKLYN 6, NEW YORK
FOR THE BEST IN FM

✓ Andrew Coaxial Transmission Line
✓ Andrew Installation of Line and Antenna

At FM frequencies, transmission lines are tricky.
That’s why broadcasters who value reliability buy ANDREW transmission lines. Having bought the best, they find it good business to have Andrew engineers install it.

ANDREW field crews are supervised by radio engineers of long experience, because we believe that steeplejacks alone cannot properly install transmission lines, antennas, and lighting equipment. If you prefer to employ your own workmen, we’ll gladly furnish a supervisory engineer.

ANDREW coaxial transmission lines, and installation service, may be purchased directly from the factory, or through any FM transmitter manufacturer. If you buy an FM package, be sure to specify ANDREW.

J. M. Troesch of WSTV is one of many satisfied ANDREW customers.

(Continued from page 36A)

Transfer to Member Grade

Abrahams, I. C., 1651 Avenue B, Schenectady, N. Y.
Abramovich, M. N., 301 Delayed Place, N. W., Apt. 410, Washington, D. C.
Alexander B., 193 Whitford Ave, Nutley, N. J.
Aziz, S. A., 605 East Heavy, Champaign, III.
Benes, T. M., Jr., 13 State St., Schenectady, N. Y.
Clement, R. R., 641 Park Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
Cox, R. J., Chalk River Laboratory, National Research Council of Canada, Chalk River, Ont., Canada
Dukat, F. M., 22 Madison Rd., Waltham 54, Mass.
Freeman, S., Jr., 836 Lincoln St., Jackson, Mich.
Hunt, W. C., 1520 Rutherford, Detroit, Mich.
Jacoben, A. B., University of Washington, 311 Engineering Hall, Seattle 5, Wash.
Lester, B. R., Box 211, R.F.D. 1, Lishabakil Rd., West Albany, N. Y.
Peprone, S. A., Box 1903, Korea, Nairobi, Kenya, East Africa
Schoenhorn, F. W. J., 159 Woodhull Ave., Riverhead, N. Y.
Sukhadia, P. U., Plot No. 427, Floor 1, Rm. 16, Shamjlal Bhavan, Sion Rd., Matunga (G.P.I.), Bombay 19, India.
Tirrell, C. W., 3128 Newton Ave., San Diego 2, Calif.
Todd, A. C., Route 10, Lafayette, Ind.
White, A. W., Box 1142, Port Elizabeth, Union of South Africa

Admission to Member Grade

Canning, J. H., Prospect Park, Emporium, Pa.
Carr, S. O., Box 91, Curundu, Canal Zone
Cosby, J. C., 1817 Senate St., Columbia, S. C.
Long, L. E., 148 S. Norman Ave., Dayton 5, Ohio
Maclellan, J. G., 481 Laurier West, Ottawa, Ont., Canada
McAllister, C. L., "Glenick," Summerhill Rd., Aberdeen, Scotland
McKay, R. L., 15245 Lemoli Ave., Gardena, Calif.
Morris, A. J., 2430 Durant Ave., Berkeley 4, Calif.
Norris, K. H., 6200 Drexel Ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
Oliver, E., 17 Connought Mansions, Prince of Wales Drive, London, S.W. 11, England
Parhasarathy Lyengar, R. A., 1414 E. 59 St., Chicago 37, Ill.
Ramanadham, R., Marconi College Hostel, Chelmsford, Essex, England
Reynolds, J. B., 120 Oakdale Ave., Baltimore 28, Md.
Santait, C. M., 24 Newberry Rd., Lucknow, U. P., India
Van Cace, M. H., Jr., 118-D Lovington Dr., Fairfield, Ohio
Van Zeebelen, F. J., 2461 S. 68 St., Milwaukee 14, Wis.
Wilson, W. H., 249-37-51 Ave., Little Neck, L. I., N. Y.
Wood, R., Box 366, Santiago, Chile

The following admissions to Associate were approved on October 7, 1947, to be effective as of November 1, 1947:

Albers, W. A., 136 Georgina Ave., Santa Monica, Calif.

(Continued on page 40A)
"these WAA distributors have surplus electronic equipment which we need"

"yes sir...it is easy to buy and their prices are right"

Yes...these WAA Approved Distributors have large inventories of valuable, hard-to-get, electronic materials and equipment. These vast stocks of tubes, devices and apparatus were declared surplus by the Armed Forces. Investigate...fill your present and future need while inventories still permit large purchases and wide selection.

Purchasing of this equipment has been simplified to a high degree. These WAA Approved Distributors were selected on a basis of their ability to serve you intelligently and efficiently. Write, phone or visit your nearest Approved Distributor for information concerning inventories, prices and delivery arrangements. You'll find you can "Save with Surplus".

SOUTHERN

Navitation Instrument Co., Inc. P. O. Box 7001, Heights Station Houston, Texas

Southern Electronic Co. 611 Baronne Street New Orleans, La.

PACIFIC

Coles Instrument Co. 1320 S. Grand Avenue Los Angeles, Calif.

Hoffman Radio Corp. 3761 S. Hill Street Los Angeles, Calif.

MIDWESTERN

American Condenser Co. 4410 N. Ravenswood Ave. Chicago, Ill.

Belmont Radio Corp. 3633 S. Racine Ave. Chicago, Ill.

E. F. Johnson Co. 206 Second Ave., S. W. Winona, Minnesota

Electro-Voice, Inc. Carroll & Cedar Streets Buchanan, Michigan

Essex Wire Corp. 1601 Wall Street Fort Wayne, Indiana

WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION

OFFICE OF AIRCRAFT AND ELECTRONICS DISPOSAL


Customer Service Centers in these and many other cities.
For well over half a century Thorndarson has lead the field in the development of fine transformer equipment. First to build transformers for specific applications in industry, Thorndarson has pioneered many developments, among them the superior coil and core materials used throughout its entire line... A vigorous policy of research and development, together with an unusually high production standard has made its name a guarantee of quality... an assurance of trouble-free performance among engineers everywhere.

Our technical staff would welcome an opportunity to assist you with your transformer problems. Send us full details as to your requirements today. For General applications, the new 1947 Thorndarson Transformer catalog is now available. Send for your free copy today.
The Sperry Klystron Tube to generate ultra-high-frequency microwaves.

The Sperry Klystron Signal Source to "power" them.

The Sperry Microline to test and measure them.

These Sperry products equip the research or development engineer with every essential for development or design in the microwave field.

The Sperry Klystron Tube has already opened up new vistas in navigation, aviation, medicine, radio, telephone, telegraph and other major applications. It is ready for many new local oscillator or high power uses.

The Sperry Microline includes practically every type of instrument for quick precision measurements in the microwave frequency bands.

This Sperry service — beginning with a source of microwave energy, the Klystron, and following through with every facility for measuring microwaves — opens up almost unlimited possibilities for industry.

We will be glad to supply complete information.

Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: GREAT NECK, NEW YORK  DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION

NEW YORK · CLEVELAND · NEW ORLEANS · LOS ANGELES · SAN FRANCISCO · SEATTLE
Wherever industrial electronic equipment is sectionized, Amphenol AN connectors serve with efficiency and economy to provide quick connection and easy disconnect for servicing or movement.

They save money by permitting associated wiring for one or many circuits to be prefabricated, thus electronic devices may be tested at the factory and instantly connected for use on arrival. This greatly simplifies installation and servicing procedures.

Available in five major shell designs, each of which accommodates over 200 styles of contact inserts, Amphenol AN connectors handle voltages up to 22,000, amperages up to 200. Types with pressure-proof, explosion-proof or moisture-proof housings also are available, as are standard elements for thermocouples.

Amphenol, long the leader in mass-producing AN connectors for the armed forces, remains completely tooled for large-scale production for industry at costs far below those in effect pre-war. Write for full data now.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
1830 South 54th Avenue, Chicago 50, Illinois

COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS • INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS, FITTINGS AND CONDUIT • ANTENNAS • RADIO COMPONENTS • PLASTICS FOR ELECTRONICS

THICKER AMPHENOL AN INSERTS INCREASE BREAKAGE RESISTANCE

Here's another example of the "safety insurance" supplied by alert Amphenol engineering: On all sizes, from 20 up, Amphenol inserts are thicker, offering greater resistance to breakage. This is particularly important where larger diameters are employed, and a greater number of contacts accommodated.

Kime, J. M., 471 Greenwood Ave., Akron 2, Ohio
Kitahi, I., 1111 West End Ave., New York 23, N. Y.
Kulp, J. B., 5050 N. Broadway, Chicago 40, Ill.
Lee, W. S., 200 White Horse Pike, W. Collingswood, N. J.
Leonard, A. R., 3336 Mt. Pleasant St., N. W., Washington 10, D. C.
Long, F. H., 2540 Hudson Blvd., Jersey City 4, N. J.
Lund, C. O., RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.
Malvarez, F. G., Poxos 1143, Buenos Aires, Argentina
McCarthy A. A., Radio Department, Ranger 4, British Airways, Montreal Airport, Montreal, Que., Canada
McGinn, B. A., 167 Lloyd Ave., Providence 6, R. I.
Morrison, W. J., 725 S. 41, Odessa 11, Ky.
Morton, A. A., Bryn Roy, Cadwgan Rd., Old Colwyn, North Wales
Muir, D. A., 1200 W. Colvin St., Syracuse 7, N. Y.
Neeley, A. C., Box 683, Red Bank, N. J.
Nickel, W. L., 811 Chestnut, Joplin, Mo.
Oebela, C. J., 3601 E. Fifth St., Dayton 3, Ohio
Olick, J., 808 Adee Ave., New York 67, N. Y.
Pechous, T. W., 7712 Morningside Dr., Washington, D. C.
Phelps, W. H., 747 Fifth St., Hermosa Beach, Calif.
Pointon, C. G., 72 Queen, W., Toronto 2, Ont., Canada
Pratt, D. E., Box 149, Attica, N. Y.
Preston, M. B., 609B S. Palm Ave., Alhambra, Calif.
Purdy, J. A., R. F. D. 4, Hamilton, Ohio
Quint, A. S., 55 Lee St., Cambridge 39, Mass.
Ramakuluvu, Nair, P., 55 Hannon Pl., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.
Redhead, P. A., 36 Patterson Ave., Ottawa, Ont., Canada
Reynier, E. H., 747 Evergreen Dr., Akron 3, Ohio
Rhine, J. A., 454 E. Buachtel Ave., Akron 4, Ohio
Ricker, A. M., 1728 N. Orange Dr., Hollywood, Calif.
Robbins, R. E., 1616–16 St., N. W., Washington 9, D. C.
Rubio, J. M., Ayacucho 1147, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Savalan, D., Freyre 1510, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Schulz, K. A., 904 W. Webster St., Chicago 14, III.
Shaffer, R. C., Circle Manor, Tallmadge, Ohio
Sher, N., 914 Franklin St., Philadelphia 23, Pa.
Sprung, L. H., 4918 S. Ashland Ave., Chicago 9, Ill.
Stahl, J. E., Jr., 637 S. Humphreys Ave., Oak Park Ill.
Stanfield, W. H., 3638 N. Wayne, Chicago 13, III.
Swenson, A. N., Jr., 145 W. Acacia, Glendale 4, Calif.
Tyler, H. L., 6427 Harcourt Rd., Baltimore 14, Md.
Van Gavray, R. L., 98 B St., Carlisle, Pa.
Volpe, F., 4942 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.
Weingarten, R., 311 Helliotrope Dr., Los Angeles 4, Calif.
Wetmore, G. C., 115 Atlantic St., Stamford, Conn.
Williams, C. S., 509 E. Fourth St., Alice, Texas
Williams, H. G., 916 Coral St., Tampa, Fla.
Wilson, J. E., 115 S. Darling St., Angola, Ind.
Wittig, W. L., 610 Douglas St., Akron 7, Ohio
Yankauski, B. U., 4900 N. Sheridan, Chicago, III.
Young, T. P., 848 Lakeside Pl., Chicago 40, III.
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Model 666HH
VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER

Here it is! The NEW "hand-size" Triplet test that packs a laboratory of versatile service into a size that fits your hand and weighs only 1½ pounds. It’s the tester you’ve been looking for.

In a handsome, streamlined, molded case, Model 666HH features greater scale readability; low contact resistance at jacks achieved by new banana-type plug-in leads; greater stability evolved through special new type resistors—these are just a few of the many refinements.

Model 666HH is an engineered marvel of compactness, a miniature "laboratory" that delivers more accurate, precise results per square inch than many kinds of larger, more costly equipment.

See, try, compare the brilliant performance of this thorough-going example of dependable Triplet engineering. It’s the ideal tester for radio servicemen, radio amateurs, industrial engineers and laboratory technicians.

RANGES

D.C. VOLTS: 0-10-50-250-
1000-5000, at 1000 ohms-
Volt.

A.C. VOLTS: 0-10-50-250-
1000-5000, at 1000 ohms-
Volt.

D.C. MILLIAMPERES: 0-
10-100-500, at 250 milli-
volts.

OHMS: 0-200-400,000.

For Descriptive Material Write Dept. Hl17

Precision first...to last

Triplett

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. BLUFFTON, OHIO
At 4 - Input Range . . . 55 - 65 cycles for the latest
in electronic developments

Currently FROM SORENSEN & COMPANY, INC.
Manufacurer of
VOLTAGE REGULATORS, NOBATRONS & ELECTRONIC APPARATUS

Runaway Voltages Stopped at 1/10 of 1%

Rated performance of Model 1750-S guarantees delivery of output
line voltages at a regulation accuracy of 0.2% under varying load.
However, in actual tests of this unit voltage stabilization was held
to within 0.1% under full operating conditions. This
conservative safety rating of 0.2% is typical of
all Sorenson performance factors.

Input voltage range 220-230 VAC
Adjustable output range 110-120 VAC
Load range 200-2000 VA
Regulation accuracy 0.2%
Harmonic distortion 2% max.
Recovery time 6 cycles
Input frequency range 55-65 cycles

IT IS "A NATURAL"
FOR CONTROLLING VOLTAGES IN LABORATORIES ASSEMBLY
LINE TESTING AND AS A COMPONENT OF YOUR ELECTRICAL UNIT.

Write for more information on this product.

Send me the Electronics Journal "Currently," regularly in addition to the resume on "Electronic Batteries."

NAME TITLE
COMPANY ADDRESS
SORENSEN & COMPANY, INC.
375 FAIRFIELD AVE. • STAMFORD, CONN.

Membership
(Continued from page 42A)
Zweigert, R. A., Sola 1297. Ploa 1, Departamento D,
Buenos Aires, Argentina

ERRATA
The following memberships were erroneously listed and should read as follows:
Transfer to Member Grade, effective as of September 1, 1947
Thomas, A., 241 George St., Sarnia, Ont., Canada
Admission to Member Grade, effective as of October 1, 1947
Smith, H. B., 4912-40 Place, Hyattsville, Md.

News: New Products
These manufacturers have invited PROCEEDINGS readers to write for literature and further technical
information. Please mention your I.R.E. affiliation.

Interesting Abstracts
(Continued from page 30A)
• • • The entire stock of the Garod Radio Corp., 70 Washington St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y., has been purchased by Leonard
Ashback Company of Chicago. The Garod Radio Corporation has been in existence since 1922, and Mr. Ashback stated, when
announcing the stock purchase, that the Garod plant will continue operating under
the new ownership, without interruption,
at its present location in Brooklyn.
• • • The Gemloid Corp., 7910 Albion Ave., Elmhurst, N. Y., has recently an-
nounced the appointment of Louis J.
Wronke as its midwest manager, with headquarters in the Republic Bldg., 209
So. State St., Chicago, Ill. This appoint-
ment represents a step of the Gemloid
Corporation in the direction of a regroup-
ing of its industrial sales and engineering
division.
• • • Haydon Manufacturing Co., makers
of electric timing motors, announce the
moving of their offices and manufacturing
facilities from Forestville, Conn., to mod-
ern quarters in Torrington, Conn.
• • • Removal of office and manufacturing
capacity to a new location at 223-233
West Erie St., Chicago, Ill., has been an-
nounced by Instrument Development
Laboratories. It was explained that this
expansion has been necessitated by the in-
creasing demand for products of the com-
pany, which are used in both nuclear re-
search and routine testing work with radio-
active materials.
• • • The Langevin Manufacturing Corp.,
manufacturers of sound systems, broad-
casting audio facilities, and industrial con-
trols, has taken over the business previ-
ously carried on by The Langevin Com-
pany, Inc., with the exception of the busi-
ness of the latter's West Coast offices.
These West Coast offices in Los Angeles
and San Francisco will keep the name of
The Langevin Co., Inc., and will act in the
capacity of a sales and engineering service
for the products manufactured by The
Langevin Manufacturing Corp. Carl G.
Langevin, who recently became a member
of the Board of Directors of The W. L.
Maxson Corp. of New York, is president
of The Langevin Manufacturing Corp.,
which will continue at its present address,
37 West 65 St., New York 23, N. Y.
(Continued on page 46A)
WHEN YOU HAVE TO CHANGE "DRIVERS"

... YOU WASTE TIME

High-speed railroading on crack cross-country trains requires frequent changing of "drivers" — the huge locomotives that furnish the driving power. Each change of "drivers" means time wasted.

Modern streamline assembly work also involves high speed, but there is no time wasted changing drivers when Reed & Prince equipment is used. Why? Because

**ONE REED & PRINCE DRIVER FITS ALL SIZES OF REED & PRINCE SCREWS AND BOLTS**

There is no longer any need to stop work, search for another driver, change to it, whenever there is a change in screw sizes. The Reed & Prince ONE driver method is the fast efficient time-and-money-saving method of modern production.

All recessed head screws and bolts have definite advantages over the older slotted head, but the Reed & Prince type Recessed Head is the only one which can be fitted and driven throughout the entire size range with a single driver.

REED & PRINCE

Recessed head SCREWS

Recessed and Slotted Wood Screws, Sheet Metal Screws, Machine Screws, Stove Bolts. Also Cap Screws, Set Screws, Machine Screw Nuts, Wing Nuts, Rivets and Burrs, Rods, Screw Drivers and Bits, Specialties.

REED & PRINCE MANUFACTURING CO., Worcester, Mass. and Chicago, Ill., manufacturers of
THE IDEAL WAY TO MAKE ENDS MEET

In radio equipment design, the placing of variable elements is governed by these considerations:

1. Optimum circuit efficiency.
2. Operating convenience.
3. Easy assembly and wiring.
4. Space saving.
5. Accessibility for servicing.
6. Orderly panel appearance.

To satisfy one and all of these requirements looks like a large order. Actually, it's very simple. Just hook up the variable elements to their control knobs with—

S.S.WHITE REMOTE CONTROL FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

This gives you complete freedom in placing both the elements and the knobs anywhere you want them! It's as easy as that.

These shafts are especially engineered and built for the job. With proper application, they can't be distinguished from a direct connection for easy, smooth turning and sensitivity—and they retain their characteristics indefinitely. Full details about these shafts are included in this

260-PAGE FLEXIBLE SHAFT HANDBOOK

COPY FREE if you write for it on your business letterhead and mention your position.

S.S.WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
THE S.S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO.
DEPT. O 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

(Continued from page 44A)

News—New Products

These manufacturers have invited PROCEEDINGS readers to write for literature and further technical information. Please mention your I.R.E. affiliation.

Thyratron Tube

A new 15,000-volt, heavy duty, mercury-vapor thyratron tube, which operates both as a rectifier and as an instantaneous electrical circuit breaker under heavy temporary overloads, is now being manufactured by Federal Telephone and Radio Corp., 100 Kingsland Road, Clifton, N. J.

The unique type of grid design incorporated in this tube allows normal rated flow yet blocks sudden destructive heavy overloads without damage to the tube or circuit. The resulting longer tube life reduces maintenance and replacement costs and, through the added protection to the circuit, minimizes the number of costly shutdowns.

This tube, designated Type F-5563, was designed for use as a voltage controller and overload protector in high-voltage rectifier circuits for industrial heaters, transmitters, and other similar high-voltage applications.

Of the negative-control triode type, the tube operates on a filament voltage of 5 volts and filament current of 10 amperes. The grid voltage for a typical installation would be approximately —70 volts. With 15,000 volts peak forward and inverse anode voltage, the tube is rated at 1.6 amperes average anode current, with a peak of 6.4 amperes.

Voltage Calibrator

A new instrument for peak-to-peak voltage measurements, designated Type 264-A Voltage Calibrator, has been announced by Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., 1000 Main Ave., Clifton, N. J. It may be used with any commercial cathode-ray oscillograph.

The output is essentially a square wave the amplitude of which is continuously variable from 0 to 100 volts. By merely throwing the selector switch, either the unknown signal or any of four ranges of calibrating voltage may be applied to the input of the oscillograph. There is no need for switching leads between signal and calibrating voltage. Measurements may be made of any part of a complex, composite waveform with Type 264-A

(Continued on page 48A)
Now you can get an Ohmite wire-wound, vitreous-enameled resistor . . . of proved reliability . . . in the new compact 5-watt size. This new resistor has the same rugged construction . . . the same unfailing dependability . . . as the well known line of 10 and 20-watt Brown Devil resistors. Stocked in a wide range of resistance values from 1 to 10,000 ohms, with a tolerance of ± 10%.

The new 5-watt Brown Devil can be easily mounted by its 1/8" copper wire leads. Its small size—1/16" x 1"—and rugged all-welded construction make it ideal for general industrial uses and for original and replacement purposes in radio and electronic equipment.

Investigate this new line of Ohmite resistors.

Write for Catalog 19
Contains information on Ohmite stock items

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4862 Flournoy St., Chicago 44, Ill.

Be Right with OHMITE

RHEOSTATS • RESISTORS • TAP SWITCHES • chokeS • ATTENUATORS
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Low NEEDLE TALK CARTRIDGE INVADES Low PRICE FIELD

Where high sensitivity, excellent reproduction, low needle noise or needle talk, and low needle pressure are required ... and cost economy is an important factor ... Astatic earnestly recommends this new Model "LT" Crystal Cartridge.

In the reproduction of high frequencies, this cartridge is noticeably free from disagreeable and annoying surface noise or needle talk ... thereby providing increased tonal clarity and beauty for greater phonograph enjoyment.

The Type "T" Needle employed in the "LT" Cartridge is replaceable and is furnished with an "Electro Formed" precious metal playing tip. Matched to the Cartridge, to give permanent Needle performance, this new Type "T" Needle is the only one that can be used, thus ensuring constancy of the quality of reproduction regardless of the number of times the Needle may be replaced. Special literature is available.

The Astatic Corporation
Cincinnati, Ohio

Exclusive New Type "LT" Cartridge Introduced by Astatic

Miniature I.F. Transformer

Mounted in a 3/4-inch square can with a height of 1 3/4 inches, the SM-107 meets the need for a small, highly sensitive, but low-cost i.f. transformer.

These transformers are now being produced by the Stanwyck Winding Company, 102 So. Lander St., Newburgh, N. Y. Write to the manufacturer for further information.

VEE-D-X Antenna

In collaboration with Alfred C. Denson, electronics specialist of Rockville, Conn., the Lapoint-Plascomold Corp., of Unionville, Conn., have developed a television antenna claimed to be capable of providing clear signals at distances as great as 125 miles from the television transmitter, by direct reception. Reports indicate that reliable reception is secured on an average of 85 per cent of the time.

The VEE-D-X has a high forward gain which gives maximum pickup in one direction while having minimum pickup from the sides and rear, thus helping to eliminate interference. The incorporation in this antenna of a matching section provides a method for matching the impedance of the transmission line, which may be from 50 to 600 ohms, to that of the antenna, thus helping to prevent "ghosts" and other undesirable characteristics caused by mismatching.

The entire assembly weighs about 25 pounds. It may be mounted in the end of a short length of 2-inch pipe or other structure and does not require any guy wires of any type, since even under severe weather conditions the antenna has ample mechanical strength.

News—New Products

These manufacturers have invited PROCEEDINGS readers to write for literature and further technical information. Please mention your I.R.E. affiliation.

(Continued from page 46A)
Flexibility is the outstanding advantage of the new Fairchild Unitized Amplifier System. It includes 13 basic components which can be assembled in an endless number of combinations to meet the standard, special and changing recording requirements of schools, broadcasting and the professional recording industry. Related units are simply plugged in or cabled together. It's that easy... that quick!

Fairchild's Unitized Amplifier System now makes it practical and economical to build highly individualized audio systems to satisfy all of the varied and changing requirements of the individual recording engineer. Further, the flexibility of the Fairchild system permits the units to be rearranged or the system to be expanded at will without obsoleting a single component.

Fairchild's 13 basic components have been especially designed by recording engineers to meet the specific requirements of the various types of recording systems.

Study the typical setups shown on this page. Then set down your own requirements... select the basic units you'll need... assemble them for convenient panel board operation... or let us do it for you. How will your specific amplifier system perform? Professionally! Like all Fairchild Sound Equipment—it keeps the original sound alive. Precisionized mechanical and electronic skill is the precise reason.

Want more details? Address: 88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, New York.
ENGINEERS NEEDED

Large Eastern manufacturer of communication and broadcast radio equipment has positions available for the following personnel:

Broadcast Receiver Project Engineers
and Assistant Project Engineers

Television Receiver Project Engineers
and Assistant Project Engineers

Mechanical Engineers—Senior Draftsmen,
Detail Draftsmen


BOX 485
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
1 East 79th Street, New York 21

WESTINGHOUSE RESEARCH
Immediate Openings in Pittsburgh

Physicist of Ph.D. level interested in the theory of the solid state to do fundamental work in ferromagnetism.

Physicist of Ph.D. level to do fundamental work in gas discharge.

Physicist or Mechanical Engineer of Ph.D. level to do research work in the field of friction under extreme pressures over a wide range of temperatures.

Instrumentation Engineer to manage our instrument activity.

Research Physicist or Vacuum Tube Research Engineer with some training in vacuum tube or x-rays desirable.

Research Physicist or Vacuum Tube Research Engineer to work on design of high power ultra-high frequency oscillator tubes.

Circuit Development Engineer or Physicist to design electronic devices for industrial applications for industrial test and processing.

Research Physicist interested in the fundamental properties of propagation, absorption, and scattering of microwaves.

Nuclear Research Physicist for fundamental research in nuclear physical phenomena.

Nuclear Research Physicist or Electronics Engineer interested in development of circuits and equipment for measurement of nuclear processes, detection, and measurement of nuclear radiations.

Top Flight Research Physicist or Engineer capable of heading group on underwater sound developments.

Research Engineer or Physicist interested in basic studies of underwater sound phenomena.

For application address Manager, Technical Employment, 306-4th Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

The following positions of interest to I.R.E. members have been reported as open. Apply in writing, addressing reply to company mentioned or to Box No. ...

The Institute reserves the right to refuse any announcement without giving a reason for the refusal.

PROCEEDINGS of the I.R.E.
1 East 79th St., New York 21, N.Y.

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATE

Will offer a partnership in prospective professional consulting service to engineer with B.S. degree or better who is desirous of striking out for himself but who has been financially restricted. Must have experience in all phases of broadcasting engineering including directional antenna array design and preparation of F.C.C. broadcast station applications both AM and FM. No investment required. West coast. Please give full particulars. Replies will be treated confidentially. Write to Box 478.

TEACHERS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

State land grant college in northwest has openings for power and electronics men. Salaries $3000 to $4200 for nine months. Write giving references and complete personal data to Box 479.

SALES ENGINEERS

Old established manufacturer of broadcasting equipment has openings for several qualified sales engineers. An opportunity to have a good income selling equipment to broadcasting stations. These positions require men having a thorough knowledge of the field of broadcasting both from a technical and business standpoint. Give full details in reply concerning past employment, age, education, marital status, remuneration expected, and location preferred. Box 480.

PHYSICIST OR ELECTRONIC ENGINEER

Wanted: Top flight physicist or electronic engineer. Should have Ph.D. or equivalent experience. Must be capable of heading up large development projects as well as performing original theoretical and experimental research. Congenial working atmosphere amongst many former M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory personnel. Will pay salary commensurate with experience and ability. Write: Laboratory for Electronics, Inc., Att: Nims McGrath, 610 Newbury Street, Boston 15, Mass.

ENGINERS

HEAD OF CATHODE RAY TUBE RESEARCH. Under direction of Supervisor of Electronics and in the cooperation with the Electron Optics Group, he will direct applied research on the development of improved cathode ray tubes for commercial television. Responsibilities include: setting up of processes, scheduling and direction of design, testing and screen application.

CATHODE RAY TUBE DESIGN ENGINEER. Carry out experimental research on and design of electron guns for (Continued on page 52A)
HELIPOT'S Wide-Range, High-Precision Control Advantages Available in Many Sizes of Units

HELIPOT—the original helical potentiometer—has proved so popular in modernizing and simplifying the control of electronic circuits, that many types and sizes of HELIPOTS have been developed to meet various potentiometer-rheostat problems. Typical production HELIPOT units include the following...

MODEL A—Case diameter—1.8"; Number of turns—10; Slide wire length—46½"; Rotation—3600°; Power rating—5 watts; Resistance ratings—10 to 50,000 ohms.

MODEL B—Case diameter—3.3"; Number of turns—15; Slide wire length—140½"; Rotation—5400°; Power rating—10 watts; Resistance ratings—50 to 200,000 ohms.

MODEL C—Case diameter—1.8"; Number of turns—3; Slide wire length—13.5"; Rotation—1080°; Power rating—3 watts; Resistance ratings—5 to 15,000 ohms.

SPECIAL MODELS

In addition to the above standard HELIPOT units, special models in production include...

MODEL D—Similar to Model B, above, but longer and with greater length of slide wire. Case diameter—3.3"; Number of turns—25; Slide wire length—234"; Rotation—9000°; Power rating—15 watts; Resistance ratings—100 to 300,000 ohms.

MODEL E—Similar to Model B, but longer and with greater length of slide wire than Model D. Case diameter—3.3"; Number of turns—40; Slide wire length—373"; Rotation—14,400°; Power rating—20 watts; Resistance ratings—150 to 500,000 ohms.

Send for HELIPOT Literature!
**COSMALITE** forms

The Cleveland Container Company recommends for YOUR consideration these spirally laminated paper base, Phenolic Tubes. Wall thicknesses, diameters, punching and notching to meet your individual needs.

WE RECOMMEND our #96 COSMALITE for coil forms in all standard broadcast receiving sets; our SLF COSMALITE for permeability tuners.

Spirally wound kraft and fish paper Coil Forms and Condenser Tubes.

Inquiries welcomed also on COSMALITE COIL FORMS for Television Receivers.

*Trade Mark Registered.*

---

**Radar Design Engineer**

"We have an opening at our Boston, Massachusetts Electronic Plant for a Senior Engineer to perform miscellaneous circuit design work. Work involves design of such equipment as l-f amplifiers, video circuits, indicators, modulators, etc.

"Applicant should have experience in the design of radar or other electronic devices.

"B.S. or M. S. in Electronics or Electronic Physics preferred. Immediate consideration will be given to qualified applicants furnishing full details regarding age, education, experience and salary expectations to:

Supervisor of Employment, Industrial Relations Department, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 40-22 Lawrence Street, Flushing, N.Y."
Operating reliability and efficiency are your assurance of economical operation. In Collins FM transmitters each stage has been carefully designed for maximum efficiency. The requirements of every component were determined and generous safety factors allowed. You can depend on a Collins transmitter to give you continuous efficient performance.

Low maintenance costs are assured by the use of highest quality components operated conservatively.

Frequency stability is within ± 250 cps. All circuits are metered. Exciter, intermediate amplifier and power amplifier stages utilize motor tuning. Forced air ventilation is provided for each cabinet. The vertical chassis can be tilted forward for servicing the rear side. Fuseless circuit protection is provided in both a-c and d-c power channels.

Distortion is less than 1.5% at 100% modulation over the range of 50-15,000 cps. The frequency response is flat within 1.0 db over the same range.

Twenty-five or fifty kw operation is accomplished simply by adding amplifier bays. Write us for a complete, descriptive bulletin giving detailed information.
WANTED
PHYSICISTS
ENGINEERS

Engineering laboratory of precision instrument manufacturer has interesting opportunities for graduate engineers with research, design and/or development experience on radio communications systems, electronic & mechanical aeronautical navigation instruments and ultra-high frequency & microwave technique.

WRITE FULL DETAILS
TO
EMPLOYMENT SECTION

SPERRY
GYROSCOPE
COMPANY, INC.
Marcus Ave. & Lakeville Rd.
Lake Success, L.I.

(Continued from page 52A)

qualifications. Write or phone Mr. F. Melograno, Pilotless Plane Division, Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corp., Farmingdale, N.Y.

DESIGN ENGINEER
Excellent opportunity for experienced electrical and mechanical engineer, with old established central Connecticut plant, who can translate intricate precision electro-mechanical parts and assemblies into designs for mass production. Ability to develop model-shop components into production line designs of paramount importance. Write or wire Box 481.

TELEVISION INSTRUCTOR

SONAR ENGINEER
Wanted by leading west coast manufacturer, experienced sonar design engineer for important military and commercial work. Should be capable of handling complete design from development to production. Please include full particulars and salary requirements in first letter. Box 482.

RADIO ENGINEER
Radio receiver engineer, junior or senior, experience with component parts including permeability tuners desirable. Location Chicago. Excellent opportunity and security. Reply in confidence giving training experience, age and salaries. Box 483.

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
Manufacturing engineer, junior or senior, experience in making transformers, loud speakers, permeability tuners, and metal parts desirable. Location Chicago. Reply in confidence giving training, experience, age, and salaries. Box 484.

ENGINEER
Research and development project engineer with experience in Klystron or Storage Tubes development wanted by medium size nationally known manufacturering concern in New England. Salary open. Write giving details and experience. Box 486.

PHYSICIST OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Graduate physicist or electrical engineer for product development work with manufacturer of electroacoustic and electromechanical devices. Please write stating education, experience and salary. Box 487.

ENGINEERING PROFESSORSHIPS
Outstanding technical school in Chicago has openings in radio, industrial electronics, and electric power engineering fields. Unusual opportunities can be offered men possessing desirable industrial, research or teaching experience. Write giving field of interest and outline experience. Box 488.

JUNIOR
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

Positions open in development Laboratory of equipment manufacturer for capable top men with engineering degree or equivalent background. Experience in UHF and pulse techniques desirable. Unlimited opportunity, top salaries, excellent working conditions in modern, fast-growing plant. Call or write for an appointment—

LAVOIE
LABORATORIES
Morganville, N. J.
Telephone Matawan 1-1049

(Continued on page 52A)

WANTED

"Our Boston, Massachusetts Electronic Plant is seeking experienced Senior Engineers to work on the development of Electronic Digital Computers. Should have extensive experience on equipment with circuits somewhere in the region of 100 KC to 100 MC.

"B.S. or M. S. in Electronics or Electronic Physics preferred. Early interviews will be granted qualified applicants furnishing full particulars regarding age, education, experience and salary requirements to:

Supervisor of Employment, Industrial Relations Department, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 40-22 Lawrence Street, Flushing, N.Y.

(Continued on page 52A)
**FREQUENCY-MODULATED PULSED POWER SUPPLIES**

adjustable from 0 to full output

A new regulation principle for pulsed power supplies results in the regulation curves shown at the left.

**Additional Features**

**Light-Weight** — Model 501-E, 0 to 15 K.V., weighs 23 lbs. Housed in compact cabinet 9" x 7" x 15".

**Safe** — High operating frequency permits use of low filter capacitances. Inherent sharp cut-off at overload protects circuit components and personnel from short-circuits.

**Output Kilovoltmeter** — Full scale accuracy of 3%.

**Low Power Consumption** — 65 V.A. from 115 V, 60C line.

Also available in 0 to 30 KV range

Other BETA instruments include:

**MODEL 301 ELECTRONIC MICROAMMETER:** Cannot be damaged by any degree of overload. Full scale ranges from 0.01 microamperes to 100 microamperes.

**SERIES 101 KILOVOLT METERS:** 50,000 ohms per volt instruments, 20 microamperes full scale drain, available in ranges up to 50 KV. Portable, compact, safe. Can be used without turning off high voltage to connect meter.

**MODEL 201 — 0 TO 30 KV DC POWER SUPPLY:** A portable, rectified 60 cycle power supply. Variac controlled. Currents up to 2 m.a. may be drawn.

High voltage power supplies up to 150 KV made to your specifications.

for further information, write or wire to:

**BETA ELECTRONICS COMPANY**

Dept: E-O 1762 Third Avenue New York 29, N.Y.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL MAJOR CITIES
CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

Weston model 301 (or equal) milliammeter and voltmeter • Separate switches, pilot lights, and fuses for FIL and PLATE VOLTS • All tubes located on shock mount assemblies • Fuses mounted on front panel and easily accessible • Can vary voltage by turning small knob on front panel. Can easily modify Type B1 from POSITIVE to NEGATIVE output voltage • Individual components numbered to correspond with wiring diagram. Rigid construction: components designed to withstand most severe military conditions, both physical and electrical; and were greatly under-rated. All units checked and inspected at 150% rated load before shipment.

Tube complements:

- Type A: 2-836; 6-6L6; 2-6S5F; 1-VR150; 1-VR105
- Type B1: 2-836; 6-6L6; 2-6S5F; 1-VR150; 1-VR105

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

NET PRICES—F. O. B. BALTIMORE, MD.

TYPE A—$189.00

Complete with tubes and ready to plug in—Prices subject to change without notice.

NATIONAL RADIO SERVICE CO.

Reisterstown Rd. & Cold Spring Lane • Baltimore 15, Md.

(Continued from page 544)

ENGINEERS

Microwave engineers wanted. Laboratory experience essential (industry or government). Positions of junior engineers, engineers, senior engineers. Permanent. Salary relatively high. Video men also wanted.

You are invited to visit our modern plant and talk to our engineers, or write us your job history and education. Motorola, Inc., 4545 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago 51, Illinois. Att: Mr. E. Dyke.

ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS, MATHEMATICIANS

To fill 10 positions on seismograph field parties scattered throughout the Rocky Mountains, Mid-continent and Gulf coast states. Duties consist of operating seismic recording instruments, or computing seismic data, or alidase surveying seismic locations. Nature of work requires several changes of address per year; part of it is outdoors and part indoors; certain operations performed under standard procedure, others require ingenuity and initiative; salary $200-$300 per month to begin with. Excellent opportunity to advance for those with practical ability. To apply write giving scholastic and employment background, age, nationality, and family status to Box 490.

(Continued on page 58A)
High Fidelity Components
Linear Standard...Hypermalloy...
Ultracompact...Ouncer. Four
great lines for every quality
application.

Hermatic Seal Components
Largest producers during the war.
Largest producers today.

High Q Components
Dust Core Toroids...Variable
Inductors...Complete filters...
for every application.

United Transformer Corp.
150 VARICK STREET        NEW YORK 12, N. Y.
EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y., CABLES: "ARLAB"
4 REASONS why you should specify "KIC" GETTERS

1. 50 ASSEMBLY TYPES. Kemet makes gether assemblies of barium, and of barium alloyed with magnesium, or with aluminum, or with both. These gether assemblies are produced in a variety of sizes and shapes designed to meet your specific requirements.

2. BETTER GAS CLEANUP. To adsorb residual gases most effectively, Kemet has designed the KIC getter assembly. This consists of a barium core protected by an iron sheath which promotes efficient dispersion of vaporized barium upon flashing.

3. AT YOUR BECK AND CALL. Kemet is always prepared to render on-the-job assistance to the user of KEMET products. Our engineers are available at all times to help you in the solution of your problems.

4. LOWERED TUBE COSTS THROUGH RESEARCH. In the search for superior gettering methods Kemet draws upon the experience and metallurgical research facilities of Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation.

Write for Free Booklet

The 28-page booklet Z-1, "Getters and Gettering Methods for Electronic Tubes," tells how to overcome difficulties in gettering. It is recommended for designers of electronic tubes.

KEMET LABORATORIES COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

KIC BARIUM GETTERS

Positions Open
(Continued from page 56A)

JUNIOR ENGINEERS


PHYSICISTS, RESEARCH ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS

Growing research and manufacturing concern in suburban Philadelphia, specializing in multi-gun cathode ray tubes, has attractive openings, particularly for those experienced in vacuum tubes, channel surfaces and electron optics. Electronic Tube Corporation, 1200 E. Mermaid Avenue, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia 18, Pa.

PATENT ATTORNEY

Patent Attorney wanted having thorough understanding of the physics of electronics and electro-magnetic radiation, capacity for further study of these and other subjects and the ability to express himself in concise scientific language; should be registered patent attorney and member of Bar or prepared to engage in the study of law. Salary commensurate with qualifications. State age, and education and experience in full. Preferably enclose small photograph. Box 491.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER

Graduate engineer with major in electronics is required for development of industrial and medical electronic equipment. Must have good scholastic record and have ability to do original work. Salary open. Send full details of education and experience. Write Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Glenbrook, Conn.

PRODUCTION DESIGN ENGINEER

Engineer, preferably with radio-phonograph mechanical design background, capable of producing practical, low cost, mass production designs starting from performance specifications. The work involves specification for purchase of components, establishing of inspection and quality standards, coordination of appearance styling, and follow-up of initial production. Reply giving a brief resume of personal data, educational background, and details of type of product worked on, and extent of responsibility therefor, over the past ten years. Box 492.

ELECTRONIC THEORIST

Our New York Laboratory is seeking an Electrical Engineer or Physicist to carry on theoretical investigations of problems associated with vacuum tubes, thermonics and microwave equipment and to interpret theoretical developments in terms of experimental results. MS or equivalent in experience in field of thermonics and microwave engineering desired. Send resume outlining age, education, experience, salary requirements to: Supervisor of Employment, Industrial Relations Department, Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 40-22 Lawrence Street, Flushing, N.Y.
The Steatite insulation and general construction of these relays makes them inherently suitable for switching circuits requiring permanently low leakage, for switching certain high frequency circuits, and for any application where a compact, light weight, yet sturdy relay is required. Particular attention has been paid to design of relays that will not “chatter” under vibration even in the un-energized position.

The antenna throw-over relay shown is of unique design and provides the wide contact spacing and positive action necessary for this special purpose, for a weight of only 0.2 lb.

The other small relays are provided in the contact combinations illustrated at right, with maximum overall dimensions of 1 ¼” x ⅜” x 1 ¾” and a maximum weight of 0.09 lb.

Write on your letterhead for our Catalog describing these and our other Component Parts.

Aircraft Radio Corporation
Boonton, N. J.
SONODYNE

A MULTI-IMPEDEANCE DYNAMIC MICROPHONE

Here is the microphone in its class—a high output moving-coil dynamic that was designed to out-perform...out-smart...out-last even higher-priced microphones. The “Sonodyne” features a multi-impedance switch for low, medium, or high impedance—plus a high output of 52 db below 1 volt per dyne per sq. cm. It has a wide-range frequency response (up to 10,000 c. p.s.) and semi-directional pickup. Mounted on swivel at rear, can be pivoted 90°.

SONODYNE—Model 51—Code: RUSON

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc.
Microphones and Acoustic Devices
225 West Huron Street Chicago 10, Illinois
Cable Address: SHUREMICRO

Positions Open

(Continued from page 58A)

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER

Having experience in quantity production of small metal stampings and component assemblies. Pleasant working conditions with electronics equipment manufacturer in small Minnesota town. Box 493.

ENGINEER

Wanted: Mechanical Engineer or Electrical Engineer with background in product design, tooling, assembly, etc., of communications equipment. Must be able to carry the ball on a new development. This position is permanent. Salary open. Apply to: Audio Development Co., 2833-13th Ave. So., Minneapolis 7, Minn.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER—PHYSICIST

A major oil company located in the Southwest requires services of a few competent physicists and electronic engineers as permanent research staff members. Positions available for project engineers and group leaders. Preference given to men with Ph.D. degree or equivalent in training and experience. Work involves research in field of physics, physical chemistry, and geophysical exploration, development of analytical instruments and equipment. Applicant should have training and experience along technical as well as experimental lines. These positions are permanent and offer unusual opportunities for right men. Give complete details as to personal history, education, experience, and salary required. All applications treated confidentially. Box 494.

MASS SPECTROMETRY

Engineer with advanced degree and experience in electronics, ion-optics, and high-vacua techniques to take charge of long-term program in development and research in field of mass spectrometry at an Eastern University, Salary $5-8000. Box 495.

TELEVISION TRAINEES

Opportunity with National Broadcasting Company for graduate engineers major in communications. 20 to 30 years of age. 18 months intensive training prior to placement on regular staff. Apply to Personnel Dept., National Broadcasting Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y. by letter only. No interviews in person.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ENGINEERS

For design, construction and test of electronic circuit components and systems in forms suitable for field operation of a complete electronic field installation. Ingenuity, imagination and capable theoretical inclinations suitable for Research Laboratory work are desired. Send resume outlining age, education, experience and salary requirements to: Supervisor of Employment, Industrial Relations Department, Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 40-22 Lawrence Street, Flushing, New York.
As simple as ABC...

You can now select those characteristics in paper capacitors best fitting your operational requirements, by simply specifying

**AERVOX Hyvol Impregnated D, M, F or H**

### AERVOX PAPER CAPACITOR IMPREGNANTS

Numerals indicate impregnants in their order of preference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impregnant</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Insulation Resistance</th>
<th>Power Factor</th>
<th>Cap. voltage with temperature</th>
<th>High temperature operation</th>
<th>Low temperature operation</th>
<th>A.C. operation</th>
<th>D.C. operation</th>
<th>High Voltage A.C. operation</th>
<th>High Voltage D.C. operation</th>
<th>High frequency operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D = Castor Oil; M = Mineral Oil; F = Chlorinated Synthetic; H = Halowax.

### Engineering Aid...

- Send us those capacitance problems and requirements. Our engineers will gladly collaborate in working out the most satisfactory solutions. Further data on request.

**FOR RADIO-ELECTRONIC AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS**

AERVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U.S.A.

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities • Export: 13 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.

Cable: 'ARLAB' • In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE I.R.E. November, 1947
Positions Wanted
By Armed Forces
Veterans

In order to give a reasonably equal op-
portunity to all applicants, and to avoid
overcrowding of the corresponding
column, the following rules have been
adopted:
The Institute publishes free of charge
notices of positions wanted by I.R.E. mem-
ers who are now in the Service or have
received an honorable discharge. Such no-
tices should not have more than five lines.
They may be inserted only after a lapse
of one month or more following a pre-
vious insertion and the maximum number
of insertions is three per year. The Insti-
tute necessarily reserves the right to
dcline any announcement without assign-
ment of reason.

ENGINEER
B.S. Chemistry, Rutgers 1941. Age 28.
Married Naval Radar, and year graduate
work physical chemistry M.I.T. Experience
includes photophysical research, in-
struction in electronics, electronic maint-
enance officer, and vacuum tube manufac-
turing. Special training and experience in
microwave spectroscopy. Seek research
and/or teaching position. Box 111 W.

JUNIOR ENGINEER
B.E.E. New York University, 1947. Age
23. Single. Desires work in radio electron-
ics, or industrial electronics in Metro-
politan area. Details on request. Box 112
W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu. Navy experi-
ence in servicing test equipment, re-
ceivers and transmitters. Would like radio,
Television production or development. Box
122 W.

ELECTRONICS AND RADIO ENGINEER
B.E.E. Drexel Institute 1936. Four years
design development of radio and UHF
equipment. One year bridge, oscillator,
amplifier and Null detector design. Three
years investigation of German electronics
equipment circuit design and production
methods in Germany. Box 123 W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Graduate electrical engineer, experienced
in development and manufacture of FM
and television antennas wishes to associate
on an incentive basis with firm interested
in manufacture of antenna line. Located
in Chicago area. Box 124 W.

ENGINEER
B.S.E.E. University of Pennsylvania
Graduate of training course of leading
radio manufacturer; 1st class radio tele-
graph and radio telephone licenses. Box
125 W.

ENGINEER
B.E.E. June 1948, Ohio State. Experi-
ence: 2½ years radio officer U. S. Mer-
chant Marine; 9 months broadcasting sta-
tion; 7 months FM transmitter; 7 months
Television research. 1st class radio tele-
phone, 2nd class radio telegraph, H.A.M
licenses. Desires electronic research or de-
velopment work. Vicinity Cleveland or
New York City. Box 127 W.

The complete story of "PLUG-
IN Amplifiers by
Langevin" is
ready for you
now in booklet
form... write
for it today.

The Langevin Company
SOUND DEVELOPMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NEW YORK 39 65 St. 73  * SAN FRANCISCO 1055 Howard St. 3
LOS ANGELES 1000 N. Sawd1 St. 36
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ENGINEER
B.S. Chemistry, Rutgers 1941. Age 28.
Married Naval Radar, and year graduate
work physical chemistry M.I.T. Experience
includes photophysical research, in-
struction in electronics, electronic maint-
enance officer, and vacuum tube manufac-
turing. Special training and experience in
microwave spectroscopy. Seek research
and/or teaching position. Box 111 W.

JUNIOR ENGINEER
B.E.E. New York University, 1947. Age
23. Single. Desires work in radio electron-
ics, or industrial electronics in Metro-
politan area. Details on request. Box 112
W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu. Navy experi-
ence in servicing test equipment, re-
ceivers and transmitters. Would like radio,
Television production or development. Box
122 W.

ELECTRONICS AND RADIO ENGINEER
B.E.E. Drexel Institute 1936. Four years
design development of radio and UHF
equipment. One year bridge, oscillator,
amplifier and Null detector design. Three
years investigation of German electronics
equipment circuit design and production
methods in Germany. Box 123 W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Graduate electrical engineer, experienced
in development and manufacture of FM
and television antennas wishes to associate
on an incentive basis with firm interested
in manufacture of antenna line. Located
in Chicago area. Box 124 W.

ENGINEER
B.S.E.E. University of Pennsylvania
Graduate of training course of leading
radio manufacturer; 1st class radio tele-
graph and radio telephone licenses. Box
125 W.

ENGINEER
B.E.E. June 1948, Ohio State. Experi-
ence: 2½ years radio officer U. S. Mer-
chant Marine; 9 months broadcasting sta-
tion; 7 months FM transmitter; 7 months
Television research. 1st class radio tele-
phone, 2nd class radio telegraph, H.A.M
licenses. Desires electronic research or de-
velopment work. Vicinity Cleveland or
New York City. Box 127 W.

The complete story of "PLUG-
IN Amplifiers by
Langevin" is
ready for you
now in booklet
form... write
for it today.
**WHAT'S NEW IN BRITISH RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELECTRONICS?**

**THESE AUTHORITATIVE JOURNALS WILL KEEP YOU CLOSELY IN TOUCH WITH BRITAIN'S LATEST DEVELOPMENTS**

**WIRELESS WORLD** is Britain's leading technical magazine in the general field of radio, television and electronics. Founded over 35 years ago, it has consistently provided a complete and accurate survey of the newest British technique in design and manufacture. The October issue is a special Radiolympia Show number, reporting fully on Britain's first post-war National Radio Exhibition. WIRELESS WORLD is published monthly, 20 shillings ($4) a year.

**WIRELESS ENGINEER** is read by research engineers, designers and students, and is accepted internationally as a source of information for advanced workers. The Editorial policy is to publish only original work and representatives of the National Physical Laboratory, the British Broadcasting Corporation and the Engineering Department of the British Post Office are included on the Editorial Advisory Board. WIRELESS ENGINEER is published monthly, 32 shillings ($6.50) a year.

Positions Wanted

(Continued from page 62A)

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
An asset to any manufacturing organization. Electrical engineer, 24, aggressive, personable, recent graduate with two years naval experience in radio, sonar and telegraphy. Seeks interesting affiliation. Box 128 W.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
Available—Registered electrical engineer, age 41. 13 years' experience in selecting, supervising and procurement for electrical power construction, designing, developing and specifications for power and electronic equipment. Desires permanent position in design and development for electronic equipment with opportunity for advancement. Box 129 W.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER

ENGINEER

ADMINISTRATIVE ENGINEER
Relieve top level engineering personnel of technical-administrative duties; 5 years responsible experience National Bureau of Standards; project coordination and planning; new systems development; preparation of technical reports, engineering specifications; electronics procurement; technical representative for outside contacts. Age 27, intelligent, initiative, ability to secure cooperation of others. Box 134 W.

ENGINEER

SMP SIMPLER FM ANALYSIS
Eliminates tedious, time consuming point by point frequency checks. It shows simultaneously, in one complete picture, an FM'd carrier and resultant sidebands ... in terms of relative frequency, amplitude and stability.

PANALYZOR
A single observation enables determination of such performance details as frequency deviation, energy distribution, sideband content, carrier shift and modulation symmetry ... Operating procedures are simple ... interpretations clear cut.

Actually, the PANALYZOR is a panoramic spectrum analyzer which shows, distributed in frequency, discrete quantities of r-f energy as vertical deflections on a cathode-ray tube.

Standard models now available with maximum scanning widths of 50 KC to 20 MC and corresponding resolutions of 2.5 KC to 100 KC.

Write, wire or phone now for recommendations, specifications, prices and delivery time.
Crystal performance in the range 15-100 mc is an accomplished fact with the new BH6 unit. New processing techniques produce paper thin quartz plates operating on third, fifth, and seventh overtones. Stability, precision, and reliability have all been proven in this outstanding design—another triumph of Bliley engineering and craftsmanship.

Crystal holders look pretty much alike externally but the internal assembly is the vital spot. In the BH6 unit a pair of ceramic rings rigidly clamp the delicate quartz crystal in position. The crystal, lapped as thin as .004", is processed to micro-tolerances and silver plated to insure long term precision. Every step is carefully controlled and inspected before the complete assembly is hermetically sealed in its metal case.

The finished BH6 crystal unit is not a prima donna—it will meet the most rigid service requirements in your VHF equipment. Design engineers are invited to write for recommendations covering oscillator circuits best suited for optimum performance; stating qualifications such as drive requirements to the following stage, frequency tolerance, and temperature range over which tolerance must be maintained.
PAUL and BEEKMAN, Inc.
makes stampings in all sizes

It's one thing to be set up to make small stampings. But it's another to have the skill and the equipment to make all sizes of stampings, quickly and economically.

Paul and Beekman, Inc., has the skill, the men and the equipment to make precision stampings in all sizes ... from copper, mild or stainless steel, brass or aluminum ... assembled, painted or electroplated if required. The Paul and Beekman, Inc., service is complete.

It's so complete that many of the best known names in industry are using it. Let us cite you some examples. Or, better still, let our engineers, without obligation to you, tell you how your specific needs would be handled.

News—New Products

These manufacturers have invited PROCEEDINGS readers to write for literature and further technical information. Please mention your I.R.E. affiliation.

(Continued from page 48A)

New Transformers

A new series of transformers designed especially for photo-flash use has been announced by United Transformer Corp., 150 Varick St., New York 13, N. Y. The series includes a transformer for use from 110-volt lines, one for battery-powered application, and a “trigger” transformer to be used in conjunction with either of the others. These transformers are known as types PF-1, PF-2, and PF-3, respectively. A special information leaflet is available upon request to the manufacturer.

Oscillograph Camera

To meet the need for a convenient and inexpensive means of recording oscillograms, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., of 1000 Main Ave., Clifton, N. J., announce their Type 271-A oscillograph camera. This simplified equipment does not require that recordings be taken in a darkened room in order to obtain adequate contrast. Furthermore, the camera clamps onto the usual supporting ring of the cathode-ray tube of any standard 5-inch oscillograph, and it is automatically positioned for correct and fixed focus. The adjustable mounting permits the camera to be horizontal, vertical, or tilted for corresponding images. Immediately removable when the camera is not required, the oscillograph is available for other uses.

Type 271-A is a compact 35-mm. camera with fixed-focus f/3.5 coated lens and simplified shutter with “time,” “bulb,” and “1/30-second” speeds. The cathode-ray-screen image is observed through the peephole at the camera end of the rugged light hood, and the exposure made by a conventional cable release. The camera is instantly removable for shutter and lens settings, and also for the convenient loading and unloading of film spools. This accessory is very rugged and suitable for laboratory, factory, or field usage.

(Continued on page 68A)
"The hottest ham performance ever at this price..." That's the verdict of amateurs who have had a chance to try Hallicrafters new Model SX-43.

This new member of the Hallicrafters line offers continuous coverage from 540 kilocycles to 55 megacycles and has an additional band from 88 to 108 megacycles. AM reception is provided on all bands, except band 6, CW on the four lower bands and FM on frequencies above 44 megacycles. In the band of 44 to 55 Mc., wide band FM or narrow band AM just right for narrow band FM reception is provided.

One stage of high gain tuned RF and a type 7F8 dual triode converter assure an exceptionally good signal-to-noise ratio. Image ratio on the AM channel on band 5 (44 to 55 Mc.) is excellent as the receiver is used as a double superheterodyne. The new Hallicrafters dual IF transformers provide a 455 kilocycle IF channel for operating frequencies below 44 megacycles and a 10.7 megacycle IF channel for the VHF bands. Two IF stages are used on the four lower bands and a third stage is added above 44 megacycles. Switching of IF frequencies is automatic. The separate electrical bandspread dial is calibrated for the amateur 3.5, 7, 14, and 28 megacycle bands.

Every important feature for excellent communications receiver performance is included.

Model SX-43

FEATURES FOUND IN NO OTHER RECEIVER AT THIS PRICE

- All essential amateur frequencies from 540 kc to 108 MC
- AM - FM - CW reception
- In band of 44 to 55 MC. Wide band FM or narrow band AM...just right for narrow band FM reception
- Crystal filter and expanding IF channel provide 4 variations of selectivity on lower bands
- Series type noise limiter
- Temperature compensation for freedom from drift
- Permeability adjusted "Microset" inductances in the RF circuits
- Separate RF and AF gain controls
- Exceptionally good signal-to-noise ratio
- Separate electrical bandspread calibrated for the amateur 3.5, 7, 14 and 28 MC bands
MIDGET coils for High-Frequency Application

Have a look at B & W Miniductors when it comes to choosing a midget coil for that next high-frequency application! They're inexpensive—they come in a variety of standard sizes and pitches—they lend themselves readily to all sorts of adaptations—and B & W "Air-Wound" construction assures peak Q factor because there's an absolute minimum of insulation material in the electrical field. Ideal for hand-switching assemblies.

Miniductor Bulletin 78C gladly sent on request.

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

PLN SERIES—Designed for NE-51 Neon Lamp

Features
- THE MULTI-VUE CAP
- BUILT-IN RESISTOR
- 110 or 220 VOLTS
- EXTREME RUGGEDNESS
- VERY LOW CURRENT

Write for descriptive booklet

The DIAL LIGHT CO. of AMERICA
FOREMOST MANUFACTURER OF PILOT LIGHTS
900 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Telephone—Spring 7-1300
TWOPARTY
INTERCOM
SPECIAL
$ 9.50
Ideal for factory or office use.

MOMENTARY ACTION SWITCH provides fast positive action.

200-500 feet with 50-60 db. of control at 500 feet.

60-500 feet with 60-65 db. of control at 500 feet.

120-750 feet with 75-80 db. of control at 750 feet.

Additional speaker in metal case.

HS-16 HEADSET
8000 ohm Hi-impedance phone
Headset jack on earbud.

Most sensitive phone built.

Full range as sound powered intercom.

Molded nosepiece earcup allows consistent volume ever ear.

Adjustable steel headband extends or contracts. Exclusively sold to ham radio operators.

Alarm bells, aircraft pilots, original cost 525.00. Can be used with simple XTL to make complete radio receiver, special.

Original cost $25.00.


AMERICAN VOLTAGE REGULATOR (TRANSAT)
17 4 amp., maximum output 2 KVA single phase
115 v. rms to 60 v. 50 to 130 v. shipping weight 20 lbs. — normally closed motor—First came first served

$ 24.95

XTALS
We can supply power and details of any frequency
ground to go tolerance in any type of holder for any
number of units. Minimum order cost of $10.

G. E. INTERLOCK SWITCH
Hi-voltage is lethal—protect yourself and family
with automatic shutdown when adjustments are being made. Low pressure
Hi cut capacity, proven. Silver plated contacts. Pr.

$ 2.49

CONDENSERS
CF- 1—2MF600 V. DC. $ 3.90
CF- 2—2MF 600 V. DC. $ 6.00
CF- 3—2MF 600 V. DC. $ 7.10
CF- 4—2MF 600 V. DC. $ 7.95
CF- 5—2MF 600 V. DC. $ 9.50
CF- 6—TUBE DUAL 2MF 600 V. DC. FII 4

$15.85

CF-10—2MF 1000 V. DC. $ 1.50
CF-11—2MF 1500 V. DC. $ 1.85
CF-12—2MF 2000 V. DC. $ 2.45
CF-13—2MF 2500 V. DC. $ 2.95
CF-14—2MF 3000 V. DC. $ 3.50
CF-15—2MF 3500 V. DC. $ 4.05
CF-16—2MF 4000 V. DC. $ 4.50
CF-17—2MF 4500 V. DC. $ 4.95
CF-18—2MF 5000 V. DC. $ 5.40
CF-19—2MF 5500 V. DC. $ 5.95
CF-20—2MF 6000 V. DC. $ 6.50
CF-21—2MF 6500 V. DC. $ 7.10
CF-22—2MF 7000 V. DC. $ 7.70
CF-23—2MF 7500 V. DC. $ 8.50
CF-24—2MF 8000 V. DC. $ 9.00
CF-25—2MF 8500 V. DC. $ 9.50
CF-26—2MF 9000 V. DC. $10.50

$18.50

Tott-Radpack 12 x input. 150 v. or 95 mile
output—Extra

$ 3.75

Bonded 75,000 ohm bleeder, 200 watts

$ 1.65

WESTINGHOUSE MN
MOMENTARY ACTION RELAY
Adjustable to 4 amp. Has automatic 110 v.
AC reset—glass encased—special for any application where tube must be used.

$12.95

VACUUM CONDENSER VC50
Capacity 55 mmf—test voltage 20,000 v. peak.

WHILE THEY LAST $ 4.95

Write For Latest Flyer 2 E1

All Prices f.o.b. N.Y.C.

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP., Dept. R
CREDIT EXTENDED
TO RATED ACCT'S

160 GREENWICH STREET, NEW YORK 6, N.Y.

C R A M E R

TIMERS
Type TP76404P4 available from 1-30 sec.

$ 9.95

With starting relay for remote

$ 6.95

contacts separate.

FULL WAVE SELENIUM
RECTIFIER
Perfect for bias applications—Use your DC
relays from an AC source.

3" x 3/4" mounting space Rectifier for long life to 300 v. or 40 amp output.

$ 8.95 or 5 for $4.00

R. F. INDICATOR PROBE
Z601—has a fixed stylus (XHV) type and a plug
up cell. Coso type. Coax connector at end. Probes has 4" backlash handle. Used with 0-1
Ma. meter across it. For checking R. F. In lines,
neutralizing finals, etc.

$ 1.98

HEINEMANN CIRCUIT BREAKERS
10 Amp 125 V. A.C. Curve C... $1.25
600 amp coil, 2340 V., Red, D.C. Curve 4.2669, Res. 5600 ohms Max.

$ 2.95

TRANSMEMBER SCOPES
TC-5—Western Elec.—K50542—332-033 v. $ 24.95
$ 100, 10 v. C.T. 25 v. C.T. @ 2,000 v. Ins., 5.1 v. @ 3 A., 6.4 v. C.T. @ 500 v. Ins. supplies every type of plate modulator and final

$ 4.25

TS—Western Elec.—330384—Hi. Volt 4200
$ 50 MA L.V. Volt., 6000 MA D.C. 6.4 v. @ 3 A., 5.4 v. @ 3 A., 5.1 v. @ 3 A., 2.5 A. @ 750 MA. @ 6.4 v. @ 2.5 A. Volt. Trans. In one compact oil filled unit—will handle any interference.

$ 4.25

TS-6—Scope Transformer—2500 v. @ 4 A. 2.5 v.
@ 1.75 A., 6.4 v. 2.5 A.

$ 9.95

TC-2—Scope Transformer 1750 v. @ 4 MA and matching transformer 1750 v. @ 4 MA.

$ 9.75

HC-16—Filter Choke 10 Hz. @ 150 MA

$ 1.95

LC-2—26 MH R.F. Choke

$ 0.59

METERS
MM-4—0.100MA Model 301 Western 3 1/2 v. $1.95

MM-6—0.100MA Model 301 Western 3 1/2 v. $2.25

MM-10—0.100MA Western Model 3 1/2 v.

$ 2.65

MM-30—0.100MA—Model 301 Western

$ 2.95

M-18-1—R.F. AMP—300 MA D.C.

$ 4.00

M-25-5—R.F. AMP—500 MA D.C.

$ 5.00

MZ-1-130—AC-20 to 120 oy. @ 500 MA

$ 4.95

MV-8-14 V.D.C.—Roller-Smith 3 1/2 v.

$ 2.25

RELAYS
KR-8—Leach Type 1357—115 v. AC—DPDT $ 2.95

KR-15—Leach Type 1357—115 v. AC—DPDT $ 10.00

KN-11—Leach Model 1000—115 v. AC—DPDT $ 1.95

KR-12—Struther Dynamic—115 v. AC—2 relays on one mount. SPDT & B P S T 10 A. cont. $ 5.25

KR-13—Korman Elet, UX4000 D.C. overload reset with AC reset coil 110 v. AC B P S T 10 A.

$ 4.55


$ 25.00

TD-1—Leach—1177BF—115 v. AC Ceramon 1100-1250

$ 7.50

TD-21—Wholesale $18.00—115 v.—8 A. Amp.

$ 2.95

TD-22—8 DEG 207010—115 v. or 250 AC.

$ 5.95

TD-24—Afaraka Mercury 115 v. 10 amp.

$ 4.55


$ 4.25

KR-26—OE. Instantaneous over current relay-

$ 8.95

Type PBC X amps @ 115 v.

Bosch ball No. 4735 feed thru insulator

$ 0.75

ROTARY SWITCH—3 deck 9 position non-
shorting ceramic wafers. Each

$ 1.25

R. F. Choke RIS Type 15 160 MA with

$ 0.59

lead bracket

$ 1.25

R. F. Choke 50 MA 160 MA on ceramic with

$ 0.59

threaded mounting hole

$ 0.89

CONTINUITY CHECKER
Neon type—In black metal box 8 1/4" x 5 1/4" x 9 1/4" complete with leads & AC Cord...

$2.50

300 OHM TWINEX—unaffected by moisture—will hold 8 kilohms across 100 MA in 10 HC 100 LF, amp 3/10 DB. Buy best in the box, per foot .08

$ 2.00

CHASSIS 4/3/42 3/4/42
News—New Products

Five Standard Slug-Tuned LS3 Coils Cover 1/4 to 184 mc

For strip amplifier work, the compact (1 1/2" high when mounted) LS3 Coil is ideal. Also for Filters, Oscillators, Wave-Traps or any purpose where an adjustable inductance is desired.

Five Standard Windings—1, 5, 10, 30 and 60 megacycle coils cover inductance ranges between 750 and 0.065 microhenries.

CTC LS3 Coils are easy to assemble, one 1/4" hole is all you need. Each unit is durably varnished and supplied with required mounting hardware.

Special Coils
CTC will custom-engineer and produce coils of almost any size and style of winding... to the most particular manufacturer's specifications.

Midget-Can Electrolytics

The handy midget-can electrolytics offered by Aerovox Corporation of New Bedford, Mass., heretofore available in voltage ratings up to 450 d.c. working, are now available also in higher voltage ratings of 500, 600, and 700 d.c. working, or 650, 750, and 850 surge volts, respectively. Capacitance values are 8, 10, 12, and 16 µfd, and container sizes are extremely compact.

The higher working voltages are applicable to radio and electronic circuits, particularly cut-in-ray graphs and television receivers. The units are electrically insulated with a special waxed-paper jacket and the ends are spun over the can rim, thereby eliminating the possibility of shorts if leads are bent close to the unit.

Consult CTC for Three-Way Component Service

Custom Engineering... Standardized Designs...
Guaranteed Materials and Workmanship

Cambridge Thermionic Corporation
435 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38, Mass.

(Continued from page 68A)

(Continued from page 72A)
TESTS: Receiving Tubes, Voltage Regulator Tubes, low power Thyatron tubes

The Weston Model 798 Mutual Conductance Tube checker provides, for the first time, adequate tests on voltage regulator tubes, light-duty Thyatron tubes such as the 884, 885, OA4, 6D4, 2A4, 2050, 2051 in addition to tests on regular receiving tubes. Ranges of 12,000, 6,000, 3,000 micromhos as well as "Good-Bad" indications cover the tube checking requirements of electronic control and radio circuits. Housed in rugged aluminum case to withstand rough usage in shop or field.

For full details consult your local Weston representative, or write Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., 617 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.
News—New Products

These manufacturers have invited PROCEEDINGS readers to write for literature and further technical information. Please mention your I.R.E. affiliation.

(Continued from page 70A)

Bantam Blower

The Bantam B-2 Blower, developed for ventilating and cooling electronic tubes, projectors and other units, has been announced by Small Motors, Inc., 2076 Elston Ave., Chicago, Ill.

This item delivers 32 cubic feet per minute and is powered by a universal fractional-hp. motor built for efficient, long-life performance. This a.c.-d.c. unit is 54 x 3 1/2 x 3 1/2 inches; 110 volt, 60 cycle.

Model RV-10 F.M. Tuner

Announced by Browning Laboratories, Inc., 750 Main St., Winchester, Mass., Model RV-10 is a new f.m. tuner covering the 88-108-Mc. band.

The Armstrong circuit with dual limiters is claimed to provide exceptional freedom from noise and sensitivity of 10 microvolts, producing enjoyable reception outside the accepted service area of f.m. transmitters.

The antenna input is designed for 300-ohm RMA standard downlead. The tuner has a built-in power supply. A large, clear, slide-rule dial with vernier drive is provided, having an edgelighted scale on which frequencies and channel numbers appear. A tuning indicator is incorporated in the dial assembly.

The Model RV-10 has a height of 6 inches, a depth of 9 inches, and a width of 11 inches. It weighs 101 pounds, and is suitable for adapting existing radio and amplifier setups to f.m. reception.

Resonant Relays

Stevens-Arnold, Inc., 22 Elkins St., South Boston 27, Mass., has announced that their line of resonant relays, previously made only in the range of 153 to 1000 c.p.s., has now been extended downward to 20 c.p.s. and includes 60 c.p.s. as a standard model. The 60-cycle model is particularly useful because of the general availability of that frequency.

The manufacturer’s catalog 116A furnishes complete information.

(Continued on page 76A)
Radar Jammer T-45/APT-2, 400 to 1500 mc, new ........................ $250.00
Radar Jammer T-26/APT-2, 400-750 mc, 110 v 400 cps, new .................................................. $40.00
Synchroscope, 115 v 400 cps, Indicator TD-9/2APG/1A, new ................................. $250.00
Radar Set AN/APG-11A, 115 v 400 cps, compact, 10 cm, new ....................... $120.00
Radar set SI, and SP, 10 cm, complete, new, export packed. .................................................. $90.00
Signal Generator, Measurements 78B, new .......................................................... $50.00
Crystal Mixer Assembly, 10 cm ...... $1.00
Tunable Mixer Assembly, 10 cm ... $1.00
Tunable Mixer cavity, 2000-4000 mc ...... $5.00
Oscillator, 1000-2000 mc, calibrated ........................................................ $50.00
Oscillator, 300-1000 mc, mounted socket and W.E. 701A Tube ............ $11.00
Mixer Butterfly, 80-300 mc ........ $1.00
Oscillator, 10 cm, tunable, variable attenuator, with klystron and thermistors ...... $40.00
Attenuator TPS-3PB-2, fixed 20 db $1.50
Attenuator CN-50/APN, 30-100 db, calibrated .......................................................... $15.00
Type N Connectors, UG 12, 21, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 50, 83, 86, 245 U and GPE Connectors 300, PL200, M159, UG6401, immediate delivery.
RG-9/17 and RG-8/U cable with UG11/U connectors at ends 4.5 ft long ................ $2.00
RDF Equipment DP-15, 100-1500 kc, for ship use, complete with pedestal, alti-scale, loop assembly, used, 110 v 60 cps .................................................. $100.00
Radio Compass Receiver MX-26-A 150-1500 kc, 12 v, new ......................... $40.00
Radio Compass Receiver BC-A, B, C, G, Bendix, used ........................ $15.00
Glide Path Receiver BC-73JD, 6 crystal controlled channels, 108-110 mc, new ........ $12.00
Dynamotor G.E. 12 v, 1000 v 350 ma out, new ............................................. $15.00
Dynamotor DM43, 24 v, 550/1000/2250 volts at 250/360 ma, new ........ $8.00
Transformers, 115 v 60 cps primaries: 1. 750 v 15 ma ungrounded, Thorndersen suitable for doubler ........ $15.00
2. 650 v 60 ma ungrounded, G.E. ................................. $12.00
3. 2 secondaries at 500 volts 5 amps each .................................................. $50.00
4. 1120 v 600 ma c.f. 2 x 5 6.2 amps c. f. ... $12.00
3 kv ins, 8.3 v 3 amps 1700 v ins. 6.3 v 3 amps 1.7 kc ins. potted $15.00
Pulse input transformer, permalloy core, 50 to 1000 kc, impedance ratio 120 to 250 ohms .......................................................... $2.80
Pulse transformer, 3 windings, impedance 0 to 3000 ohms, turns ratio 1:1:1 ........ $5.00
Ceramic feed thru capacitors, threaded, 50 mfd, $5.00 per hundred

FOR LOW HUM... HIGH FIDELITY

SPECIFY KENYON TELESCOPIC SHIELDED HUMBUCKING TRANSFORMERS

For low hum and high fidelity Kenyon telescoping shield transformers practically eliminate hum pick-up wherever high quality sound applications are required.

> CHECK THESE ADVANTAGES

- LOW HUM PICK-UP ... Assures high gain with minimum hum in high fidelity systems.
- HIGH FIDELITY ... Frequency response flat within 1 db from 30 to 200 cycles.
- DIFFERENT HUM RATIOS ... Degrees of hum reduction with P-200 series ranges from 30 db to 90 db below input level ... made possible by unique humbucking coil construction plus multiple high efficiency electromagnetic shields.
- QUALITY DESIGN ... Electrostatic shielding between windings.
- WIDE INPUT IMPEDANCE MATCHING RANGE.
- EXCELLENT OVERALL PERFORMANCE ... Rugged construction, lightweight mounts on either end.
- SAVES TIME ... In design ... In trouble shooting ... In production.

Our standard line will save you time and money. Send for our catalog for complete technical data on specific types.

For any iron cored component problems that are off the beaten track, consult with our engineering department. No obligation, of course.

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.

840 BARRY STREET NEW YORK, U.S.A.

TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

“IT’S A PLEASURE

... to do business with NEWARK!” So say hundreds of outstanding men in the Radio and Electronic Field. And here’s why:

- COMPLETE STOCKS OF ALL STANDARD MAKES, on hand at all times,
- CONVENIENTLY LOCATED — Three great stores and warehouses centrally located in N.Y.C.
- INDUSTRIAL DEPT.—staffed by technical men who specialize in industrial requirements.
- NEWARK IS WAA AGENT—Acting under contact WAS (p) 177-177, for distribution of TRANSMITTING & SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES—largest stocks at lowest prices—for immediate delivery!

WRITE FOR NEWARK’S LIST OF TUBES

Make Nework your source, too, for all needed radio and electronic parts. brisk, competent service assures quick delivery.

NEW YORK

TELEPHONE

452-W.55th St. N.Y.C.

WRITE: 242-N WEST 55th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

ELECTRO IMPULSE LABORATORY

Box 250 Red Bank, New Jersey

Red Bank 6-4247
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RESULTS OF LIFE TESTS on nickel-chrome wire-wound potentiometers using contacts of PALINEY #7 in comparison with phosphor bronze.

Tests were made on a potentiometer equipped with a phosphor bronze contact in comparison with the same type potentiometer with a PALINEY #7 precious metal contact. Error measurements were made on a special tester equipped with cathode ray tube calibrated to measure directly in percentage of error.

Other important Ney Precious Metal Products for Industry include NEY-ORO g28, a special alloy developed for contact brushes against coin silver slip rings . . . gold solders . . . fine resistance wires (bare or enameled) and a wide range of other alloys having many specialized applications.

Write or phone (Hartford 2-4271) our Research Department

THE J. M. NEY COMPANY 171 ELM ST. • HARTFORD 1, CONN
SPECIALISTS IN PRECIOUS METAL METALLURGY SINCE 1812

JOHNSON Pressurized Capacitors are so carefully engineered that they provide the desired capacity and voltage rating with minimum pressure and condenser height. Because of their efficient electrical and mechanical design, they also provide the utmost in stable operating conditions.

Available as “standard” are variable, fixed and fixed-variable units — in a wide variety of capacitance and current rating. In addition, JOHNSON can build any pressure condenser to individual specifications.

FEATURES
• Low Loss
• High KVA Rating
• Shielded From External Electrostatic Fields
• Low Internal Distributed inductance
• Complete Dependability

Write For Illustrated JOHNSON Catalog and Prices

E. F. JOHNSON CO. WASECA, MINN.
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This unit offers the research laboratory a quick and effective means of counting the number of pulses from any desired source. It will prove invaluable in such studies as:

- Nuclear Research
- Radioactivity
- Mass Spectrography

In addition, it will be found extremely useful:

- For Timing Purposes
- For Counting Rapidly Recurring Phenomena
- For Use in Conjunction with Calculating Machines

For additional information, write:
General Electric Company, Electronics Department, PI-6411, Syracuse, N.Y.

This supplement to the definitive, 1925-1945 edition of the Master Index covers the period from July 1945 to December 1946. Contains over 7000 bibliographical entries from 85 American and foreign periodicals grouped under more than 400 subject headings ranging over fields of communication, broadcasting, electronic applications, radar, FM, television, etc. Also contains comprehensive section of abstracts on manufacturers' catalogs.

MEMO To Chief Engineers, Research Directors, Librarians—
Your laboratory needs these idea-stimulating, time-saving, indispensable references.

1946 Supplement Edition ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING MASTER INDEX, 1946

First Compilation of Its Kind!
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING PATENT INDEX, 1946

Presents a wealth of information on more than 3,000 U.S. electronics patents issued during 1946. Covers a wide range of design, component, and manufacturing details. Every patent lists inventor, assignor, claims granted, etc. Profusely illustrated. Here in one volume is the complete compilation from 52 weekly issues of the U.S. Patent Office Gazette. A book indispensable in design and manufacturing departments of your organization.

Cloth bound, 476 pages
$14.50

LIMITED OFFER
33 1/3% DISCOUNT

Allowed to individual purchasers as a professional courtesy. Deduct $4.83 from $14.50 price. This is a limited offer.

Electronics Research Publishing Co.
2-4 West 46th St., N.Y. 19, N.Y.
**PARA-FLUX REPRODUCER**  
Light Weight Head 
reduces users' repair costs to only 1/10 of 1% average per month

Since we started making Light Weight Heads, work in our repair department has practically stopped. Because these Heads are so tough and durable... Because the diamond is actually soldered in its stylus setting... and because of the low mechanical impedance designed into the improved PARA-FLUX, allowing operation on commercial service at a pressure of 22 grams, our new Heads keep performing efficiently continually with repair and maintenance practically nil. And they afford even a more realistic reproduction of tone quality.

Ask for Bulletin PR. ST.

---

**RADIO-MUSIC CORPORATION**  
PORT CHESTER  
NEW YORK

---

**LEADERSHIP**  
ALL THE WAY!  
60 kc. to 75,000 kc.

**CRYSTALS**

Subsonic and Ultrasonic

X-cut circular crystals up to 3" diameter and square crystals up to 2" on a side, in thicknesses from 2" to .005" with frequencies from 60 kc. to 20,000 kc. optically finished or silver, gold, or nickel-on-gold plated.

**RH-51**

The wide range of Reeves-Hoffman crystal activities includes such crystal units as RH-51 a hermetically sealed, 1000 kc. crystal unit designed for frequency meters and secondary standards. The metal tube holder has a standard octal base.

**RH-241**

In still another field of crystal applications is the RH-241 crystal unit designed for FM transmitters and receivers. This is a plated, 200-1000 kc. wire mounted, sealed unit which is also suitable for use in frequency meters and filters.

---

**News—New Products**

These manufacturers have invited PROCEEDINGS readers to write for literature and further technical information. Please mention your I.R.E. affiliation.

*(Continued from page 72A)*

**New Enterprise**

• Formerly serving as a consultant to government and industry, Rockwall Instruments, of Rockwall, Texas, have expanded their facilities to include production of photoelectric control devices, record-changing mechanisms, turntables, relays, and remote-control equipment.

**Mode HK Filmgraph**

An announcement was recently made by Miles Reproducer Co., Inc., 812 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y., of their Model HK Filmgraph, a permanent recorder and instantaneously reproducing two 14-inch reels employing two 14-inch film which give 300 hours of recording.

This instrument is capable of automatic continuous recording of two-way telephone conversations, hearings, conferences, interviews, reports, and dictation by remote control. The machine starts recording automatically as soon as sound is picked up by the microphone.

Special features include electric fast rewind (about 2 minutes), slow-down control, volume regulation from a whisper to a roar, and error correction. The unit is portable and weighs 30 pounds.

**Fuse Resistors**

The International Resistance Co., 401 No. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa., has developed a new wire-wound resistor which performs two functions: first, that of a resistor; and second, that of a fuse. The difference between the two functions is one of power level. At a relatively low level the unit functions as an ordinary resistor; at a higher power level it functions as a fuse and "open-circuits" when the wire burns out.

This new resistor, designated as Type OWA, is custom-designed to individual circuit requirements, and is available in RMA values from 15 to 150 ohms. Power rating is 1 watt.
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Applied Physics, Mathematics and Electronics
Design Industrial Applications Engineering
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CORPORATION OF PRINCETON
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Acoustical Consultant
Functional Studio Design
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DIRECT READING VARIABLE RESISTOR
Type RVL-3

Specifications
• Power rating—9 watts
• Binding posts with non-removable heads for ease in connecting
• Convenient bar-type knob

MAXIMUM RESISTANCE RANGES AVAILABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistance Ranges</th>
<th>Ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100—200—500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000—2,000—5,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000—20,000—50,000—100,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy
Direct reading within 1/2 ± 1/2 Division

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
Precious metal contacts . . . low temperature coefficient . . . reliable rotor take-off assembly . . . dust-proof . . . adjustable rotor stop . . . gang simplicity.

Other standard and special models available.

ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES:

HOLLYWOOD: 623 Guaranty Building, Hollywood 28, California, Phone: Hollywood 5111
CHICAGO: 1024 Superior Street, Oak Park, Illinois, Phone: Village 9246

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP.
1058 MAIN ST., WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS

ARTUHR J. SANIAL
Consulting Engineer
Loudspeaker Design; Development; Mfg.
Processors, High Quality Audio Systems.
Announcing Systems, Test and Measuring Equipment Design.
168-14 32 Ave.
Flushing, N.Y.

Paul D. Zettl
Consulting Engineer
Industrial Electronics
272 Centre St., Newton, Mass.

Announcing—The 1948 National Convention of The Institute of Radio Engineers, and Radio Engineering Show
PLACE: Grand Central Palace and Hotel Commodore
TIME: Monday, March 22 through Thursday, March 25, 1948
EXHIBITS: Available to about 250 radio and electronic firms. First floor units 10' x 15', rental $420.00, Second floor units 10' x 8', rental $250.00; for four days or about 36 hours. Write for full details and register your space requirements now, to:
William C. Copp, I.R.E.
Exhibits Manager
303 West 42nd Street
New York 18, N.Y.
Circle 6-6357

Specify
MYCALEX
LOW LOSS INSULATION
Where high mechanical and electrical specifications must be met.

MYCALEX 410
(MOLDED MYCALEX)
makes a positive seal with metals . . . resists arcing, moisture and high temperatures.

27 years of leadership
in solving the most exacting high frequency insulating problems.

MYCALEX CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
"Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents"
Plant and General Offices: Clifton, N.J.
Executive Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N.Y.
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CO-AX CONNECTORS

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

We carry all popular standard and British type coaxial cable connectors in stock. These connectors are brand new and were produced for the Government by the leading manufacturers in this field. Our inventory contains sufficient quantities for the largest users at prices well below the market. Write or wire for special Coaxial Cable and Connector listing 100A or send us your requirements.

Manufacturers and Distributors

Wells maintains one of the world's largest inventories of highest quality radio-electronic components. Our new catalog, now ready, will be mailed upon request.

Wells Sales, Inc.
320 N. La Salle St., Dept. RE
Chicago 10, Illinois
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The IMC Engineer

On Your Staff—but not on your payroll

WILL HELP YOU "RING UP" THE RIGHT INSULATION FOR YOUR NEEDS

If you have a problem in the application of electrical insulation, go to the expert for guidance. Call on your nearest IMC Engineer. He'll be glad to show you the right insulation to meet your needs, and he'll probably save you money. You'll improve your products, too, by making them more trouble free and long lasting.

The IMC Engineer is especially trained to help you solve your electrical insulation problems. Get the most help from him by asking him to:

1. Assist you in the selection of the best insulating materials for the job.
2. Familiarize you with their proper application.
3. Suggest ways to eliminate waste.
4. Help you increase your production.

INSULATION MANUFACTURERS CORPORATION

Your enjoyment climbs to new altitudes through radio and television achievements of RCA Laboratories.

**RCA LABORATORIES—your"magic carpet"**

to new wonders of radio and television

More and more people will go sight-seeing by television as the number of stations and home receivers increases. Eventually, television networks will serve homes from coast to coast... bringing you the news as it happens... sports events... drama... vaudeville.

Many of the advances which have made possible these extended services of radio-electronics, in sound and sight, originated in research conducted by RCA Laboratories.

Recent RCA "firsts" include: ultra-sensitive television cameras that give startling clarity to all-electronic television... tiny tubes for compact, lightweight portable radios... "picture tube" screens for brilliant television reception.

In other fields of radio-electronics, RCA has pioneered major achievements—including the electron microscope. Research by RCA Laboratories goes into every product bearing the name RCA or RCA Victor.

RCA Laboratories at Princeton, N. J., one of the world's centers of radio and electronic research. When in New York City, see the radio-electronic wonders on display at RCA EXHIBITION HALL, 30 West 49th Street. Free admission. Radio Corporation of America, Radio City, New York 20.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
You may build the best appliance of its kind on the market — but if it sets up local radio interference — you'll have tough sledding against today's keen competition. Your customers are demanding radio noise-free performance in the electrical equipment they buy.

The answer, of course, is to equip your products with C-D Quietones. Why Quietones? First, because they're the best-engineered noise filters — second, because they guard your product's reputation by giving long trouble-free service — third, because they're designed and built to meet manufacturers' specific needs — efficiently and economically.


Make Your Product More Saleable with C-D Quietone Radio Noise Filters and Spark Suppressors
THE Type V-5 VARIAC is the most popular of a number of different models. For over- and under-voltage testing, compensation for varying line voltages, and general a-c power, heat, speed and light control, its rating of 862 volt-amperes seems to cover a majority of applications.

We have been concentrating our VARIAC production facilities on this model and are gradually getting out of the woods.

The Type V-5, like others in the new 'V' series, is a decided improvement over its predecessors. Lighter in weight by 25%, with new unit brush construction which cannot cause damage to the winding if the brush wears down, having a heavy-duty line switch, equipped with a polarity indicator in the convenience 'load' outlet, provided with a new molded terminal plate for either screw or solder connections, and furnished with a newly designed knob and dial with big calibration figures for reading at a distance, these new VARIACS are more convenient to use...more efficient in operation...last longer.

The VARIAC is the ideal a-c voltage control. It has the convenience of the rheostat with the efficiency of the transformer; unlike a rheostat it provides control voltages 17 per cent higher than the line voltage...and these voltages are continuously adjustable from ZERO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIFICATIONS</th>
<th>115-Volt TYPE V-5</th>
<th>230-Volt TYPE V-5H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOAD RATING (KVA)</td>
<td>.862 115</td>
<td>.575 230 or 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Voltage</td>
<td>135 or 115</td>
<td>270 or 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage, ZERO to Rated Current (Amps.)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 or 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Current (Amps.)</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE—Unmounted (1)</td>
<td>TYPE V-5 $18.50</td>
<td>TYPE V-5H $21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; —Cased (2)</td>
<td>TYPE V-5M $20.50</td>
<td>TYPE V-5HM $23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; —Mounted (3)</td>
<td>TYPE V-5MT $25.00</td>
<td>TYPE V-5HMT $27.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) At left in illustration
(2) Center of illustration
(3) At right of illustration

All performance data for 60-cycle operation.

The 230-volt models (V-5H) are similar in external appearance and size to the corresponding 115-volt (V-5) units shown in the illustration.


ORDER NOW! Prompt shipment probably can be made on all models of the Type V-5.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge 39, Massachusets
90 West St., New York 6 920 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5 950 N. Highland Ave., Los Angeles 38